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Taking as starting point the known fact that bands and orchestras 
have been active in Brisbane since the early twentieth century, it was 
assumed that significant foundational and developmental work in instru-
mental ensemble must have taken place during the nineteenth century. 
The aim of this thesis is to examine the extent, scope, and development 
of band and orchestral activity in the community of Brisbane from 1850 
to the close of the nineteenth century-
Scope 
The historical survey begins with the year 1850 for the reason 
that Brisbane's earliest band and orchestral activity took place during 
the 1850s, though there is some evidence of demand during the 1840s. 
Instrumental ensemble activity is considered in the context of the 
general pattern of musical development in the community. Closer 
attention is given to factors that influenced or fostered enseirible 
activity and development, notably popular entertainment music, perform-
ance venues, church music, visiting professional performances, and 
community-based concerts. Specific attention is given to choral-orchestral 
societies, independent orchestras, armed services and organizational 
bands, privately formed bands, locality-based bands, and employment-
related bands. 
Developments are considered chronologically by decades in chapters. 
Within chapters specific ensemble development and scope of activity are 
examined in major and minor case studies. 
Conclusions 
Significant socio-economic factors influencing ensemble development 
were population level, rapidity of population increase, urban expansion, 
capital city status, the economy, governmental attitudes, and population 
origins. Most precedent for band and orchestral activity was British, but 
(iii) 
there was a strong German influence and some Italian contribution. There 
was also some inter-colonial influence. 
Three nodal points in ensemble development may be observed. These 
were around 1872, 1883 to 1886, and 1897 to 1900. Each of these saw 
significant initiation or development in band and orchestral activity. In 
general, ensemble activity increased as the population level rose, 
creating greater demand and making more players available; but population 
growth by migration did not supply all the instrumental skills required. 
Bands tended to train their own players, but serious orchestral development 
was innpeded by lack of particular skills. Competent leadership was not 
always available. 
Large orchestras, usually associated with choirs, followed the 
classical model in instrumentation, and usually included amateurs and 
professionals. The most serious orchestral work was choir-dominated, with 
choice of composers limited. No symphonic performance pattern developed 
till nearly the end of the century. Other serious orchestral repertoire 
was drawn from operatic sources. Othen^ i^se orchestras performed many 
classical and contemporary dances. Much work was done by occasional 
concert orchestras, and an amateur orchestral movement developed late in 
the century. 
Earlier Brisbane bands used brass and woodwinds, with drums. Later 
the British all-brass model was favoured, with some clarinet \ase retained. 
The city's best band, the Headquarters Band, followed the pattern of the 
British regimental band, using both woodwinds and brass. Serious repertoire 
was drawn from opera, and many marches and dances were performed. 
At the close of the century Brisbane's bands and orchestras were well 
established and developing strongly. 
(iv) 
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The hypothesis on which this thesis rests is simply stated. Taking 
as starting-point the known fact that instrumental ensembles, both bands 
and orchestras, have been active in Brisbane from the early years of the 
twentieth century, it was assumed that significant foundational and 
developmental work must therefore have taken place during the nineteenth 
century. Early investigation indicated that no major work in the area had 
been published, and that no general study of any useful size had been 
undertaken. These considerations, together with the conviction that the 
matter was one of interest, both to the musician and to the general history 
reader, led to the adoption of the thesis topic as it is presented in this 
study. 
My major concern in the thesis preparation has been to construct a 
historical picture that is cohesive, accurate, amply documented to facilitate 
subsequent research, and as complete as possible. The researcher who 
undertakes archival investigation may initially have little firm evidence 
on which to base a conviction that a fertile field of study exists. Such 
was the case with this study. Later searches confirmed that very few 
primary and secondary sources of direct relevance were available, although 
documentary sources gave factual information relating to the bands of the 
armed services. The total of such evidence, however, was certainly an 
insufficient base for a major study, and it was necessary to turn to the 
reports, comments and advertisements of the daily press of the period to 
fill out the picture. The logical choice in the matter was the newspaper 
first published as the Moreton Bay Courier, and later as the Courier, the 
Brisbane Courier, and the Courier-Mail. This has been Brisbane's major 
newspaper since 1846, and it provides a continuoios flow of reporting from 
that time to the present. For these reasons this newspaper (referred to 
in the text simply as "the Courier") has been taken as the principal 
source base of the thesis. It must be pointed out, however, that while in 
a considerable number of instances the Courier was the only source of 
pertinent information, other available sources were carefully examined and 
used. In general, direct primary sources were preferred to reporting. 
The dangers and disadvantages of over-reliance on one major source 
are freely admitted. In defence it must be pointed out that the labour of 
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scanning all Courier issues from 1846 to 1900 was immense. Furthermore, 
there is a limit to the amount of time that can be devoted to a study. 
Other periodicals may be found to give different points of view, but this 
must be a matter for later researchers to discover. The over-riding 
impression gained was that the Courier reporting was acceptably objective, 
though, of course, critiques must always be examined with reserve, and 
there is always the possibility that certain matters now deemed to be of 
interest were inadequately reported or not mentioned at all. 
The bibliography of such a thesis as this is limited. I have assumed 
that the reader is familiar with the history of the development of Western 
music. Of the numerous published works in this area, the vast majority 
have only general relevance to the thesis topic. Some few, selected for 
closer relevance, are included in the bibliography. With regard to 
Queensland and Brisbane history, the range of available material is 
reasonably wide, although there is no profusion of published texts; but 
again most studies have no more than general relevance to this topic. I 
have assumed throughout that the reader has some knowledge of the geography 
and history of Brisbane. 
It is appropriate to point out that consideration of indigenous music 
—that of the aborigines—has no part in this study; and indeed there 
appears to be little evidence of the existence of such music in Brisbane 
during the period under consideration, though it must have existed during 
the early years. One stream of Western instrumental music, the bagpipe 
and drum music of Scotland and Ireland, is also deliberately excluded. 
Pipers have been active in Brisbane since the early years of the free 
settlement, and the tradition continues to-day. It has, however, little 
contact with the band-orchestral ensemble stream with which this study is 
concerned. The two worlds are not generally compatible. Pipes do not 
readily blend with orchestral instruments. Their power, stridency, and 
uninflected dynamics are sufficient reason for this. The major points of 
distinction, however, are in their use of drones and in the limited and 
idiosyncratic scale of the pipe chanter. Combined performance, on the rare 
occasions when this is entertained, involves much compromise on the part 
of the ensemble partner (usually military or brass band), with considerable 
care in music arranging. 
(xii) 
With reference to the presentation of this thesis, the following 
points apply: 
(a) Within each chapter, first note references are given in footnotes, 
Short subsequent references, where convenient, are incorporated in the 
text. The remainder are footnoted. 
(b) Where concert programmes have been reproduced as appendices, 
some changes in format have been made for typographical convenience and 
clarity, but spelling pecularities, inconsistencies, and general wording 
of the original have been retained. 
(c) The method of exposition used in Chapters II to VI, deliberately 
selected as being both logical and appropriate for this thesis, is to 
proceed from the general to the particular, leading within each chapter to 
a number of major and minor case studies. 
The writer here takes opportunity to thank Associate Professor G.D. 
Spearritt, who, as supervisor, has given help, advice, and encouragement. 
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Introduction 
Brisbane to-day, in the later 1980s, is supporting musical activities 
of all kinds on an unprecedented scale. The richness and extent of this 
activity, it seems safe to say, exceeds the most confident expectations of 
twenty years ago, and goes beyond the wildest hopes of twenty years before 
that. Public acceptance and demand are expanding as greater numbers find 
opportunity for personal fulfilment in the arts; and, in all the surge of 
music-making in the Brisbane of to-day, orchestras and bands, the large 
instrumental ensembles, have gained considerable impetus. Orchestras and 
bands, however, have been active in Brisbane throughout the twentieth 
century. The pattern and scope of their activities are known to many 
through personal experience, and there is evidence enough to show that 
these ensemble activities were strong even in the remote early years of 
the century. 
"Nothing," says King Lear, "will come of nothing." Human affairs 
and conditions of the present spring from human activities of the 
past. Artistic enterprises do not arise spontaneously overnight; 
and the present vigorous current of music-making necessarily had its 
sources somewhere beyond the historical horizon. This study sets out 
to examine those sources, principally as they pertain to the instru-
mental ensembles, the bands and orchestras of early Brisbane. 
It is a historical fallacy to assume that the present is so well-
known as to need neither record nor comment,and all too frequently it 
is not till matters are slipping quietly beyond the reach of living 
memory that any sense of impending loss impels investigation. The 
span of living memory, even of "oldest inhabitants," however, cannot 
effectively cover more than about seventy years. Oral history is a 
useful means of investigation in recreating the spirit of the past and 
in appreciation of social conditions; but the earliest years of the 
twentieth century are, at the time of writing, already largely beyond 
the reach of memory. The nineteenth century, with which this study is 
primarily concerned, is yet further away. Research into this period 
necessarily rests on the written record, and dedicated documentation in 
the area of this study is unfortunately slight. Some general studies 
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dealing with Queensland music in the nineteenth century (notably two brief 
papers by Percy Brier ) are based on insufficient evidence, and are not 
comprehensive. Wentzel's treatment of Queensland musical developments to 
1888 is soundly based and illuminating, but is necessarily limited within 
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the thesis. Yet these, and other studies (such as those by Boughen and 
Hebden ) make it plain that colonial Brisbane was certainly not a musical 
wasteland. 
The history of Brisbane during the colonial years covers a span of 
three-quarters of a century. The span is readily divisible into two 
periods, roughly equal in length. The first, a term of thirty-five years, 
saw the establishment of the Moreton Bay Settlement as a penal colony that 
endured for fifteen years, with Brisbane as its centre, followed by a 
three-year transition from 1839 to 1842, and seventeen years of quiet 
development in free settlement. During all this time the Moreton Bay 
area, the ranges and downs to the west, and the vast unexplored wilderness 
that stretched "a thousand miles away" to the north, were simply the 
northern regions of the Colony of New South Wales— remote, little-known, 
and politically insignificant. 
In 1859, the new Colony of Queensland was formally separated from the 
Colony of New South Wales. The second term thus initiated lasted for 
forty-one years, and the colonial years came to an end when, on the first 
day of the twentieth century, the Colony of Queensland became the State of 
Queensland, one of six federated states of the Commonwealth of Australia. 
Percy Brier, The Pioneers of Music in Queensland ([Brisbane]: The 
Musical Association of Queensland, 1962); and 
Percy Brier, "One Hundred Years and More of Music in Queensland," 
TS, John Oxley Library, Brisbane. 
2 
Ann K. Wentzel, "The First Hundred Years of Music in Australia 1788 
- 1888," M.A. thesis Univ.of Sydney 1963. 
3 
Robert Keith Boughen, "An Account of the Music at St. John's 
Cathedral Brisbane from 1843 - 1887," M.Mus.qualifying examination thesis 
Univ. of Queensland 1974. 
4 
Barbara Jean Hebden, "The Life and Influence of Mr Richard Thomas 
Jefferies," M.A. qualifying examination thesis Univ.of Queensland 1980. 
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For Brisbane, from 1859 the colonial capital, these years brought trans-
formation. The community that had been in 1842 not more than a frontier 
village, endowed with scanty inheritance from the military regime of the 
convict years, and struggling to nneet even the elementary demands of urban 
life, had become in 1859 a small but relatively prosperous country town. 
By the beginning of the twentieth century, however, Brisbane was in fact a 
provincial city, with developing suburban fringes, diverse industries, and 
continually improving facilities and amenities. And significantly, so far 
as this study is concerned, there had been development in the arts. 
The period with which this study is primarily concerned begins with 
the year 1850. It can be shown that the first serious attempts to 
establish instrumental ensembles in Brisbane were made during the 1850s, 
although there is some evidence of demand during the late 1840s. 
Broadly, then, the aim of this study is to examine the extent, scope, 
and development of band and orchestral activity in the community of 
Brisbane during the years from 1850 to the close of the nineteenth century. 
Effective accomplishment of this aim necessarily involves some contextual 
study of general musical development in Brisbane. 
Chapter I 
Historical Overview 
Before undertaking close examination of the bands and orchestras of 
colonial Brisbane, it is appropriate to examine broadly significant 
contextual factors, Brisbane, as Ronald Lawson pointed out, did not 
develop as European cities, the cities of the old world, developed. There 
was no slow process from subsistence farming to commercial farming to 
urban establishment. In 1820 the site of Brisbane was virgin bush, 
without European influence of any kind. In 1842 (the real beginning of 
the social history of Brisbane) the village had fewer than two hundred 
inhabitants. Yet within sixty years, well within the three score years 
and ten of a lifetime, the city held something over a hundred thousand 
people. A great number were immigrants, essentially cultural products of 
the old world; and many of the native-born must have been first generation 
colonials, directly influenced by the attitudes and practices of migrant 
parents. From the lives of these people sprang the organizations, the 
institutions, the entertainments and the pastimes, in which instrumental 
music found expression. It is a matter of some importance, therefore, to 
make some examination of the growth of population, the origins of the 
migrants, and the prevailing economic conditions. 
Economic Development and Urban Growth 
Brisbane's economic growth during the 1840s was slow, but undoubted 
progress was made. By 1846 the population of the County of Stanley (from 
the ranges to the sea) had increased. The census of 1846 counted 1,599. 
o 
North Brisbane had 483 residents. South Brisbane 346, a total of 829. 
Ronald Lawson, Brisbane in the 1890s: A Study of an Australian Urban 
Society (St. Lucia, Q.: Univ.of Queensland Press, 1973) p. 4. 
2 
Moreton Bay Courier, 4 July 1846; hereafter cited as MBC. 
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The year 1849 was a crucial year, the time of demarcation between a 
3 
period of stagnation and a period of development. In that year Lang's 
migrants arrived, and the arrival of further migrants, both free and 
convicted, helped lighten the labour problem. Brisbane gained increasing 
recognition as the area's leading town; it developed commercially, and 
provided leadership in the struggle for separation (Laverty, p. 38). 
Urban and population growth continued. In March 1851 the census showed 
4 
the population of the Police District of Brisbane as 3,156. The population 
of Brisbane itself stood at 2,103 in 1851; by 1856 it was 4,395; and by 
5 
1861 it had risen to over 6,000. 
The period following Separation in December 1859 was economically 
buoyant and optimistic. In the first seven years the population of the 
Colony increased four-fold, reaching 100,000 in 1868. These years saw a 
building boom in Brisbane, with high land prices. High confidence was 
reflected in the inauguration of a number of governmental and municipal 
projects. At this stage a prolonged drought from 1865 to 1868, coupled 
with a London bank failure, brought the infant colony to its knees. In 
Brisbane there was wide unerrployment, with social distress and some 
rioting. With the breaking of the drought and rising revenues from the 
goldfields, better times were returning by the end of the 1860s. Brisbane's 
7 
population by the census of March 1868 was in excess of 14,000. By 
September 1871 it had reached the 15,000 mark (V&P, 1871-2, p. 657). 
Continuing expansion and increase in wealth marked the 1870s, and 
Brisbane prospered. "The capital in this period was a pioneering but fast 
developing settlement; it was typical of an urban centre supplying many 
Q 
of the wants of an expansionist frontier." In many respects the progress 
of the 1870s was continuation and consolidation of the 1860s. The census 
3 
J.R. Laverty, "Development of the Town of Brisbane 1823-1859," B.A. 
thesis Univ.of Queensland 1955, p. 38. 
4 
Votes and Proceedings of the New South Wales Legislative Council, 
Second Session, II, 1851, 137. ~ ' ' 
5 
Gordon Greenwood and John Laverty, Brisbane 1858-1959: A History of 
Local Government (Brisbane: Ziegler for the Council of the City of 
Brisbane, 1959) , p. 47. 
Greenwood and Laverty, p.138 
7 
Votes and Proceedings of the Queensland Legislative Assembly, 1869 
II, 203; hereafter cited as V&P. -^ 
Greenwood and Laverty, p.139. 
6. 
of May 1876 showed Brisbane's population as 20,645 (V&P, 1877, II, 336). 
By 1881 it was close to the 23,000 mark (V&P, 1881, I, 1119). With the 
9 
population of suburbs included, the figure stood at around 37,000. 
The 1880s were boom years in the Australian Colonies, with Govern-
ments spending large amounts in loan funds. Queensland's thriving 
economic condition was strongly reflected in the growth of its capital. 
Brisbane in the eighties was transformed "from frontier town to colonial 
city," both enlarging and developing (Crook, ch.l, p. 21). The population 
of Brisbane in 1886 was 32,567 (V&P, 1886, II, 744); but with suburban 
population included the figure was over 70,000. In 1891 the population 
within a five mile (= 8.05km) radius of Brisbane General Post Office was 
over 93,000; within a ten mile (= 16.1km) radius it was over 100,000 
(V&P, 1891, III, 760). Clearly, by the end of the 1880s Brisbane was 
already a city of some consequence. 
The 1890s were perhaps the most diverse and interesting years of 
Brisbane's colonial history, and, thanks to the comprehensive research of 
Ronald Lawson, these years are the best known and understood. For both 
Brisbane and Queensland, the decade held contrasting extremes: depression 
and prolonged recovery; drought and flood; and political polarization 
(Lawson, p. 37). The decade began badly. A slump followed the boom of 
the 1880s and checked both private and public borrowing. Speculative 
mining and property investments had caused instability in an economy 
already too narrowly based and too optimistically reliant on Queensland 
capacity for expansion. A flood of migrants during the 1880s had 
saturated the labour market, and widespread unemployment followed. There 
were bitter strikes in 1891. Both drought and floods brought hardship and 
loss, and in 1893 the Colony was in dire straits. By 1897, however, the 
Colony was again enjoying "a sober prosperity." Another economic down-
turn ensued, and lasted into the new century. Yet notwithstanding reverses, 
the Colony made progress during the nineties. In 1901 Queensland's 
12 population reached 500,000. Brisbane's urban growth was slowed, but by 
the 1901 census the population within a ten mile radius of the G.P.O. had 
9 
D.P. Crook, "Aspects of Brisbane Society in the Eighteen-eighties," 
B.A. thesis Univ.of Queensland 1958, ch.l, p. 5. 
W. Ross Johnston, The Call of the Land: A History of Queensland to 
the Present Day (Milton, Q.: Jacaranda, 1982), p. 129. 
Queensland Year Book, 1939, p. 13. 
12 Queensland Year Book, 1939, p. 13. 
risen to over 119,000, 
Social Develcpment 
"A town does not consist simply of its buildings. Its collective 
life is rather more a matter of the private and organized activities of 
13 those who live within it." The most accurate measure of the richness of 
life in a city lies not so much in its physical growth, nor even in its 
general affluence, but in the vigour of its institutions, its social and 
cultural organization, and its recreations. This measure, even in 
contemporary life, is not easy to take; but attitudes and initiative are 
nevertheless implicit in records of activities and the provision of 
appropriate amenities. 
Some mention of the development within each period, particularly as 
it concerns musical activity, forms part of this study; but in general it 
has been deemed proper to include this information within the chapter 
specifically dealing with the music of that period. Two matters, however, 
are excepted. The first of these concerns the ethnic origins of the 
people of Brisbane and the impact of migration. The second concerns the 
development of Queensland's armed forces, military and naval. 
The People of Brisbane 
The rise in Brisbane's population during the years from Separation to 
Federation has been noted. In forty-one years the increase was over 
110,000. Where did these people come from? Knowing the answer to this, 
one may look for evidence of a continuing musical tradition common to the 
majority or peculiar to an ethnic minority. Some answer is to be found in 
the various census figures. 
The quinquennial periods during which the Colony of Queensland made 
the greatest migration gains were, in order, 1881-1885; 1861-1865; 
1871-1875; and 1886-1890. Least gains were made during 1891-1895 and 
14 ' 
1896-1900. To put the matter chronologically, there was immediately 
following Separation a great influx of migrants, far outweighing the 
Greenwood and Laverty, p. 75. 
14 
Queensland Year Book, 1939, p. 38. 
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modest intakes of the 1840s and 1850s. Despite the check of 1867 the flow 
remained strong during the late 1860s. It continued strong through the 
1870s, with increase evident in the earlier part of the decade. During 
the early 1880s the flow became a flood, with 1883 the peak year; and a 
reduced but still considerable flow continued to 1890. Migration slowed 
to a trickle in the early 1890s, and strengthened only a little during the 
late years of the decade. Crook points out that there were, in fact, 
three great bursts of migration: during the early and mid-sixties; 
between 1874 and 1877; and in the early 1880s. The last of these three 
bursts was by far the greatest (Crook, ch. 2, p. 3). In 1883 the surpris-
15 ingly large number of 28,544 immigrants came to Queensland. 
The overwhelming majority of these migrants came from the British 
Isles: English, Irish, Scots and a smaller number of Welsh. These people 
shared a common language. They shared a common political heritage. They 
had, in the main, been subjected to the same socio-economic pressures. 
Nationally, they were in general regarded as common stock. The result was 
that, unlike many other colonial cities, Brisbane had from the beginning a 
population that was in important respects remarkably homogeneous. During 
the nineteenth century only one other group of migrants (the Germans) had 
the numerical strength to maintain any unified influence; but in general 
the Germans proved to be good colonists and joined the mainstream without 
difficulty. 
Queensland's German-born population rose from just over 2,000 in 1861 
to over 8,000 in 1871; by 1881 it was approaching 12,000, and by 1891 it 
was nearly 15,000; but by 1901 it had declined to just over 13,000. It 
was thus numerically highest in the early 1890s; but proportionally its 
peak was in the late 1860s. From 1.07% in 1861 it rose to 7.67% in 1868, 
but from that point it steadily declined to 3.19% in 1891 and 2.62% in 
1901 (V&P, 1902, II, 921). 
There are some difficulties in estimating the extent of the German 
presence and, by inference, influence in the Colony. Jackson points out 
that census figures do not include second or even third generation 
15 
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colonials of German stock. German families were fairly large, and the 
number could have been as high as 25,000 in 1891. But so far as 
Brisbane is concerned, other factors have more significance. Throughout 
the colonial years the Germans were the largest non-British component of 
Queensland's population, but most were small farmers and peasants from the 
depressed areas of the German agricultural states (Jackson, p. 24). They 
preferred rural life, took up land, and generally prospered. In general 
this was also true of the Scandinavians, who arrived in some numbers in 
the early 1870s. Lawson notes that in 1891 only 2.12% of the metropolitan 
17 population was German-born, and 1.06% Scandinavian-born. 
Numerically, the tally of German-born residents of Brisbane was never 
very great. From 251 in 1861 it rose to 1,178 in 1864, and to a peak of 
1,980 in 1868 (V&P, 1869, II, 283). By 1871 the number had been reduced 
to 569 (V&P, 1872, p. 1166) , and census figures show it did not rise above 
the thousand mark again till 1886, when it stood at 1,137 (V&P, 1887, II, 
986). By 1891 it had sunk to 1,061 (V&P, 1892, m , 924). The number was 
yet lower by the end of the century. Proportionally, it is obvious, the 
Germans were at their strongest in 1868, when one in seven or eight 
persons in the town was German-born. In 1891 the proportion was more like 
one in a hundred. 
It has been noted that the great majority of migrants to Queensland 
were of United Kingdom stock. In fact Queensland attempted to recruit 
migrants in proportion to the three parts making up the union— England, 
Scotland and Ireland (Wales being included with England)(Rosemary Lawson, 
p. 67). In addition to the Germans the 1870s saw the arrival of migrants 
1 Q 
from Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Italy. These, however, were very much 
a minor proportion of the population. In a study of the music of colonial 
Brisbane, then, one might expect to find mainly continuation of the 
British music tradition, with minor input from other ethnic groups. In 
1 fi 
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such a brief span of time, and with strong and consistent migrant inflow, 
conditions would not seem propitious for the development of a distinctively 
local style, either in performance or in composition. Crook, in his study 
of the 1880s, when migrant flow was strongest, insists that there was no 
swamping of the colonial-born by migrants (Crook, ch. 2, p. 29). Never-
theless, it was not until 1901 that, for the first time, the majority of 
19 the population of Brisbane was Queensland-born. The influence of the 
migrant must necessarily have been strong. 
"Hie Army and the Navy 
Before 1901, when defence became the concern of the newly created 
Commonwealth Government, each of the Australian Colonies perforce shouldered 
responsibility for its own internal defence arrangements, and to a limited 
extent looked to the security of its coasts. Thus each Colony, after its 
own fashion, created its own army, and small colonial navies, capable of 
operating within territorial waters, also were established. 
As Covell records, the first European music performed in Australia's 
colonial history was that of a drum and fife band of the Imperial armed 
20 
services, m February 1788, at the reading of the Governor's commission. 
Military and ship bands of one kind or another continued 
to be the staple of public music-making in the Colony of New 
South Wales for its first forty or fifty years. Bands--
sometimes including strings in addition to brass and woodwind 
—played at balls and receptions as well as at military and 
naval ceremonies; bandsmen gave music lessons and played in 
the pit at theatres; bandmasters wrote the first compositions 
known to have been produced in the colony.„, 
These bands were, for the most part, bands of the regiments of the 
Imperial Army serving in the Australian colonies, though none, so far as 
is known, visited the Queensland area. Ships of the Royal Navy serving in 
19 
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Australasian colonies, however, also carried bands, and there are several 
recorded instances of such bands performing in Brisbane. Until about 1830 
most of the music publicly performed in New South Wales and Tasmania was 
that of the army bands. Their official duties, the parades, ceremonials, 
receptions and the like, were a matter of course; but the other work they 
undertook, under official sponsorship or permission, playing for civilian 
functions and for public entertainment, was a community service. Such 
engagements even included church services (Covell, p. 10). Musically, the 
influence of the bands must have been considerable. Operating within a 
framework of secure though underpaid employment (the British army being 
what it was) bandsmen were able to undertake private engagements in 
performance and teaching, offering skills that probably would not have 
been available at that time from any other soiorce. No doubt the work of 
the bands was well enough known to Brisbane citizens, although no more 
than a handful of British regular troops were stationed in Queensland. 
From the beginning it was inevitable that Queensland's internal 
security arrangements would be a domestic concern. The economic condition 
of the infant colony precluded any possibility of the raising of a paid 
regular force. The only answer to Queensland's defence problems lay in 
the establishment and maintenance of a citizen army and navy. Like their 
regular counterparts, such citizen corps formed their own bands, whose 
activities, as with the British regimental bands, included many community 
services. It is therefore of some importance to examine the framework of 
authority within which these citizen forces operated. 
In the very great majority of their institutions and organizations 
the Queensland colonists looked to Britain for precedent. There were two 
models for a citizen army: the Volunteers, and the Militia. Both were 
locally based, but the Militia relied on obligatory conscription. Shortly 
after his arrival in Brisbane, Governor Bowen took action to establish a 
Volunteer Corps, In 1860 lists were opened, and training was begun. 
Initially, the Brisbane Volunteers movement failed. Among the 
reasons for this were sparsity of the population, weakness of the economy, 
and anti-military feeling. An attempt in 1862 to introduce a Militia 
Bill, with some conscription, provoked public antagonism, and was rejected. 
In the face of apathy and economic starvation, the Volunteers struggled on 
12. 
through the sixties and early seventies. 
Anderson argues that the change to a successful military establish-
ment in Queensland by the year 1878 depended on four factors: (a) a large, 
stable population; (b) economic stability; (c) a departure from the 
22 
volunteer ethos; and (d) an external threat. The failure of the 1862 
Bill meant that the establishment of a viable Volunteer corps was precluded 
until the gradual growth of population and the diversification of the 
economy eventually altered the socio-economic basis on which it was built; 
and this did not occur imtil well into the 1870s (Anderson, p. 46). 
From their loose beginnings in 1860, the military forces in Queensland 
went through a series of evolutionary steps until in 1884, with the 
passing of the Defence Act, an efficient modern military organization was 
created. The re-organization of 1885, setting up what was essentially a 
volunteer militia, moved clearly away from the traditional volunteer 
model. With minor alteration this militia continued to the end of the 
century; yet such was the strength of the "volunteer ethos" that it 
survived the change. In fact new volunteer units were established. 
In addition to the new "volunteer militia" (generally referred to as 
"Defence Force"), and the Volunteers, the 1884 Act created a new full-
time unit, the Permanent Artillery, all under the unified control of a 
Commanding Officer, Also under the provisions, a small professional naval 
force was created, together with shore-based companies forming a part-time 
Naval Brigade. 
Such, then, was the military and naval condition in Queensland during 
the colonial years. The bands followed the fortunes of the units they 
served. 
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Chapter II 
Brisbane 1850 to Separation 
The census of 1841 showed the entire European population of the 
Moreton Bay area to be two hundred persons, the area being roughly from 
the ranges to the sea. The 1840s added about two thousand to the population 
of Brisbane. With a population of 2,103 inhabitants by the 1851 census, 
Brisbane was still little more than a village; but by 1859 it was 
indisputably a town with a promising future, and a good measure of 
prosperity. 
Progress during the decade was manifest in diverse ways: in urban 
growth and building; in the further establishment of commerce and 
industry; and in the development of institutions, organizations, 
facilities, and amenities. Queen Street business frontages during the 
period were, for a small town, impressive. Several public buildings, 
including the Customs House and the School of Arts, were erected. "It 
was, however, the various Church organizations which made the greatest 
contribution to improving the grace and dignity of the township's buildings.' 
New structures included the pro-cathedral of St. John's (Church of England); 
the old St. Stephen's (Roman Catholic), the design of which is attributed 
to the architect Pugin; the Wesleyan Methodist building at the corner 
of Albert and Adelaide Streets; and the Presbyterian Church in Ann 
Street. ^  
During the 1850s there was increasing evidence of activity character-
istic of an established community, with its complexity of relationships 
and expression of common interests. Church activity expanded markedly. 
Lodges and societies were founded, and amusements and entertainment 
facilities increased. But the most interesting evidence of rising concern 
with intellectual, social and cultural matters, lies in the activities 
Gordon Greenwood and John Laverty, Brisbane 1859-1959: A History 
of Local Government (Brisbane: Ziegler for the Council of the City of 
Brisbane, 1959) , pp. 74-75. 
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associated with the School of Arts. Founded in 1849, this institution 
reflected the prevailing social and political conditions, and discussed 
all issues freely. It was, as Cleary says, a haven for the cultured 
British migrant who still had connections with the homeland and close 
3 
contact with English ideas and literary tastes. 
Conditions in Brisbane during the 1850s were relatively primiitive. 
Streets were dust-beds in the dry, quagmires in the wet. There were no 
buses and no coaches, though there were ferries to cross the river. The 
town, however, was compact, and most people walked where they had to go. 
Lack of street lighting—which was not provided until the town had a gas 
works—meant that evening activities, such as meetings and entertainments, 
were best held when the moon was full, although entertainments were not 
plentiful, in any case, during the early years. "In 1854," according to 
Coote, "there were no theatres, no musical or public entertainments, no 
4 
cabs, but few hotels, and, apparently, little or no extravagance." 
Concerning conditions in 1859, at the time of Separation, Coote has 
this to say: 
The course of life was monotonous, unless a flood, or a 
drought, or an election disturbed it. Public amusements, 
there were none, save such as might be derived from the 
infrequent visits of a stroller or two—more seldom, of a 
musical star. 
Entertainments were, admittedly, not frequent in the fifties, but perhaps 
conditions were not so bad as Coote depicts them. There were some 
valiant musical endeavours that deserve attention. 
Music in the Fifties 
There is little evidence of music-making in Brisbane during the years 
immediately before 1850. Entertainments were related to the realities of 
pioneering life, and both horse-racing and boating were popular. It is in 
3 
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Courier reports on the meetings of the Moreton Bay Race Club that one 
finds the first evidence of demand for popular music. The club's first 
meeting was held in 1846; and the Moreton Bay Courier (20 June 1846) 
remarked on the lack of a band to make the mirth and excitement complete. 
It was not until 1848 that the race meeting attracted the attendance of a 
band of musicians, albeit of doubtful quality. 
The steamer Experiment plied during the races at very moderate 
fares, between the settlement and the course, and afforded to the 
inhabitants an opportunity of enjoying the pleasures of an aquatic 
excursion in combination with those of the turf. A band of music 
was also provided on board, and if the various instruments did not 
exactly unite in that harmony of tone calculated to please the 
nice fastidious ear of the leader of a marching regiment's band, 
the deficiency did not appear to be missed by those for whose 
amusement this "musical swarry" was got up. Seriously speaking, 
the drumming on board the little steamer - provided always a reason-
able distance was preserved - had rather a fine effect, serving as 
it did to mark her position on the river, when the deepening shades 
of evening rendered her fairy form indistinct to optical perception, 
and if it was not exactly what the poet meant by the expression 
"music on the waters," it was, as Sam Weller said, on a rather 
different occasion, a "wery good imitation of it."^ 
So far as the band is concerned, the reporting was more satirical 
than precise. There was, it appears, at least one drum included in the 
"various instruments." What the other instruments were remains a mystery. 
It should be noted that this appears to be the first attempt in Brisbane 
to provide a band to meet a popular demand for entertainment music, 
but incidental references show that there were some instrumental skills 
in the community. In January 1849 the Courier published a report "How 
1849 Came to Brisbane": 
North Brisbane was aroused by the beating of a drum. In the 
pauses of the strokes you might hear a screaming flute. There 
was laughter—and a fiddle. . . ._ 
There was no theatre in Brisbane during the 1840s, but 1847 saw the 
first attempt to provide popular entertainment of the kind later provided 
by such houses as the Victoria and the Theatre Royal, which gave employment 
to many Brisbane musicians in later years of the century. Late in April 
Moreton Bay Courier, 27 May 1848; hereafter cited as MBC. 
MBC, 6 January 1849. 
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1847, George Croft opened "an Ampitheatre" in Russell Street, South 
Q 
Brisbane. Mixed programmes offered tight-rope acts, acrobatics, jokes, 
and of course, songs. The Courier carried reports with no great wealth of 
detail, but cautioned the managennent against lewdness. The main performers, 
it appears, were Croft and his wife. The performance quality no doubt was 
not high, and probably did not need to be in the entertainment-starved 
settlement. The enterprise ended in insolvency, but is historically 
interesting (Morrison, p. 87). It was the first step in a tradition of 
popular entertainment in Brisbane that endured till the closure of the 
Cremorne Theatre in South Brisbane, a century later. 
More significant, so far as this study is concerned, was the appearance, 
during the final weeks of 1849, of the first explicit demand for serious 
music in Brisbane. The moves to found the Brisbane School of Arts were 
made in the closing months of 1849. In response to an advertisement in 
the Courier, a meeting was held on Monday, 24 September, to form "a 
society for intellectual recreation and instruction" (MBC, 29 September 
1849). And on 15 December 1849, the Courier carried the following: 
As the Brisbane School of Arts and Sciences advances in 
prosperity, we hope that those who have the management of the 
institution will not overlook the adviseableness of forming a 
music class, whenever circumistances shall favour such a step. 
The introduction of such a pleasing and delightful recreation 
would form a great additional attraction, and also be a benefit 
to the members. 
It would thios appear that by the close of the 1840s the people of 
Brisbane were beginning to look for music in their lives, and this rising 
demand was reflected in the pages of the daily press. The Courier from 
the early 1850s carried advertisements for music tuition, and other 
advertisements offering for sale both instruments and music. One might 
well scan the advertisements of the 1840s in vain for such material. Not 
all advertisements originated in the Moreton Bay area, for Sydney merchants 
tested the northern market. As early as March 1851 Sydney Piano Forte and 
Music Warerooms, of Hunter Street, Sydney, inserted such an advertisement, 
and it reflected the maasical spirit of the times. Music offered for sale 
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included the "Classical Compositions" of Thalberg, Chopin, Kalkbrenner, 
Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Dreyschock, Rosellen, Herz, Czerny, Burgmuller, 
Dohler, "Sterndale, Bennett," and others, together with the newest polkas, 
schottisches, waltzes, quadrilles, etc. Instruments included pianos of 
various kinds from grand to piccolo, seraphines, harmoniums, and piano-
melodias. Settlers and parties in the interior, it was claimed, could not 
do better (MBC, 1 March 1851). 
Advertisements originating in Brisbane imply that versatility was 
necessary for economic survival in the 1850s. J.C. Humby, teacher of 
voice and pianoforte, also advertised pianofortes, music stools and music 
for sale (MBC, 22 October 1853). In the following year the same gentleman, 
"having publicly introduced Music into Moreton Bay, and being still 
desirous of cultivating a taste for that delightful accomplishment," 
advertised a large assortment of home music, and instruments including 
German concertina and harmonium (MBC, 30 September 1854) . The sale of 
musical goods, however, was not confined to music specialists. Heussler 
and Company, of South Brisbane, advertised mixed goods, foodstuffs and 
furniture along with pianofortes "of a superior tone" (MBC, 1 July 1854). 
And a typical advertisement of John Cooling, of Queen Street, carried by 
the Courier of 22 April 1854, offered for sale not only French accordions, 
German flutes, clarionettes, flageolets, and violin strings, but also such 
diversities as soda water machines, work boxes, solid gold watches, 
novels, grammar books, and powder puffs. It would appear that there was 
in fact a firming local demand by the middle 1850s; for on 15 July 1854 
the Courier called attention to the stocks of both Cooling and Humby. 
Lovers and practitioners of music, ran the report, "now have good opportun-
ities of supplying themselves in Brisbane with the latest compositions." 
During the 1850s Brisbane townspeople witnessed a number of precedents 
in music. Among them were the first visits by touring musicians (including 
instrumentalists), both on the popular and on the more artistic level; 
the first subscription concerts; the first visit by a band; and the 
establishment of a band that became a permanent feature of Brisbane life. 
The first musicians of professional calibre settled in the town. Most 
significant of all, however, were the attempts by School of Arts members 
to establish choirs and musical societies. These were important, first 
because they were the initial expressions of demand for serious music; 
18. 
and second, because they were the forerunners of other similar movements, 
among them the Brisbane Musical Union and the Brisbane Liedertafel, that 
played a major role in the development of the city's orchestras. Addition-
ally, there was further development in the practice of church music, which 
had first found a place in Brisbane during the 1840s. 
Popular Entertainments 
Popular entertainments in Brisbane during the 1850s were, admittedly, 
few and far between, but precedents were nevertheless recorded. The 
Ethiopian Serenaders, the first visiting entertainers to perform in 
Brisbane, played for four nights in November 1850 (MBC, 23 November 
1850). There were four in the party, and attendance was good. The term 
"Ethiopian ," it appears, was applied during the nineteenth century to 
the type of entertainment later known as "nigger minstrel." A similar 
company, also Ethiopian Serenaders, toured in 1855, under the sponsorship 
of John Cooling (MBC, 2 June 1855). The New Orleans Serenaders gave 
performances in August 1857; and The Tyrolese Minstrels played in the 
School of Arts in January 1859. 
Other entertainments included M.D. Finucum's so-called Brisbane 
Theatre, which played for a time in 1856. The entertainment was advertised 
as a "Licensed Travelling Theatre." The performance, stated the advertise-
ment, "will always commence with a Drama or Tragedy, to be followed with 
Dancing; after which a very laughable Farce, and to conclude with the 
Dissolving Views—a grand treat indeed." All this, and good music too 
(MBC, 31 May 1856). And in the 1850s the first travelling circuses 
visited Brisbane. The first came in June 1855, the second in December 
of the same year; and others followed. There were, from time to time, 
other entertainments, also musically unremarkable; but not all visiting 
musicians during the 1850s were merely popular entertainers. 
Visiting Professional Performances 
To John Cooling, businessman, of Queen Street, must go the credit 
of being Brisbane's first musical entrepreneur; and under his management 
the first subscription concert series was presented. 
19 
On 26 August 1854 Cooling advertised his intention of giving a 
series of three vocal concerts, and the patronage of the inhabitants of 
Brisbane, Ipswich, and the surrounding districtsecdd respectfully solicited. 
Cooling proposed to visit Sydney to complete the required professional 
aid. It was proposed to issue a limited numiber of tickets, single tickets 
for "the Area" being seven shillings, and reserved seats ten shillings 
and sixpence, with a reduction being allowed for the series. This was a 
high price to charge, being two to three times as much as might have 
been charged for admission to a good concert ten years later, or even 
forty years later; but no doubt Cooling had calculated the costs and 
the risks. Dates set for the series were 20, 22, and 24 November. "Mr. 
Cooling has been at considerable cost and trouble," wrote the Courier, 
"in thus attempting to add to the slender stock of agreeable entertain-
ment afforded in Moreton Bay, and we are happy to learn that his efforts 
are likely to be seconded by the cordial support of the public" (MBC, 18 
November 1854). 
The visiting performers, the first professional vocalists to tour 
the Moreton Bay area, were Flora Harris (soprano), Fred Dicker (tenor), 
and Edward Hancock (basso). But to Dicker also goes the credit of being 
the first touring instrumentalist to perform for Brisbane audiences. 
Dicker was not—as might have been expected—a violinist or pianist, but 
a cornetist and post-horn player; and the fact pays tribute to the 
immense popularity of the cornet in the nineteenth century. The Brisbane 
concerts were reported with a frustrating absence of detail, in the 
Courier of 25 November 1854, though the report noted that the entertain-
ments far surpassed anything of the kind previously attempted in Brisbane. 
The report gave no credit to an accompanist, but it would appear from 
the report of the Ipswich concert, in the following Saturday's Courier, 
that the pianist was in fact Sylvester Diggles. The engagement may well 
have been his first appearance in the Moreton Bay area; for a paragraph 
in the Courier of 9 December 1854 noted that he was "about to take up 
abode in Brisbane." 
Cooling's letter in the Courier of 16 December shows that he lost 
money on the venture, mainly because the Ipswich performances (not under 
his management) drew patrons away from the Brisbane concerts. Nevertheless 
he stated intention to promote further entertainments, and the visit of 
the Ethiopian Serenaders in 1855 has been noted. 
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The second promoted tour by performers of standing was organized by 
a committee of six citizens, including Duncan and Mackenzie, and may 
have had some School of Arts impetus. The committee was formed to induce 
Miska Hauser (a Hungarian violinist), and other professional musicians, 
to visit Brisbane for a series of concerts (MBC, 27 January 1855). 
Hauser, it was reported, had been astonishing and delighting the people 
of Sydney. In due course, concerts were advertised, two in Brisbane, on 
14 and 16 February 1855; and others in Ipswich, on days to be fixed by 
an Ipswich committee (MBC, 3 February 1855). In the event, all concerts 
were given in March. The party included, besides Hauser, Flora Harris 
on her second visit, and C.S. Packer, pianist and vocalist. Sylvester 
Diggles also performed with the group in Brisbane. Programmes, so perusal 
of the advertisements would suggest, were devised (as Hauser's had been 
in Sydney) to astonish and delight. Both Hauser and Packer, it appears, 
were possessed of considerable skill, and were much given to bravura 
fantasias and the like. Some items were composed by the players, others 
were billed as extemporaneous. The ubiquitous harmonium was also called 
into play. "Mr. Packer absolutely astonished the audience by his splendid 
performance on that usually dreary and hum-drum instrument,the harmonium, 
which we certainly did not think capable of being made so much of" (MBC, 
24 March 1855). Despite high prices, the citizenry of Brisbane were 
impressed. Hauser and Packer appeared again in Brisbane in 1858, with 
vocalist Sara Flower. 
Church Music 
Reed organs—notably the harmonium—were of course the mainstay of 
church music during the nineteenth century. In 1856, for example, the 
new Wesleyan Chapel, at the corner of Albert and Adelaide Streets, 
installed a twelve-stop harmonium by Alexandre Fils et Cie, of Paris, 
which was "admirably adapted for the building both in sound and volume" 
(MBC, 6 December 1856). There are also indications that church vocal 
music was being fostered. As early as 1851, in a soiree at the new 
Evangelical Chapel, North Brisbane, vocal choruses of sacred music were 
given between addresses, these being "performed in a very superior manner." 
And two of the Anglican clergy, the Rev. L.H. Rumsey and the Rev. John 
Mosely, were actively concerned in the development of vocal music, not 
only in their churches, but also in the choral societies of the time. 
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Mxjsic and the School of Arts 
The initial meeting to found the Brisbane School of Arts, as has 
been noted, was held on 24 September 1849. A further meeting followed 
on 28 September, at which the School of Arts was formally declared 
constituted (Cleary, p. 11). The first officers were elected on 4 
October (Cleary, p.12) . At first the institution had no premises of 
its own, but steps were taken, apparently without loss of time. On 19 
October 1850 the Courier reported that plans for a hall were being 
considered; and on 10 February 1851 the acceptance of a tender was 
reported. The building, at the corner of Queen and Creek Streets, was 
ready for use in 1851, although the front of the building was not 
completed till the following year. Its architecture, Hunter observes, 
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was nondescript; but it provided Brisbane with a venue during the 
remainder of the 1850s,and well into the 1860s, for a variety of activ-
ities (including music performances), when no alternative venue was 
available. The terms, decided in 1853, for which the hall might be let 
"for purposes of private emolument or amusement should l^ e, for Lectures 
£1; Concerts £2; and Dinners, etc., £5." Dinners, it would appear, 
were more profitable than concerts (MBC, 2 April 1853) . 
The members of the School of Arts were not content to await completion 
of the building before beginning activities; and as early as January 
1850 it was announced that Mr Buchanan would deliver a lecture on 
music (MBC, 5 January 1850). The Courier also noted with approval — 
having some weeks earlier recomimended such a step— "that measures are 
in progress for the formation of a music class from amongst the members 
of the society." 
Buchanan's lecture was delivered on Thursday, 24 January 1850, 
probably at the Court House, and the report appeared in the Saturday's 
Courier. The audience, said the Courier, was numerous and respectable. 
"For nearly three hours Mr. Buchanan entertained his audience by alter-
nately tracing from history the antiquity and power of music, and 
illustrating its effects upon the feelings through the means of national 
airs." The airs were English, Irish, and Scottish; and the singer's 
voice was "clear and pleasing." The Courier recognized the historical 
and social significance of the occasion. 
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We feel much pleasure in recording this first public effort 
to create a taste for the practice of music, and we hope, with 
the President, that it may lead to the establishment of a music 
class amongst the members of the Brisbane School of Arts, and to 
the substitution of a pleasing and healthful accomplishment for 
the injurious qualities that have hitherto been so largely 
cultivated amongst the working classes.., „ 
The success of Buchanan's first lecture led to his delivering a 
second on the same theme, also to a "numerous and respectable audience." 
Illustrations were confined on this occasion to Scottish songs, and the 
lecture was well received. The Courier report noted that a book had 
been opened "for the enrolment of names of persons intending to join 
the music class" (MBC, 4 May 1850). 
On 27 July 1850 a Courier advertisement informed the residents of 
Brisbane that Mr Stace intended shortly to open select adult classes, 
for instruction in vocal music. This would appear to be the proposed 
School of Arts music class; but there is no evidence to show what 
success attended the attempt, or even if the class actually operated. 
The evidence reveals only an embryonic demand, apparently still-born. 
The next step in the School of Arts line of development came some 
nine months later. In April 1851 the Courier carried a paragraph: 
MUSICAL SOCIETY:- It is in contemplation amongst some 
residents in Brisbane favourable to the cultivation of the science 
of music, as an innocent and agreeable mode of promoting good 
feeling, and of assisting in training the mind to good pursuits, 
to establish a Musical Society in Brisbane, if sufficient encourage-
ment for that purpose be given. It is proposed that the Society 
be called "The Moreton Bay Amateur Musical Society." 
On Thursday, 8 May 1851, a preliminary meeting of persons interested 
in the formation of the society was held in the Court House, with W.A. 
Duncan in the chair. A draft of the society rules was approved for 
submission to a subsequent general public meeting. Two classes of 
subscribers were proposed: members who could sing or play "by note," 
and other subscribers. Both classes were to pay an entrance fee and 
quarterly subscription. The initial draft proposed half-a-crown for 
-'-^ MBC, 26 January 1850. 
"'""'"MBC, 26 April 1851. 
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the former, and five shillings for the latter; but general opinion 
favoured a uniform rate of five shillings. The committee of the society 
were to have power to appoint a musical conductor at a salary to be 
named, it being left to the conductor to select the performers (MBC, 10 
May 1851). The Courier observed that about twenty-five instrumental 
and sixteen vocal performers, by note, could be named in the town. The 
comiment is interesting. First, it reveals how slim were the resources 
on which the Society might draw; and second, it implies that the Society 
intended to concern itself with instrumental as well as vocal music. 
Unfortunately, the diversity of the instrumental resources, and the 
identities of the players, were not revealed. 
On 17 May the Courier advertised a general meeting of the members 
and subscribers, to be held in the Court House on the following Thursday, 
for the purpose of electing officers, receiving fees, and enrolment. 
In due course the meeting was held, and reported in the Courier of 24 
May 1851. W.A. Duncan was confirmed as President, and R.A. Stace as 
Secretary. A committee meeting followed the general meeting. R.A. 
Stace was unanimously elected musical Conductor, and the first practice 
was fixed for Tuesday, 27 May. 
There is no evidence that the Moreton Bay Amateur Musical Society 
ever gave a public performance. As with a number of similar societies 
in the nineteenth century, its foundation is clearly documented, but 
its demise is shrouded in obscurity. There was a report in the Courier 
of 14 June which stated that the promoters and principal supporters 
were unremitting in their exertions to establish the society on a sound 
and permanent footing. The committee and performers met every Tuesday 
and Friday for practice, and were "making as fair a progress as could 
be anticipated under the circumstances." 
The Courier of 30 August 1851 carried two advertisements, both 
inserted by Stace. The first gave the date (6 September) of a special 
general meeting "to consider the propriety of Purchasing certain instru-
ments," to fix the amount of the conductor's salary, and to transact 
other business. The other advertisement offered three violins and a 
concert flute for sale, in playing order. Parties intending to join 
the Musical Society, stated the advertisement, would do well to inspect 
them. In addition, Stace advertised to purchase a violoncello or a 
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bassoon. By inference, the matter of orchestral balance was under 
consideration. 
In the absence of further evidence of Society activity, one can 
only assume that the venture was beyond the capacity of the settlement 
to support. The fact remains, however, that this was the first attempt 
made in Brisbane to establish a community-based music society; and it 
is interesting that it looked, as the evidence suggests, both to choral 
and to orchestral music. It would not, perhaps, have been surprising 
if the choral stream had survived longer; but it seems unlikely that 
the Brisbane of 1851 could have found the breadth and depth of instru-
mental expertise to have made viable anything more than a rudimentary 
orchestra. 
In October 1852 a School of Arts lecture by Mr G.F. Poole, on 
"The Pleasures and Advantages of Music," was advertised. Vocal illustra-
tions , with pianoforte accompaniment, were to be given by Mr Humiby and 
others. The Courier anticipated a highly satisfactory evening's enter-
tainment, and noted that the new hall appeared to be "a very suitable 
building for musical illustrations" (MBC, 23 October 1852). 
The lecture took place on 28 October, and was duly reported by the 
Courier two days later. The hall was crowded early, and the audience, 
"which comprised a large portion of the beauty and fashion of Brisbane," 
registered satisfaction. The Courier's contemporary and rival, the 
Free Press, did not agree, and published an adverse criticism. This in 
turn drew several letters condemning the Free Press writer, of which 
the Courier published two, but rejected the third as being "rather too 
savagely butcherous" (MBC, 6 November 1852). Poole was a chemist, and 
one of the founders of the School of Arts. His lecture, though the 
content was not reported, followed the precedent set by Buchanan in 1851; 
but there was a significant difference, for he called on professional as 
well as amateur assistance in his musical illustrations. Humiby was a 
professional music teacher—possibly the first in Brisbane—and a pianist, 
Poole's lecture was followed, early in the new year, by another 
School of Arts function; and it is interesting that the presentation 
was announced as a "musical entertainment," not a lecture. The object 
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said the Courier, was two-fold: to afford rational amusement where such 
things were exceedingly scarce; and to augment the funds of a very 
useful institution (MBC, 22 January 1853). The entertainment was given 
on Monday, 24 January 1853; and the Courier on the following Saturday 
printed what was probably Brisbane's first full music performance report. 
Management was in the hands of G.F. Poole, who contributed prefatory 
remarks on the origin and power of music, and made occasional observations. 
The performers were Mr Humiby; two young ladies, his pupils, the Misses 
Skyring; and an aboriginal, James Alexander. 
The entertainment, said the Courier, "passed off with the utmost 
success," the audience (about 320 persons) being the most numerous that 
had been seen in the hall. The song titles suggest that the music artistic-
ally was at the Victorian drawing-room ballad level. Alexander created 
amusement by his "musical imitations on the walking-stick," and sang 
some "popular Ethiopian airs." All items, it appears, were vocal. 
It is appropriate to record here the next step in this line of 
development, notwithstanding that it passes beyond the auspices of the 
School of Arts. On 16 April 1853 the Courier advertised a vocal and 
instrumental concert, to be given by J.C. Humby and his pupils, on 26 
April. Use of the term "concert," rather than "musical entertainment," 
appears to have some significance, though the terms were largely inter-
changeable; and it would appear that to Humby must go the credit for 
organizing Brisbane's first community-based concert. Performers, as 
before, were Humiby and his pupils, though only Miss Skyring was named. 
Items included both vocal and instrumental (pianoforte). The performance 
was not entirely successful, but the Courier expressed the hope that the 
concerts would be continued, "as practice begets improvement" (MBC, 30 
April 1853). Advertisement in the Courier on 22 October gave notice of 
Humby's intention to give two musical entertainments in Ipswich, but 
there is no evidence of his further activity in Brisbane. 
The First Brisbane Choral Society 
In April 1856, John Innes, Secretary of the School of Arts, called 
a special general meeting of members for 1 May, for the purpose of 
initiating a Choral Society. The meeting was duly held, with W.A. Duncan 
again in the chair. Twelve members were enrolled, the subscription 
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being ten shillings per quarter. Mr Sylvester Diggles was appointed 
leader, and a committee appointed to draw up rules (MBC, 3 May 1856). 
Like its predecessor. The Moreton Bay Amateur Musical Society, the Choral 
Society had a comparatively short existence, and there is no record of 
any public performance. A Courier report of 2 August 1856 stated that 
the "School of Arts Music Class" was making rapid progress, and optimis-
tically predicted that in a short time Brisbane would be able to supply 
"from its own residents, the talents natural and acquired, for a respectable 
concert." It is likely that conditions were not yet propitious; for 
Diggles was probably the best musician to take up residence in Brisbane 
to that time, and later proved his worth well. The Society survived 
till some time in 1857. It was reported &t the School of Arts tonual 
general meeting of 14 January 1858 that the debating and singing classes, 
which were both in active operation at the commencement of 1857, had 
been discontinued because of "the apathy of the members" (MBC, 16 January 
1858). 
The Second Brisbane Choral Society 
The first successful attempt to found a musical society in Brisbane 
was made in 1859, and the movement endured at least till late 1862. The 
advertisement calling a meeting to "consider the propriety" of forming a 
choral society appeared on the first day of the new year, together with 
a pertinent paragraph. 
The Rev.Mr. Mosely, who was very fortunate in improving the 
taste of the Ipswich people for sacred music, and very success-
ful in improving the choir of the church at which he officiated, 
and who has also, since his residence amongst us, improved the 
choir at the English Church, is one of the originators of the 
idea. W.A. Duncan, Esq., is also one of the proposers of 
the undertaking; he being a lover of music, and a believer 
in its capabilities to elevate, instruct,and amuse the people, 
has lent his aid to bring the class into existence. 
It bears noting that the Ipswich Amateur Choral Society had functioned 
with success for some time, providing a model for Brisbane to follow; 
and Mosely had acted as conductor. The new society, it is clear, had 
the support of the Committee of the School of Arts, which had already 
voted the use of the hall gratuitously, for one night per week. 
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The second Brisbane Choral Society was formed on Wednesday, 5 
January 1859, and its first practice was held on Thursday of the following 
week, with Sylvester Diggles as conductor. The Courier took an interest 
in the society's progress. On 12 February it reported that improvement 
was being made, and concerts might be expected. On 19 February it 
reported that at the practice "it is supposed that not less than eighty 
were present." Works in rehearsal included "The Huntsman's Chorus" and 
a glee, "Fair Flora decks the Flowery Green." 
Tuesday, 22 February 1859 was a noteworthy day in the history of 
Brisbane music. On the evening of that day a Conversazione was held at 
the School of Arts. The Choral Society performed "seven beautiful 
selections of glees, madrigals, etc.", and, later, "Over the Wavy Oceans" 
and "What are the Wild Waves Saying" (MBC, 26 February 1859). This, the 
first performance of the Choral Society, is also the first recorded 
choral performance of a community-based musical society in Brisbane. 
The Society continued active throughout 1859, giving its first 
concert in May. Diggles conducted from the harmonium; and it is worth 
remarking, in passing, on the popularity of this instrument at the time, 
both as solo and as accompaniment, sometimes with piano as well. The 
attendance at the concert, said the Courier, was very large; and the 
reporter expressed the hope that the members might progress in their 
attainments, "so that Brisbane may soon boast of an efficient musical 
company" (MBC, 7 May 1859). By implication, the quality was not high. 
The second Society concert was announced for 9 June; and the announce-
ment noted a significant development. It was the intention of the Society, 
said the Courier, "to introduce some instrumental music in the course of 
the evening, so as to vary the performance" (MBC, 14 May 1859). With 
reference to the aims of this study, the statement is noteworthy. The 
first intimation of a liaison between choral and instrumental under the 
auspices of a music society in Brisbane is to be found in Stace's abortive 
attempt of 1851. In 1859 the liaison was, for the first time, carried 
into effect, and became the first manifestation of what might, for want 
of a better term, be called the "orchestral intention." 
Throughout the nineteenth century the great majority of Brisbane 
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concerts opened both first and second parts of the programme with an 
overture, usually played with the most impressive aggregate of available 
instruments. Later in the century, the ensemble often was legitimately 
a balanced orchestra, if not a full one. In the earlier years the over-
ture, often a transcription or arrangement of an operatic overture, was 
taken by keyboard alone, or keyboard with supplementary instrumentation. 
The size of the orchestra in an important concert was often a measure of 
the availability of instrumental expertise within the community. The 
useful practice of using keyboard in a small orchestra, not merely as an 
instrumental voice in its own right, but also to provide both harmonic-
ally and rhythmically what would otherwise have been lacking, has, of 
course, a long and honourable history in Western music; but the redundancy 
of the keyboard is nevertheless a test of orchestral maturity. In Humby's 
concert of 1853, the overtures to the respective divisions, not identified, 
were very creditably executed on the pianoforte by the ladies (MBC, 30 
April 1853). In the Choral Society Concert of 2 June 1859 (not, as 
advertised, 9 June) "a medley overture" was played by Diggles, on the 
harmonium (MBC, 4 June 1859). 
It was, apparently, the instrumental part of the programme that 
made the most impression, though the players did not participate in the 
overture. 
The evening's announcement was considerably improved by the 
instrumental music introduced. Mr. Gaskarth on the violin, 
Mr. Younger on the melodia, and Mr. Willams [sic] with the 
flute, produced quite an effect. The melody of these three 
instruments gave great pleasure, and ensured a hearty encore. 
These three performers varied their music and accompaniments 
for the pleasure of the listeners. . . .Mr. Younger and Mr. 
Gaskarth, being in the habit of practising together, displayed 
an efficiency we were scarcely prepared for, and which 
agreeably surprised us. Mr. Williams showed, in some of the 
choice selections, an intimate facility in bringing out music 
from the flute, and repeated applause and encores testified 
the pleasureable feelings of the audience. 
The melodia referred to was probably a keyboard instrument of the harmonium 
family. The ensemble performance, though the music played was not 
identified, was probably the first public performance of its kind in 
Brisbane. It may not have qualified as truly orchestral; but it seems, 
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nevertheless, that such was its intention, and as a community-based 
effort it may be not unfair to accord it a measure of historical credit. 
The Choral Society gave three further concerts during the year, two 
before Separation (10 December 1859) and one late in December. The 
first of these was given on Thursday, 25 August. Diggles once again 
presided at the harmonium, and the vocal works included sacred music. 
There was a large company of lady singers. Instrumental music was 
presented, the performers being Gavin (flute) and Gaskarth (violin)(MBC, 
27 August 1859). 
The next concert, the last before Separation, was given on 1 Decennber, 
again with Diggles at the harmonium. The glees were "excellently rendered." 
The instrumental items were violin and harmonium (Gaskarth and Diggles), 
and violin and melodia (Gaskarth and Younger). These items were especially 
well received. The full programme, illustrating fairly the musical 
capacities of the community of Brisbane at the time of Separation, is 
reproduced as Appendix A. The Courier acknowledged the success of the 
concert, but suggested that "more frequent concerts, and a lower charge 
for admission, would prove beneficial to the funds of the society, and 
tend to make it more popular even than it already is" (MBC, 3 December 
1859). 
Bands 
There were a few musical escapades by a handful of players during the 
1840s, but no band of any merit was heard in Brisbane until the middle 1850s; 
and the first recorded band to visit Brisbane was that of a travelling 
circus. 
During the nineteenth century many travelling circuses, with quality 
ranging from superb to deplorable, visited Brisbane. Most—possibly 
all—had a band of one kind or another, some of them featuring outstanding 
soloists, like the cornetist Herr von der Mehden. Entertainments involving 
acrobats and tight-rope walkers in Australia date from at least the 
1830s, often in association with hotels. Indeed, it is probable that 
Croft's Amphitheatre of 1847 was more closely related to these, the 
forerunners of the itinerant circus, than to Finucum's travelling theatre 
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of 1856 and the variety of vaudeville shows of later years. It was not 
till 1850 that Sydney first saw a proper circus, the Royal Australian 
Equestrian Circus, under the direction of John Jones and Edward La 
14 Rosiere. And it was La Rosiere's Circus that was the first to visit 
Brisbane, in June 1855, providing, as the Courier recorded, a treat 
never before witnessed in this town. There is, however, no mention of a 
band (MBC. 9 June 1855). 
In December 1855 a second circus, unfortunately not identified, 
visited Brisbane, complete with band; and fortuity invested its arrival 
with a touch of historical drama. On 15 December 1855, a supplement to the 
Courier carried unwonted headlines announcing glorious news, the fall of 
Sevastopol and the destruction of the Russian Black Sea Fleet. 
The Boomerang, Capt. HENRY O'REILLY, steamed up to Brisbane 
this afternoon, gaily decorated with flags, and having the 
glorious ensign of Old England flying over the Russian flag 
at the peak. The repeated firing of cannon as the welcome 
steamer came up the river, the cheers of the crew and 
passengers, and the enlivening strains of a band of music 
on board, playing martial and patriotic airs, prepared the 
inhabitants, who had assembled in great numbers, for the 
glorious news of the fall of Sevastopol, which they received 
with hearty cheers. 
The incident demonstrates how isolated at that time was the Moreton Bay 
Settlement; for the news then was over three months old. It shows, 
too, how strong was the bond that existed—and continued to exist through-
out the century—between the colonists and the United Kingdom. The 
Courier report conveys the impression that the band was provided in 
honour of the occasion. In fact it certainly belonged to the itinerant 
circus that happened to be travelling on the Boomerang, probably from 
Sydney; and no doubt the opportunity for free publicity was grasped 
with alacrity. The circus, reported the Courier the following week, was 
far superior in ability and appointments to anything of the kind previously 
witnessed at Moreton Bay. The comparison obviously has slim validity, 
and the quality of the band remains unknown. 
Another brief visit by a band in the 1850s took place in September 
1859, when H.M.S. Iris, twenty-six guns, anchored at the bar. An excursion 
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on Bremer took 130 Brisbane residents on a pleasure trip to visit the 
warship. "The band belonging to the Iris, sent forth merry strains 
while the inspection of the visitors lasted, and shortly afterwards 
waltzing commenced on the spacious deck, in which some of the lovely 
maidens of Brisbane joined with the officers and their townsmen"(MBC, 24 
September 1859). Apart from the fact that this was the first of the few 
recorded visits to the area of a professional band of the British armed 
services, the matter has little interest. Yet while these two visits, 
ship's band and circus band, were of momentary interest only, Moreton 
Bay was fortunate to receive, in 1857, four professional band musicians, 
whose influence on music in the area—particularly that of their leader, 
Andrew Seal—would be difficult to calculate. For Andrew Seal settled 
in Brisbane and directed his restless energy into performing, teaching, 
conducting, arranging, and composing, until his death in 1904. 
The Brisbane Band 
The four musicians, making up a German band, were Andrew Seal, his 
older brother Auguste William Seal, Ernest Cramer, and Fred Cramer (also 
brothers). Ernest Cramer (or G. Cramer) lived in Brisbane at least 
until the late 1860s; Fred Cramer in time moved to Ipswich, and worked 
there for many years in the railway service. Auguste Seal (also known 
as Gus or William) worked as a musician in Brisbane. He was listed as 
an inmate of Dunwich Benevolent Asylum in 1887, aged 66, and presumably 
spent his last years there. Andrew Seal, however, was the acknowledged 
leader, and the facts of his life are of some interest. 
Andrew Seal, so evidence suggests, was born Andreas Siegel. He 
used the anglicized version of the name at the time of his reaching 
Moreton Bay, but the original surname appears at times in reports and 
programmes. (The German word "siegel" translates directly as "seal," 
its meaning being "an impression to guarantee authenticity.") Facts 
pertaining to his early career are given in a letter written by his 
daughter, Pauline Seal, published in the Brisbane Courier in 1923;-'-^  and 
in two articles by the same writer, "Brisbane Bands" (BC, 16 June 1923), 
and "Early Musicians on the Wallaby" (BC, 1 December 1923). Other material 
is found in unidentified newspaper reports published at the time of his 
death. The followinq summary is taken from these sources. 
Brisbane Courier, 14 April 1923; hereafter cited as BC. 
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Andrew Seal was born in 1834 at Wiesbaden on the Rhine, and died at 
St. Helen's Hospital, Brisbane, on 10 September 1904. His father was a 
German musician, and his mother the daughter of a French army doctor. 
At the age of fourteen he went to London, and was there engaged for the 
orchestra of the Princess Theatre (or Prince's Theatre). Here his instru-
mental skill attracted the attention of G.V. Brooke, a famous tragedian, 
who induced him to accompany him on a visit to Australia. A number of 
musicians—the two Seal brothers, the Cramer brothers (at least two, but 
probably four), and two others—took the opportunity to play on an excursion 
trip to Australia, leaving Plymouth in November 1854 on Pacific, and 
landing in Sydney in February 1855. Andrew Seal went on to Melbourne 
with Brooke, returning to Sydney later in the year. Here he played in 
W.H. Paling's orchestra, in the concerts organized by Paling. Early in 
1857, during the progress of these concerts. Seal caught the attention 
of R.R. Mackenzie, then in Sydney on a brief trip from Moreton Bay. 
Mackenzie made an arrangement with the two Seals and two Cramer brothers 
to visit Moreton Bay, in order "to play a season of high-class music in 
the Botanic Gardens." 
So it was that the party of four professional musicians arrived in 
Brisbane, probably about the middle of September, 1857. What financial 
inducement Mackenzie held out to the band is not known; but Mackenzie 
was an influential man in Brisbane at the time, prominent in a number of 
activities. He was a squatter, having been in the area at least ten 
years. His interest in music was high, and his support for the band in 
Brisbane was such that they became known as "Mackenzie's pets." It is 
possible that he offered a personal guarantee of some kind, and no doubt 
he had the means to do so. Mackenzie—later Sir Robert Mackenzie—was 
Queensland's first Colonial Treasurer, and, in 1867, Premier. In time 
he succeeded to the Baronetcy of Coul, and returned to Scotland. 
It is most likely that the initial support for the band was not 
solely Mackenzie's, and that a number of citizens were subscribers to 
the band season. At all events, the support was sufficient to encourage 
the players "to give the public a musical treat twice a week in the 
Botanic Gardens" (MBC, 19 September 1857). The "season of high-class 
music" opened on 21 September 1857. The programme was given in full in 
the Courier of 19 September 1857, and the performance was reported in 
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the Saturday's issue. In October it was advertised that the season 
would end on 1 April, and re-commence on the following 1 Septerrtoer (MBC, 
24 October 1857). The obvious implication of this is that the musicians 
fully intended to become permanent residents—as indeed, despite some 
setbacks, they did. It is therefore of some interest to follow in some 
detail the progress of this, their first season. 
The intention of the Brisbane Band, as advertised on 19 Septemiber 
1857, was to give a performance in the Gardens each Monday and Saturday, 
from four till six, admission free. A considerable number of persons 
assembled for the first performance, reported the Courier, and all were 
gratified. The programme was well chosen, and the playing displayed 
both good taste and skill. "We trust to see them bringing all classes 
to the spot and creating that harmony and elevated feeling which we fear 
is not general" (MBC, 26 September 1857). 
On 3 October 1857 the band members advertised that, under the name 
North Australian Subscription Band, they would perform at Ipswich on the 
following Wednesday and Thursday (7 and 8 October), at four in the after-
noon, in the old Police Yard. Depending on sufficient encouragement, 
the performances would be continued weekly during the summer. Thus at 
this point the band, under two identities, was performing four times per 
week, and apparently depending only on subscriptions for support, although 
non-subscribers were able to hear the performances without charge. 
On 24 October 1857 a further Courier advertisement notified changes. 
From 1 November the band would play on Saturdays only, and one may infer 
that the Monday performances were not rewarding. Additionally, as 
subscriptions were falling short of the required amount, a charge of one 
shilling would be made at the gate. Subscribers were to be furnished 
with tickets. 
A week later a report from Ipswich recorded that "the Brisbane 
band" had been engaged to play two evenings in the week, on the open 
ground near the Royal Hotel. Ipswich support, it appears, was sufficient; 
but the dual identity was not recognized. 
Further alteration was notified in the Courier of 20 January, 1858. 
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In order to meet the wishes of those persons who found it inconvenient 
to attend the Saturday afternoon performance, the Brisbane Band would in 
the future give a performance on Saturday evenings, in the verandah of 
McAdam's Sovereign Hotel, Queen Street, from eight to ten. Thus in the 
final stage of the season, the band was playing four performances per 
week: Saturday afternoon in the Gardens; Saturday evening in Queen 
Street; and two evenings (presumably still Wednesday and Thursday) near 
the Royal Hotel, Ipswich. 
In addition to their subscription performances, the band accepted a 
number of private engagements. Some may have gone unrecorded, but the 
following are mentioned in the Courier: Musical and Scenic Entertainment 
(a professional entertainment screening "dissolving views"), at the 
School of Arts on Monday and Tuesday, 5 and 6 October 1857; Ipswich 
bachelors' picnic on board Brisbane, Saturday, 10 October; Ipswich Races, 
Saturday,2 January 1858; Benefit Concert (professional) to Madame Sara 
Flower, with Miska Hauser and Charles Packer, at Brisbane School of 
Arts, probably on 13 January 1858; and a pleasure trip to the Bay on 
Breadalbane, Anniversary Day, 26 January 1858. 
Various reports indicate that the band was well received, and there 
is no doubt that the performers were expert musicians. It appears, 
however, that current settlement conditions were not such as to permit a 
performing group to make a satisfactory income over a prolonged period, 
by performance alone. While it was possible for Hauser and others to 
charge high prices and reap the profits of a whirlwind tour, it was 
another matter for a band, once the charm of novelty had passed, to rely 
on an essentially pioneering community for consistent remuneration. It 
is obvious, too, that the group's business methods were not all they 
might have been. There were three sources of income. The basic source, 
subscriptions, proved inadequate. The shilling charge to non-subscribers, 
imposed at the beginning of November, was discontinued at the end of the 
year, possibly because collection was found to be impractical. And 
supplementary income from private engagements was insufficient. The 
band recognized the situation, and addressed the people of Brisbane: 
The memibers of the Band take this opportunity of return-
ing their grateful thanks to the subscribers and patrons, who 
have favoured them with their encouragement and support.' 
35. 
In closing the season they beg to state, that owing to 
the subscriptions not reaching a remunerative amount, and the 
want of success they have met with, in the absence of the 
necessity for engagements at private balls and parties, they 
are compelled to omit naming a time for the commencement of 
another Season. If sufficient encouragement, however, should 
be tendered to them the members of the Band will be prepared 
to enter into engagement for another Season immediately. 
Signed on behalf of the Band. 
A. SEAL 
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Such, then, were the conditions and rewards of performance; but of 
no less interest is the music itself. The band was generally referred 
to as "a German band," but consisted of only four instruments. These 
were named in the band's advertisement of 19 September 1857: clarinet, 
cornet, sextuba [sic], and trombone. While the German band usually had 
a larger instrumentation, this grouping obviously had much to commend 
it; and it is interesting that the combination is identical with the 
highly flexible wind grouping that emerged from the bands of New Orleans 
in the early history of jazz. The cornet had power and the capacity to 
blend, and, rejoicing in the melodic freedom conferred by the development 
of valves, was then on its way to achieving the popularity that made it 
probably second only to the violin as the popular melodic solo instrument 
of the later nineteenth century. The clarinet, while nominally at the 
same pitch level as the cornet, could play with ease, either melodically 
or contrapuntally, at pitch levels beyond the effective cornet range. 
It provided a tonal distinction, and could more readily than the cornet 
handle florid passages, but its power of penetration meant that it was 
at no great dynamic disadvantage. The trombone provided a tenor speaking 
voice, apt for harmony, melody, or counter-melody, and the tuba had the 
power to support the whole. The group was mobile, not dependent on key-
board, and therefore not at the mercy of pitch variation and discrepancy. 
It could, and did, perform to advantage in almost any circumstances. 
Andrew Seal was the cornetist of the group, but he also played 
valved brass at the euphonium and baritone pitch level, and was familiar 
with wind technique in general, Auguste Seal played slide tronnbone, 
although the valve trombone appears to have been the more common at the 
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time. He also played double bass, and in later years it was this skill 
he used professionally in Brisbane. Fred Cramer was a clarinetist. 
Ernest Cramer was an excellent flautist. No record says who played what 
in the 1857-58 season, but somebody played ti±ia; and the finger of 
probability points to Ernest Cramer. 
The music used by the group could have been published arrangements, 
but it is also possible that the arranging was done by the versatile 
Andrew Seal. Three programmes survive, published in Courier advertise-
ments. (These are given as Appendix B.) The content is fairly represent-
ative of the popular appeal music of the day, and the programme construc-
tion is consistent. Seal apparently liked to open with a march or a 
bold work, and close with a galop. For the body of the programme, dances 
(waltzes, polkas, quadrilles, etc.) are alternated with more serious 
arrangements (arias, cavatinas, selections), drawn, for the most part, 
from operatic works by reputable composers. 
With the Brisbane season finished, the band undertook on horseback 
an adventurous country tour, which took them as far afield as Warwick 
and the Gayndah district. No exact details of the tour survive, but 
Pauline Seal gives an interesting general description in her article 
"Early Musicians on the Wallaby"; (BC, 1 December 1923). Lack recapitulates 
With embellishment in his article of similar title. The tour, writes 
Pauline Seal, was most successful, and high prices ruled. 
There is no evidence of the date of the group's return to Brisbane 
in 1858. A report from Toowoomba appears in the Courier of 4 September 
1858, in which participation by a German band at a School of Arts function 
is mentioned; and it seems likely that Seal's band was the band involved. 
Pauline Seal notes that, but for the intervention of R.R. Mackenzie, the 
band would have returned to Sydney. Fearing that the services of the 
players would be lost to Brisbane, he obtained employment for two of 
them; the third went farming; and Andrew Seal opened a shop in Queen 
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Street, selling instruments. In 1859 he raffled the stock of the shop, 
19 
and returned to Sydney, accepting an orchestral engagement. This 
probably was towards the middle of 1859; for there is a report of a 
pleasure trip to the Bay on Breadalbane on 25 April, which was "enlivened 
by the music of the German brass band" (MBC, 27 April 1859). Certainly 
Andrew Seal was again in Brisbane late in 1859, for in November the 
Courier carried an advertisement: 
The Brisbane Band 
MR. ANDREW SEAL has much pleasure in informing the inhabitants of 
Brisbane and Queensland in general, that he has succeeded in forming 
a Band of five musicians, far superior to that formerly conducted 
by him. By the addition of the three Messrs. SMITH, a first-rate 
String Band is formed, suitable for Balls and indoor amusements, 
and the "Harmonie," or Brass Band, is now much more powerful than 
before. Persons wishing to give balls and other parties through 
these merry months, will please to make speedy arrangements with 
Mr. SEAL, as the services of his Band will be in great requisition. 
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With plans for Separation ceremonies and festivities well in hand, and 
the new Governor's arrival expected daily, the announcement carried 
considerable interest. 
The Separation Band 
On 10 December 1859 Governor George Bowen landed in Brisbane, and 
assumed office. His arrival had been anticipated for some time, and 
festivities to mark the occasion of the Separation of the Colony of 
Queensland from the Colony of New South Wales were in hand. 
At the beginning of October 1859, the Courier published a letter 
from "A. Citizen." 
SIR,—In the forthcoming demonstration, in honour of our 
future governor, I have not heard any mention made of Music. 
I think we are all aware this forms a good item in every 
kind of rejoicing; I therefore trust the committee will 
not be sparing in their efforts to obtain from Sydney an 
efficient band, without which, though perfect in every 
other respect, the whole affair would be tame and 
monotonous.„, 
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The Courier assured its readers that music would be "in full requis-
ition during the entire week of our rejoicings"; and on the following 
Saturday, the Committee's advertisement was published. 
The services of a Band (5 or 6 in number) being required by 
the Committee deputed to carry out the arrangements to welcome 
our Governor, and to celebrate in a becoming manner the Separ-
ation of the New Colony of "Queensland" from New South Wales, 
parties willing to undertake the service, are invited to send 
offers on or before Friday next, under cover, addressed to the 
Secretary, stating the terms per diem they will engage to 
perform for not less than two days. The Band will be provided 
with all necessary refreshment upon the days they are publicly 
employed. 
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The advertisement appears to have evoked response; for late in 
November two further advertisements appeared in the Courier. The first 
of these would appear to provide an answer to "A. Citizen's" request for 
an efficient band from Sydney. It offered the services of the Celebrated 
European Double Band, forming two complete first-class bands: a saxhorn 
band, exactly the same as the celebrated Listen and Sons, of London; 
and a quadrille band, consisting of "1st violin, 1st cornet (tenor), 
saxhorn, harp, double bass, side drum&c, &c." Inquiries were invited 
to a Sydney address (MBC, 23 November 1859). 
The anonymous European bandsmen were probably German, and the band 
certainly appears to conform to the German model. Versatile musicianship, 
apparently characteristic of many professional band musicians of the 
time, made possible the presentation of two different performing units— 
a saxhorn band, and a quadrille band. The two terms correspond closely 
to the terms "brass band" and "string band," terms commonly used in 
England during the nineteenth century. The saxhorn band in this case 
may have been made up of brass only or brass and drums; for no woodwind 
instruments are named in the quadrille band, where their use would have 
been appropriate. The saxhorn or brass band was suitable for marching 
and outdoor entertainment, including dancing. The instmimentation of 
the quadrille band, as nominated in the advertisement, shows three stringed 
instruments, including violin lead. Use of the harp, probably in conjunc-
^^MBC, 8 October 1859. 
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tion with double bass and side drum to provide the harmonic and rhythmic 
basis for dance music, is interesting. The harp would have been tuned 
by its player and was portable. Thus the group was not at the mercy of 
the uncertain pitch of a hall piano, and could perform in circumstances 
where no piano was available. In any case the pianos of the day were 
not capable of retaining pitch for a prolonged period. The cast iron 
frame piano was not yet in general use, and probably would have been a 
rarity in the colonies. It is worth noting that the leading string band 
in Brisbane during the 1890s, led by Giuseppe Truda, also used harp, no 
doubt for similar reasons. 
The second of the two advertisements, that of Andrew Seal, has been 
mentioned in the preceding section. It was published three days after 
that of the Celebrated European Double Band of Sydney. Seal also offered 
a double band: a first-rate string band, "suitable for Balls and indoor 
amusements"; and the "Harmonie" or brass band (MBC, 25 Novemiber 1859). 
Despite differences. Seal's advertisement parallels that of the Sydney 
band in significant aspects. Both offer brass band for outdoor engagements, 
and string band for indoor amusements; and both imply the employment of 
musicians with at least dual skills. The string bands featured strings, 
but included other kinds of instruments; and though the Sydney brass 
band may not have included woodwinds, Seal's Brisbane Band certainly 
did. Nevertheless an ensemble pattern is discernible, and it is probably 
typical of the many German bands that toured widely at the time, even to 
remote outposts of Australia. For example, the infant settlement at 
Bowen, founded after Separation, was visited by a German band as early 
as 1864. Characteristically, their activity included playing on a boat 
excursion to Holborn Island, providing the music for two balls, and 
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playing for the first concert ever held in Bowen. 
It is not easy to determine either the personnel or the precise 
instrumentation of Seal's rejuvenated Brisbane Band. Seal stated that 
the brass band had five players; but it is not clear if the three 
Smith brothers included in the string band are additional to the five 
brass band players. If so, the string band would have had a maximum 
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of eight players, a high numiber to employ for an evening's entertainment. 
What is more likely is that the brass band of five was also a string band of 
five, and that the players were the two Seal brothers and the three 
Smith brothers. This would have excluded the Cramer brothers, although 
there is ample evidence to show that the Seals and the Cramers played 
together many times during the years that followed. 
The Smith brothers, like the Cramers and the Seals, were foot-loose 
young musicians, though the name suggests English rather than German 
origin. It is possible, and not unlikely, that they came to Brisbane 
with Andrew Seal on his return to Brisbane late in 1859. The three 
remained in Brisbane until 1852, and built up some reputation as musicians 
in the town. On their departure the Courier wrote of them: 
These three talented musicians leave the colony, we regret 
to say, by the Yarra Yarra, en route for California. During 
their residence in Queensland, their ability has been universally 
acknowledged, and their departure hence will be esteemed a 
public loss. 
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Of the three, Charles (Professor) Smith was the leader. He was 
primarily a violinist. In this capacity he appeared a numiber of times 
as soloist, and he led the small orchestra of the Brisbane Philharmonic 
Society. He was also a pianist, but apparently had wide knowledge of 
instrumental techniques; for he advertised private lessons, at Smith's 
Academy, Edward Street, in all kinds of wood, brass, and stringed instru-
ments. Godfrey Smith was a flautist, and performed as soloist in concerts. 
H. Smith was a violinist. In a typical engagement the three appeared 
with Andrew Seal (cornet) to provide the music at an Ethiopian entertain-
ment in September 1862 (Courier, 15 Septennber 1862); but they also were 
employed as Professor Smith's Band, or Smith's Brass Band, in boating 
excursions and at balls. It appears that all three were capable of 
playing brass band (brass or woodwind) instruments; for their profess-
ional employment in the second Volunteer Band was recommended in a Band 
Committee meeting in September 1862 (Courier 19 September 1862). 
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The band engaged for the Separation celebrations was not specifically 
identified in press reports, but there can be little doubt that it was 
Seal's Brisbane Band. Austin and Lack both accept this, though their 
assumptions concerning the size and instrumentation of the band appear 
25 to be without secure foundation. The committee arranging the celebrations 
had advertised for a band of five or six players; the Brisbane Band had 
five. The instrumentation is not recorded; and neither (apart from the 
National Anthem) is the music that was played. The band was on Breadalbane, 
the vessel that conveyed Governor Bowen from the Bay to the town, and it 
played "enlivening strains." Later it participated in the celebrations. 
Nevertheless, if it be accepted that the celebration committee was as 
official as it could be in the circumstances, and that the funds were 
raised by private subscription, it might reasonably be accepted that 
Professor Seal's Brisbane Band was Queensland's first official ensemble. 
By the terms of the original advertisement, the Separation Band was 
to be employed for not less than two days; but there are suggestions 
that the band was engaged in official functions on several occasions 
during the following four months. The band was present when the Governor 
visited St. John's School in January 1850. A band (not named) was engaged 
for the Governor's first visit to Warwick in March 1860. It might well 
have been Seal's, for certainly Seal's band was present when Bowen first 
visited Toowoomba some days later. The probability is that the band 
accompanied Bowen on his first official tour. 
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The population of Brisbane increased greatly during the 1860s. 
Estimates differ, but it seems safe to accept that from Separation to 1871 
the increase was about ten thousand. Land development and residential 
building were therefore highly active, and other industries, notably 
service industries, also flourished. New urban provisions included 
reticulated water, gas for cooking and lighting, and telegraph services to 
the southern colonies. A horse-drawn bus service was begun in the town, 
and Cobb and Co, began country services. 
Other developments had social impact. In 1862 the Brisbane Normal 
School opened, and Brisbane Grammar School followed in 1869, The Town 
Hall was opened in 1865, and work was begun on the new Parliament House. 
In January 1855 , having by some chance escaped the fire that destroyed 
most of the town block in which it stood, Mason's Concert Hall—Brisbane's 
first—presented its opening programme. 
Entertainment in the Sixties 
At the time of Separation, there was "every motive existent for the 
colonist to seek his amusement at home, not the least being, sometimes, 
the impossibility of getting far away from it; and, sometimes, the 
improbability of finding any improvement in his lot by going farther". 
There is more than a grain of truth in Coote's comment, though press 
reports show that entertainments and amusements from time to time brightened 
the lives of Brisbane's residents. Their infrequency and the lack of 
local initiative caused the Courier some concern, and in 1863 an editorial 
reproached the community: 
William Coote, History of the Colony of Queensland from 1770 to the 
Close of the Year 1881 (Brisbane: William Thorne, 1882), I. 235. 
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Unlike other cities, Brisbane, as it progresses commercially, 
shows but little regard for the intellectual amusement of the 
people. An apathy unparalleled in any other colony of equal 
age and importance is exhibited by its public with reference 
to affording opportunities to its youth for improving their 
minds, or for profitably spending their leisure hours. Beyond 
a School of Arts, which possesses only a sparse library—an 
occasional lecture, or a meeting of a debating class—there is 
a dearth of anything approaching social amusement. By new 
arrivals, who perhaps have no friends or acquaintances in the 
colony, the want is most keenly felt; whilst the older 
residents, although constantly complaining about the "dulness" 
of the town, do not trouble themselves to endeavour to relieve 
it. It is true that here there is the great difficulty of 
comibating with old prejudices; but surely the new blood which 
for the last two years or more has been introduced into 
Queensland, especially into Brisbane, is strong enough to 
establish some of those societies so identified with large 
towns in the mother country. 
The editor pointed out the example of Ipswich, where concerts were not 
uncommon, and South Brisbane, where efforts had been made to establish 
amateur concerts. In the minds of new arrivals, alleged the writer, 
Brisbane had "no place of amusement except the public-house bar or the 
billiard-room adjoining it." 
"Moderatus," in a published letter the following week, concurred. 
The demand for social amusements was urgent, and recent races and 
excursions to the Bay had been well patronised. Crowds had filled the 
School of Arts for the election meetings, many persons being impelled, 
perhaps, more by a desire to break the dull monotony than by political 
interest. There should be, claimed the writer, anacreontic and philharmonic 
concerts, historical and debating societies, and a dramatic society. It 
was strange, too, that only the officials at Government House seemed to 
possess the power of giving quadrille parties (Courier, 16 June 1853). 
This dismal tally of deficiencies is probably a little misleading. 
Amateur activities wax and wane, especially in small towns; and 1863 
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was probably a dull period. The School of Arts, vigorous in the fifties, 
had declined. The first Brisbane Philharmonic Society was active in 
1862, defunct in 1863. The Brisbane Amateur Dramatic Society was active 
in 1851, and dramatic activity resumed in 1864. Even the second Volunteer 
Band, which had offered regular promenade concerts, was in June 1863 in 
serious financial trouble and about to go out of existence. Not until 
Mason's Concert Hall opened early in 1865 was regular professional enter-
tainment available in Brisbane; and amateur activity, always subject to 
economic uncertainty and the changing play of enthusiasms, led a somewhat 
fitful existence. 
Four years later the Courier published an article, "Amateur Entertain-
ments," by "Buskin," and a far more optimistic picture was revealed. 
"It appears somewhat remarkable," wrote "Buskin," "that Brisbane, in 
these times of monetary depression, should support a theatre, whilst in 
its sunnier days of cloudless prosperity the beauties of drama had scarcely 
an exponent, save by an occasional amateur performance, or when chance 
3 
now and then drove to our shores a wandering band of Thespians ". 
Overall, the entertainment situation seems to have been what one 
might expect in a small but rapidly expanding town. Despite dull periods, 
entertainments and amusements of various kinds were to be had in Brisbane, 
in increasing availability, according with the increasing capacity to 
pay. The professional theatre, of course, offered a varied diet of 
drama, as well as other fare; but "Buskin" pointed out the existence of 
a numiber of amateur drama clubs. These were the Prince Alfred Dramatic 
Club, the School of Arts Dramatic Club, and the Valley Dramatic Club. 
In addition there was a concert group, apparently in the "Ethiopian" 
tradition, the Court Minstrels. The Orpheus Glee Society and the second 
Brisbane Philharmonic Society were both active, and the School of Arts 
was currently giving each month a cheap popular entertainment. In 1867 
Brisbane had, in fact, three venues that could accommodate professional 
companies, though facilities were not necessarily all that might have 
been desired. In July 1857 all three were busy (BC, 16 July 1867). 
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Music in the Sixties: Setting the Pattern 
During the 1850s, mainly under the sponsorship of the School of 
Arts, attempts were made to establish amateur choral activities, and 
evidence points also to one attempt to found an amateur orchestra. 
There is little doubt that Brisbane at the time did not possess the 
human resources to ensure even choral continuity, and the instrumental 
ensemble was apparently still-born. With competent leadership it is, 
however, a far easier matter to establish a choir of sorts and to develop 
its quality, than it is to found an orchestra or a band. With instrumental 
ensemble, specialized interest and developed skill are required from the 
outset, not merely in the broad four-part division of a choir, but in 
the balanced proportions appropriate to orchestral or band instrumentation. 
To search for these in such a community as Separation Brisbane, with its 
population in the main a random aggregate of migrants, possessing not 
more than the bare beginnings of a local music tradition and with no 
hint of a cohesive transplanted music tradition, was futile. Nevertheless 
the copiousinflux of migrants of the sixties created increasing opportunity. 
The choral activities showed rising strength, though assured continuity 
was not achieved until the 1870s. The choral movements, though usually 
relying on professional guidance, were always basically community-based 
amateur organizations. 
During the nineteenth century the pattern of instrumental ensemble 
development in Brisbane did not faithfully reflect that of choral develop-
ment, notwithstanding that the major choral streams maintained close 
orchestral liaison. During the 1860s it was not possible to rely on 
existing community expertise to put together an orchestra, amateur or 
professional, on the pattern of a balanced classical ensemble, though 
attempts were made in conjunction with choral organizations. The 1870s 
saw some laudable orchestral endeavours, under the leadership of R.T. 
Jefferies, in the face of considerable difficulty. Not until the 1880s, 
however, was any strength of orchestral continuity possible, and not 
even then without the assistance (paid or unpaid) of professionals. The 
1890s and the earlier years of the twentieth century saw further develop-
ment; but it was not until after the Second World War that Brisbane was 
able to support a full professional symphony orchestra. 
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The creation, development, and maintenance of a fully professional 
symphony orchestra is a highly sensitive and expensive undertaking, 
offering little prospect of financial reward to its entrepreneurs. It 
is small wonder that an enterprise involving the permanent full-time 
engagement of fifty or more highly skilled instrumentalists lay well 
beyond the financial grasp of nineteenth-century Brisbane. Nevertheless, 
the community had its ensembles, professional, semi-professional, and 
amateur, of various kinds, meeting a diversity of demands, and willing, 
if not content, to adopt expedients where the desired optimum was not 
available or possible. The tendency to pragmatism was, of course, far 
stronger in the bands than it was in the orchestras, whose development 
was usually linked and to some extent tacitly subservient to choral 
interests; but it was during the 1860s that the pattern of development, 
both in choral and in instrumental ensemble, was set. 
It is possible, without laying down hard lines of division, to 
describe the kinds of instrumental ensemble that were active in Brisbane 
from the sixties to the turn of the century. These were as follows: 
(i) Large orchestras, mainly with choral associations. 
(ii) Large bands, usually serving an organization or branch of the 
armed services. 
(iii)Concert orchestras, usually small, and professional or semi-
professional . 
(iv) Small bands, string or brass, playing professionally for 
diverse indoor or outdoor functions. 
(v) Chamiber music groups. (There is no evidence of any chamber 
music performance until the early 1870s). 
The foregoing categorization takes no account of the professional 
groups employed in theatrical productions of various kinds, from the 
sixties through to the turn of the century. The theatres gave employment 
to local professional performers, and it seems obvious that their perform-
ance example must have had some impact on local instrumentalists. Some 
attractions—notably the visiting opera companies—brought their own 
orchestras and conductors, and sometimes the band of an itinerant circus 
evoked press comment. Rarely in the nineteenth century was Brisbane 
visited by an instrumental ensemble performing in its own right. 
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Music in the Community 
There is a good deal of evidence to show that there was considerable 
music-making in Brisbane during the 1860s, and increase is evident during 
the decade. It is some measure of the strength of this that the town 
was able to attract a number of professional musicians of good calibre, 
who, settling in the community, were able to make a living—if not by 
performance alone, then by a combination of performance and teaching. 
Such was not the case during the 1850s; for it has been noted that the 
four professionals of the Brisbane Band were obliged by circumstances to 
find alternative means of livelihood, while Sylvester Diggles had several 
skills to ensure his continued solvency. 
At the time of Separation the Seal brothers, the Cramer brothers, 
the Smith brothers, and Sylvester Diggles were probably the only profess-
ional musicians of standing in Brisbane. Others followed, some of whom 
practised in Brisbane for many years; and several talented amateurs 
also performed. Prominent were Mr and Mrs Paul Atkinson, vocalists 
and instrumentalists, active in church and concert performance and in 
teaching, from as early as 1853; Julius Kopp, professional violinist, 
organist, conductor and composer, also from 1863 until his tragic death 
in 1866; J. Klein, violinist, from 1863; Otto Linden, pianist, conductor 
and all-round musician, from 1851 till at least 1864; W.H. Robins, 
cornetist and conductor, from 1851; F.N. Rosentengel, respected pianist, 
teacher, conductor and composer, from 1863 until his death in 1890; 
John Rogers, choral conductor; C. Niemitz, professional tenor singer 
and teacher; and Madame Mallalieu (later Mrs Willmore), extraordinary 
pianist and organist, whose performing career in Brisbane from at least 
1856 to the turn of the century and beyond, merits lasting recognition. 
It is interesting and significant that, of seventeen musicians here 
mentioned, nine were German. 
Music within the community has, of course, many aspects, but bound-
aries are not easy to define, and some aspects do not lend themselves 
readily to objective scrutiny. It would seem to be self-evident that 
public music-making within the community would be reinforced by music-
making in the homes of residents generally; yet such activity no doubt 
would pass as commonplace, calling for no record of its being. Lawson 
points out that by the 1850s Brisbane was developing a familiar pattern 
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of leisure activities, with family and church-based pursuits still 
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central. Drawing on the memories of old residents, Lawson also found 
that during the 1890s musical evenings were extremely popular with Brisbane 
families at all status levels. At such evenings favourite songs would 
be sung as solos or with everyone joining in (Lawson, p. 225). The 
practice of the family "sing-song" around the piano certainly persisted 
into the twentieth century, being displaced eventually by the cheap 
public entertainment of the cinema and the home entertainment of the 
radio. There appears no reason to suppose that the practice does not go 
back to the 1860s. As early as the 1850s advertisements aimed at the 
home music market appeared in the Courier, and similar advertisements 
appeared during the 1850s. In 1860, for example, J. Seton begged to 
announce to the ladies of Brisbane that he had arranged for a constant 
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supply of the newest music upon every arrival of ships from England. 
In 1861, an advertisement by G.B. Mason, of Brisbane Music Hall, 
indicated an instrumental side to home music-making. In addition to 
pianofortes and harmoniums, flutes, flutinas, flageolets, cornopeans and 
concertinas were on sale (Courier, 21 August 1851). 
Church Music 
The instrumental mainstay of church music in Brisbane during the 
1860s was the reed organ, though it was then that the first moves were 
made towards the acquisition of pipe organs. Singing, congregational 
and choral, was then, as now, the core of music used in church services, 
the organist usually acting as musical director. With the exception of 
the Salvation Army, no denomination in the nineteenth century consistently 
used instrumental ensemble music in its service of worship. There were, 
from the 1870s to the end of the century, some instances of orchestral 
or band music being used for special services by other denominations, 
but no record is held of such an event during the 1850s. Press reports, 
however, indicate that church choirs were strengthening during the period; 
and there can be no doubt that choral skills acquired through long exper-
ience of church observances were put to use in the secular choirs that 
were active in colonial Brisbane. 
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It is appropriate to point out that sacred music, while apt for 
church purposes, was not the monopoly of the churches. Sacred compositions, 
notably the larger choral works of Handel and later composers, were the 
staple fare of the secular choirs, with orchestral realization wherever 
possible. These were presented in concerts. Indeed, later in the century, 
professional entertainers, mainly in the music halls, evaded the righteous 
wrath of the pious yet contrived to exploit the commercial potential of 
such days as Good Friday, by presenting programmes of sacred music. The 
week to week music of the churches, however, consisting mainly in congre-
gational hymn-singing and choral participation, received no great publicity. 
Nevertheless there are some occasional reports to point to useful 
endeavour. 
During the 1860s the denominations most active in Brisbane were the 
Church of England, Roman Catholic, Methodist (Wesleyan and Primitive), 
Presbyterian, Congregational, and Baptist. The first pipe organ in 
Brisbane was that of All Saints' Church, Wickham Terrace. Possibly 
installed in 1863, it was operative in 1864, and was first used in divine 
service early in August. The organist, Paul Atkinson, and his choir 
were responsible for what was probably Brisbane's first concert of sacred 
music, held on the upper floor of Messrs. W. and B. Brookes' new premises, 
Elizabeth Street, on 27 May 1864. The chorus of about forty voices 
performed portions of Haydn's Creation and Handel's Messiah, as well as 
works by Mozart and Rossini. 
Interest in church singing was evident from time to time during the 
1860s. There was some press correspondence published in September and 
October 1864. In November 1865 a move to improve the quality of church 
music was made, involving the choirs of St. John's, South Brisbane, 
Wickham Terrace, Fortitude Valley, and Kangaroo Point; all choirs, 
obviously, of the Church of England. One of the most interesting moves 
in church choir development lies in the fact that certain churches trained 
choirs using the Curwen sol fa method. 
Visiting Professional Performances 
There was infrequent professional entertainment in Brisbane in 
the 1850s, but it was not until the 1860s that it was regularly offered. 
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In much of this, music was incidental and supportive only, but other 
material presented had musical appeal, and some had genuine worth, Some 
professional musicians, it has been noted, were local residents; others 
were visitors to the Colony, meeting the engagement of a season. Very 
occasionally the visiting professional performer and the local musicians, 
including amateurs, came together for a particular production; but many 
productions were presented by touring companies from the southern colonies 
or from overseas. Activities of this kind, while no doubt exerting 
influence within the community, are not regarded as being community-based. 
In the main, therefore, the professional entertainment field is regarded 
as peripheral, noted generally as part of the developing social pattern of 
the town, but in particular only when occasion is deemed to have evoked 
significant response. 
During the early 1850s visits by entertainers were still few, and 
there was no theatre in Brisbane designed for the presentation of profess-
ional entertainment. The old School of Arts was the most suitable venue 
for musical entertainment, visiting and local. In July 1850, for example, 
J.R. Black, singer, gave a number of programmes in the hall. He was 
followed in November by Mr Farquharson, pianist and bass singer. 
Farquharson was, according to the Courier, "the best representative who 
has yet visited Australia of that school of public entertainers which 
has sprung into existence during the last twenty years in the old world", 
(MBC, 4 December 1850). 
Other performers in the hall included Frederic Ellard, "an accomplish-
ed pianist, a premier tenor, and a composer of no mean ability" (BC, 9 
July 1864). It was regretted that Ellard had to use the School of Arts, 
simply because there was then no other room available. The general 
unsuitability of the old School of Arts was also underlined by the fact 
that a number of locally produced performances were given in other venues, 
though these also were patently unsuitable. 
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Demand for entertainments by a rising population was explicit in a 
number of Courier reports in the early 1860s, and moves to establish a 
theatre were made, with the Government taking an interest. The Courier 
editorial of 9 June 1863 deplored the deficiency. "There are a few 
gentlemen, it is true, who over and over again have exerted themselves 
to obtain the erection of a large hall which might be made use of for 
lecturing purposes or for more general amusements; but although only 
the sum of £1000 was necessary to carry out their object—the government 
having promised to give an equal amount—£400 has as yet only been received," 
On 29 August 1863 the Courier reported a theatre share-holders' 
meeting. It was hoped to build before Christmas a theatre to seat 575 
persons. On 5 September the Courier carried a report that shares to the 
value of £1,300 had been signed for, and a board of directors appointed. 
On 17 September it was reported that a tender of £1,480 to build the 
theatre in Queen Street had been accepted. What followed is something 
of a mystery, for there seems to be no record of further action. A 
letter from "A Lover of the Drama" (BC, 13 February 1855) stated that 
the efforts of joint-stock companies to build a theatre failed for want 
of proper organization. 
A year later, however,the Courier was able to report definite action: 
The erection of a Concert Hall has been a subject so 
frequently mooted, and so often proved to be without foundation, 
that it is now a pleasure to us to be able to state that the 
foundation stone of such a building has at last been laid. 
The new building. Mason's Concert Hall, was to be of brick and stone, 
lined with wood. It would front Elizabeth Street, with reserved seat 
access from Queen Street. 
The new hall was to have opened in December 1854; but because of 
the disastrous fire which destroyed most of the buildings in the block, 
including Mason's Victoria Hotel, the opening was delayed for a month. 
The Courier of 26 January 1865 reported the opening, and carried a 
description of the building. 
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The frontage to Elizabeth-street presents two handsome two-storey 
shops, one on each side of the main entrance to the hall, the 
whole being stuccoed. The hall is seventy-two feet long by 
thirty-eight wide; and eighteen feet high to the centre of 
an elliptical ceiling, which is surmounted by a skylight 
extending nearly the whole length of the roof. Benches, with 
comfortable backs, are provided throughout, affording sitting 
accommodation for above five hundred people. From about a 
third of the distance from the stage (which is not included in 
the dimensions given) the benches rise gradually one higher 
than the other to the entrance, so that those of the audience 
farthest off can command a clear view of the stage over the 
heads of all before them. The stage is twenty feet wide by 
sixteen feet deep, and is furnished with a curtain and drop 
scene, the later being a pretty sketch of Lake Como; and also 
side slips and back scene. 
Such, then, was Mason's Concert Hall, Brisbane's first commercial 
theatre. The building apparently had its shortcomings, for in April it 
was closed for a brief period for alterations and improvements; and a 
Courier report of 11 Novemiber 1865 complained of poor ventilation. Some 
lean times were encountered during the financial crisis of the middle 
sixties, but the enterprise survived temporary closures and operated for 
many years. In September 1865 the hall was renamed Victoria Theatre; 
and from March 1857 it became the Royal Victoria Hall. By this time 
there was competition, for late in 1855 the Royal Alexandra Theatre 
opened its doors. In capital investment this structure, probably because 
of the stringent economic conditions, was hardly a match for the Victoria. 
It was constructed of wood of the frailest possible character, and one 
night in September 1872 portion of it collapsed (BC, 17 September 1872). 
Nevertheless, during the sixties it offered some competition in entertain-
ment to the swelling population of the town. 
The first programme at Mason's Concert Hall, featuring the New 
Dramatic Company, offered Charles the Second; or That Merry Monarch, 
followed by other attractions—songs, an extravaganza (whatever that may 
have been), and a farce. The bill of fare for 11 February 1855, as 
advertised in the Courier, was "the admired and elegant Comedy" Perfection: 
or The Maid of Munster, to be followed by a highland fling, "the Popular 
Interlude" Nan the Good for Nothing, a comic song, and a farce. The 
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Bonny Fish-Wife. Such programmes, as popular entertainment, were typical, 
and were followed by many others of their kind during the century. 
Other productions at the theatre, including opera, had far greater appeal 
to the music lover. From the beginning the theatre, like so many others 
of its kind, relied heavily on the evocative power of music, and gave 
employment to local musicians. 
At its opening performance. Mason's Concert Hall employed Seal's 
Band—presumably the small professional group of brass and woodwind—to 
play the overture, and operatic selections (BC, 25 January 1865). During 
the same week the services of the Volunteer Band (also conducted by 
Andrew Seal) were called into service, notwithstanding that a number of 
its members were amateurs, not highly skilled. Advertisements in February 
1865, however, show Andrew Seal as leader of the orchestra, although 
billed (no doubt for connotative reasons) as Herr Siegel. It seems that 
the "orchestra" was still a wind group, for a week later the Courier, 
reporting a new programme, commented that "the substitution of stringed 
instruments in the orchestra for the brass band of previous nights was a 
decided improvement" (BC, 15 February 1865). Leadership of the orchestra 
passed into the hands of Julius Kopp, violinist, who, according to a 
theatre advertisement in the Courier of 13 May 1855, had had experience 
in "the principal German Theatres"; and Kopp retained the post until 
his death in 1856. The change had some significance, for it implied 
that Brisbane could now find enough professional players suitable to 
form a small theatre orchestra, though a Courier comment of 4 March 1865 
indicates that balance was still doubtful: 
The orchestra, which includes Herr Kopp (conductor) and Mr. 
Klein, violinists; one of the Brothers Kramer, flautist; and 
one of the Brothers Seal, double-bass; occasionally plays 
some excellent music, by which designation we mean operatic 
selections as distinct from dances. 
Programmes with musical appeal at Mason's included performances by 
Lady Don (singer, dancer and actress); the Lancashire Bell Ringers and 
Harriet Gordon; and the Howson family instrumentalists (piano, violin, 
and cello). The Carandini family (singers) toured Queensland in 1869. 
This family maintained associations with Queensland for many years. 
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There can be little doubt, however, that the high points of professional 
music in Brisbane during the 1850s were the opera performances. 
Brisbane's first taste of opera came in January 1854, when a group 
of performers of Lyster's Royal Opera Company visited Queensland. Brisbane 
performances of necessity were given in the School of Arts, which could 
not accommodate a full operatic performance. Operatic selections were 
given in concert fashion, though some scenes were presented in costume; 
and some items, despite the advertising, were unrelated to opera. The 
ccm.pany also performed in South Brisbane and in Ipswich, It had no 
orchestra, and Otto Linden acted as accompanist. 
Lyster's company must have found their visit to Queensland satisfactory, 
for in July 1855 it returned to stage full operatic productions, complete 
with orchestra, in Mason's Concert Hall. The experience must have been 
a revelation to the citizens of Brisbane, and performances were highly 
praised. Works performed, all for the first time in Brisbane, included 
La Sonnambula, Les Huguenots, Maritana, Don Giovanni, Martha, and 
Lucrezia Borgia. The Courier gave its comment on the visit: 
There is no doubt that the Lyster Company has reason to be 
well satisfied with the amount of patronage which has been 
bestowed on it during its stay in Brisbane; and now that Mr. 
Mason has had the opportunity of seeing that the Brisbane 
public are able and willing to patronise entertainments of a 
first-class character, we may expect that for the future he 
will engage only talent of the order to which we have referred.n 
Throughout the nineteenth century Brisbane's press reporters were 
willing to comment confidently and at length on vocal performances, but 
where instrumental music was concerned they usually offered either stereo-
typed praise or general criticism. This is unfortunate, but understand-
able, for they probably felt themselves to be out of their depth with 
instruments whose techniques they did not understand. Apart from "Euterpe" 
of the Queenslander, there were in Brisbane few well-informed writers on 
music. The Courier's only comment on Lyster's orchestra was favourable, 
"The music is really good, and when we say that the orchestra well 
supported the best efforts of the singing members of the company, some 
idea may be formed of the magnificent effect" (BC, 26 July 1855). What 
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the writer might have said was that this was the first professional 
orchestral group ever to visit the Colony. One report, however, in the 
Courier of 10 July 1865, mentioned that between acts Herr Lundborg played 
a solo on the "bass clarionette," and was encored. Here, for the good 
citizens of Brisbane, was novelty indeed! 
The Concert Tradition 
Concerts were rare enough in Brisbane during the 1850s, but the 
1860s were a different matter. The community possessed, even from the 
early years, a core of professional and amateur musicians willing to 
perform in public. Drawing on the precedents of the old world, both in 
the United Kingdom and on the Continent, Brisbane developed its own 
concert tradition. During the 1850s the concert stood at the centre of 
public music-making in Brisbane; and the pattern then set endured through 
the colonial years. With few exceptions, the concerts were community-
based: that is to say, they drew on community expertise, both professional 
and amateur, for their presentation; and they relied on community interest 
for their audience support. They were therefore important as a measure 
of musical development within the community. 
The term "concert" implies, of course, some sort of ensemble perform-
ance; but by the 1860s it had come to mean (as it does to-day) simply a 
public presentation of music, without implicit restriction in content, 
media, purpose, or level of appeal. Indeed, many concerts presented no 
concerted (i.e. ensemble) music at all, and non-musical items were not 
infrequent. During the 1860s there were few, if any, concerts presented 
by a single solo performer or even by a single small group, apart from 
those given by touring artists. These properly belong to the world of 
professional entertainment. Most concerts included a variety of material, 
possibly to gain wide audience appeal, but also because there was little 
option. 
From the viewpoint of organization it is possible to offer a broad 
classification of concerts of the 1860s and later, though the lines of 
division are by no means absolute. Generally speaking, concerts were 
either formal or informal. Formal concerts (held indoors, with fixed 
seating arrangements) included the following: 
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(i) Concerts given by musical societies or organizations. These 
were mainly given by choirs, secular or church-based, though some given 
by band or orchestral groups might be included here. 
(ii) Personal benefit concerts. Such concerts were usually promoted 
and presented by professional musicians, with assistance from other 
performers. Some were promoted by an interested group on behalf of a 
meritorious person (as, for example, by a choir for its conductor), both 
as a token of honour and as a monetary benefit. These often were a form 
of compensation for time and service spent in assistance of others, 
particularly in community-related projects. 
(iii) Promoted concerts. Some concerts, entrepreneurially backed 
from within the community, were profit-making entertainments. Some of 
these were billed as "popular," the reference being to admission price 
as well as level of appeal, and some were in series. 
(iv) Concerts for an important occasion. Occasions and attendant 
concerts were infrequent. 
(v) Fund-raising concerts. In an age when the spirit of voluntaryism 
was still strong, many worthwhile institutions (such as the Brisbane 
Hospital) depended to a considerable extent on subscriptions and donations. 
Some concerts raised disaster relief funds. 
It should be noted, with reference to formal concerts, that the 
distinction between "smoke concerts" (for gentlemen only, with permission 
to smoke) and "grand concerts" (for all) was not generally in use during 
the 1860s, though it was used in the 1880s and 1890s. 
Informal concerts were promenade, usually outdoors (al fresco). 
Some promenade concerts, however, were indoors, and some of these finished 
with a dance. 
It should be pointed out that though in aggregate a considerable 
number of concerts were staged in Brisbane during the sixties, their 
frequency and quality should be viewed within the framework of current 
urban development. There was not a concert every night, nor even necess-
arily every week; and the general quality even of the best probably did 
not match that of the Jefferies concerts of the seventies. Nevertheless 
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praiseworthy efforts were made, and community support seems generally to 
have been satisfactory. Yet, with performers and public willing, there 
are other determinant factors, and the obvious limitation is that of 
venue. The staging of a concert is not so difficult as the staging of 
an opera or a drama, but certain prerequisites are essential. The need 
exists for a hall of appropriate capacity, with suitable amenities, 
stage, acceptable piano, and so on, conveniently available to the public. 
Accessibility generally seems to have been no great problem during the 
1860s, for the town was still fairly small. Residents of South Brisbane 
were at something of a disadvantage, but a local hall—the South Brisbane 
Mechanics' Institute (alternatively known as the School of Arts) in 
Stanley Street—was available throughout the decade. Generally speaking 
the problem of provision of good concert facilities was not solved during 
the sixties, and, in fact, there was no really satisfactory solution 
found during the nineteenth century. The theatres, despite expectations, 
were a disappointment to concert-givers, though some concerts were staged 
in them. They were expensive to hire; and, being commercial enterprises, 
understandably gave professional demands priority. 
The story of the search for venues need not be here told in detail, 
but the main points have some interest. The position was acute at the 
beginning of the sixties, with the old School of Arts being found wanting. 
Some entertainments were held in the Volunteer Armoury, in Queen Street. 
In 1862 several entertainments were given in the hall of the new Normal 
School. This hall, reported the Courier, afforded a much greater amount 
of space than any other building in Brisbane, its dimensions being eighty-
five feet by thirty-eight feet (approximately twenty-six by twelve metres) 
(Courier, 21 June 1862). This was about the size of Mason's Concert 
Hall, which opened early in 1855. The new Town Hall in Queen Street, 
which opened later in 1855, to some extent relieved the position. Its 
hall was ninety-two feet long by forty-two feet wide (approximately 
twenty-eight by thirteen metres). The first concert was held there in 
May 1865, and many other functions were subsequently held there. The 
hall of the new School of Arts, opened in 1866, was not so large, but it 
was used for numerous public activities. Both community-based concerts 
and professional entertainments were staged there. The Courier offered 
the following description of the new hall: 
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The front facing Queen-street will be let for shops and 
offices, four of the former and two of the latter. At the 
rear of these shops there is a large hall, the chief entrance 
to which is in Queen-street; it opens also into Creek-street. 
Its dimensions are 80 feet by 40 feet, and the wall plates are 
about twenty-two feet from the floor. Next to the large room 
of the Town Hall, it is, without doubt, the most handsome 
public hall in Brisbane. Sufficient provisions are made for 
ventilation and light. At one end of the hall there is a 
spacious platform, with a declining surface, which will afford 
ample accommodation for public meetings, concerts, &c. We 
believe that the room is capable of accommodating from 800 to 
1000 persons. 
During the decade two other venues were opened. The residents of Spring 
Hill opened their own Mechanics' Institute; and, late in the decade, 
the Temperance Hall in Ann Street was built. Brisbane still did not 
possess a really large hall; and the fact was highlighted when in 1868 
it was necessary to hold the ball celebrating the visit of Prince Alfred 
in Newton's warehouse. 
Outdoor venues, of course, were not a problem. The Botanic Gardens 
had been open to the public since the early years, and most outdoor 
performances were given there. 
Perusal of concert programmes and reports of the 1860s reveals 
little of importance in the development of instrumental ensemble in 
Brisbane, apart from the efforts made in connection with choral groups, 
and the work of the Volunteer Bands. These are accorded separate consid-
eration. Nevertheless, some general consideration of other concert 
practices has value, and some instances of ensemble work exist. One 
finds programmes beginning with an overture. Some overtures are not 
specified, others are drawn from the operatic orchestral repertoire. 
Some reports mention an orchestra; but the orchestras turn out to be 
piano or harmonium or both, with perhaps one or two melody instruments. 
They are in basic form the small concert orchestras earlier classified; 
and some, particularly under the guidance of F.N. Rosenstengel, made 
worthwhile contribution. 
Some noteworthy activities were the series of entertainments given 
in the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute, beginning 7 May 1853; the 
concerts given in 1866 in aid of the Temperance Hall; and the long 
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series of popular entertainments given in aid of the School of Arts. 
This series of sixteen ran from March 1857 till July 1859, and presented 
vocal solos and glees, and instrumentalists—but not instrumental ensemble. 
One of the most astonishing ensemble efforts of the 1860s was that 
presented at the concert given for Prince Alfred in 1868, in which the 
Overture to Tancredi was played by sixteen performers on five pianos and 
a harmonium. The Prince, one notes, arrived at 9.50 p.m., and left 
before the end of the concert (BC, 26 February, 1858). 
Choirs and Orchestras 
Choral activity, it has been noted, had its effective Brisbane 
beginnings during the 1850s. During the 1850s it gained in strength, 
but only the church choirs, dedicated but of unknown artistic worth, 
held continuity. Of these, apparently only one, the choir of All Saints', 
Wickham Terrace, ventured beyond the walls of the church to perform in 
concert. The secular choral organizations, continuing in the line begun 
under the sponsorship of the School of Arts, were subject to the fluctuations 
of enthusiasm that bedevil all amateur enterprises, and the town as yet 
lacked the breadth of expertise to ensure continued sound leadership. 
Nevertheless, a broken line of choral endeavour ran through the decade. 
At the time of Separation, Brisbane's second Choral Society (formed 
early in 1859) was still vigorous and it operated till 1851. It was 
followed by the first Brisbane Philharmonic Society; the Orpheus Glee 
Society; the Choral Union; and the second Brisbane Philharmonic Society. 
These choirs, of course, sang in English; but the 1860s also saw the 
first stirrings of a German choral movement in Brisbane. 
It is generally noteworthy that in nineteenth-century Brisbane, 
German instrumental musicians worked freely with other musicians, without 
distinction. It is self-evident that instrumental music transcends 
language barriers. Choral music, however, is rather a different matter; 
and there were deliberate attempts, both secular and within the Lutheran 
Church, to preserve German traditions of choral music. The strength of 
this activity is difficult to gauge, and it was probably far stronger 
than the amount of publicity it received in the vernacular press would 
indicate. It would appear, however, to have remained basically a vocal 
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movement, and examination, while not central to the purpose of this 
study, has general background interest. It was not till much later in 
the century that there was any record of an orchestral ensemble operating 
wholly within the German tradition. This was the orchestra established 
in connection with the German Club in the 1890s; but other earlier 
groups (for example. Von Kosa's band and Seal's Union Corps) had strong 
German affiliations. 
The first move to establish a German choir was made early in 1852. 
On 23 January the Courier carried a report: 
On Tuesday evening, a number of our German citizens met 
at the North Australian Hotel, for the purpose of forming 
themselves into a German Glee Club, and to approve of rules 
drafted by a committee appointed a week previously. The Club 
was formed under the name of the "Brisbane Deutscher Liederkraz,' 
[sic] and will meet weekly for practice. We hope that it will 
be as successful as the one of the like formation in Sydney, 
which we have frequently heard of, and which is always well 
received by the audience when it meets in any public performance. 
"Liederkraz" no doubt should read "Liederkranz," the name translating as 
"Brisbane German Singing Group." Report, however, revealed nothing of 
success or failure. 
The next indication of German choral activity came nearly three 
years later. In December 1864 the Courier reported German preparations 
for a traditional Boxing Day celebration. 
Germans are never content on an occasion like the one to take 
place on Boxing Day, unless some singing and dancing is done, 
and this time we believe they will not be disappointed. The 
newly formed "Brisbane Deutsche Liedertafel"(German Glee Club) 
of which the well-known Herr Kopp is the leader, has been 
invited, and no doubt some excellent songs will form part of 
the programme. We are informed that the committee have reserved 
a limited number of tickets for the use of their English friends, 
who wish to share with them the pleasures of the day. 
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5 June 1855 a general meeting of the group decided to present a concert 
in aid of the Leichhardt Exploration Fund (BC^ , 10 June 1865). The concert 
was presented one month later, on 4 July, at Mason's Concert Hall. 
Perusal of the programme as advertised in the Courier of 4 July, suggests 
that longer than a month went into its preparation, and that able musicians 
were at work. Notwithstanding that the concert was presented by the 
Liedertafel, the pertinent interest for this study lies with the orchestral 
work. The works presented were (as printed in the programme) as follows: 
Overture, Figaro (Mozart); Selection from La Figlia du Regimento 
(Donizetti); Overture,Tancredi (Rossini); and Cavatina, from Attila 
(Verdi). Unfortunately the concert report, printed in the following 
day's Courier, gives neither strength nor instrumentation of the orchestra; 
but it would seem not unreasonable to assume that the orchestra was the 
best of the community-based small concert orchestras yet to perform in 
Brisbane. From its own numbers the German community could have mustered 
sufficient professional players to have formed an effective ensemble; 
and certainly some outside aid was given, for Paul Atkinson also partic-
ipated. One can only guess at the identity of the lady and gentleman 
amateurs who also took part. 
Kopp's death by suicide in January 1866 made a deep impression on 
the Brisbane community. He had been, reported the Courier, a highly 
talented artist, honest, gentle, and loved by all who knew him (BC, 9 
January 1855). Besides leading the orchestra at the Victoria Theatre, 
he had also been organist at the Fortitude Valley Church. At his funeral 
the Liedertafel sang "Hymme an der Neicht," one of Kopp's own composi-
tions. 
The work of the Liedertafel was apparently disrupted by the loss of 
their talented conductor; but later in 1855 efforts were made to revive 
the movement: 
Last evening a meeting of the Brisbane Deutchen Liedertafel 
was held at Lenneberg's Cafe de Paris, about twenty-five members 
being present. Some of the old members tried to bring into 
new life what was so unfortunately lost through the lamented 
death of Mr. Kopp 
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The meeting elected Rosenstengel musical director, and other office 
bearers were appointed; but the attempted revival failed. In 1868 
another such meeting was held (BC, 27 March 1868); but there is no 
evidence of further success until the early 1870s. 
The Second Brisbane Choral Society 
Formed early in 1859, the Choral Society gave its last concert for 
that year on 29 Decennber. With the new Governor and Lady Bowen now 
patrons of the society, it entered on its 1850 season with some hope. 
The first concert was advertised for Thursday, 19 April. The Courier, 
in a supportive paragraph on the day, noted that such entertainments 
were few and far between, and gave opinion that local talent should be 
countenanced. Unfortunately, it rained, and the local talent received 
little countenance. A repeat concert on 3 May, however, came off "most 
successfully," with a very satisfactory attendance (MBC, 5 May 1860). 
No instrumental ensemble was included. 
The Society's first annual meeting was held on 18 May, and reported 
in the Courier the following day. Finances showed a deficit, mainly 
because of the purchase of a harmonium for £50, and a lithographic press 
for printing music, £15. Thanks were expressed for the use of the School 
of Arts building. Sylvester Diggles was again appointed conductor, at 
the rate of half a guinea per evening. John Innes, Secretary (also 
Secretary of the School of Arts) was paid commission and lighting-up 
fees. The number of singing members during the year stood at eighty, 
and class members at fifty. The Society therefore had some strength. 
The Courier writer was not kind in his report on the concert of 17 
September 1850. There were still, he claimed, irregularities of time 
and defects of intonation. J.R. Black, visiting professional singer, 
assisted in the concert. All items were choral or solo vocal, and without 
exception, sacred works. 
The Society's next concert, held 7 February 1851, was reported in 
the Courier on 9 February, and received more favourable attention. 
Performance quality and attendance were both good. The programme was 
more varied than in earlier concerts, and included a flute solo by Godfrey 
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Smith. There are, however, disquieting omens. Public support, by 
subscription and by assistance, was inadequate; and a letter from William 
Brookes, also published 9 February, indicated that there had been some 
trouble with practice facilities. Nevertheless the Society continued 
with a further concert on 30 April 1861, at South Brisbane Mechanics' 
Institute, which included a violin solo by Professor Smith; and another 
concert—the Society's last—was held on 25 July 1861. 
The published programme for the July concert indirectly shows that 
the Society was in some distress. As a large portion of the year had 
passed, it was announced, subscription lists would not be opened for the 
remainder. Programme content had continued to change. Sacred items 
were few, the choir's nine items presenting secular repertoire. There 
were, moreover, five instrumental items: two piano solos (Otto Linden); 
two cornet items (W.H. Robins); and a violin solo (presumably Charles 
Smith). There was, however, no instrumental ensemble, and choral works 
opened both parts of the programme. There was a very large attendance, 
and the Courier writer expressed hope that the success would stimulate 
the Society to renewed exertions (Courier, 25 July 1851). The reporter's 
hopes were in vain. It would appear, from perusal of programmes and 
reports, and from what transpired at the initial meeting of the successor 
society, that a process of metamorphosis was taking place, and a new 
approach needed. 
The First Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
The preliminary meeting to establish a Philharmonic Society was 
held in the Municipal Chamber on Tuesday, 27 August 1861, one month 
after the final concert of the Choral Society. Resolutions were passed, 
to be submitted to a later public meeting. It was proposed to place the 
existing Choral Society in union with the new society. There were, said 
the Courier writer, obvious advantages of such a course of action. "We 
hope that members will be numerous, as the opportunity is a favourable 
one for practising vocal and instrumental music. There is no lack of 
musical ability in Brisbane, and this society will concentrate it so as 
to bring it into exercise as a valuable assistance to the general social 
good" (Courier, 29 August 1861). 
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A public meeting to inaugurate the Society was called for 9 September 
1861. The aim of the new Society, as stated in the Courier advertisement 
of 4 September, was the cultivation of classical music, vocal and instru-
mental. A Courier paragraph offered further information: 
We are informed that the Brisbane Choral Society is now defunct, 
and the present organisation is intended to encourage the 
cultivation of classical music, both vocal and instrumental. 
There are to be three classes of members,—honorary (or life), 
subscribing, and practising—each being entitled to extra 
tickets for concerts, for presentation to their friends. His 
Excellency the Governor has consented to become patron, and 
Lady Bowen has signified her willingness to render any assist-
ance in her power in promoting its objects. 
The public meeting was duly held, and reported in the Courier the 
following day. Dr. Cannan took the chair, and his address exemplified 
the Victorian high seriousness of purpose that characterized many such 
matters. After explaining the objects to be gained in the cultivation 
of music, and more especially a correct taste, such as pertained to a 
complete education, he pointed out the advantages of devoting attention 
to music, both in a scientific and social point of view. Whether because 
of this or in spite of it, the society was formally inaugurated, with 
the understanding that any disagreements with the Choral Society might 
be resolved by the committee. Otto Linden was appointed conductor, and 
Sylvester Diggles organist. The list of officers and committee included 
the names R.R. Mackenzie and Rev. J. Moseley. 
It is obvious that the significant expansion of scope to include 
instrumental music was due to the influence of the two professional 
musicians who were to launch the Society on its brief but hectic career 
of approximately fifteen months. During this time the Society produced 
four subscription concerts, and made a considerable contribution to a 
fund raising concert for the Volunteer Band. A sincere effort was made 
to develop an orchestra, which performed both in its own right, and in 
conjunction with the choir. In this the Society benefited from the 
assistance of a third professional musician, Charles Smith. Historically 
the Society must be given credit for the first effective attempt in 
Brisbane to establish a community-based orchestra. From the beginning, 
however, the Society was driven by the dedicated intensity of its conductor; 
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and its first practice ended in a court case. 
The Society's initial rehearsal was called for Thursday, 19 September 
1851; and the Courier again recommended "all who wish to improve them-
selves in vocal or instrumental music" to join the Society. It appears 
that the new Society had no official permission to use the School of 
Arts; or, at any rate, that was the opinion of John Innes, Secretary of 
the School of Arts. To promote his viewpoint, as the tale unfolds in 
the report of the subsequent court proceedings (Courier, 25 September 
1861), he delivered a speech from a vantage point on a form. "In the 
course of this address he referred in terms very uncomplimentary to 
certain members of the society; and prophesied that the society would 
be a failure, inasmuch as certain persons were connected with the society, 
who had been connected with other analagous [sic] societies in Brisbane 
formerly; which societies had proved failures." Henry Hocking, defendant 
in the subsequent assault charge, delivered a counter-address, from a 
similar elevation; after which he and "another tall individual" took 
Mr. Innes, the complainant, by the arms. 
Complainant then described himself as having felt a great 
pressure behind, apparently emanating from the united force of 
a number of individuals, which pressure had the effect of 
forcing him forward until he was ej ected from the building 
through the front door, precipated [sic] over certain steps, 
and caused to fall upon his face outside the building; the 
fall being of such a nature as to inflict some very painful 
and prominent bruises upon his face. 
The rate of his exit, according to another witness, was twelve miles an 
hour. 
It appears that the bench took the case no more seriously than did 
the Courier writer; for the case was dismissed, each party to pay his 
own costs. The unfortunate fact was that Mr Innes was drunk; and 
excessive tippling was the undoing of this intelligent and well-educated 
man who had earlier served the community well. The School of Arts committee 
supported its secretary, and the new society was obliged to look elsewhere 
for practice facilities. Few, if any, useful venues were available, and 
practices were later begun in the Supreme Court building. 
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The Courier of 5 November 1851 reported the progress of the society. 
It praised Linden's ability as conductor, but deplored the unsuitability 
of the practice room. At the first practice, it was stated, thirty or 
forty trebles, five or six altos, eight or ten tenors, and sixteen basses 
presented themselves. There were also three violins and a piano. On 
this uncertain basis Linden set out to build both choir and orchestra. 
Even at this stage, however, there was indication that Linden's approach 
was too exacting. 
The society's first subscription concert, advertised for Thursday, 
19 December 1861, was presented as a miscellaneous selection of secular 
music. The full programme (see Appendix C) appeared in the Courier of 
14 Decemiber. Several professional gentlemen, noted the advertisement, 
had offered their services. Almost certainly these were instrumentalists, 
and it is frustrating to find that in this record of the first effective 
community-based orchestral performance in Brisbane, there is no listing 
of numbers, player identities, and instruments employed. Charles Smith, 
violin, was leader of the orchestra, and Sylvester Diggles organist 
(harmonium). There were two overtures. La Clemenza di Tito (Mozart); 
and Tancredi (Rossini). Other items, such as the Locke and Bellini 
items, probably also had instrumental backing. A Courier paragraph (19 
December) noted that Linden had worked early and late preparing copies 
of the music for the orchestra, and had over-taxed his energies. 
The Courier report on the concert (20 Decemiber 1851) gave good 
praise, but made reservations appropriate to the performance of a body 
of choristers under training. The overtures were, however, "remarkably 
well executed, and unmistakably evidenced that we have many talented 
instrumentalists among us." For want of anything better, the concert 
was given in the old convict-built structure in Queen Street, formerly 
the Immigration Building, then the Volunteer Armoury; "but a more wretched 
building could not be found for a concert when the conveyance of sound 
is taken into consideration." The concert was fully s\±)scribed, and, 
despite adversities, appears to have been a considerable achievement. 
The society resumed practice in January, and in March the Courier 
reported developments: 
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We notice with pleasure the introduction of a new musical 
instrument into the society, as well as into the colony, viz., 
a double bass-viol. This instrument has been bought by the 
private subscriptions of some of the members of the society, 
and cost about £25. It will doubtless be found to be a great 
acquisition. What with the Volunteer Band and the Philharmonic 
Society, Brisbane ought not now to mourn over the lack of 
musical entertainment.-, . 
On 24 April 1852 the second subscription concert was presented, and 
the report in the Courier the following day included the full programme. 
Orchestral works were the Overtures Iphigenia in Aulis (Cluck), and La 
Muette di Portici (Auber). Both, it was reported, were well performed, 
the orchestra being nicely arranged and—significantly—well balanced. 
The instrumentalists displayed great skill and taste in the 
careful execution of their share of the programme. The bass 
viol, obtained by subscription among some of the members since 
the last concert, proved an excellent addition to the strength 
of the orchestra. The programme was exceedingly well chosen, 
and afforded proof of the skill and taste of the conductor. 
Few men would have attempted such a selection with such inade-
quate materials, but Mr. Linden has succeeded, as well as 
attempted, the difficult task. 
It is most likely that the bassist was Auguste Seal. Once again the 
venue was the Volunteer Armoury, again suitably deplored, but "the society 
certainly made the best of it." 
During May 1852 the Volunteer Band, in need of funds, approached 
the Society for assistance; and a concert to be presented by both bodies 
was advertised in the Courier of 17 June. The concert was to be given 
in the Large Room of the Normal School (then approaching completion), on 
19 June, and the full programme is set out in the Courier advertisement. 
The first Overture, Norma (Bellini), was given by the Band; the second, 
Fra Diavolo (Auber), was given by the Society. With over five hundred 
attending, the concert was deemed a great success, demonstrating clearly 
"the musical taste and the musical ability existing in this our young 
colony"(Courier, 21 June 1852 ). The Philharmonic overture performance 
was accorded special praise. 
The society's first two concerts presented secular music; the 
third, given on 21 August 1862 at the Normal School, was devoted to 
sacred music. One work only, Mozart's Twelfth Mass, was performed in the 
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first part of the programme; the second part was devoted to selections 
from Messiah. Two days later the Courier p\±>lished its report. 
It would be scarcely possible to bestow too much praise upon 
the persevering and energetic endeavors of the conductor, Mr. 
Linden, who, out of such scant materials, has succeeded in 
giving the public of Brisbane so chaste and correct a specimen 
of the highest and purest style of music. We may mention 
that, in consequence of there toeing but two perfect copies of 
the Mass, with full orchestral accompaniments in the colonies-
one in Sydney, the other in Geelong—neither of which were 
obtainable by the Society, the whole of those accompaniments 
were arranged by the conductor from a simple pianoforte copy. 
Even had the orchestral parts been available Linden would probably have 
had some revising to do to accommodate the limitations of his ensemble; 
but the feat demonstrates his capacities as a musician. The concert, 
the Courier reported, was highly successful. 
In September 1862 Linden resigned from the position of conductor of 
the Philharmonic Society. The reason, according to a Courier writer (3 
September 1862) was the imposition of certain strictures which had been 
made on his bearing to the members whilst practising; but a letter from 
"Pandaean Pipes" (Courier, 30 October 1862) blamed an adverse Guardian 
critique of the August concert. The society, nevertheless, proceeded to 
present its fourth subscription concert, again in the Normal School, on 
Monday, 27 October. The full programme, as published in the Courier of 
that day, shows a return to secular music; but the orchestral Overtures, 
Iphigenia in Aulis and Tancredi, had been performed by the orchestra in 
earlier concerts. These were effectively played, reported the Courier 
(28 October 1862), the Tancredi overture being "rapturously applauded"; 
but the concert, taken in its entirety, was not a thorough success. The 
conductor for the night was Professor Charles Smith, who, with his two 
brothers, left the Colony a few weeks later. Thus the society lost not 
only its conductor, but also its instrumental leadership. 
On 27 November, the first and only annual general meeting of the 
Society resolved to postpone operations until after the summer. It is 
not surprising, in the circumstances, that they did not resume. No 
large ensemble, instrumental or choral, amateur or professional, can 
operate effectively without strong and competent leadership. In 1862 
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Brisbane lacked the human resources to provide a replacement conductor. 
This is not surprising. What is surprising, is that so much was accom-
plished in so short a time. 
Otto Linden, Master of Music, pianist, teacher, conductor and composer, 
was an outstanding musician. In 1878, some fifteen years after the 
collapse of the first Brisbane Philharmonic Society, a Courier writer 
found Linden's name in a Melbourne Argus report, and himself was moved 
to write: 
And then our old friend Otto Linden—the man who, if we mistake 
not, first awoke "the seal of music" in Brisbane, and, in what 
was then comparatively a village, persuaded some three hundred 
people that they had musical tastes, if not musical talent, 
and with gestures that were Gallic of the most Gallic in their 
terrific energy, and language that resembled the English of 
Heligoland and the French of Jersey, implored them betimes, 
and betimes commanded them, that they be a Philharmonic Society 
—and they were. At least they thought they were; they had 
practices and they gave concerts, but it was easier to get 
money out of them than music, subscriptions than sonatas, and 
Herr Linden's temper was not proof against repetitions of 
excruciating barbarities inflicted on the great masters. 
There is a legend that the maestro wore out three batons in 
his endeavors to control the erratic voices of the society, 
and that he had by that time worn out their patience too, and 
that so they parted. 
The Orpheus Glee Society 
The word "glee," according to The Concise Oxford Dictionary (seventh 
edition), derives from the Old English "glio" or "gleo," meaning "minstrelsy, 
jest." It is a musical composition for three or more male voices, one to 
each part, set to words grave or gay, often with contrasted movements, 
and properly without accompaniment. It may be added to this that the 
glee was an English form, and that originally the cultivated male alto 
voice (falsetto) was used. Glees utilized block harmonic progression 
rather than contrapuntal development, and the high period of glee compos-
ition was 1750-1830. 
The "Glee" movement of nineteenth century Brisbane was in fact a 
part-song choral movement. It used male voices, and also used some 
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accompaniment. It was a secular movement, though it included sacred 
works in its repertoire. Some of its music was apparently drawn from 
the traditional glee repertoire; but its range was much wider than 
this. It would be true to say that the Orpheus Glee singers generally 
performed comparatively short choral works of all kinds. They were not, 
as were the choirs of the Philharmonic Societies and the later Brisbane 
Musical Union, dedicated to the artistic seriousness of the great choral 
compositions—although certainly, members of these choirs at times also 
performed part-songs, including glees. 
On this connotative basis the term "Orpheus Glee" was used throughout 
the colonial years. There is no comprehensive record of the formation 
and activity of all the various bodies that used the term; and in fact 
it seems to have been applied at times as a generic term to individual 
performances. The first Orpheus Glee Society, however, was founded in 
1865, and it appears to have maintained activity until late in 1871, 
though there may have been a break in 1870. There was a revival of the 
movement in 1877 that endured certainly till 1878, and probably till 
1880. There was some Orpheus Glee singing (possibly traditional glee 
technique, by a double quartet of male voices) in 1885, under S. Kaye. 
An Orpheus Glee Club performed at Woolloongabba in 1891, conducted by 
R.H. Raine; and an Orpheus Glee Society, under W. Beynon, was active in 
the city in 1895. 
It must be acknowledged that the Orpheus Glee movement was primarily 
a choral movement, although there were accompanied performances. Unlike 
such organizations as the Brisbane Musical Union and the Brisbane Lieder-
tafel, the Orpheus Glee organizations did not foster an instrumental 
ensemble counterpart. Nevertheless the Orpheus Glee Society of the 
1860s played a significant role in the development of the commaanity's 
music. It was the first English male-voice choral movement in Brisbane; 
and the Brisbane Liedertafel, some twenty years later, had strong 
orchestral support. 
The Orpheus Glee Society was apparently the outcome of a chance 
conversation among John Fenwick, J. Rogers, and C. Niemitz, of South 
Brisbane, in 1865. Citing a Guardian report. Brier gives the date of 
formation of the Society as 12 June. The Queenslander Jubilee Number 
T'ercy Brier, "One Hundred Years and More of Music in Queensland," 
TS, John Oxley Library, n.pag. [ch. 1]. 
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report, however, gives 17 June. There was, however, some part singing 
going on in South Brisbane before this; for on 5 June a concert was given 
in the hall of the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute, in aid of the 
funds of the Institute. The performance was given by a number of amateurs, 
"headed by the energetic secretary, Mr. Rogers," with assistance from 
Mr. Rosenstengel, and three glees were performed (BC^ , 6 June 1865). A 
letter from "Semibreve," published on the day of the concert,gave credit 
to Rogers, who had had "some experience as a teacher of music," and 
suggested the formation of a new musical society, along the lines of the 
old Brisbane Choral Society. The writer expressed hope that "if classes 
are formed and well managed for the performance of sacred and secular 
music, much good may result therefrom." 
The result of this was that, following advertisement, a number of 
gentlemen met at the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute on Saturday, 24 
June 1865, and immediately formed themselves into the Orpheus Glee Society 
(BC, 26 June 1855). This, then, must be taken as the official date of 
formation. Rules were agreed to, a committee appointed; and the weekly 
practice time was set at Thursday evenings, eight o'clock sharp. Formed 
in South Brisbane, the Society remained essentially a South Brisbane 
activity. 
On 25 March 1856 the first fortnightly musical entertainment of the 
season was given at the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute; and the 
Glee Society gave seven items: a Glee, "Maying"; Song and Chorus, "Come 
Where My Love Lies Dreaming"; a Glee, "Soldiers' Song"; a Song, "Toll 
the Bell"; a Glee, "Evening"; and (unclassified) "Let me Kiss him for 
his Mother." The Glee Society, wrote the Courier, had since the close 
of last season, "attained to a degree of vocal perfection which was 
highly appreciated by the audience" (B£, 27 March 1866). The music 
performed would represent fairly enough the work done by the Society, 
though later some more demanding work was undertaken. An interesting 
report appeared in the Courier in December 1858: 
The Orpheus Society gave a very pleasant and successful 
concert last evening, at the School of Arts. There was a very 
fair attendance, especially in the front seats, and His Excell-
ency the Governor and suite were present. The programme was 
divided into two parts, the first consisting of Haydn's "First 
Mass" in B flat, generally acknowledged to be one of the finest 
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compositions of this great master, and the second part was 
comprised solely of selections from the secular compositions 
of Mendelssohn. It would not have been surprising had such an 
ambitious programme as that,—comprising as it did so much 
high-class and sterling music, and so few of the mere ballads 
and glees usually given at such entertainments—been coldly 
received; for the taste for classical music is but slowly 
acquired, and therefore the great attention with which the 
whole performance was listened to must have been highly gratify-
ing to the society.ig 
The Society's first conductor was John Rogers. His successor, 
probably from early 1867, was C. Niemitz, a German tenor, of Edward 
19 Street, a professional musician. Niemitz continued as conductor until 
at least 1871. 
During the period from its inception to the end of the 1860s the 
Society led a vigorous existence, as the number of performances on record 
indicates. It presented a number of programmes in its own right, and 
performed at Government House at least twice. It assisted at Madame 
Mallalieu's personal benefit concerts, and aided in fund-raising for 
good causes, among them the Wickham Terrace Church organ fund and the 
Spring Hill Mechanics' Institute funds. In the concert for the latter 
it appeared with the Choral Union. In addition the Society appeared in 
the popular concerts held for the Brisbane School of Arts and the South 
Brisbane School of Arts. Reports suggest that the Society was well 
received by the Brisbane public. 
The Choral Union 
On 6 October 1865 the Courier carried an interesting report: 
Some few weeks ago a singing class was commenced at St. 
John's school-room, under the direction of Mr. Rosenstengel. 
The progress made during that short time has been very great, 
and we were last evening agreeably surprised at the manner in 
which some choruses were rendered by the pupils, a large 
proportion of whom consisted of ladies. Mr. Rosenstengel has 
been before the public very frequently in his capacity as 
musical conductor at some very pleasing entertainments at 
which stringed bands have been in attendance, also under his 
superintendence. We see no reason, therefore, why the singing 
class just formed should not be made the nucleus of a Philhar-
monic Society, such an institution being much required in 
Brisbane. With a little trouble at the outset, the society 
might easily be launched into existence, especially as there 
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is a talented conductor obtainable at once. 
No record of the date of foundation of the Choral Union is held. 
Dates of performances given would suggest that it came into existence 
late in 1865 or early in 1866, and terminated before the end of 1865. 
Despite the reference to "a Philharmonic Society" in the foregoing report, 
there can be little doubt that Rosenstengel's singing class assumed the 
name "Choral Union," and performed as such. It is likely that the union 
was seen as the North Brisbane counterpart of the Orpheus Glee Society 
of South Brisbane. 
During 1866 the Choral Union participated in one concert with the 
Orpheus Glee Society (13 July), and presented two concerts in its own 
right, the first of them on 23 August, and the second on 20 Septennber, 
(The progrannme of the concert of 20 September is reproduced as Appendix 
D.) The Courier report on the August concert (BC, 24 August 1866) points 
to recent formation: "This society, though young, is in a very flourishing 
condition, numbering over sixty members, including amongst them some of 
the best amateur and professional talent in Brisbane." The Union's 
conductor was F.N. Rosenstengel. 
It is possible that the Choral Union lacked formal constitution, 
and that the establishment of the second Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
in July 1865, taking cue from the proven success of the Union, sought to 
place the movement on a formal footing. If this were so, it was probably 
intended that the union would merge with the Philharmonic. Circumstantial 
evidence suggests that this may have been what happened. Rosenstengel 
was conductor of the Union concert of 20 September (the last known to 
have been given by the Union), and also of the first Philharmonic concert 
(22 Novennber 1866). Perusal of programmes also suggests that the concert 
orchestra for the Union was also that of the Philharmonic. 
The interesting aspect of the Choral Union activity is that, despite 
the implications of the name, its concerts featured work by a concert 
orchestra. The influence at work was obviously that of Rosenstengel, 
who was arranger as well as conductor. Instrumentation, again, was 
neither advertised nor reported; but Rosenstengel had the resources of 
his German friends available. Strings there would certainly have been, 
with E.D. Bennet leading the ensennble; but there were also winds as 
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the following curious reporting on the August concert reveals: 
The concerted music was most excellent, the choruses being 
characterised by perfect time and a rich volume of sound which 
had a most musical effect. The efforts of the band, however, 
were somewhat marred by the fact that the piano is more than a 
quarter of a tone below concert pitch; the consequence was, 
that the wind instruments scarcely kept time with it throughout. 
On the whole, however, the musicians gave great satisfaction 
to the audience, 
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The September concert, while not well attended, "excelled that given by 
the society some few weeks ago; the band, more especially, evinced a 
decided improvement" (BC, 21 Septennber 1866). It would seem that a 
useful small concert orchestra had developed. 
It is of some interest to note the orchestral (band) items played 
at the three concerts. On 13 July the works as advertised were as follows: 
Overture, The Caravan (Gretry); and March, from The Children of Hamon 
(Balfe). On 23 August, Overture, Dido Abandonee (Paer); Bells of the 
Monastery (Wely), arranged by Rosenstengel; Overture, Caravan (Gretry); 
and Grand Polonaise on subjects from Donizetti's opera Lucrezia Borgia 
(also arranged by Rosenstengel). On 20 September the Paer and the 
Donizetti items were repeated, and a third. Caliph of Bagdad (Boieldieu) 
was played. It is also of some interest that Madame Mallalieu, "from 
London Concerts," appeared in the July programme. This was probably her 
first appearance before a Brisbane audience. 
The Second Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
The first Brisbane Philharmonic Society, taking up in 1861 the work 
begun with success by the Choral Society, was active for a little over a 
year. The pattern was repeated when in 1865 the second Brisbane 
Philharmonic, inheriting the impetus of the Choral Union, gave the 
community of Brisbane three fruitful seasons of choral and orchestral 
music. There were, it is true, difficulties at times, and success must 
necessarily be measured in relative terms within a limited urban setting; 
but the records indicate that overall the Society in general operated 
with good success. During the period from July 1856 to February 1870 
the Society gave twelve subscription concerts in its own right, and 
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participated lin at least nine others. Of these, three were given in 
conjunction with professional artists; three more assisted local musicians 
in personal benefits; one was a fund-raising concert in aid of Brisbane 
Hospital; one was an occasional concert during the visit of Prince 
Alfred; and the other sought to raise needed funds for the Society 
itself. 
The story of the second Philharmonic began when John Rogers (then 
Secretary of the North Brisbane School of Arts) placed an advertisement 
in the Courier of 7 July 1866. Having received an approach from several 
ladies and gentlemen seeking the formation of a musical society, either 
sacred or otherwise, he convened a public meeting at the School of Arts 
for 10 July. "The attendance of all interested in the movement, both 
Vocalists and Instrumentalists, is respectfully solicited." The Courier 
in the same issue gave its support. "There have been many societies 
formed of a similar nature, but Mr. Rogers' object is to consolidate 
them, and thus form a society similar to those which have worked so 
successfully in Melbourne and Geelong." 
It would seem that the object was in fact to unite the two existing 
societies, the Choral Union and the Orpheus Glee Society; and obviously 
the opening of the bridge over the river in 1865 had created greater 
ease of access. A measure of controversy attended the inauguration of 
the new Philharmonic, just as it had troubled the first Philharmonic; 
and no amalgamation of the Orpheus Glee Society and the Choral Union 
took place. 
The meeting on 10 July was well attended. It was proposed and 
carried that the time had arrived to form a Musical Society worthy of 
Brisbane, and a connmittee was elected. It was then carried that the 
society be called "The Brisbane Philharmonic Society." The committee 
was authorized to draw up rules for the next meeting's adoption (BC, 11 
July 1855). 
The Courier report of the following meeting, held 25 July, gave no 
hint of discord. Rules were accepted, officers and committee elected, 
and a date fixed for the first practice. The conductor was to be Paul 
Atkinson, and pianist Sylvester Diggles. "There appears to be every 
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prospect of this society being very successful," wrote the Courier, "as 
it already numbers sixty members" (BC_, 25 July 1856). There must, never-
theless, have been some kind of power struggle going on; and John Rogers, 
initiator and prime mover in the matter, was given no place in the manage-
ment. Grounds of dissatisfaction were set out in a letter from Henry 
Cox in the Courier of 5 August. The details are unimportant, but at 
least twenty persons left the Society, and the second Philharmonic, like 
the first, found itself at variance with the Secretary of the School of 
Arts. The first practice, however, was held on 1 August 1866, and the 
Society worked in preparation for its first concert; but it is not 
surprising to find that there had been difficulty in finding a suitable 
place for practice, the School of Arts being often engaged. Some 
practices were held in the School of Arts, but other rehearsal facilities 
were also used, the Town Hall being the venue most frequently employed. 
Paul Atkinson resigned as conductor in October 1866. F.N. Rosenstengel, 
formerly conductor of the Choral Union, took up the baton, and served 
the Society well until it ceased operations in 1870, 
The twelve subscription concerts obviously demonstrate most accurately 
the work done by the Society, Full programmes for all were published in 
the Courier. (Two programmes, selected as representative, are reproduced 
as Appendix E.) The concerts followed a customary pattern: two sections, 
each section usually begun by an instrumental overture, with an interval 
separating the sections. The chorus items were high points on all 
programmes, and a nunnber had solo voice with chorus. All progrannmes had 
vocal solos, many had duets, some had a trio or quartet. Most concerts 
had an instrumental soloist, with piano (Madame Mallalieu) and flute 
(Ernest Cramer) most frequently presented. 
Clearly the Society devoted much time and effort to its orchestral 
work. It followed the precedent set by Linden in the first Brisbane 
Philharmonic; and to Rosenstengel must go the credit for years of 
orchestral endeavour in the late sixties—in the Choral Union, in the 
second Philharmonic and in other concert appearances. In the circumstances, 
one does not expect that a full balanced orchestra was created; for the 
resources were not available. Always the ensemible depended on the useful 
expedient of the keyboard; and both pianoforte and harmonium were called 
into play. Nevertheless what evidence exists indicates that some ambitious 
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work was undertaken, and that performances were, almost without exception, 
well received. It is plain, too, that Rosenstengel, like Linden and 
Seal, spent many laborious hours at the arranger's desk. 
Unfortunately, advertisements did not clearly indicate all items of 
orchestral participation, though reports indicated that many chorus 
items had orchestral support. The overtures, however, were clearly in 
the orchestral domain; and these, as advertised, were as follows: 
Concert Date Overtures 
22 November 1865 
25 March 1867 
23 May 1867 
12 August 1857 
2 December 1857 
20 April 1858 
24 June 1858 
(postponed from 
16 June 1858) 
16 September 1868 
12 April 1859 
10 September 1869 
3 December 1869 
2 February 1870 
Overture Masaniello (Auber); and 
Overture Dido Abandone'e (Paer). 
Introduction and March from Judas 
Maccabaeus; and Overture La Dame 
Blanche (Boieldieu). 
Overture La Muette de Portici (Auber); 
and Overture La Dame Blanche (Boieldieu! 
Overture Figaro (Mozart); and 
Concerto (Hahn). 
Overture Iphigenia in Aulis (Gluck); 
and Overture II Seraglio (Mozart). 
Overture Don Giovanni (Mozart). 
Overture Fra Diavolo (Auber). 
Overture Oberon (Weber)(played by 
pianoforte only). 
Potpourri Oberon (Weber); and 
Andante et Bolero (A.Fetty). 
Overture Maritana (Wallace); and 
Overture Abduction from the Seraglio 
(Mozart). 
Overture Masaniello (Auber); and 
Overture Cenerentola (Rossini). 
Gloria from First Mass (Mozart); 
and Overture Belmonte et Constance 
(Mozart). 
Some of the foregoing, obviously, were not strictly orchestral 
overtures; but in the sense that they opened a section of a concert 
programme, the usage may pass. Most were, in fact, arrangements of 
operatic overtures; others were orchestral works of other kinds. A 
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most interesting innovation was the performance of a concerto by Hahn, 
in 1867. The composer was, presumably, Bernhard Hahn (1780-1852), German 
21 
violinist and composer. The pianist was Madame Mallalieu. The work, 
reported the Courier, was "very fairly rendered, in spite of one or two 
evident attempts on the part of the fiddles to revolt against the director 
and take an independent course of their own" (BC_, 13 August 1867). This 
would appear to be Brisbane's first concerto performance. 
At other concerts in which the Philharmonic took part, orchestral 
works were also performed. Some of these were repeats of works earlier 
performed, but others were not. Included among these, as advertised, 
were Overture La Caravan (Gretry), 5 June 1857; Overture Guy Mannering 
(Bishop), 2 October 1857; Overture Clemenza di Tito (Mozart), 14 August 
1868; and Concerto, Andante and Bolero (Tessey), 14 June 1859. 
Concert programmes, it has been noted, did not indicate which items 
had orchestral support, and which did not. Comments in concert reports 
were by no means comprehensive, but there is no doubt that many of the 
chorus performances were orchestrally accompanied; and indeed, this 
activity was no doubt the main reason for the existence of the orchestra. 
"The chorus and accompanying instrumentation, if we except one or two 
faulty passages unavoidable in the first performance of a new society, 
were excellent," reported the Courier after the first subscription 
concert, but without specific reference (BC, 23 November 1866). Three 
items on the programme might aptly have had orchestral support; and 
similar comment is true of the Philharmonic programmes in general. As 
the reports stand, only ten items from a total of six concerts can be 
identified as choral-orchestral, most of them extracts from opera; but 
alm,ost certainly there were many more. 
Unfortunately, one can only guess at the size and instrumentation 
of the Philharmonic orchestra. It is fairly clear that it relied on 
keyboard and possibly was conducted from the keyboard by Rosenstengel in 
purely orchestral items. Apart from this the only light is shed by 
passing comment. 
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The composer is named as "Haydn" in the concert report (BC, 13 
August 1867); but the same work is both advertised and reported~as a 
work by Hahn in a concert in September 1867. 
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On 23 May 1867 there was some percussive contribution; for "some 
unfortunate wight with no idea of time, tune, or expression, who, by 
some mistake, was entrusted with the triangles, and apparently a black-
smith's hammer," spoiled one overture (BC, 24 May 1857). In the fourth 
subscription concert report, the critic noted deficiencies: 
The most noticeable defect, however, in connection with the 
performance was the absence of a sufficient number of bass 
instruments in the orchestra. A bassoon, or a double bass 
viol would have filled up, and given a body to the instru-
mental portions, the absence of which made them appear thin 
and incomplete. 
In the report on Rosenstengel's benefit concert of 28 September 
1867, the cornet or cornopean (the words are used interchangeably) was 
both damned and praised. In Madame Mallalieu's benefit concert of 1 
October 1857, the lady herself took the pianoforte, Diggles the harmonium, 
Cramer the flute, and amateurs the other orchestral parts (BC, 29 October 
1867). 
Orchestral work suffered a lapse during 1858, and one concert at 
least (16 Septennber) offered only pianoforte, on which the overture to 
Oberon was played. In October, however, the orchestra was re-organized, 
with a large preponderance of strings (BC, 21 October 1858). It appeared 
in public at an Amateur Theatrical and Musical Entertainment on Boxing 
Day, to support Society funds, and continued to function in 1869. It is 
reasonable to suppose that the orchestra numerically was never strong; 
and this is evident in the Courier's most comprehensive comment, in its 
report on the concert of 25 May 1869: 
The Society—which boasts so pretentious a name—is in itself 
sadly deficient both in vocal as well as instrumental strength, 
and will, we fear, still further decline, unless speedily 
recruited from the musical talent still remaining in the town. 
The instrumental part of the society is undoubtedly its chief 
weakness, which is lamentably displayed when, in giving a 
public concert, it can only bring forward one solitary cornopean, 
one first violin, two second violins, and a couple of flutes, 
together with a pianoforte (wretchedly out of tune), and a 
diminutive harmonium, as its full instrumental power to render 
such a piece, for instance, as that selected for the opening— 
Auber's well-known overture to the opera of "Masaniello." The 
want of a double-bass, or at least a violoncello, and a tenor, 
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was sadly felt in this and another overture. The society 
would do well in future to attempt only vocal music, unless 
large assistance can be obtained from performers on the instru-
ments we have mentioned, and a few more wind instruments in 
addition. „-, 
By implication, the orchestra had seen better times, and other instrumental 
skills were available in the town; but the state of the ensemble is not 
mentioned again in reports during the 1860s. The Society gave its concert 
in February 1870; and in this the orchestra was "very effective" (BC, 
18 February 1870). 
Reports of the Society's annual meetings shed some light on the 
difficulties to be faced. At the first annual meeting the connmittee 
advised "that the services of a competent choir master be obtained, so 
that in future the vocal rehearsals may be separated from the instrumental 
rehearsals; which alteration, it is confidently hoped, will not only 
secure a better attendance at rehearsals, but also induce a greater 
number of amateur vocalists and instrumentalists to join the society" 
(BC, 17 August 1867). As a result C. Niemitz (also conductor of the 
Orpheus Glee Society) was appointed choirmaster, while Rosenstengel 
remained conductor. The difficulty of combining choral and instrumental 
rehearsals was to plague conductors for years to come. The greater 
difficulty, however, as the annual meeting reports reveal, was financial. 
Expedients were tried to bolster the Society's funds, but it was probably 
financial stress that brought about its demise early in 1870. 
Bands 
Brisbane's bands, it has been noted, were of two types during the 
colonial years: the large brass bands, usually in the service or under 
the sponsorship of some interested organization; and the free-lancing 
professional bands, accepting paid work where it offered, but not infre-
quently donating service to worthy causes. The former, the large brass 
bands, were exemplified during the sixties mainly in the bands of the 
Volunteers. The latter were of two sub-types, brass bands, and string 
bands. Some string bands obviously were much like the small concert 
orchestras, and the strong likelihood is that the same personnel, under 
a different name, served a different purpose. Other groups, such as 
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Seal's, could with some change of instrumentation not necessarily involving 
change of personnel, serve as required. The band was generally known by 
the name of its leader; as, for example, during the sixties. Seal's 
Brass Band, Professor Smith's Band, Cramer's Band, Rosenstengel's String 
Band, Strahan's String Band. Of these only Seal's Band (which endured 
with many changes of personnel from Separation to Federation) and another 
group styling itself City Band will be considered more closely. 
The Brisbane Band 
It has been noted that on his return to Brisbane late in 1859, 
Andrew Seal advertised the services of the reorganized Brisbane Band, 
either as brass band or as string band (MBC, 26 November 1859). In fact 
the new Brisbane Band, like the earlier one, was made up of professional 
musicians, and therefore must be categorized as a professional band. A 
line of continuity can be traced: the original Brisbane Band, also 
performing as the North Australian Band (1857-1858); the reorganized 
Brisbane Band (1859-1850); and the long line of groups known as Seal's 
Band, called into being to answer the demands of many engagements up to 
the 1890s. These groups, like the other small professional bands, accepted 
miscellaneous engagements; but under the guidance of Andrew Seal, the 
Brisbane Band did more than this. It interested itself in the presenta-
tion of band performance of good quality in a structured entertainment 
situation. And the promenade concert seasons of 1857-1858 and 1850 were 
the forerunners of many others conducted by Seal during the years that 
followed, some with his own professional groups, others with the large 
brass bands in which he served as bandmaster. 
On 28 June 1850 Seal published a further advertisement in the Courier: 
On account of a general wish of the inhabitants of Brisbane, 
I have been successful in collecting nearly all the memibers of 
my former Band, and in addition several new members. I have 
been requested to enter into an engagement to play twice a 
week in the Government Gardens, on MONDAYS and FRIDAYS, from 3 
p.m. till 5 p.m., commencing on MONDAY next, the 2nd JULY. I 
therefore beg of all persons who are anxious for an afternoon's 
amusement to come forward with their liberal subscriptions, in 
order that I may not have a great difficulty in keeping my 
Band this time together. However, I do not think that it will 
be a difficult matter now, if I consider the great increase in 
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our population to what it was two years ago. I therefore 
trust and beg once more of all interested parties to subscribe 
liberally on this occasion, that I may be enabled to keep my 
Band in future among you, and which will also enable me to 
play for private parties and balls at a very moderate price to 
what I have hitherto been compelled to charge, so that persons 
intending to give such private parties may easily avail them-
selves of our services without incurring great expense. 
I remain your humble servant, 
ANDREW SEAL 
Conductor of the Brisbane Band. 
There is no clear indication of the basis of subscription for which 
Seal appealed, but the Band played a series of at least eight performances 
in the Government (Botanic) Gardens. These, beginning 5 July 1860 and 
ending 17 August 1850, were played from 3 to 5.30 p.m. It was then 
advertised that, to compensate for time lost through bad weather, three 
Saturday programmes would also be played. 
Seal's programme choice was uniform. In eight published programmes 
each of nine items, there are eight marches, eight waltzes, eight 
quadrilles, eight polkas and seven galops, a total of thirty-nine. 
There are also nine items classified as "pot-pourri," eight cavatinas, 
seven selections, five arias, two duets, one overture, and one other, a 
total of thirty-three. In the thirty-three items that are not marches 
or dances, only nine composers are represented: Auber, Bellini, Donizetti, 
Herold, Laubach, Meyerbeer, Rossini, Verdi, and Weber. For his serious 
music. Seal obviously preferred the melodic appeal of opera. (Three 
typical programmes are reproduced as Appendix F.) 
Seal's Band 
Unlike the Brisbane Band, which performed mainly in promenade concerts, 
the group performing under the name Seal's Band (probably the same players) 
were employed in miscellaneous engagements. Enough of these are recorded 
by way of advertisement or indirect report to show that the group was 
finding work from 1862 to the end of the decade. The variety of the 
work that came their way is illustrated in the following list: bay and 
river excursions; visiting entertainments; balls and quadrille parties; 
horticultural exhibition; concerts; hotel lunches and teas; theatre; 
parades; races; and picnics. The music played would, of course, have 
varied according to the needs of the moment, and the group was obviously 
versatile. Much music, however, was for dancing. On an excursion on 
New Year's Day 1862, for example, the band played "polkas, quadrilles, 
schottisches, varsoviennes, and galops" (Courier, 8 January 1862). The 
programme for the Masonic Ball of 30 July 1867 is probably typical of 
such functions: quadrille, waltz, galop, lancers, mazurka, waltz, 
quadrille, galop, waltz, varsovienne, schottische, galop, lancers, waltz, 
galop, lancers, polka, galop, waltz, and galop (BC, 30 July 1867). 
After that, presumably, the dawn. 
Among the more interesting of the band's activities during the 
1860s were the engagement to provide music for the opening of Mason's 
Concert Hall in 1865, and the promotion in 1867 of a series of promenade 
concerts, each followed by quadrilles, also at the Victoria. The prom 
began at eight and ran till nine; and quadrilles followed till eleven. 
The concert programme for the first of these, advertised in the Courier 
of 28 January 1857, is as follows: Overture to William Tell (Rossini); 
Valse Masonic (Peck); Cavatina from Sonnambula (Bellini); Galop Vienna 
(Gungl); and Selections from Romeo and Juliet (Bellini). 
The City Band 
The City Band of the 1860s was apparently formed in 1863 by cornetist 
W.H. Robins, formerly Sergeant Robins of the Volunteer Band. Records 
show that it fulfilled with credit much the same kind of engagement as 
Seal's Band. The group functioned till late in 1864 and possibly later. 
The interesting point lies in the choice of name. A "City Band" 
existed from time to time during the nineteenth century in Brisbane, but 
apart from occasional mention in connection with activities, there is 
little information. Probably there was no line of continuity, the name 
being a convenient one to adopt; but a cohesive group existed from 1875 
to 1877; the same or another group existed throughout the 1880s; and 
passing mention continues throughout the 1890s. 
The First Volunteer Band 
An historical overview of the development of Queensland armed forces 
is given in an earlier chapter; and close attention to details of unit 
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establishments and military activity is not pertinent to this study. 
What is significant is that the Volunteer Bands were the first ensembles 
in the Colony set up to serve the interests of a non-musical organization; 
and throughout the century the armed services bands were always the 
major ensembles so constituted. The position is not different to-day. 
One is prompted, then, to inquire into the function and purpose of the 
bands, and to question their musical validity. 
The army band has its origins in the simple rhythm-keeping groups 
used by military forces for centuries; and it has always retained its 
marching function. By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, 
the regimental military band, on the Continent and in the United Kingdom, 
had become a recognized ensennble, capable of playing music with a high 
degree of sophistication. During the century technical development of 
instrumental design and technique, and the efforts of many composers and 
arrangers, considerably widened its horizons. 
Apart from its marching duties the regular army band had a numiber 
of functions. It was invaluable in spectacle; and spectacle, military 
display and ceremonial, was invaluable in occupying the time and energy 
of a peace-time army, promoting regimental reputation, and maintaining 
military discipline. In its musical function the band had entertainment 
value, both within and beyond the force. It thus served as a public 
relations unit, and (as has been noted) often served the community in 
non-military activities. It was consideration of such matters that 
impelled Colonel Howel Gunter, Commandant of the Queensland Military 
Forces, to write in his report for 1897-98: 
I would submit for the consideration of the Government the 
advisability of encouraging more decidedly the formation of 
military bands in the several military centres and in Corps. 
These bands, besides adding to the popularity and efficiency 
of all military bodies, add much to the enjoyment of the people 
generally where they are established. In the majority of 
towns in Queensland there already exist organised bands, and 
at a comparatively small cost these might be drawn into the 
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The well-being of the band depended on the state of the service. 
Nevertheless, because the bands led a musical life of their own, their 
raison d'etre was stronger than that of the general service, and frequently 
the bands were more vigorous than the units they served. At the close 
of the century Queensland had a numiber of service bands, the best being 
an excellent semi-professional ensemble of considerable size—the Head-
quarters Band. The beginning was a different story. From the outset, 
however, Queensland's service bands responded to many calls from the 
community, and it is with this aspect of their activity that this study 
is primarily concerned. 
Following the rather slap-dash fashion of the early Volunteers, the 
first Volunteer Band came into existence without official recognition. 
No Gazettes notice acknowledged its formation. The idea of a band had 
in fact been put foirward as early as January 1860, before the first 
Volunteer units were formed. A letter in the Courier, from "One Who Has 
Served," discussed the introduction of the Volunteer system, and made 
obvious reference to Seal's Brisbane Band. 
Should a band be maintained by the volunteers, a hiatus would 
be filled up, and we should not be at the tender mercies of 
itinerant musicians, who may, at any moment, spread their 
pinions, and leave us without a note. 
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On 27 December 1860 the Courier announced that a Volunteer Rifle Associa-
tion would be formed, one of its aims being "the organisation of a band 
of music." The first action in the matter, however, came when T. Vokes 
Dudgeon, Captain of No.l Company of the Volunteer Rifles, published an 
advertisement in the Courier of 9 March 1851. Gentlemen willing to join 
a Volunteer Band were requested to attend at the Drill Room, Military 
Barracks, on Monday 11 March. 
On the appointed evening several gentlemen offered "gratuitous 
services as bandsmen, provided they were not prevented from attending to 
their ordinary avocations during business hours," and agreed to furnish 
their own instruments, with exception of drums. They were W. Gooderich 
(cornopean), W. Bart (piccolo), R. Mash (cornopean), R. Thornton (flute), 
25 
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R. Campbell and C. Burton (tenor and big drums). A later offer was 
received from Mr Stacey (clarionet). It was arranged that the committee 
of Nos. 1 and 2 Companies form a Band Committee, and a subscription rate 
was fixed (I^, 14 March 1861). 
There is no record of the new band's attempting anything more ambitious 
than march music for the Volunteers, and indeed with such limited instru-
mentation it is obvious that little more was possible. They led the 
Volunteers on parade on Saturday 20 April 1861, this being their first 
public appearance; and on 30 April they played for the Volunteers forming 
the guard of honour for the Governor at the opening of Parliament. By 
their excellent performance of some popular airs, reported the Courier, 
they imparted some little life to an otherwise very unenthusiastic 
demonstration (MBC, 4 May 1861) . 
There is a delightful account of a race meeting in Ipswich—the 
Champion Race of Queensland—in the Courier of 31 May 1851. It was 
attended by the Brisbane Volunteers, with their band, for no apparent 
reason other than a feeling that they ought to be doing something. On 
the Governor's arrival, the band played the National Anthem. This and 
"Cheer, Boys, Cheer" are the only identified tunes performed by the 
band. In fact the Champion Race meeting was musically extraordinary, 
for there were no fewer than four bands on the course. Three were 
professional, and the band of the Volunteers must have stood out as 
singularly inept. Seal's Band was engaged; and the bands of Ashton's 
Circus and Burton's Circus, which happened to be in the area, were also 
present. 
The Champion Race meeting performance was probably the high point 
of the first Volunteer Band's limited career. A week later the Courier 
carried a report. "We regret to learn that some scrupulosity on the 
part of a few of the members of the band about taking the usual volunteer 
oath, has gone very far to destroy this laudable endeavour to supply our 
citizens with music" (Courier, 7 June 1861). Destruction, it appears, 
was complete. 
The Second Volunteer Band 
The first Volunteer Band endured for about three months, and never 
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advanced beyond rhythm-keeping and petty ceremonial. The name of the 
band-master is unknown—if indeed, there was a bandmaster. It cannot be 
claimed that the group was a legitimate musical ensemble, and its only 
claim to fame lies in the fact that it was the first in a line of colonial 
Queensland's army bands, and that line culminated in excellence. The 
band perished from a random cause that was neither musical nor organiza-
tional nor economic. Yet it existed to meet a demand, and it set a 
precedent. 
The second Volunteer Band was called into being a little over three 
months after the demise of the first. On Wednesday, 18 September 1861, 
the Courier carried a report: 
We have been given to understand that a meeting of gentlemen 
interested in the formation of a military band in Brisbane, 
was held on Saturday morning last, the hon. R.R. Mackenzie in 
the chair. The object of the meeting was to raise subscriptions 
by way of supplement to the £100 voted by the parliament for 
the formation of a volunteer band, and it had been convened at 
the suggestion of Mr. Mackenzie. 
Resolutions of approval were passed, the report continued, a committee of 
management appointed, and probable costs (including the payment of a 
teacher or bandmaster) were discussed. 
It was thought that at least 15 or 16 members should be enrolled, 
if possible; and it was determined that Colonel O'Connell, 
who is at present in Sydney, should be requested to procure 
the instruments during his stay in that city. The sub-connmittee 
were instructed to make arrangements with Mr. Seal, as to the 
terms upon which he would undertake the leadership; and a 
plan was decided upon for the canvass of the city for subscrip-
tions. If successful, it is proposed, we believe, that the 
band should play frequently in the Botanic Gardens and elsewhere 
on Saturday afternoons, and also assist at concerts, and perform 
on various public occasions. 
The return of disbursements on account of the Queensland Volunteers 
for the year 1862 shows that £100 was paid for band instruments (V&P, 
1864, p.538). The prospect of a Volunteer Band, obviously, had captured 
the support of influential people, and it is not surprising to find that 
the stimulus came from R.R. Mackenzie. The foundation was to be organiza-
tionally sound. Practical businessnnen with long experience in the 
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comnnunity were on the committee. Sound musical leadership was sought in 
the proven competence of Andrew Seal; and plans were to be made for 
comnnunity economic support. Two further points, however, hold greater 
interest. The first is that the bandmaster was to be paid as a professional, 
The Volunteer movement, it should be noted, was unpaid, and (with minimal 
concessions) remained so. The second point of interest is that the new 
band was to be at least as much a community band as a service band. It 
remained to be seen if, despite the best of intentions, the community 
could and would support a band. 
On 20 September 1861 (the night following the one on which John 
Innes disrupted the Philharmonic's first rehearsal) the new Volunteer 
Band held its first meeting: 
At the meeting of the committee appointed for the purpose 
of organizing a volunteer band, held last night at the Exchange 
Rooms, the leader, Mr. Seal, was present, and the following 
individuals volunteered their services:- W. Smith (cornopean), 
W.H. Robins (cornet), G.E. Stewart (side drum), F. Burley, 
(clarionet), Parker (bass toba)[sic], J. Dignam (cornopean), 
P. Hartley (clarionet), W. Lacy (cornopean), W.H. Sneyd (cornet), 
Jas. Dignam (French horn). Thorns. Riddle (ditto), Geo. Price 
(piccolo). J. Dolan (clarionet), T. Skyring (brass toba)[sic], 
F. Guerin (trombone), G. Mitchell (drum), J. Eaton (flute), D. 
Palmer (clarionet), and Albert Brown, J. Gee, T. Dickens, A. 
Trueman, W. Watson, Stacy, Burton, Greenway, Aspinall, Andrews, 
and others who had not declared their choice of instruments.„^ 
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Some names are familiar. W. Smith was probably one of the Smith brothers; 
W.H. Robins was a skilled cornetist; the Dignans (Dignams) and the Skyrings 
were musical families; but most of the persons offering were obviously 
unskilled amateurs. The task confronting Seal called for skill, versatility 
and patience. 
It says much for Seal's capacity that the band was able to perform in 
public for the first time in a matter of months. On 10 December the band 
performed on board the flagship for the anniversary regatta. In announcing 
the performance the Courier urged critics to refrain from making odious 
comparisons. Those who made "captious objections to the music" should be 
handed over to R.R. Mackenzie, to be lodged in the deepest Treasury dungeon 
Courier, 21 September 1861. 
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and fed on "bread and water and arithmetic" (Courier, 10 December 1861). 
Later the Courier acknowledged that its remarks had been superfluous, and 
that the band had surpassed the highest expectations. "Considering how 
brief a period the band has been in existence, the variety of tunes which 
they so well performed is astonishing" (Courier, 18 December 1861). The 
answer lay, no doubt, in a combination of good training and conducting, 
good support from a core of skilled performers (including professionals), 
and skilful arranging to accommodate weaker players. There can be no doubt 
that Seal was a skilled and experienced arranger. 
By March 1862 the band was ready to begin public performances in 
earnest, and had received their new uniforms. These, like all other Volun-
teer uniforms, were picturesque, to say the least. The coat was of white 
lambs' wool, with red facings, edged with gold. The trousers were black 
cloth with red stripe, and the cap a French shako, blue, with red band, and 
a red ball over the peak. The conductor's uniform included sword. The 
first engagement took place on 5 March, a military funeral for a sergeant 
of the 12th Regiment; and the first pi±)lic performance in the Botanic 
Gardens was played on 15 March 1852. 
The second Volunteer Band endured for rather less than two years. 
Its effective existence (that is, the time during which the band had 
sufficient proficiency to enable it to play in public) was about eighteen 
months. During its existence it encountered serious difficulties, mainly 
concerned with the struggle for economic viability; but there is abundant 
evidence to demonstrate that the band honoured its obligations, and served 
the community faithfully. It attended parades of the Volunteer Rifles 
and Volunteer Artillery as required; it assisted with ceremonial, such 
as the opening of Parliament, salutes on the Queen's birthday, and at 
least one military funeral. It provided the music for the Governor's 
ball and for a ball given by the 12th Regiment. It appeared in professional 
entertainments with one Professor Parker, a swordsman and bayonet expert. 
The second of these entertainments was presented in the Gardens on 21 
June 1862, in aid of band funds; and, in fact, several functions were 
arranged to raise funds to cover the band's considerable expenses. These 
functions included a concert given in conjunction with the Philharmonic 
Society in the hall of the Normal School, on Thursday, 19 June 1852; and 
a subscription ball, also in the Normal School, on 25 July. An attempt 
was made in September 1862 to provide a series of shilling concerts at 
the School of Arts. This, it appears, placed excessive demands on the 
band's capacities, and came to nothing. 
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Probably the greatest contribution to the comimunity made by the band 
was its performance in a series of programmes in the Botanic Gardens. 
Within a span of sixteen months, beginning 15 March 1852, no fewer than 
thirty-two programmes were played, offering to the people of Brisbane the 
opportunity to listen to ensemble music of reasonable quality, at small 
cost. The programmes of thirty-one of the concerts are preserved in the 
pages of the Courier. (Eight of these, selected as representative, are 
reproduced as Appendix G.) From March to November 1852, concerts were 
given at four on Saturday afternoons. In Novemiber, to enable more people 
to attend (it being recalled that Saturday was still a full working day) 
evening concerts by moonlight were given, usually two each full moon. 
Seal's programme structure for the Gardens concerts does not exactly 
parallel that of his Brisbane Band programmes of 1850. Most programmes 
have six items, but nine have seven. Roughly speaking, rather more than 
two-thirds of the works performed are marches or dances, the rest being 
taken, almost without exception, from operatic compositions. Perusal of 
the thirty-one programmes shows that all included a march, sometimes two. 
Only once is a waltz omitted. There are thirty galops and thirty quadrilles 
on the thirty-one programmes; and though some programmes omit one or the 
other, only one omits both. About half the programmes have a polka, and 
there are four schottisches. From the operas there are twenty-one selections, 
ten overtures, nine cavatinas, five pot-pourris, one aria and one duet. 
The distinction between selection and pot-pourri is probably slim, and 
perhaps there was some other overlapping; but, with some guess-work, it 
would appear from the programmes that the band during its twenty-two or 
so months in existence developed a repertoire that included the following: 
fifteen marches; ten waltzes; eleven galops; nine quadrilles; six 
polkas; and three schottisches. In operatic music the band had eleven 
selections (including pot-pourris); four overtures; three cavatinas or 
arias; and one romance. It is likely that Seal favoured the shorter 
dance and march forms as being musically less demanding and certainly 
less tiring for undeveloped ennbouchures. 
Notwithstanding that its musical director was competent, realistic, 
and diligent, the progress of the second Volunteer Band was anything but 
smooth. A hint of discord comes in a Courier report of 13 May 1862, 
concerning the Gardens performance of 10 May. The band, said the Courier 
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was "excellent," the programme "the most attractive yet attempted," and 
the progress shown by the band was "surprising, seeing that most of its 
mennbers were quite new to the work at its first comimencement." But, the 
Courier regretted to note, R.R. Mackenzie, on whom responsibility for 
management had fallen, intended to withdraw because of lack of co-operation. 
There was some reaction to this, for at a meeting of the band committee 
held 19 May 1862 it was resolved to use vigorous measures to raise donations 
and permanent annual subscriptions. In addition steps were to be taken 
to arrange a concert with the Philharmonic Society (Courier, 20 May 1862), 
There was some feeling abroad, it seems, that some of the disrepute into 
which the Volunteer movement had then fallen, had rubbed off on the band, 
and this might account for some lack of support. It is an indication of 
the community link with the band that the Courier suggested that to counter-
act this lack of support the band might be renamed "Volunteer City Band" 
(Courier, 2 June 1862). And it is of some interest to note that it was 
in 1853, not long after the termination of the second Volunteer Band, 
that one finds mention of the City Band. 
In July 1852 a ball was held in the Normal School to clear off the 
band liabilities. This was a great success, raising nearly £185 gross 
proceeds; and the net amount would have been larger, "but for the disgrace-
ful robbery of edibles, crockery, and glass," the perpetrators of which 
could not be traced (Courier, 12 August 1862), Notwithstanding this and 
other efforts, the band went further into debt. 
In August the band committee, desperate for funds, and seeing little 
alternative but to discontinue performances and break up the band, took 
action to seek a solution to their dilemma, A statement of expenditure 
to 30 June 1862 was published in the Courier of 28 August 1852, in a 
letter from the Treasurer. It showed total expenditure of something over 
£538. Of this approximately two-thirds had been outlaid on instruments, 
uniforms, and equipment, the remainder on services. Receipts, on the 
other hand, were approximately £453, and this included £100 from the 
Government vote. About £207 had been received from the three fund-raising 
functions, but only a little over £145 by donations. The deficiency 
therefore stood at over £85, 
Expenses, it was stated, were running at between £25 and £30 per 
month; and it seemed that voluntary support could not maintain outflow 
of money at this rate. It is to be noted that the greatest expenditure 
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in the statement, a little over £200, was for "Professional players, 
including teaching and arranging music," Without these services, standards 
could not have been reached, nor could they be maintained. 
The matter evoked a number of letters to the Courier, and suggestions 
were made. To consider the position a public meeting was held on 18 
Septennber 1852. During proceedings a report was given that sheds light 
on the organization of the band: 
Last year the Band was organized, and there was a strong staff 
of volunteers, and also some professionals, who were engaged to 
take the lead and instruct the amateurs. The Band was established 
by donations; and in June of this year an annual subscription 
list was opened. The result had been so far unsatisfactory 
that, although the subscription list had been supplemented by 
the aid of some concerts and a ball, yet the expenses for the 
last month would all have to be paid out of the private pockets 
of the mennbers of the committee. The Band were possessed of 
twenty-five instruments, which had cost £150; their uniforms 
cost perhaps as much more. There were four professionals 
engaged; one acted as Band-master, and received £100 per annum; 
another acted as leader, and received £15 per quarter; and two 
other instrumentalists received respectively fifteen shillings 
and ten shillings per week. A man also was engaged to act as a 
sort of sergeant to attend to the mustering of the Band when 
required, and he received ten shillings a week. The cost of 
music and other incidental expenses had to be taken into consid-
eration, and might be set down at £50 per annum. Last year the 
Band had received £100 from the Government for their instruments, 
£150 had been subscribed by citizens, and £200 had been realized 
by entertainments. The cost of paying the salaries of profess-
ionals and other expenses necessary to keep the Band in a state 
of efficiency for the ensuing year, might be calculated at 
about £300 
It was further stated that sixteen out of the twenty-one mennbers of 
the band were volunteers and amateurs; and that unless these professionals 
were maintained it would be impossible to keep the band in existence. 
Dr. Cannan recommended to the meeting that the services of the two Seals, 
the two Kramers (Cramers), and as many of the Smiths as they could pay, 
be secured. The committee reported that it had begun a series of fort-
nightly concerts in the School of Arts. 
The School of Arts concerts provoked a minor crisis in the band; 
for some members felt they were not sufficiently skilled, and resigned. 
These concerts were not continued, but shortly afterwards the band began 
its moonlight promenade concerts in the Gardens. Admission to these was 
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one shilling; and it was hoped that the Gardens concerts would at last 
solve the problem of how the band was to be supported. 
In December 1862 there was some criticism of Seal because of a drop 
in band nunnbers, and a letter from "A Looker On" was published in the 
Courier (20 December 1852). Seal did not gladly suffer fools, and his 
reply, published two days later is interesting, for it shows the very 
considerable difficulties of his position. There must have been a crisis 
in February 1863. There are no concerts listed for that month. Reports 
indicated that Seal had resigned the conductorship, which had passed to 
Paul Atkinson. There followed a process of re-organization in the band, 
and Seal retained the conductorship. On 9 February 1853 a list of Rules 
of the Queensland Volunteer Band was published in the Courier; and by 
the end of the month the re-organization was complete. Concerts resumed 
early in March; and during the months from February to July the band was 
busily occupied in a variety of engagements. 
In July 1863 the committee gave up the struggle. It is most likely 
that economic troubles were the real cause of the breakdown; but the 
committee alleged friction between the paid and the unpaid band members. 
Part of their letter of resignation read as follows: 
In the face of all our endeavours, the interests of the 
paid and of the Volunteer memibers of the band appear to be 
irreconcilable; and there are other difficulties arising out 
of the internal management which have proved, and so far as 
we can judge, are likely to continue, insurmountable. 
2o 
In a letter of reply the band members refuted this; and it appears that 
there may have been friction between committee and band. 
Such a statement is untrue, as our dissatisfaction arises from 
the manner in which the professional memibers have been treated 
by certain would-be committee men. We cannot let this oppor-
tunity pass without returning our sincere thanks to the profess-
ional memibers of the late band for their constant and untiring 
zeal in pushing us forward with our various instruments. 
29 
The letter was signed by twelve amateur band members; and a further note 
of confirmation was provided by "the undersigned professional mennbers of 
the late band": A. Seal, W.H. Robins, E. Kramer, and F. Kramer, 
og 
Courier, 13 July 1863, 
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Courier, 14 July 1863. 
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This, then,was the crisis that terminated the second Volunteer Band, 
Its course of twenty-two months was busy and eventful. Musically, there 
can be no doubt, it was successful; and it met the demands made upon it, 
both by the community and by the Volunteer movement. The economic scale 
of its enterprise, it seems obvious, was beyond the voluntary support 
capacity of the community it served; and organizational problems were 
yet not resolved. Demand, however, continued, and already a new Volunteer 
Band was being planned. 
In July 1863 the Courier looked hopefully to the foundation of a new 
Volunteer Band: 
Captain Pitt, the Major of Brigade, has promulgated new rules 
for the guidance and management of the Volunteer Band; and, at 
a meeting of members of the late pseudo-Volunteer Band, they 
were generally approved. It is to be hoped that the next organ-
isation will work more harmoniously than the last; two bands 
have failed, the third should prevail. 
30 
The Third Volunteer Band 
In the crisis of Febmiary 1863 that troubled the second Volunteer 
Band a list of Rules was drawn up (Courier, 9 February 1863). Reorganiz-
ation of the band followed, and the group was musicially effective again 
by the end of the month. Nevertheless, within six months a further crisis 
proved the final straw. Despite the band members' published denial there 
was probably some truth in the committee's allegation of friction between 
paid and amateur memibers; and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the 
matter of payment was in fact the cause of dissatisfaction. One notes 
the Courier reference (25 July 1863) to "the late pseudo-Volunteer Band." 
The work of reorganization had been going on within the Volunteer 
movement generally; and the professional soldier on whom the burden fell 
was Captain Henry D. Pitt of the Royal Artillery, aide-de-camp to the 
Governor, and since 1862 Brigade Major to the Volunteers, Reports depict 
him as a competent and likeable officer, and his handiwork is evident in 
the rationalized rules and regulations drawn up for the Volunteer Artillery 
and the Volunteer Rifles, When the second Volunteer Band failed, it was 
Pitt's "Rules and Regulations for the Guidance of the Members of the 
30 
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Volunteer Band" that provided the basis of a sound new working framework 
for a band that lasted for five years—lasted, in fact, despite the depression, 
until a crisis of an entirely different kind, ironically precipitated by 
a later Governor's aide-de-camp, brought about dissolution in 1869, The 
band's new code of rules and regulations largely followed those already 
in force for the Artillery and Rifles, but it emibodied certain provisions 
which could not have been accepted without the Government's acquiescence 
and co-operation. It is entirely possible that the influence of R.R. 
Mackenzie was again of some assistance. 
The new band regulations were approved in the Colonial Secretary's 
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office on 24 July 1863, and published m the Gazettes. Both sets of 
regulations have significance. (Selected extracts are reproduced as 
Appendix H.) There were important differences. The earlier rules were 
those of the committee; the later rules were official and carried the 
Governor's approval. Both sets stipulated fines for absence without 
leave, but presumably only the later rules were enforceable. Nevertheless 
the main distinction between the two bands lay not so much in the rules 
that controlled them as in the economic facts of their organization. The 
second Volunteer Band employed a paid director and three professional 
players, the director receiving £100 per year, and the players a less 
amount. The February rules, however, made no mention of payment; and 
the money was raised by the connmittee through voluntary effort. The band 
was part paid professional, and part unpaid amateur. The later rules 
stated that the director was to be paid, though no rate was given. They 
also laid down the specific duties required of the band without payment. 
These included weekly practices; twelve normal and two special parades 
per year; and a monthly Saturday afternoon performance in the Botanic 
Gardens. But they also provided for the payment of five shillings per 
memiber for all other required attendance. Thus the band became semi-
professional, with a professional director; and, significantly, it was 
the Government that paid the bill—at least, until the depression. Bandsmen 
did, however, receive further remuneration from private engagements accepted 
by the band. On 30 Decemiber 1854, for example, the band played at the 
Queensland Horticultural and Agricultural Society's Sunnmer Exhibition 
(BC, 31 Decennber 1864). The Society's annual statement (BC, 8 March 
1865) showed a sum of £8 paid for band services—a reasonable fee for a 
band twenty strong. 
Queensland Government Gazettes, 1863, IV, 439; hereafter cited 
as QGG. 
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The new arrangements, so far as the bandsmen were concerned, took 
realistic account of a changed situation. In the earlier band, there 
were four professionals (paid), and a numiber of raw beginners (unpaid). 
In 1863 these beginners, those that survived, had become a pool of useful, 
if not highly skilled players, who were devoting, still without pay, a 
very considerable amount of time to band activities. The new rules, 
providing payment for all bandsmen for engagements beyond the defined 
obligatory service, corrected a perceived injustice. 
Seal's salary under the new arrangement was, as before, £100 per 
annum; and the return of disbursements on account of the Volunteers for 
1863 shows that he received £41 13s 4d for that year. A minor adventure 
in the realm of pre-decimal currency arithmetic reveals that this is 
five-twelfths of £100. Therefore Seal was paid monthly, and his salary 
began in August, 1853. It is also interesting that the same return of 
disbursements shows that the Government paid out a further £120 for instru-
ments for the band (V&P, 1864, p.540). In addition the Government accepted 
responsibility to supply uniforms. It is evident that the Government had 
recognized first that a community band was desirable; and second, that 
(community financial support being proven inadequate) public money must 
be committed. The move might well be viewed, in fact, as part of the 
retreat from voluntaryism that gathered momentum during the nineteenth 
century, and was manifest in education and in social services. 
It is interesting to examine the defined role of the bandmaster, and 
make comparisons. The February rules define his considerable duties: 
That the duties of the bandmaster shall be to conduct all 
practices and performances, to give such gratuitous instruction 
to the members of the band as the committee shall direct; to 
appoint to each beginner the instrument he is to learn; to 
arrange all music and play an instrument if required. 
The later rules (July 1863) define the bandmaster's responsibilities, 
but, strangely, not his duties. These, however, were separately defined 
in a memorandum of agreement, and do not greatly differ from the earlier 
ones: 
The said Andrew Seal shall be styled the director of the Queens-
land Volunteer Band, and shall receive pay for his services at 
the rate of eight pounds six shillings and eiqht-pence (£8/5/8) 
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per month; the said Andrew Seal further agrees to wear the 
uniform provided for the Queensland Volunteer Band. It is 
agreed that the said Andrew Seal shall instruct and give lessons 
in music to all such persons as may from time to time, with the 
sanction of the major of brigade, become mennbers of the Queens-
land Volunteer Band. All music that the said Andrew Seal shall 
arrange and set for the said band shall become the property of 
the Government. (Signed) HENRY D. PITT, Captain, R.A., Major 
of Brigade, Brisbane, 6th August, 1863. 
The specific mention of arranging duties carried its own implications. 
In the first place the brass band of the day was not yet a standardized 
ensemble, and instrumentation probably varied widely. Second, it implied 
that standard literature was not yet readily available. Third, arrangement 
facilitated the inclusion of less skilled players. 
Although there was obviously a strong line of continuity between the 
second Volunteer Band and the third, it was not complete, and the third 
was regarded as a new band. On 27 July 1863 Pitt advertised in the Courier 
that the rules had been approved, and called for memibers wishing to join 
the band to send names and addresses. The new band answered one minor 
call in Septennber, marching volunteer recruits (mainly German) for the 
New Zealand war from barracks to steamer; but it was not till October 
that the band was fully operational. "This new band," said the Courier, 
"is made up of the remnants of the old, and some new members, amalgamated 
after a deal of trouble and exertion on the part of Mr. Seal" (Courier, 
20 October 1863). By then the band had fourteen players. Figures drawn 
from Statistics of Queensland show steady rise in strength. By Decennber 
1863 there were seventeen players; a year later, nineteen; and at the 
end of Decemiber 1865, twenty-one. Reports show that the band was highly 
active, efficient, and well regarded in the connmunity. Unfortunately, 
the same could not be said of the Volunteers generally. 
By 1865, despite Pitt's efforts, the Volunteers, with the exception 
of the Volunteer Artillery, were in a state of disarray, and incurred the 
33 
displeasure of Parliament. In November it was announced that, the 
funds provided by Parliament for Volunteer purposes having been nearly 
^^"Music and Drama," BC, 27 August 1932. 
33 
D.H. Johnson, Volunteers a t Hear t : The Queensland Defence Forces 
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exhausted, no further payments could be made after 31 December 1865. 
From that date the pay of the staff officers, drill instructors, and 
bandmaster would cease (QGG, 1865, VI, 1200). By then, in any case, a 
cloud of economic distress hung over the Colony; and when the full impact 
of the final crisis was felt, there was no money to spare for many worth-
while purposes. This probably impeded the reinstatement of the band; 
but it was the military failure of the Volunteers that brought the band 
down with it. 
There can be no doubt that the Volunteer Band was in fact the most 
successful unit of the Volunteers. It should be pointed out, however, 
that its position was not analogous to that of other units. It was well 
motivated, for the making of music carries its own rewards; it gave 
community as well as Volunteer service; its validity was clearly open to 
public evaluation; it enjoyed public and press acclamation; it was 
professionally and efficiently led; and—significantly—its members had 
some remuneration for the considerable time and energy expended. With 
the removal of the last of these, band activities were severely curtailed, 
if not suspended entirely. There is only one report of any Volunteer 
Band function of any kind in 1855; and that was a St. Patrick's Day 
march—possibly a paid engagement. In fact the band's standing was for 
some time questionable; for No.l Company of Volunteer Rifles, on whose 
strength the band was nominally borne, was officially disbanded in August 
1865 (QGG, 1865, VI, 736). 
There is an interesting report in the Courier of 19 January 1865. A 
meeting was held in connection with a proposed new corps—No.l Company 
City Guards—which presumably was to replace the late volunteers. There 
was apparently some expectation that the band, newly organized, would 
appear; but the whole matter seems to have come to nothing; and nothing 
more there was until the following year. In February 1867 the rifle 
company enthusiasts tried again to revive the movement. During the year 
No.3 Company (Spring Hill and Fortitude Valley, the "Frog Hollow Rangers") 
was accepted; later No.l Company was again brought into being; and some 
measure of viability was at last achieved (Johnson, p. 50). 
With the revival of the Volunteer Rifles the band also resumed activity, 
although almost certainly there was no pay forthcoming for the year 1867. 
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By 1867, however, the crisis was passing, gold workings were providing 
some revenue, and prospects looked brighter. There is some suspicion 
that the approaching visit of H.R.H. Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, 
may have stirred the Government, for shame's sake, to induce a Volunteer 
revival; and certainly the services of a good band would be needed for 
the greatest occasion in the Colony since Separation. 
There is evidence that despite the difficulties of the black year 
1856, the Volunteer Band preserved its identity and maintained some 
activity. At the meeting held in February 1867 to form the Brisbane 
Rifle Volunteer Corps, the chairman. Colonel O'Connell, made pertinent 
comment: 
They required money not only for the payment of instructors, 
but also for the payment of a band, and something towards the 
expenses of keeping up a band. They had a capital set of 
instruments, purchased some four or five years back at an 
expense of about £150, and consequently would only require 
enough to keep the band in existence. Latterly, volunteers 
of the band had given their services gratuitously, so that 
the band-master alone had to be paid. But he thought, to make 
the band efficient, something ought to be distributed among 
its members.^^ 34 
From April 1867, the Volunteer Band was again leading a full life. 
On 24 April the Courier noted that subscriptions were being sought for 
the band, to meet recurring expenses of about £10 per month. For 1867, 
it appears, the band was again dependent on private support. Statistics 
for Decemiber 1855 do not show a band; but a statement of Volunteer Force 
numbers produced to order some years later shows strength for 1857 and 
1868 as twenty-seven (V&P, 1881, i, 561). There is reason to doubt the 
validity of the 1867 and 1868 figures. They are probably establishment 
rather than strength statements. Other evidence suggests that the effective 
playing number was about twenty, although a list can be compiled of twenty-
four bandsmen who served in the band during its final months. 
On 1 January 1858 Colonel O'Connell was appointed Commandant of the 
Volunteer Force, and from this time the Volunteers made slow but steady 
improvement. During the same year the provision for a land grant in return 
for five years service was made, and this no doubt exerted some attractive 
influence. The Volunteer Band seems to have been at the same time placed 
•^ '^ BC, 25 February 1867. 
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on a new footing. Whereas in earlier years the band had been borne on 
the strength of No.l Company of Rifles, Statistics for 1868 refer to the 
Brigade Band, and it may have been that in 1868 an establishment of twenty-
seven was set, this including one sergeant and one corporal (V&P, 1869, 
II, 424). Seal's appointment (actually a re-appointment) dates also from 
1 January 1858, again at an annual salary of £100 (V&P, 1869, II, 391). 
For all of 1858 the band was strongly active and efficient. Early 
in 1859, however, crisis again overtook the band. Seal resigned as Band-
master, obviously under pressure, and E. Cramer was appointed in his 
place, A new committee was appointed by the Colonel Commanding Volunteer 
Brigade. The official reason given in Brigade Orders was that it was 
desirable to bring about the better and more economical working of the 
Volunteer Brigade Band (BC, 27 January 1869). The Courier on 30 January 
referred to "several unpleasant circumstances." The action brought 
response from the band mennbers. A letter from James Ballantyne pointed 
out that the action was illegal, for the rules of the band had never been 
repealed. In any case. Seal had, over a period of eight years, given 
every satisfaction to the Government, the Volunteers, and to the band of 
which he was director. The new conductor, continued Ballantyne, "does 
not possess the requisite ability to take charge of a band, being unable 
to arrange music and conduct. As an instrumentalist he is unexceptionable, 
but he is out of his element wielding the baton" (BC, 3 February 1869). 
The reason for Seal's discharge was a mystery. 
A second letter, signed by eighteen band members, expressed entire 
confidence in Seal, requested his reinstatement, and expressed opinion 
that a better conductor could not be obtained in any of the colonies. In 
his support they were themselves willing to resign. 
There is no definite evidence to show the cause of the trouble; but 
the strong probability is that Seal had come into conflict with someone 
of influence. There is little doubt that it was Captain G.H. Verney, of 
the 74th Regiment of Foot, aide-de-camp to the Governor, appointed Captain 
in the Volunteer Rifles one week before Seal's dismissal. Verney interested 
himself in musical matters, and also played the concertina. A published 
letter from James Dignan, formerly sergeant in the Brigade Band (BC, 
27 January 1875) unequivocally names Verney as party to the dispute. The 
evidence of more than forty years' work in Brisbane, however, favours 
Seal; and whoever was responsible for his removal from office did the 
Colony and the community a considerable disservice. 
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It would be possible to draw up a very long list of the engagements 
undertaken by the third Volunteer Band, It discharged its routine Volunteer 
obligations with competence, and it provided the music for a number of 
significant occasions of historical interest. These included the ceremony 
of turning the first sod for the Queensland railway (1864); laying the 
foundation stone of the Town Hall (1864); the first performance at Mason's 
Concert Hall (1865); the opening of the first bridge over the river 
(1865); ceremonies arranged for the visit of the Duke of Edinburgh (1868); 
and the laying of the foundation stone of the Brisbane Grammar School 
(1858), It "enlivened the proceedings" at many community functions, 
including concerts, regattas, sports days and picnics, bay and river 
steamer excursions, torchlight and daylight processions, balls and quadrille 
assemblies, at least one flower show, a fireworks display, and a banquet. 
As with its predecessor it also gave many concerts in the Botanic Gardens, 
both on Saturday afternoons, and on moonlit evenings. 
Documentation records the third Volunteer Band's official formation 
and organization; press advertisements and reports reveal the extent and 
manner of activity, and community reception. One would, however, wish to 
learn precisely what instrumentation the band customarily used; and of 
this unfortunately, there is no record. All that can be said with certainty 
is that woodwinds, brass and drums were all used. If, however, one takes 
account of instruments that received mention during the existence of the 
second and third Volunteer Bands, the ensemble probably contained flutes, 
piccolo, clarinets, cornets, French horns, slide tronnbones, baritones 
(saxhorns), euphoniums, tubas, and drums. Double reeds are not mentioned, 
and the woodwind apparently had no bass line of its own; but there is no 
doubt that the foregoing instruments, in appropriate proportions, could 
constitute a highly effective combination. 
The third Volunteer Band gave most of its Botanic Gardens concerts 
in the years before the 1866 depression. The programmes of thirty-four 
concerts are to be found in the Courier. Of these, twenty-nine were 
given during the period from February 1864 to December 1855, seven being 
Saturday afternoon concerts, and twenty-two moonlight promenades. After 
the hiatus of 1856 and early 1867, it appears that only five Gardens 
concerts were given, all of them on Saturday afternoons, in the period 
from April Lo July 1867. It seems strange that the moonlight promenades, 
which contributed to band funds, were discontinued. (Of the thirty-four 
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programmes, a representative six are reproduced in Appendix I; four are 
from the earlier period, and two from the later.) It is noted that 
afternoon concerts, being held in the late afternoon, had six items. 
Evening concerts generally had seven, and probably occupied a longer 
period. Programme content was consistent for the earlier concert period, 
and also for the later period; but there is an interesting distinction, 
as the following analysis reveals. 
The twenty-nine programmes from 1864 and 1855 list 195 items. Of 
these 137 are march or dance items (thirty march type, twenty-nine galops, 
twenty-eight each of waltzes and quadrilles, eighteen polkas, and four 
schottisches); fifty-eight are extracts from operatic works (thirty-eight 
selections or pot-pourris, fifteen arias or cavatinas, and five overtures). 
Thus the march and dance items outnumiber the operatic by more than two to 
one. 
In the later programmes, there are fifteen dance items (five each of 
waltzes, quadrilles and galops); but an equal nunnber of operatic items 
is included (nine selections or pot-pourris, three overtures, and three 
cavatinas). There had been, perhaps, some maturing of attitudes, and the 
naivete of the pioneering years may have begun to recede; but it is more 
likely that band skills had improved. 
For his dances and marches Seal drew mainly on minor European 
composers—Gungl, D'Albert, Rici, and so on; but he also included his 
own compositions, dances and marches. Major composers whose works are 
presented in one form or another include Bellini, Donizetti, Flotow, 
Meyerbeer, Rossini, Schubert, Verdi, and Weber. Baroque and Classical 
composers, it seems, had little place in the scheme of things. 
One further programme is included in Appendix I. It is the programme 
of the Grand Vocal and Instrumental Concert given by the band, with support 
from other performers, in aid of the band uniform fund. The concert was 
given at the School of Arts on 21 August 1858. Its interest is that it 
presents as soloists the players who were probably the best instriomentalists 
in the band at that time; and the list, by implication, indicates that 
the ensemble was a balanced combination of brass and woodwind. The players 
were A. Seal (cornet and baritone); F. Cramer (clarinet); W. Seal (slide 
trombone); James Dignan (cornet); and E. Cramer (flute). 
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The Fourth Volunteer Band 
The new Volunteer Band attempted to continue the work of its pre-
decessor without break of continuity. In the Courier of 9 February 1859 
Captain Verney advertised a meeting for the same evening, for both 
committee and band. Its aim was "to make arrangements for the efficient 
continuance of the services of the Band." As a result, eleven bandsmen 
were enrolled, and E. Cramer became Bandmaster. On 6 March the Courier 
reported that the number had risen to fourteen; and Brigade orders a 
week or so later recorded the promotion of James Dignan to Sergeant, and 
A. Trueman to Corporal. 
The fourth Volunteer Band had an unimpressive record of achievement. 
It was reported as playing four times on official duties—one funeral, 
one parade, and two guards of honour. It marched through the streets on 
the eve of St. Patrick's Day, and played for one steamer excursion. Its 
last reported appearance was at the opening of Parliament on 1 May 1859. 
The band gave no concerts of any kind. 
It would appear that Ballantyne's assessment of Ernest Cramer's 
inadequacy as a conductor was all too accurate; and without able and 
reliable leadership the ensennble could not survive. The Government of 
the time had little interest in Volunteer matters, and the result was 
that Brisbane lost the services of a band that played a meaningful and 
rewarding community role in many ways. The matter was summarised by "A. 
Volunteer" in his letter to the Courier, published 9 July 1869: 
A new band was organised by the committee, which lasted for 
about three months, and then died a natural death—the gentlemen 
ccm.posing the committee not having, seemingly, taken the 
slightest interest in its welfare. 
Now, Sir, when I recollect that, some years since, the 
Volunteer band were in the habit of performing in the Botanical 
Gardens every alternate Saturday afternoon, and giving occasional 
al fresco concerts in the summer evenings, for the public amuse-
ment , it is to be regretted that any mismanagement should have 
occurred to prevent the public from enjoying a musical treat of 
that description. 
Six years were to pass before Brisbane again had a Volunteer Band that 
might bear comparison with the band of 1858. 
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No.l Company Fife and Drum Band 
It was a fife and drum band that came to New South Wales with the 
first fleet, and gave the first reported performance of band music in the 
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new land. In so doing it followed a long-established tradition in the 
British armed forces, which had used fife and drum groups for centuries. 
Unlike the bugle, the fife was primarily an instrument of music. The 
bugle, like the cavalry trumpet, was primarily an instrument for the 
communication of orders, having the power to carry over distances and 
dominate in martial situations where the human voice could not prevail. 
The fife, however, added a tune to the marching drum-beat, and helped 
raise spirits over many a weary mile. Actually the simplest form of the 
cross-blown flute, the fife is small and has no delicate mechanism. It 
is rugged and easily portable, but its shrill tone has power of penetration. 
Despite its simplicity of construction, it has considerable technical 
capacity in skilled hands. It was therefore the ideal instrument for 
combining with drums for rhythm-keeping purposes in marching; and as 
such it was used by a number of organizations in nineteenth-century 
Brisbane, not all of them military. 
The simplest form of fife and drum band gives only melody and rhythm; 
but flute bands have, in certain places (for example. Northern Ireland) 
built up an impressive body of expertise. Such bands use instruments 
constructed in various pitches, and use full harmonies in a wide and 
sophisticated repertoire. Most of the fife and drum bands of colonial 
Brisbane were obviously simple marching units, of no great musical interest. 
One, however, the Volunteer Cadets Band of the late 1890s, at least attempted 
something more. 
There is evidence that even the small detachments of the Imperial 
Army that served in Queensland during the 1850s brought with them some 
bugle, fife, and drum capacity; and it appears that the same men played 
both fife and bugle. The first Queensland Volunteer fife and drum band 
was formed in the late 1860s, and others followed. The fact is that the 
fife and drum bands were not in themselves musically noteworthy; but 
their formation acknowledged the desire for the services of a band, and 
in the progress of several of them one may trace in miniature the evolutionary 
process that saw the military bands of the old world develop from simple 
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rhythm-beaters to large and highly skilled instrumental ensennbles. In 
several instances a useful fife and drum band in Brisbane was superseded 
by a more versatile brass band, and two of these enjoyed considerable 
success. The claim to attention of the fife and drum band of No.l Company 
of the Volunteer Rifles is merely that it was the first fife and drum 
group. Musically it did not develop further. Its formation, however, 
brings to attention another point of interest; and the point is the same 
one that Chauvel made in his report of 31 May 1923, when he recommended a 
return to the battalion band in lieu of the brigade band. Several 
times during the colonial years it is obvious that the feeling existed 
that a unit should have immediate access to band services; and that a 
brigade or headquarters band, notwithstanding its quality, was too remote. 
There was, without doubt, a place for both; but the problem was not 
solved in Brisbane during the nineteenth century. 
On 27 May 1867 the Courier published a letter expressing the desire 
to have the Volunteer Band accompany the Volunteer Rifles on a march one 
day or moonlight night per fortnight. The request seernis reasonable, but 
if the service requested had been extended to two Rifle Companies and the 
Artillery, the sum total would have been six extra parades per month for 
the band. This added to practices, and other commitments, would have 
imposed a heavy burden; but the letter nevertheless makes explicit a felt 
need. In August the Courier reported a parade of No.l Company of the 
Brisbane Rifles. "Captain Pring, we are informed, is about to bear the 
expense of fitting out a fife and drum band in connection with his corps. 
This will undoubtedly be of great advantage to the men, and will help to 
create a volunteering spirit in our young colonial lads" (BC, 29 August 
1867). 
On 7 October the Courier reported that Pring had obtained instruments 
from Sydney at a cost of £30. To teach the lads, he intended to pay the 
buglers of the 50th Regiment, and the buglers of No.l Company, and some 
volunteers, out of his own pocket. On 21 October 1867 the first official 
appearance of the fifes and drums was reported. From this time the fife 
and drum band attended the marching activities of the Company, and even 
attended other activities—for example, the Anglican Sunday Schools' 
annual treat in January 1859. A Courier report dated 21 October 1869 
numbered twelve bandsmen on a moonlight march. Band strength at 31 
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Decennber, according to an official report on the Volunteers, was twenty-
two (V&P, 1882, p. 551). The band survived the sixties and continued 




In 1871 Brisbane was a town of 15,000 inhabitants, but by 1876 its 
nunnbers had swelled to over 20,000. Even when the migrant flow diminished 
a little, Brisbane continued to grow. Progress in the town was steady. 
Streets and drainage improved, and gas street lighting was provided. In 
1874 a permanent bridge over the river was opened. There was development 
along the new rail line to Ipswich, and other suburbs also developed. 
Brisbane was no longer so compact a settlement as in former years. 
An event of significance for Brisbane was the foundation in 1876 of 
the National Agricultural and Industrial Association, Its influence has 
been strong in many fields, including music. The Association provided a 
venue that was used for many nnusical functions. In later years it provided 
a large pipe organ in its concert hall, and sponsored many performances. 
Entertainment in the Seventies 
As with other social activities in the 1870s, entertainments, both 
professional and amateur, developed from the pattern set during the 1860s 
or earlier. The theatres, presenting a wide variety of professional 
attractions, continued active throughout the decade. The Victoria had 
operated since 1855, first as Mason's Concert Hall, later as the Victoria 
Theatre and the Royal Victoria Hall. It was the Royal Victoria till 
1874, when it changed its name to the Queensland Theatre. The Royal 
Alexandra, which opened late in the 1850s in Edward Street, played till 
1872, when structural inadequacy brought about its closure. Late in the 
decade it was renovated, and reopened in October 1879 as the Academy of 
Music, or Bijou Theatre. No new theatre or hall to accommodate major 
productions opened in the main business area of Brisbane during the 
seventies, and the need for such facilities evoked press comment throughout 
the decade. For most of this time the Queensland Theatre, the School of 
Arts, and the Town Hall were the main venues used by professional enter-
tainers, with the Queensland Theatre the only one able to stage elaborate 
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drama or opera. The major connmunity-based productions, such as the Brisbane 
Musical Union concerts, generally used the School of Arts or the Town 
Hall. There were some fringe area facilities, such as the Temperance 
Hall on the corner of Ann and Edward Streets, and the South Brisbane 
Mechanics' Institute. Late in the decade there was increasing tendency 
to use the National Association's Exhibition Building, which opened in 
1875. (This building was destroyed by fire in June 1888.) The Exhibition 
Grounds were also from 1876 a possible venue for outdoor entertainments— 
sports, and so on; and some band performances and other entertainments 
were held in the Botanic Gardens. Some visiting entertainers, the itinerant 
circuses, needed nothing but a relatively small block of flat land on 
which to set up their tents, and during the seventies such land was still 
to be found within reasonably close walking distance of the town centre. 
In July 1874, for example, the Grand United Circus Company could set up 
its "spacious pavilion" in George Street, 
During the 1870s there was a constant flow of professional entertain-
ment offered in the town. On many occasions all three major venues were 
simultaneously engaged, and these professional shows took precedence over 
locally produced amateur or semi-amateur engagements. More than once the 
Brisbane Musical Union found itself in the embarrassing position of having 
prepared a programme without being able to perform. This occurred in 
1873; and as R.T. Jefferies made clear in his letter published in the 
Courier of 16 September, his own series of subscription concerts was 
affected. 
SIR,—In answer to a "Subscriber's" letter in to-day's issue, 
I beg to inform him that the delay in the above concerts 
has been occasioned by the School of Arts being pre-engaged by 
various artistes; as soon as it is disengaged I hope to have 
the honor of again appearing. In the event of the present 
flood of artistes continuing, I will endeavour to make arrange-
ments to give the remaining ten concerts at another hall. 
Is it not a pity that we have no well-constructed or 
commodious music hall devoted to music alone? 
In 1874 the Brisbane Musical Union's first concert for the year was not 
Brisbane Courier, 24 July 1874; hereafter cited as BC, 
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given until July, because no venue was available; and a similar situation 
prevailed in 1877. The Musical Union's annual report for 1877 offers 
comment: 
The want of a music hall available at seasonable times for 
the society's concerts has been felt during the past year more 
than during any of the previous ones. The only hall suitable 
is the School of Arts, and the proprietors conceive it to be to 
their advantage to lease the hall for long terms, and engage-
ments are made to which the interests of the society are necess-
arily subservient. The consequences have been that concerts 
were obliged to be given upon insufficient notice, and at times 
inconvenient to the public, thus discouraging the efforts of 
the members and materially impairing the society's financial 
position .p 
As in the 1860s, drama (tragedy, comedy, and farce) was the mainstay 
of the theatres. Under the Gaslight (Royal Alexandra Theatre, 21 July 
1870), and "the great Sensation Drama" Colleen Bawn (Royal Victoria Hall, 
14 November 1870) are two examples selected at random from a long line of 
such productions offered by the theatres. Not all presentations, however, 
were Victorian pot-boilers. On 10 August 1870, for example, Macbeth, 
with Locke's music, was staged at the Alexandra. Other examples of better 
quality drama, including Shakespeare, appeared from time to time. Variety 
troupes, such as that of Madame Cora and her company (illusions, songs, 
dances, sketches), playing at the Queensland Theatre in June 1875, were 
gaining popularity. Diverse entertainments included pantomime, tableaux, 
and less pretentious display shows, such as panoramas and dioramas (the 
American War, the Indian Mutiny, the Franco-Prussian War, and so on), 
wax-works, and dissolving views. Some, requiring less elaborate facilities, 
also used smaller halls in the area, and toured country centres. In 
addition to all these, and pertinent to this study, were increasing numbers 
of professional music performances of good quality. These included operatic 
productions, vocal performances, and a number of accomplished instrumental 
solo performances. 
The number of entertainments showing in Brisbane during the decade 
is a measure of the prosperity of the times. In 1874, the Courier offered 
comment: 
BC, 12 January 1878, 
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The marvel is how out of our small population these various 
amusements are so handsomely supported. That the people can 
afford to amuse themselves in so liberal a manner must surely 
be accepted as a satisfactory sign of the times.^ 
Music in the Community 
As in the 1860s, the theatres gave employment to local musicians, 
and some visiting attractions also called on their services. The theatre 
orchestras probably consisted of four or five players, but their identity 
is not often revealed in advertisements. The Royal Victoria orchestra in 
February 1872 (as named in a Courier advertisement of 13 February 1872) 
is probably typical, consisting of A. Seal, G. Seal, W, Weust, and Signer 
Benvenuti. This group of four, three Germans and an Italian—violin, 
cornet, piano and double bass—would have had ample flexibility and 
sufficient power for theatrical support. Antonio Benvenuti, who arrived 
in Brisbane in 1871, gave his first performance in the town in October of 
that year. A Courier advertisement (10 October 1871) indicates that he 
had studied at the Royal Conservatorio, Naples; and reports of his playing 
show him to have been an excellent musician. By the end of the 1870s his 
sons were also musically active in the town. Benvenuti played in such 
theatre orchestras for many years in Brisbane, frequently as leader. It 
would appear, however, that for special productions, a larger orchestra 
than usual was employed. In 1874 the late Victoria Theatre advertised 
its re-opening, after repairs and alterations, as the Queensland Theatre 
(BC, 13 April 1874). There would be, it was announced, a new orchestra 
of eight musicians, under the leadership of Mr R.T. Jefferies. In January 
1875 the advertised orchestra (BC, 20 January 1876) was J.F. Evans (cornet 
a piston), F. Eugarde (violin), W. Weust (piano), Mr Godfrey (flute), 
and Mr Distin (tympani). Increasingly, it was possible for professional 
performing musicians to make a good living in Brisbane, although, then as 
now, most augmented incomes by teaching. 
There is ample evidence, both direct and indirect, of rising interest 
in music. Principally, of course, the evidence consists in the records 
of activities, of which there are many. One may also look to the establish-
ment of music services, retail outlets, and so on. Public attitudes and 
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demands were also, however, reflected in press comment. In 1879, for the 
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first time, the Queenslander began publishing a music column. In 1875, 
with the education controversy still fresh in mind, the Courier permitted 
itself a somewhat pompous editorial on music that ran to something over a 
full column in length. 
The claims of music as a source of pleasure of the highest 
order, and a means of purifying, refining, and ennobling human 
life; a language for the expression of emotions unsusceptible 
of other expression—as a branch of education, therefore, which 
possesses a distinct intrinsic value—are daily becoming better 
recognised, yet still receive in many quarters very incomplete 
justice. 
In England, continued the Courier, there were new signs of vitality in 
music studies, and local comparisons were drawn: 
In this part of the world, although there can by no means be 
said to be less need than elsewhere of whatever gentle influences 
men can bring to bear upon their thoughts and manners, there 
is—perhaps necessarily—a general disposition to under-estimate 
the value of such influences, and therefore the greater reason 
why the lovers of culture should assert its merits. Even amongst 
those who do not look upon the whole tribe of sculptors, painters, 
poets, and musicians as crackbrained, useless drones in the 
hive, and the enjoyment of their works as proper employment for 
the foolish, the dissipated, or the wicked, there are many 
whose fond notion is, that genius manifests itself in these 
directions only amongst long-established communities. When 
we get more leisure, say they; when we have done our rougher 
work; when we have become more firmly settled—then we may 
attend to minor concerns, such as belong to the beautiful; 
but at present the useful demands exclusive interest. Such 
reasoning is altogether fallacious. We have probably as much 
leisure at command as any of the most famous homes of men who 
have adorned life. The ever-increasing strain of the times 
in raising people's estimate of how much material wealth is 
enough, tends constantly to diminish, not increase their 
leisure; nor is it found that their greater command of the 
luxuries of life begets in men, not otherwise trained than 
to seek after wealth as the prime object of existence, a 
taste for objects of simple beauty, and occupations which 
do not result in material gain. The truth is that, in any 
condition of life, the sacrifices which art demands will 
appear unprofitable, except to those who look beyond their 
immediate results . . . . 
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In essence, the editorial had two main points: first, the state 
should make provision for musical training where it had undertaken the 
whole business of secular education; and second, that there should be in 
Brisbane, as "the first requisite to any largely-extended cultivation of 
the popular taste in musical and dramatic art," the erection of a suitable 
building for its exhibition. Both points were valid; and it is comforting 
to reflect that, something over a century later, answers are being found. 
A year after the Courier editorial appeared, the Week had some 
interesting comment to offer in the matter: 
For so young a community it must be admitted that we bestow a 
great deal of attention on the liberal arts, especially music. 
In no city in the colonies, or probably in none of its size in 
the old country, is music, as an art, more esteemed or more 
practised than here in Brisbane. The pedestrian taking his 
evening ramble through the high-ways and by-ways of the city 
will be astonished at the numiber of dwellings whence the strains 
of the piano issue, and he will, probably, come to the conclusion 
that the absence of that univeral instrument is the exception 
rather than the rule. Singing is an important item in our 
School curriculum, and, thanks to our Musical Union, a sound 
musical education is being imparted to a large portion of our 
grown-up population, many of whom have not had the advantages 
which are being enjoyed by the rising generation. All this 
shows that we share with older communities a pretty advanced 
state of refinement which becomes even more evident when we are 
able to compete with our grown-up sister cities of the South in 
being able to offer sufficient inducement to secure the presence 
in Brisbane of the large and exceptionally excellent Italian 
Opera Company now delighting the people of Sydney with their 
finished performances. This shows that we are not only fond of 
good music, but that we are able and willing to pay for it, and 
pretty dearly too.^ 
Two locally promoted events in Brisbane during the 1870s implied 
interest in the standard of music-making within the community and a desire 
to raise achievement levels. Both events were competitive, and both may 
be regarded as significant precedents. The first, the Musical Tournament 
held in 1875, might fairly be regarded as the rudimentary precursor of 
the widespread eisteddfod movement of later years. The other, Brisbane's 
first band contest (1877) was the forerunner of a great nunnber of similar 
events, some in the later years of the nineteenth century, but many more 
in the twentieth century. The first band contest is considered elsewhere, 
but the Musical Tournament merits here a passing glance. 
^ Week, 15 December 1876, p. 705. 
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On 16 October 1875 a Musical Tournament of vocal and instrumental 
music was advertised in the Courier. Ladies and gentlemen were invited 
to compete for a prize, an oil painting, valued at fifty guineas. A 
series of three competitions was to be held, under the guidance of a 
musical committee, the members of which were Mesdames Mallalieu and Wilkie, 
and Messrs. Jefferies, Strachan, Rosenstengel, Atkinson, and Loveday. A 
further advertisement (17 November 1875) set out conditions for competitors. 
The competition was open to all ladies and gentlemen who were not recognized 
professionals, to "all classes of vocalists and instrumentalists, and to 
any combination of voices or instrumentalists, without restriction as to 
number." In fact the tournament was a fund-raising operation, mounted in 
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support of the purchase of a peal of bells (presumably for St. John's); 
and the procedure for award of prizes (by audience vote) was perhaps 
open to question in a serious performance test. "The conditions under 
which it is proposed that the contest should take place appear to be well 
considered," commented the Courier, "and the mode of judging is probably 
the most convenient possible, although perhaps not so satisfactory to 
classical students as would be the decision of high-class professionals" 
(BC, 17 Novemiber 1875). Nevertheless the function has some interest for 
the assumptions that tacitly underlay its promotion. It must have appeared 
to the organizers that there were sufficient active amateur musicians to 
have made the venture possible; and second, the conditions implied that 
there was also the possiblity of attracting into the competition vocal 
and instrumental ensennbles. In the event instrumental support was slight, 
only violin and flute being represented; but the tournament evoked some 
press comment and correspondence, in which the possibility of future 
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developments was mentioned. 
In general the 1870s were musically significant for Brisbane in a 
number of ways. In the field of visiting professional performance, there 
were opera seasons and some noteworthy appearances by singers and instru-
mentalists of good quality. During the decade a nunnber of professional 
musicians took up residence in the town, notable among them being R.T. 
Jeffries, W.G.Willmore, Antonio Benvenuti, the Quinn brothers, the clarinet-
ist von Kosa, and Hermann Rosendorff. It may be observed that, notwith-
standing the preponderance of migrants from the United Kingdom, Continental 
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musicians were disproportionately strong in Brisbane. Also of interest 
is that Jefferies, the Quinns, Benvenuti, and Rosendorff were all princip-
ally string players, and von Kosa also played viola. 
In community-based music-making there was a quickening of secular 
choral activity, with the establishment of a line of choral continuity 
that has lasted to the present day. Church choral activity continued to 
develop, with occasional ensennble instrujnental participation. Orchestral 
activity markedly developed, and the first sizeable community-based 
orchestra, operating in conjunction with choral performance, had limited 
success. For the first time, Brisbane heard chamiber music of good quality. 
Volunteer brass bands, after the decline of the late sixties, re-generated; 
and the civilian brass band movement, after a doubtful beginning in the 
sixties, also made some progress. In addition to the professional produc-
tions, the performances of the choral organizations, and the band perform-
ances, there were concerts of all kinds; and in many of these the 
contribution of ensemble music is well worth examination. 
Visiting Professional Performances 
In July 1865 Lyster's Royal Italian and English Opera Company played 
a brief season in Brisbane; but it was nearly ten years before the town 
was again visited by a professional opera company. In the years 1875 to 
1878, however, there were no fewer than four noteworthy visits, each of 
several weeks duration. The Royal Italian Opera Company played two seasons 
of grand opera, the first in March-April 1875, and the second in January 
1877. Lyster's Royal English and Opera Bouffe Company played in August 
1875 and again late in 1878. All performances were given at the Queensland 
Theatre. 
The fact that four such visits were made in a comparatively short 
time is obviously an indication of the increasing prosperity of the comimunity, 
for prices were not cheap; but the success of the visits is perhaps also 
an indication of advancing social maturity. Intrinsically the matter has 
interest, but pertinence to this study lies chiefly in the great popularity 
of operatic extracts (arias, selections,and overtures) in the programmes 
of the bands and concert orchestras of the time. It is therefore profitable 
to make brief examination of a representative two of the seasons the 
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first Royal Italian season, and the second Lyster season. 
On 15 February 1875 the Royal Italian Opera Company advertised its 
prospectus in the Courier. Signer Pompe (Pompei), it was stated, was 
desirous of arranging for an operatic season of twenty-six nights, to 
commence 27 March. A list of seventeen operas was given, which the company 
proposed to produce. There is no reason to suppose that the company 
could not have produced all those named, for it obviously had a formidable 
repertoire. Works that were staged included (as named in the prospectus) 
Lucrezia Borgia, Un Ballo in Maschera, Lucia di Lammermoor, II Poliuto, 
Faust, La Favorita, Trovatore, I Puritani, La Sonnambula, La Traviata, 
and Mose in Egitto. This, stated the Courier, was no mere casual comibin-
ation troupe, but a regular opera company, and the best artistes in 
Australia were on the list (BC, 15 February 1875). The prospectus named 
ten artistes, and two conductors. A full chorus and orchestra were 
advertised. Subscription prices were £8 for twenty-six transferable 
tickets, available for any night. This worked out at a little over six 
shillings a performance, and represented a saving of about a third of the 
dcor admission price. The price, acknowledged the Courier (25 March 
1875) was "high by comparison with ordinary rates for theatrical perform-
ances here." 
The company received good press reports and publicity during its 
visit, with the Courier publishing preparatory articles on the operas 
performed. Thoroughly professional, the company did not miss opportunities. 
Its season opened on 27 March, but it was apparently ready by the preceding 
day, which happened to be Good Friday. The company improved the day by 
offering a commercial performance of Rossini's Stabat Mater, with other 
sacred works. At the end of the season, pending the departure of the 
steamer, it offered another concert performance. 
On 28 April a correspondent was quoted in the Courier, pointing out 
that in press reports well-deserved praise had been given in many instances, 
down to the stage carpenter; but the conductor had received no mention. 
I allude to the conductor. Signer Zelman. Of this gentleman's 
ability in his profession, and fitness for the position he 
occupies, no doubt can exist. I have been struck by the great 
success which has attended his labors, so far as the production 
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of the music was concerned. When it is remembered that with a 
diminutive orchestra of only eight performers, the most difficult 
music has been faithfully rendered, it is evident that there 
must have been a musician of superior attainments at the head, 
and that he is ably supported by talented instrumentalists. 
It would not be fair to Signer Zelman to allow the company to 
depart without some slight recognition of his merits. 
Reporters, it seemed, had something of a blind spot—or perhaps a deaf 
spot—for instrumentalists. The composition of the orchestra was not 
specified, but a comment made in connection with the later Royal Italian 
Company visit makes it appear likely that it was led from the piano key-
board, although eight players should have been a sufficient orchestral 
nucleus without the use of pianoforte. 
Lyster's Royal English and Opera Bouffe Company opened its 1878 
season on 24 September, and played till the middle of October. Their 
productions were operettas rather than opera, light-hearted, melodious 
works with great popular appeal. Works produced included Girofle-Girofla, 
La Fille de Mme Angot, Les Pres Saint-Gervais, and La Petite Mariee (all 
by Lecocq); La Perichole, La Grande-Duchesse de Gerolstein, La Princesse 
de Trebizonde, and La Belle Helene (Offenbach); The Bohemian Girl (Balfe); 
Maritana (Wallace); Trial by Jury (Sullivan); and Martha (Flotow). A 
few of these works had borne some test of time; but others, particularly 
the Lecocq works, were recent, and Lecocq was at the time writing for 
Paris audiences. Trial by Jury was then about three years old. As usual 
the orchestra received scanty attention in the press reports. In the 
1875 season, however, the orchestra was made up of Sydney players, with 
"some of the best local talent" (BC, 2 August 1875). It attracted favour-
able comment, but was admittedly small (BC, 20 August 1875). 
In addition to the foregoing visits by major companies, there was 
also a brief visit by the Lydia Howarde Burlesque and Opera di Camera 
Troupe. The company opened at the Queensland Theatre on 12 July 1875, 
playing Chilperic (Herve), which appears to have had the same kind of 
appeal as the Lecocq works. The performance fell short of opera bouffe, 
but rested at the stage of first-class burlesque (BC, 13 July 
1875). Local players were employed in the orchestra. 
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There were many professional singers who visited Brisbane during the 
1870s. Most of them were members of performing companies of one kind or 
another, but few were presented as first quality solo recitalists. Notable 
among visiting vocalists was the Carandini family of singers (Madame 
Ccrandini, and her daughters Rosina, Fannie, and Lizzie), who had been 
popular with Brisbane audiences in the sixties. In 1871 they arrived 
from Sydney, having lately returned from a tour of California. Their 
Brisbane season ran from 11 September to 27 Septemiber. They then toured 
southern Queensland, made a brief re-appearance in November, and departed. 
This was the pattern of their existence, and they returned again in June 
1874, August 1875, and August 1879. 
Visiting instrumental soloists were few during the 1870s. In 1873 
Jenny Claus (violinist) appeared with Jeanne Rekel (voice) in a number of 
concerts; but the two instrumentalists who appear to be most noteworthy 
were Alfred Anderson and Madame Goddard, both pianists, 
Alfred Anderson had studied at the Royal Academy of Music under 
Sterndale Bennett, and on the continent under Herr Pauer, He held special 
appointment as pianist to the Duke of Edinburgh, and had performed for 
British royalty (BC, 8 June 1871). His technique was obviously highly 
developed, but few of the items performed by him in Brisbane concerts 
would to-day be regarded as appropriate pianoforte concert material, 
Most would appear to be showy arrangements of operatic material—for 
example, "Grand Fantasie" on airs from II Trovatore, played in the concert 
given 25 June 1871, Anderson also played some duo piano items with Madame 
Mallalieu, using similar material. He made concert appearances in Brisbane 
in June and July 1871, and again in July 1872. 
Madame Arabella Goddard gave performances in Brisbane in July 1873 
and again in 1874. On her first visit the Courier, with perhaps a touch 
of journalistic hyperbole, referred to her as "the most celebrated pianiste 
living" (BC, 5 July 1873). As with Anderson, Madame relied heavily on 
the pyrotechnics of operatic fantasies and the like, but included other 
items from the dedicated pianoforte repertoire. "Madame Goddard has long 
been favorably known as an expositor of Beethoven, Bach, Hummel, and 
others of the same class," reported the Courier in 1874, and the series 
of concerts was "exceptionally praiseworthy" (BC, 27 July 1874). It is 
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interesting that Madame brought her own piano. It was, the Courier reported, 
an "iron" Broadwood (BC, 8 July 1873). The observation implies that 
such instruments were not yet the norm. 
Choirs arxi Orchestras 
It has been pointed out that during the sixties the first effective 
attempts were made to develop orchestral activities in conjunction with 
choral organizations, notably in the work of the first and second Brisbane 
Philharmonic Societies. To a large extent orchestras so developed were 
seen to be subservient to choral interests, although they also performed 
in their own right. Orchestral development based on this line of thinking 
continued throughout the seventies and beyond. It is therefore advantageous 
to consider choirs and orchestras conjointly, notwithstanding that some 
choral activity did not develop attendant orchestral activity. Small 
concert orchestras, as in the sixties, made incidental appearances in 
many of the concerts of the time. 
At the beginning of the 1870s the second Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
was close to dissolution. After a short break the South Brisbane Harmonic 
Society was formed, then the North Brisbane Musical Society. These two 
amalgamated in a short time to form the Brisbane Musical Union, which 
operated from late 1872 through the remainder of the decade, through the 
rest of the century, and into the new century. The Orpheus Glee Society 
was active early in the decade. It reformed after some years of inactivity, 
then lapsed again. Church music, notably at St. John's and St. Stephen's, 
made good progress. There is evidence to show that the German choral 
movement maintained activity throughout the decade, with some instrumental 
liaison. The Brisbane Tonic Sol-fa Society was active for much, if not 
all, of the decade, and gave concerts. Finally, in the formation of 
the Toowong Orpheus Glee Club there was a hint that Brisbane was approaching 
the stage at which suburban communities were beginning to assert their 
11 independence in social and artistic affairs. 
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The Second Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
The second Brisbane Philharmonic Society gave one concert during the 
1870s. This was its last concert, the fourth of the third series, and 
comment on this is included in the preceding chapter. The annual meeting 
was held on 16 March 1870, and reported in the Courier the following day. 
During the year the Society had given four subscription concerts, in 
accordance with the rules. Two extra concerts were given, with the 
Carandini troupe, the proceeds being equally divided. This had partially 
relieved the society from the heavy liabilities incurred by former 
committees, and the society, it was stated, was free of debt. The 
committee commended the Society's conductor, Mr Rosenstengel, and its 
pianist, Mr Strachan (Strahan). Because of small attendance, the meeting 
was adjourned. 
The adjourned meeting was resumed on 3 May, and duly reported the 
following day. A resolution to the effect that the operations of the 
society should be suspended for some time because of certain (unspecified) 
difficulties, was rejected. A committee and officials were appointed, 
and the intention obviously was to continue activities. Nevertheless, 
there is no record of further society activities. It seems likely, however, 
that, despite the claims made in the annual meeting in March, the society 
was not free of debt. In Decemiber a minstrel entertainment was held, the 
net proceeds of which were to be "devoted to the liquidation of some 
outstanding accounts of the Philharmonic Society" (BC, 22 December 1870). 
Effectively, the society was dead from the time of its last concert in 
February 1870. 
German Choirs 
It has been shown that organized German choral activity in Brisbane 
can be traced back to January 1862. The movement faltered during the 
late 1860s, despite attempts to revive it. On 17 September 1870, however, 
the Courier reported with approval that a number of German citizens were 
about to form themselves into a musical society, which would include most 
of the leading German amateur musicians of the metropolis. A meeting was 
convened for Monday, 19 September, and it is no surprise to find that 
leadership in the matter came from Herr Rosenstengel. "Since the decline 
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of the Philharmonic Society," noted the Courier, "Brisbane has been left 
without any high class musical association" (BC^ , 17 September 1870). 
Arrangements were to be made to give a concert to provide relief for 
families of Prussian soldiers killed in the war then in progress. 
On 29 May 1871 a musical entertainment and ball, which may have been 
the function planned the previous Septennber, was held in the Town Hall. 
It is more likely, however, that the first concert was held and not reported, 
for the May function was devoted to celebrating German victory. There 
were, reported the Courier (30 May 1871) vocal selections by the German 
Glee Club, and a first-class and very full band was in attendance. No 
details appeared. 
There can be little doubt that the activities of the German Glee 
Club were not fully reported, and it is possible that concerts attracting 
German audiences did not receive press attention. Nevertheless, major 
appearances were reported, and evidence strongly suggests that the Glee 
Club was continuously active throughout the decade from the time of its 
inception in 1870. At most of the reported major performances the club 
appeared in association with an instrumental ensemble, a band or an 
orchestra; but there is no evidence that any attempt was made at this 
time to develop an instrumental ensennble under the auspices of a German 
club or society. There were at least seven different ensemibles (band or 
orchestra) with whom the German Glee Club shared public performance; and 
it is noteworthy that six of them were conducted by Germans. 
On 4 Septennber 1871 the club celebrated its first anniversary (BC, 6 
Septen±ier 1871). There was "a capital quadrille band"—possibly Rosenstengel's 
—and dances included "Gesang, Polonaise, waltzer, polka, quadrille, 
galopp, polka mazurka, lancers, varsovienna, Rheinlander, &c." Titles 
(translated into English) of the glees presented indicate the type of 
work the Glee Club performed: "The Watch on the Rhine," "Loreley," "The 
Night Camp of Warriors," "The Ministrel," "The Shepherds' Sabbath Hymn," 
and an amusing piece, "The Coopers and Councillors." 
In 1872 the Glee Club took part in at least three moonlight promenade 
concerts with an instrumental group conducted by Herr von Kosa, The 
performances were given in the Botanic Gardens on 19 February, 23 February, 
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and 24 April 1872. Advertisement for the first (BC, 15 February 1872) 
mentioned "a good Orchestra" and over thirty singers. On 24 February the 
Courier reported that "the selections played by the band were remarkable 
for their excellence"; and on 25 April the orchestral arrangements were 
reported to be "all that could be desired." The concerts were generally 
well received. 
On 7 May 1872 the Glee Club presented an entertainment at the Temper-
ance Hall. This was the first performance given under the auspices of 
the Glee Club itself (BC, 4 May 1872). The report (BC, 9 May 1872) is 
interesting. "Landwehrmann's Christfest," an "entertainment of a scenic 
character," used tableaux and narrative to unfold a sequence. Orchestral 
arrangements were under the direction of F.N. Rosenstengel. There was a 
large attendance. 
On 24 June 1872 the club appeared in one of the Monday Popular Concert 
series promoted by R.T. Jefferies; and on 7 May 1873 it performed with 
the Metropolitan Band (conductor A. Seal) in a benefit performance. Two 
interesting occasions were two serenades, one tendered to Governor Cairns 
on 15 March 1875, and the other to his successor. Governor Kennedy, on 10 
May 1877. The first of these serenades was given by the Glee Cliob and 
the Hibernian Band (conductor A. Seal) (BC, 17 March 1875); the second 
was given by the Glee Club and the Orpheus Glee Society (both conducted 
by Rosenstengel) and the Artillery Band (conductor A. Seal)(BC, 11 May 
1877). On 4 December 1877 the Glee Club appeared in concert at the School 
of Arts with the Band of No.3 Company, Queensland Volunteer Rifles 
(conductor A. Seal); and there is record of a minor performance in Coorparoo 
in 1879. 
All reports speak well of the German Glee Club, and there can be 
little doubt that under the direction of F.N. Rosenstengel, it did good 
work. 
Church Music 
Church choral music continued to develop in Brisbane during the 
1870s, and more pipe organs were installed to replace existing reed organs. 
All Saints' had established an early lead in this respect, and organists 
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at the church—Paul Atkinson, Strachan, and W.G. Willmore—were musically 
prominent in the community. During the 1870s, however, the most notable 
advances were made in the two cathedral churches, St. John's (Church of 
England) and St. Stephen's (Roman Catholic). Record of their choral 
progress is not directly relevant to the focus of this study; but several 
instances of instrumental ensemble participation in performance of sacred 
programmes within the churches claim some attention. 
Money for the organ at St. John's was collected early in the 1870s. 
In December 1871 the total was only £100 short of the total cost of nearly 
£554 (BC, 2 December 1871). By April 1872 the money was in hand, and the 
instrument was under construction in London (BC, 4 April 1872), In July 
1873 it arrived in Brisbane on the ship Marietta. Designed by J.G. Vidgen 
(formerly organist at St. John's), it was built by Lewis and Company, and 
was "complete with all the most modern improvements." Its installation 
at St. John's was entrusted to Mr. Sleath, of George Street (BC, 24 July 
1873). Sleath apparently wasted no time over his task, for the inaugural 
service of the new organ was held on Wednesday, 13 August. The service 
attracted "probably the largest congregation that has ever yet been within 
the walls of any church in Queensland, fully fifteen hundred persons 
being present" (BC, 14 August 1873). R.T. Jefferies had been appointed 
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organist of St. John's in March 1873. Under his direction good progress 
was made. In 1875, for example, the Courier reported the Easter Day 
services at St. John's, which "reflected great credit on the organist and 
the very effective choir which he has got around him and trained" (BC, 29 
March 1875). 
The inaugural service for the organ at St. John's was the first 
event of any note in Brisbane in which instrximental ensennble participated 
in church peformance. A Courier paragraph refers to the coming event and 
the new organ: 
An advertisement in the Queensland Church News announces that 
a special evening inauguration service will be held in the 
above church on its completion; on which occasion, by permission 
of the Bishop of the diocese, Handel's oratorio the "Messiah" 
will be rendered by a full band, and over one hundred voices. 
13 
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The "full band," and many of the choristers, were to be Brisbane Musical 
Union members, and Messiah had recently been presented by the Musical 
Union on 25 April 1873, though without support of a large pipe organ; 
and the performance of 13 August must have been a revelation, despite 
some deficiencies. In the report of the performance (BC, 14 August 1873), 
however, no mention is made of the "full band," or any other kind. 
To R,T. Jefferies must also go the credit for first bringing to a 
Brisbane audience music from a great Bach choral work. On 1 April 1874 
(the Wednesday of Holy Week), selections from "Bach's Passion Music" were 
most creditably performed at St. John's (BC, 2 April 1874). Despite the 
Courier's lack of precision, it appears that the work was the St. Matthew 
Passion. The choir, continued the report, included some of the leading 
amateurs of the city. The orchestra consisted of a double quartet of 
strings, the parts for which had been arranged by R.T. Jefferies. The 
orchestra "added considerably to the general effect;" and the Courier 
acknowledged the contribution made by Jefferies in "introducing the 
oratorios with band into consecrated buildings in these colonies. . . . " 
In 1874 St. Stephen's Cathedral was formally opened. In fact the 
music at St. Stephen's seems to have been in good hands for some time 
before this, and the credit is probably due to Dr. D. Carmusci, who was 
active in the church earlier in the seventies. Carmusci wrote music for 
the church, and a number of his compositions were performed by the choir. 
As early as 1872 the Courier reported the performance of a locally composed 
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mass by Carmusci. The opening of the new cathedral, however, was an 
occasion that called for the best music Brisbane could offer. 
An advertisement in the Courier of Saturday, 15 May 1874 announced 
that on that evening in St. Stephen's Cathedral, Mendelssohn's grand 
oratorio, Elijah, would be performed by a full band and chorus nunnbering 
about one hundred and fifty performers, the conductor being R.T. Jefferies. 
A second advertisement notified that the ceremony of solemnly opening the 
cathedral, followed by pontifical high mass, would take place on Sunday, 
17 May, at 10 a.m. The choir would perform Mozart's No.12 Mass, with 
orchestral accompaniments, also with Jefferies conducting. Miss Christian 
(a professional visiting vocalist currently appearing at the School of 
BC, 21 and 23 September 1872, 
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Arts) had consented to give two solos. In passing it may be observed 
that St. Stephen's on a number of occasions during the colonial years 
took advantage of the services of visiting professionals to present 
performances of good quality in the cathedral. 
The performances of both days were reported on Monday, 18 May. Mr 
Jefferies, the Courier recorded, had undertaken the duty of marshalling 
the whole available body of singers and instrumentalists in Brisbane, and 
the Mendelssohn performance drew praise, with reservations. Rehearsal 
time, it appears, had been limited. 
On Saturday evening, immediately after the presentation of 
the addresses, the oratorio commenced with a well chosen programme 
of twenty-three pieces from the immortal "Elijah," Mendelssohn's 
last and best work; and not a more appropriate selection, as 
to the composition, could have been made, for more exalted 
melody and impressive harmony are nowhere to be found. The 
orchestra filled the place destined for the altar. Precisely 
at a quarter past 8 the deep muffled notes of the double-basses 
and piano introduced the overture, which, considering its few 
hasty rehearsals, was performed with spirit; occasionally a 
few j arring discords, from careless watching of the numerous 
accidentals that crowd its whole length, marring its sombre 
beauty. 
The players, one is relieved to note, "fairly warmed to business," and 
aided the chorus well. The report gave neither size nor instrumentation 
for the orchestra. Strings (including violin and double basses), piano, 
and cornet-a-piston were mentioned; but no doubt the orchestra of the 
Musical Union, currently strong, was engaged. On the Sunday morning the 
"full orchestra" included piano (Madame Mallalieu), and harmonium (Herr 
Rosenstengel). Signer Benvenuti (violin) led the strings. In addition 
to the Mozart mass, Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" was performed, and the 
service was concluded with the "Pope's March." In the vesper service, 
the Messiah overture was played, and the "Hallelujah Chorus" was repeated. 
The Courier noted that, the wind instruments according to the Mozart 
score being unobtainable, the whole had to be re-arranged for other 
instruments by Rosenstengel. On the whole, however, the music was "a 
triumphant success." 
Two other occasions at St. Stephen's merit connment. The first was 
the two-day centenary celebration in memory of Daniel O'Connell. A grand 
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oratorio was advertised to take place in the cathedral on the evening of 
Friday, 5 August 1875, with the Hibernian Band performing before and 
after the oratorio. This, in fact, is the first noted instance of brass 
band participation in such a performance in Brisbane. The oratorio, as 
reported in the Courier of 7 August, was in fact "an excellently-selected 
number of pieces suitable for the occasion." Rosenstengel had charge of 
both the choir and the orchestra, which was probably that used for the 
high mass during the day: organ (harmonium), two violins, cornet, and 
double bass. Its size and composition were, in fact, typically those of 
the small concert orchestras, with which Rosenstengel was so familiar. 
The Hibernian Band, under the charge of Andrew Seal, had been in existence 
for several years, and no doubt gave satisfaction. 
A similar performance of choir and small orchestra, also under Rosen-
stengel 's leadership, was given on Monday, 6 March 1876. It was well 
attended, for it raised the surprisingly high amount of nearly one hundred 
pounds. The oratorio—"the word being used in its classical sense"—opened 
with a selection from Rossini's Stabat Mater, and continued in like vein, 
including work by Dr. Carmusci (BC, 7 March 1876). 
The Orpheus Glee Society 
Following considerable activity in the late 1850s, the Orpheus Glee 
Society, under Charles Niemitz, continued into the early 1870s, though it 
does not appear to have operated consistently. There is no record of 
activity during 1870; and the wording of a Courier paragraph of 24 
February 1871 gives the impression that the society was then newly formed, or 
reformed, and that a concert planned for 3 March was "the first effort." 
Under the leadership of Niemitz, the concert was reported a success (BC, 
4 March 1871). Mennbers of the "Orpheus Glee Club" are reported as appear-
ing in a benefit concert for Mrs Wilkie on 12 May 1871 (BC, 13 May 1871); 
and a letter to the Courier, published 3 July, stated that the society 
mustered "nearly twenty members." A report published 6 December 1871, 
concerning the formation of the South Brisbane Harmonic Society, alleged 
that the "Orpheus" had suspended operations; yet another report, dated 
15 June 1872, reported that the society had performed the preceding evening 
in the new School of Arts. Nevertheless there is no evidence of activity 
during the years 1873 to 1876; and a comment in a report on the Musical 
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Union (BC, 3 September 1873) makes it clear that the society was not in 
existence late in 1873. 
At the end of January 1877 James Cane advertised (BC, 31 January 
1877) inviting gentlemen to join an amateur glee society. In consequence, 
a meeting was held on Monday, 5 February, at the Cafe Royal. It was 
agreed that the society be formed "for the practice of vocal music," with 
limited membership of gentlemen amateurs. Rosenstengel was elected 
conductor, and Cane secretary and treasurer. To facilitate permanent 
establishment, it was agreed "to procure copies of the rules of the old 
15 Orpheus Glee Club." 
There followed, early in February, some acrimonious correspondence 
in the Courier between Cane and "Amateur," which needs no recapitulation 
here. It is clear that nothing had been done between 1872 and 1877, but 
some of the memibers regarded the old society as being yet in existence. 
Cane's new society, however,took unto themselves the name "Orpheus," 
whereupon the old guard assumed the name "Euterpe." (EJC, 7 March 1877). 
The followers of Orpheus prospered for a brief season; but of the 
schismatic Euterpians, no more is known. 
At a meeting held 9 February 1877, a code of rules was proposed and 
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adopted, subject to quarterly meeting approval. The new Orpheus Glee 
Society held its first practice on 14 February 1877, in a room over the 
Cafe Royal. It appeared in performance (probably for the first time) in 
May. "A complimentary serenade, tendered by the members of the Orpheus 
Glee Society, the Liedertafel, and the Artillery Band, has been accepted 
by His Excellency the Governor," reported the Courier (5 May 1877). The 
17 
serenade was well received, the music being "admirably rendered." 
On 20 May 1878, the society presented its first and only concert, at 
the School of Arts. The concert, unfortunately, could "hardly be considered 
an unequivocal success," though evident care had been taken. "The orchestra, 
though small, was composed of excellent material, and formed the best 
feature in the entertainment;" but the five glees fell flat, except for 
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"Hunters' Farewell" (Mendelssohn), which was sung with orchestral accompani-
ment (BC, 21 May 1878). The orchestral Overtures were Gazza Ladra (Rossini), 
and Italiano (Rossini); but the players remain unknown. There can be 
little doubt that it was Rosenstengel's small concert orchestra that 
performed. 
Although further advertisements calling practices appeared in the 
18 
Courier during June and July 1878, the society seems to have faded 
away. 
The South Brisbane Harmonic Society 
The formation of the South Brisbane Harmonic Society in the early 
1870s was a significant event in the history of music in Brisbane, both 
in choral and in orchestral development. It was the beginning of a contin-
uous long line of endeavour and performance that has led, though difficulties 
and metamorphoses, to the present day. The State and Municipal Choir, 
and the fully professional Queensland Symphony Orchestra of the 1980s are 
linear descendants, 
to this early society. 
19 
. It is therefore appropriate to devote some attention 
No precise information relating to the initial formation of the 
society is available. J.F. Brier gives an anecdotal account of the first 
meeting, which took place early in 1870. The conductor, chosen from the 
few ladies and gentlemen present, was P.R. Gordon, who immediately conducted 
the first practice using a baton plucked from an adjacent peach tree, 
Gordon soon made way for Mr (Uncle) Niemitz, The society went into 
20 
recess for a time. There is no record of this group's having given a 
public performance. 
The connection between the early group and the one that became active 
in the late part of 1871 was perhaps tenuous, though Brier acknowledges 
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continuity. The Courier carried the report of the renewed movement, but 
represented it as the inauguration of a new society. No date of establish-
ment was given, but it may fairly be accepted that the South Brisbane 
Harmonic Society effectively operated from Decemiber 1871. 
A new musical society, called the South Brisbane Harmonic 
Union, has been established on the south side of the river. 
Owing to sundry causes musical societies have not flourished in 
Brisbane for any length of time, and since the "Philharmonic" 
became defunct, and the "Orpheus" has suspended its operations, 
no effort appears to have been made by musical people to connbine 
their forces for concerted music. We believe, however, that 
this new society has been inaugurated under very favorable 
auspices, the promoters having been fortunate enough to obtain 
the kind aid and hearty co-operation as conductor of Mr. R.T. 
Jefferies, a professional gentleman of considerable musical 
ability, who has just arrived from England, where he has had 
experience in the conducting of societies producing high-class 
music. On former occasions the South Brisbane people have 
given public evidence that they possess in their community a 
large amount of musical talent,and it is therefore expected 
that some very creditable music will be got up; at the same 
time it is intended that practising members from all parts of 
the city will be enlisted, as, of course, operations will not 
be confined to South Brisbane alone. The first practice of the 
society will take place at the Mechanics' Institute on Wednesday 
evening, the 13th instant, and meanwhile Messrs. P.R. Gordon, 
Julius Holland, S.L. Peterson, T.M. King, J. Fowles, D.D. Hausmann, 
and W. Qualtrough, were appointed a provisional committee. 
It is noted that although this initial report used the term "Union" in 
the title, "Society" was the accepted term. 
Arguments as to the relative merits of musicians are often contentious 
and invidious, and may serve no useful purpose. Nevertheless it may be 
claimed with some justification that no one made greater contribution to 
music in Brisbane during the colonial years than R.T. Jefferies, particu-
larly in the fields of choral music, orchestral music, and channber music. 
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His life and work have been examined in some detail by Hebden; but it 
is appropriate to point out here that he was an all-round musician, able 
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Brisbane music then needed. He was a performing musician, proficient in 
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strings (violin and viola) and keyboard; but was also able to turn his 
hand to arrangement and composition as required. His family shared his 
dedication to music, and in the course of time his daughters also made 
valuable contribution. Personally, as the records show, he commanded the 
respect of the community. 
Under the able guidance of its new conductor, the Harmonic Society 
made rapid progress. The Courier of 24 January 1872 reported that its 
numbers had reached twenty-five, and that Madame Mallalieu was giving her 
assistance. A concert was proposed, to raise money for the South Brisbane 
Mechanics' Institute, and some first-class chorus and glee music had been 
selected. 
The society's first concert (of a total of four) was given on 5 
March 1872, at South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute. A Courier paragraph 
(29 February) stated that the society mennbership had risen to forty. The 
concert advertisement (BC, 5 March) gave the choir numbers as fifty, and 
the concert report (BC, 7 March) confirmed this number. In point of 
excellence, the Courier noted, the concert would compare favourably with 
any musical performance given in Brisbane for some time past. The reporter 
noted that North Brisbane could not boast possession of all the city's 
musical talent. The programme contained a violin solo and a pianoforte 
solo, but no instrumental ensemble. 
During the following week (14 March) the programme was repeated in a 
concert given at the School of Arts, North Brisbane, and was assessed by 
the Courier as "amongst the most successful entertainments of the kind 
which have taken place in the city" (BC, 15 March 1872). 
On 20 March 1872 a general meeting of the society was held. The 
purpose of the meeting was to frame rules for the regular management of 
the society (BC, 24 January 1872). By implication, this had never been 
done in the past; and, also by implication, the new rules required the 
presentation of concerts; for the next concert, advertised for 23 August 
1872, was to be the society's first regular concert. 
Inaccuracies concerning the venue, date, and order of this concert 
have crept into reports written in later years. The concert was advertised 
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(Courier, 17 August 1872) as the society's first, but a paragraph of the 
same date correctly stipulates "first regular concert." It was, in fact, 
the society's third concert, but its first and only regular concert. It 
was held, moreover, on 23 August 1872 (not 28 August), in the School of 
Arts,North Brisbane (not the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute), 
This concert is significantly pertinent to this study. It was the 
first public performance of an orchestra which, first as that of the 
Harmonic Society, later as that of the Brisbane Musical Union, provided 
the precedent and foundation for the present Queensland Symphony Orchestra, 
Much credit for later development lies with George Sampson, but credit 
for establishment and early development necessarily goes to R,T. Jefferies. 
The orchestra for the concert would, stated the Courier (22 August 
1872) comprise all the available talent in Brisbane. The programme was 
not advertised in full, but included works by English composers, and by 
Auber, Gounod, Mendelssohn, and Klicken. The Courier report, published 24 
August, was highly complimentary. 
We must confess to have attended the first concert of the 
South Brisbane Harmonic Society, yesterday evening, with many 
doubts and misgivings. The society has been in existence for 
only a few months, and the career of similar associations has 
afforded evidence that there is more melody than harmony among 
musical people. The programme was a very annbitious one, and we 
were agreeably disappointed in its being so excellently carried 
out. . . . 
The instrumental part of the programme was admirable, and the 
fact was established at once in the opening overture to"Fra 
Diavolo." The most important piece of the evening was Locke's 
music to "Macbeth," and it afforded proof of the pains taken by 
the conductor, Mr. Jefferies, and of the diligence and musical 
ability of the members of the Harmonic Society. The difficult 
piano passages were exceedingly well rendered. The part songs 
and choruses throughout the evening were given in a style that 
left little to be desired. . . . 
We cannot, within the limits of a paragraph, say all we would 
like to say of the concert, which was really a credit to 
Brisbane, as well as to the Harmonic Society, 
On 13 September the society gave its fourth and last concert, a benefit 
to R,T. Jefferies. The programme was advertised in full (BC, 7 September 
1872). It included the Overture William Tell (Rossini), and Locke's 
music to Macbeth. Once again the society received high praise. The 
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William Tell Overture alone "would have repaid the attendance of a large 
audience, and those of the amateurs who performed did not fall far short 
of the professional standard"(BC, 14 Septennber 1872), 
Such, then, was the society's brief and successful career. In the 
following month the moves were made to amalgamate with the newly formed 
North Brisbane Musical Society, to form the Brisbane Musical Union, 
The North Brisbane Musicail Society 
On 18 September 1872 an advertisement appeared in the Courier, inform-
ing the citizens of North Brisbane that a meeting of those favourable to 
the formation of a musical society, similar to that already established 
at South Brisbane, would be held at the Town Hall on the following day. 
"There is surely sufficient musical talent in Brisbane," commented the 
Courier, "both professional and amateur, to make such a society a success 
if inaugurated on a proper basis, and carried out with energy and spirit." 
About forty persons attended the meeting, with Charles Lilley presiding. 
After discussion, it was resolved that it was desirable to form a Musical 
Society, along the lines of the South Brisbane society. A second resolution 
appointed a committee to implement inauguration and—significantly—to 
consider the advisability of amalgamating with the other society (BC, 20 
September 1872). A further paragraph appeared in the following Tuesday's 
issue of the Courier, inviting memibers to enrol, and the first practice 
was advertised for 3 October. Arrangements for amalgamation, it was 
noted, were in progress. The proposed united society, prophesied the 
Courier, would be "a never-ending source of refined and exquisite enjoyment" 
to Brisbane residents. 
This was the extent of the new society's activity. Amalagamation 
arrangements were completed, and the Brisbane Musical Union came into 
being. 
The Brisbane Musical Union 
In early October 1872 the South Brisbane Harmonic Society and the 
North Brisbane Musical Society united to form the Brisbane Musical Union. 
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The first and only practice of the North Brisbane Society was advertised 
for 3 October, and the first practice of the new Musical Union was adver-
tised for Thursday 10 October. It therefore seems reasonable to infer 
that negotiations had been successfully concluded during the intervening 
week, and to accept Thursday 10 October 1872 as the effective date of 
23 foundation of the Brisbane Musical Union. The Courier advertisement of 
10 October invited applications from ladies and gentlemen wishing to join 
the union, and named the regular practice days: Tuesdays at South Brisbane, 
and Thursdays at the Synod Hall (Upper Edward Street) at 7.30 p.m. The 
Courier in the same issue offered its comment: 
As the union is likely to supply a want that has long existed 
in Brisbane, and the gentlemen who have its management are well 
known in musical circles, we have every reason to believe that 
it will become a great success. To-night the regular meeting 
will be held, in what is now called the Synod Hall, lately 
known as Christchurch, Edward-street, when the music of Romiberg's 
"Lay of the Bell" will be placed in the hands of those present 
for practice; as the roll contains the names of a great many 
of our best amateur vocalists, we hope to hear that splendid 
creation given at an early date in a manner worthy of Brisbane. 
The conductor (Mr. Jefferies) will doubtless exercise his skill 
as successfully on this side of the river as he has done at the 
other, and we feel sure that those who join the union will 
derive considerable musical knowledge under his able guidance. 
In retrospect, it is clear that the ingredients for success were 
present. The town was prosperous and established. It had over 15,000 
inhabitants, and the population was rapidly rising. It possessed a core 
of interested vocalists and skilled instrumentalists sufficiently numerous 
to enable the new society to withstand the trauma of chance losses of 
performing mennbers. It had performing venues that were at least adequate. 
It could draw on the experiences of both the successes and the failures 
of former societies, whose very existence had, if nothing else, proved 
demand. What it now needed was a skilled, experienced, energetic conductor 
to provide leadership; and it was Brisbane's good fortune to acquire 
such a conductor in R.T. Jefferies. Such men are not common, and the 
extent to which the Musical Union relied on its conductor was apparent 
23 
J.F. Brier (see A Retrospect and Resume of the Work Done by the 
Brisbane Musical Union 1872-1906, pp. 6-8) accepts that the first practices 
of the Brisbane Musical Union were held 1 October 1872 at South Brisbane 
Mechanics' Institute and 3 October 1872 at the Synod Hall. Possibly 
amalgamation was regarded as a foregone conclusion. 
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in the temporary lapse of activity late in the decade, when Jefferies was 
overseas. Nevertheless, it was a measure of advancing maturity that the 
union did survive, and continued to new successes. In the development of 
choral-orchestral activity in Brisbane during the nineteenth century the 
work of the Musical Union was neither surpassed nor equalled by that of 
any other organization. Close examination of its activities is profitable. 
The books and records of the earlier years of the Brisbane Musical 
Union have not survived, most of them having been lost in the flood of 
24 
1893. A brief historical record was collated by James F. Brier in 
25 
1906; but no comprehensive history of the society exists. Extant 
press reports are reasonably detailed, except in the matter of greatest 
interest to this study, orchestral development; yet even in this enough 
information can be gleaned to show the pattern of development. 
All concerts presented by the Brisbane Musical Union, or involving 
major participation, from 1872 to the end of 1900, are listed in Appendix 
J. At all times the chief interest of the Musical Union lay in major 
choral-orchestral works, and concerts in which miscellaneous items were 
presented also drew heavily on this repertoire. Such was the pattern set 
by the society during the 1870s, and followed during the eighties and 
nineties. 
The following summary is intended to illustrate the general extent 
of the activities of the Musical Union in the years from October 1872 to 
the close of 1879. During this period the society presented, or had 
primary involvement in, forty-three concerts, eight of which were direct 
repeats. Tally by years is as follows: 1872—two; 1873—five; 1874—four; 
1875—eleven (including four repeats); 1875—nine (including three repeats); 
1877—nine (including one repeat); 1878—two; 1879—one. It is clear 
that any vulnerability in the Musical Union lay in its reliance on the 
leadership of Jefferies, who was in England for a considerable time during 
the years 1878 and 1879. The foregoing list does not include a nunnber of 
major functions which involved society mennbers. These included the inaugur-
ation of the organ at St. John's (1873); performances at the first National 
Association's Exhibition (1876); and the performance of Israel in Egypt 
at the Indian Famine Relief Fund Grand National Concert in 1877. 
24 
A Retrospect and Resume, p. 3. 
25 ' 
A Retrospect and Resume, p. 13. 
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During this period of a little over seven years the society prepared 














The Bohemian Girl 
The Ancient Mariner 
The May Queen 
The Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest 
Eli 
The Erl King's Daughter 
Messiah; Judas Maccabeus; 
Israel in Egypt; Acis and Galatea 
The Creation; The Seasons 
Elijah; St. Paul; Athalie 
Twelfth Mass 
Lay of the Bell 
Stabat Mater 
Apart from the foregoing, part songs and orchestral performance 
material were presented. Of the choral works, only six were performed 
once only. Messiah was clearly the favoured work, being performed eight 
times (nine if the St. John's participation be counted), mainly during 
the Christmas season. Judas Maccabeus and Lay of the Bell were each 
performed four times. Handel was favoured composer, with fourteen perform-
ances of major choral works. Next in order of popularity was Mendelssohn, 
with six performances. 
The first Brisbane Musical Union annual meeting was held in November 
1873. Thereafter it was held early in each new year, in January or early 
in February. The society's first year of operation ran from October 1872 
to October 1873, and in this time it presented four subscription concerts 
and one special concert in aid of the piano fund. At the first annual 
meeting, held in the Synod Hall on 3 Novennber 1873 (BC, 4 Novennber 1873), 
the report given by the secretary, P.R. Gordon, had some points of interest, 
here briefly summarized. The society during the year had 165 subscribers. 
There were 148 practising members, 114 of them regular attendants. One 
concert, in aid of the piano fund, had made no profit because of the 
unpopularity of the Town Hall as a concert room; but the accommodation 
of the School of Arts was insufficient for all ticket entitlements of 
subscribers and members. The need for a new hall was noted. The Musical 
Union had already acquired some property. Twenty pounds had been spent 
for a practice piano, and, "the want of a really good piano having long 
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been felt in the city," had also imported one of the first Erard pianos 
at a cost of over £205. The library contained vocal music for Messiah, 
Elijah, The May Queen, and Lay of the Bell, complete with "band parts." 
In addition to having himself arranged many of the band parts, Jefferies 
had purchased and presented to the society the whole of the music of the 
late Philharmonic Society. Finances were satisfactory. There had been 
weekly practices, on both north and south sides of the river. Practice 
meetings had totalled 139, all conducted by Jefferies. Madame Mallalieu 
had acted as both rehearsal and performance pianist, and both Jefferies 
and Madame Mallalieu had forgone claims for remuneration during the society's 
first year. This had made possible the purchase of the Erard grand piano. 
In conclusion, the committee stated that it believed it to be "generally 
conceded that the Brisbane Musical Union is one of the most popular, and 
certainly not the least important," of the city's educational institutions. 
The Courier followed the growth of the new society with interest, 
and gave generous publicity. The first p\±>lic performance, it would 
appear, was in Madame Mallalieu's benefit concert, given in the School of 
Arts on Monday, 18 November 1872, six weeks after the date of the first 
rehearsal. 
The madrigal, "Down in a flowery vale," was sung by the mennbers 
of the North and South Brisbane Musical Union, and the manner 
in which they acquitted themselves was a proof of the progress 
they have made since the organization of the society. The 
blending of the voices, and the perfect time preserved 
throughout, were the features which most merited approbation. „ 
No mention of the society's orchestra was made in this report, but it was 
then in process of formation. A Courier paragraph (27 November 1872) 
noted that the roll "now numbers one hundred and thirty practising members, 
with an efficient instrumental orchestra. . . ." Orchestral accompaniments 
for the whole of the first concert, planned for December, had been arranged 
by R.T. Jefferies. The Courier advertisement for the concert (16 Decemiber 
1872) confirmed this, and the acknowledgement may have been deliberately 
included; for there had been, earlier in the year, some correspondence 
in which Jefferies's ability in this respect had been called into question 
(BC, 25 September 1872). A Courier paragraph (15 December) mentioned a 
chorus of "considerably over a hundred persons, with a powerful orchestra." 
26 
BC, 19 November 1872. 
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This concert, and another given late in Decennber, were accorded high 
praise in the Courier reports; but the orchestra, power and efficiency 
notwithstanding, rated not a mention. Its nunnbers and instrumentation 
during 1872 remain a matter for conjecture. 
In January 1873 the Musical Union, for the first time, began practising 
Messiah, and advertised an invitation to "Musical Professionals and 
Amateurs" to render the work as complete as possible (BC, 16 January 
1873). Response, it appears, was satisfactory, and in April the Courier 
recorded progress. The chorus for the coming performance nunnbered over a 
hundred. "It is unfortunate that we have not in Brisbane the grand 
accompaniment of the organ; but Mr. Jefferies has been successful in 
collecting and drilling a large body of instrumentalists, who will well 
supply the deficiency" (BC, 21 April 1873). The oratorio was presented 
on 25 April 1873. The report published the following day gave good praise, 
and for the first time gave orchestral numbers. There were "between 
twenty and thirty instrumental performers." This very rough approximation 
would have included piano (Madame Mallalieu) and organ (harmonium, played 
by Mr. Schofield of St. Paul's, Ipswich); but the claim can be made that 
this was the largest and probably the most effective community-based 
orchestra yet raised in Brisbane. And within four months Brisbane was 
again able to hear Messiah, with orchestra and full pipe organ, in what 
must have been a memorable performance, at St. John's. 
The Musical Union's third subscription concert, delayed for two 
months through lack of venue, presented Sterndale Bennett's cantata The 
May Queen and miscellaneous items, including Sonata No.9 for Piano and 
Violin, by Beethoven. The concert had significance, because for the 
first time a purely orchestral item, Locke's music for Macbeth, was 
presented. For the first time, too, the Courier reporter (3 Sepemiber 
1873) was lending an ear to the orchestral side of things. We read of 
"the overture in E major, played steadily by the orchestra"; "the violins 
and basses in a lovely accompaniment'; and "the flute and oboe parts." 
"The ever green and weird strains of Locke's 'Macbeth,' which, despite 
their simplicity of structure and key, please all ages, wound up the 
concert, which as a whole may be pronounced a success." 
Courier reporting, one notes, was becoming more evaluative, and less 
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ready to praise for the sake of encouragement. In relation to the Monday 
Popular Concerts, the paper was in October challenged on this by a 
correspondent: 
SIR,—I have for some time past noticed with regret, as well 
as surprise that instead of promoting, as I humbly opine you 
should do, by an encouraging notice in your local each time one 
of the above concerts is given, your remarks grow, I may say, 
almost more damaging and beautifully less each time. For you 
may praise and disrate at the same time. 
In the same issue this drew an editorial reply that reflected once again 
a more mature outlook in the community. 
It is a mistake to suppose that Press notices of concerts 
should be invariably and indiscriminately flattering to the 
performers—independent altogether of the manner in which they 
acquit themselves. Our notices are too much so as a rule, we 
must admit—out of kindness to the people who take part in 
these concerts from an unwillingness to give offence—but it 
is, after all, questionable whether such indiscriminate and 
undeserved flattery does not do harm instead of good to the 
persons on whom it is bestowed; and it assuredly misleads that 
portion of the public who do not attend such concerts. A Press 
notice, to be of any value, ought to be an honest and impartial 
expression of the writer's opinion of the performance he notices. 
When people appear in public entertainments, and a charge is 
made for admission to such entertainments, they thereby challenge 
public criticism, and cannot reasonably expect to be flattered 
whether they acquit themselves well or ill. Neither can it be 
reasonably expected that the opinion of the writer of a Press 
notice of any such performance will be shared in by every one 
who was present. 
27 
Two days after this declaration of criticism policy, the Courier 
looked forward to the next Musical Union concert, the fourth subscription 
concert of the first season (BC, 25 October 1873). The work to be presented, 
for the first time in Brisbane, was Mendelssohn's Elijah; and, for the 
first time, the precise instrumentation of the orchestra was recorded. 
The orchestra on the occasion will number twenty-six, comprising 
four first and four second violins, two violas, three violin-
cellos [sic], one double bass, four flutes, two clarionets, 
three cornets, one ophicleide, and two drums, in addition to 
which Madame Mallalieu will preside at the society's new piano. 
This, probably, was largely the instrumentation of the "between twenty 
27 
BC, 23 October 1873. 
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and thirty" group of the April concert, and of the third subscription 
concert. For the coming concert, planned for 28 October 1873, there was 
also to be an interesting innovation, as the Courier related: 
We have on several occasions directed attention to the 
inventive talent in our midst. The latest instance that has 
come under our observation is a couple of tympani or kettle 
drums, invented by Mr H. Sleath, the musical instrument maker 
of George-street, and manufactured by him for the use of the 
Brisbane Musical Union. At the time the Messiah was performed 
the absence of kettledrums was a considerable mar to the 
performance. Mr Sleath at once set his wits to work, and, as 
the result, has succeeded in supplying the desideratum by the 
production of two nicely-toned drums of most ingenious contriv-
ance. It may be necessary to explain to the uninitiated that the 
tympani differs from the common drum, in that it is made to 
produce any required note, and they are always tuned to the 
keynote, and dominant of any piece in which they play a part. 
Many different plans have been resorted to for the purpose of 
giving the proper tension in the shortest possible time, Mr 
Sleath, by an ingenious contrivance, has so constructed his 
drums that by a slight rotatory movement he can alter their 
pitch in a moment. This is accomplished by means of an axis 
formed by a screw, and this screw is the medium by which the 
tension is regulated at the will of the performer. The pressure 
varies from 100 to 3000 pounds, according to the pitch and 
state of the atmosphere. To the smallest of the drums Mr 
Sleath has attached a pair of Turkish cynnbals, easily worked by 
the foot, and introduced as an accompaniment to double forte 
passages. Altogether, these instruments appear very perfect 
both in tone and the ease with which they can be managed. 
Their effect in some of the descriptive passages of "Elijah" is 
very telling. 
zo 
Sleath, it will be recalled, was also the man entrusted with the 
task of installing the organ at St. John's, and he continued to exercise 
his inventive talent and his considerable performance ability for many 
years in the community. He was a strings player, and apparently primarily 
a cellist; but, according to Percy Brier, he "could play almost all 
29 
orchestral instruments." 
The Elijah concert was "eminently satisfactory," and the critique 
was delivered with conviction (B£, 30 October 1873). There are, however, 
28 
BC, 25 October 1873. 
29 
Percy Brier, The Pioneers of Music in Queensland (The Musical 
Association of Queensland, 1962), p. 4. 
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one or two enigmas. Instrumental connment included reference to "the 
ominous tones of drums and trumpets," and "the oboes and flutes." Drums 
were there, certainly, and flutes. It is doubtful that there was any 
orchestral trumpet used in Brisbane till late in the century, its place 
being customarily taken by the cornet. It is also doubtful that there 
was one oboist in Brisbane in 1873, let alone two. The likelihood is 
that two of the four flutes played oboe parts. 
At the society's first annual meeting the decision to give a benefit 
concert for R.T. Jefferies had been recorded. This concert, the first 
benefit concert to be presented by the Musical Union, was advertised for 
25 November 1873. The programme, as advertised in the Courier (21 November) 
was in three parts, of which the first and third were a performance of 
Elijah. The second part of the programme had instrumental interest, 
being made up of a flute solo, a piano solo, and a movement of a Mozart 
string quartet (No.6, Finale Presto). The piano solo was the first played 
to a Brisbane audience on a high quality grand; the performer was Madame 
Mallalieu; the work performed was Beethoven's "Moonlight" Sonata. The 
quartet was performed by Jefferies, F. and A. Quinn, and a gentleman 
amateur, members of the Quartette Union "just organised for special purpose 
in connection with the Monday Popular Concerts by Mr. Jefferies. . ." 
(BC, 25 November 1873). The Quinn brothers, Frederick (cellist) and 
Alfred (violinist) were recent arrivals from England, where they had 
formerly been associated with Jefferies. Alfred Quinn, according to one 
source, had been a pupil of Jefferies, who had paid the fares to Queensland 
30 for both brothers. The Quinn brothers prove( 
activities in Brisbane during following years. 
ed their worth in many musical 
The report on the Jefferies benefit concert of 25 Novemiber was in 
general favourable. A large and delighted audience "evinced its deep 
appreciation of the splendid music presented to it, and so capitally 
performed. . ." (BC, 26 November 1873). The detailed report ran to well 
over a column in length; and for the second time in the 1870s, the full 
complement of the orchestra was listed. 
We may here mention that the total number of performers engaged 
was about 130, of whom nearly thirty comprised the orchestra, 
classed as follows:- 5 first violins, 5 second violins, 2 violas, 
30 
This information is taken from a handwritten marginal note, presumably 
written by one of the Jefferies family, in a copy included in the Jefferies 
Family Album (Fryer Library, Univ. of Queensland). 
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4 violoncellos, 1 double bass, 3 flutes, 3 cornets, 1 clarionet, 
1 ophecleide, 2 tympani, 1 piano. 
On 23 December the Musical Union gave its final concert for 1873, in 
the School of Arts. This was the society's first Christmas performance 
of Messiah. In this the Musical Union was "following the example of 
musical societies in all the large cities of Great Britain" (BC^ , 15 Decennber 
1873); and similar performances were given for each Christmas throughout 
the rest of the decade, except 1878. The 1873 performance was "one of 
the greatest successes yet achieved by the society," the orchestra being 
about thirty strong (BC^ , 24 Decennber 1873). 
It is clear that by the beginning of 1874, entering on its second 
season, the Musical Union was in full flight, apparently trammelled only 
by the shortcomings of its performance venue; and with regard to this 
problem restrictions had been placed on practising mennbers' tickets rights. 
In January 1874 a paragraph in the Courier (10 January) noted that, relying 
on the strength and increasing efficiency of his orchestra, Jefferies 
intended giving some overtures and selections from favourite operas. A 
further paragraph (10 April 1874) confirmed this, adding by way of solecism 
that the orchestra would also perform Beethoven's celebrated "Sonata No.l." 
The advertisement for the concert of 17 April 1874 (the first of the 
second season) listed a miscellaneous programme of eighteen items—a 
considerable offering. Orchestral accompaniments for an unspecified 
nunnber of items were arranged by Jefferies. The orchestra on this occasion 
did not have the responsibility of preparing for a major choral work, 
and three of the items were purely orchestral. Two were the operatic 
Overtures, Don Giovanni (Mozart), and La Dame Blanche (Boieldieu); but 
the third, the most ambitious orchestral undertaking yet attempted in 
Brisbane, was the Beethoven Symphony No.l (BC, 15 April 1874). Albeit 
incomplete, this was the first reported performance of a symphony in 
Brisbane. 
The report of the concert (BC_, 18 April 1874) noted a crowded attend-
ance. The chorus and "band" numibered over a hundred, with both amateurs 
and professionals in the orchestra. 
31 
BC. 26 November 1873. 
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Beethoven's "No.l Symphony," by the orchestra, was a great 
treat to those who prefer instrumental music. Only three of 
the movements were given, the minuetto, as well as the repeats, 
having been omitted, probably with the object—a commendable 
one under the circumstances—of giving opportunity for greater 
variety in the progrannme.^ 2 
The overture to La Dame Blanche, however, was "the gem of the orchestral 
portion of the evening's performance." 
For the next two concerts the orchestra was fully employed in choral 
support, for Haydn's Creation and Mendelssohn's St. Paul. For the latter, 
the Courier noted an orchestra of twenty-nine, including Doherty (leader), 
and professionals von Kosa, Benvenuti, Atkinson, and Quinn (BC, 12 October 
1874). The report, however (BC, 14 October 1874), revealed imbalance 
from lack of reeds and brass, but testified that the orchestra had performed 
its duties in excellent manner. Similar deficiencies were noted in 
succeeding concerts. For the Messiah performance early in January, "only 
the presence of a couple of flutes, a cornet and another brass instrument" 
(the identity of which obviously lay beyond the reporter's experience) 
saved the orchestra from being "a mere string-band" (BC, 7 January 1875). 
Clearly, the Musical Union faced more difficulty than simple limitation 
in performance facilities. Choral continuity had certainly been achieved; 
but orchestral continuity, with conscientious observance of the instrumental 
demands of major works, was a far more difficult matter. 
Early in 1875, decisions were taken to alleviate the overcrowding of 
concerts, the principal measure being the repeating of subscription concerts. 
The society entered on the new season with confidence; and a Courier 
editorial nodded approval: 
The marked success which continues to reward the efforts of 
the Brisbane Musical Union in cultivating the taste for high-
class music must be encouraging to the officers and memibers of 
this very useful society. To judge by the report placed before 
the annual meeting last week, the position and prospects of the 
institution were never better than they are, although it may be 
said, in having passed through its first stage of apparent 
prosperity, to have lost the doubtfully-valuable aid of butterfly 
first members, who soon get tired of a thing. It has now fairly 
entered upon its career, with those only in its ranks who may 
be trusted to stick to the work they have taken in hand. It 
speaks well for the indefatigable energy, excellent tact, temper, 
•^'^  BC, 18 April 1874. 
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and judgment of the conductor that the society has such a history 
in the past, and so much promise in the future. No one remennbering 
how difficult it has heretofore proved in our small community 
to obtain audiences for the best music, and much more to find 
its performers, can think it a small thing that in a couple of 
years several of the grandest productions of the divine art have 
been rendered with great credit by our own young people,—few of 
whom had previously any acquaintance with the best music,— 
and made attractive to large assemblies. The fact, also, says 
something for the good sense of the committee of management, 
who appear to have well preserved the financial respectability 
of the society, without thwarting the wisely ambitious aims of 
their conductor. And it is a good augury for the future of 
the Union, which may now be considered to have taken firm root 
amongst us, and to be every way in a better position than it 
has been, possessed, as it must be, of more skilful executants, 
as well as having won high public estimation. 
On 4 May and 5 May 1875, the Musical Union presented Judas Maccabeus 
in its first double performance. A week before the concert the Courier 
(28 April) noted orchestral increase to approximately thirty players. 
The orchestra of the Union has received recent reinforcements, 
and can now muster twelve violins, two violas, a clarionet, 
French horn, double bass, violoncello, ophicleide, four flutes, 
four cornets, and two kettledrums. Two side drums have been 
also enlisted for this occasion. The oboe parts have been 
allotted to two of the flutes, and two of the cornets will take 
the trumpet parts, so that the full scoring of the composer is 
likely to have proper justice done it. 
The concert report (BC, 5 May 1875), with some lack of insight suggested 
that there was "perhaps one kettledrum too many," but conceded a remarkably 
steady orchestral contribution. The presence of French horn and side 
drum, for the first time, is noteworthy. 
Orchestral participation in the society's concerts during June and 
August elicited non-specific praise from the Courier; but in Novemiber an 
innovation—again the product of Sleath's inventive talent—was noted. 
A novel addition has been prepared for the orchestra specially 
for this occasion. This consists of an ingenious instrument 
not yet named, (how would the name "Campanella" answer?) 
invented and manufactured by Mr. Sleath, of George-street, and 
by which the science of campanology has been reduced down to 
the capacity of any boarding-school girl possessed of an 
ordinary rudimentary knowledge of the piano. 
33 
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The new instrument was employed with good effect in the Novemiber perform-
ances of The Ancient Mariner and The Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest. 
Perusal of concert reports for 1875 reveals little concerning the 
state of the orchestra. Generally, the orchestral work was praised, but 
instrumentation deficiencies were remarked. There was some augmentation 
for the Israel in Egypt performances in October, when Ipswich musicians 
lent assistance; and in the preparation for the Decennber concerts, 
including Messiah, there was "a fresh accession of wind instruments" (BC, 
21 Decennber 1875). The report on Messiah noted lack of trumpets, and 
remarked that "nothing can compensate for the lack of the oboes" (BC, 23 
Decennber 1875). Nevertheless, a Courier paragraph (4 January 1877) claimed 
that "the orchestra now is vastly superior to that of 1872." 
At the annual meeting of the Musical Union in January 1877 it was 
noted that South Brisbane practices had, by common consent, been discon-
tinued. (One notes that the opening of the permanent bridge in 1874 
would have facilitated access.) The incompatibility of choral and orchestral 
rehearsals (a perennial problem) received some attention; and an interesting 
suggestion (not adopted) was put forward concerning orchestral performances. 
It was proposed that orchestral concerts should be given, each to contain 
a concerto, a symphony, and miscellaneous items (overtures, marches, 
dances, and so on). There was, it seems, some rising interest in orchestral 
music for its own sake; but the proposal was, taking into account the 
prevailing conditions, probably not realistic. 
The society's orchestra continued to work well in 1877. A concert 
report (BC, 23 March 1877) praised "the exquisite delicacy and finish" of 
the instrumental work; but reports of orchestral imbalance and deficiency 
continued to appear. During the year the society made some departures 
from precedent. In March, it presented a sacred concert in association 
with the Ipswich Musical Society. In July it presented an opera. The 
Bohemian Girl, without scenery, operatic costumes, and acting; and also, 
it appears, without a great deal of success. In November the society 
participated in an Indian Famine Relief Fund Concert at the Exhibition 
Building. In addition to these, it offered to the new Governor, Sir 
Arthur Kennedy, a welcome concert, on which occasion the orchestra displayed 
"lamentable deficiency in wind instruments" (BC, 5 June 1877). 
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The shortage of certain instruments was increasingly under attention 
as the Musical Union's experience developed. In the Bohemian Girl concert 
in July 1877, the bassoon part was played by "an instrument seldom if 
ever heard in an orchestra before" (B£, 13 July 1877). The instrument in 
question, if one goes by a comment in the report of the Indian Famine 
Relief Fund Concert (BC^ , 7 Novennber 1877) , was "a small instrument resembling 
a harmonium, and played with keys similar to a piano." The same report 
also deplores the scarcity of double basses, and the lack of oboes and 
French horn in the community. A further connment, made in the report of 
the Jefferies benefit concert in Decennber 1877, deprecated the continued 
use of keyboard in the orchestra: 
The piano, however, is somewhat out of place in an orchestra. 
It is not an orchestral instrument, does not blend with either 
wind or stringed instruments, and can never be put in perfect 
tune with them. These remarks are not intended to apply to the 
talented lady who presided last night, but we trust that the 
time is not far distant when the orchestra will be so complete 
that the piano will be banished from it, and not be, as it is 
now, used as a support as "padding" or 
The reporter, it appears, had some idea of orchestral integrity, and also 
some understanding of the distinction between the equal temperament of a 
fixed pitch instrument and the intuitively flexible pitch manifest in 
good orchestral playing. In the same report, in relation to the second 
production of The Bohemian Girl, the shortcomings of opera di camera 
("the absence of action, stage accessories, scenery, and dress") were 
deplored. 
At the beginning of 1878 the Brisbane Musical Union was not in a 
happy state, and there was much correspondence published in the daily 
papers. The imminent departure of R.T. Jefferies had obviously unsettled 
the society, which underwent something of an identity crisis, and dissat-
isfactions (principally relating to incompetent vocalists and the functional 
purpose of the society) were aired. The Courier came out with a long 
editorial on 18 January. Nevertheless a farewell concert to Jefferies on 
21 February, was highly successful. Some practices continued, under A. Quinn; 
but only one more concert was staged in 1878. On 29 November a miscellan-
eous programme was presented, the choir having eliminated non-efficients. 
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Orchestral work, in addition to choral accompaniment, included the Overture 
to La Dame Blanche, which seems to have been a favourite. About seventy 
performers took part (BC, 30 Novennber 1878). A planned performance of 
Messiah, in accordance with the society's established practice, apparently 
did not take place. 
The concert given on 29 November was necessary to raise funds for 
continuance of Musical Union business and to meet liabilities, there 
having been no subscriptions raised during the year. In pointing out 
this state of affairs, the Courier (20 November 1878) made it clear that 
the society had itself been instrumental in handing over a sum of £570 in 
charities and for church purposes during the preceding fourteen months. 
The Brisbane Musical Union welcomed R.T. Jefferies back from his 
travels in Novennber 1879, and rehearsals re-commenced in earnest. Appro-
priately, the society closed the season and the decade with a performance 
of Messiah. Presented in the Exhibition Building on 25 December, it drew 
an audience of 750. It is pleasing to find that the orchestra "was even 
more than usually effective" (BC, 27 December 1879). 
Concerts, Concert Orchestras, and Chamber Music 
The pattern of concert-giving set during the 1860s in Brisbane contin-
ued and developed during the following decade. The total of concerts 
presented during the 1870s would run into hundreds, with quality range 
extending from professionally artistic to crudely amateurish; and the 
fact that so many concerts were given indicates that they served their 
purpose and attracted audiences. The concert tradition has considerable 
intrinsic interest, though close examination is not appropriate here. In 
fact much of the concert activity of the period (including the performances 
of visiting professional artists, and the concerts of the community-based 
musical societies and bands) is dealt with elsewhere in this chapter. 
The remainder, given singly or in series, would fall in general into one 
or other of the classifications suggested in the preceding chapter: personal 
benefit concerts, promoted concerts, concerts for an occasion, or fund 
raisers. Some few defy categorization, though the profits, if any, must 
have gone into some pocket. Entrepreneurial motivation, however, be it 
self-interested or benignly altruistic, is not an assurance of artistic 
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integrity or worth, though it certainly has social significance. Concert 
content, as a measure of public acceptance and community musical develop-
ment, has general interest and contextual relevance in this study. Two 
lines of activity, however, those of the concert orchestra and the chamber 
music group, are closely germane to the focus of present interest. Concert 
orchestras continued from the 1850s; but chamber music emerged for the 
first time in the concerts of the 1870s. 
Community-based concerts were given throughout all years of the 
seventies, but towards the middle years the increase in visiting profess-
ional entertainments tended to exclude the local productions from perform-
ance venues, and no doubt they also raised box-office competition. The 
impression is that local concerts at a rather lower artistic level were 
more frequent in the early seventies. Concerts at a more elevated level 
continued from 1872. One notes that the term "popular" as applied to 
concerts in the 1870s is not free from ambiguity, although the connotative 
limits are reasonably clear in reference to the music of the present day. 
In most instances the "popular" concert of the 1870s was intended to 
appeal (as the literal meaning of the word suggests) to the general popu-
lation. Such concerts were not the esoteric preserve of the artistically 
enlightened. This was reflected, not only in the quality of the work 
presented, but also in the price of admission (usually one shilling). 
Yet some of the best music of the decade was given in the twenty-four 
Monday Popular Concerts of 1872 to 1874, for which the price of admission 
was two shillings and sixpence, and a similar series was offered in 1879. 
In 1870 the Courier referred to the concerts promoted by Mr and Mrs 
Atkinson (admission one shilling) as experiments made with the view of 
introducing "popular concerts," of good music, at "prices to suit the 
million" (BC, 13 Decennber 1870). Other "popular" concerts and entertain-
ments were cheap, but had no such laudable aspirations. The "entertain-
ments" in particular, apparently did not aim high. One such programme, 
for example, advertised in the Courier of 21 July 1870, included readings, 
and recitations. Verse titles ("The Gambler's Wife" and "The Quack Doctor") 
suggest a fairly low level of intellectual appeal. The charge for admission 
to the Temperance Hall for this popular entertainment was one shilling 
for front seats, sixpence for the back seats. In general it was probably 
true that, "popular" or not, the quality of the programme was reflected 
in the price of admission. 
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Among the concerts and entertainments of the early 1870s were a 
series of popular concerts presented by Mr Strachan, a popular concert 
series by the Atkinsons, and an entertainment series given in the South 
Brisbane Mechanics' Institute. Other concerts throughout the decade 
raised funds for churches (St. John's, St. Stephen's, St. Mary's, St. 
Thomas', and others), societies of different kinds, and relief funds. 
Personal benefit concerts usually offered good quality programimes, as did 
also concerts presented in the name of a particular performer or group of 
performers. It is not possible to distinguish clearly between concerts 
presented by others as a recognition and recompense to a performer, and 
those initiated by the performer himself or herself. The former category 
would include such concerts as the benefits to Sylvester Diggles in 1877, 
and the concerts to Eppie Thompson (1875) and Minnie Smith (1876) on 
their respective departures to study music overseas. In any case the 
beneficiary usually was prominent in the progrannme, and so worked for the 
money. Concerts were presented by (or as a benefit to) F.N. Rosenstengel, 
Mr and Mrs Wilkie (singers), Mr Strachan, R.T. Jefferies, Madame Mallalieu, 
0. von Kosa, A. Quinn, Mr and Mrs Atkinson, and others. 
Most worthy of attention among the concerts of the 1870s would appear 
to be the concerts promoted by the Atkinsons during the years 1870 to 
1872; the two Monday Popular Concerts series (18 March 1872 to 21 October 
1872, and 12 May 1873 to 2 March 1874), each of twelve concerts in which 
R.T. Jefferies and Madame Mallalieu were prominent; the series of six 
popular concerts given in aid of Brisbane Musical Union funds under the 
guidance of Alfred Quinn (2 June 1879 to 13 October 1879); and the yearly 
Madame Mallalieu benefit concerts. 
It has been pointed out that it was a common concert practice during 
the nineteenth century to open both parts of a concert with an overture; 
and that many such overtures were taken from opera. Concert programimes 
advertised in the Courier during the 1870s thus invite the reader seeking 
evidence of orchestral development into many blind alleys. Sometimes 
orchestral performance was stipulated; frequently it was not. Reports 
were rarely explicit in the matter of instrumentation, and when they were 
one usually finds that the "orchestra" consisted of keyboard (usually 
piano, sometimes harmonium, sometimes both), with one or two melody 
instruments (perhaps violin, flute, or cornet). Many overtures must have 
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been simply piano transcriptions or arrangements. It is not surprising 
that it should have been so, particularly in concerts in which professional 
players received fees. During the 1870s only the Brisbane Musical Union 
had any success in maintaining orchestral strength, and only then in the 
face of difficulty, using both amateurs and professionals. 
In retrospect, this use of orchestral repertoire was not a bad thing. 
To-day, concert presentations of orchestral overtures in such reduced 
form would be eyed askance; but in the 1870s, their use at least showed 
awareness that the repertoire existed. The music was apt for the purpose, 
presentation in legitimate completeness was obviously impossible. Even 
the visiting professional opera companies, charging high prices, could 
not afford the luxury of a complete orchestra, and relied on the keyboard 
expedient. The small concert orchestras, like the bands, allowed Brisbane 
audiences to hear music, albeit in arrangements or transcription, which 
otherwise might not have been heard at all. This was acknowledged by the 
Courier report on the Monday Popular Concert given in the School of Arts 
on 19 August 1872. 
The beginning and concluding pieces in the programme were the 
overtures to "Oberon" and "Der Freischiitz," both of which, and 
more especially the latter, were admirably given. These over-
tures were originally scored for a full orchestra, but an 
excellent idea was afforded last night of the effect which the 
great German composer intended to convey.^. 
Though the report makes no disclosures, it is probable that the instruments 
concerned were piano, two violins, cello, and either clarinet or viola. 
Early in the 1870s, for the first time in Brisbane, there were reports 
of performances of chamiber music. In the history of musical activity in 
Brisbane, this is of considerable interest. Channber music involves a 
small number of players. Unlike the orchestra or band, the channber group 
uses only one player to a part, and relies on a repertoire that uses 
standardized instrumentation. Its players, however, need artistic perception 
and rapport, technical competence, and dedication. In general it may be 
claimed that the chamber music group comes into being as an expression of 
common interest among a small number of skilled performers, and therefore 
serves primarily artistic ends; whereas an orchestra or band may be made 
to serve interests other than the musical interest of the ensemble. Yet, 
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as has also been indicated, a chamber group could serve (perhaps with 
small addition) as a small concert orchestra, or as a band (usually a 
string band). The last of these, of course, would play generally for 
dancing; but the dual identity of the first two was apparent in a number 
of concerts of the seventies, notably under the influence of R.T. Jefferies. 
Jefferies was keenly interested in chamber music, and when his family 
were old enough to take part, he and they used to play privately for many 
years (Percy Brier, p. 4). What was probably the first public performance 
of chamber music, however, took place in 1870, before Jefferies arrived 
in the Colony; and the credit should lie with Paul Atkinson. 
On 5 November 1870, a concert, to be given by Mr and Mrs Atkinson, 
Herr von Kosa, and others, presenting vocal and instrumental music, 
"selected from classical and popular authors," was advertised in the 
Courier. The overture to the first part of the programme was from Don 
Giovanni, instrumentalists not named; but the second part of the programme 
was opened with a trio by Haydn, for piano, violin, and cello. The work 
was not precisely identified, and neither were the players; but^the 
Courier reported, both the overture and the trio were "remarkably good, 
and fully deserved the plaudits bestowed on them" (BC, 11 November 1870). 
It would appear that Paul Atkinson at this time had organized an 
orchestra for such performances. Some information is contained in the 
advertisements and reports of a bazaar held in the School of Arts in aid 
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of the building fund of the Creek Street Presbyterian Church. Atkinson 
was pianist and conductor, the other players being von Kosa, Seal, Dougherty 
(Doherty), and Master Atkinson. The probable instrumentation was piano, 
two violins, clarinet, and cornet. Music performed over the several days 
the bazaar was open included, as named in the Courier, the Overtures to 
Crown Diamonds (Auber), Fra Diavolo (Auber), La Gazza Ladra, and Masaniello; 
Mendelssohn's "Wedding March"; the waltzes "Silver Chimes" and "Claribel"; 
and the polka "Konigsberg." 
The first of Atkinson's series of shilling concerts took place in 
the School of Arts on 10 December 1870. "This," said the Courier, "is 
the first attempt we have had to popularise high-class musical entertain-
ments by cheap Saturday evening concerts" (BC, 6 December 1870). The 
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programme contained "an instrumental trio from Beethoven, by Mr. Kosa and 
Mr. and Miss Atkinson" (BC^ , 12 Decemiber 1870). This probably was also a 
legitimate channber work, but no record is held of similar performances in 
later concerts. The Atkinson concerts were held in some esteem, as the 
Courier (9 February 1872) testified. "On all occasions on which the 
Atkinsons have undertaken the task of providing an evening's entertainment 
for the public, they have carried it out most successfully. ..." 
The intention of the Monday Popular Concerts promoted by R.T. Jefferies 
and Madame Mallalieu in 1872, was to present "selections from the great 
masters and popular operatic arrangements." If they were successful, 
commented the Courier, "a taste for high class music will be fostered 
which will render succeeding concerts, of a similar character, more attrac-
tive and satisfactory to the promoters" (BC, 20 February 1872). The 
first concert was given 18 March 1872. In the third concert (22 April) 
two string quartet items were given, and for the first time some identifi-
cation of the works was also contained in the advertised programme. As 
advertised, the works were a Haydn quartet "No.l Op.65," and a Beethoven 
quartet "No.l, First Movement" (BC_, 20 April 1872). 
From this time on through the 1870s performances of chamber works 
occasionally appeared in progrannmes. (A selected list of channber works 
and small concert orchestral items is given, by way of example, as Appendix 
K.) In chamber music during the decade, the greatest contribution was 
made by the Quartette Union, a string quartet made up of R.T. Jefferies, 
the Quinn brothers and an amateur, formed to play in the second Monday 
Popular Concerts series. 
Bands 
In general the distinction between two types of bands in Brisbane 
during the 1850s holds good also for the 1870s, and indeed for the remainder 
of the century. On the one hand there were small professional bands 
(brass or string), accepting paid employment as available, with string 
bands inclining to indoor functions, such as balls and dances. On the 
other hand were the large brass bands, usually in service or under sponsor-
ship. With respect to the professional bands, it may be noted that they 
generally continued to serve the same ends as in former years. Elabora-
tion, therefore, serves no useful purpose; but some exemplary attention 
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is given to Seal's I3and. 
With respect to large brass bands, two lines of development are in 
evidence during the 1870s. Within the Volunteer movement, at least five 
separate attempts eventually led to the establishment of two good bands, 
one a Rifles band, the other the band of the Volunteer Artillery. Outside 
the military sphere, the first worthwhile civilian large brass band activity 
is reported. Three bands, the Metropolitan Band, the City Band, and the 
Hibernian Band, operated with success for limited periods; and another 
group, conducted by von Kosa (nominally a band, but possibly an orchestra) 
gave good performances. There is also some record of the activity of 
minor fife and driom bands; for example, the Fire Brigade Fife and Drum 
Band (1873 to at least 1877); and the Catholic Temperance Society Cadet 
Band (1877). In addition to the foregoing, some visiting bands attract 
brief mention, and Brisbane's first band contests are certainly noteworthy. 
Visiting Bands 
Among the most significant band visits to Brisbane during the 1870s 
were those of the Gympie Oddfellows' Band in 1877, and the band of the 
Toowoomba Volunteer Rifles in 1878. The story of these visits is told in 
a later section dealing with band contests. A visit in 1879, however, by 
the band of the Toowoonnba Light Infantry, is also worthy of note, for 
several reasons. This band, having made some reputation for itself, was 
invited by the National Association to perform at the 1879 Exhibition. 
Here they made a considerable impression, despite the small size of the 
ensemible. "The instruments used by them are a solo cornet, first and 
second cornet, solo alto, first and second alto, tenor horn, bass horn, 
two side and one big drum" (BC, 5 August 1879). It is rarely that full 
instrumentation is given, and this group is the more interesting in that 
it is a true brass band. If as the report suggests, there was one player 
to a part, the totals would be eight brass and three drums, probably 
corresponding, in the brass band terminology of to-day, to three cornets, 
three tenor horns, euphonium, and tuba, with percussion. The players, 
continued the Courier report, were all amateurs. "The music has been 
arranged very cleverly for their special use by their leader and conductor, 
and in itself has evidently been a work of laborious toil." 
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In 1875 H.M.S. Pearl visited the city, carrying a full brass band. 
Most visiting bands, however, were those of the itinerant circuses. 
Chiarini's Italian and American Circus (1873), for example, had a splendid 
band. Burton and Taylor's Grand United Circus Company (1874) had a cele-
brated brass band of soloists. Leon's Circus in 1876 had a splendid 
band, and in 1878 boasted a celebrated band of soloists. In 1879 the 
International New English Circus had a full and efficient brass band. 
Such, at any rate, were the claims made in the circus publicity notices, 
and no doubt the usual rate of credibility discount applied. To be fair, 
press reports, when they mentioned circus bands at all, usually offered 
praise, and it was in the interests of the circuses to employ good musicians. 
Customarily, the bands played through the town, either marching, or riding 
in a circus waggon, during the day; and, before the performance, they 
played a programme outside the circus pavilion. The practice of playing 
through a town certainly attracted notice, not always favourable. In 
1873 Chiarini's agent was taken to court over the matter, but the case 
was dismissed (BC^ , 19 February 1876). In 1875 there was a flurry of 
protest when two bands caused horses to bolt, and several times suspended 
the business of the Supreme Court. His Honor, the Courier recorded, was 
greatly annoyed. (BC, 17 February 1875). 
One of the most interesting band visits to Brisbane was made in 
1870. An itinerant German band had played some excellent music in the 
streets on the previous Saturday, and attracted a large crowd of admirers, 
reported the Courier (9 May 1870). The band, in addition to performing 
in the streets, was advertised to play in a popular entertainment in aid 
of the reading room and library of the Temperance Hall, on Tuesday, 10 
May 1870, His Excellency the Governor presiding (BC, 10 May 1870). The 
band was, in fact, Wirth's Brass Band. In time this band joined the 
circus of John Ridge, and later, James Ashton's Circus. 
The Wirth family provided the music for Ashton's show but 'ran 
a small acrobatic side show' as well. About 1884 the Wirth 
family themselves started out with their own circus, the circus 
that was to become Australia's major circus in this century 
until its demise in 1953, Wirth Bros Circus,^o 
JO 
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Seal's Bajid 
On 23 December 1871 Andrew Seal advertised in the Courier that his 
long-wished-for string corps was at last complete, consisting of first 
and second violins, cornet a piston, and double bass. It would now be 
possible, stated the advertisement, to produce first-class string music 
for indoors, and harmony for outdoor business, "at Prices to Suit the 
Times." 
The advertisement may have signified a change of personnel, but it 
is clear that Seal was in fact still offering the community the musical 
services—brass band and string band—that had "enlivened the proceedings" 
of many a festive occasion in Brisbane since 1857. The 1870s continued 
the pattern of engagements of the 1860s. Bay excursions, fetes, quadrille 
parties, parades, and the like, were all grist to the mill, and Courier 
advertisements reveal a long succession of engagements. 
The Von Kosa Band 
Early in 1872 the Courier carried an interesting paragraph: 
A musical treat of a novel character will be presented to 
the Brisbane public on the evening of Monday next. Herr Von 
Kosa, whose abilities as a musician are well known in Brisbane, 
has made arrangements to give a moonlight concert in the Botanic 
Gardens on the evening named, and as he will be assisted by the 
members of the German Glee Club and several other good musicians, 
there is every reason to believe that the affair will be most 
successful. The programme will comprise vocal and instrumental 
performances, and the charge for admission will be very 
moderate. 
The concert was advertised (BC, 15 February 1872) as promenade music 
by moonlight, "by a good Orchestra" and over thirty singers, admission 
being one shilling. In fact, the concert was the first in a series of 
nine (including one repeat), that ran from 19 February to 24 April 1872. 
The ensemble involved was variously described as "orchestra" and "band." 
Its performances were, however, given in the open air; and for this 
reason it is here classified as a band. 
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Herr von Kosa had been in Brisbane at least since 1870. A "Grand 
Vocal and Instrumental Concert" by von Kosa, with assistance from Madame 
Mallalieu, Herr Rosenstengel, Messrs. Dignan and others, was advertised 
for 25 April of that year; and the wording of the advertisement implies 
that von Kosa was then a recent arrival (BC^ , 23 April 1870). He was 
advertised as "First Clarionet Player, late of the Royal Opera House, 
Berlin," and it was stated that he had played before the royal families 
of Prussia, Austria, and Belgiiom, on several occasions. Be this as it 
may, von Kosa established a reputation for himself as a clarinettist, and 
appeared as soloist in a number of concerts during the 1870s. He also 
played viola, and probably violin; and one concert advertisement (B£, 1 
November 1871) implied that he may also have played cornet. It is apparent 
that he was a competent all-round musician. In Decennber 1872 a farewell 
benefit concert was given for him, and he probably left Brisbane early in 
1873. Late in that year he was again in the town, and remained for some 
time. 
No regular promenade concerts had been given in the Botanic Gardens 
since the demise of the third Volunteer Band early in 1859, and von Kosa's 
group was the first civilian ensemible to give such concerts since the 
Brisbane Band series of the early 1860s. The Brisbane Band, however, was 
synonymous with Seal's Band, a professional group small enough to be 
readily employable in diverse engagements. Von Kosa's group was probably 
twice as large as the Brisbane Band. No certain record exists of its 
instrumentation, nor of the identity of its players. There is some indic-
ation, however, that the group had ten players. This suggestion comes 
from the report of a monthly meeting of the Hibernian Society (BC, 12 
March 1872), in which a St. Patrick's Day excursion was planned. "The 
band engaged for the occasion would number ten performers, and would be 
under the direction of Herr Von Kosa." It seems likely that the ten were 
the same group that performed in the Gardens promenade concerts. One may 
conjecture, from the friendly relations that existed between von Kosa's 
group and Rosenstengel's German Glee Club, that the players may have been 
drawn from the German community; but there were also players in the 
community, such as thie Dignans, probably at something of a loose end 
following the collapse of the Volunteer Band. 
There is no doubt that the musicians were not raw beginners. The 
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instrumental performance at the first concert reflected highest credit on 
the performers (BC, 20 February 1872). Over six hundred persons attended. 
At the second concert "the selections played by the band were remarkable 
for their excellence," reported the Courier (24 February 1872). The 
audience numbered well over a thousand. Later concerts also attracted 
laudatory comment. 
Of the nine concerts given by the band, eight (including one repeated 
programme) were moonlight promenade concerts, admission one shilling. 
The other was a free Saturday afternoon concert. Three of the moonlight 
concerts (including the repeat) were given conjointly with the German 
Glee Club. With one incomplete exception, programme details were not 
advertised. The exception, set out in a Courier paragraph of 21 March 






Selection from La Grande Duchesse 
Overture from Titus 
Overture from II Barbiere 
Selection from Martha 
March "New Prussian Prize" 
There is no record of any further band activity after 24 April 1872; 
but what the group achieved was an important first step in the quickening 
civilian band movement of the 1870s. 
The Metropolitan Band 
No information is available concerning the conditions governing the 
establishment of the Metropolitan Band; but by inference it was a compara-
tively large civilian brass band, formed to present promenade concerts in 
the Botanic Gardens. There is no record of its having undertaken any 
other activity. The band's conductor was the indefatigable Andrew Seal. 
In the developing line of civilian band activity of the 1870s, the Metro-
politan Band made the significant second step, following the nameless von 
Kosa band of early 1872. It is possible, and not at all unlikely, that 
many of von Kosa's players were later in Seal's Metropolitan Band. 
In October 1872 the Courier carried the first mention of the Metro-
politan Band. 
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As will be seen from an advertisement in another column of 
this day's issue, the newly formed Metropolitan Band will give 
a series of moonlight concerts, in the Botanical Gardens, on 
Monday night next [sic]. We understand that it is the intention 
to give about three concerts each moon during the summer months, 
and for every such concert at which a charge is made, to give a 
free concert in the Gardens on a Saturday afternoon. The Gardens 
are, thanks to our indefatigable curator, always a delightful 
promenade in fine weather, and a good band of music will add 
considerably to their attractions. ,^  
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The first moonlight concert was given on 14 October 1872, and reported 
the following day. The band was made up of "most of our best instrument-
alists, and was unanimously pronounced excellent." The Courier noted 
that the ensemble sound was "much fuller and richer" than on previous 
occasions. If, as promised, the concerts produced the latest noted musical 
productions, there could be little doubt of their success. "An innocent, 
cheap, and refined amusement will thus be afforded to the citizens during 
the moonlight nights of the approaching summer" (BC, 15 October 1872). 
In fact, a single summer was the full extent of the band's existence. 
Its only season ran from 14 October 1872 to 12 March 1873. It is not 
possible to say with certainty how many performances were given during 
that time. Apparently the free Saturday concerts were not usually adver-
tised, but if the band kept to the promise of the early Courier report 
(12 October 1872), it is possible that the total of concerts was as high 
as twenty-six. It is likely that the promise was fulfilled, for one 
gains the impression that Seal was a man of his word. There were at 
least thirteen evening performances given, and the programmes for twelve 
of these survive, together with the programme of one afternoon concert. 
(Three programmes, selected as representative, are reproduced as Appendix 
L.) In addition to its performance season, the Metropolitan Band gave 
two benefit performances for Andrew Seal, The first of these was held on 
9 April 1873, and the second, given in conjunction with the German Glee 
Club, was held 7 May 1873. The programmes for both benefits also survive 
in the pages of the Courier. 
It is unfortunate that there is no record of the size, the instrument-
ation, and the personnel of the Metropolitan Band. A Courier report (19 
October 1872) indicates that the promoters were dependent on public patron-
age for support, and it seems likely therefore, that the players were 
40 
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either professional or semi-professional. The band in October 1872 was 
newly formed, yet was sufficiently skilled at once to give public perform-
ance of a wide variety of material. On 18 October, the Courier reported 
that several musical connoisseurs had "expressed great admiration at the 
manner in which the performance was carried out." The reference to rich 
and full ensemible sound (15 October) makes it clear that the group was 
something considerably more than the simple quartet that the Brisbane 
Band had been; and in December it was reported that the strength and 
effectiveness of the ensennble had been added to (BC_, 7 December 1872). 
It may well be that Seal had called on some of his musician colleagues 
and possibly some of his old players from the Volunteer Band (which by 
the middle of 1871 was defunct), to form a new, civilian band. Such, at 
any rate, would appear to be the implication of the name the ensennble 
assumed. One may also infer from the fact that the group did not attempt 
a second season, that public support was not yet sufficient to guarantee 
economic viability; but it is also possible that Seal's time and energy 
were sufficiently occupied in late 1873 with building up the skills of 
the new Hibernian Band. 
Though numbers and names remain a mystery, there is good evidence of 
what music the Metropolitan Band played. It is highly likely that Seal 
had access to the performance library he had laboriously built up for the 
Volunteer Band, for familiar names recur in the programmes. The programme 
presentation, too, as might be expected, did not differ greatly from the 
structure of the earlier Volunteer Band concert programmes. The average 
Metropolitan Band programme contained eight items, though a few had nine. 
This, it appears, was ample to fill a moonlit summer evening, and carriages 
might be ordered for ten or a quarter past. In fourteen progrannmes examined 
(excluding the joint presentation of the second benefit concert) there is 
a total of 115 items. Of these, 64 are march or dance items, with galop 
(eighteen), waltz (sixteen), and quadrille (fifteen) the most popular. 
The remaining items are mainly drawn from the compositions by well-known 
composers, with opera again most strongly represented. Of these 51 works, 
selections (fourteen), cavatinas (nine), overtures (seven) and pot-pourris 
(seven), hold pride of place. In the more serious items the composers 
most favoured were Verdi and Bellini, with Weber, Rossini, Donizetti, and 
Meyerbeer also well represented. It is to be understood that many arrange-
ments were played more than once. Some were played three times during the 
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season. Perusal of programmes suggests, for example, that the band library 
contained six arrangements of works by Verdi, three of which were performed 
three times, and the remainder twice each. 
Three band arrangements may be singled out for comment. All, it 
appears, were arrangements by Seal of notable works, and all received 
special programme emphasis. The works were "Gloria in Excelsis," from 
Mozart's Twelfth Mass; "Cujus Animam," from Rossini's Stabat Mater; and 
the chorus "Hallelujah," from Handel's Messiah. The performance of the 
"Hallelujah Chorus" on 26 December 1872, apt for the Christmas season, 
was "especially worthy of praise for its admirable rendering" (BC_, 27 
December 1872). This is the first reported band performance of this work 
in Brisbane. The concert in which it was performed was something of an 
experiment, for an attempt was made to hold the concert on a moonless 
night, using a number of Chinese lanterns. These threw only a "dim, 
sepulchral light" (BC, 27 Decennber 1872). Such were the difficulties of 
the times; but, despite the gloom, five hundred people attended. 
A similar attempt on a moonless night was made on New Year's Day, 
without great success. The Courier (2 January) noted that the resources 
of the promoters did not permit proper illuminations. 
Metropolitan Band activities were not comprehensively reported, but 
press comiment was invariably complimentary. On the day of the band's 
first benefit concert to its conductor, the Courier published its own 
comment. 
The band have shown on several occasions how excellent their 
performance can be, but we understand that this evening, to 
make the affair as successful and attractive as possible, they 
purpose carrying out a programme which far surpasses anything 
yet produced by them. Irrespective, however, of the merits of 
the entertainment, Herr Seal has a claim upon all the music-
loving people of Brisbane, which it is to be hoped will be 
acknowledged. A painstaking conductor and an excellent 
arranger of instrumental music, he has spared no exertions for 
years past to establish a city band of a creditable character, 
and has at length succeeded in effecting his object. 
Unfortunately, despite the Courier's confident pronouncement, there is no 
further record of activity. 
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The Hibernian Society Band 
There are several points of historical interest concerning the band 
of the Hibernian Society. In the first place, it was the first civilian 
band in Brisbane to build to a state of efficiency from raw beginnings. 
In so doing it advanced (as did some of its military counterparts) from 
being a simple fife and drum band to full brass band strength. In addition, 
it was the first civilian band established under the sponsorship of a 
civilian society, to support the interests of that society. 
Press reports suggest that the Hibernian Society in Brisbane was 
established in the early 1870s, probably around August or Septennber 1871, 
and its members at once demonstrated interest in music. At the second 
general monthly meeting a progrannme was presented by Rosenstengel' s 
orchestra, including a composition by Professor Benvenuti, a late arrival 
in Brisbane (BC, 3 October 1871). In the following month the society 
advertised an excursion to the Bay, at which an "efficient Band" under 
Mr Dignan, would perform "dance and other suitable music," Benevenuti's 
services being also engaged (BC, 7 November 1871). 
The formation of a Hibernian Band must have been an early project, 
for at the monthly meeting of 11 March 1872 it was reported that the fife 
and drum corps at that stage nunnbered twenty-one members, and were under 
the tuition of Herr von Kosa. Even at this stage the society had intention 
of establishing its own brass band. Subscriptions in hand for the purchase 
of instruments had reached £19, and further subscription lists had yet to 
come in. The committee, however, had no intention of ordering the instru-
ments until they were in a position to pay for them (BC, 12 March 1872). 
In April it was reported that subscriptions had reached £23, and there 
were nineteen boys practising fifes and drums (BC, 11 April 1872). 
In May 1872 it was reported to the society committee that the mennbers 
of the proposed brass band were very anxious to commence practice, and 
were somewhat dissatisfied with the delay in the purchase of instruments. 
The amount in hand was £32, and another £20 might be collected. The sum 
of £38 was requested from society funds, to make up the full purchase 
price of £90 (BC, 7 May 1872). It is doubtful that the requested supple-
mentary funds were granted, but efforts continued. On 24 June a highly 
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successful ball and soiree was held, with surplus proceeds devoted to the 
band committee. Music for the ball was provided by Seal's Band. In 
August it was reported that the effort to form an instrumental band had 
met with a good many difficulties which the promoters did not anticipate. 
The fife and drum band, however, numibering sixteen, practised every week 
or more often, and was "capable of performing in very fair style several 
national and other airs" (BC, 9 August 1872). 
By December 1872, additional money had been received and an order 
had at last been placed for the instruments. "With the object of increas-
ing the attractiveness of the society it had been resolved to establish a 
first-class brass band in connection with it, and an order to the extent 
of £46 had been sent home by the mail before last for instruments" (BC, 3 
December 1872). It is possible that the remainder of the required instru-
ments were obtained locally. 
The order for the instruments may have been posted in late 1872, but 
in the early 1870s, no reply was to be expected in less than six months. 
It would be a fair guess that the instruments arrived about July 1873. 
From evidence in a Courier report of 18 December, the brass band of the 
Hibernian Society was formed in August 1873; but a ball in celebration 
of the first anniversary of the band's formation was held on 20 July 
1874. The first performance was given to a Hibernian quarterly meeting, 
in the Town Hall, on 17 December 1873. 
The bandsmen are nearly all young men, and it is but justice 
to say that the maiden display of their musical powers, last 
evening, was quite extraordinary, considering the short period 
the body has been in existence. Nothing but unremitting 
practice on the part of the performers, and constant labor on 
the part of the able conductor Mr. Seal could have brought a 
about so gratifying a result. The band musters sixteen instru-
ments, and everything is played by note. 
The comment that the music was all "played by note" implies that such was 
not invariable practice, and that not all members of bands at the time 
were musically literate. It is clear that the Hibernian bandsmen, despite 
their youth, were not all inexperienced players. Many of the band, however, 
dated their music studies from the date of formation of the band (BC, 2 
March 1875). 
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The band's first outside performance was given on a Hibernian excursion 
to Cape Moreton, on Boxing Day 1873, and from this point on through the 
1870s the band continued to serve the society, and the community, in a 
variety of engagements. 
Although the Hibernian Band could play in the concert situation, and 
did occasionally so perform, their main function was, as expressed in the 
journalese of the day, "to enliven the proceedings" in a wide diversity 
of functions. Some exceptions, perhaps,were observed in such matters as 
funerals and church performances, in which they were no doubt expected to 
enhance the solemnity of the occasion, though even here some enlivening 
may have been a surreptitious bonus. Their prime obligation, of course, 
was to the society under whose auspices they operated. Typically, they 
played for the society's excursions, parades, balls, and sports meetings; 
but they also met engagements from outside the society. Most band appear-
ances had minor significance; but some were musically interesting, and 
others had historical significance. Of these a selected nunnber are 
summarized below. 
In March 1874, the band played, by request, between acts of a drama 
at the Victoria Theatre; and by implication, the standard was satisfactory 
to the theatre management. In June 1874, the band performed at the opening 
of the Victoria Bridge, the first permanent bridge linking North Brisbane 
and South Brisbane. At this time the Hibernian Band was probably the 
only operative brass band in Brisbane. In August 1874, the band partici-
pated in a hospital benefit performance given by the great tight-rope 
walker, Blondin. In January 1875 it took part in a procession to welcome 
Governor Cairns on his arrival in Brisbane; and in March the Hibernian 
Band with the German Glee Club performed in a serenade to the new Governor. 
In August 1877 the band played in a march over the Victoria Bridge to 
celebrate the removal of tolls. In August 1878 it performed at the Queens-
land National Association Exhibition, and took part in the band contest. 
In January 1879 it played during the two days of the Association's first 
summer show. Perhaps the most interesting performance given by the band 
was its participation, by request, in the Centenary Celebration in memory 
of Daniel O'Connell, when it performed at St. Stephen's, before and after 
the oratorio (Friday, 5 August 1875), and after pontifical high mass 
(Sunday, 8 August 1875). 
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The progress of the Hibernian Band was not uniformly smooth. In 
1876 there was something of a disruption. It would appear, from a Courier 
report (14 January 1876) and a subsequent published letter from "Hibernian" 
(18 January 1876) that twelve memibers of a total of twenty-one in the 
Hibernian Band had been induced to enrol as mennbers of the Queensland 
Volunteer Artillery, which thereby acquired a ready-made band. There was 
no reason, apart from double commitment and divided loyalty, that they 
should not have done so, but the action apparently adversely affected the 
Hibernian Band. There are few reports of Hibernian Band activity during 
1876, but steps must have been taken to re-build the band. The Courier 
report of a funeral (23 October 1876) refers to "the late Hibernian band"; 
but a report of Hibernian sports at the Exhibition Grounds on Easter 
Monday of 1877 mentions the "new" Hibernian Band. "The Society's new 
band will also turn out for the first time, and will play in the procession 
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from town to the grounds." 
Despite defections, relations between the Artillery Band and the 
Hibernian Band apparently remained good. This possibly was due to the 
fact that Andrew Seal was conductor of both bands—and, if it comes to 
that, of the Band of No.3 Company of Rifles as well. The new Hibernian 
Band and the Artillery Band both turned out at midnight on 16 March 1877 
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to usher m St. Patrick's Day. 
Following its rejuvenation in 1877, the Hibernian Band continued 
active until 1879, but an infrequency of press references late in, that 
year gives the impression that band activity had slowed down. 
There is no record of the instrumentation of the Hibernian Band, nor 
are its players identified, except for one Robert Hurst, a tenor trombone 
player, who acted as assistant conductor. Little is known of the actual 
music the band played. The band did not as a rule give promenade concerts 
and advertise its programmes. Much of its repertoire must have consisted 
of marches and dance music. Three concert programmes, however, are 
preserved. They are the afternoon and evening programmes of the first 
day of the Summer Show (Tuesday, 14 January 1879), and the evening programme 
of the second day (Wednesday, 15 January 1879). (These programmes are 
reproduced as Appendix M.) 
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The City Band 
There is no evidence to link the City Band that was active in Brisbane 
during 1853 and 1854 with the City Band of the years 1875 to 1877. It 
seems likely that both bands were formed as free-standing civilian groups, 
each under the influence of a musically dominating personality. In 1863 
the leader was the cornetist W.H. Robins; in 1875, it was probably the 
cornetist J.F. Evans. Evans was a professional player employed at the 
Queensland Theatre; and though there is no evidence for 1875, he certainly 
was the band's conductor in 1875, for the band tendered him a complimentary 
benefit performance at the end of January (BC, 1 February 1875) . 
The first indication of City Band activity in 1875 lies in a Courier 
advertisement (5 July 1875) for a benefit performance to the Sisters of 
St. Joseph, given by the Seagrave brothers (entertainers) at the School 
of Arts. The mennbers of the City Band and the Hibernian Band had "kindly 
volunteered their services," both to parade the streets, and "play Choice 
Selections" in the hall. Presumably, then, the City Band had been active 
some time before this; but there is no precise evidence of the date of 
formation. 
Like the Hibernian Band, the City Band did not give promenade concerts, 
There is little evidence of what music it played, but most was certainly 
appropriate for marching or dancing. In Decennber 1875, with the Band of 
No.3 Company of Volunteer Rifles, it played a nunnber of popular airs and 
dance tunes at a fireworks display in the Gardens. It also accepted 
engagements to play on excursions. In June 1876 the Duvalli sisters 
(professional entertainers, playing at the School of Arts) tendered a 
benefit to the City Band, to raise money for the purchase of uniforms. 
It was advertised that the band would play round the principal streets 
and perform selections between the two parts of the programme (BC, 16 
June 1876). It was at the time a common practice for professional enter-
tainers to boost flagging attendances by offering a benefit to a local 
cause, and in fact a similar benefit had been given the preceding evening 
by the Asiatic Circus to the funds of the Band of No.3 Company of Rifles. 
Press comment, however, makes it clear that the practice was questionable, 
the main beneficiaries being the showmen themselves. 
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Despite its self-promotion as "City Band," the group would have had 
no official standing in relation to the municipal council. There is no 
evidence of such council support during the nineteenth century, though 
there is evidence during the 1880s of council refusal to give support to 
a band. In fact the City Band seems to have been uncertain of its identity 
and function. Like the City Band of the 1860s, it undertook engagements 
of the kind undertaken by the small professional brass bands; but it 
aspired to official standing, larger establishment, and some prospect of 
security. It may be pointed out that in the 1870s the only large Brisbane 
bands to function with success over an extended period were the bands in 
service or under sponsorship; and the City Band made two attempts to 
gain such status. 
In 1875, at the time the City Band was becoming effective, the Volun-
teer movement, after a long succession of lean years, was gathering momentum, 
In August 1875 No.3 Company made the decision to establish a brass band 
(BC, 11 August 1875). At the same time, no doubt sensing opportunity, 
the City Band offered its services to No.l Company; and it has been 
noted that in January 1876 a nunnber of players from the Hibernian Band 
created the nucleus of a new band for the Volunteer Artillery. 
The conditions of service requested by the City Band shed light on 
the problems confronting it; and they were, as might be expected, the 
perennial problems that beset an amateur organization. 
Firstly, that the company find a distinguishing uniform for the 
band, say twenty in numiber, who are to be sworn-in as Volunteers, 
and attend all parades; secondly, that a special uniform be 
provided for the bandmaster, who shall be paid by the company 
at the rate of £1 per week; and thirdly, that a room and gas 
for the purpose of practice be placed two nights a week at the 
disposal of the band, who will find their own instruments and 
music.^^ 45 
The conditions (professional direction, uniforms, and practice 
facilities) were reasonable; the offer to provide both instruments and 
music was generous; and the estimated memibership of twenty reveals 
confidence. The offer, however, was not taken up, possibly because the 
Company lacked the necessary funds. 
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Early in 1876 the Volunteer Engineer Corps was established in Brisbane; 
and in June the City Band made a similar offer, which was considered in 
what must have been the first meeting of the Corps. 
Captain Newman mentioned that he had received a communication 
from the secretary of the City Band, offering their services 
to the corps on certain conditions, which he had little doubt 
would be found acceptable to the members of the corps; and he 
might say that he believed the offer was a liberal one, and 
the band undoubtedly the most efficient in the city. 
This time the offer was accepted, possibly because the Engineers, 
newly established, had more economic optimism than their more experienced 
counterparts in the Rifles. For a short time the City Band served as the 
Band of the Queensland Volunteer Engineers, and the story of this is told 
in a later section. 
There is no evidence to show when the band terminated its affiliation 
with the Engineers. There was good band participation in the first 
National Association Exhibition of 1876; and while the Courier mentions 
Volunteer Bands in the initial procession (BC, 23 August 1876), the Week 
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specifically mentions the City Band. Following this the only further 
evidence of the existence of the City Band in the 1870s lies in its nomin-
ation for, and withdrawal from, the first band contest in 1877, The 
story of this is related in a later section. 
It would appear that at its best the City Band achieved a good state 
of efficiency. In 1875 the Courier published a relevant paragraph. 
A correspondent who adopts the appropriate signature of 
"Nothing like Brass" is of opinion that "we ought to feel proud 
in the possession of such an able body of musicians as the City 
Brass Band, and if we will not help, we at least may encourage 
them by taking some slight notice of their merits." 
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Volunteers of the 1870s and the Fifth Volunteer Band 
In 1865 a Select Committee suggested reorganization of the Queensland 
military forces, but little was done. Until the middle 1870s the Queensland 
Government, despite war scares, did little more than maintain a minute 
spark of life in the Volunteer movement. Towards the middle 1870s, with 
rising population, pressure from a dedicated few, and some maturing of 
attitudes arising perhaps from the first thoughts of Federation, perhaps 
from awareness of Queensland's increasing wealth and vulnerability, new 
interest was taken in the Volunteers. The tale is told in the expenditure 
figures. In no year from January 1866 to June 1876 did expenditure on 
Volunteers exceed £1,100; and for half of these years the amount was 
less than £500 per year. In 1876-77, expenditure was over £6,000; and 
in the following year it had risen to nearly £13,000. By 1878-79 it was 
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over £23,000. Clearly, by the later years of the decade, Queensland 
was on the way to developing a worthwhile defence force. In 1878 the 
Volunteer Act was passed, providing, among other things, for an annual 
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allowance of £3 for every efficient volunteer. The Volunteer organiza-
tion came under the critical eye of the British officers Jervois and 
Scratchley, who submitted a report to the Government; and during the 
last two years of the decade the movement was rationalized and reorganized 
under an effective command stiructure. 
In this study two of the Brisbane units are significant. They are 
No.3 Company (later B Company) of the Queensland Volunteer Rifles, and 
No.l Battery of the Queensland Volunteer Artillery. Two others have 
minor interest. These are No.l Company of the Rifles, and the Queensland 
Volunteer Engineers. 
The activities of the Volunteer Bands of the 1860s, referred to in 
this study as the first, second, third, and fourth Volunteer Bands, are 
described in the preceding chapter. What is here referred to as the 
fifth Volunteer Band, was never really a band in its own right. Rather 
was it a fleeting attempt on the part of James Dignan and perhaps a few 
others to revive the old band, on its earlier footing. 
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By the middle of 1869 the fourth Volunteer Band was dead; but the 
demand for a good band did not die. In January 1870 "La Petite Tambour" 
wrote to the Courier: 
Sir,—It is now twelve months since the Volunteer Band was 
broken up for the avowed purpose of re-organising it on a more 
substantial basis, and to effect sundry economical reforms in 
its constitution. The first step that was taken in order to 
attain so desirable an end, was the discharge of the bandmaster, 
Mr. Seal, who had occupied the position for seven or eight years, 
with credit to himself and with satisfaction to everybody 
concerned; and the instruments and music were ordered to be 
handed over to the care of a committee of officers connected 
with the Volunteer corps, which said committee, to show the 
interest they took in the trust reposed in them, never held a 
single meeting. A new Band was formed, under the auspices of 
the Adjutant, with Herr Cramer as bandmaster, which expired 
rather prematurely. Since that period there has been no effort 
made to resuscitate it, and the property of the band is in the 
hands of private individuals, and is rapidly deteriorating. 
The members of the old band have come forward on two or three 
occasions when their services have been required, upon the 
invitation of the officers, to play the "Dead March," &c., at 
volunteer funerals, and the promptitude with which they turned 
out, at a moment's notice, elicited the highest encomiums from 
the officers in command. 
Now, Sir, is it not a disgrace to the metropolis of Queensland, 
where there is a comparative large body of volunteers, that 
the Government cannot afford to pay a paltry £100 a year for the 
salary of a bandmaster? Every little hamlet in England has 
its band, and the inhabitants take a pride in its progress; 
and even in our own colony, Ipswich, Rockhampton and Gympie take 
the lead of the metropolis in this respect. 
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Later in January a further letter, from "A Volunteer," was published, 
deploring the action of the Government in providing a mere £500 in the 
Estimates for Volunteer purposes. 
The largest portion of this £500 goes to pay an adjutant. What 
use have we for an adjutant? I suppose for ornament. A small 
part of the amount goes to a drill instructor, and nothing 
whatever for bandmaster or instruments for a band, the band being 
knocked on the head by the dismissal of the bandmaster by the 
adjutant, but for what I don't know. We had an excellent band 
of over thirty members at one time, and the master was paid £100 
per annum by the Government; in fact our band was second to 
none in the colonies, and I cannot imagine how both the citizens 
and the volunteers allowed any one to interfere with their band. 
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On the following day the Courier took up the cudgel, and deplored 
the decline in the Volunteer movement. A few enthusiasts had "held on 
through all slights and discouragements," though others, including bandsmen, 
had resigned as the only effective form of protest (BC, 29 January 1870). 
On the same day as the Courier editorial (29 January) James Dignan 
advertised in the Courier, requesting the band to parade. The band's 
services were required for a shooting prize presentation ceremony, by the 
Governor. What success attended Dignan's request is not known. 
Further letters in the Courier maintained criticism. "Blank File" 
(BC, 31 March 1870) referred to "the shameful treatment received for the 
last three years" and the lack of "a sufficient remuneration for the 
bandmaster." "Eyes Front" (BC, 15 April 1870) deplored the lack of a 
band. "In New South Wales they have a brigade band as well as a band for 
each company." "Beta" (BC, 16 April 1870) gave opinion that "a good band 
should be maintained in each town where there are a sufficient number of 
volunteers to warrant the expense. . . ." The Government, however, was 
beyond shame, and even beyond emibarrassment; for "La Petite Tambour," in 
his January letter, had pointed out that at a recent opening of Parliament, 
with the Earl of Belmore (then Governor of New South Wales) in attendance, 
"God Save the Queen" had been played by two drumimers and two fifers, 
"each of the fifers playing in a different key, which had a grand effect." 
Between January 1870 and November 1870 there was no evidence of 
Volunteer Band activity. Dignan, however, must have maintained some 
effort; for a Courier advertisement (19 Novennber 1870) stated that "the 
New Volunteer Band" would attend a performance at the Royal Victoria 
Hall. The subsequent report, however, makes no mention of the band. 
The funeral of Governor Blackall took place on 3 January 1871. By 
advertisement the Volunteer Rifles and the Volunteer Artillery were ordered 
to parade for the ceremony; the Volunteer Band were requested to attend. 
The advertisement was signed by George H. Verney, Brigade Adj utant, whose 
actions had destroyed the band. It is to the considerable credit of the 
bandsmen that they responded. 
The late Volunteer Band also turned out to the number of twenty, 
in charge of Mr. James Dignan, and, considering the length of 
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time since the band was disbanded, and the suddenness with which 
they were summoned, the mennbers deserve great credit for the 
respectable appearance they presented, and the state of efficiency 
they displayed. 
This was the last recorded function of the fifth Volunteer Band. 
No.1 Company Fife and Drum Band 
The formation of the fife and drum Band of No.l Company of the Queens-
land Volunteer Rifles has been recorded in the preceding chapter. The 
band survived into the 1870s. There was evidence of its activity during 
1870, and it was then the only active Volunteer band in Brisbane. Four 
times during 1870 it attended the opening of Parliament. The Courier 
gave the band no praise, and a published letter (11 January 1870) implied 
that quality was poor. There is no record of activity after December 
1870, but it may have struggled on for some time. 
In August 1875 the City Band offered, on certain conditions, to 
enrol with No.l Company as its band. The offer, which is described in an 
earlier section dealing with the City Band, was not accepted. Neverthe-
less the company still entertained the notion of raising its own brass 
band. On 17 January 1877, when the Volunteers' economic prospects seemed 
much brighter, a company general meeting resolved that a brass band be 
formed. The decision went as far as deciding that the band uniform should 
be grey, with red facings. Further action was postponed, pending investi-
gation of the rules governing Volunteer bands, which had appeared in the 
Government Gazette of 31 August 1857 (BC, 18 January 1877). At the company 
special general meeting a month later (February 1877) the band comimittee 
recommended that action be postponed until it was ascertained what action 
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would be taken with regard to the formation of a brigade band. In fact 
it was more than a year later that the Metropolitan Battalion Band was 
formed; but No.l Company apparently took no further action. 
The Band of No.3 Company 
The history of the Band of No.3 Company of Queensland Volunteer 
Rifles began in 1873, with the formation of a fife and drum band. This 
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inaugurated a highly successful line of band activity that continued 
until it was officially terminated in 1884, but in fact may be said to 
have continued through into the twentieth century. The original fife and 
drum group was replaced by a brass band; and this band, without functional 
disruption, from its original identify as the Band of No.3 Company of 
Rifles became in turn the Band of B Company, the Band of the Metropolitan 
Battalion, and finally the Band of the First Regiment of Queensland Infantry 
(the First Queenslanders). In this study a section is devoted to the 
band's activities under each of these titles; but in fact these activities 
are a unified line of development. 
On 23 April 1873 the Courier reported that No.3 Company of Rifles 
had formed a fife and drum band. In the early 1870s economic malnutrition 
had brought Volunteer activities very nearly to a standstill, with members 
at times being obliged to provide their own uniforms or go without, and 
equipment generally minimal. It is not surprising to find it reported 
that the cost of the instruments for the new band was borne principally 
by the officers of the company; for no official funds were made available 
for the purpose. Bands had suffered as badly as the rest in the years 
before 1873. The original Volunteer Band had been forced out of existence; 
the fife and drum Band of No.l Company had apparently perished; and an 
attempt by the Artillery to maintain a band had fared no better. The 
creation of a band in No.3 Company would appear to have been an act of 
confidence by the dedicated few, the officers who persisted in the face 
of governmental indifference and inertia; and it is more than likely 
that the major credit lies with Captain W.H. Snelling. 
The new band had twenty-four members, all boys. This was made up of 
fifteen fifers, seven side drummers, one triangle, and one large drum; 
but process of attrition later reduced this to an effective group of 
about fifteen. The probability is that the band was formed early in 
1873, for on 30 April the Courier was able to report that it had turned 
out on parade, and had made good progress. The teacher and conductor was 
Andrew Seal. Under his competent care, the good progress continued until 
the later months of 1875, when the group was converted to a brass band. 
Its effective life as a fife and drum unit was thus about sixteen months. 
Under Seal's guidance the fife and drum band, in addition to meeting 
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its obligations to the company, participated in a nunnber of public engage-
ments, and drew comment and commendation from the Courier. In Novemiber 
1873 it appeared in uniform for the first time, and had "attained a credit-
able proficiency" (BC, 11 November 1873). Functions at which the band 
performed included three moonlight promenade concerts in aid of the hospital; 
a Volunteer funeral; the opening of the new bridge; the Blondin perform-
ance; the reception to Governor Cairns; an eight-hours demonstration; 
and the opening of the Queensland Exhibition at the School of Arts in 
1875. It played for the Guard of Honour in the prorogation of Parliament, 
and it visited Toowoomba with the company for a Volunteer combined parade. 
Its prowess was so impressive that the decision was taken to upgrade the 
band. "Encouraged by the success which has attended the establishment of 
the Drum and Fife Band of the company. Captain Snelling and the officers 
have resolved to place brass instruments in the hands of the youths forming 
the present band, and practice will be commenced as soon as the proper 
instruments are procurable" (BC, 11 August 1875). 
It is clear that there was some public pressure to form a good 
Volunteer brass band in Brisbane, and greater willingness to support such 
a move is also evident. The fife and drum bandsmen had, with the assist-
ance of the Company,borne their own costs. The Courier report on their 
appearance at the Blondin performance on 5 July 1874 makes this clear: 
. . .independently of their connection with the Company, the lads 
have, on several occasions, placed their services gratuitously 
at the disposal of the Hospital and other charities, and the 
officers and members of the Company have, since their formation, 
borne every expense incurred in providing uniforms and instru-
ments, besides the expenses of a professional teacher. The 
lads, who on all occasions conduct themselves in a praiseworthy 
manner, have, by constant practice and attention to their duties, 
reached a high state of proficiency, and in the absence of a 
brigade band, their services on Volunteer parades fill a gap 
which would otherwise be much felt.^ -^  
DD 
On 3 October 1874 the Courier reported a decision taken by the company to 
provide £50 per annum by monthly subscription to support the band, 
including the salary of the professional teacher, clothing, etc. 
In January 1875 several letters published by the Courier took up the 
Volunteer band question. The first of these, from "Tambour," appeared on 
BC, 10 July 1874. 
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13 January 1875: 
Now, Sir, how is it that they can support a band in Ipswich and 
not in the metropolis? Is it for want of local talent that we 
are not able to form a band here, or is it apathy on the part 
of the powers that be? It seems humiliating that whenever we 
require a procession we have to invoke the aid of the Athenians 
to supply us with a proper band. There is a sum of money placed 
on the Estimates for this year towards the support of Volunteer 
Bands, and I am afraid that unless our Volunteer officers bestir 
themselves in the matter, the siom allotted to Brisbane will be 
allowed to lapse. I am confident that we have material enough 
at our disposal to form a good band, and were it not for the 
over-officiousness of a former aide-de-camp, we would now have 
a Volunteer Band in Brisbane second to none in the colonies, in 
proof of which those that recollect the splendid band we had 
when the Duke of Edinburgh arrived will bear me out in my 
assertion. 
The sum of money to which "Tambour" referred does not appear to have 
been specifically earmarked, but may have been part of the very small 
amount set aside for incidentals. A letter from "F" (BC, 16 January 
1875) offered further comment: 
... I have seen and heard the drum-and-fife band belonging to 
No.3 Company, and consider that it reflects the greatest credit 
on the officers and men of that company, who, I understand, 
support it from their own funds without any assistance from the 
Government. 
Certainly a brass band would be a great improvement, and be 
much more effective in any public ceremony; but I am given to 
understand that the Government, from motives of economy, have 
declined to place the necessary funds on the Estimates, although 
"Tambour" says that the amount has been so placed—but has it 
been voted? 
A third letter, from James Dignan, late Sergeant of the Queensland 
Volunteer Brigade Band, appeared on 27 January: 
Now Sir, I think that the time has arrived when the band should 
be reorganised and placed on a proper footing. We have instru-
ments, music, and material enough at our command to form a good 
Brigade Band here, and if His Excellency—who, I believe, is 
musically inclined—would give his countenance and support to 
the proj ect, we would soon have a band here second to none in 
the colonies. The formation of such a band as this would confer 
a great benefit on the community—to the Volunteer Brigade in 
having a band to head them, and to the citizens, in having an 
opportunity afforded them of enjoying operatic and other popular 
music in our picturesque Gardens. 
In conclusion I may state, that if this desirable object 
were brought about, we would not have the slightest difficulty 
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in getting all the members of the old band to re-join, and in 
inducing other performers to give their aid. 
Perhaps the crucial factor in the company decision to convert from 
fife and drum to brass band was the visit, in July 1875, of some thirty 
members of No.8 Company of Rifles (Toowoomba), together with their band. 
Formed within the year, the company had already acquired a brass band of 
some merit; and a remark published in the Courier of 20 May had suggested 
that the Toowoomiba band should be invited to Brisbane for the opening of 
the next Parliamentary session—"for the credit of the colony if not of 
Brisbane. ..." At any rate, it was only a matter of a few weeks after 
the visit of the Toowoomiba Volunteers that No.3 Company's decision to 
convert to brass was recorded in the Courier; and on the following day 
(12 August) the City Band's offer to No.l Company was reported. Five 
months later, in January 1875, No.l Battery of Volunteer Artillery also 
had a new band. 
The decision to form the brass band was taken in August 1875; but 
the fife and drum band was still performing as late as November 1875, 
when it visited Toowoonnba with No.3 Company for the largest Volunteer 
gathering held in Queensland to that time. Nevertheless, the changeover 
was under way, and the new brass band played in public for the first time 
at a fireworks display held in the Gardens on 25 December 1875. 
Effectively, the brass band of No.3 Company operated from the end of 
December 1875 to the end of December 1877. Under the direction of Andrew 
Seal it led a busy life, and reports make it clear that it developed 
well. The Courier tended, by way of encouragement, to be generous with 
its praise; but provided one takes stock of the realities, there is no 
reason to doubt that the group served its purpose faithfully and with 
good effect. One must remember that in August 1875 (or whenever the 
instruments were received) the bandsmen had no previous brass experience, 
and probably their only music experience was that acquired in two years 
or so in a fife and drum band. Unlike the second Volunteer Band, which 
in 1861 began its existence with a core of highly skilled and experienced 
players, the brass band of No.3 Company had only a group of youthful, 
inexperienced amateurs. Nevertheless, conditions smiled on them. The 
Company under the command of Walter Snelling supported them. Their 
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conductor was acknowledged to be an excellent musician, and a diligent, 
able teacher. Youth was in their favour, and no doiobt they felt the 
impact of the new enthusiasm that was permeating the Volunteer movement. 
Yet, with the best of leadership and the most conscientious application, 
it is not possible to convert a group of beginners into a first-class 
band within two years; and the fact is implicit in the records of the 
band's activities. It is also explicit in a letter written late in 1877 
by Walter Snelling. 
From the time of his arrival in Brisbane in 1857, Seal's customary 
practice with bands under his charge, provided they were technically 
competent, was to present promenade concerts of good quality, with a 
leaning towards operatic selections. A letter from Captain Snelling (BC, 
10 November 1876) suggested the resumption of such concerts in the Gardens, 
but acknowledged the current state of the band. 
Our repertoire of music does not at present include selections 
or high class pieces, but still, youths and amateurs as the 
members of the band are, they could help doubtless to pass an 
hour or two pleasantly away, and possibly my fellow officers 
and others connected with bands, of which there are now three 
or four in the city, would afford their support on other evenings 
or Saturday afternoons. 
Press reports show that the Artillery Band (also conducted by Seal) gave 
a number of full concert performances in the Gardens during the following 
year. The fact that the No.3 Company Band did not follow suit is a tacit 
acknowledgement that it was not yet technically sufficiently advanced to 
attempt concert performances. The band gave very few formal performances, 
and few records remain of the actual music played by the band. There are 
four such records. The first is an advertised programme for the sports 
meeting at the Exhibition Grounds in aid of the band fund, on 1 January 
1877, which includes only marches and dances. The second is an advertise-
ment in the Courier of 1 March 1877, giving a moonlight promenade programme. 
It names twelve items, including only quicksteps, galops, quadrilles, 
waltzes, a schottische, and a march. The third, a programme of three 
items submitted for the 1877 band contest (which the band did not play), 
includes a march, and two dances (BC, 21 August 1877). The fourth is the 
programme of the concert given in the School of Arts by the band and the 
German Glee Club (BC, 3 Decennber 1877). In this it is not possible to 
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distinguish with certainty between choral and band items; but one item, 
a selection from Tancredi, would appear to be a band arrangement, which 
gave promise of things to come. 
Most of the band's work was concerned with Volunteer functions, 
mainly routine parades, but including also official funerals and ceremonial, 
such as the opening of Parliament. Precise listing of other engagements 
serves no useful purpose, but these included performances at four fireworks 
displays in aid of the hospital, five sports meetings, two National Assoc-
iation Exhibitions, three concerts, a bazaar, and a circus. Of some 
interest is the part the band played in the 1877 band contest, and this 
is described elsewhere. 
One creditable feature of the band was the consistency of its strength. 
The fife and drum band from which it sprang had fifteen members. In at 
least nine reports the Courier gave the numiber of brass bandsmen present 
in performances. Once only the number was thirteen, twice it was fourteen. 
On most counts the numiber was fifteen. 
The Band of B Company 
Regulations reorganizing the Volunteer Force of Queensland were 
published in the Queensland Government Gazettes of 13 December 1877. 
Walter Snelling (from May 1877 Major Snelling) became from 11 January 
1878 Major in Command of the Metropolitan Battalion of the Queensland 
Volunteer Brigade. On 15 and 15 January relevant brigade orders were 
read to Volunteer parades. No.l Company became A Company, and No.3 Company 
became B Company of the Metropolitan Administrative Battalion of Rifles 
(BC, 18 January 1878). 
Officially from December 1877, effectively from January 1878, the 
Band of No.3 Company became the Band of B Company. The change was in 
name only, but in June a more significant change was made. The band was 
detached from B Company, and became the band of the Metropolitan Battalion. 
Major Snelling, one suspects, wished to keep his beloved band under his 
own immediate command. 
During the brief existence of B Company Band, from January to June 
1878 ,there is nothing worth reporting. 
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The Band of the Metropolitan Battalion 
The Courier of 7 June 1878 carried an informative report: 
The brass band hitherto maintained by B Company Q.V. Rifles 
has now been formed into that of the Metropolitan Battalion, 
and for the future the expenditure in connection therewith will 
be defrayed by the officers and companies, A, B, C, and D 
proportionately. It is proposed to increase the strength of 
the band without delay to thirty performers, and as opportunity 
offers to forty. The necessary instruments for the larger 
number are already on hand, the greater portion being a recent 
importation from Messrs. Boosey and Co., London. For the future 
the band will be under the control, as is usual,of a committee 
comprising officers representing each company.... 
As soon as the new members have attained proficiency, it is 
the intention of the officers to place the band at the disposal 
of the public in the Botanic Gardens at frequent intervals on 
Saturday afternoons, and if permission is granted, also on 
moonlight evenings there during the summer months, as well as 
in the public reserves at Wickham-terrace and Petrie-terrace. 
The band, as previously announced, will play in the gardens 
to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon. As the expenditure for the 
first year will be necessarily heavy in consequence of the 
purchase of instruments, the connmittee have it in contemplation 
to supplement their funds by giving one or more concerts, an 
assault of arms. &c. 
Concomitant with its elevation from company to battalion band status, 
the new band (still under the direction of Andrew Seal) was accorded an 
increase in establishment that doubled its numbers, and carried expectations 
of community as well as military service. The matter of public concerts 
in the Botanic Gardens was again being aired. Snelling, of course, had 
raised the matter in his Courier letter of 10 Novemiber 1875, and other 
expressions of demand had followed. On 11 March 1878 another letter, 
signed "Spes," had broached the subject: 
Sir,—As an advocate of Saturday afternoon relaxation from 
the care and toil of business life, I would venture a few 
remarks anent the desirability of, in my opinion, having music 
in our public gardens in this city. 
In Sydney and elsewhere the military bands provide several 
hours' enj oyment to some hundreds of promenaders in fine weather. 
Why can this not be done in Brisbane? 
In fact the new Battalion Band opened its career with a Gardens 
performance, the programme of which is reproduced as Appendix N (BC, 6 
June 1878). It is noteworthy that the programme carried only two operatic 
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items, the other six being march or dance items. It would appear that 
the band had reached the stage of being able to handle more difficult 
works. The concert, however, is not the first of a series; and it is 
here suggested that the abrupt expansion in numbers brought in its wake 
further technical problems. By the time these were overcome, in a little 
over a year, the process of administrative evolution had again overtaken 
the band, which underwent further titular transformation to become the 
Band of the First Regiment of Queensland Infantry. By this time the band 
had considerably increased its strength. A Courier report of 19 May 1879 
commends the excellent playing of the band of the battalion, "which in 
point of numbers—twenty-six in all—is the strongest in the colony." 
During the brief period of its existence (June 1878 to June 1879) 
the Band of the Metropolitan Battalion, like its company band predecessors, 
was primarily concerned with Volunteer calls—parades, funerals, and 
Parliamentary ceremonial. Among the parades was the important inspection 
by Colonel Scratchley; and among the funerals attended were those of Sir 
Maurice O'Connell, and of two Volunteer artillerymen accidentally killed 
during the firing of a salute. The band took a part in the 1878 Exhibition, 
and in the Summer Show the following January. In May 1879 the band held 
a "Grand Volunteer Ball" to supplement its funds, and also promoted an 
excursion to the Bay on the same day. Band participation in the band 
contest of August 1878 is described elsewhere. Apart from the first 
Gardens performance in June 1878, the band played in one other concert. 
This was also given in the Gardens, in conjunction with the Artillery 
Band, on 11 March 1879, to assist the widows of the two gunners killed in 
January 1879. The bands, said the advertisement, would perform alternately 
choice selections of operatic and other music. "The Gardens will be 
brilliantly illuminated for the occasion, and endeavours are being made 
to give an exhibition of the Electric Light" (BC_, 11 March 1879). The 
times, it appears, were changing. 
The Band of the 1st Queenslanders 
Regulations published in Queensland Government Gazettes on 24 June 
1879 brought into being the First Regiment of Queensland Infantry, replacing 
the Metropolitan Administrative Battalion. The band therewith changed 
its name, becoming a regimental band, known as the Band of the 1st 
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Queensland Regiment, or 1st Queenslanders. Major Walter Snelling retained 
command of the regiment, and Andrew Seal remained bandmaster. This 
identity the band retained for the remaining six months of the 1870s and 
until its official termination early in 1884. 
During 1879 the band continued activity as before, mainly in the 
matter of parades, including one church parade. The only noteworthy 
performance, apart from this, was a performance at the Exhibition, in 
July. 
The Band of the Queensland Volunteer Engineers 
At a meeting of the Volunteer Engineer Corps held on Wednesday, 31 
May 1876 (at the time of the formation of the corps), it was reported 
that the City Band had offered its services to the corps, on certain 
conditions (BC, 1 June 1875). The conditions were not specified, but 
were no doubt similar to those mentioned in the band's earlier offer of 
service to No.l Company of Rifles. The chairman. Captain Newman, said he 
believed the offer to be a liberal one, and the band to be the most effic-
ient in the city. This may well have been true, for it is likely that 
the group was made up of professional players. 
The offer of service was accepted, but the band apparently had a 
very short life. On 15 July 1875, the Courier reported that it had played 
at a bazaar in aid of the St. John's Peal of Bells Fund, in the School of 
Arts. The band probably participated as the Engineers Band at the 1875 
Exhibition, in August. A report in the Week (25 August 1875, p. 236) 
gives an account of a ball held in the Town Hall on 23 August, in honour 
of visiting Volunteers from the country. "The programme was a good one, 
and the music provided excellent. . . ."The bands taking turns on the 
dais were those of No.3 Company (Brisbane) and No.8 Company (Toowoomba) 
of Rifles; the Volunteer Engineers; the Light Infantry (Toowoomba); 
and No.2 Battery (Ipswich). Beyond this there is no evidence of activity 
by the Engineers Band, which apparently resumed its former City Band 
identity and activity. 
The Band of No.l Battery 
The Queensland Volunteer Artillery had come into existence early in 
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Queensland's history. Governor Bowen had accepted its offer of service 
on 26 August 1852, and the artillery, always something of an elite service, 
continued to operate with some success when other units were floundering. 
The No.l Battery (Brisbane) Band during the later 1870s worked with good 
success; but the first attempt to found a band took place in the unfavour-
able conditions of the early 1870s. 
On Thursday, 23 February 1871, a general meeting of No.l Battery of 
the Queensland Volunteer Artillery was held, "to take steps for the form-
ation of a band in connection with the corps." In fact this was not the 
first meeting to consider the subject; for a sub-committee had been set 
up at the preceding meeting to frame rules for the guidance of the band. 
It was noted that the band would be supported by subscription, and there 
was promise of some very efficient players joining its ranks (BC, 24 
February 1871) . 
On 30 March 1871 the Courier chimed in with its own comment: 
One great defect in connection with the volunteer system in 
Brisbane is the want of a good band of music, and it is therefore 
to be hoped that the efforts which are being made by the mennbers 
of No.l Battery, Q.V.A. to get an efficient band together will 
be successful. No.2 Battery in Ipswich has had an excellent 
band for a long time. There is not much cause to doubt that if 
a first-rate band was organised in Brisbane the public would be 
disposed to support it to a reasonable extent, but the apology 
for one, which has existed for a considerable time past, has 
been anything but creditable to the city. 
The "apology" was no doubt the fife and drum Band of No.l Company. 
In due course, it appears, the Artillery Band was formed, probably 
with Andrew Seal its conductor; but it cannot be claimed that it was 
ever a success. The players must have had some experience to have made 
any attempt at playing in public at all, but there is no record of names 
or numbers. 
The sorry plight of the Volunteer movement in 1871 is reflected in 
the fact that at the opening of Parliament on 12 April neither Volunteers 
nor band attended; and the band's first recorded appearance was at the 
firing of a Royal Salute on the Queen's Birthday. 
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On 5 July 1871 a Courier advertisement stated that the Volunteer 
Band would appear at a hospital benefit entertainment in the Gardens on 8 
July; and a paragraph in the previous issue confirms this. The report, 
however, published 10 July, names "Mr. Seal's band." One concludes that 
Seal was the conductor of the Artillery Band. The report offered a neutral 
comment that the band played a variety of pieces. 
Prior to the arrival of the new Governor (the Marquis of Normanby) 
in August 1871, the Volunteers were informed that the band would not be 
required to turn out, "as the bandsmen were not considered efficient, and 
they had no uniforms" (BC, 9 August 1871). In the event the band did 
turn out, but the report offers no comment on their quality. 
In November 1871 a band (not identified) was present at the opening 
of Parliament; and on 17 April 1872 the Courier reported that at a 
subsequent opening of Parliament an "apology for a band" played the National 
Anthem. It seems likely that the band in both instances was the tattered 
remnant of the No.l Company fife and drum group, of which there is no 
verifiable record after 1870. If this is so, then the Artillery Band 
probably went out of existence late in 1871. Some verification of this 
is offered in a published letter from "Hippocrene," in the Courier of 23 
Decennber 1871: 
Sir,—Some years ago "our town" used to be enlivened by the 
strains of a band, and many a pleasant hour has been spent 
listening to music—perhaps none of the best—yet sufficient to 
"soothe" any "savage breast" that came within its sound. 
We have our cricket clubs, our rifle corps, our associations 
and societies, &c., why then should we not have "our band"? 
With the famine years of the early 1870s past, and some measure of 
vigour and support returning, the Volunteer Artillery made another effort 
to establish a band. On 14 January 1875 the Courier reported a parade 
and march by No.l Battery, the march being headed by the band, "consisting 
of the members of the Hibernian Band, who have been sworn in as members 
of this battery." The battery was to be congratulated, commented the 
Courier, on possessing the finest brass band in Brisbane. 
The Courier paragraph evoked response from "Hibernian," whose letter 
appeared in the issue of 18 January. 
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An honorary member of the band, who is also a member of the 
Artillery, induced a portion of the mennbers of the band to join 
the Volunteers, and if they think proper to play before their 
Battery on parade or marching out they can of course do so, but 
they must not be confounded with the Hibernian Band. Your 
reporter made another mistake in saying that the Battery possessed 
the best band in Brisbane, for he must admit that a part (12) 
are not equal to the whole (21), more especially when there 
were but two melody instruments out on Thursday night, in spite 
of the exertions of the above-mentioned honorary mennber. 
The Hibernian Band, however, was still in existence. There was obviously 
some resentment aroused by the action; but, ethical considerations aside, 
the battery had acquired the nucleus of a good band; and the Hibernian 
Band, after a time, also recovered. 
The benefit to the battery of having experienced players was immed-
iately apparent; for the band was able to participate in a relatively 
short time. In May they appeared on parade in new uniforms and "discoursed 
martial airs in excellent time. . . "(BC, 12 May 1875). From this time 
on the band served the battery in military functions of various kinds, 
including camps, and it took part in ceremonial. The battery was called 
on to provide Royal Salutes, and the band was required on such occasions. 
There are many records of routine parades and other unit obligations 
which have little historical significance or musical interest. 
Possibly the most distressing of the Volunteer funerals at which the 
band took part was that of James Dignan, proof-reader at the Government 
Printing Office. "He was," reported the Courier, "possessed of consider-
able musical talent, vocal and instrumental, and was connected with nearly 
all the best amateur musical entertainments which have taken place here 
for several years, and was also a valuable member of St. Stephen's choir" 
(BC, 7 October 1878). Dignan was an outstanding cornetist, and had been 
sergeant of the fourth Volunteer Band. He had also, during 1870, made 
unavailing efforts to revive this band. His death at the age of thirty-two 
deprived the Artillery Band of an esteemed musician. 
Beyond its military obligations the Artillery Band made a valuable 
contribution to the community in a number of ways. It promoted excursions 
to raise band funds, and played a nunnber of engagements in miscellaneous 
entertainments. One of the most interesting of these was the band's 
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participation, with the Orpheus Glee Society and the German Glee Club, in 
a serenade tendered to the new Governor, Sir Arthur Kennedy, on 10 May 
1877, at Government House. 
There is no comprehensive record of the strength of the Artillery 
Band; but in five Courier reports band numibers are given. Figures range 
from twelve to eighteen, but it is probable that the usual number was 
around seventeen. There is also no clear indication of the band's instru-
mentation, but it is most likely that the balance Seal had used in other 
bands (brass, woodwind, and percussion) pertained also to the Band of 
No.l Battery. The only explicit mention of instruments is given in a 
report in the Week (30 December 1876, p. 775), which refers to "the E 
Flat and B Flat clarionette" and "the E Flat baritone." 
The only specific mention of music played by the Artillery Band is 
to be found in concert programmes; and with regard to these there is 
some enigma. It has been noted that it was Andrew Seal's customary practice 
to present his bands in promenade concerts when they were able to perform 
at an acceptable level. It is clear that the Artillery Band was ready 
for such work within a year of its formation; and following the publica-
tion of Snelling's letter late in 1876, it gave a season of concerts in 
the Botanic Gardens that ran from 1 Decemiber 1876 to 26 February 1877. 
The concerts received good press reports, and were well attended; yet 
the band gave no such season in later years. One wonders why this should 
have been so, and also why the band took no part in the band contests of 
1877 and 1878. 
The season of promenade concerts consisted of eleven performances. 
The Courier of 23 Decennber 1876 noted that it was the intention of the 
band to give concerts on alternate Saturdays, during the summer, and four 
such concerts were given: the first on 23 December, two in January, and 
one in February. The remaining seven concerts were moonlight promenades. 
The programmes of eight of the concerts (including one Saturday concert) 
appear in the Courier; and of these a selected three are reproduced as 
Appendix 0. 
Most of the evening programmes have eight items, and the afternoon 
programme has six. Of sixty-three items, the march and dance total out-
numibers the operatic and serious works at the rate of seven to four; and 
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this is a reasonable indication that the Artillery Band was not, at this 
stage at least, so mature a band as the Metropolitan Band, or the later 
third Volunteer Band. Nevertheless, it is also clear that it was a band 
of some standing, with a more developed technique than that of its contemp-
orary, the Band of No.3 Company. 
Examination of the programmes of the concert season suggests that 
the band library included four marches (probably concert marches), six 
waltzes, ten galops, and five quadrilles, as well as eight selections or 
pot-pourris, four cavatinas or arias, two overtures, and one duet. There 
were also arrangements of several sections of Mozart's Twelfth Mass, Of 
the well-known composers (usually composers of opera) those most favoured 
were Bellini, Donizetti, Verdi, Mozart, Rossini, and Strauss. 
Without firm supportive evidence, one can only guess that the band's 
failure to adopt a more active concert role during the period from early 
1877 to the end of 1879 may have been due to a limited view of the band's 
function as an adjunct to the Battery's purely military activities. 
There was perhaps some suggestion of this in the report of the Battery's 
annual general meeting in 1879 (BC, 26 February). The question of a 
brigade band was mooted; and it has been noted that the Band of No.3 
Company had recently been made a battalion band. The opinion of the 
meeting, however, was that the Battery should have a band of its own, and 
mennbers pledged financial support. This was adequate for the 1870s, but 
the 1880s brought radical changes. 
The First Band Contests 
In 1923 Charles Dudley, formerly deputy bandmaster of the Gympie 
Oddfellows' Band, wrote an account of the first Queensland band contest. 
The account probably appeared in a periodical in 1923. It was reproduced 
in "The Bandsman's Year Book" incorporated in the official programme 
printed for the Australian Championship Band Contest held in Sydney, 27 
January to 2 February 1938 (pp. 70-71), and the following is taken from 
this source. 
Just 52 years ago . . . the M.U.I.O.O.F. and G.U.I.O.O.F. 
Lodges of Gympie decided to have a band, to be confined to its 
own mennbers, and a little later this was carried into effect. 
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Bands in those days were really very poor, judging them from a 
musical standard, their programmes consisting of marches, 
quadrilles, etc. For a time we were no exception to the rule, 
but in '75 there came to Gympie from England, a man with some 
repute as a player and conductor—the late John Snell. . . . 
In 1877 the first band contest in Queensland was announced 
to take place in Brisbane in the Gardens, in August, and we 
decided to enter. When one thinks of those far back days, and 
the difficulties of getting a band to Brisbane with no railway, 
it speaks much for the enthusiasm of its mennbers, but friends 
came to our assistance with horses and vehicles and, after a few 
breakdowns, we were enabled to reach Tewantin, where we spent 
the night. . . . 
We reached Brisbane (per Culgoa) early on a Sunday morning, 
being met by the Comimittee, who billeted us at the old Union 
Hotel. After a 'fresh up' we went in to breakfast, when the 
Committee requested us to play a tune first, which we acceded 
to. So the music was placed on top of the crockery and we gave 
them the 'Hallelujah Chorus," which, I venture to say, would be 
the first time it was played in Brisbane by a band. . . . 
Then came the night of the contest, when a very big audience 
was present. Several Brisbane bands had entered, but they all 
'funked' and did not play, but left us to play and win by default. 
It was not a matter of great surprise that they refused to 
play, seeing that their own choice contest pieces were marches, 
schottisches, etc., while we were 'billed' to play the 'Gloria' 
and 'Don Juan,' which had something of a classical ring about 
them. Probably most bands would withdraw under similar circum-
stances . 
Thus ended the first Queensland Band Contest, but the band 
that won kept in existence for 30 years after, only under another 
name, and for a numiber of years scooped the pool at contests in 
many of our towns. 
The story as related has gained some currency, and obviously provided 
Percy Brier with source material for his account of the contest (Percy 
Brier, p. 6). It is well, therefore, to set the record straight. 
On 15 August 1877 the Courier carried the advertisement for a band 
contest. The Manchester Unity of Oddfellows offered a silver cup of the 
value of £20, to be competed for by brass bands in the Botanic Gardens on 
21 August, at eight p.m. Bands wishing to compete were to send in the 
names of three pieces which they intended to play. Entry fee was £2. 
The judges were to be Messrs. Jefferies, Atkinson, and Rosenstengel. 
(Jefferies was later replaced by Mr Newbury), 
It would appear that the bands had little enough time to prepare; 
but there must have been some earlier notification, for the Gympie band 
were in Brisbane four days after the publication of the advertisement. 
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On the day of the contest the Courier carried a report that three bands— 
the City Band, the Band of No.3 Company of Rifles, and the Gympie Odd-
fellows' Band— had given notice of their intention to compete. Judges 
would be in ignorance of which band was playing, and each band had adopted 
a motto for identification. Programmes as submitted were published in 
the Courier. The three programmes were as follows: 
Schottische—"Emmeline." -
Galop—"Foxhunter." 
March—"Come where my love lies 
dreaming ." 
Selection—"Don Juan." - Mozart 
Fantasia—"On German Songs." - Basquit 
Gloria—"12th Mass." - Mozart 
Lancers—"Pet." - R. Smith 
Waltz—"Adelia." 
Grand Slow March—"Festival."^,. 
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Reference to Dudley's account reveals that the second of the programmes 
was the one to be presented by the Gympie Band. It was obviously a more 
difficult and demanding programme than those the other bands had selected. 
The selections were varied, noted the Courier, and would afford those 
present an enjoyable hour. There was apparently some intention to make 
the contest an annual event, for the Courier expressed the hope that the 
event would "incite those who fail to strong efforts to be the winners 
next year." 
The following day the Courier printed its account of the contest—or 
non-contest: 
The Manchester Union of Oddfellows, and indeed the large 
nunnber who attended in the gardens last night to hear the 
competition of the bands have to thank the Gympie band that 
they heard any music at all. For some reason yet unexplained 
publicly, the City Band and No.3 Company Rifle Volunteer Band 
withdrew from the contest. Some satisfactory explanation of 
this is certainly due to the public from these bands, as their 
conduct at present appears deserving of very grave censure, and 
was on all sides condemned. . , , 
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There were about two thousand people present, and as some compensation 
the Gympie Band presented a programme. The judges, though no other band 
competed, decided to award the prize. They also "expressed themselves in 
high terms of appreciation of the successful performance, and congratulated 
Mr. Snell, their conductor, upon his band, and the band upon their 
conductor. . . . " The wish was expressed that in the not far distant 
future Brisbane would possess a band able to successfully compete for the 
trophy. 
It was most unfortunate that the contest, having attracted so large 
a crowd, should have so turned out. What defence the City Band offered 
for their withdrawal is not known; but the Courier's comments evoked a 
tart response from Captain Snelling, of No.3 Company: 
Sir,—Referring to the strictures in your issue of this 
morning, as regards the absence of competitors at the band 
contest in the gardens last night, I beg space to state that 
the members of the Band No.3 Company Q.V. Rifles tendered their 
withdrawal on Monday evening. ^  
DO 
In further extenuation, it may be pointed out that the Rifles Band during 
that week had, with Exhibition and other engagements, been busy; and no 
doubt the contest, at the time, did not appear to have the historical 
significance that retrospect has conferred on it. At any rate, there was 
apparently no ill-feeling between the Gympie Band and the Rifles Band, 
for on the evening of 23 August both bands appeared in a moonlight 
promenade concert in the Gardens. In this the Rifles Band kept to its 
march and dance repertoire; and the Gympie Band, in addition to a glee 
and an item enigmatically entitled "Deliverance," also played a march, a 
valse, and a quadrille (B£, 23 August 1877). 
What does not emerge from the publicized account of the first Queens-
land band contest is that a further contest was promoted for the evening 
of Friday 24 August. On Thursday 23 August the Courier carried a pertinent 
paragraph: 
We understand that the bands of the various instrumental 
corps now in Brisbane are invited to a contest at the exhibition 
grounds on Friday next. It seems rather a pity that the late 
instrumental competition should have passed off so tamely as it 
has, and we hope to see all the bands now in practice in the 
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city muster on the grounds for a friendly contest. The fact 
that the Gympie Oddfellows' band was unopposed recently cannot 
be taken as conclusive evidence of their superiority, and the 
honor of the metropolis should surely be upheld in a matter of 
this kind. In addition, we believe, the National Association 
will offer a suitable trophy to the victors, so that there will 
be something more than the bare glory of victory concerned. 
The Exhibition contest was advertised on the morning of 24 August, with 
competitors to submit programmes by noon. On Saturday, the Courier gave 
its report: 
In the evening there was a very large attendance, one of the 
principal attractions no doubt being the band contest which was 
to have taken place. Unfortunately, owing to the departure 
earlier than was expected of the steamer Culgoa, the members of 
the Gympie band were compelled to leave Brisbane during the 
early portion of the evening, and were unable to take part in 
the contest. The only other entry was that of the band of No.3 Co. 
Q.V.R., who consequently had a "walk over." They played several 
selections of martial, dance, and other music in very good 
style, and the judges considered their execution of quite 
sufficient merit to entitle them to the prize—a bandmaster's 
staff—which was accordingly awarded. 
In making the presentation, A.H. Palmer congratulated the Rifles Band on 
"the rapid progress which they had made during the sixteen months they 
had been in existence." 
Queensland's first band contest was thus a double-barrelled affair, 
and both barrels went off half-cocked. Two winners emerged, neither of 
whom had faced competition. 
There can be no doubt that the Gympie Oddfellows' Band was doing 
good work, and in fact band activity was commendably vigorous in the area 
throughout the nineteenth century. The goldfield was opened up in 1867, 
and within two years the town had a band. It performed during the 
Governor's visit to the Wide Bay area in 1869; and some surprise was 
expressed at their remarkable proficiency, considering the short time the 
instruments had been in their possession (BC, 4 Septennber 1869). The 
Oddfellows' Band, from evidence in Dudley's account, was formed in 1871; 
and the cornetist John Snell became its conductor about 1875. Under his 
influence the band turned from the earlier march and dance repertoire to 
performance of operatic selections. Dudley notes that the band was made 
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up of miners; and it is likely that many were Cornishmen or Welsh, who 
had brought their musical skills with them from the homeland. 
Without denying the merit of the Gympie Band, some points in Dudley's 
account attract comment. It was not true that metropolitan bands had not 
advanced beyond playing marches and dances, though this may have applied 
to the two bands (No.3 Company Band and the recently re-organized Hibernian 
Band) that were associated with the Gympie Band during their visit. The 
best Brisbane band at the time was probably the Artillery Band, which was 
well capable of performing operatic selections; but the Artillery Band 
did not offer to compete. And it is certainly not true that the first 
band performance of Handel's "Hallelujah Chorus" in Brisbane was given by 
the Gympie Band. Seal's Metropolitan Band had performed the work as 
early as 1872, 
Brisbane's first real band contest was held in the following year. 
On 22 August 1878 the National Association advertised a Grand Brass Band 
Contest. The contest was to be held at the Exhibition on the evening of 
Friday, 23 August, with prizes of £10 and £5 being offered. Players, it 
was stipulated, must have joined their respective bands prior to 1 August, 
Bands would each play two pieces of their own selection. 
There is little information concerning the 1878 band contest, but a 
contest certainly took place. The judges were Messrs, Kaye, Brookes, and 
Sewell. The bands competing were the Band of the Toowoonnba Volunteer 
Rifles, the Band of the Metropolitan Battalion, and the Hibernian Band, 
The Toowoon±)a Band emerged winner, being "much the best of the three," 
The Metropolitan Battalion Band took second prize, and the Hibernian Band 
"played exceedingly well, considering the short time they had devoted to 
practice." The Courier observed, however, that the Toowoomba band was 
composed of men who were "more or less to be considered as professionals," 
while the majority of the battalion band were youths (BC, 24 August 
1878). 
Two band contests in two years would seem to imply a rising interest; 
but in fact it was more than fifteen years before another successful 




By the 1880s Brisbane was a colonial city. The 1880s generally were 
boom years, and Brisbane's population expanded greatly through migration. 
The construction of new railway lines facilitated strong suburban growth. 
The Sandgate line, which opened in 1882, gave access to a seaside recre-
ation area. 
Within the city improvements continued. Roads were metalled, and a 
horse-drawn trannway service began operating. Scavenger and sanitary 
services were introduced. Gas lighting, by 1880 normal in the city, was 
extending to the suburbs. The first effective use of electricity in the 
city began, and a limited telephone service was introduced. Reports 
generally indicate greater sophistication in social matters. 
Entertainment in the Eighties 
The entertainments of the 1880s do not appear to have differed greatly 
in kind from those offered during the 1870s, though scanning of press 
advertisements and reports in general gives the impression that something 
of the naivety of earlier years had been lost. As might be expected, 
there was an increase in the number of entertainments in the city, and 
probably qualitative improvements as shows of better standing found it 
profitable to visit the city. At the close of the year 1887, the Courier 
offered pertinent comment. 
The year now closing has to habitues of the theatre and 
concert-rooms proved a much more pleasing season than those 
which have preceded it. Brisbane has now earned for itself 
a name amongst the professional caterers for the evening 
amusements of the public. In the years past it was only a 
city which musical and dramatic companies would visit, as the 
Americans say, on the "off chance" of recouping the losses 
which their want of capacity or bad luck had brought them in 
the larger cities of the South. But latterly managers have 
discovered that in Brisbane the public is as capable of apprec-
iating and supporting competent companies and talented artists 
as it is in any other colonial capital. They have also 
discovered that it is useless bringing along the dregs of the 
musical and dramatic professions, and experiments of this sort 
are now seldom ventured upon.T 
Brisbane Courier, 31 December 1887; hereafter cited as BC, 
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As in the seventies, however, there was a constant flow of shows and 
performances of all kinds. 
At the close of the 1870s, Brisbane had two main theatres: the 
Queensland Theatre, and the Academy of Music or Bijou Theatre. The main 
halls were the old School of Arts, the Town Hall, and (later in the decade) 
the Exhibition Building, with some functions being staged in the Temperance 
Hall and the South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute. Under pressure of 
demand from a rising population, however, changes were made and new venues 
provided. 
In 1885 it was announced that the Queensland Theatre was to be pulled 
down, and a more suitable and commodious building erected on the site, in 
Elizabeth Street. The new theatre, which opened on Easter Monday of 1881 
with the comedy "Sour Grapes," was the Theatre Royal. Continuing in the 
tradition of the old Victoria and Queensland Theatres, its predecessors, 
it offered attractions of all kinds to Brisbane audiences during the 
remaining years of the century. 
Early in 1881 the old School of Arts also was taken down. As a 
suitable hall for musical performances, it had attracted criticism, but 
many programmes had nevertheless been staged there. "The want of a build-
ing specially designed for musical entertainments has for many years been 
much felt in Brisbane both for the performances of the Musical Union and 
for those of the many talented professionals who have visited the city," 
observed the Courier in 1881. "Half the pleasure of these entertainments 
has been lost owing to the unsuitability of the places in which they were 
given, but there was no help for it, as they were the only buildings 
available" (B£, 24 February 1881). In fact the old School of Arts building, 
though erected by the institution, had not been the property of the School 
of Arts for years, having been forfeit by financial default to the Queens-
land National Bank in the depression of the sixties. The committee of 
the School of Arts had been content to continue as tenants of the bank, 
rents received from shops more than balancing rent paid. The new School 
of Arts (formerly The Servants' Home, in Ann Street) was purchased in 
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1873, but not occupied by the institution till 1878. The materials 
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of the old School of Arts, however, rose again in a new hall fronting 
Adelaide Street, the Albert Hall, 
The foundation stone of the Albert Hall was laid in April 1881, 
and the first performance in the new hall was given by the visiting violin-
ist, Herr August Wilhemj, on 20 September. A week later the Musical Union 
performed in the new hall. The Courier reported that the hall had 
excellent acoustic properties, and was admirably suited for concerts or 
theatrical performances (BC, 21 September 1881). Commercial pressures, 
however, once again tended to exclude community-based performance. In 
1885 a Courier editorial complained that Brisbane still needed a "well-
appointed and properly constructed concert hall. . . " (BC, 28 August 
1885). The need was to persist throughout the colonial years. Serving 
professional entrepreneurial ends, the Albert Hall in 1884 underwent 
extensive alterations and improvements. Its grand opening under a new 
name. Academy of Music, was advertised (BC, 23 Decennber 1884) for Boxing 
Night. Capable of seating between six and seven hundred persons, the 
auditorium was "the coolest, most comfortable and completely-ventilated 
place of entertainment in the colonies," Within two years, however, 
further alterations were made, and the hall re-opened in October 1885 as 
the Gaiety Theatre. 
In 1885 tenders were called for the construction of a new Opera 
House, to be built in Queen Street, and opened in eighteen months. In 
fact it was not until April 1888 that the Opera House opened; but for 
nearly a century from that time it served Brisbane well, offering perform-
ances of many kinds. As with the other theatres, however, the Opera 
House was not generally used for community-based productions. 
During the 1880s many venues in Brisbane were used for performances 
by local societies and artists, but the most significant of these were 
the Protestant Hall, the Centennial Hall, and the Exhibition Building. 
The first two of these were built during the 1880s, but the Exhibition 
Building dated from 1875. The Town Hall, which had accommodated many 
productions since the 1850s, was increasingly in disfavour, being acoustic-
ally poor, and also vulnerable to outside noise interference. One Lieder-
tafel concert given there in November 1885, for example, was interrupted 
three times: once by a harp and violin performance in the street, once 
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by the bagpipes of the Queensland Scottish Rifles, and once (during a 
piano solo, "Last Hope, or the Story of a Broken Heart") by shouts of 
"Hot pies!" (BC, 5 November 1885). 
The Exhibition Building, as reports indicate, was not primarily 
intended to be a concert venue, but had the advantage of size. Despite 
its distance from the city centre, it was spacious enough to accommodate 
large-scale performance, including the grandiose choral productions that 
were popular in Brisbane during the 1880s and 1890s. Concert use of the 
building began in the late 1870s. The annual report of the National 
Association for 1880 reported that "during the year the building has been 
thoroughly tested as a concert hall, and has been found in every respect 
suitable for the purpose" (BC, 29 October 1880). The inauguration of the 
tramway system in 1885 greatly improved ease of access. In June 1888, 
however, the building was destroyed by fire. Constructed of painted 
wood, with a pine floor, it was totally consumed in about thirty minutes 
(BC, 14 June 1888). In the following month the National Association took 
steps to erect a temporary replacement building, and announced a competi-
tion for design of a permanent structure, with prizes of £50, £25, and 
£15. It was hoped to erect the new building by 1889 (B£, 5 July 1888). 
By 13 August 1888 the plans for the new building were on display; but in 
fact the foundation stone was not laid until April 1891. 
The Protestant Hall, in Ann Street, near Petrie Bight, was officially 
opened on 21 May 1882, though the Musical Union had opened its 1882 season 
there earlier in the month, with an audience of nearly five hundred. The 
hall was "a neat substantial-looking structure of brick," incorporating 
(as well as the hall) two shops, a lodge-room, and the office of the 
Grand Lodge of the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society (BC, 22 May 1882). 
"Euterpe's" comment on the new hall was that it was "one of the neatest 
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and most comfortable music halls in the colony." This was the hall 
subsequently most favoured by the Musical Union for its concerts. 
The hall which eventually came to be most favoured by the Brisbane 
Liedertafel was the Centennial Hall. Situated in Adelaide Street it was 
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opened on 14 May 1888 with a Scandinavian Society Ball. The hall was 
constructed for dancing, concert, or theatrical purposes, and had seating 
capacity for about seven hundred on the lower floor, with another three 
hundred in the gallery (BC, 15 May 1888). 
It should be pointed out that, despite the lack in the city centre 
of a good hall specifically designed for music performance and dedicated 
to that end, there were halls of one kind or another in the area, in 
which concerts could be staged, provided demands were not too exacting. 
As early as January 1883 Sandgate had its Town Hall, reported to be a 
handsome and commodious building capable of seating five hundred (BC, 27 
January 1883). In March 1888 the Sandgate School of Arts was opened. 
Valley residents had both the Foresters' Hall and the Oddfellows' Hall. 
South Brisbane had the Mechanics' Institute Hall (admittedly small, 
accommodating an audience of fewer than three hundred), and the Good 
Templars' Hall. This hall was extensively altered and improved in 1883, 
in response to local demand. Re-opened in August, it could hold an 
audience of four hundred (BC, 24 August 1883). Late in the decade a new 
venue, the South Brisbane Hall, Boggo Road, was available. Woolloongabba 
residents had the Five Ways Assennbly Hall, which, it was reported, could 
provide comfortable seating for a thousand persons, with space in the 
gallery for two hundred more (BC, 4 November 1889). 
Toowong had the Institute Hall, improved and re-opened in 1883. In 
1887 the Brisbane German Turnverein opened its clubhouse at the corner 
of Melbourne and Manning Streets, which incorporated a sizeable hall 
(BC, 25 May 1887). This building was unfortunately destroyed by fire in 
February 1889. Its replacement, built in Vulture Street, was opened in 
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1890. Some performance areas were incorporated in buildings not built 
as halls. The Brisbane Exchange building, completed in 1883 at the 
corner of Albert and Queen Streets, contained the Hapsburg concert-room 
(leased by Beale and Company), which could seat two hundred persons (BC, 
28 July 1883). Some concerts were given in a performance area in the 
Courier Building, opened in 1886. 
Performance venues in and around Brisbane, clearly, were not lacking. 
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It seems obvious that, in the prevailing conditions, the provision of a 
hall dedicated to music and serving local interests only was not a 
commercially viable proposition, and neither Colonial nor municipal 
government could—or would—find the necessary capital. Most inconvenienced 
were the large-scale choral performances. In 1888, for example, the 
Brisbane Liedertafel, in its quest for optimal performance conditions, 
used six different halls for its six concerts. "It is to be hoped," 
commented the annual report, "that eventually a suitable concert hall 
may be erected in the centre of this city" (BC^ , 30 January 1889). 
Professional visiting performances, including opera, were sufficiently 
provided for. 
One entertainment complex opened in the 1880s merits some attention, 
both for intrinsic interest, and also for the fact that it offered employ-
ment to local musicians. This was the Queensport Aquarium, at Hemmant. 
Its opening was reported in the Courier of 8 August 1889, and it operated 
throughout the 1890s. It stood on eleven acres of land at the back of 
Gibson Island, by a stretch of water still known as Aquarium Passage. 
Accessible mainly by water, it attracted crowds during week-ends and on 
public holidays. Part zoo and part fun-fair, it included a concert hall 
100 feet by 50 feet (about 30 metres by 15 metres) surrounded by a 
promenade, with stage, dressing rooms, and "all the appurtenances of a 
theatre." At one end, reported the Courier, "is the electric organ—the 
only one in the colony, we believe" (BC, 8 August 1889). 
Music in the Cocimunity 
In 1884 Pugh's Almanac offered comment on music in the Colony: 
Nowhere in the Australasian Colonies is music more cultiv-
ated than in Queensland. In the Metropolis this is especially 
the case and probably there are more amateur musicians in 
Brisbane than in any city in the Colonies taking population 
into consideration. In several towns of the Colony musical 
societies have been established the most important being in 
Brisbane .c 
A Courier editorial of 20 June 1885 gave qualified support. 
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. . .if there is one thing more than another on which Brisbane 
prides itself, it is on being distinctly a music-loving town; 
but then again the melancholy fact remains that there is music 
and music, and as a rule the musical standard of Brisbane is 
not a high one. Opera-bouffe, or any musical entertainment of 
a similar class, never fails to draw a crowded audience, and 
even a Christy Minstrel troupe will not lack support; but 
let accomplished musicians such as Wilhelmj, Ketten, Camilla 
Urso, or the Mendelssohn Quintette Club visit us, and what is 
the result? They play to almost empty benches, and quit the 
town disheartened and disgusted. The reason for this is perfectly 
clear, and is simply that their performances are beyond the 
comprehension of their audiences. We do not mean to say that 
people cannot be found in Brisbane who are capable of properly 
understanding, appreciating, and enjoying classical music; but 
the nunnber of these is so few that they cannot give sufficient 
pecuniary returns to induce the best musicians to visit Brisbane. 
The best music cannot be enjoyed by the general public, for the 
simple reason that they are not sufficiently educated, in a 
musical sense, to understand it. . . . 
With due allowance for a considerable local bias in the quote from 
Pugh's Almanac, and the fact that the Courier had an axe to grind, it is 
nevertheless clear that there was good interest in music in Brisbane 
during the 1880s. This is evident not only in the increased numbers of 
concert and performance venues available; it is also clear in the nunnber 
and quality of visits by professional performers. Visits by opera 
companies increased, and more solo performers of quality visited the 
city. Brisbane for the first time heard performances by a skilled 
professional orchestra, a professional choir, and (with some latitude in 
terminology) a professional chamiber group. At the same time music 
activities emanating from within the community strengthened, improved, 
and diversified. The Musical Union continued to dominate the mixed-voice 
choral scene, but other secular choirs also performed from time to time. 
Male-voice choral singing, practised in the Colony at least since the 
sixties, blossomed in the work of the Brisbane Liedertafel. The first 
attempt to found a free-standing orchestral society was made, and had 
some success. Church music improved. Within the armed forces several 
bands were established, including a semi-professional Headquarters Band 
of good quality; and some civilian bands operated at varying levels of 
efficiency. 
As in the 1870s, the theatres employed local musicians in their 
orchestras, and in the spate of migration during the 1880s more musicians 
came to Brisbane. Without adverting to residents mentioned in preceding 
chapters, musicians who were prominent in the 1880s included H.J, Pollard 
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and W,A. Caflisch (both important in the development of the Brisbane 
Liedertafel), Dr. A. Walters, W.H. Wilson, F. Eugarde, Seymour Dicker, 
A. Kaye, and the cornetists J.D. Owen (Headquarters Band) and D.G, Bloom-
field. Some mennbers of the Austrian Band, notably the cellist Patek and 
the horn player 0. Kuhr, remained in Brisbane. Kuhr, in particular, was 
an esteemed performer in the city for many years. A valuable acquisition 
was L. Rosenstengel (nephew of F.N. Rosenstengel), oboist and all-round 
musician, from the Conservatorium of Music, Saxonweimer. It is also 
significant that during the 1880s a numiber of young musicians, who had 
received much of their training in Brisbane, were active. These included 
the Atkinson family, the sons of A. Benvenuti (Luigi, Victor and Italo), 
the family of R.T. Jefferies, and N.P. Larsen (conductor, cornetist, and 
strings player). 
Following the tradition of earlier years, many concerts were given 
during the 1880s, and in these, small concert orchestras were active. 
There was some chamber music performed, but perhaps not so much as in 
former years. One interesting development was the opening of a local 
branch of the Trinity College of London. This step, taken at the instance 
of W.H. Wilson in 1882, made available to the city the cohesive music 
examination structure of a recognized authority. 
Visiting Professional Performances 
During the eighties both vocal and instrumental soloists of acknow-
ledged standing visited Brisbane. Vocal performers included the Carandini 
family, who had visited the centre during the sixties and seventies. 
Amy Sherwin, "The Tasmanian Nightingale," who had achieved success in 
Europe and America, gave performances in October 1887 (BC, 29 September 
1887). The most impressive visiting singer, however, was Charles Santley, 
English baritone, who gave a series of concerts in the Opera House, and 
also performed with the Brisbane Musical Union. Four other singers were 
in the Santley party: Mrs. Palmer (soprano), Madame Christian (contralto), 
Robert Kennedy (tenor), and W.H. Poole (basso)(BC, 22 June 1889). Instru-
mental performers included Madame Olga Duboin, Russian pianist, who 
appeared at the old School of Arts in May 1880. Later in the same year 
Henry Ketten, pianist, gave a series of recitals. Ketten gave further 
performances in early 1881. His instrument, as advertised in the Courier, 
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was an "Iron" concert grand, by Pleyel, Wolff and Co., of Paris (BC_, 23 
April 1881). Two visiting violinists were Signer Ortori (1881) and Herr 
August Wilhemj (1881). It was Wilhemj who gave the first performance in 
the new Albert Hall. Late in 1884, Mr J. Radcliffe, flute performer, 
visited Brisbane, giving not only performances, but also talks and demonstra-
tions relating to various types of flute (including bass flute), and their 
history. Appearing with Radcliff was Miss Pauline Rita, vocalist. Early 
in 1887 Cyril de Valmency, a pianist of some note, appeared at the Town 
Hall, his performances including Liszt and Chopin. 
A visiting cornet soloist who performed in Brisbane from time to 
time was the immensely popular Herr von der Mehden, who was something of 
a showman as well as a serious performer. He appeared with various 
shows and bands, and seems to have had a formidable technique. In March 
1885, with the Faust family of entertainers, he appeared at the Academy 
of Music. In addition to his advertised "inimitable Cornet Solo," he 
performed popular airs on "Plates, Bottles, and the Glokenspiel" (BC^ , 8 
March 1885). During the same month he appeared by invitation at a Brisbane 
Liedertafel concert. Writing in the late 1930s, R.H. McAnally drew on 
his memories of von der Mehden's ability: 
Perhaps the pre-eminent recollection of outstanding soloist 
work with Bands is the playing of Her Von De Mehden [sic]. 
Throughout the decades from early youth I can still hear that 
beautiful, crystal-clear tone, the perfect phrasing, absolute 
control over a vast register, and the most wonderfully effective 
system of articulation, especially triple-tongueing. Surely a 
cornetist of peerless brilliance. . . ., 
An event unprecedented in Brisbane was the visit in 1887 of the Fisk 
Jubilee Singers; and the visit had musical, historical, and social 
significance. The Courier recorded their arrival. 
The members of the Jubilee Company of coloured singers 
arrived in Brisbane by the City of Melbourne yesterday after-
noon, and they will give their first concert at the Gaiety 
Theatre this evening. The company has an almost world-wide 
renown, not only for the excellence and unique character of the 
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performance, but for the indomitable perseverance with which, 
in the early part of their career, they fought against class 
and colour prejudice in their own country, and their comparative 
obscurity when they went further afield, the result being that 
they succeeded in the object with which they originally started, 
namely, in procuring the large sum of £30,000 as an endowment 
fund for the Fisk University at Nashville, U,S.A, Starting as 
paupers, literally without scrip and without money, having to 
live from hand to mouth, and depending upon their daily earnings 
to pay for their daily subsistence, they made a reputation for 
unrivalled vocalisation, which gradually filled their halls 
with audiences who listened rapturously to the harmony, power, 
and bell-like sweetness of their singing. They were the first 
fruits of the great emancipation of the slaves in America, , , 
The choir's Brisbane season was successful, and a further visit was made 
in June 1889. 
During the 1870s Brisbane had experienced two seasons of serious 
operatic performance, with two more of comic opera. During the 1880s 
there were at least six seasons of serious operatic performance, and a 
great number of operatic presentations on the less serious level. Seasons 
of serious opera were presented in 1881, 1882 (two seasons), 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887, the companies being The Montague-Turner English Opera 
Company, the Cagli Italian Opera Company, and Simonsen's Royal Italian 
Opera Company. 
The Montague-Turner Opera Company (principals Miss Annis Montague 
and Mr. Charles Turner), offered four seasons of opera, each of twenty-
four nights. Opening dates were 20 June 1881, 10 July 1882, 20 February 
1884, and 27 January 1885. The company had a reasonably wide repertoire. 
In its first season (1881) it presented The Bohemian Girl and The Rose 
of Castile (both by Balfe); Faust (Gounod); Maritana (Wallace); II 
Trovatore (Verdi); Martha (Flotow); and Mignon (Annbroise Thomas). The 
advertised prospectus for the 1882 season again offered these works, and 
added Lucrezia Borgia and Lucia di Lammermoor (both by Donizetti). In 
1884 The Rose of Castile was deleted, but added were Norma (Bellini), 
and Paul and Virginia (Victor Masse). Paul and Virginia was a French 
opera, recently written. It was advertised as "a Romantic Opera," given 
for the first time in Queensland (BC, 12 February 1884). The repertoire 
for 1885 listed eleven works, including Carmen (Bizet), and Fra Diavolo 
(Auber); but Paul and Virginia was deleted. 
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It is indicative of Brisbane's advancing maturity that the city not 
only attracted an increased nunnber of operatic performances, but also 
that these performances were offered at rates that brought attendance 
within the reach of the ordinary wage-earner. Before the 1881 Montague-
Turner season the Courier noted with approval (BC, 7 June 1881) that the 
company was going to set a good example by putting Brisbane on the same 
footing as the southern capitals. "When other first-class opera companies 
have visted us it has been found necessary to compensate for the disadvant-
age of a smaller population by making an increased charge, but the manage-
ment of the coming company have resolved to keep to the rates charged in 
Sydney." In 1882 the company's rates at the door were five shillings, 
three shillings, and one shilling. In 1884, the pit price was raised 
from one shilling to two, but in 1885 it was back to one shilling. 
Other companies appear to have charged similar rates. Stanley's Opera 
Company (1885), offering comic opera, charged four shillings, three 
shillings, and one shilling, Cagli's Italian Opera in 1882 followed the 
Montague-Turner example. Farley's Opera (1886) charged five shillings 
for the expensive seats, one shilling for the cheapest. Opera for one 
shilling was a bargain. The Brisbane citizen would expect to pay that 
for a locally-produced popular concert, and take his chances as to its 
quality. 
The two Italian opera companies were obviously highly professional. 
Cagli's Italian Opera Company in 1882 advertised a list of twenty operas 
from which works to be performed would be chosen (BC, 18 November 1882). 
The company adopted the expedient of giving several operatic concerts 
some weeks before the season opened (November 1882), and then inviting 
subscriptions. The season was planned for sixteen performances, four 
per week over four weeks (BC, 5 Novennber 1882). Works performed included 
II Trovatore, Lucrezia Borgia, La Sonnannbula, La Traviata, Norma, La 
Favorita, Faust, and Un Ballo in Maschera. 
Simonsen's Royal Italian Opera season of 1887 was probably the most 
impressive Brisbane had yet witnessed. The season proposed (BC, 25 
March 1887) was for thirty performances (fifteen operas) over five weeks 
at the Theatre Royal, on terms very similar to those offered in Sydney, 
Performances given included several operas that would not have been 
familiar to Brisbane audiences—for example, Don Giovanni, Rigoletto, 
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Roberto Devereux, and Romeo and Juliet, "Euterpe" noted that Brisbane's 
winter westerlies had played havoc with the performers' voices, and it 
appears that financially the season was not rewarding; but artistically, 
it was highly successful. The company might never return, but "there 
are many in this city who will be slow to forget the delight they have 
experienced in listening to the best all-round performance of Italian 
g 
opera ever given in the Australias." 
Simonsen's orchestra, noted "Euterpe," made up for any chance 
disappointment. "Nicely balanced, superbly conducted, their performances 
were a nightly treat." Its conductor. Signer Hazon, however, received 
little more than passing mention in reports. In fact, the orchestras of 
all three companies through the six main seasons received press praise— 
in small amounts, Leon Caron, of the Montague-Turner Company, was no 
stranger to Brisbane audiences, and he was invariably well received. At 
the close of the 1881 season the Courier (20 July 1881) acknowledged his 
skill. 
The success of the various operatic performances of the 
Montague-Turner Company has been very largely contributed to 
by the leader of the orchestra, whose talent as a composer and 
leader is acknowledged throughout the Australian colonies. M, 
Leon Caron is well known as the composer of the prize cantata 
performed at the opening of the Melbourne Exhibition, and 
everyone who has attended the opera during the past season will 
acknowledge that to his skilful and scientific handling of the 
baton a very large portion of the success of the instrumental 
part of the performance is due. 
Before the opening of the 1882 season of the Montague-Turner Company the 
Courier (7 July 1882) noted that Caron, "that excellent musician, is 
still with the company, and we need, therefore, have no misgivings as to 
the orchestral music." These, and other comments in later years, confirm 
that Caron was indeed an "excellent musician." 
It seems to have been the practice for operatic companies in Brisbane 
to employ local musicians in their orchestras, though they may have 
brought a core of lead players with them. Cagli's company, in 1882, for 
example, employed some of the best local violinists. Specifically 
mentioned in the 1881 Montague-Turner orchestra were Benvenuti (violin) 
and Quinn (cello). Also mentioned is Mr Hodge (probably not local), 
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performer on "clarionet and saxaphone." This is the first observed 
mention of saxophone in Brisbane's musical history (BC, 20 July 1881). 
One would dearly like to know the size and instrumentation of the 
various orchestras; but on these points of interest press reports say 
nothing at all. Nevertheless the example of good professional orchestral 
playing was strong in the serious operatic presentations of the decade. 
It is to be noted that some companies visiting Brisbane offered both 
serious and comic opera. The Royal English Opera Company, for example, 
in a season opening 24 April 1882, performed Maritana, Martha, Der 
Freischiitz, The Rose of Castile, and The Bohemian Girl, as well as The 
Grand Duchess of Girolstein and H.M.S. Pinafore. Farley's Opera season, 
opening in the Academy of Music on 5 October 1885, advertised thirteen 
works (BC, 27 Septennber 1886), including serious opera such as Faust and 
Carmen, with lighter works by Offenbach. 
Among the companies offering comic opera, or opera bouffe, were 
Kelly and Leon's Comedy Opera Company (1881); South's Opera Company 
(1882); the London Opera Bouffe Company (1883); the Royal Comic Opera 
Company (1884 and 1885); Williamson, Garner and Musgrove's Comic Opera 
Company (1884); Stanley's Opera Company (1885); and Rignold and Allison's 
English and Comic Opera Company (1887). The comic opera orchestras were 
possibly not so large as the orchestras of the serious opera companies. 
Kelly and Leon's Company, in 1881, had an orchestra of five, all local 
players: Eugarde (leader, violin). Miss Dignan (piano), Larsen (cornet), 
Benvenuti (double bass), and Gus Dignan (clarinet). 
Offered a number of times in Brisbane during the 1880s was Pollard's 
Lilliputian Opera, The company used a juvenile cast, and presented 
(probably in modified form) such works as Plarquette's Chimes of Normandy: 
or The Miser and his Gold. Local children were recruited for the cast, 
but the core of the company was the entrepreneurial Pollard family, and 
a good orchestra was maintained. In June 1884 C.A. Pollard was lessee 
and manager, as well as conductor and musical director; Fred Pollard 
led the orchestra; Maud, May, and Olive Pollard were in the cast; Tom 
Pollard was stage director. One member of the family (and sometime 
member of the company) was H.J. Pollard, In 1882 he settled in Brisbane, 
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and advertised tuition in singing, pianoforte and clarinet; but he was 
a versatile musician with other skills. During the eighties he did 
valuable work for Brisbane in the South Brisbane Musical Society, the 
Brisbane Orchestral Society, and the Brisbane Liedertafel, 
Orchestrally, the most significant event in Brisbane during the 
eighties, an event unparalleled during the colonial years, was the series 
of performances given by the Austrian Band. Despite the name, the "band" 
was in fact an orchestra, the only professional orchestra to visit Brisbane, 
performing in its own right, during the nineteenth century. 
On 22 March 1881 the Courier reported that the Austrian Band would 
visit Brisbane. The full band would not appear, but some of the best 
artists, comprising all the soloists, on whom much praise had been bestowed 
by the Sydney and Melbourne press, would give a few concerts. An advertise-
ment (BC, 5 May 1881) stipulated six grand orchestral performances, the 
first to be given on 24 May, in the Town Hall. The advertisement quoted 
press reports from Melbourne, Geelong, Sydney, and Newcastle, all giving 
extravagant praise. A Sydney Morning Herald quotation, for example, 
stated that the Austrian Band "proved to be beyond comparison the finest 
body of Instrumentalists ever heard in the Colonies." 
It appears that the Austrian Band, as it performed in southern centres, 
was an orchestra of symphonic proportions. The Courier (25 May 1881) 
noted that in the southern colonies the band had numbered about sixty 
performers, of whom only about a dozen had come to Brisbane, "This 
probably is as many as the place could support," continued the report, 
"but we question the expediency of a small fraction of the noted band 
assuming the same title as the entire combination." In fact, a report 
of the following day stated that "the present band of Austrians numibers 
nineteen"; and perusal of reports indicates that this was probably 
accurate, the total party being twenty-two. No complete list of orchestral 
instrumentation is available, and some players at least played more than 
one instrument. Kotraschek (clarinet), Kuhr (horn), and Andrejewitch 
(bassoon) all appeared also as violinists; and other players may also 
have had dual instrumental roles. From available evidence, however, the 
instrumentation of the orchestra as it appeared in Brisbane was probably 
strings (perhaps nine or ten), flute, clarinet, bassoon, horn, cornet. 
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tronnbone, percussion, harp, keyboard (organ—probably harmonium), and 
possibly oboe. Obviously the group was winding down at the end of the 
tour, for its schedule was flexible. The ensemble that appeared in 
Brisbane was reduced to the essential limit, but the quality of its 
performance made a profound impression on Brisbane audiences. 
Central to the Austrian Band's Brisbane season were the six orchestral 
performances given in the Town Hall, for which prices were five shillings, 
three shillings, and one shilling. (The programme for the second of 
these concerts, given 25 May 1881, is reproduced in Appendix P). In 
addition to these concerts, the ensennble appeared in three festival 
Mendelssohn performances with the Brisbane Musical Union, and in sacred 
performances with St. Stephen's choir in the Cathedral. (These perform-
ances are discussed elsewhere in this chapter.) Two Saturday matinee 
performances were given, mainly for children; and the band performed 
for a fancy dress ball in the Exhibition Building. The programme for 
this, one of the great social events of the year, appeared in the Courier 
of 7 June 1881. As might have been expected the dancing progrannme 
consisted of "Strauss's Choicest Dance Music." The band also appeared 
on programmes with the Kelly and Leon Company, and with the Theatre 
Royal Dramatic Company. Some country performances were given, and the 
Austrian Band performed in a final benefit performance at the Town Hall 
on 20 June 1881. 
Probably no other professional performance event during the colonial 
period exercised more influence on the development of orchestral music 
in Brisbane than did that of the Austrian Band. For years the visit was 
referred to as a criterion of musical excellence, and the Courier reports 
of the time echoed the high praise of the southern papers. Brisbane 
people, reported the Courier (30 May 1881) "have in their midst the most 
perfect combination of musical talent that has ever visited the colony. . . 
Those who have not heard the Austrian Band can form but a faint conception 
of what is possible to a score of high-class musicians drilled into 
perfect accord by long association and careful discipline." Brisbane's 
gain, however, went beyond exemplary excellence. Five players at least 
(soloists on harp, horn, flute, cello, and cornet) remained in Brisbane 
for some time, and three of these appeared in Madame Mallalieu's benefit 
concert in Novemiber 1881 (BC, 7 November 1881). Patek, the cellist. 
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remained to teach in Brisbane. A benefit concert held for him, advertised 
in the Courier of 27 June 1882, included the services of another musician 
(Zemek), probably another of the Austrian Band violinists. The horn 
soloist, Kuhr, however, lived and performed in Brisbane at least until 
the late years of the century. George Sampson noted the worth of his 
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orchestral services. Not least m importance was that the library of 
the Austrian Band remained in Brisbane, and in 1888 came into the 
possession of the Brisbane Liedertafel for the use of its orchestra (BC, 
18 January 1888). 
Brisbane was fortunate in 1881 to have a further model of instrumental 
excellence in the performances of the Mendelssohn Quintette Club. This 
group gave nine performances in the Albert Hall. Six of these were in 
October 1881, after which the quintet made a western tour. It returned 
to give three more performances in November, also in the Albert Hall, 
then went on to Maryborough, Gympie. and Rockhampton. 
The Mendelssohn Quintette Club was an American chamber group of long 
experience, having been in existence over thirty years. "Euterpe" 
("Music", BC, 5 Novennber 1881) gives a summary of the group's history. 
The private performances of chamber music by a few artists in 
Boston led to a desire on the part of a few music lovers in 
that city for public performances of the same character, and 
this led to the formation of the club in the winter of 1848-9 . 
. . . Mendelssohn's opus 18 Quintette having been associated 
with much of their private study, led to their selecting the 
name of that favourite composer for their club. . . . 
The five original members of the ensemible played, respectively, violin 
(first), violin (second), viola and flute, viola and clarinet, and cello; 
and this instrumentation had been preserved. In 1881 the players were 
Isidor Schnitzler (first violin), Ernest Thiele (second violin), Thomas 
Ryan (viola and clarinet), William Schade (viola and flute), and Frederick 
Giese (cello). Cora Miller, soprano soloist, appeared with the quintet. 
Ryan and Schade could, and did, also play violin. Points of interest 
are that Ryan was an original member; that Schnitzler had studied violin 
with Joachim; and that Giese was playing a Stradivarius cello, the tone 
of which excited admiration. 
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Consideration reveals logic in the group's instrumentation. It 
could field a legitimate string quintet (two violins, two violas, and 
cello), a string quartet, or a string trio (violin, viola and cello). 
It could draw on the chamber repertoire of the clarinet quintet, and 
also on works for flute and string group. It could, and did, resolve 
itself into a small concert orchestra with some range of tonal diversity, 
and play arrangements of operatic overtures and other orchestral works. 
And it could offer supportive and complementary accompaniment to a vocal 
soloist, or to one of its own nunnber in instrumental solo. With the 
exception of string trio performance, it did all these things in its 
Brisbane appearances. It thus had considerable versatility, but in serious 
works could preserve artistic integrity in chamiber music that was denied 
to the numerically reduced Austrian Band in orchestral music. Like the 
Austrian Band, however, it was aware of economic realities, and also 
presented works whose titles suggest immediacy of popular appeal. (Two 
representative programmes are reproduced as Appendix Q.) 
Both the Austrian Band and the Mendelssohn Quintette Club encountered 
professional competition from other entertainment attractions in Brisbane, 
and profits were not commensurate with quality of performance. Both, 
however, made a lasting impression on the city's music-lovers. Such a 
musical treat as the Quintette's performances, commented the Courier, 
came seldom in a lifetime (BC, 27 October 1881). 
Choirs and Orchestras 
At the opening of the 1880s, the Brisbane Musical Union, with both 
choir and orchestra, was again operating strongly, and it maintained 
continuity throughout the remaining years of the century. It is apparent 
that the Musical Union was not meeting all the demands of the expanding 
metropolis, for other choral societies were formed, and—for the first 
time in Brisbane—an independent orchestra operated for a time. A consid-
erable expansion of choral activity was manifest in Brisbane of the 
1880s. The various choral movements gave expression to desire for local 
identity, for continuance of an ethnic musical tradition, or simply for 
music of a different kind from that to which the Brisbane Musical Union 
was committed. Choirs of the major churches held continuity, and other 
apparently free-standing choirs also served religious ends. In general. 
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however, the new secular choral bodies had a relatively short life-span. 
There were some interesting examples of instrumental ensemble participation 
in church performances, and small concert orchestras maintained strong 
activity. The most interesting new development of the 1880s, however, 
was the establishment of a male choir, the Brisbane Liedertafel, and its 
orchestra. 
The Brisbane Musical Union 
Following the return of R.T. Jefferies to Brisbane late in 1879, the 
Brisbane Musical Union gathered its strength to farewell the 1870s with 
a performance of Messiah. Its 1880 activities ran from the first week 
in January to the second week in Decemiber, and during that time the 
society presented or had major participation in nine concerts. The year 
was, in fact, as vigorous as the busiest years of the 1870s, the years 
1875 to 1877. The pressure of 1880, however, was not to be maintained. 
The society went through some difficult years during the decade, and the 
difficulties (as in the seventies) were in general associated with a 
change, or a threatened change, in leadership. Nevertheless, good activity 
was kept up. In every year the full quota of subscription concerts was 
produced; most years saw significant concert activity beyond this; and 
some years witnessed musical events that were truly memorable. (A full 
list of Brisbane Musical Union performances is to be found in Appendix 
J.) 
A list of the concert tallies for the years of the eighties follows, 
though it should be noted that the tally includes not only programmes 
actually presented by the Musical Union, but also programmes presented 
under other auspices and involving the society's choir and orchestra. 
The tally is as follows: 1880—nine concerts, including two repeats; 
1881—six concerts; 1882—five; 1883—four; 1884—five, including one 
repeat; 1885—four, including one repeat; 1886—five, including one 
repeat; 1887—eight, including one repeat; 1888—three; and 1889—five. 
For reasons to be discussed, 1880 and 1887 were strong years, and 1888 
weak; and there were stresses in the middle years of the decade. 
During the ten years of the eighties there were fifty-four concerts, 
an average of a little over five per year. This compares reasonably 
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with the forty-three concerts over seven years of the seventies, about 
six per year. In the eighties, however, there were only six direct 
repeats, as against eight in the seventies. During the 1870s the union 
prepared and presented (for the first time) eighteen choral-orchestral 
works of some magnitude. During the 1880s thirty-eight such works 
(including the two Jubilee odes) were presented; but of these only twenty-
three were presented for the first time, the other fifteen having been 
first presented during the seventies. The twenty-three new works were 
as follows: 
Barnby - Rebekah 
Beethoven - Engedi 
Gaul - The Holy City 
Goetz - Psalm CXXXVII 
Gounod - The Redemption 
Handel - Alexander's Feast; Dettingen Te Deum; 
Haste Thee, Nymph; Samson 
MacFarren - May Day; Outward Bound 
Mackenzie - The Bride 
Mendelssohn - Hymn of Praise; Lorely; Psalm XCV; 
Walpurgis Night 
Smart - Bride of Dunkerron 
Spohr - God, Thou Art Great; The Last Judgment 
Nesbitt - A Song of Jubilee 
Van Bree - St. Cecilia's Day 
Walters - Jubilee Ode 
Weber - Praise of Jehovah 
Some concerts,of course, included more than one major choral-orchestral 
work; and in the fifty-four concerts there were sixty-seven performances 
of sizeable choral-orchestral works. Perusal of programmes shows Mendel-
ssohn to be the most favoured composer, with eighteen performances (seven 
works). Next was Handel, with thirteen performances (eight works). 
There were four performances each of Haydn and Spohr (each two works). 
Thus of the sixty-seven performances, thirty-nine were devoted to the 
works of four composers. Nearly one third of the performances were devoted 
to Mendelssohn and Handel. Clearly the great choral traditions of these 
composers were (as in the 1870s) the mainstay of the work of the Musical 
Union; but a number of the other works performed were of recent origin. 
Messiah continued to be the most popular work, being performed five times. 
Elijah was performed four times. In addition to the larger choral works, 
smaller part-songs were presented, and some instrumental work was 
significant. 
It is noteworthy that the first Musical Union involvement in the 1880s 
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was in a concert promoted by the Queensland National Association, in 
connection with its Summer Show, in January 1880. The engagement was 
undertaken by the society and friends to attempt to relieve the society 
of a burden of debt, and thus continued the efforts of A. Quinn and 
others in the preceding year. The advertised performance, however, was 
officially belatedly cancelled because of rain, and a "public rehearsal" 
given instead to avoid disappointing an audience of several hundred. 
"The performance proved beyond doubt what excellent work has been done 
by the Musical Union in the past," reported the Courier, "enabling them, 
after an almost entire cessation from practice for nearly two years, to 
give two such excellent concerts as have taken place in the exhibition 
building within a fortnight of each other" (BC, 10 January 1880). The 
orchestra received praise, Auber's overture to Le Cheval de Bronze being 
"a gem of the evening." The programme was repeated with success on the 
following evening. 
Obviously the Musical Union was ready for work after its period of 
comparative inactivity, and "sprang again into active existence the 
moment Mr. Jefferies returned and resumed the baton." The annual 
report for 1879 revealed that the debt had been very greatly reduced; 
and it was anticipated that, with the existing resources of the union, 
united action would soon restore the society to "a full degree of effic-
iency and prosperity" (BC, 17 January 1880). Early in February "Euterpe," 
with an eye to greater and grander things, offered his optimistic comment. 
"There is no doubt that a chorus of 200 voices and an orchestra of at 
least fifty instrumentalists could be got together by a little unity and 
perseverance by the committee and memibers themselves." "*• If nothing 
else, the connment makes explicit the trend towards the grandiose choral 
and orchestral productions that were much admired in the later years of 
the century. In fact the first step towards such presentations had been 
taken in Brisbane in the 1870s, in the Indian Famine Relief Concert of 
November 1877. 
During 1880 the union gave four subscription concerts, one of which 
was repeated as a benefit to an old member. Rev. William Draper. In 
September it gave a benefit concert for R.T. Jefferies, and in November 
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it participated in a large-scale choral concert, "The Blessing of the 
Children," staged as a memorial to Robert Raikes. Four subscription 
concerts in themselves would have been a full load, and the society 
obviously had a very full year. Despite "Euterpe's" hopeful anticipation, 
however, union nunnbers came nowhere near two hundred voices and an 
orchestra of fifty. For the first subscription concert, in May, orchestral 
numbers were about thirty, and Jefferies again faced the problem of 
orchestral fidelity in instrumentation. 
Experience generally shows that, with voice parts in general limited 
to four, it is much easier to attain choral integrity in score realization 
than to achieve accurate orchestral realization, in which a diversity of 
specialized skills is required. The Musical Union, by the terms of its 
establishment, was committed to such artistic integrity. It had, as its 
prospectus for the year stated, done much "during the last eight years 
in fostering and disseminating a taste for high art music in Brisbane, 
and affording the means, otherwise unattainable here, of giving the 
rising generation in this colony an opportunity of hearing the works of 
the greatest masters" (BC, 30 March 1880). The thirty players available 
would certainly have made up an effective orchestral combination, but 
obviously did not constitute a sufficient orchestral palette for the 
full rendition of the scores of Mendelssohn and Spohr. In rejecting the 
obvious expedient of arrangement (readily available to the small concert 
orchestras and the bands) Jefferies again turned to instriamental substi-
tution; and it seems that he had investigated the matter during his 
recent stay in England. In January ("Music," BC, 19 January 1880) "Euterpe' 
gave pertinent description. 
A series of instruments, which are declared to be effective 
substitutes for various instruments of the orchestra, have 
lately been introduced by Mr. Evans, of Great Portland-street, 
London. They are not inaptly termed "Orchestrina de Camera," 
and are small, free, reed instruments, with ordinary keyboards, 
which, under the title of oboetta, clarionetta, &c., produce a 
tone which in orchestral playing is claimed to give the full 
effect of the oboe, clarionet, bassoon, French horn, flute, 
and violoncello. In chamber music, orchestrinas of a milder 
voicing are used, and with their aid choice gems of the great 
masters, so frequently left untouched in the absence of import-
ant instnoments, can be produced with pleasurable effect. 
Indeed, the broad principle of recommendation seems to lie in 
the fact that instruments which are greatly needed in an orchestra 
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and yet so frequently absent, or instruments required to 
complete a quiet quartette, may now be most ably represented by 
the orchestrina played with moderate skill. The tones of the 
harmonium free reed and the reed instruments above-named are 
closely allied; the inventor utilises the principle with consid-
erable art, and an immense advantage is gained by the wind 
supply being directly under the performer's control. Mr. R.T. 
Jefferies, who introduced the clarionette and fagotti at late 
concerts here, has a complement of these instruments, and will, 
I feel sure, be glad to afford the curious in musical matters 
an opportunity of inspecting these interesting novelties. 
A Courier report of 28 April 1880 notes the use of the orchestrinas in 
rehearsal. "The orchestrines, representing the oboe, bassoon, clarionet, 
and horns, excellently well played, fill in some important gaps, and are 
very effective." 
The report of the first subscription concert, held 14 May 1880, 
speaks well of the orchestra. "The orchestra, now nunnbering over thirty 
performers, is improving rapidly, the orchestrinas being effective 
substitutes, except in the case of the oboetta, which is irrepressibly 
strong in tone" (BC, 14 May 1880). One can comment only that the 
substitutes were probably better than nothing, and wonder at their tonal 
validity. 
The matter of orchestral completeness continued to be a cause of 
concern throughout the decade. In the second subscription concert of 
the year, the presentation of Samson, the Courier remarked deficiencies. 
The orchestra "worked in intelligent and hearty accord," the balance of 
violins being good and the bass strings particularly powerful, and "the 
executive skill of the whole body of performers most creditable," to 
themselves and to the conductor. However, more wind instruments would 
have been a decided improvement, the orchestrinas being absent (BC, 16 
July 1880). Jefferies may have taken the view that, for Handel, a reason-
ably valid performance was possible without them. The Courier noted 
that the American organ was "a useful substitute for the wind instru-
ments of lower register, and its support of special value in the heavy 
chorus movements." The organ, however, would have had its own role to 
play; and the reed organ, in any case, has its limitations. One would 
doubt its capacity to compensate for orchestral tonal deficiencies. 
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At the following concert, however, the benefit to Jefferies, more 
annbitious orchestral work was undertaken, including the Overture to 
Euryanthe, the March and Chorus from Tannhauser, and the main work of 
the programme, Athalie. The orchestrinas were again called into action. 
The total effective strength of the society was 132—choir ninety-six, 
and orchestra thirty-six. Deficiencies were apparent in double reeds, 
horns, and, surprisingly, clarinets. The instrumentation of the orchestra 
was as follows: eight first violins, eight second violins, three violas, 
three cellos, two double-basses, three flutes, four orchestrinas (replacing 
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and horn), two cornets, kettledrums, harp and 
piano (BC, 20 Septennber 1880). The concert report (BC, 21 September 
1880) found the orchestrinas effective, and gave the orchestra good 
praise. Reports of later concerts indicated that the orchestra functioned 
well throughout the year. The annual report (BC, 14 January 1881) 
acknowledged the gratuitous services of professional players as well as 
amateurs. 
The Musical Union faced 1881 free of debt, and again gave four 
subscription concerts during the year. It seems that some of the works 
presented (the Macfarren, Smart, and van Bree compositions) had been 
brought back to Queensland from England by Jefferies. This was certainly 
true of the newly published St. Cecilia's Day, a copy of which Jefferies 
had acquired from Novellos (BC, 8 March 1881). The work was not new, 
its composer (van Bree) having died in 1857; but both Smart and Macfarren 
were contemporary composers. Both wrote for the musical festivals that 
were prominent in English musical life in the mid-nineteenth century, in 
which choral music played a considerable part. Macfarren's May Day, for 
example, was written for the Bradford Festival of 1855, and Smart's 
Bride of Dunkerron for the Birmingham Musical Festival of 1864. 
The orchestra for the first 1881 subscription concert, given in 
March, continued the practice of 1880, using "orchestrines" (the words 
"orchestrine," "orchestrina," and "orchestrion" were apparently used 
interchangeably) to compensate for deficiencies. The bassoon orchestrina 
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proved particularly valuable. The Courier report (11 March 1881) commended 
the orchestral work, with the "judicious and careful performance of the 
tympani accompaniments" by the versatile Mr Sleath singled out for 
particular notice. With the work for the following concert in preparation, 
however, Brisbane had notice of the impending visit of the Austrian 
Band, whose orchestral concerts had received lavish praise in southern 
centres. The Musical Union seized an opportunity unprecedented in Brisbane, 
and negotiated for the presentation of a festival in conjunction with 
the visiting instrumentalists. On 9 May 1881 the Courier carried a 
pertinent report. 
It has been suggested by several gentlemen who take an active 
interest in local musical matters that the presence in Brisbane 
of the Austrian Band should be taken advantage of by the Musical 
Union to render Mendelssohn's great work, "Elijah," complete in 
all the band parts. Such a rare opportunity may not occur 
again. Several of the finest and most effective accompaniments 
of this fine oratorio are set for instruments which our local 
orchestra does not possess, whilst in many cases the solo accom-
paniments are more of the nature of obligates, requiring a 
delicacy and precision in their execution which, it will be no 
detraction to the society's fine amateur band to say, are as 
yet somewhat in advance of their executive skill. 
On 10 May the union accepted the liberal terms offered by the Austrian 
Band for participation in "a series of high-class concerts" in the 
Exhibition Building. The major choral works were to be Elijah, Hymn of 
Praise, and Athalie. Elijah had already been in rehearsal for the 
society's second subscription concert, which was incorporated in the 
festival. In addition "choice selections, principally for instruments," 
were to be included (BC, 11 May 1881). In due course the Grand Musical 
Festival was advertised: Elijah for 31 May, Hymn of Praise for 2 June, 
and Athalie for 3 June. Prices were to be five shillings for reserved 
seats, three for second seats, and one shilling promenade, with tickets 
for all three at twelve shillings and sixpence. 
The first of the three performances, the presentation of Elijah, was 
possibly the most impressive concert held in Brisbane to that time. The 
Courier (1 June 1881) recorded an orchestra of forty-five and a chorus 
of a hundred voices. There were over sixteen hundred seated audience, 
and total audience numbers were not less than two thousand. The perform-
ance, said the Courier, was "a most unqualified success," being "the 
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most complete rendering of oratorio ever given here." 
Elijah, as advertised, was staged in the Exhibition Building; but 
the venue for Hymn of Praise and Athalie was altered, these two being 
presented in the Theatre Royal, which was more suitable, both as to 
comfort and sound (BC, 2 June 1881). These performances also attracted 
good audiences. Both choral and orchestral performances (the latter 
including Gluck's Overture to Iphigenia in Aulis, and Beethoven's 
Prometheus Overture) were given high praise in the Courier. There can 
be no doubt of the salutary effect of the orchestral playing of the 
musicians of the Austrian Band. "It must be admitted," commented the 
Courier, "that the late conjunction of the forces of our present talented 
visitors and the local musical society has enabled the people of Brisbane 
to enjoy a treat of unexampled quality" (BC, 4 June 1881). 
For the last two subscription concerts of the 1881 season orchestral 
contribution was reported to be good, but the orchestrinas were again 
used. For the final concert, however, the orchestra had two oboes, and 
two players of the late Austrian Band (Kuhr and Patek) played in the 
orchestra. The programime included an instrumental quintet; but once 
again the bassoon part was taken by an orchestrina. 
The Musical Union gave four subscription concerts in each of the 
years from 1880 to 1884. In 1882 all performances were given in the 
Protestant Hall, and this was the hall in which most Musical Union 
performances were given for the rest of the decade. In 1884, however, 
it was found that subscription numbers were such that a larger hall was 
needed, and four of a total of five performances were given in the Albert 
Hall. Annual reports show that the union was not in debt during these 
years, and the concerts were well patronised. At the beginning of 1882 
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orchestral strength stood at thirty-three; and the orchestra during 
the years 1882 to 1884 apparently functioned satisfactorily, within the 
performance limits imposed by circumstances. Certainly there were 
deficiencies in instrumentation, and there were occasional indications 
of imbalance and fluctuation in strength; but the orchestra, as well as 
serving choral interests, also performed some works in its own right. 
On 14 December 1882 it played Mackenzie's Scotch Rhapsodie. On 7 June 
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1883 "a Capriccio brilliante in B flat major, op. 22, by Mendelssohn, for 
piano with orchestral accompaniments" was performed (BC_, 8 June 1883). 
Other works, including two symphonies, were put into rehearsal. In July 
1884, however, the union admitted the inadequacies of its instrumental 
resources. It was the desire of the committee, reported the Courier (7 
July 1884) that the rendering of Redemption should be as effective as 
possible, and the conductor was authorized to secure professional assist-
ance in such wind instruments as were beyond the resources of the society's 
orchestra. For the actual performance on 7 August there were in conse-
quence nearly fifty in the orchestra. The Courier commented (8 August 
1884) that much was to be said in their praise, particularly "in the 
tout ensemble, which sometimes rose very near to perfection." Notwith-
standing apparent success, the union was under stress during the years 
leading up to December 1884. At the close of the year Jefferies tendered 
his resignation, and the Musical Union faced a real crisis. 
In fact the symptoms of stress within the union had been evident for 
some time. In 1882 "Euterpe" reflected on the union's purpose and function. 
Many, like me, have been tempted to speculate as to the 
principal cause of this unqualified success of the society. 
Are the elements of permanent prosperity present in the society 
as an organisation? or is its present highly creditable position 
attributable to its happy choice of a conductor? 
The society should, continued "Euterpe," seriously consider whether it 
was based and maintained on lines sufficiently broad to enable it to 
13 
achieve in the future as much as it had done in the past. 
The Musical Union's dependence upon Jefferies was certainly a source 
of vulnerability, and it is likely that under his conductorship the 
society had been extended to its performance limits. The union's freedom 
from debt, however, was due to the fact that its conductor's services 
had been given gratuitously for a number of years; and it is likely 
that, under the strain of certain abuses, Jefferies found the position 
intolerable. The Courier of 17 Novemiber 1884 revealed some of the causes 
of dissatisfaction. The attendance of certain instrumentalists at 
rehearsal had not been satisfactory. "Unless the mennbers attend practice 
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more regularly, the result will be that the society will be left without 
a conductor, and none will have greater occasion than the mennbers them-
selves to regret such a contingency." Even worse was the ethically 
indefensible practice of those choral members who attended rehearsals, 
but sat in the audience for the performance (BC, 19 December 1884). 
Published correspondence late in 1884 and early in 1885 is revealing. 
"Well-wisher" (BC_, 21 November 1884) alleged laxity on the part of the 
managing committee. "Unpaid," obviously an amateur instrumentalist (BC, 
25 Novennber 1884) resented the last-minute intrusion of professional 
players. "A Sharp" (BC, 1 December 1884) also deplored "the supineness 
displayed by the management," but also pointed out what was probably a 
major cause of the trouble, the fact that the practice venue was not 
convenient. 
The union, it seems likely, was the victim of changing urban patterns. 
Like the Brisbane Liedertafel, the Musical Union attracted its members 
from a higher socio-economic level. In the 1880s, such persons were 
tending to move out from the inner city to more desirable residential 
locations in the suburbs, particularly along the line to Toowong, and 
14 transport problems existed. In 1883, the union lost its practice 
venue in the large room of the Normal School in Adelaide Street, which 
was very near the city centre (BC,24 April 1883). The new venue, the 
Protestant Hall, was far less convenient, being in Ann Street, near 
Petrie Bight. In addition to these considerations, other musical societies, 
both suburban and city-based, were offering competition. It is always 
possible that the society was suffering one of the cyclic depressions of 
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enthusiasm that afflict amateur societies. There is probability, too, 
that in beginning its activities too early in the year, and terminating 
its season not long before Christmas, the union was making inordinate 
demands on its members. 
Jefferies's resignation brought matters to a head. A union committee 
meeting of 6 January 1885 considered his point of view. Poor practice 
attendance, loss of members, unsatisfactory performance, the inconvenience 
of practice venue, laxity in rules, and the length of the society's 
yearly activities were all considered (BC^ , 8 January 1885). Under pressure, 
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therefore, the society underwent a process of catharsis, and faced the 
year with 125 practising members. Jefferies was persuaded to retain the 
conductorship, but no change in practice venue was made. It was pointed 
out that tram services (one penny fare) would shortly be available. 
"Euterpe's" comment in April summed up the reconstruction. 
The fact that all, with a very insignificant exception, have 
cheerfully complied with the new rules in the matter of 
increased subscriptions is proof that the society has all the 
elements of success within itself, and is not, as formerly, 
entirely dependent on extraneous support. Most if not all, of 
the "dummies" have been weeded out, and amongst the new recruits 
are several really good voices and expert readers. An innova-
tion, although apparently trivial in itself—namely, the appoint-
ment of orchestra and chorus superintendents—is destined to 
greatly increase the effectiveness of the orchestra and chorus 
—particularly the latter.,^ 
lb 
The Musical Union enjoyed two good seasons, 1885 and 1886, under 
Jefferies's baton, and the effect of the revitalization was apparent 
from the first concert report. The numiber of subscription concerts was 
reduced to three per year, and a recess was observed during the worst of 
the summer. Orchestral work was mainly well received, though most 
orchestral playing consisted in participation in performance of choral 
compositions. During 1885 the Euryanthe Overture (Weber) was included 
in one concert; and another included a "performance of Mendelssohn's 
concerto in E minor by Mr. R.T. Jefferies with a full orchestral accom-
paniment." The Courier report of the concerto performance (11 Septennber 
1885) expressed the hope that more orchestral performance might be 
included in the Union's concerts. Other comments late in 1885 confirmed 
such a demand; and an editorial of 3 March 1886 made a similar request. 
The orchestra, it was claimed, should have a chance of showing what it 
could do; for it was scarcely fair that its members should be always 
subservient to the singers. 
At the beginning of 1885 the annual report (B£, 14 January) showed a 
total performance members strength of 144, including thirty-eight orchestral 
members. The orchestra consisted of nine first violins, nine second 
violins, three violas, three cello and bass, two clarinets, one flageolet. 
"Euterpe," "Musical Echoes," BC (Supplement), 18 April 1885. 
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one oboe, two flutes, three cornets, one trombone, one horn, two dirums, 
and piano. 
In the middle of 1886, Jefferies announced his intention of returning 
to England, and the union was confronted with the task of finding a 
replacement. This proved to be a difficulty, and Jefferies consented to 
retain the baton for the remainder of 1885. At the beginning of 1887, 
Dr. Alan Walters became conductor of the union, appointed at the salary 
of £100 per annum. The society began the year solvent, but with little 
cash. There were 140 performing members, of whom thirty-six were in the 
orchestra. 
During the annual meeting in January 1887 (BC, 13 January 1887), 
allusion was made to the strong necessity for hard work during the coming 
year, in order to meet the competition with which the union now had to 
contend. It is clear that the society did work hard; for it presented 
or took part in eight concerts, only one of which was in any sense a 
repeat. Among the most interesting were the Flood Relief Fund Concert, 
given jointly by the Brisbane Musical Union and the Brisbane Liedertafel, 
with connbined orchestras; and the two Jubilee Concerts. In the Flood 
Relief Concert, so the Courier noted, the inion's orchestra was the 
largest it had ever had (BC, 9 February 1887). It is likely, however, 
that certain professionals who volunteered services were included in 
this count, and it is also possible that Liedertafel players were counted 
in. An advertisement of 8 February lists thirteen professionals who had 
volunteered services. 
The Jubilee Concerts were performances of odes composed in response 
to a Musical Union composers' competition in honour of Queen Victoria's 
Jubilee of 1887. The two odes performed were those of A.M. Nesbitt 
(Headmaster of Toowoomba Grammar School) and Dr. A. Walters. The union 
also organized a concert (given 24 June 1887) with a choir of over a 
thousand State School pupils. 
The work of Dr. Walters was given good praise in all concerts in 
which he appeared. Orchestral work during the term was sound, but was 
given little specific attention in reports, though one concert report 
(BC, 16 Decemiber 1887) remarks a lack of double reeds. The annual report 
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for 1887 noted that professionals had been employed for two concerts, 
though even including these the greatest number of instrumentalists at 
any one performance was thirty-five (BC, 13 January 1888). The orchestra, 
however, still served choral interests, with few exceptions. The fact 
was trenchantly pointed out by "Almanac," in a published letter in the 
Courier of 11 January 1888. "It may not be out of place to suggest 
that the orchestra, that patient animal of all work, is neglected under 
the system now pursued of sacrificing everything to vocal prominence." 
The union's first concert in 1888 was not given till June, and it 
was obviously not a success. Rehearsal attendances had again been a 
problem, and July 1888 saw Walters tender his resignation. The second 
concert of 1888, given in October and conducted by James Lord, was not 
particularly successful. The final concert, given in December under the 
baton of a new conductor, E.F. Dingle, was better received, but the 
orchestra had shrunk to twenty-four. Clearly, the union was having a 
bad year. It was in financial difficulty, and unable to continue paying 
a conductor's salary. For this reason Walters had resigned, and both 
Lord and Dingle were honorary conductors. The annual report (BC, 11 
January 1889) gave orchestral numibers as twenty-five. 
In spite of criticism and discouragement the union pushed on. It 
gave its first concert for 1889 in May, and the Courier report was far 
from flattering. "The orchestra, in which very little but the strings 
could be heard, was lamentably deficient." The choruses were satisfactory, 
but the leading tenor soloist was absent. The concert was not a success 
(BC, 15 May 1889). 
At this low point in its career, the Musical Union ventured to connmit 
itself to a performance of Elijah with Charles Santley, visiting eminent 
English baritone. The society went into recess for some weeks to prepare, 
and conductorship of the concert passed (after the refusal of S.G. Benson) 
to Seymour Dicker, organist at St. John's. The Santley concert was not 
strictly a Musical Union concert, and it involved other societies as 
well, but it proved a rallying point for the society. With Dingle's 
resignation Dicker became conductor of the union. The Elijah performance 
was a great success; and Dicker provided good leadership for the remainder 
of the last year of the 1880s. The orchestra, unfortunately, had suffered 
a sad decline; but by the beginning of the new decade the union had 121 
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performing mennbers, including an orchestra of thirty. The annual report 
(BC, 7 January 1890) carried overtones of new resolution and hope. 
German Choirs and Orchestras 
The sounds of festivity ushered in New Year's Day, 1880. St. John's 
bell was ringing, Chinese crackers were exploding, and there was music 
in the streets. 
Bands of singers march through the streets, the Germans singing 
in excellent harmony. Indeed, the effect of their voices is 
such a contrast in point of excellence to that of other bands, 
that one cannot help regretting that music is not considered of 
the same educational importance in other countries as in 
Germany.-,., 
Among the singers, very likely, were the mennbers of the Brisbane German 
Glee Club. 
There is no clear evidence to prove that the German Glee Club that 
certainly was operating early in 1880 was in fact the organization that 
was formed in Septennber 1870; but such evidence as is available suggests 
that, notwithstanding lack of publicity, a line of continuity ran through 
the seventies and eighties, and into the following decade. Throughout 
the eighties, from time to time, masquerade balls were held in aid of 
the funds of the German Glee Club; and it seems not unreasonable to 
assume that the club practised and performed with some regularity. 
Records of such performances are not numerous so far as Courier reporting 
is concerned; and it is possible that some relevant reporting was confined 
to the German language newspaper, Nord Australische Zeitung. There is 
no evidence to suggest, however, that German choral bodies fostered 
orchestral counterparts, as did the Brisbane Musical Union and the Brisbane 
Liedertafel—which, despite the name, was not a German choir—and close 
investigation, though intrinsically interesting, is beyond the scope of 
this study. 
There is evidence to show that during the 1880s the German comimunity 
of Brisbane were taking stronger measures to preserve cultural traditions 
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and maintain links with the Fatherland. It is only to be expected that 
the tradition of German choral singing, necessarily involving the use of 
the German language, and giving voice to German thought and sentiment, 
would find strong expression in this movement. Information gleaned from 
advertisements and reports in the Courier indicates that there were at 
least two, and possibly three German male voice choirs active in the 
1880s. 
It would appear that the original (1870) choir operated through the 
decade. A concert given 30 April 1883 shows that the club had adopted 
the name "Germania" and that Rosenstengel was still conductor. The name 
"Germania" was still used by the club in the 1890s. A Courier report 
(23 March 1885) records performances at a German celebration by both the 
South Brisbane Liedertafel, and the Verein Germania. In the following 
year a further report (19 February 1887) records a performance of the 
Woolloongabba Liedertafel, under the baton of Ludwig Rosenstengel (nephew 
of F.N. Rosenstengel). There are other reports of appearances by the 
Woolloongabba Liedertafel,which may or may not have been the South Brisbane 
group earlier mentioned. At any rate it is clear that German male-voice 
choirs were active in Brisbane through the eighties. 
German traditions were not maintained in music only. On 2 Septennber 
1882 the Courier reported the first anniversary celebration of the Verein 
Geselligkeit, a German society formed for literary, social, and other 
purposes. The aim of the society, according to one speaker, was to 
afford opportunities for social intercourse and the promotion of literary, 
musical, and kindred tastes among its members. The society, it appears, 
was formed in 1881. Lacking its own premises, it held functions at the 
Cosmopolitan Hotel. In 1883 a meeting of German citizens took the decision 
to form a German Club. This club, later registered as a friendly society 
under the name Brisbane Deutsche Turn Verein, acquired land and built a 
clubhouse in Manning Street, South Brisbane. The clubhouse was opened 
1 8 in 1884, and under its auspices a choir was formed. With Rosenstengel 
as its conductor, the choir was probably a continuation of the earlier 
(1870) choir. When the clubhouse was destroyed by fire in 1889, meetings 
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The fact that the German choirs did not develop orchestral counter-
parts did not mean that German functions lacked instrumental music. 
Many occasions demanded music, and indeed it is doubtful that any German 
function was complete without an orchestra or band. The Brisbane German 
connmunity included an ample number of skilled instrumentalists, well 
able and willing to supply music as desired. On 13 October 1888, for 
example, in a German Club smoke concert, the "excellent orchestra, consist-
ing of two violins, viola, violoncello, cornet, and clarionette, conducted 
by Herr Rosendorff, played some very pleasing music" (BC, 15 October 1888). 
Church Music 
The general increase in choral activity in Brisbane during the 1880s 
was no doubt reflected in the church choral music of the decade. Height-
ened interest was manifest as early as 1880 in a series of Courier articles 
on music in specific churches in Brisbane. The first of these, "Church 
Music in Brisbane," appeared on 23 April 1880, and referred to the music 
at St. John's, and the work of R.T. Jefferies. The second, "Our Church 
Music," appeared on 28 April 1880, and dealt with the work of W.G. Willmore 
at All Saints'. Other articles followed. In general, however, it would 
appear from press reports that the outstanding Brisbane church choir of 
the 1880s was that of St. Stephen's. 
As in earlier years, the prime function of church choirs was partici-
pation in church service of worship, and in general the instrumental 
complement of the church choir was the organ, pipe or reed. Sacred 
music, it has been noted, particularly in the oratorio tradition, was 
legitimate performance fare for church and secular choirs alike. There 
were, however, times when the church choirs emerged from consecrated 
premises to take part in concert presentations. In March 1885, for 
example, a "Grand Festival of Sacred Music" was advertised, in aid of 
St. Patrick's Church building fund (BC, 2 March 1885). The Montague-
Turner Opera Company, with orchestra, assisted by the comibined choirs of 
St. Patrick's and St. Stephen's, and conducted by the highly esteemed 
Leon Caron, presented a programme of sacred music that included Mozart's 
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Twelfth Mass, in the Academy of Music. On other occasions sacred music 
performances were given within the churches themselves, Albert Street 
Wesleyan Church, for example, gave a performance of Messiah on 27 Novemiber 
1889, with orchestra and chorus numibering around a hundred (BC, 28 
Novennber 1889). At times it is not easy to differentiate between divine 
service and concert performance. 
There were several noteworthy developments related to church or 
sacred performance during the 1880s, The first was the emergence of at 
least two choirs devoted to sacred performance, yet apparently having no 
direct church role. The second was the establishment in Brisbane of a 
denomination, the Salvation Army, that depended on instrumental ensemble 
for its musical activities. The third was the increasing role played by 
the pipe organ, first as a solo recital instrument, and later in concert 
performance with other instruments. The second and third of these develop-
ments are significant in this study, and all three are given attention 
elsewhere in this chapter. 
Apart from the Salvation Army, which in time developed its own bands, 
no denomination during the 1880s consistently used instrumental ensemble 
in its service of worship. As in the 1870s, however, there were instances 
of occasional performances in which orchestras were employed to good 
effect in performance given within church walls. Reference has been made 
to one, the Albert Street Messiah performance of Novennber 1889, in which 
J, Lord conducted, and S,G, Benson presided at the organ. In fact a 
number of sacred concerts were presented by this church in the 1880s, and 
instrumental ensennble had been employed in a concert on 21 May 1889 (BC, 
22 May 1889), There is a report (BC, 14 Septennber 1885) of a performance 
by the combined choirs of the Congregational churches of the city at the 
Grey Street Church, South Brisbane, on 13 September 1886, This was in 
fact the second performance, the first having been given some weeks earlier, 
in the Protestant Hall, The oratorio Paradise (writer not named) was 
performed by a strong bcxly of vocalists (probably Welsh) and a "compact 
little orchestra" led by T,H, Dougherty, 
Two performances at St. John's merit notice. The first, a thanksgiving 
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service, was held on 20 June 1889, and employed an orchestra of two first 
and two second violins, one viola, one cello, two doi±ile basses, a flute, 
an oboe, a clarinet, two bassoons, two cornets, two trombones, and two 
drums—a total of nineteen players. Conductor and organist was Seymour 
Dicker. The basses and drums,it was noted, were from the Headquarters 
Band. Works performed included a series of selections from Farmer's 
Oratorio, Christ and His Soldiers (BC, 21 June 1889). In December 1889 
a similar service was held, with a full choir of men and boys. The 
orchestra was small, including three violins, cello, bass and oboe. 
Works by Farmer, Stainer, Gounod, and Mendelssohn were performed (BC, 5 
Decennber 1889) . 
Three performances at St. Stephen's are selected for notice. The 
last of these, the Christmas Day service of 1889 (eleven a.m.) attracted 
a congregation of 2,500. Mozart's Twelfth Mass was performed, with "a 
very compact orchestra composed to a great extent of leading professional 
instrumentalists" (BC, 27 December 1889). The organist at St. Stephen's, 
Marienthal, was from all accounts a highly competent musician. 
Probably the most impressive church performances given during the 
1880s were the two presented in 1881 in St. Stephen's, with the visiting 
Austrian Band. On Sunday, 5 June 1881, the service included Mozart's 
Twelfth Mass (a great favourite in the nineteenth century), and other 
works. "The ordinary cathedral choir," reported the Courier on the 
following morning, "is one of great excellence, and they possess in the 
sister who plays the organ a musician of high ability, so that yesterday, 
with the various instrumentalists of the Austrian Band, they were able to 
produce an effect that has perhaps never been equalled within ecclesiastical 
walls in this city." It was reported that 2,800 people were present. 
On 14 June 1881, the Austrian Band, assisted by St. Stephen's choir, 
presented a sacred concert in the Cathedral. The programme (which is 
reproduced in full as Appendix R) included sacred works by Mozart, Haydn, 
Capocci, Bach, Weber, Gounod, Lambillotte, and Herbert. The Courier 
report (15 June 1881) gave high praise. 
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The First South Brisbane Musical Society 
A comment by "Euterpe" in the Courier of 14 January 1880 indicated 
the intention to launch a new musical society in South Brisbane, under 
the leadership of Mr Hedges, newly appointed conductor of the Artillery 
Band. The move may have been prompted by the relative inactivity of the 
Brisbane Musical Union in the late 1870s, though it is likely that desire 
for expression of local identity played a part. The venture seems to 
have come to nothing, and not till 1882 was definite action taken. The 
new movement was again reported by "Euterpe." 
The South Brisbane Musical Society was duly launched into 
existence on the 4th instant. The eagerness with which the 
matter has been taken up by the Southsiders augurs well for the 
future of the society. It will be in the recollection of all 
music-lovers that South Brisbane was the cradle of the Musical 
Union. At the meeting at which the new society was constituted 
a gentleman expressed a hope that the society would not follow 
the example of the Musical Union in the practice of such "humdrum 
rubbish" as "The Messiah, "The Creation," and "Elijah." A man 
who can coolly stand up in a meeting of ladies and gentlemen 
assennbled in the interests of music, and characterise the compos-
itions of Handel, Haydn, and Mendelssohn as "humdrum rubbish," 
is greatly to be pitied. Happily for the future of the South 
Brisbane society this individual was in a minority of one. 
This evoked a sharp reply from "Fano" in a letter published in the Courier 
of 19 September 1882, he being the individual referred to. 
The hope expressed was, "that the music the new society intended 
to produce would be of a light and entertaining character, and 
not such heavy works as 'The Messiah,' 'The Creation,' and 'Elijah, 
&c., as produced by the Musical Union in the humdrum style of, 
first 'The Messiah,' then 'The Creation,' then 'The Creation,' 
and then 'The Messiah,' or something almost as monotonous. . . ." 
The remarks, continued "Fano," were approved by the majority of those 
present, and possibly "Euterpe" had been flirting with Bacchus. 
The South Brisbane Musical Society, then, was formed on 4 Septennber 
1882, its purpose being to perform music of a light and entertaining 
character. The Courier reported its "final" practice (obviously meaning 
its first practice), held at the Good Templars' Hall on Tuesday, 19 Septem-
ber 1882. A pleasing incident was that R.T. Jefferies, conductor of the 
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Musical Union, took his seat beneath the baton of the "genial maestro of 
the new society." The unidentified "genial maestro" was H.J. Pollard. 
There was, continued the Courier, "ample material for a good musical 
society on the south side, the chief unsupplied requirement being a first-
class concert hall." The work put into rehearsal was Merrie Men of 
Sherwood Forest (BC, 21 Septennber 1882). 
By Decennber 1882 the new society had a roll of nearly seventy performing 
members, and between thirty and forty subscribing members (BC, 7 Decennber 
1882). The society's first concert was planned for 12 Decennber 1882, in the 
South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute. Because of bad weather it was post-
poned a week, and because of the large demand for tickets the venue was 
changed to the Theatre Royal. A Courier advertisement (18 Decemiber 1882) 
shows a miscellaneous first part to the programme, opening with the orchest-
ral overture to Lucrezia Borgia. The second part was the "sparkling Operetta," 
Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest. The Courier report on the concert (BC, 20 
Decennber 1882) gave good praise. "The choruses were even and powerful, and 
the orchestral effects in every way commendable." No orchestral numbers 
were given, but the orchestra was led by Jefferies, and it included "some of 
the best musicians in Queensland." It has been noted that the society's 
conductor, H.J. Pollard, came from a family of professional musicians, and 
was himself both versatile and experienced. 
All told, the South Brisbane Musical Society gave nine concerts, the 
last, on 13 June 1884, being a repeat of a concert given on 3 June 1884. 
Four concerts were given in 1883. Perusal of reports suggests, however, 
that despite a bold start, the society could not maintain its initial momentum, 
particularly in orchestral support. The first concert in 1883 presented 
opera camera, with a small orchestra (BC, 2 May 1883). Reports on the next 
two concerts commend the orchestral work, but the fourth concert, given in 
October 1883, had no orchestra. It appears that the society was having 
difficulty in attracting members about this time, for the annual report (BC, 
5 October 1883) notes that a proposed concert in September had been suspended, 
"in consequence of the small attendance of memibers at practice." The society 
was also carrying a small financial deficit. 
The society's first concert for 1884—Maritana—was presented in the 
usual venue, the Good Templars' Hall, in Glenelg Street, during February. 
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Choir numbers were about twenty-five; but the absence of an orchestra was 
keenly felt. It appeared, noted the Courier, that the number of South Bris-
bane instrumentalists was not sufficiently large to maintain the society 
(BC, 13 February 1884). 
In June 1884, the society presented Trial by Jury, in the Albert Hall, 
and repeated the show a little more than a week later. Reports mention no 
orchestral contribution. 
There is no further evidence of activity by this society. Its first 
concert, given in the Theatre Royal, had lost money; and perhaps the final 
two, given in the Albert Hall, fared no better. It appears that a local 
demand existed, but local resources were inadequate to satisfy the demand. 
A second attempt to form a South Brisbane Musical Society was made some five 
years later, but there is no evidence to suggest a line of continuity linking 
the two. 
The Bowen Hills Musical Society 
No record is held of the date of formation of the Bowen Hills Musical 
Society. Its first concert was held 18 December 1880, so presumably it was 
formed during the middle part of that year. Like its South Brisbane counter-
part of a year or so later, it had a relatively short life, and may have 
come into being as a reaction to the current inertia of the Brisbane Musical 
Union. No doubt it was also an expression of local demand, though a comment 
by "Euterpe" early in 1881 suggested that the name was too localized, and 
should have been "Fortitude Valley Musical Society." Certainly the society 
rehearsed in the Valley, and gave most of its performances there, in the 
Foresters' Hall. 
Within a presumed active life of about two years, from mid-1880 to mid-
1882, the society gave six concerts, one of which was partially a repeat 
performance. The first concert, given in the Foresters' Hall on 21 Decennber 
1880, included two orchestral overtures, "March Romaine" (Gounod), and "March 
Aux Flamibeaux" (Jutson Clark). Other items included choral, vocal ensennble, 
and solo performances. The final item, involving both chorus and orchestra, 
was Locke's music to Macbeth—always popular. The orchestra, noted the 
Courier, numbered some twenty performers, and the voices about twenty-four 
(BC. 22 December 1880). 
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The society's first concert was, "by request," repeated. In fact the 
programme was recast, only the concerted items being reproduced. These, 
reported the Courier (20 January 1881), were well delivered. "The orchestra 
was varied and well balanced, and its special numbers, as well as the accom-
paniments, were rendered with much precision and effect." The conductor, as 
in the earlier concert, was W. de Fraine. 
The society's third concert, given 2 February 1881, featured the visiting 
violinist. Signer Ortori. The Courier advertisement (1 February) showed 
that Ortori was to play four solos, other items following the miscellaneous 
pattern earlier set. Orchestral items were not specified. 
The fourth concert, presented in the Valley Hall (presumably the Foresters' 
Hall) on 10 June 1881, was advertised as the first of the 1881 season (BC, 9 
June 1881). One might infer from this that the society had a formal consti-
tution and a specific performance commitment. Certainly, more ambitious 
work was being undertaken, the second part of the programme being a perform-
ance of Lay of the Bell (Romberg). Other items included selections from 
Athalie, Messiah, Elijah, and Creation. A Courier paragraph (10 June 1881) 
stipulated a total of sixty performers, with the orchestra led by Rosendorff. 
The report on the concert (BC_, 11 June 1881) noted that the hall was filled 
to capacity. The orchestra, about twenty strong, apparently lacked balance, 
being "principally violinists." Nevertheless, the concert was well received. 
A late concert in 1881, given again at the Valley Hall, also advertised a 
full orchestra, led by Rosendorff. 
No record is held of activity between August 1881 and June 1882; and it 
would appear that the society was adopting a different approach. On 23 June 
1882 a Courier advertisement called a rehearsal for a Saturday Night Popular 
Concert, to include the Bowen Hills Musical Society, and other amateurs and 
professionals. The full programme, a miscellaneous one involving chorus, 
orchestra and solo performers, appeared in the Courier on the morning of the 
concert (1 July 1882); and it is perhaps an indication that in presenting 
the concert at the Protestant Hall, a bid was being made for a wider audience. 
The Courier (3 July 1882) gave the concert a good report, and it is interest-
ing that among the performers were four mennbers of the late Austrian Band— 
Patek, Zemek, Zimibalnick, and Tutscha. Rosendorff led an orchestra of twenty-
four performers, which performed "very creditably." "It is to be hoped," 
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commented the Courier, "the society will persevere in their intention to 
arrange concerts for each Saturday evening." Nevertheless, there is no 
further record of activity by the society, and no evidence to explain why. 
Reports show that during its relatively brief existence good work was 
achieved, and sound orchestral support maintained. 
The Third Brisbane Choral Society 
The third Brisbane Choral Society (the first two existed during the 
fifties and sixties) gave at least two concerts, one in October 1883, 
and another in May 1884. Its conductor was Monsieur Charles Gamin, a 
Brisbane music teacher. The concert given 25 May 1884 included selections 
from Maritana, and a Courier report of the following day noted that 
"choruses were weak throughout." There was no instrumental ensennble 
participation. 
Orpheus Glee Performances 
There were occasional references to Orpheus glee performances during 
the 1880s, but no evidence is held to suggest the existence of a society 
or club, such as had existed in the 1870s. A farewell function on the 
departure of Bishop Hale, held in the Exhibition Building 9 May 1885, 
included an Orpheus glee performance. A more interesting performance, 
however, perhaps by the same singers, took place in a conversazione held 
to welcome Bishop Webber on 18 November 1885, also in the Exhibition 
Building. The full programme (advertised in the Courier, 15 November 
1885) showed two performing groups: a string band, under the leadership 
of J.D. Owen; and "Orpheus Glee (Gentlemen Amateurs)," under the direction 
of S. Kaye. The programme, reported the Courier (19 Novennber 1885) was 
of unusual excellence, the glee group being a double quartet of male 
voices. "Better male-voice singing has not been heard in Brisbane for 
many a day; but it and the other music was completely thrown away on 
the well-dressed crowd of people who chatted away heedless of the rich 
treat provided for them." 
The First Brisbane Orchestral Society 
The first intimation of the proposed establishment of an orchestral 
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society in Brisbane is to be found in a comment by "Euterpe" in the 
Courier of 30 October 1882. 
I understand it is in contemplation to organise an orchestral 
society in Brisbane, under the direction of Mr. Alfred Quin, 
for the practice of symphonies, overtures, concertos for solo 
instruments with accompaniments for orchestra, operatic selec-
tions, and so on. I heartily wish the new society success. It 
will supply a want now much felt amongst amateur instrumentalists 
who are anxious to make themselves acquainted with purely 
orchestral writings—an advantage hitherto denied them. The 
society need not in any way intrench upon the good work now 
being done by the Musical Union; on the contrary, the increased 
practice and readiness which will be acquired by the mennbers 
will render them more efficient as executants, and should be 
thus a distinct gain to the old society, to which it ought to 
be a willing handmaid. The numiber of instrumentalists in Brisbane 
is now largely increased, so that this opportunity for general 
practice will, no doubt, be eagerly ennbraced, and the concerts 
of the society will serve to place it upon a sound financial 
basis. 
There can be little doubt that the recent visit of the Austrian 
Band, and the late visit of the Mendelssohn Quintette Club, did much to 
stimulate interest in instrumental ensennble performance for its own 
sake, and rising demand was also manifest in occasional comments concern-
ing the orchestra of the Musical Union. It was not, however, till 1883 
that definite action was taken. 
A well-attended meeting was held at the Queensland Piano-
forte Warehouse last evening, to consider the advisability of 
establishing an orchestral society. It was definitely decided 
to initiate the society, and nineteen men±ers were enrolled. 
A committee of management, consisting of four gentlemen, was 
elected, and Mr. de Fraine was appointed secretary pro tem . 
Mr. Pollard will be the conductor, and Madame Mallalieu pianiste 
of the new society, and it is intended that its memibers shall 
meet once a week, as soon as a suitable hall can be procured, 
for the practice of overtures and kindred music. 
On Friday, 23 February 1883, a good muster of memibers met in the 
Protestant Hall, for the first practice of the Brisbane Orchestral Society. 
The conductor, noted the Courier (24 February 1883), had reason to be 
satisfied with the work done. 
From the time of its formation in February 1883 the society operated 
in its own identity for over three years. During the later part of 
August 1886 it effectively became part of the Brisbane Liedertafel, and 
•^'"BC, 17 February 1883. 
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as such operated during the remaining colonial years and into the twenti-
eth century. The Brisbane Liedertafel changed its name to Brisbane 
22 
Apollo Club in 1916, and orchestral participation ceased in 1917. The 
line of orchestral continuity initiated in 1883 thus lasted for thirty-
four years. 
During the forty-two months or so of its existence, the Brisbane 
Orchestral Society took part in twelve performance presentations, more 
than half of them in association with some other organization. There 
were two performances in 1883 and two in 1884, seven in 1885 (of which 
one was a repeat performance), and one in 1886. No concert, however, 
was made up exclusively of orchestral items, even those concerts presented 
by the society making use of vocal performance and instrumental solos. 
The Orchestral Society's first appearance was in an invitation concert, 
given at the Protestant Hall on Monday, 9 July 1883. The programime was 
not advertised, but included twelve items, four of which were orchestral. 
A Courier paragraph (7 July 1883) says that the orchestra included both 
string and reed instruments, but almost certainly it also included flutes 
and some brass. Instrumental solos were to be given on piano, cornet, 
and euphonium. The concert report (BC, 10 July 1883) identified the 
orchestral works as "The Poet and Peasant," "Italiana in Algiers," an 
arrangement of airs from Lucrezia, and a delightful Waltz, "Rudolfsklang," 
by Strauss. Leader of the orchestra was T.H. Dougherty, and the fact 
that both organist (J.G. Vidgen) and pianist (Mrs Comrey) were named 
carries implications as to the instrumentation. There were, however, 
over twenty players in the orchestra, and the orchestral playing was 
highly commended. It is interesting that the euphonium soloist was Herr 
Zemek, no doubt the Zemek who was flute soloist in the late Austrian 
Band. 
For a time R.T. Jefferies was conductor of the Orchestral Society, 
but by the time of the next invitation concert Pollard had once again 
taken up the baton. The second concert was given on 23 November 1883, 
once again in the Protestant Hall, and the Courier report (24 Novennber) 
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gave an interesting prefatory comment. "Originating as this society has 
done from an oft-repeated desire on the part of numerous amateur instru-
mentalists to share the delights of concerted practice in compositions, 
less difficult and annbitious than those selected by the Musical Union, 
the result has been, so far, in both concerts, of a highly pleasing 
character." Again the orchestral items were not programimatically listed, 
but were reported to be the Overture "Invocation St. Cecilia," the March 
in Tannhauser, a Selection from Lucrezia Borgia, the Waltz "Lebewohl," 
and a Selection from La Sonnamibula. The Courier noted that only five of 
seventeen items were purely orchestral, this being a seeming anomaly, 
considering the title of the society. It was suggested that an increase 
of orchestral pieces be rendered, and that composers' names be furnished. 
The concert was attended by a "large assennblage," and the reporter concluded 
with a rather ambiguous comment that endeavours "only want perseverance 
to crown them with permanent success." 
The Orchestral Society held its general meeting on 30 Novemiber 1883. 
It was noted that instrumental strength had nearly doubled; and that, 
in anticipation of a full house, efforts were being made to "secure the 
theatre"—the Theatre Royal. The society had available, it was reported, 
"the whole of the costly collection of music of the late amateur band, 
including upwards of ninety well-selected pieces, each for full orchestra 
of fifty performers." The phrase "late amateur band" in the Courier 
report (3 Decennber 1883) seems meaningless in a Brisbane context; and 
it is here suggested that a printer's error had substituted "amateur" 
for "Austrian." It is highly doubtful that any other such library would 
have existed in Brisbane at the time; and it is recorded elsewhere that 
the collection later came into the possession of the Brisbane Liedertafel 
orchestra, having been to that time in the hands of Pollard and Taylor. 
The society's first concert for 1884 was given to a numerous audience 
in the Theatre Royal, on 4 April. There had been a considerable augmenta-
tion, notably in violins and in brasses. Eleven of thirteen items were 
orchestral, and the Courier approved. The works were "overtures, marches, 
potpourri, solos, and a couple of German waltzes." Solo instimments 
were violin, cornet, oboe, and euphonium. The orchestral titles reported 
were two Marches, "Sadowa" and "Le Prophfete"; the Overture to Zampa; 
and Selections from I Puritani and Lucia. The performance was accorded 
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modified praise, some tuning discrepancies being evident (BC, 5 April 
1884). "Euterpe," later in the month, expressed gratification. 
The number and variety of the instruments employed in the 
concerted music created quite a surprise. As far as I am 
aware Brisbane is the only colony possessed of a society 
confining itself to the practice and performance of orchestral 
music. 
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The programme for the society's second concert for 1884 was advertised 
in the Courier of 4 Septemiber. Of fourteen items, six were orchestral, 
as listed below. 
Overture—"Le Menstrel" - Lamotte 
Waltz—"The Silver King" - Eugarde 
March—"Wedding" - Mendelssohn 
Overture—"La Souveraine" - Herman 
March—"British Patrol" - G. Asch 
Selection—"Daughter of the Regiment" 
One item, the waltz, was a local composition, Eugarde being a professional 
violinist. Another interesting item was a trio by R.T. Jefferies and 
two of his daughters. The concert was given in the Protestant Hall on 
12 September, the audience filling three-fourths of the hall. "The 
concerts of the Orchestral Society," reported the Courier, "are now an 
institution, and are looked forward to with pleasure" (BC_, 13 Septennber 
1884). 
The Society's first concert for 1885 was advertised in the Courier 
of 7 April 1885. Of twelve items only four were orchestral; and the 
fact that all four had been previously performed by the society gives 
rise to some suspicion that there may have been some slackening of activity. 
The concert was given in the Academy of Music, on Friday, 10 April 1885, 
and was the last given by the society alone. On 9 and 10 June 1885, the 
orchestra appeared in an amateur dramatic performance given in the Academy 
of Music in aid of the Children's Hospital and Convalescent and Benevolent 
Home. Late in the year (10 October) the society appeared in a similar 
supportive role, in a concert under the auspices of the Fraternity of 
Mutual Imps. In the intervening months, however, there were two signif-
icant concert appearances. 
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On 16 July 1885, the Brisbane Liedertafel gave its first smoke concert, 
"on a large scale," in the Town Hall. It was the first of a long series 
that continues to-day, on a reduced scale, in the late 1980s, H,J. 
Pollard was conductor of both the Liedertafel and the Orchestral Society, 
whose "efficient aid was secured for the overture to each part," Of the 
two, noted the Courier, "The Sadowa March" was the better (BC^ , 17 July 
1885), 
On Monday, 21 Septennber 1885, a Grand Promenade Concert was held in 
the Exhibition Building, involving the Orchestral Society, the Headquarters 
Band, the Band of the Queensland Scottish Volunteer Rifles, and both vocal 
and instrumental soloists. The programme (BC, 19 Septennber 1885) promised 
the grandest display of fireworks ever seen in Brisbane. Part concert 
and part spectacle, the show was an early example of what would become a 
prominent form of entertainment in Brisbane during the 1890s. The report 
(BC, 22 September 1885) found the programme "varied and fairly attractive," 
with the fireworks the best feature. The pipe band, it was noted, "played 
weird selections at intervals." 
The Promenade Concert must have been accounted a success, for another 
was given on 30 October 1885 (postponed from 26 October). The programme 
(BC, 24 October 1885) showed greater band and orchestral participation, 
each ensemible playing three items—six ensemble items of a total of 
twelve. 
It would appear that the society was inactive early in 1886, for a 
Courier paragraph (3 June 1886) noted that it was being "reorganised to 
assist the Liedertafel." A further paragraph (13 July 1885) confirmed 
this. "For this concert the Brisbane Orchestral Society has been resus-
citated and amalgamated with the Liedertafel." The orchestra would 
number about twenty performers. The concert itself, given 14 July 1886 
in the Exhibition Building, was reported to be "a complete success," 
evoking high praise, both for vocalists and for instrumentalists. 
Orchestral contribution was three-fold: it played for the overture, and 
during the interval for promenading; but, significantly, it gave highly 
effective support to the Liedertafel vocalists in certain items (BC, 15 
July 1886). 
One month later, the Courier carried a paragraph concerning the 
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Brisbane Liedertafel. 
It has been arranged that in future the orchestra shall 
form a permanent department of the Liedertafel, and will meet 
for practice, as notified in our advertisement columns, 
every Friday evening. Only first-class musicians will be 
enrolled, and the nunnber will, for the present, be limited to 
thirty. 24 
The announcement may have been a little premature, for it was not till 
17 August that the Liedertafel formally accepted an orchestral addition 
to its numbers. 
It is interesting that an orchestra, deliberately constituted to 
enjoy freedom from choral dominance, should, within four years of its 
formation, thus amalgamate with a choral group; but it is perhaps less 
strange when one considers that both organizations were committed to the 
performance of music that was qualitatively similar. One may also observe 
that the music played by the society was very similar in kind to that 
played by many of the occasional small concert orchestras. 
The Metropolitan Liedertafel 
On 22 Septennber 1884 a Courier paragraph referred to a coming concert. 
The Liedertafel Concert, to be held in the Albert Hall on 
Wednesday next, at 8 p,m,, will be an event in the musical 
history of Brisbane, as it will be the first concert of the 
kind held here. Some curiosity has been expressed as to the 
reference of the word to the music in question. The word means 
literally "table song," and referred originally to nnusic sung 
in the balmy evenings of "Vaterland" by musical companions 
seated round the table. Sentimental musings and comical strains 
found place naturally amongst drinking and hunting songs, while 
martial ardour found vent in warlike marches and stirring battle 
choruses, as the singers stood like the Highlandmen with one 
foot on the festive board, and swore that they were "ready to 
fight, ready to die for Father-land." 
In fact, the reporter was ignorant of the musical history of his own 
city. A German Liedertafel concert, under the baton of Julius Kopp, had 
been presented at Mason's Concert Hall in July 1865, The comment, however, 
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raises some question as to the current connotative application of the 
term "liedertafel." In 1886 "Euterpe," in the Queenslander, also offered 
comment. The liedertafel, by "Euterpe's" description, was a society of 
men who met together, on fixed evenings, for the practice of vocal music 
in four parts. The movement originated in Berlin in 1808, and the number 
of thirty-two was ultimately fixed upon as the full strength of a perfect 
liedertafel. "Euterpe" remarked, however, that the original class of 
male voice music sung by liedertafel societies, much of which was contained 
in the London "Orpheus Glee Books" (which were still in use) was intended 
only for twenty-four or thirty-two voices, and was heard at a disadvantage 
when rendered by larger liedertafel choirs. Essentially, then, lieder-
tafel singing was four-part male-voice singing, using first and second 
tenors, first and second basses. Such singing had been practised in 
Brisbane since the early days of colonial establishment, by German groups, 
and also by the Orpheus Glee Society movement. Glee clubs, it has been 
noted, traditionally used the male alto voice, though there is no evidence 
of such a practice in the Brisbane glee party work. It is interesting, 
however, that the Brisbane Liedertafel, as is related elsewhere, used 
boy altos at one stage. 
The concert referred to at the beginning of this section (to be held 
24 September 1884) was the outcome of action taken by Rev. E.G. Spicer. 
On 10 July 1884 an advertisement appeared in the Courier. 
LIEDERTAFEL CONCERT 
All Gentlemen who can read Music fairly are earnestly 
requested to ATTEND a PRACTICE at Exchange Rooms, MONDAY next, 
at 8 o'clock, to try Music lent by Sydney Liedertafel for grand 
Concert to be given early, under patronage of his Excellency 
the Governor and Lady Musgrave. Gems of Sydney Society repertoire. 
E.C. SPICER 
Promoter 
The advertisement was followed by a published letter from Spicer (BC, 
14 July 1884). The proposed concert was to assist in raising funds for 
All Saints' School building fund and the Children's Hospital. "My late 
fellow committee-men of the Sydney Liedertafel," wrote Spicer, "have 
very kindly sent me some of their best music for the occasion. . . . The 
very best concerts in Australia are given by the Melbourne and Sydney 
Liedertafels. . . . " 
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In response to Spicer's appeal, practices were begun, with nearly 
forty members promising assistance (BC, 12 August 1884). The full 
programme of the concert was advertised in the Courier of 23 Septennber 
1884, the concert itself being held the following evening in the Albert 
Hall. Nine part-songs and a choral march were included, together with 
miscellaneous items. E.C. Spicer was conductor and Herr Schmahl pianist. 
There was no orchestral support. The concert report (BC, 25 September) 
gave modified approval, and a repeat performance at popular prices was 
proposed. This performance was postponed from the intended date (30 
September) and apparently abandoned. 
On 29 September 1884 a meeting of the mennbers of "the Liedertafel" 
was held, for the purpose of forming a permanent society, under the 
conductorship of Herr Schmahl (B£, 30 Septennber 1884). Some action must 
have been taken, for a paragraph in the Courier of Monday, 13 October 
stated that the "usual weekly practice of the Metropolitan Liedertafel 
Society" would be held that evening. There is no evidence of further 
activity. 
Some comments are required. It is clear, in the first place, that 
the intention was to present one only fund-raising concert, and this 
intention was achieved. Only when this proved successful was the intention 
to form a continuing society expressed, and only at this stage was the 
name "Metropolitan Liedertafel" adopted. By this time, however, other 
moves to form a society (which took the name "Brisbane Liedertafel") had 
been made; and the Metropolitan Liedertafel apparently could not survive 
in the face of opposition from the Brisbane Liedertafel, which had 
influential support. Both movements arose at much the same time, and it 
is not possible to determine which is the older of the two. It is clear, 
however, that neither was successor to the German male choir movement in 
Brisbane, which co-existed with the Brisbane Liedertafel activity through-
out the remaining colonial years. 
The Brisbane Liedertafel 
The meeting to form the Brisbane Liedertafel was held on 16 July 
1884, and reported in the Courier of the following day. 
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A very successful meeting took place last night in response 
to circulars inviting the attendance of gentlemen favourable to 
the formation of a Liedertafel in Brisbane. Mr. W.H. Wilson 
opened the meeting by explaining the objects in view. The 
gentlemen present were quite unanimous in their views as to the 
desirableness of forming such a society, and it was started 
with every prospect of a useful and happy career. It was resolved 
that a society, to be called the Brisbane Liedertafel, be now 
formed. . . . 
The guestion was raised as to whether this society would in any 
way clash with the efforts now being made by the Rev. E.C. 
Spicer. It was explained, however, that this could not be the 
case, as Mr. Spicer had no intention of forming a permanent 
society, his only wish being to arrange for one or two concerts 
for charitable purposes, having borrowed some Liedertafel music 
for the occasion. It was also pointed out that the new society 
was not likely to interfere either with the Musical Union or 
the Orchestral Society; but that on the contrary it might be 
expected to give a stimulus to musical culture in Brisbane. By 
affording the opportunity to young men to attend and practise 
music of this light and pleasant character, it would have a 
directly beneficial effect on them, and would pave the way for 
them to join the older societies, and to give their time to 
more difficult music in the future. 
President of the new society was W.H. Wilson, and conductor H.J. 
Pollard. A committee was elected, and charged with the function of 
formulating rules, although the constitutional framework of the society 
seems to have remained somewhat sketchy until well into 1885. Lists for 
both performing and subscribing mennbers were opened,and the first practice 
of the newly-formed Brisbane Liedertafel was held on 5 August 1884, at 
Pollard and Company's warehouse, with about twenty mennbers present. 
It would appear that Pollard was content to build the competence of 
the choir slowly, and no performance was given during 1884. In fact the 
first performance received no great publicity, and was possibly something 
in the nature of a trial run, in what must have been a limited venue. 
It was given as a smoke concert (that is, for gentlemen only, with freedom 
tci smoke) in Baumann's Refreshment Rooms (Queen Street, opposite the 
Globe Hotel, backing on Burnett Lane), on Wednesday, 22 April 1885 (BC, 
21 April 1885). 
On 12 May 1885, a Liedertafel meeting was held in the usual practice 
room (in the Normal School), at which the basis of the society was regular-
ized on the lines of the Melbourne Liedertafel. W. Caflisch was requested 
to become honorary pianist, and the new committee included Mr. Courtenay-
Luck, who later proved to be a brilliant organizer. It seems likely that 
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this meeting had been deferred until a show of success had been produced. 
A Courier paragraph of 16 July 1885 refers to a recent thorough re-
organization of the society, with consequent increase in members and 
subscribers. This no doubt relates to the meeting of 12 May. The para-
graph sets out the aims of the society. The Liedertafel, it was stated, 
was formed "for the promotion of vocal music, more especially of glees 
and part singing by males, and for social intercourse. , , . " The 
constitution (as quoted by "Euterpe") stipulated the practice and perform-
ance of part-songs and choruses for male voices only; the cultivation 
of a refined taste in that class of music; and the promotion of the 
27 
social relations of memibers by occasional musical reunions. There 
is evidence that the Liedertafel regarded the May meeting as a complete 
re-organization, and looked on 12 May as its foundation date. The report 
of the Brisbane Liedertafel annual meeting (B£, 18 March 1886) indicates 
this, and confirms that there had been organizational difficulties. The 
og 
society's Minute Book also indicates a complete re-organization. 
Nevertheless the line of musical endeavour was apparently continuous 
from 5 August 1884. 
The society's first major performance, also a smoke concert, was 
given in the Town Hall (Queen Street), on 16 July 1885—one year exactly 
after the foundational meeting, to an invited audience of nearly five 
hundred gentlemen. The concert was informal, guests being placed "in 
free and easy fashion" ; the atmosphere was "considerably thickened with 
tobacco smoke," which must have been of little benefit to the vocal 
prowess of the performers; and a bar was provided "under the watchful 
eye of Mrs. Moxley." The audience, recorded the Courier, were kindly 
disposed, and overlooked glaring faults. Hopes were expressed, however, 
that the concert would not be the last (BC, 17 July 1885). In fact the 
concert was the first of a long line that included some spectacular 
successes. 
Concerts given by the Brisbane Liedertafel were of two kinds—"smoke," 
and "grand." The smoke concerts, for gentlemen only, preserved something 
of the conviviality of the original liedertafel movement. The more 
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formal concerts which ladies also attended came to be known as "grand" 
concerts, although the term does not seem to have been used by the society 
until the middle of 1886. Subscription concerts, smoke and grand, were 
numbered consecutively, not by seasons, beginning with the first major 
performance (16 July 1885). The last subscription concert for the 1880s, 
the twenty-eighth, was presented on 20 Novennber 1889. (A full list of 
subscription concerts and other performances is given as Appendix S.) 
Of the twenty-eight subscription concerts given in the 1880s, thirteen 
were smoke concerts, fifteen grand concerts. 
With sound musical direction and competent administration, the Lieder-
tafel concerts rapidly gained acceptance. The public concerts, claimed 
the Courier (12 March 1886), were genuine "popular concerts," and were 
supplying a want that had long existed in Brisbane. Choral membership 
increased from less than thirty in the January 1886 concert to over 
sixty in the July concert, the first in the Exhibition Building, It is 
evident from the report (BC, 15 July 1886) that both organization and 
presentation were excellent, "Of the performance," connmented the reporter, 
"nothing can be said but praise." The performance attracted an audience 
of around fifteen hundred, and included, for the first time, orchestral 
participation. 
Liedertafel smoke concerts, with their limited admission, usually 
had an audience of about five hundred, but the grand concerts in the 
Exhibition Building continued to draw capacity audiences in 1886. The 
annual report for the year, however, noted that the membership limit had 
been reached, and until a more spacious hall was provided in Brisbane, 
memibership would be limited to five hundred (BC, 26 January 1887). 
Nevertheless the memibership roll continued to rise, reaching over five 
hundred in 1887. This, it was noted, was nearly the maximum which could 
be accommodated (with the tickets issued for friends) in any of the 
halls in town, the total forming an audience of close on fourteen hundred 
(BC, 25 February 1887). Early in the year the society took out a lease 
of rooms in the New Zealand Building in Queen Street, and these premises 
remained its practice venue and headquarters through the years to 1900. 
During 1888 the nunnber of subscribers was 346, and in 1889 it was 
332. The latter figure, it was noted in the annual report for 1889, 
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could have been increased, if hall capacity had been greater (BC, 29 
January 1890). 
At the beginning of 1889 "Euterpe" commented that "the Liedertafel 
is still in full bloom, and in favour with the public. . . "; and the 
connment represented fairly the society's position at the close of the 
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1880s. 
During the first few years of its existence, the Liedertafel was 
troubled by lack of a suitable concert venue for its concerts. The 
first two concerts, both in 1885, were given in the acoustically doubtful 
Town Hall, in Queen Street; and it was in the second of these that the 
performers suffered the indignity of interruption by a street fiddler, a 
pipe band, and a hot pies vendor. The first three concerts of 1885 were 
given in the Protestant Hall, but by April of that year it was remarked 
(BC, 15 April 1886) that there had been a large increase in mennbership, 
and that more commodious premises were needed than were available. The 
Liedertafel therefore undertook negotiations with the National Association 
with a view to appropriate modification of the Exhibition Building. On 
3 June 1886 the Courier reported that "a design for a stage, and developing 
and perfecting the acoustic properties of the building," had been approved; 
and alterations were subsequently made. 
A month later (3 July 1886) the Courier reported that the alterations 
would be complete for the concert of 14 July, and that the main hall was 
being prepared for promenading during the concert interval. Special 
services were being arranged with the Tramway Company. The success that 
attended these efforts reflected credit on the Liedertafel organization, 
an audience of fifteen hundred being successfully accommodated. 
The Liedertafel found the Exhibition Building adequate for its needs, 
despite the distance from the city; and the society presented twelve 
more of its subscription concerts there over the following two years. 
The acoustic properties of the building, according to "Euterpe," were 
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excellent. On 13 June 1888, however, the building was destroyed by 
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fire, and the Liedertafel faced a considerable dilemma. No other concert 
venue in Brisbane had the facilities and capacity required by the society, 
and for nearly a year alternatives were sought. One smoke concert was 
given in the German Hall in South Brisbane, and two at the Foresters' 
Hall in the Valley. One grand concert was staged in the Theatre Royal, 
and another in the Opera House. 
In May 1889, the Liedertafel, for the first time, performed in the 
Centennial Hall, in Adelaide Street. This hall was new, having been 
opened in May 1888. It had been "specially constructed for dancing, 
concert, or theatrical purposes," and had a stage measuring forty-five 
feet by thirty feet (about fourteen metres by nine metres). A gallery 
would accommodate some three hundred persons, and the lower floor about 
seven hundred (BC, 15 May 1888). In 1889, for Liedertafel purposes, the 
auditorium was considerably enlarged, but staging was not yet satisfactory 
(BC, 30 May 1889). Nevertheless, the hall was the best available in the 
city. The Liedertafel gave four more concerts there in 1889, and used 
the venue throughout the 1890s. 
For the Liedertafel's first subscription concert, held 16 July 1885, 
the assistance of the Brisbane Orchestral Society was given in the over-
tures, though only one, "The Sadowa March," was named in the report. 
The next four Liedertafel concerts were presented without orchestral 
support, instrumental activity being limited to piano accompaniment and 
instrumental solo items. The Courier of 3 June 1885, however, recorded 
that the Orchestral Society was being re-organized to assist the Lieder-
tafel in its next concert (14 July), the first to be staged in the 
Exhibition Building. It was intended that several part-songs would have 
full orchestral accompaniment. In addition the orchestra would perform 
the overture, and play for promenading. 
The concert report (15 July 1886) commended the orchestral playing. 
Orchestral items included the Overture "Invocation" (Lamothe), and, for 
promenading, a March from Tannhauser (Wagner). Choral items with orchestra 
included the "Joy Waltz," a choral setting of "The Blue Danube-" This 
numiber proved to be highly popular with audiences, and was performed in 
several concerts. Orchestral instrumentaion was not specified, but an 
earlier paragraph (BC, 13 July 1886) gave the orchestral numibers at 
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about twenty. 
Following the success of the July concert, the Liedertafel committee 
in August made the decision to form an orchestra. 
It was decided to form an Orchestra in connection with the 
Liedertafel, the mennbers of the orchestra being Honorary 
Members of the Society, and having no voting power. All names 
for admission to the orchestra to be submitted to the Committee 
before enrolment. 
A later decision, taken in Septennber, limited the orchestra to thirty 
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members. 
The Liedertafel decision to include orchestral work was obviously 
the result of negotiation with the Orchestral Society mennbers, being 
reported by the Courier of 13 August 1885, four days before the formal 
decision was recorded. The Courier noted that the orchestra would meet 
for practice on Friday evenings (i.e., separately from the choir practice), 
that maximum strength would be thirty, and that only first-class musicians 
would be enrolled. This was the beginning of a long and profitable line 
of orchestral activity; but it is clear from the outset that the orchestra 
was a separate entity, performing in its own right. 
It took some time for the orchestra to define its role and achieve a 
satisfactory working relationship with the Liedertafel connmittee. The 
initial situation in which instrumentalists were honorary members, without 
voting rights, proved to be unsatisfactory. A special meeting of orchestral 
members held in Novennber 1888 demanded membership without subscription, 
in return for services, together with the institution of an orchestral 
connmittee and the appointment (as well as orchestral secretary) of orchestral 
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librarian. Faced with the prospect of losing its orchestra altogether, 
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the comimittee of 1889 signified its agreement. For the 1880s at least, 
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concord was restored. The compromise was recorded in the annual report 
for 1889. 
Mention may here be made that last year's difficulty with the 
Orchestra was overcome by your Committee. The arrangements 
made were—That the Orchestra appoint a Committee of three, to 
select music, act as test Committee, and look after their interest 
generally, and to be represented on the General Committe by 
their Orchestra Secretary; the Orchestral members to work 
under the rules of the Society without payment of subscription, 
35 
Some concert reports during 1885 do not mention the orchestra, and 
in those that do it is not easy to distinguish orchestral pieces. 
Certainly the orchestra did not play in at least one concert. In a 
Septen±)er concert the orchestra played the Overture "La Souveraine" and 
the Tannhauser March, as well as supporting the choir in the "Joy Waltz." 
For the last concert of the year, given 22 Decennber, the orchestra had 
achieved full strength of about thirty. The report (BC, 23 Decennber 
1885) for the first time gave the orchestra some closer attention. 
Included were two basses and one cello, and the services of a versatile 
drummer were noted. One is pleased to read that "there were no dummies 
in the orchestra." Orchestral items included a "light and sparkling 
overture" by von Suppe, and a Selection from Daughter of the Regiment. 
Early in 1887 the Liedertafel and the Musical Union jointly staged a 
concert in the Exhibition Building, to raise funds for flood relief. 
The two orchestras were connbined, and joined by about a dozen profession-
als (BC, 7 February 1887). The ensennble sound must have been impressive 
to the audience of the day. The full programme was set out in a Courier 
advertisement of 8 February 1887. The two Overtures were The Barber of 
Seville (Rossini) and Poet and Peasant (Suppd'). Four choral items 
would also have had orchestral accompaniment. These were "0, the Pleasure 
of the Plains" (Handel), and "The Heavens are Telling" (Haydn), given by 
the Union; and "Joy Waltz" (Strauss) and "Soldiers' Chorus" (Gounod), 
given by the Liedertafel. An interesting feature of the programme was 
that two orchestral marches had been written for the occasion. The 
first of these, "The Relief," was written by Dr. Walters, conductor of 
the Union; and the second, "Triumphal," was written by C.A. Pollard, 
brother of H.J. Pollard, conductor of the Liedertafel. 
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The Liedertafel orchestra gave good concert service in 1887. On 11 
May, for example, it played Lamothe's Overture "Le Menestral," and an 
arrangement of airs from Lucrezia Borgia (Donizetti). The Courier report 
noted that orchestral accompaniment for choral items had been arranged 
by Pollard (BC, 12 May 1887). On 27 July orchestral work included the 
Overture to Der Freischiitz (Weber), and the programme was highly commended 
(BC, 28 July 1887). On 5 October the Overture given was La Donna del 
Lago (presumably Rossini); and the orchestra was fairly numerous, being 
"as evenly balanced as regards instrumental power as we can expect a 
Brisbane amateur band to be for some time to come" (BC, 6 October 1887). 
For the concert on 21 Decennber the orchestra was "reinforced," presenting 
two overtures, and accompanying four part-songs (BC, 19 December 1887). 
The reinforcement (BC, 22 Decemiber 1887) was an American organ, "which 
did something towards filling the places of instruments that cannot be 
obtained in Brisbane." The Overtures included "Le Collier D'Or" (Hermann). 
The Liedertafel orchestral library was considerably expanded by the 
beginning of 1888. At the society's annual meeting (17 January 1888) 
H.J. Pollard announced that, as there were indications that the society 
was going to have a really good orchestra he and Mr E. Taylor had decided 
to present to the society the whole of the music of the Austrian Band, 
which they had in their possession. There would thus be no expense in 
regard to orchestral music for many years to come, and it was hoped that 
what the Austrian Band did with this music the Liedertafel orchestra 
would at least attempt (BC, 18 January 1888). The probability is that 
the Austrian Band library had earlier been available to the former 
Orchestral Society, while remaining in the private ownership of Pollard 
and Taylor. 
The orchestra continued to work effectively during 1888. During the 
final two concerts in the Exhibition Building the performances included 
"Le Brasseur de Preston" (Adams) , an arrangement of airs from La Sonnannbula, 
and "Hypatia" Waltz. These were typical of the orchestral fare, and 
some works appeared in several concerts. Unfortunately, there are no 
full records of instrumentation. The report for the final concert for 
1888 (BC, 18 December) carried connment. The band, "though numerically 
weak, included some of the best professional instrumentalists in the 
colony." The greatest weakness was in brass, and the reeds were not in 
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balance. In the May concert of the following year, great improvement 
was noted. The strings were good, though there was room for an additional 
cello or bass. The reeds included several clarinets, and, at last, a 
bassoon. The Martha Overture was performed (BC_, 3 May 1889). In general, 
good orchestral participation was reported during the remaining concerts 
of the year, despite lack of full instrumentation. One interesting 
performance, given in the concert of 7 Novennber 1889, was that of an 
original composition, "Overture de Concert," by W.A. Caflisch, then 
pianist to the society, and in later years its conductor. 
Not until the final concert of the 1880s was the full orchestral 
instrumentation reported. This, certainly, was full enough, but had 
been supplemented for the most annbitious work yet to be performed by the 
Liedertafel, Felicien David's The Desert. The orchestra included twenty 
violins, two violas, two cellos (including one professional, by permission 
of the Opera Company), two double basses, two flutes, one piccolo, two 
clarinets, two oboes, one bassoon, two cornets, two trombones, one horn, 
one euphonium, drums, gongs, etc., -a total of over forty (BC, 20 November 
1889). It is apparent that Brisbane of the late 1880s could put together 
an orchestra of near symphonic proportions for an occasional performance, 
even if it could not maintain continuity. 
The Third Brisbane Philharmonic Society 
The third society to assume the name "Brisbane Philharmonic Society" 
came into existence, it would appear, at some time in the middle of 1888, 
The Courier (20 October 1888) recorded a rehearsal held 18 October, and 
stated that preparations had been in progress for two months, The work 
under rehearsal was Weber's Mass in G, the complete orchestral score 
having been imported from Europe, The conductor, F.H. Fowler, was a 
professional Brisbane musician of good standing. The Courier noted that 
a complete orchestra had also been got together. 
The society's inaugural concert was advertised in the Courier of 10 
November 1888. The work to be presented was not the Weber mass, but a 
cantata, Silvia, with chorus of sixty voices, and full orchestra. The 
performance, given 15 Novennber 1888 in the Theatre Royal, was reported 
in the Courier of the following day^ The report was not flattering. 
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alleging inadequate preparation, but acknowleding "an unexpectedly large 
measure of success." The orchestra, it appears, was not good. 
The society apparently began preparation of a second cantata. The 
Rose Maiden, late in Novemiber; but there is no further evidence of 
activity. 
The Second South Brisbane Musical Society 
The first South Brisbane Musical Society was founded in September 
1882, and endured till 1884, with some success. In 1889 a new society 
adopted the name. Like its predecessor, it also achieved some success, 
within its limited life span. 
On 7 May 1889, a meeting at South Brisbane Mechanics' Institute 
resolved that a musical society should be formed. The opening oration 
by the Hon. A.J. Thynne declared that South Brisbane had grown so large 
as to support a strong musical society. Residents had not "had their 
musical taste depreciated to any extent by the Salvation Army Bands and 
other so-called musical performances. It was time that they went to the 
rescue of musical taste in Brisbane" (BC, 8 May 1889). 
In June 1889 the new society began practising in the new South Bris-
bane Hall, in Boggo Road. The conductor was Seymour Dicker, and the 
work in preparation Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise. Orchestral preparation 
was under way. 
The society's inaugural concert was given in the South Brisbane 
Hall, on 11 Septennber 1889, presenting Hymn of Praise and miscellaneous 
items. The non-committal report (B£, 12 September 1889) revealed the 
existence of an orchestra, but little more. A comment by "Euterpe," in 
the Queenslander, mentioned "the limited numiber of instruments," and 
connmended Dicker's instrumental arranging. 
The South Brisbane Musical Society's second concert was given on 3 
December 1889, also in the South Brisbane Hall. The programme included 
Sterndale Bennett's cantata May Queen, and smaller items. The Courier 
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report of the following day noted good improvement, complimenting both 
vocalists and instrumentalists. 
On 19 December 1889, the South Brisbane Musical Society combined 
with the Brisbane Musical Union in a performance of Messiah at the Pro-
testant Hall. The connbined orchestra, it appears, was not well co-ordinated, 
and "succeeded in seriously damaging, if not entirely ruining, more than 
one numiber. ..." This, stated the Courier (20 Decennber 1889) was due 
to insufficient preparation. Dicker, at the time, was conductor of both 
societies. 
Minor Choirs and Choral Societies 
There were, during the 1880s, diverse minor choirs and choral societies, 
about which little information is available. Some, in a small way, used 
orchestral assistance. The Bulimba Amateur Choral Union, for example, a 
society formed "from the various local church choirs," used "a compact 
little orchestra" in a concert in 1888 (BC,18 October 1888). This society 
operated for at least two years. The United Evangelistic Choir, perform-
ing the type of music suggested by its name, existed from the late 1870s, 
and was active throughout the 1880s. A Courier paragraph (19 September 
1885) stated that the choir had been in existence for eight years, and 
habitually led the singing in Sunday afternoon and evening services in 
the Theatre Royal, besides giving services to religious and benevolent 
societies. A report pertaining to the activities in the Theatre Royal 
(BC, 17 January 1887) mentioned "a small and effective orchestra"; but 
the artistic level of the performance material was probably not high. 
Late in the decade the Brisbane Choristers gave a number of perform-
ances. Passing mention, without great orchestral significance, is found 
of Toowong Philharmonic Society, Scandinavian Glee Club, a Welsh Choir 
(active for some years), Toowong Choral Union, Kangaroo Point Glee Union, 
and Y.M.C.A. Harmonic Choir. The Y.M.C.A. Choir gave at least one concert, 
in 1888, with orchestral support, advertising a chorus and orchestra 
total of ninety (BC, 28 March 1888). 
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The Second Brisbane Orchestral Society 
There were three attempts to found an Orchestral Society in Brisbane 
during the nineteenth century. The first of these, which ultimately 
became part of the Brisbane Liedertafel, was the most successful. The 
second attempt (1889-90) endured for six months, with doubtful achievement. 
The inaugural meeting of the second Brisbane Orchestral Society was 
held on 31 May 1889, in the Wesleyan Schoolroom, Fortitude Valley, It 
was, said the Courier report (1 June 1889), well attended; and some 
prominent enthusiasts, including Messrs. Gordon, Atkinson, Down, Bean, 
Benson, and Pechotsch, were present. The obj ect of the society was to 
comibine instruction with pleasure, and it was intended to avoid clashing 
with any existing society. S.G. Benson was appointed conductor. 
A further meeting held 10 June saw twenty-four gentlemen signify 
intention to become practising members; and Monday evening practices at 
Palings were arranged (BC, 11 June 1889), "Euterpe," in the Queenslander, 
approved. Neither of the existing societies, it was claimed, offered 
scope for purely instrumental playing; and accompaniment was, at best, 
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slow work. In fact, there were three, not two, other societies, competing 
for the city's amateur instrumentalists, but the society nevertheless 
obtained "a considerable library of symphonies, overtures, selections, 
and other works," in readiness for the first rehearsal on 17 June 1889 
(BC, 17 June 1889), 
A Courier report of 23 August notes that three Haydn symphonies, 
several overtures, opera selections, and concerted accompaniments to 
instrumental solos were in rehearsal. The report of the annual meeting 
(BC, 5 February 1890) gives an impression of optimistic vitality. It 
was proposed to give four annual recitals, to begin in March, Steady 
rehearsal attendance of about eighteen was reported, A constitution and 
rules had been adopted. Yet there is no record of further activity. 
Again, one wonders why. 
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Concerts, Concert Orchestras, and Chamber Music 
The practice of concert-giving in Brisbane continued during the 1880s, 
following the lines laid down during the preceding two decades. Perusal 
of many concert advertisements and reports gives the impression that 
there was something of an improvement in quality. This was to be expected 
in the better concerts, for the community was growing; but it is possible 
that continuous competition from professional entertainment tended to 
crowd concerts of lower quality into peripheral or suburban venues, 
where they would be less likely to attract press notice. Occasional 
references certainly indicate that suburban concerts were not uncommon. 
The general categorization observed for concerts of the sixties and 
seventies also holds good for the concerts of the eighties, though it 
should be noted that, as before, entrepreneurial distinctions did not 
necessarily accord with distinctions drawn on such criteria as artistic 
level, performance media, or performance material. On entrepreneurial 
grounds, however, the broad classification remains reasonably clear. 
Some concerts were personal benefits (either promoted by or on behalf of 
the beneficiary); some were commercially profit-motivated; some were 
fund-raisers for organizations or institutions; one or two were for 
significant occasions. Other concerts, of course, were given primarily 
for the love of music, by community-based dedicated societies or organiza-
tions; and others again by visiting professionals. These have received 
consideration elsewhere in this chapter. 
In presentation concerts were, as in earlier years, formal or informal-
the former in general being held indoors with focally arranged seating, 
and the latter, promenades, usually outdoors. One notes, in the eighties, 
some modification of this formerly observed dichotomy. The Liedertafel 
"grand" concerts were distinctly formal in every sense, but the "smoke" 
concerts were semi-formal, the gentlemen privileged to attend having 
some licence to talk and smoke, providing the performance was not to be 
disturbed. Outdoor promenades, mainly band concerts, continued; but 
there was increasing tendency, during the decade, to hold indoor promenade 
concerts, some of them of very good quality. Other concerts combined 
both formal and promenade performances. Such performances became highly 
popular during the 1890s. One notes that the term "popular concert," 
though still occasionally cropping up, was perhaps not so frequently 
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used as in former years. 
So far as concert performance media were concerned, the practices of 
earlier years remained. Vocal and instrumental solos were the bread and 
butter of most concerts, with some duets and trios for relief. Neverthe-
less, the line of small concert orchestra activity was strong enough and 
varied enough to merit consideration here. There were also some examples 
of chamber music from time to time in concert programmes, but there does 
not seem to have been any strong line of performance activity. One line 
of concert activity, however, based on organ performance, was significant; 
for in time it developed instrumental ensemible partnerships that have 
pertinence in this study. Pipe organs in the 1880s, however, were the 
preserve of the churches. The heyday of the organ recital and the 
organ-based concert came in the 1890s, with the provision of a large 
secular organ in the Exhibition Hall. Nevertheless, foundations were 
laid in the 1880s. An organ recital, "the first entertainment of the 
kind ever given in Brisbane," took place in Creek Street Presbyterian 
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Church on 31 July 1883. There are records of other recitals during 
the decade. The initiative, it seems clear, came from that extraordinary 
musician, Mrs. W.G. Willmore, formerly Madame Mallalieu. What appears 
to be the first organ recital series in Brisbane was given from April 
1888 to November 1888, a series of six, on the organ of Wickham Terrace 
Presbyterian Church, also by Mrs. Willmore. 
One concert that might be classified as given for a special occasion, 
was that held under the auspices of the Brisbane Sunday School Union, a 
memorial service to Robert Raikes, "it being 100 years since he gave 
that impetus to Sunday school teaching which has continued with such 
good results to the present time" (BC_, 21 October 1880). The "Blessing 
of the Children," a "cantata" written by Curwen, Bennett and Lahee, was 
given with miscellaneous works at the Exhibition Building under the 
direction of R.T. Jefferies. The full progrannme appeared in the Courier 
of 21 October 1880, and the performance (postponed) was given on 2 Novennber. 
The "cantata" was probably not greatly significant, though other items 
included works by Handel and Mendelssohn. The feature of interest is 
the scale of the production; and it has been noted that the popular 
taste of the day favoured grandiose presentations. Jefferies conducted 
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a connbined choir and orchestra of four hundred, and the audience numbered 
around two thousand (]BC_, 3 November 1880). 
Some of the best community-based concerts of the time were the benefit 
concerts, though the fund-raising concerts also contained some good 
material. Orchestral support was enlisted for concerts; and though no 
doubt many of the orchestras were small, reports indicate that they were 
in their way effective. Some programmes also contained chamiber works. 
Overtures, as in the 1870s, were in general drawn from the operatic 
repertoire. (A selected list of orchestral and channber work performances, 
by way of illustration, is included as Appendix T.) Some reports of 
concerts are informative, and there are some performances of interest. 
Madame Mallalieu's benefit concert, for example, given 22 October 1880, 
included an orchestra of eighteen, with whom Madame performed "Mendelssohn's 
grand (pianoforte) concerto in D minor" (BC, 19 October 1880). A concert 
given in aid of the Commercial Rowing Club on 7 April 1885 featured an 
orchestra of piano, violin, flute, two cornets, cello, and tronnbone—a 
total of seven. A Wesleyan concert given in the Protestant Hall on 23 
August 1885 (BC^ , 24 August 1885) had an orchestra of fourteen, and a 
choir of about forty-five. A concert to assist the child prodigy Elsie 
Stanley Hall, given 25 April 1887 in the Protestant Hall, raised an 
orchestra of around thirty performers, conducted by Dr. Walters. For so 
worthy a cause the city could find a greater number of instrumentalists. 
The diminutive Miss Hall, noted the Courier, played "the allegro from 
Beethoven's concerto in C minor" with orchestral accompaniment (BC, 25 
April 1887). 
With reference to solo performances, a concert given by the Rosen-
stengels on 28 June 1883 (advertised in the Courier, 23 June 1883) 
contained a solo "on bars of steel"—presumably Brisbane's first glocken-
spiel solo—accompanied by orchestra. The player was Ludwig Rosenstengel, 
oboist, pianist, and violinist, in his first Brisbane performance. "So 
clever an artist," wrote the Courier reporter, "should surely rise 
superior to musical eccentricities at a grand concert" (BC, 29 June 
1883). The orchestra, it was noted, included seven players in all. 
What was possibly Brisbane's first saxophone solo was given on 1 April 
1884, in a Montague-Turner Opera Company concert; but the player (Sebastian 
Hodges) was probably not a local musician, and may have been the Mr 
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Hodge who played clarinet and saxophone in the 1881 orchestra. 
One of the most interesting examples of orchestral activity lies in 
the promenade concerts given in 1887 under the leadership of Dr. Alan 
Walters. The first intimation of these was made in a Courier paragraph 
of 19 July: "Dr. Alan Walters announces the inauguration of what should 
prove very attractive—a series of popular promenade orchestral concerts 
in the Exhibition building." The first of these was held on Saturday 
afternoon, 6 August 1887. A full orchestra was advertised, and the 
admission (a popular price) was one shilling. A further paragraph in 
the Courier (29 July) refers to the "experiment" of a shilling promenade 
orchestral concert. "Dr. Alan Walters has got together an orchestra of 
picked players, including the leading professionals in Brisbane. . . . " 
The programme (BC, 5 August 1887) included Mozart's Overture to The 
Magic Flute, Haydn's Symphony No.5, and Suppe's "Devil's March," as well 
as a Schubert string quartet. 
This venture, initiated by a well-qualifled and competent musician, 
was historically important as the first community-based attempt in Brisbane 
to promote serious orchestral work in professional concerts. The Courier . 
gave approval and support. 
Although it consisted entirely of high-class music, there was 
no single item of so recondite a character that the least 
sympathetic ear could fail to enjoy and understand at all events 
a considerable portion of it. So that the interest of the 
hearers might be the better maintained the more lengthy works 
that appeared on the programme had been judiciously curtailed, 
and consequently it was found possible to give eight good numbers 
within an hour and a-quarter, and so fully that nothing of 
great importance was excised from any of them. The orchestra 
had been carefully selected, and there need be little hesitation 
in saying that it was the best aggregation of local musicians 
that has as yet been attempted in Brisbane. It consisted of 
twenty instrumentalists, most of whom are professional musicians. 
Unfortunately there are several instruments necessary to the 
enrolment of a full orchestra, players on which are not obtain-
able here, but under the circumstances no better disposition 
could have been made. . . . 
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The string quartet was Schubert's "G minor quartette," played by Herren 
Rosendorff and Gottling (violins), Herr Nurnberger (viola), and Signer 
L.A. Benvenuti (cello)—"four professional gentlemen who have recently 
"^ B^C, 8 August 1887. 
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formed themselves into a quartette club for the purpose of reading the 
classics together." 
Notwithstanding an unsatisfactory attendance at the first orchestral 
promenade, the second was advertised for the afternoon of 3 September. 
The programme (BC, 3 September) included the Overture to Caliph of Bagdad 
(Boieldieu), Haydn's Symphony No.ll, a Selection from Martha (Flotow), 
and several programme fillers—two waltzes and a galop. Two songs given 
by the bass McRobbie (Faure' and Handel) were also orchestrally accompanied. 
The Courier report (5 Septennber) described the concert as "a genuine 
success," but noted that attendance, though improved, was not yet up to 
expectations; and it is interesting that all musicians (all professionals), 
despite the poor financial return of the first concert, had given their 
services gratuitously for the second, in the hope that expenditure might 
be recouped. 
The third promenade concert was held on 17 September. The advertise-
ment (BC, 17 September 1887) showed a change in venue, from the Exhibition 
Building to the Courier Building in Queen Street, and change in time, 
from afternoon to evening. The programme, too, showed modification, 
with four vocal items included. Orchestral offerings included Rossini's 
Overture to Italiana in Algeria, the Andante from Haydn's Symphony No.6, 
and (again) a Martha Selection. The changes in time and venue obviously 
had the desired effect, and attendance rose to four hundred. There was, 
unfortunately, a difficulty in that several instrumentalists had regular 
Saturday evening professional engagements, and the orchestra was thereby 
weakened. The Courier (19 Septemiber) noted that "reliable instrumentalists 
are unfortunately all too few in Brisbane, and when such an orchestra is 
deprived of the assistance of some four or five of its leading members, 
it can easily be understood that their places cannot be adequately 
filled. . . . " The concert was, however, by no means a failure, as 
subsequent attendances proved. 
During the remaining months of 1887, Walters presented five more 
promenade concerts, in the Courier Building on Saturday nights. Attend-
ances continued to rise. On 1 October, six hundred people were present, 
and on 8 October (a programme devoted to the singer Amy Sherwin) the 
audience numbered nine hundred. On Monday, 24 October the Courier 
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reflected on the performance of the preceding Saturday night. "Judging 
from the nature of the audience at Dr. Walters's Promenade Concert in 
the Courier Hall on Saturday night, these excellent entertainments are 
gradually coming to be regarded as a general rendezvous on a night when 
nearly everybody other than shopkeepers and their assistants is disengaged" 
(BC, 24 October, 1887). The concert of 5 Novennber was an "Irish night." 
The final programme for the year was given on 3 Decennber. 
Programme content changed during the last few concerts, coming nearer 
to the conventional concert structure of the time. As well as vocal 
solos, instrumental solos (violin, flute, oboe, piano) were given. The 
orchestra remained the core of the entertainment, but it appears, no 
longer the staple. Perhaps Walters was obliged to bow to the inevitable; 
but it is clear that the quality, from first to last, was good, most 
programmes including parts of a Haydn symphony. The advertisement for 
the final concert (BC, 28 Novennber 1887) notified intention to present a 
new series in March 1888. It is a matter of some regret that this intention 
was not carried out. Nevertheless, the concerts, it appears, helped 
create a demand; and other ventures, on a similar basis, followed in 
due course. 
One other performance venture deserves at least a passing glance. 
For some time in 1888—possibly beginning in August—Brisbane Coffee 
Palace Company Limited, corner of Elizabeth and Albert Streets (formerly 
Pulle's Grand Arcade), gave entertainment on Saturday evenings. The 
company advertised cuisine and lodging equal that of any city hotel, and 
probably the programmes were given in a dining or a coffee room. An 
advertisement (BC, 22 September 1888) offered a "Grand Continental Satur-
day Concert," under the directorship of Signer Benvenuti, admission 
free. Some programmes appeared in the Courier, and in Benvenuti's hands 
they would without doubt have made pleasurable listening. The programme 
for 13 October (BC, 15 October 1888) typically included "The Pirates of 
Penzance Lancers" (D'Albert), "Falka Waltz" (Coote), "Frauenliebe Waltz" 
(Fahrbach), and a Selection from La Favorita (Donizetti). 
Bands 
As during the preceding two decades, the main bands in Brisbane of 
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the 1880s were the bands of the armed forces, the best of which became a 
very good band indeed. There would appear to have been a sufficiency of 
bands to meet the community's requirements, although unlike a nunnber of 
smaller communities in the Colony, Brisbane did not develop a band that 
might be said to stand as an expression of local identity, taking on 
itself a local name, and generally serving the localized demands of the 
city. Perhaps, as Brisbane was the capital and the oldest connmunity in 
the colony, there was no sense of need for such a declaration of community 
identity. The Sandgate Town Band, a product of the eighties, was such a 
band; and its activities might reasonably be rated as peripherally 
metropolitan. As such, it is given attention in this study. Brisbane's 
needs on major occasions were served by the bands of the armed services; 
and these also participated, with certain civilian bands, in many activ-
ities of less note—festive, commemorative, and so on. Bands of various 
size (usually small) continued to be available for commercial engagement 
as needed. At least two bands, under Andrew Seal's baton, appear to 
have been formed for promenade concert performance only. Certain of the 
bands were formed to serve organizational interests; and one of these, 
the principal Salvation Army Band, has probably been in existence for a 
century at the time of writing of this study. Despite British precedent, 
there was no move in Brisbane during the eighties to establish bands by 
industrial sponsorship, or on common grounds of employment. 
It has been noted that there is no evidence to show any set scheme 
of instrumentation, either for the small professional bands, or for the 
larger brass bands, during the years before 1880. Probably bands used 
what instruments were available, with an ear to tonal balance, harmonic 
integrity, and effectiveness in performance. Obviously published arrange-
ments, if used, needed to be flexible to accommodate what appear to be 
rather haphazard band structures, though specific arrangements could be 
made to fit a predetermined instrumentation without difficulty. In fact 
there is little evidence to show what published music the bands used, 
although the names of certain well-known British band arrangers and 
writers (for example, Godfrey) appear in some programmes. There is also 
little evidence to show what instrumentation the bands used during the 
1880s, although the size of the armed services bands from the middle 
eighties can be determined with accuracy. There is one Courier paragraph 
of 1884 which refers, not to the metropolis, but to Herberton. It gives. 
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however, some idea of what might have been considered a balanced band 
instrumentation for the time. Herberton, the Courier noted (7 June 
1884) would soon have its "brass band," under the auspices of the 
Oddfellows' Lodge (Manchester Unity). The instruments had been selected 
by the manager of the Queensland Piano and Music Warehouse, and were as 
follows: "3 E flat cornets, 2 B flat cornets, 3 B and E flat clarionettes, 
1 E flat tenor, 1 B flat baritone, 1 B flat bass, 1 E flat contrabass, 1 
36in. bass drum, 1 side drum, 1 pair cymbals, 1 tenor drum, 1 triangle, 
1 tenor and bass tronnbones." It is noteworthy that the "brass band" 
still contained reeds, but only clarinets. There is nothing to indicate 
whether the trombones were valve or slide instruments. The "tenor" and 
"baritone," and possibly the "bass" and "contrabass" would have been 
saxhorn type instruments, though the last two may have had the full bore 
to qualify as tubas. The band, going by the given list, would probably 
have included (presuming three each of Eb and Bb clarinets) seventeen 
winds and four or five percussion, with reasonable balance. Herberton 
("the Northern tinopolis") was, like Gympie, a mining field. One might 
have expected to find the banding traditions of Cornwall and Wales 
represented. 
Visiting Bands 
As during the 1870s, the itinerant circuses of the 1880s maintained 
a tradition of band performance on the popular entertainment level, as 
indeed they continued to do through the following decade. For the rest, 
there was one only noteworthy band visit to Brisbane during the eighties. 
This was the band of H.M.S. Nelson in 1884. The band played at least 
one programme, though it could hardly be called a public performance, 
being given at one of the weekly receptions at Government House. It is 
interesting that the music presented by this band, a professional ensennble 
of the Royal Navy, was very similar to the material used by local bands. 
The band numbered over twenty performers, who were under the 
direction of Mr. G. Daley, bandmaster. The following admirable 
programme was gone through: March, "Marmion" (Smith); overture, 
"Masaniello" (Auber); waltz, "Venetia" (DaleyTi selection, 
"Reminiscences of Donizetti" (Godfrey); piccolo solo, "The 
Wren" (Daley); selection, "Norma" (E^ellini); waltz, "Myosotis" 
(Daley). Every nunnber was well done, but special praise is due 
to the piccolo soloist. 
40 
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BC. 23 June 1884. 
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It would appear that the conductor was also composer or arranger of 
three of the items performed. Possibly he was also arranger for others, 
although the inclusion of one arranger's name (Godfrey) makes it appear 
possible that the band used material from the British band journals then 
available. 
The circus bands occasionally prompted a mention in the press, usually 
a qualitative pronouncement. Chiarini's Circus, it would appear, featured 
a band of some quality. The Courier of 25 July 1880 connmented: "Circus 
music is not generally very inspiriting, but Signer Chiarini's band is a 
really excellent one." In 1885, Chiarini's band was led by that superb 
cornetist, Herr von der Mehden, and the band gave a one hour concert in 
front of the tent before each performance (BC, 13 June 1885). The size 
of the circus groups is not usually recorded, but in 1881 Kelly and 
Leon's advertised an "orchestra" of nine instrumentalists (BC, 27 April 
1881); and in 1888 the European Circus advertised a splendid brass band 
of eighteen players (BC^ , 12 July 1888). As to the music performed, few 
hints are given, but probably the usual band material was presented. In 
1885 (BC, 23 April) Matthews Challenge Brass Band, of Matthews Circus, 
advertised new selections of operatic and popular music—no doubt marches 
and dances. 
Seal's Band 
As in earlier years. Seal's Band (a typical small professional group) 
played commercial engagements throughout the 1880s. Selected examples 
of functions in which the band was engaged were the German Glee Cli±i 
Ball (April 1880); a Bay excursion on Lady Bowen (December 1880); the 
Cricketers' Sports (January 1881); Brisbane Regatta (on flagship Titania, 
Decennber 1882); Military Sports (December 1884); Brisbane Grammar 
School Sports (October 1885); Brock's Fireworks Display (April 1887); 
and the opening of Sandgate Skating Rink (October 1888). Such engagements 
were also undertaken by other small brass bands (for example, Larsen's 
and Bloomfield's); and indoor engagements were undertaken by string 
bands (for example, Rosenstengel's and Benvenuti's). 
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The City Band 
The elusive and enigmatic City Band continued to make occasional 
appearances during the 1880s. There is no comprehensive body of informa-
tion relating to its establishment, constitution, sponsorship or raison 
d'etre. The only information available lies in fleeting references to 
participation in'activities; and the fact that these activities are 
usually (but not always) the kind that might support professional employ-
ment of a group of musicians lends strength to the conjecture that the 
band may have been a loose union of professional players, performing as 
required. It is obvious that some engagements are the kind that were 
accepted by the small bands, such as Seal's. It is possible that the 
term "city band" was used generically; for some references include the 
leader's name—for example, "Smith's City Band." 
It would appear that City Band numbers were not large. A Rocklea 
Boxing Day Sports advertisement (BC, 19 December 1885) states that the 
City Band, with additional performers bringing it to military strength, 
would perform. An Eight-hours Demonstration Day advertisement (BC, 1 
March 1886) mentions the City Band of thirteen performers, under the 
leadership of George Chaytor; and a similar advertisement the following 
year also stipulates thirteen performers, under Smith's leadership. 
Another such leader was Larsen. 
It is likely that the band was usually called on to play marches and 
dances, but it was principally a marching band. Advertisements and 
reports suggest that the band was most active during the earlier part of 
the decade, but there is mention during the later years. Engagements 
included processions, excursions, balls, sports meetings, and race meetings, 
but it is possible that the band could do more annbitious work. A concert 
progrannme (BC, 19 October 1882) advertised a concert to be given by the 
United Ancient Order of Druids in which the City Band was to play two 
(unspecified) overtures. 
The Union Corps Band 
The Union Corps Band, probably alternatively known as the Union 
Brass Band, appears to have been an attempt by Andrew Seal to raise a 
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civilian band. The first known reference to the Union Brass Band lies 
in an advertisement for an entertainment in aid of the funds of the 
Bowen Hills Cricket Club, in November 1879 (BC, 28 November). There 
were also three excursion engagements in December 1880, and one in January 
1881. In August 1880, however, there was apparently an attempt made, 
presumably by Seal, to create something of more significance musically 
than an entertainment band. 
On 19 August 1880, the Courier reported that "a combination of local 
musical talent under the direction of Mr. Seal" were to present a concert, 
with a "varied and excellent" selection. The advertisement, in the same 
issue, was for a Complimentary Benefit to the Union Corps; and the 
Union Corps (an instrumental ensennble) was billed to play the Overture 
Zampa (Herold), a Selection "Valses, Dreams, Le Prophete" (Streck), a 
Grand Selection "Preciosa" (Weber), and a Cavatina from Ernani (Verdi). 
Anonymous vocal assistance was to be rendered by lady and gentleman 
amateurs. 
The Courier report (21 August 1880) praised the performance. Songs 
and duets were well rendered, and "the volume of sound produced from a 
small band of ten instrumentalists displayed a surprising amount of 
vigor and skill." 
The only other function of note was the excursion on Settler, on 13 
December 1880, the main outcome of which was, in retrospect, more humorous 
than musically significant. 
The Blue Rit±)on Band 
The Blue Ribbon organization was a temperance—or total abstinence— 
movement, based on English precedent. It first achieved consistent 
publicity in Brisbane about Septennber 1882, and was highly active in the 
city during the middle 1880s. The movement was apparently Protestant 
oriented (there was also a Catholic counterpart) and patriotic. A state-
ment read at a meeting on 24 March 1883 shows that the Brisbane movement 
had then been in existence for over ten months (BC, 25 May 1883). It 
was therefore established early in July 1882, and a Blue Ribbon Band 
must have come into existence within a few months. The movement continued 
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beyond the 1880s; but there is no evidence of band activity beyond this 
time. 
The Blue Ribbon Society enjoyed considerable success during the 
first five years or so of its existence in Brisbane; and it follows 
that there must have been a considerable need for its work. It might be 
pointed out that the Salvation Army was also active in social redemptive 
work during the late 1880s, and the techniques of the two movements were 
not dissimilar. Typically the Blue Ribbon Saturday evening activity 
started with a band performance and march from Victoria Bridge to a 
meeting hall. This was often the Protestant Hall, but the Temperance 
Hall was also used. Addresses and a musical programme took up the evening. 
Other venues included the Town Hall. The meeting of 25 May 1883 was 
held there, with an audience of five hundred. It was reported that 
2,600 persons had j oined the society in Queensland. 
Like the Hibernian Band, the Blue Ribbon Band was founded to serve 
organizational interests. It is apparent, however, that the society was 
subject to fluctuations in zeal, and the band activity was certainly not 
constant. There was a Blue Ribbon Band in September 1882, and perhaps 
earlier, though the leadership is not known. In October 1882, however, 
Andrew Seal became conductor, and the band made progress (BC, 9 October 
1882). Band participation was regularly reported at this time. In May 
1883 it was reported that the band had fifteen players, all abstainers, 
and £102 had been spent, presumably on instruments. 
From the later part of 1883 there was no mention of a band (except 
for some fife and drum work) until 1886. On 17 July of that year it was 
announced to a Blue Ribbon meeting that the committee were negotiating 
for purchase of instruments, the sum of £50 being needed. The earlier 
band, it seems, had vanished without trace. 
By Septennber 1886 the new instruments were available, and plans were 
afoot to begin practices (BC, 6 Septennber 1885). The first practice was 
held on 17 September, under the leadership of S.H. Hall. There were 
twenty new brass instruments, and forty-five applications for membership. 
The society had, however, about ten wooden instruments (probably clarinets) 
at its disposal, and it was expected that the strength of the new band 
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would be about thirty-five. In fact several pieces were played at the 
first rehearsal, some of the applicants being members of the Headquarters 
Band. The intention was expressed to occupy the Exhibition Building on 
Sunday afternoons, and hold religious services, interspersed with band 
selections (BC, 20 September 1886). It was also intended to hold open-air 
meetings, with the band, in order to reach more workers (BC, 27 September 
1885). 
The new band operated, it appears, for a little less than two years. 
About eighteen players performed at a meeting in October, giving three 
pieces, including a Fantasia from "Val d'Amour" (Donizetti), and a cornet 
Polka, "May Day." Clarinets and basses received favourable press comment 
(BC, 4 October 1885). Some weeks later (BC, 26 October 1886) a Blue 
Ribbon Concert advertisement gave four band items, including a valse, a 
polka, a galop, and a Selection from Martha. In the report (BC, 27 
October 1886) the piccolo received unfavourable comiment. There are some 
further non-specific mentions of band activity; and a Courier report of 
a Blue Ribbon meeting on 2 April 1887 indicated good band participation, 
under the baton of Mr Cattermole (BC, 4 April 1887). The band was 
certainly active in Decennber 1887; but the report given to the society's 
annual meeting in July 1888 recorded that attempts to reorganize the 
band had failed through want of a suitable leader (BC_, 31 July 1888). 
Some later attempt at reorganization was made in 1889, but, it appears, 
without result. 
The Hibernian Band 
There is no record of Hibernian Band activity during the years 1880 
to 1884. The band was, however, revived, apparently in 1885, for the 
St. Patrick's Day procession. Later in the year (BC, 17 September 1885) 
an advertisement called a meeting of the late H.C.B.S. Band; and it 
appears that some revival attempt was made. There are two reports of 
performance, both in May 1887, and nothing further. 
The Young Australian Band 
The Young Australian Band was a civilian band raised by the apparently 
tireless and endlessly optimistic Andrew Seal. It probably was organized 
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late in 1884, though no exact date is known. There is no evidence concern-
ing such matters as constitution. After an apparent lull in activity 
the band operated with good success from October 1885 until May 1885, 
At this point there was a change in name to Botanic Gardens Band, without 
disruption in function; and the line of endeavour continued until October 
1885, with one further engagement in March 1887, (A separate section is 
devoted to the Botanic Gardens Band,) The bands would appear to be part 
of a broken line of continuity that began with Seal's Brisbane Band in 
1857, and included the Metropolitan Band of 1872-73, and the short-lived 
Union Corps, One may conjecture that Seal was at something of a loose 
end following the termination of the Band of the 1st Queenslanders early 
in 1884, which he had trained and conducted from its foundational days 
in 1873; and it is perhaps noteworthy that the Botanic Gardens Band 
came to its end about the time of the establishment of the Band of the 
Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles, which Seal also conducted. 
The first evidence of the existence of the Young Australian Band 
lies in a Courier advertisement of 15 Decennber 1884, in which Seal 
announced a band contest to be held in the Exhibition Building on Boxing 
Day. The Young Australian Band, it was stated, would take part. A 
further advertisement, inserted two days later, set out the programme 
that the band would play on that day, in addition to the nominated contest 
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work, the overture to Zampa. In the event, no one took up Seal's 
challenge. The band played its programme, and also played for dancing. 
Seal lost money on the venture, and in January advertised a repeat perform-
ance of the band programime and overture, to be given in the Botanic 
Gardens (BC, 9 January 1885). 
There followed an interval of eleven months during which there was 
no evidence of activity by the band. Nevertheless, the group nnust have 
been practising, building up its expertise. During the period from 31 
October 1885 to 8 May 1886, there were twenty progrannmes of Botanic 
Gardens promenade concerts published in the Courier. Three of these, 
however, were repeats, in all likelihood being postponements because of 
bad weather, leaving seventeen at least actually performed. The band 
obviously was primarily a promenade concert band, though there is one 
record of participation in a procession—on St. Patrick's Day, 1886. 
41 
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There was also another advertised appearance, at a Queensland Scottish 
Association Grand Fete, on the Prince of Wales's Birthday, 1885 (BC, 3 
Novemiber 1885) . 
A Courier paragraph of 22 February 1886 gives good information con-
cerning the band. 
The steps recently taken by the trustees of the Botanic 
Gardens to provide music for those who are in the habit of 
frequenting the gardens on Saturday afternoon have proved 
thoroughly successful, as may be evinced by the fact that 
hundreds of persons now used the vicinity of the band stand as 
a promenade on each Saturday afternoon. The music is selected 
to suit various tastes, comprising as it does operatic selections 
and dance music. The band itself consists of twelve members, 
playing on brass, wood, and string instruments, and is composed 
almost entirely of professional members. When it is stated 
that these include Messrs. Seal (conductor), Larsen (cornet 
prime), and Benvenuti (contra bass—string), it will readily be 
understood that the music is really excellent. A most pleasing 
effect in the music is the result of the intermixture of 
wood and string instruments, the sounds of which blend with the 
brass in such a manner as to destroy any semblance of the harsh-
ness often incidental to an outdoor brass band. A programme 
comprising from eight to ten pieces is gone through on each 
Saturday afternoon, and to both the performers and the trustees 
are due the thanks of the public for the successful manner in 
which they have catered for the wants of the public in this 
respect. 
Peter Larsen (cornetist and violinist) had been bandmaster of the Artillery 
Brigade Band, and later had charge of the Headquarters Band. Luigi 
Benvenuti was the son of Antonio Benvenuti. It is worth remarking that 
the string bass is customarily used by the military band in the concert 
situation, having a pervasive quality and a springiness in staccato 
(pizzicato) that the more definite tonal thrust of tuba cannot well 
match. The band's clarinet soloist was J. Freeman . 
Of the seventeen programmes referred to in an earlier paragraph, a 
representative two are reproduced in Appendix U. Perusal of the seventeen 
progrannmes is revealing. Only one (the first) had ten items. This was 
no doubt found to be too long, and all others had either nine or eight 
items. As with other programmes in Seal's bands, it is possible broadly 
to divide the works performed into two categories, the first including 
marches and dances, and the second including more serious and demanding 
works, mainly drawn from operatic sources. It has been noted earlier 
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that Seal's practice with his more competent bands was to balance a 
programme by alternating these types, whereas with less accomplished 
bands the marches and dances predominated. The Young Australian Band 
clearly was a group of some technical merit; for of 147 items in seven-
teen programmes, 72 are marches and dances, and 75 are more serious 
items. 
The type of work favoured by the band was not greatly different from 
that presented during earlier decades. The programmes would suggest 
that the band was working with a library of about seventy works, the 
great majority of them arrangements. Programmes themselves classify the 
works, though one must allow for some annbiguity, particularly in 
"selections" and "pot-pourris." The probable break-down is as follows: 
six marches, eight waltzes, eleven galops, six quadrilles, and six polkas 
(total thirty-seven); eleven cavatinas or arias, four overtures, ten 
selections or pot-pourris, two fantasies, one romance, two duets, one 
air with variations and one unspecified composition (total thirty-two). 
Of the more serious works not more than one or two would have been 
written for band, and one of these was an overture by Seal. The rest, 
with possibly three exceptions, were drawn from operatic sources. The 
most popular composer was Verdi, and the band library contained eight 
arrangements drawn from Verdi operas. Other popular composers were 
Donizetti (six arrangements), Weber (four), Rossini (four), and Bellini 
(three). In actual performances the order is only slightly different: 
Verdi, fifteen performances; Donizetti, twelve; Bellini and Weber, 
nine each; and Rossini, seven. Other works performed included arrange-
ments from Meyerbeer, Herold, Auber, and Offenbach. 
The Botanic Gardens Band 
Neither announcement nor explanation accompanied the band's change 
in name. On 8 May 1886 a Courier paragraph stated that "Professor Seal's 
Young Australian Band will perform. . . . " On 15 May, a parallel para-
graph stated that "Professor Seal's Botanic Gardens Band will perform. . 
. ." The new title was certainly more apt, for the Gardens authorities 
were its sponsors. The band's prime function was to give promenade 
concerts on Saturday afternoons in the Gardens. There is, in fact. 
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evidence of only one other engagement. In this, the band played for a 
promenade concert and fireworks display on the evening of 21 March 1887, 
in aid of the Brisbane Hospital. 
The Botanic Gardens Band continued without interruption the series 
of promenades it had begun as the Young Australian Band. A Courier 
report, "The Brisbane Parks and Reservoirs" (BC, 8 July 1886), is pertinent, 
Many will be pleased to hear that the music discoursed by 
Mr. Seal's band on Saturday afternoons appears to be thoroughly 
appreciated. The band plays under the shadow of a weeping-
willow between the lily ponds, on a spot securely fenced, to 
which the general public have no access. 
From May 1885 to the end of October 1885 fourteen programmes of 
Saturday afternoon promenade concerts were published in the Courier. Of 
these, one was obviously a repeat. (Two representative programmes are 
reproduced as Appendix V.) Examination of the remaining thirteen 
programmes shows roughly the same apportionment of performance material 
as that used by the Young Australian Band. Of 116 items in thirteen 
programmes, fifty-five items are marches or dances, and sixty-one are 
more serious items. With one exception, the programmes have nine items 
each. It is of some interest that waltzes were in favour, with twenty 
performances in thirteen programmes, whereas quadrilles had fallen from 
grace, with a mere four. The polka cornet solo was also, it seems, 
gaining popularity. 
It would appear that the band was continually adding to its library, 
for with both the Young Australian Band and the Botanic Gardens Band new 
titles regularly appeared on programmes. In May 1885 the band had a 
performance list of about seventy; but by the end of October the number 
had risen to over ninety. Most of the new works were march or dance 
works, and perhaps the band was using one of the published band journals. 
Eight of the new titles were waltzes; but two of the new marches had 
local significance—"Sheridan's Grand March" (Seal), and "1st Queenslanders' 
(Seal). 
The first evidence that the series of Saturday promenade concerts 
was sponsored by the Botanic Gardens trustees lies in the Courier report 
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of 22 February 1885. The matter was made more explicit in the Courier's 
Parliamentary reporting of 1 December 1887. Funds to support the concerts 
had been made available from rents and subscriptions for use of the 
tennis courts, but the Governor and other leading citizens had also 
subscribed. The music, it was claimed, had given satisfaction and enjoy-
ment to the people, and the accounts had been audited by a Government 
officer. It appears, however, that some loss had been incurred; and 
this is no doubt the reason that the concerts were discontinued. 
The Salvation Army Bands 
The story of the foundation of the Salvation Army, and of Booth's 
acceptance of music as a potent evangelistic force is well documented, 
and needs no recapitulation here. The movement dates its commencement 
from Booth's first tent meeting in July 1855, and the name "Salvation 
Army" was adopted in 1878. The first recognized activity in Australia 
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was that of John Gore, in Adelaide in 1880. 
The Salvation Army in Brisbane accepts the foundational date of 
1885, but acknowledges some earlier attempts. The first observed mention 
of the Salvation Army in the Courier lies in a report of 28 Decemiber 
1881. The Army's characteristic activities of the time had been satirized 
in the Theatre Royal—with the implication that such activities were 
current in Brisbane. Sanz mentions the date 1880, and it would appear 
that even at this early stage processions with singing were taking place 
(Sanz, p. 105). 
The Courier apparently took some interest in the early struggles of 
the movement in England, as occasional reprints show, and in one issue 
as early as 3 July 1882 sounded a note of approbation. Such an attitude 
is also implicit in the report (BC, 27 Novennber 1882) of the impending 
arrival of the first official Salvation Army party, and assessment of 
work already carried out. The contingent of three officers duly arrived 
in Brisbane on Wednesday, 10 January 1883 (BC, 12 January 1883); and 
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the first official open-air meeting took place (B£, 15 January) on the 
following Saturday evening, marching with attendant larrikins from Victoria 
Bridge by Queen and Albert Street to the Charlotte Street Barracks. 
Music was limited to concertina and singing. 
The failure of this early attempt was due to lack of training, and 
43 
to inexperience. The Courier of 3 February 1883 carried a satirical 
account of schismatic discord between "the concertina, two men, two 
women, and a girl" who had long been active in Brisbane, and "an opposition 
army, consisting of fiddle, a couple of men, and a lot of small boys." 
Schism and satire notwithstanding, one notes the implicit significance 
of music, even at this rudimentary level. On a more serious note, 
"Euterpe" in the following year offered a comment. "It nearly takes my 
breath away to find that the Salvation Army has spent £19,000 in the 
44 
purchase of brass and other instruments for their bands." Clearly, 
the Salvation Army was taking its music seriously. Tarling notes that 
the first Salvation Army band south of the equator was formed in 1881, 
45 
in Adelaide. The instrumentation for this band (using the terminology 
of to-day) was "two clarinets, three cornets, a tenor horn, euphonium, 
two baritones, a bombardon and a drum" (Tarling, p. 85). 
The third and successful attempt to establish the Army in Brisbane 
came in June 1885, with the arrival of four accredited officers. Presum-
ably the band movement had its foundation at the same time. A brief 
history of the Brisbane City Temple Band, written in 1983, states as 
follows: "Since the establishment of the Brisbane City Temple Corps in 
1885, music, and particularly bands, have played a very important part 
in the proclamation of the Gospel, and the witness of the Temple Band 
commenced in those days has been faithfully maintained up to the present 
46 time." Certainly Adjutant Edward Wright (of the 1885 arrivals) was a 
cornetist, and it is perhaps not unreasonable to give him historical 
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recognition as the founding member of a band which to-day, following a 
century of continuous activity, is a dedicated ensennble with a highly 
impressive technical capacity. 
There is no evidence to show that a Salvation Army band was active 
in Brisbane in 1885, apart from Captain Wright and his cornet. The 
movement, however, gathered momentum rapidly. The first "birthday cele-
bration" was held on 29 June 1885, at the Adelaide Street Barracks, 
which was capable of seating six hundred, and the hall was filled to 
capacity. There was certainly a band, and a tannbourine group as well. 
In the early part of the evening a procession, with full 
military band, and officers in red uniforms, paraded the 
streets, and attracted a good deal of attention, his worship 
the mayor having given permission for the band to play in 
the streets on the occasion. .^  
The Courier report of the second anniversary, in June 1887, refers 
to "the full brass band of the Army which took up the strains of the 
hymns during the fortissimo passages" (BC, 29 June 1887). In January 
1888, on an Army New Year's excursion to Lytton, there were two bands 
(BC, 3 January 1888). By this time, of course, a nunnber of corps had 
been established, in the metropolitan area and beyond, and other band 
movements were beginning. In June 1888, for example, new barracks were 
opened at Albion, and a tradition of band participation has continued in 
this centre. The Army city band, however, continued to improve. The 
Courier report (25 June 1888) on the third anniversary special meetings, 
held 24 June, noted that the singing "was led by the army brass band, 
whose playing has recently much improved." 
In the main the purpose of the Army city band—later the City Temple 
Band—was to serve the religious purposes of the church; and one finds, 
as with other bands serving organizational ends (as, for example, the 
Blue Ribbon Band) that there are few published records relating to the 
musical aspects of the ensemble. The Army city band played for outdoor 
and indoor meetings, marches, and so on. Before the City Temple was 
built, a number of Sunday evening meetings were held in the Gaiety Theatre, 
and the band led the singing. Yet the band must have led some musical 
life of its own, in devotional performance. 
47 
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The insistence of Army bands on the right to perform in the streets 
led to some confrontations. In one such incident in 1889 Major Wright 
was imprisoned for two days in Sandgate lock-up. On his release he was 
greeted by a band of twenty (also in breach of regulations) and a 
procession. In the face of public opinion the Sandgate Council was 
, 48 
obliged to soften its attitude. 
The Sandgate Town Band 
There is in fact little to report concerning the Sandgate Band of 
the 1880s but the fact that it was then established. A Courier paragraph 
of 25 Decemiber 1887 notes that "Christmas Eve at Sandgate was rather 
lively, and the new band played on the pier for the first time." The 
only other reference to the band lies in a report in the Courier of 6 
September 1889. "A rather successful amateur concert" was given in the 
Sandgate Town Hall for the benefit of "the local brass band," the enter-
tainment being "somewhat above the average in quality." The performances 
of the band, it was reported, were particularly successful. 
The presumed date of establishment of the band, then, is 1887. 
During the 1890s the band was strongly active, and the line of continuity, 
through several metamorphoses, survives to the time of writing, in the 
later 1980s. Unfortunately, inquiry has not brought to light any of 
the early records of the band. 
Military and Naval Developments 
The 1880s were crucial years for the Queensland armed services, and, 
in consequence, also for the bands that served them. From the late 
1870s the movement had been towards a rationalization of the services. 
As from 1 September 1883 Lieutenant-Colonel French, of the Royal Artillery, 
was appointed Commandant of the Volunteer Force of Queensland. Under 
his critical eye planning proceeded apace, and on 23 December 1884 the 
Defence Act of 1884 received the Governor's assent. Under its provisions 
a new military establishment, referred to as the Defence Force, was 
created, also with French as Commandant. Essentially, as from the 
beginning of 1885, a paid volunteer militia replaced the old volunteer 
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force, though most of the administrative changes regarding unit organiza-
tion, command, and payment for service, had already been carried out. 
Thus, for example, the old 1st Queenslanders (a Volunteer unit) became 
1st Queenslanders of the Defence Force. The only permanent army force, 
based in Brisbane, was a Battery of Artillery. 
It is an indication of the strength of the "volunteer ethos" that 
the volunteer movement could not be entirely abandoned. The new act 
therefore made provision for the formation of Volunteer units, as new 
units. Mennbers would be provided with arms and accoutrements but would 
not receive pay. However, a capitation grant would be allowed for each 
member deemed "efficient" by established criteria. Drill would be about 
half that required of members of the Defence Force. Several Volunteer 
units established under the provisions are of interest in this study. 
The Band of the 1st Queenslanders 
Following a line of development begun in 1873, the Band of the 1st 
Queensland Regiment, under the baton of Andrew Seal, came into existence 
on 24 June 1879. As the band of a Volunteer infantry regiment it contin- • 
ued for over four years, until (with its contemporary, the Artillery 
Band) it was officially terminated early in 1884. 
There is ample evidence to show that the band was active on military 
business during the years 1880 to 1883. It played for parades and marches. 
It provided the music for the guard of honour at such occasions as the 
opening of Parliament, and the opening of the Exhibition a numiber of 
times. It played for a Governor's departure in 1880, and a Governor's 
arrival in 1883. It played for the reception of the Princes Edward and 
George in 1881. It accompanied the regiment to camp, and followed the 
hearse in a military funeral in 1881. There are also some records of 
the band's having played entertainment music—for example, at a Volunteers 
Fete (27 December 1880), at a levee at Government House (24 May 1881), 
and at the Exhibition (15 August 1883). The Courier gave the band moderate 
praise at the last of these; but for an appearance at the departure of 
the Governor in May 1883 the Courier remarked ambiguously that the band 
played "Auld Lang Syne" and "Home, Sweet Home," "after a fashion all 
their own." 
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What the band did not do was to present itself in concert performance 
to the community of Brisbane, and the fact is probably a reflection on 
its musical integrity. There are, in fact, only two advertised programmes 
observed in the Courier, both in 1880, The first of these was not played 
because of bad weather; but the same progrannme was played, at a different 
function (for the Queensland Cricket Association) on St. Patrick's Day. 
Of thirteen items, nine are march or dance tunes. 
There is no comprehensive reporting of Volunteer unit strength in 
the years before 1885, no way of knowing how large the 1st Queenslanders 
Band really was. There is some indication that the regiment did not 
attach due importance to its band. The Estimates for 1882-3 made 
49 
provision for payment of a bandmaster, at the rate of £100 per annum. 
The Artillery took advantage of this; and applied for half the amount 
for a Brigade Band, but apparently the Rifles made no response (BC, 25 
February 1884). The Band of the 1st Queenslanders was terminated without 
publicity about the middle of February 1884. Its last recorded function 
was participation in a regimental moonlight parade, reported in the 
Courier of 7 February 1884. 
The Band of No.l Battery and the Artillery Brigade 
The Band of No.l Battery of Queensland Volunteer Artillery, formed 
early in 1876, continued through to the early 1880s. Towards the end of 
the seventies the band had apparently suffered a decline, but the year 
1880 brought some new vigour. At the first 1880 meeting of the battery, 
held 8 January, it was decided "that the battery band should be resusci-
tated under the leadership of Mr. Hedges, lately arrived from Victoria" 
(BC, 9 January 1880). Hedges carried good references from the south, 
and during what was apparently a brief stay in Queensland, he made some 
impression. "Euterpe," in February, noted that under Hedges the Artillery 
Band was making most rapid progress, and he hoped that this band would 
be the means of supplying the Musical Union with the bass instruments 
they so much needed (BC, 4 February 1880). Further evidence of activity 
is found in the report of the organ fund sub-committee of the National 
Association (BC, 4 May 1880), showing that Mr W. Hedges, bandmaster of 
South Brisbane, had agreed to carry into effect Saturday afternoon 
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concerts in the Exhibition Building, with his payment to go to the band. 
A Courier paragraph of 5 July 1888, however, records that N.P. Larsen 
was conductor of the band for three years. One assumes, then, that 
Hedges left the band at the end of 1880, and Larsen was in charge until 
the band was terminated, probably about the middle of February 1884. 
Available evidence indicates that both were competent bandmasters. 
During the four years of activity in the 1880s the Artillery Band, 
as was expected, observed its military obligations. There is evidence, 
however, that the band appeared at a good nunnber of functions that had 
nothing to do with its military offices, and it is obvious that it was 
to the Artillery Band rather than the Rifles Band, that the community 
turned for musical services as required during these years. The Artillery 
obviously supported its band during the 1880s. The estimates of 1882-3 
made provision of £100 for a bandmaster (V&P, 1882, I, 725). The officers 
commanding the Artillery and Engineer Corps (then a comibined connmand) 
made application for one half of the amount (it being supposed that the 
Rifles would apply for the remainder) to be granted to a band to be 
called the Artillery Brigade Band (as distinct from the existing No.l 
Battery Band). This amount applied for, £50, was to be supplemented by 
quarterly si±)Scriptions from all memibers of the brigade, and the band 
would be available—significantly—on all public occasions when required. 
Bandsmen were to draw capitation and pay (V&P, 1883-4, p. 617). The re-
defined band was thus intended to acknowledge and meet connmunity obliga-
tions. The return for the Volunteer Force dated 30 June 1883 shows the 
new state of the band. Strength at that time was two sergeants, one 
corporal, and seventeen gunners, a total of twenty all ranks, eighteen 
of them classified "efficient." Establishment was twenty (V&P, 1883-4, 
p. 612). The Artillery Brigade Band thus probably existed from some 
time in the earlier part of 1883 to early 1884; but. Brigade or Battery, 
the band was generally known simply as the Artillery Band. It was not 
till the very end of the century that the Artillery would again have a 
band of its own. 
Although the Artillery Band appeared in public with some frequency 
in the 1880s, it did not give full promenade concert performances as it 
had under Seal's baton in 1877, with detailed advertised progrannmes. 
Consequently, there is little evidence of what music the band used during 
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this period. Three items advertised in an Early-closing Association 
concert (BC, 18 May 1880) are two marches "Heavenwards" (Celesti) and 
"The Silver Trumpets" (Viviani), and "Soldiers' Chorus" from Faust. 
Advertised items in a Queen's Birthday Grand Promenade Concert in the 
Exhibition Building (BC, 22 May 1880) include "The Silver Trumpets," 
"New Burlesque Waltzes" (Coote), "Messenger of Love Waltz" (Coote), 
"Bride of Lamimermoor Quadrilles," "Guards Waltz" (D. Godfrey), and 
"Soldiers' Chorus." None of this appears to be really ambitious work, 
and perhaps it is typical of the music the band used in its supportive 
appearances. 
Some of the Artillery Band's performances were community services. 
One of the most interesting of these was in support of the early movement 
to raise funds for the Exhibition Organ, in May 1880. 
We are glad to learn that the committee appointed to arrange 
for a series of concerts at the Exhibition Building, in aid of 
the fund for the purchase of an organ for the building, have 
made arrangements with Mr. William Hedges, the bandmaster of 
the Artillery band, for a series of Saturday afternoon promenade 
concerts, the first of which will take place on Saturday week, 
the 1st of May. Mr. Hedges, who is well and favorably known in 
the southern colonies as a bandmaster, has been instructor of 
the Artillery band for several months past, and under his 
conductorship the band has already attained a very creditable 
state of efficiency. The class of music to be selected for 
these promenade concerts will be something after that of the 
celebrated Godfrey Band Concerts in England. . . . 
50 
The band, however, did make fund-raising efforts on its own behalf—for 
instance, a benefit concert in the Town Hall on 10 January 1881. Some 
of its appearances were obviously paid engagements—for example, with 
the magician Professor Haselmayer at the Albert Hall, in Decennber 1881, 
and with Ye Olde Englyshe Fayre at the Exhibition Grounds in May 1882. 
Several times it won tenders to play at National Association shows, and 
an Association report (BC, 5 March 1883) reveals that the band was paid 
£20 for performances at the Sumimer Show of 1883. With respect to these 
performances the Courier (19 January 1883) gave laudatory connment: "The 
band of No.l Battery Q.V.A. performed their duties in a most creditable 
manner, and their conductor deserves great praise for the state of 
efficiency he has brought them to." The conductor, of course, was Peter 
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Larsen; and it is clear that at the time its existence was arbitrarily 
ended the Artillery Band had become an ensennble worthy of respect. 
The Headquarters Band 
The Queensland Government's estimates for the Defence Force, year 
1882-3, included £100 for a bandmaster, without making specific allocation 
(V&P, 1882, I, 725). The estimates for the year 1883-4, however, made 
specific provision for a Head Quarters Band. The provision for 1883-4 
was £100 for an instructor, £8 for one sergeant, £7 for one corporal, 
and £150 for twenty-five bandsmen (each £6 per annum)(V&P, 1884, I, 
712). It follows that the planning for a Headquarters Band was in hand 
during 1883. Evidence, however, points, to the conclusion that the man 
responsible for the actual initiation was the new Commandant of the 
Volunteer Force, Lieutenant-Colonel G.A, French, of the Royal Artillery, 
52 
whose appointment took effect from 1 Septennber 1883. French was a 
53 professional soldier, with a distinguished service record. He had, 
understandably, a soldier's eye to the fitness of things, and perusal of 
his reports during his Queensland command suggests that he valued bands 
mainly for their military potential. Developments proved, however, that 
he was not inflexibly insensitive to their worth in the community. 
The events of early 1884 that terminated the Artillery Band and the 
Band of the 1st Queenslanders can hardly have been anticipated by the 
Volunteer officers. The Artillery would scarcely have taken the trouble 
to have the upgrading of a Battery Band to Brigade Band status approved 
in 1883, if continuing support had not been expected. The first intima-
tion of the impending change may have come in French's address to the 
Artillery and Engineers during an inspection parade, on Saturday, 19 
January 1884. There was to be, it was stated, a headquarters band, 
composed of the best musicians (BC, 21 January 1884). It appears that 
French in his first meeting with his officers (date unknown), "informed 
them it was necessary to have a headquarters' band, and asked them all 
51 
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to subscribe handsomely to it" (BC, 3 February 1885). It should be 
pointed out, however, that though the decision to disband the Artillery 
Band and the Rifles Band probably came from French, the original plan 
for a headquarters band must have been conceived before his arrival in 
the Colony in January 1884. 
On Monday, 10 March 1884, a large number of candidates were present 
at the artillery drill shed for the formation of the new Headquarters 
Band. Names were taken, and a selection practice planned for the immed-
iate future. "There is," reported the Courier, "every prospect of a 
really good band being formed"(BC,11 March 1884). One would assume that 
most of the applicants came from the disbanded Artillery and Rifles 
Bands. The date 10 March 1884, therefore, seems to be as valid a date 
as any for the founding date of the Headquarters Band, though the official 
date of formation shown in establishment lists later in the century is 
54 
24 February 1885. This date, however, is the nominal date of formation 
under the new regulations of the 1884 Act. 
No record is held of the band's early development, nor of the appoint-
ment of its conductor. The first bandmaster was J.D. Owen, a Brisbane 
professional musician, who played, with apparently equal facility, cornet, 
violin, and viola. Owen conducted and developed the band through its 
initial uncertainties until his untimely death on 27 May 1888—a period 
of a little over four years. In a valedictory paragraph in the Queens-
lander, "Euterpe" revealed something of the character of the man. 
The removal by death of Mr. J.D. Owen causes a blank in the 
musical profession in Brisbane not easily filled. Few perhaps 
who only knew Mr. Owen as the unpretentious bandmaster of the 
Headquarters Band were aware that he was a musical scholar and 
that he was as much at home with his viola in a string quartet 
as with his cornet in a brass band. Mr. Owen has written several 
attractive compositions for outdoor performance, but his innate 
modesty caused him to publish them under an assumed name. 
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With a complement of selected players, the new band would have needed 
little time to prepare itself for acceptable public performance. Its 
first recorded appearance was at a full dress Volunteer Corps parade, at 
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See for example QGG, 1899, LXXII, 69. 
^^"Euterpe," "Musical Echoes," Queenslander, 2 June 1888, p. 851. 
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the Exhibition Grounds, on 21 June 1884. Obviously, the ensemble had 
devoted more time to musical than to military matters, and the Courier 
(23 June) remarked that a little instruction in marching might be beneficial, 
Nevertheless, the band was ready for concert performance less than a 
week later. Advertised for 27 June in the Protestant Hall, the concert 
was intended to raise funds for D Company Rifle Club, and presented such 
diverse items as a comic song, a recitation, "Deutcher Dancer," and a 
bayonet exercise, by a variety of previously unheard-of artists (BC, 25 
June 1884). Band items included the Quadrille "Inspiration" as overture, 
and the waltz "Reva Dore." The programme, noted the Courier the following 
morning, "was not remarkable for special excellence." It was, however, 
the first concert appearance of an ensennble which, within a few years, 
was to achieve outstanding merit. 
The Headquarters Band gave other public performances during 1884. 
It played at all three days of the National Association's ninth Exhibition, 
and gave "great satisfaction" (B£, 22 August 1884). In November it 
played at a benefit concert for Madame Pauline Rita, visiting professional 
vocalist. The band items, as advertised, included the Overture "D'Accord," 
a Quadrille "Inspiration" (Smith), and the March "Grotesque." The over-
ture and the march were both composed by Owen, whose cornet playing was 
also commended as being "particularly remarkable for skill in execution" 
(BC, 19 Novennber 1884). 
It goes without saying that the Headguarters Band, in the normal 
course of its military duties was called on to provide the music for a 
very great nunnber of official occasions, from regular parades and marches 
to Colonial ceremonial of some historical import. A very long list 
indeed of these could be compiled from the pages of the Courier and the 
Gazettes. Most involved the performance of march music, some of incidental 
ceremonial music, a few of dance music. The band must have played "God 
Save the Queen" thousands of times; but most of the music passed 
unidentified, and merits no mention in this study. 
Notwithstanding that the Headquarters Band was formed in 1884, it 
was the developments of the following year that determined its course of 
activity in the years to 1900. The new Defence Act was finalized late 
in 1884, and the regulations that were to govern the activities of the 
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new Defence Force were promulgated early in the new year. Regulations 
pertaining to the band were fairly comprehensive. The band was to be 
directly under the orders of the Commandant, but for drill and discipline 
would be attached to A Battery of Artillery (the newly-formed force of 
permanent artillery, numbering something less than a hundred). To qualify 
as "efficient," bandsmen were to perform eighty-four hours drill in the 
year. This total would include the obligatory weekly band practice time 
(an hour and a half per week), and pay would be allowed for half of 
these practices. In addition to normal pay, bandsmen were entitled to 
payment for all parades attended by order of the Commandant, regardless 
of the nunnber (V&P^ , 1885, I, 726-7). 
In effect, a semi-professional band was being created, with only the 
bandmaster paid as a full-time staff member. Payment for extra parades, 
under Commandant's orders, was necessary; for while the normal Defence 
Force parades were held at times that would not conflict with the part-
time soldier's normal working hours, the bandsman might be called on at 
any time. Opening and proroguing of Parliament, and other official 
ceremonies, for example, might well be held on a week day; and possibly 
certain personnel problems in the band in its early years were related 
to this difficulty. In time the band undertook a reasonable numiber of 
paid engagements from many sources, and no doubt this was a satisfying 
income supplement to its mennbers. 
It was expected from the outset that the band would draw financial 
support from sources other than the official grant stipulated in the 
estimates. Each corps in the Brisbane Regimental Division was obliged 
to contribute from its contingent allowance; and—in keeping with the 
traditional practice of the Imperial Army—officers were also obliged to 
contribute regularly each year. A lieutenant-colonel, for example, gave 
two guineas, a captain one guinea, and a lieutenant, half a guinea.-'" 
Departmental officers were also liable, in accordance with relative rank 
(V&P, 1885, I, 725-7). In fact the levy on officers was about half of 
what French had required in 1884 (BC, 24 July 1884). Someone must have 
counselled moderation. As it was, some officers were tardy with contrib-
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utions, and there is evidence of action to enforce payment. 
One guinea was an amount of one pound and one shilling. Payment 
or billing in guineas carried social connotations. 
^^See QGG, 1887, XLII, 416 and 618. 
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Thus, as affairs stood at the beginning of 1885, the military adminis-
trative and command structure for the Headquarters Band had been deter-
mined, and provision for its financial support, at least for military 
duties, had been made. The amount appropriated under the estimates for 
1884-5 raised the bandmaster's emoluments from £100 to £150, and £100 
was also provided for new instruments (V&P, 1885, I, 911). During 1885, 
however, there was an interesting movement and attempt made to expand 
the sphere of Headquarters Band activity, and to create an ensemble of 
good quality that would also serve civic and community interests, and 
provide musical entertainment for the "working classes." Such a movement, 
had it been entirely successful, might have given Brisbane musical 
advantages that would have been of benefit to many aspects of music-
making in the city. It is then of some interest to examine the matter 
and follow the course of events. 
The impetus in the movement, it seems clear, came from J. Sanderson 
Lyster, then Brigade Major of the Defence Force; and the first evidence 
of the movement lies in a Courier editorial of 20 June 1885. "The people 
of Brisbane," stated the Courier, "have often been reproached for being 
a purely money-grubbing community, and newcomers have frequently expressed 
the opinion that residents here have not an idea beyond toiling to become 
wealthy, and that art, literature, and music, were at a discount amongst 
us." This reproach, continued the editorial, was not justified, but it 
was true that Brisbane's musical tastes stood in need of some education. 
This could best be achieved by the provision of appropriate performances, 
by the Musical Union and other organizations, so that "the public taste 
would grow by what it fed on, and in time good music would be as much 
appreciated here as in other places." The example of Melbourne was 
cited, where David Lee's weekly organ performances drew good audiences, 
and Herr Plock's Friday band performances in the park allowed a large 
numiber of people to hear good operatic selections and other light music. 
The want of a similar band has long been felt in Brisbane, 
and Mr. Lyster will deserve the hearty thanks of the community 
if he succeeds in carrying out his proposal to establish a good 
military band of thirty or forty performers. Such a band might 
do much as an intermediate agent in popularising good music, 
and paving the way for a gradual cultivation of the musical 
taste of Brisbane .(-g 
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During the year 1885 the Headquarters Band demonstrated its develop-
ing capacities on a nunnber of occasions; and on 3 October gave its 
second performance in the Botanic Gardens. 
The fine playing of the band, together with the excellent 
character of the selections rendered, attracted hundreds of 
listeners. Colonel French and Captain Lyster were among 
those present. The programme consisted of an overture, polkas, 
waltzes, fantasia, and other selections. The progress of this 
band under Mr. Owens [sic] was plainly manifested on Saturday 
by their soft and careful playing of difficult compositions, 
there being a total absence of anything in the shape of loud 
and discordant blowing. Judging from Saturday's enj oyable 
performance these afternoon entertainments are likely to become 
very popular. 
On 23 October 1885, in response to an invitation from Colonel French 
and the officers, nearly a hundred gentlemen, including the mayor, two 
aldermen, merchants, lawyers, and medical men, were entertained on a 
moonlight trip to Lytton on Lucinda, where fortifications were inspected, 
and a mine satisfactorily exploded. On board, the band played, supper 
was served, and Colonel French came to the point of the outing. 
There was no formal toast list, but he wished to bring before 
their notice a proposal to build up a first-class band for 
Brisbane upon the nucleus formed by the present Headquarters 
Band. The band would play weekly in the Queen's Park, and give 
an occasional performance on a moonlight night. If they had a 
band of thirty performers playing in the park weekly, at, say, 
4s. per man for each occasion, it meant over £300 per annum 
exclusive of instruments and music. The officers were willing 
to contribute their share, but out of the small allowance granted 
them they could not do much; and it was therefore necessary, 
if they were to have a band, to go outside the force to support 
it. He did not know whether the mayor and corporation could 
make a grant for this purpose. 
The report gave no indication that continued support would be forthcoming, 
and the flaw was pointed out in a letter from "Only One," published in 
the Courier of 29 October 1885. It would be, claimed the writer, both 
regrettable and most discreditable to the citizens to have support for 
one year, and then have to disperse the band. 
On 30 October, the Headquarters Band Committee produced a report, 
which was printed and circulated. In part, it read as follows: 
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With regard to the special object of public performances 
for the benefit of the citizens of Brisbane, your Committee 
would state:-
1. That a weekly performance by a Band of twenty-five to 
thirty performers, and an occasional moonlight performance, 
where the mennbers must receive something like the current rate 
of wages, will necessitate a heavy annual expenditure for 
pay on those occasions. 
2. That the extra expense for maintaining a large Band, 
and keeping it at all times supplied with musical instruments, 
music, etc., will be considerable. 
3. That your Committee think that, over and above Officers' 
subscriptions and the Government grant, a sum of £1,000 per 
annum will be required to keep up a first class Band. 
4. That your Committee consider that, as this heavy expense 
will be almost wholly for the benefit of the citizens, it ought 
to be borne by them. 
5. That on the recent occasions, when the Band played in the 
Botanic Gardens, on Saturdays, the working classes were present 
in considerable numibers and appeared to appreciate the perform-
ances . 
6. That your Committee think that if the Corporation vote a 
sum of £300 per annum in aid of the maintenance of a Band, the 
balance will be made up by public subscription. 
7. That it should be understood at the outset that the manage-
ment of the affairs of the Band must be carried out by the Band 
Committee, subject only to the approval of the Connmandant and 
Officers of the Force, but that the civil subscribers may appoint 
an auditor to audit all accounts connected with the expenditure 
of their money. 
8. That military parades and duties shall take precedence of 
any other requirements. 
Should the general meeting of Officers approve of the above 
propositions, we would desire that the same be printed and 
laid before the public, and that subscription lists be opened. 
If the public respond in a liberal manner, as is expected, 
your Committee will be then in a position to take definite 
action in organizing a First Class Band. 
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The Courier on 9 Novemiber 1885 printed a thirteen line precis of 
this report, and no more. On 24 November Lyster wrote to the editor, 
alleging apathy and urging action. 
It is acknowledged on all sides that a band with the ability 
and talent, say, of the famous Austrian Band, would be a most 
desirable acquisition to the improvements of our city, but the 
question arises. How is a band of such dimensions and excellence 
to be maintained in such a small community? The reply is simple; 
it must be supported by contribution until such time as it 
becomes self-supporting by its own labours. It occurred to the 
Headquarters Band Committee, who are anxious to increase the 
dimensions and efficiency of the band, that it would be useless 
attempting any reformation or permanent organisation without 
funds which would admit of men being permanently engaged as 
^^QGG, 1885, XXXVII, 1563. 
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musicians, and after mature deliberation the following feasible 
propositions were unanimously adopted:-
"That the band consist of thirty-five to forty performers, 
some of them being members of the Permanent Force, 
"That a bandmaster be permanently engaged. His time would 
be occupied in training the permanent men to play principal 
instruments, and the Defence Force section, being composed of 
men who cannot devote other than recreation hours to practice, 
would play instruments as important, but more simple. The 
permanent section would also be trained as a string band, and 
would be at the disposal of the public at certain fixed rates 
drawn up by the committee. The band would be paid for their 
services according to a fixed scale, leaving a certain sum out 
of every engagement to the credit of the band fund, 
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By Lyster's reckoning, feasibility could be assured if the Council 
would contribute £300 per year, and £1,000 could be collected annually 
in subscriptions. He cited European precedent. 
In appealing to the council for assistance the committee have 
imitated the system in vogue on the Continent of Europe, where 
the bands are supported by the Government, the Municipal Council, 
and the public. The effect of such a course is best known to 
those who have visited the principal cities in Europe, notably 
Vienna, and enjoyed the complete relaxation afforded by exquisite 
harmony. 
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On 25 November 1885 the Courier replied in an editorial. A good 
band, it agreed, would be most desirable, but the money question was the 
point on which the whole scheme depended. 
On one point, however, we differ from Mr. Lyster. When he 
suggests that a band such as the Austrian Band would be a desir-
able acquisition to Brisbane, we cordially agree with him; but 
if he means that such a band should be subsidised by the rate-
payers and the public, then we must beg to differ from him. 
Such a band could be and ought to be organised as a sort of 
joint stock company, and could no doubt command constant employ-
ment at the theatres, besides picking up its crunnbs in other 
ways, so as to secure to the members a respectable income. But 
it should be remembered that the Austrian band was almost 
entirely a string band, and more suited for a quadrille band, 
or for the orchestra of a theatre, than for open-air performances, 
A good military band, that is, one composed chiefly of wind 
instruments, and instruments of percussion, such as drums, 
cymbals, and triangles, is, however, what we suppose Mr. Lyster 
aims at forming, and for this object the assistance of the 
















The Courier opinion was that the present Headquarters Band had shown 
marked improvement. Some judicious immediate help would get things 
started, and "the public might be depended on not to let it languish for 
want of funds." 
Some consultation with men like Seal and Pollard might have enlight-
ened the Courier a little. No support was offered by the Municipal 
Council, which in December resolved to inform the Brigade Major "that 
the council had no funds at its disposal for such a purpose at present" 
(BC, 15 Decennber 1885). Lyster nevertheless persisted in soliciting 
Council support for the band, offering public performances in parks (BC, 
25 January 1889). Even the Courier during the same month (January 1889) 
gave cautious support in one of its editorials, noting that Melbourne 
was about to establish a permanent national orchestra (BC, 31 January 
1889). In February 1889, however, the Council again refused, one alderman 
giving opinion that it was not the business of rate payers to pay for 
the general amusement (BC, 5 February 1889). The band was thus obliged 
to rely on military provision and its own earning capacity. These, in 
the long run, proved sufficient; but it seems obvious that Brisbane 
would have been well served with both direct and indirect musical benefits . 
had the requisite backing been cheerfully available. 
The years from 1885 to 1889 were years of development for the Head-
quarters Band, but there were setbacks. The commercial engagement 
conditions were rationalized on a sound business footing when the band 
committee, in October 1885, framed regulations that ensured adequate 
remuneration for the players—an important consideration, if a day or 
half a day of regular employment were missed (QGG, 1885, XXXVII, 1539). 
Nevertheless, there was still some difficulty in attendance, and in 1888 
an order providing for fines was issued (QGG, 1888,XLIV, 997). Some players, 
it seems, were reluctant to forgo the comparative laxity of the Volunteer 
days, but, as the Gazettes reveal, the fines were enforced. Some men 
were dismissed, and others resigned. There was apparently some crisis 
in 1888, and the trouble seems to have followed the death of the first 
bandmaster, J.D. Owen. 
The Headquarters Band's second bandmaster was Neils Peter Larsen, 
His official provisional appointment was dated 8 April 1889, and the 
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permanent appointment 31 March 1890, Such are the ways of bureaucracy. 
In fact Larsen's appointment was reported by the Courier of 5 July 1888, 
He was, noted the Courier, an accomplished cornet soloist and a skilful 
musician, with much experience in the leading and instruction of brass 
bands, having conducted the former Artillery Band. A report published 
at the time of his death in May 1926 shows that he was born in Denmark, 
but had come to Queensland as a boy. Though primarily a cornetist, he 
was also a good strings player and a pianist. He played both cornet and 
viola professionally (BC, 18 May 1925), 
The probability is that Larsen imposed a tighter discipline on his 
ensemble, and certain evidence suggests that a troublesome element was 
eradicated. From this time in 1888 all evidence shows that a high ensennble 
standard was reached, and many creditable performances were recorded. 
The band strength was consistently maintained during this period—and 
indeed, the band was not often below its establishment figure at any 
time. Under the new regime. Defence Force reports were regularly published, 
Sixteen quarterly strength statements, from 26 September 1885 to 7 Decennber 
1889, have been culled from the pages of the Gazettes. The average 
strength (not including bandmaster) is 28.5. The average for the years 
of Owen's conductorship is 29, and for Larsen's (to the end of 1889) the 
average is 27.7. The band's official establishment, as has been noted, 
was twenty-five bandsmen, one corporal, and one sergeant, a total of 
twenty-seven. The lowest strength recorded was twenty-four (Septennber 
1885), and the highest thirty-two (June 1887). There is, unfortunately, 
no record of instrumentation; but the band, though referred to as a 
"brass band," certainly included reeds, as well as brasses and drums. 
It was reported to a meeting of subscribers at the Brigade Office on 6 
October 1887 that new reed instruments were on their way from England, 
and players would be trained in their use (B£, 7 October 1887). It is 
of considerable interest, however, that Larsen began the study of strings 
among his bandsmen, with a view to increasing their versatility, and 
making it possible for the band to meet engagements of all kinds with a 
suitable ensennble. There is no evidence of when this practice was begun, 
but it must have been during the 1880s. At a military dinner at the 
Imperial Hotel on 8 November 1889, the Headquarters Band, "strings and 
horns," rendered some very fine selections (BC, 9 November 1889). 
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Although the majority of performances by the band during the 1880s 
were official military obligations, there were also non-military engage-
ments. The band customarily played at the Brisbane Exhibition, both for 
the opening ceremony, and for entertainment; and in 1885 it played at 
the Beenleigh Show, and in 1886 at the Rosewood Show, The band also 
made trips to Ipswich, Warwick, and Toowoomba for various functions. 
Compilation of a full list of performances serves no useful purpose, but 
these included balls, sports, fireworks displays. Government House recep-
tions , performances at the Theatre Royal, and promenade concerts in the 
Exhibition Building and the Opera House. 
Music played by the band at most engagements was not specifically 
named in reports, but it is interesting that a connment by Owen shows 
that the ensemible was using band journals as a source of repertoire (BC, 
6 September 1886). Several of these were currently published in England. 
One notes the name of a prominent arranger, Round, in several programmes. 
A few records of works played by the band during the 1880s are to be 
found in the pages of the Courier, and a representative selection is 
reproduced as Appendix W. 
The Naval Brigade Band 
On 3 Decennber 1884 a meeting of memibers of a proposed Volunteer 
Naval force was held at the Cafe Royal Hotel. The Courier reported that 
a band had already been formed, and various selections were played during 
the evening (BC, 4 Decennber 1884). It is apparent that the Naval Band, 
in its earliest form, was as old as the naval movement itself in Queens-
land. 
The Naval Brigade itself was officially created under the provisions 
of the 1884 Act, and its regulations were published in the Gazette in 
March 1885, although it had begun training earlier than this. The band 
which came into existence on a rather uncertain official basis at this 
time was in fact a fife and drum band, the counterpart of thousands that 
had served the needs of the British armed services for generations. It 
would appear that the band was regarded as a supernumerary organization, 
without official recognition. 
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Throughout the years from 1885 to 1889 there were occasional refer-
ences to the existence of the Naval Brigade Band, without exception in 
relation to naval activities, and of little musical significance. Naval 
reports made minimal disclosures. The Estimates for 1888, however, made 
provision for a Naval Corps Head-Quarters Band, £100, and the same figure 
appears in the estimates for several years thereafter. It appears that 
the Navy was taking its band more seriously, but there is little evidence 
from the 1880s to say how. 
The Brisbane Volunteer Rifles Band. 
The implementation of the Defence Act of 1884 converted existing 
Volunteer units to units of the Defence Force. Also under the provisions 
of the act the services of new Volunteer units were tendered and accepted. 
The services of the Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps were accepted on 4 
March 1885 (QGG, 1885, XXXVI, 882). New companies of the corps were 
later established. 
The first indication of a band associated with the Brisbane Rifles 
lies in a Courier report of 23 April 1886. The new band was a fife and 
drum band, but, as with earlier bands, it was converted into a brass 
band, apparently with some celerity. A Courier report of 6 May 1887 
described a moonlight parade of the Brisbane Volunteer Rifles, held on 
the preceding evening. The corps, it was noted, was headed by the new 
brass band, this being its second appearance. The band had obtained the 
services of Bandmaster Thornton, "lately from home," and was expected to 
make rapid strides. 
The new Volunteers were not paid for service. There was, however, a 
capitation allowance, and money was needed to maintain the bands. The 
estimates for 1886-87 allowed nothing for Volunteer bands, but in the 
following year the sum of £100 was included for two bands. The estimates 
for 1888-89 again showed an increase, allowing £150 for three bands. 
These would have been the Bands of the Brisbane Rifles, the Queensland 
Scottish Rifles, and the Queensland Irish Rifles. The Brisbane Rifles 
Band does not appear in detailed establishment lists for the year 
ending 30 June 1888. It does appear in the lists for the following 
year, however, made up of one sergeant-drummer, one sergeant, one corporal, 
and fourteen bandsmen—a total of seventeen (QGG, 1888, XLV, 1330). 
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The regime of Bandmaster Thornton must have been singularly short, 
for the report of the band committee at the annual meeting of the corps 
(held 21 September 1887) gives different information. "A good brass 
band had been formed lately, and under the baton of Mr. Barkuss (a profic-
ient musician, who has a Mus.Bach. degree) has improved rapidly" (BC_, 22 
September 1887). Mr J.W. Barkuss must indeed have been willing, for it 
was reported that at a corps ball (for which the band provided the music) 
held in the German Hall on 7 August 1888, he was "presented by the members 
of the band with a silver-mounted baton bearing a suitable inscription" 
as a mark of the esteem in which he was held (BC, 8 August 1888). The 
good progress of the band was confirmed by favourable comment in the 
Commandant's annual inspection report of 1889: "Very good band" (V&P, 
1889, I, 1349). In fact the band must have had some attractive power, 
for the average of its four quarterly strength statements (despite the 
official establishment of seventeen) was 27.8. 
The Brisbane Volunteer Rifles Band gave its unit the normal military 
service, and there are several reports of other march engagements. In 
1889, however, then under the conductorship of the capable D.G. Bloomfield, 
it gave two full programmes in the Botanic Gardens. The programmes for 
these (BC, 1 June 1889 and 2 August 1889) do not indicate that the band 
was attempting more demanding work than the customary band fare of the 
day. 
The Band of the Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles 
Under the provisions of the 1884 Defence Act the services of A Company 
of the Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles Corps were approved by the 
Colonial Secretary on 24 February 1887 (QGG, 1887, XL, 758). The estab-
lishment list for the year ended 30 June 1888 shows the corps band, one 
sergeant, one corporal, and fifteen bandsmen, a total of seventeen (QGG, 
1888, XLIII, 100). For the following year, however, the establishment 
was one bandmaster, one sergeant, one corporal, and fourteen bandsmen 
(QGG, 1889, XLVIII, 1442). This was, in fact, the accepted Volunteer 
band establishment in the 1880s and early 1890s. 
The first mention of the Band of the Queensland Irish Rifles is to 
be found in a Courier report (2 Novennber 1887) of a parade of the Brisbane 
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and Irish Volunteers—the "first time the Irish band had been out." 
Presumably, little time had been lost in forming a band. The bandmaster 
was Andrew Seal. Obviously a nunnber of experienced players must have 
joined the band, possibly former Hibernian Band mennbers; for in May of 
1888 Seal was able to present a full concert programme in the Botanic 
Gardens. The works to be presented included many familiar works from 
Seal's programmes with other bands, but of eight items in the progrannme 
(Courier, 19 May 1888), only four are march or dance works. 
The course of the Band of the Irish Volunteers did not always run 
smooth. In one incident twelve of them—inspired, it seems, by character-
istic Irish reaction to perceived injustice—were placed under arrest 
(BC, 1 July 1889). Nevertheless, at the end of the eighties, the band 
was vigorous and musically sound. 
Band Contests 
The only attempt to stage a band contest in Brisbane in the 1880s 
was a challenge thrown out by Professor Andrew Seal in Decemiber 1884. 
The contest was advertised in the Courier of 15 Decemiber 1884, to be 
held in the Exhibition Building on Boxing Day, with Seal entering his 
Young Australian Band. All bands, military or otherwise, in the Australian 
colonies, were invited to compete for £20 in prize money and a Challenge 
Cup. "This prize," stated the advertisement, "is offered for the express 
purpose of inculcating a taste and proficiency in the musical science on 
the part of military and other bands." 




The End of an Era: 1890 to 1900 
Brisbane in the 1890s was troubled by floods, strikes and economic 
depression. The depression reached its nadir in 1893, but by 1897 the 
city was again reasonably prosperous. City and suburban growth and 
development continued. In the years from 1891 to 1901 the population 
within a ten-mile radius of Brisbane General Post Office rose from 
approximately 100,000 to 119,000, By the end of the century Brisbane 
had many facilities, institutions, and buildings, but there were 
significant deficiencies. Among them were lack of a university, a 
public library, an art gallery, and a major concert hall in the city 
proper, Lawson observes that "the rate of economic advance had left 
public intellectual and cultural appreciation lagging," Nevertheless, 
life in the city was made easier by such advances as the extension of 
electrical services, the paving of streets, and the introduction of 
electric tram-cars, 
Entertainment in the Nineties 
One notes with interest in Brisbane press reports of the nineties 
the advent of the inventions of Edison and others which, developed and 
coupled with later electrical and electronic innovations, made possible 
the mass popular entertainment industry of the twentieth century. In 
January 1891, for example, the Gaiety Theatre advertised a lecture on Mr 
Thomas Edison's phonograph or talking machine, to be followed by a recorded 
programme of instrumental music, songs, and recitations. It was stated 
that the lecture would deal with the place of the phonograph in scientific 
discovery, its present use, and its future prospects as an industrial 
adjunct, clearly showing that it was the crowning achievement of man's 
genius, ^  No doubt the machine was a novelty to Brisbane at the time; 
but it was not long before phonograph entertainments were being given on 
a oc-mmercial basis. 
Ronald Lawson, Brisbane in the 1890s: A Study of an Australian 
Urban Society (St, Lucia, Q,: Univ.of Queensland Press, 19/3), p. 12. 
2 
Brisbane Courier, 31 January 1891; hereafter cited as BC. 
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This early use of the phonograph, like that of its counterpart in 
visual reproduction, the cinema, had implications for the future. The 
impact on the pattern of entertainment of the nineties, however, was 
slight. Entertainment in the nineties—legitimate drama, theatre 
presentations, and music—largely followed the precedents of earlier 
years, and depended on live performance. The performers, if not resident 
in the community, were usually visiting professionals. The theatres (the 
Gaiety, the Theatre Royal, and the Opera House) operated throughout the 
decade, with shows of many different kinds; but perusal of press reports 
and advertisements gives the impression that professional entertainment 
in the theatres had not generally improved in quality. The depression, 
of course, had its impact. It also affected community-based musical 
activities, but it would appear that these, despite difficulties, expanded, 
improved, and diversified during the nineties. 
No new theatre opened in Brisbane during the 1890s, and in general 
there was no proliferation of performance venues, though some improvements 
and additions were made. The new German Club House in South Brisbane, 
built to replace the building destroyed by fire in 1889, was opened in 
May 1890. It served the German connmunity for forty-three years, and 
3 
incorporated facilities for music performance. Early in 1890 the 
Centennial Hall was altered and improved to meet the requirements of the 
Brisbane Liedertafel, whose concerts had been seriously hampered since 
the destruction of the original Exhibition Building. The floor space of 
the Centennial Hall was increased, and a "new and commodious" dress circle 
provided, to permit seating for an audience of about fifteen hundred 
persons. In addition, an orchestral platform lower than the stage was 
built, and a "domic sound conductor" was fitted to a proscenium to diffuse 
sound (BC, 3 May 1890). Situated in Adelaide Street in the heart of the 
city, with improvements in cloak-rooms and ante-rooms, additional galleries, 
and expanded stage accommodation, the Centennial Hall was then the most 
4 
convenient, attractive, and commodious hall in central Brisbane. The 
3 
Die Geschichte Des Vereins (The History of the German Cli±i) 1883-
1958 (Brisbane: Brisbane Deutscher Turn Verein (German Club), n.d.), pp. 15-16, 
4 
"Euterpe," "Musical Echoes," BC, 8 May 1890, 
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report on the re-opening of the hall (BC, 14 May 1890) noted also that 
acoustic properties had been improved. For a concert in October 1900 the 
Liedertafel arranged to have the hall lit with electricity, both for 
improved lighting and for coolness (BC, 24 October 1900). Gas-lights, it 
appears, were still normal usage. In 1891 the Protestant Hall, in Ann 
Street, also underwent renovation, with additional seating installed (BC, 
23 April 1891). 
Another performance venue worth noting was the Albert Street Wesleyan 
Church, which opened in Novennber 1889. Many secular Saturday evening 
concerts were presented there during the nineties, though the building 
was obviously not planned for the purpose. Central to the Albert Street 
concerts was the pipe organ, and with the rising popularity of the organ 
as a concert instrument other churches also were used as organ recital 
venues, or as concert venues based on organ participation. These 
included Valley Wesleyan Church, St, Paul's Presbyterian, Wickham 
Terrace Presbyterian, St. John's, St. Stephen's, St. Andrew's (South 
Brisbane), and All Saints'. 
The most popular venue for organ-based concerts during the nineties 
was the Exhibition Hall, in which Brisbane's only large secular organ 
was installed. It has been noted that plans to replace the original 
Exhibition Building were made during the late 1880s. The foundation 
stone of the new building was laid in April 1891, and the first concert 
was given in the new hall on 15 October of that year. The Exhibition 
Hall had the capacity to accommodate a very large audience, and ample 
staging. At the opening concert, given by the Brisbane Musical Union, 
there was more than sufficient room for the singers and the orchestra, 
though in all they numbered nearly two hundred. As far as good 
acoustic properties, roominess, and good ventilation were concerned, 
the concert proved the hall to be "eminently satisfactory" (BC_, 16 October 
1891), It was noted, however, that the stage accommodation would be 
reduced when the organ was installed. The work of organ installation was 
begun in September 1892, and the first Exhibition organ performances were 
given just before Christmas, From this time on through the remaining 
colonial years, a great many concerts of all kinds were given in the 
hall. Although in some respects it evoked criticism, there can be no 
doubt that possession of the Exhibition Hall was an enormous benefit to 
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music during the nineties. George Sampson, nearly fifty years later, 
reoailed that the hall was out of town, ugly to look at, and had uncomfort-
able wooden benches. "The acoustics, however were good and there was no 
5 
other hall to compare with it in Brisbane." 
These halls, together with the siiDurban halls, many of which had 
been erected by the end of the eighties, gave Brisbane in the nineties 
sufficient facilities to present formal concerts, including the large-scale 
choral-orchestral performances. The informal promenade concerts—usually 
outdoor band concerts or concerts based on band participation—had fewer 
problems, and there was an increase in the numiber of venues used. The 
oldest such venue in the city, of course, was the Botanic Gardens, with a 
history dating back as far as July 1828 (BC, 4 July 1893). Public perform-
ances had been given there since the 1850s. Late in the nineties, when 
band activity increased, other venues were also used. These included 
Musgrave Park (South Brisbane), the Acclimatisation Society's Gardens 
(to-day included in the Exhibition Grounds), a venue by the river at 
Hamilton, and Moora Park (Sandgate). By the end of the century, however, 
the only park bandstands were in the Botanic Gardens, and at Moora Park. 
One kind of entertainment that gained popularity during the 1890s 
was the concert presentation that included some formal concert performance, 
with promenade performances during an interval, and possibly preceding 
the formal concert. The Exhibition Hall was well suited to this kind of 
presentation, and some were given at the Breakfast Creek Sports Ground 
(Albion Park). The hall at this ground was used for a "popular" concert 
by the Liedertafel in August 1890, and others followed. A Courier para-
graph of 13 August stated that the pavilion would provide accommodation 
for three thousand persons. Later popular concerts at this venue certainly 
attracted larger crowds than this. A Courier report concerning an early 
concert, held 29 Decennber 1890 (a "Monday Pop" promenade) gives the 
impression that the hall had been recently constructed. It was reported 
to be spacious and airy, with electric lighting (BC, 30 December 1890). 
Another venue for popular entertainment was the Aquarium at Queensport, 
where music was prominently featured. 
5 
George Sampson, "Tales of the Pioneers - Pioneering Music in Brisbane," 
TS Radio Script, 4QG Brisbane, 5 May 1945, Fryer Library, Brisbane, p. 1. 
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Music in the Commmiity 
In 1898 George Sampson, F.R.C.O., arrived in Brisbane to take up 
appointment as organist at St. John's. At the time of his arrival he was 
thirty-six years old; at the time of his death in 1949 he was eighty-eight. 
According to Percy Brier, who knew him well, he was one of the best organ-
ists to come to Australia. In England he had been well recognized as 
organist, composer, and church musician (B£, 2 April 1898). During his 
active career in Brisbane, a period of well over forty years, he was a 
dominating influence, not only as church organist and choir director, but 
also as a choral and orchestral conductor within the community. 
In the year of his retirement from St. John's (1945), Sampson made a 
radio broadcast referring to his early experiences of music in Brisbane. 
In deference to Sampson's outstanding achievements and reputation, some 
store has been set on the content of this broadcast. It is well to bear 
in mind, however, that Sampson was calling on recollections of nearly 
fifty years earlier, and on judgements made when he had freshly in mind 
the professional performance standards of England, based on centuries of 
tradition. Perhaps, too, there is a touch of egotism in the text. The 
standard of music in Brisbane in the late 1890s, according to Sampson, 
was naturally at a low level (Sampson, p. 1). Orchestral music was natur-
ally at a lower ebb than choral. A symphony orchestra was out of the 
question, as there were no players for many of the key positions. It was 
several years, stated Sampson, before he could form "an orchestra capable 
of giving public concerts" (Sampson, p. 2). Courier reports show, in 
fact, that Sampson had an orchestra under his baton from the time of his 
assuming the conductorship of the Brisbane Musical Union in 1898, and a 
Haydn symphony was performed at the union's first concert in 1899. There 
can be no doubt that Sampson's work immensely improved orchestral work in 
Brisbane; but twenty-six years of effort in a rapidly expanding and 
evolving community had laid the foundations of the orchestra that Sampson 
inherited in 1898. Brisbane in the 1890s was a far more musical city 
than Sampson would have us believe. 
Amy Sampson (wife of George Sampson), in her recollections of Brisbane 
of the nineties, has given what appears to be a more balanced viewpoint. 
Percy Brier, The Pioneers of Music in Queensland (The Musical 
Association of Queensland, 1962), p. 7. 
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We welcome the criticism of experienced people from Old 
World centres. It is good for us, but let it be said in fair-
ness, that the practice here of the various forms of Art, 
immature though it be, is not a sudden phenomenon. It is 
the result of long, earnest endeavour on the part of a faithful 
few, the seeds having been sown many years ago, and the last 
decade of the last century was remarkable in our annals. 
A later paragraph is also significant. 
There was a sufficient nunnber of good professional 
instrumentalists in those last century days to form an 
orchestra, which made possible the performance by both choral 
societies of works of high order. 
^ 8 
The truth of the matter would appear to be that Sampson, like Jefferies, 
was primarily interested in music of the highest quality. Such music did 
not then—and does not to-day—command a proportionately high following. 
Enough has been said to show that by the end of the 1880s Brisbane possessed 
players sufficient for a respectable symphony orchestra; but a professional 
symphony orchestra was not an economically viable concern in Brisbane 
during the 1890s. Orchestral performance of symphonic or qualitatively 
similar material therefore depended, in the main, on the efforts of amateurs, 
whose technical competence and reliability were by no means assured. 
Nevertheless, press reports reveal that from the late 1880s, there were 
some performances of symphonies and concertos; and as early as April 
1874 the Musical Union had given a performance of a Beethoven symphony. 
There is evidence that the Brisbane public of the nineties did respond 
to music of reasonable quality. The Breakfast Creek Monday Popular Concerts, 
for example, running from late 1890 until just before the flood early in 
1893, drew very large audiences. Programmes were a mixed bag, but offered 
in general much better material than the drawing-room popular song, and 
included some music of unimpeachable excellence. Undeniably, the city 
lacked orchestral performance of the great works of the great composers; 
but the orchestral sound was to be heard with increasing frequency. At 
least two small professional orchestras, formed to give concert perform-
ances, operated with success for a period during the nineties; and there 
7 
Amy W. Sampson, "Brisbane's Nineties. Recollections and Digressions,' 
MS, Fryer Library, Brisbane, pp. 1-2. 
g 
Amy W. Sampson, p. 10. 
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were several amateur orchestral movements, apart from the Union and 
Liedertafel groups. Good solo playing was not uncommon, and (notably 
after the return of the Jefferies family from England) channber ensembles 
also occasionally performed. 
Choral activities continued throughout the nineties, despite setbacks, 
and some notable performances were given. The newly established Brisbane 
Eisteddfod, the second of which was held in April 1890, helped foster 
choral practice. There were efforts, as well, to establish amateur operatic 
societies, and some performances were given. The pattern of band activ-
ities established in earlier decades continued, and the armed services 
bands, in spite of the depression, were strong. Lawson makes the point 
that four class-linked factors affect leisure activities: time available, 
income or wealth, social access, and socialization (Lawson, p, 
194). Participation in band performance in the early years of the twen-
tieth century was to a large extent a working-man's activity. It is 
interesting that during the later years of the nineteenth century, when 
employment legislation had made more free time available, there was an 
increase in locality-based and employment-related bands. On the other 
hand, it is also true that such organizations as the Musical Union and 
the Liedertafel, founded in earlier years, were largely patronized and 
supported by the more affluent mennbers of society, who had available both 
time and means. Lawson notes that at the socially prestigious Liedertafel 
concerts, both participants and audience were expected to wear formal 
evening dress (Lawson, p. 222). 
Lawson also observes that Brisbane's musical taste, like its theatrical 
taste, was surprisingly uniform. The same songs, and the same light music, 
were popular among all classes (Lawson, p. 225). The point is 
valid, for the same Romantic compositional devices—tonality, form, and 
rhythm—were common to serious and popular music, and the same instrumental 
media and style of performance in general served for all. There is no 
evidence of usage of what might be termed "modern" compositional techniques, 
and even the work of the Impressionists was apparently unknown. Perhaps 
Brisbane had some fore-taste of things to come in the performances of the 
Jubilee singers, using American Negro idioms that later powerfully influ-
enced the course of popular music. In the nineties, however, serious 
music was distinguished rather by complexity and artistry than by kind. 
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and, as Lawson states, this was largely the preserve of a small cultural 
elite. 
It was almost inevitable that these people should be drawn 
from the upper ranks of society; for example, the tone of the 
membership of the Musical Union, the subscription fee, and most 
especially the background socialization necessary to appreciate 
the music the Union sang, in those days before gramophones and 
radios made it more generally accessible, effectively excluded 
the lower orders. Members of the wealthier classes could afford 
to learn music from the leading teachers of the city, such as 
Sampson, and so develop a more sophisticated taste.9 
There is no doubt that Brisbane's community-based music strengthened 
considerably during the 1890s. Perhaps the trauma of the early years in 
some way hastened the process of urban maturation, and it may be that the 
acerbity of the depression thrust the city into greater reliance on its 
own resources. During the decade the number of music teachers rose from 
104 to 198, and almost every home had a musical instrument of some kind. 
Despite their price, pianos were quite common, even among the skilled 
workers, who purchased them on time payment (Lawson, p. 220). 
In fact pianos were manufactured in Brisbane at the time, and the fact 
points to the existence of a ready market (BC, 29 October 1898). One 
notes with interest that the matter of music teacher competence was cause 
of concern. "Euterpe," in 1891, wrote on the need for registration of 
qualified teachers, noting that there were many incompetent teachers in 
the city. Certainly the number of community-based concerts given during 
the period was very large, and the range in all respects was wide. Many 
were professionally promoted by local entrepreneurs, and a good proportion 
of these concerts were given in series. Obviously, too, the numiber of 
musicians, both professionals and amateurs of good standing, increased. 
The work of R.T. Jefferies and his family continued through the nineties. 
The musicians receiving most publicity were the organist-conductors Dicker 
and Sampson, but other organists were also highly active. These included 
W.G. Willmore and Mrs. Willmore (formerly Madame Mallalieu), J. Lord, E. 
Lloyd, E.F. Dingle, S.G. Benson, H. Knapp, Mrs Ohman, E.P. Jones, and R. 
9 
Lawson, p. 225. 
"Euterpe," "Musical Echoes," BC, 12 May 1891. 
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Kaye. Other prominent instrumentalists included the Benvenuti family, L. 
Rosenstengel, H. Rosendorff, and G. Truda. Bandmasters included N.P. 
Larsen, D.G. Bloomfield, A. Seal, A.J. Yorston, A.G. Beard, and R. Burns. 
Visiting Professional Performances 
The very great majority of concerts, professional or otherwise, 
given in Brisbane during the nineties, were promoted from within the 
community, and featured local artists. Visiting solo performers were 
comparatively few, and, when one takes into account Brisbane's advancing 
urban maturity and greater musical self-sufficiency, these were of less 
significance than in former years. There were several singers of note, 
including the sopranos Trebelli and Albani, the bass Signer Foil, and 
Madame Emily Spada and Philip Newbury of the Newbury-Spada touring party. 
Another noted vocalist was Wilma Norman Neruda (Lady Halle), who, with 
her more famous husband. Sir Charles Halle (pianist), gave performances 
in 1890. It is perhaps significant that Sir Charles and Lady Halle were 
induced to include Brisbane in their Australian tour by a group of promin-
ent music supporters, of whom W.H. Wilson was probably the leader (BC, 15 
February 1890). Another visiting pianist was Antoine de Kontski, reputed 
to have been a pupil of Beethoven. Visiting organists included the Sydney 
city organist, Wiegand, and an English player with a flair for favourable 
self-representation, W.H. Jude. Both gave a number of performances in 
Brisbane. 
From the orchestral point of view the most significant professional 
visit in the nineties was that of the Musin Concert Company, which gave 
performances in April 1897. Ovide Musin, Belgian violinist, was acknow-
ledged to be an eminent performer, and the company's visit proved a great 
success. At the conclusion of Musin's season, a "Grand Mammoth Musical 
Carnival" was organized, tendered to Ovide Musin and his company by the 
musicians of Brisbane. Advertised for Saturday, 10 April 1897 in the 
Courier of that date, the "carnival" offered a mixed programme, including 
several items played by a grand orchestra of seventy, the grandest and 
largest orchestral combination ever heard in Brisbane. The three orches-
tral works were by Suppe, Sullivan and Eilenberg, the conductor being 
W.A. Caflisch. By the time the Courier's report appeared on the Monday 
morning the orchestra had shrunk from seventy to "fifty or sixty," but it 
had included "most of the professional players of Brisbane." 
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No professional orchestra, performing in its own right, visited 
Brisbane during the nineties, though it may be that the opera companies 
brought their own players. There was one choral visit. The Jubilee 
Singers, continuing in the tradition of the original Fisk choir, gave 
performances in 1893. 
Brisbane's music-lovers had fewer opportunities during the 1890s to 
attend serious opera performances, notwithstanding that in the Opera 
House there were better facilities available than any the city had formerly 
possessed. In 1890, with the economy yet optimistic with the spirit of 
the eighties, the first season of serious opera was given at the Opera 
House. The season was advertised (BC, 22 Septennber 1890) to run for five 
weeks, opening on 29 Septennber. Works to be performed included the standard 
favourites Maritana, Faust, The Bohemian Girl, II Trovatore, Mignon, 
Lucia di Lammermoor, and Carmen, together with The Lily of Killarney 
(Benedict), and The Rose of Castile (Balfe). Late in March of the follow-
ing year the Montague-Turner Company opened another season of serious 
opera with II Trovatore. The Courier advertisement of 28 March 1891 
named eight principals, and numibered the chorus at forty. The season ran 
till 25 April, and finished with The Lily of Killarney. 
Surprisingly, a further season opened in 1893, during the worst of 
the depression. A Courier paragraph of 14 July noted that the Montague-
Turner Company had been increased, and that it had had a very good run in 
New Zealand. A further paragraph the following day listed the company's 
repertoire, including Maritana, II Trovatore, Carmen, The Bohemian Girl, 
The Lily of Killarney, Lucrezia Borgia, Faust, Mignon, and Les Cloches (no 
doubt Les Cloches de Corneville, by Planguette). The season opened late 
in July and ran for about three weeks, including Exhibition Week. Prices, 
as advertised in the Courier of 29 July, were four shillings for the best 
seats, ranging to one shilling. After a northern tour, the company played 
another five nights in the Opera House (BC, 10 October 1893). 
Performances of comic opera were more connmon, with Gilbert and Sullivan 
gaining popularity. Two typical seasons are here mentioned. Beginning 7 
November 1893, Williamson and Musgrove's Royal Comic Opera Company played 
for twenty-three nights. A Courier paragraph of 23 October stipulated 
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ten works, three of them new to Brisbane audiences. These included La_ 
Cigale et La Fourmi (Audran), and The Mountebanks (Cellier). Revivals 
were to include Dorothy (Cellier), and the Gilbert and Sullivan works The 
Gondoliers, The Mikado, The Pirates of Penzance, and Princess Ida. In 
1895, in a season opening 26 July, the same company appeared again in the 
Opera House. The Courier advertisement (23 July 1895) named seven works, 
including La Fille de Mme Angot (Lecocq), Dorothy (Cellier), and the 
Gilbert and Sullivan works The Gondoliers and The Mikado. The other 
three titles given are Ma Mie Rosette, Mam'zelle Nitouche, and Paul Jones, 
No composers are named. 
As in the eighties. Pollard's Lilliputian Opera gave performances 
during the nineties, using the same kind of material. In 1894 the company 
played at the Opera House, so presumably the show paid its way. A typical 
advertisement (7 July 1894) named Les Cloches de Corneville (Planguette) 
and H.M.S. Pinafore (Gilbert and Sullivan). There was even a visit, in 
1895, from the Wah-Ying Chinese Opera Company, which opened at the Theatre 
Royal on 29 April. It excited, one imagines, some wonderment. 
Choirs and Orchestras 
Choral music remained popular during the 1890s in Brisbane. The two 
main associations, the Brisbane Musical Union and the Brisbane Liedertafel, 
maintained orchestral affiliations throughout the period. The Union, in 
its major presentations, was constant in adherence to its artistic ideals. 
With minor relaxations, it looked to the greater choral-orchestral works, 
its purpose was basically didactic, and it served the metropolis. The 
Liedertafel, which also served the metropolis, exploited the male-voice 
choral repertoire, but its activity was limited by the scope of the music 
available. It did not shrink from more difficult works. David's composition 
The Desert, for instance, was clearly a work of some magnitude; but in 
general the Liedertafel's work was lighter than that attempted by the 
Union. It is obvious, however, that any male-voice (TTBB) choir needs 
for balance a sufficient numiber of high tenors and deep basses. Limita-
tions in this respect would have prevented the Liedertafel from further 
expansion, and evidence suggests that there was some difficulty in main-
taining tonal balance. 
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The two major choral societies did not, and could not, meet all the 
community's demands for choral music. Church choirs continued as before, 
and there is evidence of improvement. The tendency to form locality-based 
choirs and musical societies, which had been growing during the eighties, 
continued. Choirs with an ethnic bias—German and Welsh—were active; 
and within the city itself there were several mixed-voice choral movements, 
serving a variety of demands. The Brisbane Eisteddfod was one significant 
motivating force. 
The most reliable indicator of the increasing nunnbers of instrumental-
ists in Brisbane during the nineties lies in the numiber of orchestras and 
bands that were active, apart from the Musical Union and the Liedertafel. 
A group styling itself The Brisbane Professional Orchestra operated for a 
time in 1895; and the orchestra of the International Exhibition of 1897 
merits some attention. Small concert orchestras were more in evidence, 
some preserving identity over a period. There were instances of choral 
performances (apart from those of the Union and the Liedertafel) attract-
ing orchestral support, and some occasional orchestras were of considerable 
size. In addition, there were at least three free-standing orchestras 
that achieved some useful continuity. These were the Railway Orchestra, 
the Caecilian Orchestra, and the Red Hill Orchestra. There were, as 
well, some units that regarded themselves as string bands, but which 
nevertheless undertook some legitimately orchestral work. Truda's group 
was one of the best of the city's professional string bands. The Head-
guarters Band, however, could, and did, provide a good string band for 
engagements, and to some extent at least, the Naval Headquarters Band had 
similar capacity. 
The Brisbane Musical Union 
Following the troubles of the late 1880s, the Musical Union in January 
1890 looked forward with some hope. The society was not free of debt, 
but the general optimism of the 1880s had not yet faded. The annual 
report for 1889 (BC, 7 January 1890) expressed the hope that the coming 
year's work would be more remunerative, and that every department would 
show growth and improvement in its work. The union was to be congratulated, 
the report stated, upon securing the services of so efficient and able a 
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conductor as Seymour Dicker. In fact, the evolutionary urban stresses 
that had oppressed the union during the eighties continued, and graver 
difficulties that threatened the very existence of the society were already 
casting shadow. During one period, in 1897, the Musical Union existed in 
little more than name, and it says much for the loyalty of its supporters 
that it survived the decade. It is surprising, in fact, that so much was 
accomplished during the nineties. 
From 1890 to the end of 1900, the union presented, or had major 
participation in, fifty concerts. In addition to these, the union gave 
assistance in other concerts—for example, Seymour Dicker's Annual Concert 
(26 October 1891), a Flood Relief Concert (12 May 1893), and a promenade 
concert in aid of the Organ Purchase Fund (25 Novemiber 1898). There were 
some private performances, one a welcome back to Dicker (25 September 
1890), and another a concert performance for shareholders of the union (4 
December 1897). On the face of things, the union was active. Fifty 
concerts in eleven years (about 4.5 per year) compares tolerably with the 
fifty-four concerts in ten years of the eighties (5.4 per year), although 
it does not match the rate of the seventies (over six per year). 
The tally of concerts for the nineties is as follows: 1890—six 
concerts; 1891—seven concerts; 1892—eight, including one repeat; 
1893—five, including one repeat; 1894—two; 1895—seven, including one 
repeat; 1896—six concerts, including two repeats; 1897—one (no public 
concerts); 1898—two concerts; 1899—three; and 1900—three. The 
union had earlier committed itself to the production of three subscription 
concerts per year. Perusal of the above tally would seem to show that 
the years in which most concerts were given were years of strength in 
which the nominated total was exceeded, and that the closing years of the 
period were weak. For reasons to be discussed, this overall view is 
inaccurate. During the early years extra concerts (popular concerts, not 
in keeping with the avowed purposes of the society) were staged to raise 
much-needed funds. The general depression of 1893 added to the union's 
troubles, and 1894 was a very weak year during which the conductorship 
changed hands. In 1896, four of the six concerts were staged in conjunc-
tion with other Brisbane choirs. The year 1897, in which no public 
performances at all were given, was undoubtedly the nadir of the union's 
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fortunes during the colonial years, and it required a considerable operation 
to rescue the society from bankruptcy. Against this, one must bear in 
mind that large-scale public performances of the kind customarily presented 
by the union were given under the auspices of the International Exhibition 
of 1897, and that the union's skill resources, both choral and orchestral, 
were engaged in these. The year 1898 was weak, and another change of 
conductors was involved; yet the years 1899 and 1900 (three concerts 
each) were years of rising strength and stability. 
A more accurate reading of the union's work during the nineties lies 
in broad examination of the work performed. In fifty concerts there were 
forty-four performances of major choral (usually choral-orchestral) works, 
the total of works performed being twenty-nine. During the eighties, 
on the other hand, sixty-seven performances of major works were given in 
fifty-four concerts. Clearly, during the nineties greater reliance was 
placed on minor or smaller works as programme fillers, although there is 
no suggestion that these works were lacking in artistic merit. During 
the late years of the century a change of policy under George Sampson 
placed greater emphasis on orchestral performance for its own sake, and 
some major orchestral works were presented. 
During the nineties the Union performed eight major works for the 
first time, the remaining thirty-five having been also performed in earlier 
concerts. This means that roughly one in every five major works produced 
was new to the performers. One might point out that during the eighties 
twenty-three such works were performed, the proportion being approximately 
one in three. No valid comparison can be drawn, for during the eighties 
the society was still building up its liJorary and repertoire. One might 
expect a slower rate of expansion during a later period, especially in a 
time of enforced economy, and greater use of established repertoire. The 
new works were as follows: 
11 
A list of Brisbane Musical Union concerts is given in Appendix J, 
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Dvorak - Stabat Mater 
Gounod - Messe Solenelle 
Mackenzie - The Rose of Sharon 
Mendelssohn - Psalm XLII : Hear My Prayer 
Smith - Ode to the Passions 
Stanford - The Revenge 
Stainer - The Daughter of Jairus 
Three of the new works, the well-recognized Mendelssohn and Gounod 
compositions, dated from the earlier part of the century. The five others 
were of comparatively recent origin, four of them being British choral 
compositions. Dvorak's Stabat Mater was composed in 1877, and first 
performed in 1880. Mackenzie's dramatic oratorio. The Rose of Sharon, 
dated from 1887. The other three works had been written for festival 
performance. Alice Mary Smith (Mrs Meadows White) had written the music 
to Ode to the Passions for the Hereford Festival of 1882. Stanford's The 
Revenge was written in 1886, for Leeds Festival; and Stainer's Cantata, 
The Daughter of Jairus,was written by request for the Worcester Festival 
of 1878. 
Notwithstanding that the union's library during the nineties contained 
a considerable proportion of works by British composers, its favourite 
composers were still Mendelssohn and Handel, both of whom, admittedly, 
had strong links with Britain. In performances of major works Mendelssohn 
(with twelve performances) was most favoured, and Handel (with eleven) 
followed. Mackenzie had three performances; Spohr, Dvorak, and Barnett 
were each given two performances; and twelve other composers each had 
one. Messiah, as ever, was the favoured work, being performed eight 
times. Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn) was given four performances. St. 
Paul (Mendelssohn), Elijah (Mendelssohn), Stabat Mater (Dvorak), and The 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett) each had two performances. There were twenty-
three single performances. 
In examining the activities of the Brisbane Musical Union during the 
nineties, it is expedient to divide the period into three conductorships. 
As in earlier years, a decline in the union's fortunes generally accompan-
ied, and perhaps precipitated, a change in conductors. Late in 1889 
Seymour Dicker had been appointed conductor, and he held the post until 
1894. Late in this year, R.T. Jefferies again took up the baton, and it 
remained in his hands until the middle of 1898. The conductorship was 
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then taken up by George Sampson, who held it until well into the twentieth 
century. 
From June to early August 1889 the Musical Union was in recess, to 
allow opportunity for performance with the visiting English baritone, 
Charles Santley. Following this recess Seymour Dicker became conductor 
of the union, and three concerts were prepared and presented within five 
12 
months. Although the concerts were not altogether successful, the 
reports make it clear that Dicker was a competent musician and a good 
conductor. The annual report for 1889 (BC, 7 January 1890) showed choral 
strength of ninety-one, with thirty in the orchestra. The report was 
optimistic in tone, and recorded that new music had been ordered from 
England. With confidence in its new conductor, the union was vigorously 
active at the beginning of the nineties. Rehearsals for 1890 began on 13 
February. A Courier correspondent reported that the library committee 
had put in good work preparing the new music, and restoring other music 
to playing order (BC, 28 January 1890). 
The new music to which the report referred had been selected by 
Jefferies in England, and it included material for the union's orchestra. 
The get-up of the new overtures in their brown bindings is 
excellent, and the selection, also by Mr. Jefferies, is as 
follows:- "Die Barcarole," Auber; "Der Traum de Savoyarden," 
Lumibye; "Der Schauspieldirector," Mozart; "Lustigen Weiber 
von Windsor," Nicolai; "Felsenmuhle," Ressiger; "Othello," 
Rossini; La Cenerentola," Rossini; "Overture Scherzo and 
Finale," R. Schuman; "In Memoriam," in C, A. Sullivan; "Peter 
Schmoll," Weber. As they are all fully scored in print, and 
most of them for twenty-three different kinds of instruments, 
they will be welcome additions to the orchestral library of the 
union. 
The Courier correspondent's remarks would appear to have certain 
implications. The works were "fully scored in print." One might assume 
that the orchestra was not unaccustomed to reading manuscript, and this 
perhaps implies some local arrangement of parts. Most works were scored 
for "twenty-three different kinds of instruments." Uniform binding and 
instrumentation implies the use of a standardized edition; but "twenty-
three different kinds of instruments" probably means "twenty-three different 
12 
Because of an accident. Dicker was unable to conduct the concert 
on 14 Novennber 1889. Frank Fowler, a professional Brisbane musician, 
deputised for him. 
•*" BC, 28 January 1890. 
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orchestral parts." Assuming five string parts (first and second violins, 
viola, cello, and bass), eight woodwind (perhaps two parts each of flute, 
clarinet, oboe and bassoon), six brass (two parts each of horn, trumpet 
or cornet, and trombone), harp, optional piano and two percussion, it 
would appear that the orchestrations were scored for a sizeable orchestra. 
Even with minimal strings, one doubts that the union's current orchestral 
strength could match this scoring. 
The union's orchestra functioned consistently through 1890, although 
reports indicate that the two popular concerts (given 5 June and 21 August) 
did not attract full support. At the first major concert, in April, in 
which Ode to the Passions was the principal work. Dicker was "fortunate 
in the possession of a larger orchestra than it is always possible to 
secure" (BC, 25 April 1890). Orchestral performance included a newly-
acquired work, Sullivan's "almost majestic overture in C," In Memoriam. 
"The rendering was rather suggestive of what might be done with a grand 
orchestra than a really adequate presentation of the work." In a later 
comment, "Euterpe" noted that the orchestra had greatly improved, and 
14 praised Dicker as "a most capable and energetic conductor." 
In the next major concert, in July, the Courier writer acknowledged 
that the work was well up to standard, but only an overture and some 
part songs displayed special excellence. The orchestra, by request, 
again played In Memoriam, but "their best work was put into Gurlitt's 
'Der Marionetten,' a composition full of quaint beauty. . ." (BC, 4 July 
1890). In the final major concert of the year, the performance of Israel 
in Egypt, given 4 Decennber 1890, it was noted that the orchestra was 
somewhat stronger than usual, and speaking generally their work was well 
performed, but once or twice there were indications of insufficient 
rehearsal (BC, 5 Decennber 1890). In fact a Liedertafel concert had unfor-
tunately clashed with the union's final rehearsal, and some players were 
members of both orchestras. Nevertheless, there is evidence of good 
orchestral achievement during the year. 
The Musical Union was not able to lift its overdraft during 1890, 
and began 1891 still in debt. At the annual meeting the chairman. Sir 
Charles Lilley, commented that the society was holding its own, and 
14 
""Euterpe,""Musical Echoes," BC, 8 May 1890. 
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progressing. "The union had had a great deal to contend against, but it 
must never be forgotten that it had given an impulse to music in the city 
of Brisbane, and other musical societies had grown from it" (BC_, 16 January 
1891). Financially, however, the union was experiencing difficulty, and 
it was remarked during the meeting that the conductor's salary (fifty 
pounds per annum) was lower than it should have been, because the union 
could not pay more. 
Musically, as Lilley claimed, the Musical Union was progressing. It 
gave seven concerts during 1891. In four concerts a major work was 
presented, while three concerts were classified as "popular." Members 
were also considerably active in other performances, such as Dicker's 
Annual Concert. It seems likely, however, that one popular concert, 
given on board Katoomba (a vessel of the Australasian Squadron) was a 
repeat of the concert given a week or so earlier, and not greatly demanding. 
In fact this concert was not a public concert, being tendered to entertain 
the ship's company. 
The presentation of "popular" concerts, and the inclusion of "popular" 
sections in the regular concerts, were evidence of the union's need to 
attract audiences and maintain solvency. The Courier report on the first 
concert for 1891, given 9 April, made pertinent comment. 
The programme rehearsed for this occasion was something of a 
compromise between the old system adopted by the union and the 
newer mode favoured by its present leaders, and it may safely 
be added by a large majority of the subscribers and of the 
general public. In days gone by this society stuck closely by 
the works of the old rather than of the new masters of the Art, 
and sometimes judged a work to be classical more on account of 
the name of its composer than of its intrinsic merits. The 
element of "popularity" was little considered, and frequently 
their audiences were wearied with oratorios which required the 
highest degree of skill on the part of the performers—soloists, 
chorus, and band alike—and also a large amount of musical 
taste, experience, and knowledge on the part of the audience to 
make those performances comprehensible and interesting. Needless 
to say, neither performers nor audiences usually fulfilled all 
these requirements. But now it seems to be the desire of the 
gentlemen who have the management of the union to make its 
concerts gratifying to lovers of high-class music, and educa-
tional to those whose knowledge extends simply so far that they 
can appreciate beauty of form without being able to differentiate 
between the finer shades of effect and colour. 
15 
"""^ BC, 10 April 1891. 
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The two public "popular" concerts met with good success. The report 
on the second of these, given 20 August, frankly stated that the union's 
intention was "to replenish its coffers," "prices and progammes alike 
being distinctly popular" (B£, 21 August 1891). The earlier concert, 
given 23 April 1891, took advantage of the day's "being the anniversary 
of Shakespeare's birth to produce selections from the best-known music 
composed for some of the great poet's works" (BC, 24 April 1891). A 
large and warmly appreciative audience attended. The orchestra, strength-
ened for the occasion, performed Locke's music to Macbeth, Nicolai's 
Overture to The Merry Wives of Windsor, and Mendelssohn's "Wedding March." 
In the August concert the orchestra did not escape criticism, the woodwind 
being occasionally indiscreet. Orchestral items were apparently incon-
sequential, chosen for popular appeal. One piece, "The Forge in the 
Forest," was "freely scored for nightingales, cuckoos, anvils, &c,, items 
which one cannot, of course, be expected to resist" (BC, 21 August 189J;. 
Orchestral work in the union's serious concerts of 1891 was generally 
well received. In the April performance of The Daughter of Jairus, the 
Courier noted that "the orchestra was not always as effective or as faithful 
to the score as it might have been," but it gave "Mendelssohn's trumpet 
overture in fairly good style," and made a "palpable hit" in Gounod's 
Berceuse "Dodelinette" (BC, 10 April 1891). In the July presentation of 
Dvorak's Stabat Mater, the orchestra throughout did "very creditable 
work" (BC, 10 July 1891), and references to orchestral work in reports 
for the other concerts were also complimentary. 
Orchestral numbers for the year 1891, as given in the annual report, 
stood at thirty-four (BC, 12 January 1892). The union had been active 
during the year, but its financial position had not improved. The report 
noted that depression in business circles had caused a decline in the 
numbers of subscribers. At the annual meeting it was pointed out that 
the union was near its overdraft limit of one hundred and fifty pounds, 
and strict economy was needed. The validity of the popular concerts was 
also subject to question. Opinion was voiced that performances had been 
under-rehearsed, that the concerts created invidious competition with 
other societies, and that the concerts were probably not financially 
rewarding (BC, 15 January 1892). On 20 January the connmittee approved a 
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programime of four subscription concerts for the year and a benefit perform-
ance of Messiah, with rehearsals beginning early in February. 
In fact the union gave performances in eight concerts during 1892, 
and, as in other years, lent assistance on other occasions. One of the 
concerts, given 3 Novennber, was a repeat performance of The Rose of Sharon 
(Mackenzie), which had been presented a week earlier. In July, however, 
for the second time in three years, the union took advantage of the pro-
fessional visit of a renowned vocalist. In 1889, for the Santley visit, 
the union had gone into recess, and a combined choir formed. In 1892, 
for the Foil visit, a series of three concerts was given by the union 
itself, using its own resources. 
Signer Foil (Alan James Foley, born Ireland 1835), bass, had a 
distinguished record in opera, oratorio, and concert performance. On his 
visit to Brisbane in 1892 he was accompanied by the tenor Orlando Harley, 
and the soprano Bertha Rossow. Herr and Madame Pechotsch (respectively 
violinist and vocalist), artists familiar to Brisbane audiences, made up 
the party. By arrangement the visiting singers appeared with the Musical 
Union in performances of The Creation (Haydn) on 14 July, Stabat Mater 
(Rossini) on 16 July, and Acis and Galatea (Handel) on 20 July. All 
concerts were held in the Exhibition Hall, and all were well attended. 
The other concert of considerable note was the performance of Messiah 
in the Exhibition Hall on 22 December 1892. This was one of the opening 
concerts for the Willis pipe organ in the hall, Brisbane's first large 
secular organ. This was the first performance in which the organ was 
heard with chorus and orchestra. Public interest was strong, and an 
audience of two thousand attended. One imagines that some few of the 
performers and the audience were mindful of a former notable performance 
some nineteen years earlier, when the union choir and orchestra first 
performed Messiah with full pipe organ, in St. John's, in August 1873. 
The union's orchestra functioned consistently during 1892, but not 
without criticism. In the first concert of the year (Dvorak's Stabat 
Mater, given 31 March 1892) the orchestra, because of the policy of 
retrenchment, was shorn of its professional members. There was, reported 
the Courier, much to be desired, but the orchestra nevertheless proved 
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itself in many respects worthy of commendation, the string tone ranging 
from fair to excellent. The best contribution lay in a Mozart Overture, 
Der Schauspiel Director (BC, 1 April 1892). The Stabat Mater was again 
performed at St. John's on 12 April, both choir and orchestra being 
commended (BC, 13 April 1892). In July, however, in the Foli series, the 
orchestra faced the prospect of three separate major concerts within a 
week, and probably was thrust into the venture under-rehearsed. It is 
not surprising to find adverse connment in the report of the first concert 
in the series. 
Judging by last night's performance it must be said that the 
band of the union does not seem to prosper. In the interests 
of music in Brisbane it is to be hoped the same spirit of 
enthusiasm which seems to characterise the chorus of the union 
may be exhibited by the band in the near future, and that the 
work of the union will consequently be done more efficiently 
and artistically. 
15 
Portions of the accompaniment, it appears, had had to be omitted, probably 
being taken by keyboard. The report on the second concert (Rossini's 
Stabat Mater) evoked no orchestral comment, and it is with some relief 
that one finds a note of commendation in the report of the third concert 
(excerpts from Acis and Galatea). 
The orchestra, which was somewhat stronger than on the 
"Creation" night, and also the chorus, presented many points 
for commendation. The string tone was almost invariably good— 
though a little too heavy in the accompaniments—and what wood 
wind there was behaved itself well. The overture, bright and 
Arcadian, was played with spirit, the reeds coming out very 
satisfactorily. 
Mr. Dicker, the report continued, was to be credited with the success of 
the orchestral and choral numbers. 
In the August concert, in which no major choral work was presented, 
a decline in performance was "painfully evident." "It was most noticeable 
in the orchestra, which consisted almost solely of violins, lady performers 
predominating" (BC, 13 August 1892). The orchestra nevertheless attempted 
Haydn's Farewell Symphony, with some success. For the performance of 
^^BC, 15 July 1892. 
^^BC, 21 July 1892. 
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Mackenzie's The Rose of Sharon on 27 October 1892, however, there had 
been some rejuvenation. "The orchestra had been largely augmented with 
considerable advantage to the result" (BC, 28 October 1892). Leadership, 
moreover, was in the capable hands of R.T. Jefferies, and the presence of 
the Jefferies quartet in the strings much improved the tone. Orchestral 
improvement was also manifest in the Messiah performance on 22 December, 
The disasters of 1893 effectively slowed many community activities, 
and the first Musical Union appearance took place in conjunction with the 
Liedertafel, in a Flood Relief Concert during May, The combined orchestras, 
it was reported, had considerable strength (BC, 13 May 1893), During the 
remainder of the year the union contrived to present five concerts; but 
one of these was a repeat performance, another included no major work, 
and the final performance (Messiah) was given with assistance from mennbers 
of other societies. 
The first major concert of the Musical Union's twenty-first season, 
a performance of Mendelssohn's St, Paul, was given in the Exhibition Hall 
on 8 June 1893, to an audience of five or six hundred. The Courier gave 
good praise, and noted that the orchestra worked well {BC_, 9 June 1893), 
A repeat performance was given two weeks later, with prices reduced to 
one shilling for the gallery, and sixpence for the cheaper seats. The 
audience total was about seven hundred, and, noted the Courier, "it was 
an encouraging sign that a large proportion of the audience were working 
men and their families" (B£, 24 June 1893). The orchestra, with R.T, 
Jeffries, "worked excellently." 
At the beginning of July 1893 the union's finances were at a low 
ebb, and it adopted an expedient v;hich, in retrospect, would appear to be 
a desperation measure. Practices would take place, it was announced, 
from 7.30 to 8.30 each Thursday, after which an impromptu concert of 
vocal and instrumental items, to which the public would be admitted for 
sixpence, would be held (BC, 1 July 1893). A Courier report of 14 July 
noted that the first of these impromptu concerts was a success, with 
forty or fifty of the public admitted; but there is no indication of how 
long the concerts were continued. The reduction in practice time must 
have affected the union's work. At the same time it was reported that 
Dicker would be leaving Brisbane in October 1893, to take up an appointment 
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in Sydney. In fact, it was four years until the time of his eventual 
departure from Brisbane, but the announcement must have unsettled the 
union. The Courier writer, in his report on the following concert, given 
7 September, certainly took this view, and remarked a falling-off in 
numbers in chorus and orchestra. In guality, the orchestra was below 
what had been "the standard of the senior musical society" (BC, 8 Septennber 
1893). 
The Musical Union's fourth concert for 1893 went ahead in the face 
of severe difficulties. The union had met, as the Courier reported, with 
a combination of adverse circumstances such as were never anticipated 
even by the most pessimistic in its earlier days. The concert, if not 
wholly a success from a musical point of view, was a very tangible reminder 
that the union still lived. Difficulties included sickness, inability to 
attend practice, defection "through stress of the times," and lack of 
funds to employ professional aid (BC, 17 November 1893). There was in 
spite of all, spirit enough to promise the public a Messiah performance 
on festival scale at the end of the year; and perhaps the city needed 
such an enterprise. 
In preparation for the Messiah performance, the Musical Union sent 
out invitations to all the leading musical societies, church choirs, and 
interested individuals. It was hoped to present the work on a scale 
unprecedented in the city (BC, 22 Novennber 1893). In the event, the 
chorus and orchestra numibered 350. The audience was not large enough to 
fill the Exhibition Hall, but was warmly appreciative. The report gave 
the orchestra scant mention, but recorded that it contained no trumpet 
player—it being an impossibility to get a trumpet player in Brisbane. 
In "The Trumpet Shall Sound" it was in fact the organ's tuba stop that 
sounded (BC, 22 December 1893). 
At the annual meeting in January 1894 it was reported that the Musical 
Union owed forty pounds to its conductor, and over three hundred to the 
bank. Subscriptions had been very low during 1893. The chairman deplored 
the lack of support, and observed that public taste ran to comic opera. 
In what appears to be a veiled reference to the Liedertafel, he noted 
that the Musical Union concerts were "not regarded as fashionable," and a 
certain section of the public would therefore not attend (BC, 26 January 
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1894). Prospects were not cheerful, but the union pushed on to present 
its first 1894 concert, selections from Judas Maccabeus, in April. 
The performance of Judas Maccabeus opened the union's twenty-second 
season, and it was clear to the Courier reporter that the society was in 
distress. 
. . . the union has apparently suffered from the secession of 
once active members to an unfortunate degree. The body musical 
appears to have lost the coherence essential to the maintenance 
of a society of metropolitan importance. The formation of 
small choirs and societies has drained seriously on the strength 
of the Musical Union, and it has not tended to further the 
cause of music in Brisbane. 
18 
Chorus and orchestra, it was noted, barely mustered eighty. Nevertheless, 
despite imperfections, "some really excellent work" was done, and Dicker's 
work was highly praised. It would appear that orchestral numbers had 
declined, and balance had suffered. 
One can assume only that the position subsequently deteriorated, for 
the following concert, if it was presented, attracted very little attention. 
It may have been given, with minimal advertisement, in the Centennial 
Hall, on 15 August. The programme was not advertised, and no concert 
report appeared in the Courier. In fact, there is no evidence to show 
that the concert did take place as advertised in the Courier on the 
preceding Saturday; but possibly it was Dicker's last appearance with 
the Brisbane Musical Union. During the following months the society was 
in a critical condition. 
On 29 August 1894 the Courier published a letter from P.R. Gordon, 
one of the founders of the union, and a tireless worker for promotion of 
music in Brisbane. The letter has historical interest, and is reproduced 
in full as Appendix X. Concerning the current crisis, Gordon pointed out 
to the public that the Musical Union was in serious financial difficulties, 
and was in danger of losing its music library, one of the best in the 
colonies. Gordon suggested that combined choirs present a "monster concert 
of popular music" in the Exhibition Hall to raise funds. On 7 September 
the Courier reported that "many of the friends of this the oldest musical 
society have rallied to its assistance." The generosity of friends and 
iS 
BC, 27 April 1894. 
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the leniency of creditors had made possible a fresh start under more 
promising conditions, and practices in the Protestant Hall, under Dicker's 
baton, had resumed. 
A further report appeared in the Courier of 15 October 1894, and 
some comment on the union was made. Several matters had led up to this 
crisis in the state of its affairs, notably the serious defection from 
its ranks of most of its old mennbers and staunchest supporters. This had 
been caused by the society's "departing from its original constitution— 
namely, the study and practice of classical music, in favour of work with 
the mere object of public performances only in view." Measures to preserve 
the union had, however, been taken. Property had been vested in trustees, 
and Samuel Grimley had completed arrangements concerning finances. The 
committee having resigned, a new one was to be elected. A meeting had 
been called both for this purpose, and to appoint a new conductor to 
replace Seymour Dicker, who had also resigned. A numiber of original 
members had signified intention to rejoin; and the hope was expressed 
that the society would again "assume the position it so long held as the 
most powerful musical educator in the community." 
The crucial meeting was held on Thursday, 18 October 1894, and reported 
in the Courier the following day. The society had compounded with credit-
ors and relieved its liabilities, but only at the cost of raising its 
bank overdraft. A new comimittee was elected, and it undertook to revise 
rules. A committee meeting followed immediately, and R.T. Jefferies was 
unanimously elected conductor. 
Jefferies began his new term of conductorship of the union innmediately 
with preparation of the Special Christmas Concert performance of Messiah. 
Participation of choralists and instrumentalists was invited from the 
community. Nearly three hundred attended the first rehearsal, and others 
notified intention to join (BC, 26 October 1894). By the night of the 
performance (13 December 1894) the nunnber had risen to 350, and the 
audience nearly filled the capacious Exhibition Hall. The Courier writer 
commented that "the performance bore witness to careful rehearsal and 
intelligent study, and the results achieved were creditable in the highest 
degree to both the conductor and those who followed his baton" (BC, 14 
December 1894). The orchestra attracted the single terse comment that it 
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"also showed improvement." 
Musically the years 1895 and 1896 were active years for the union, 
but perhaps the extent of the activity is not a true measure of strength. 
The Newbury-Spada Festival provided extrinsic motivation for three of the 
seven concerts in 1895, and another concert was a repeat. In 1896 four 
of the six concerts were given by combined choirs, and two of these were 
repeats. Even so, there must have been considerable effort, and a strong 
core of interest. It is also obvious that, in the prevailing conditions, 
only the leadership of a man of the calibre of R.T. Jefferies could have 
made the achievement possible. 
The first work undertaken by the union in 1895 was Costa's Eli. 
This was acknowledged to be a difficult work, but the union had performed 
it before, in 1882 and 1888. Moreover, Jefferies knew the work well, 
having taken part in its performance in London, in the Sacred Harmonic 
Society, under Costa's baton (BC, 22 February 1895). The union orchestra 
apparently gathered strength, and a Courier report (5 April 1895) commented 
that the full orchestra was complete and well balanced. At the rehearsal 
of 4 April there were eight first violins, six second violins, four violas, 
four violoncellos, two double basses, two flutes, two clarinets, two 
oboes, two bassoons, two cornets, and the timpani, played by P.R. Gordon. 
This made a total of thirty-five. One might observe that, if horns, 
trombones, and miscellaneous percussion had been available, the orchestra 
would have had, on paper, a very satisfactory instrumentation. 
The Eli performance, given 30 May 1895, drew good praise from the 
Courier. 
Judging by the numiber of both vocalists and instrumentalists 
present, it would seem that under Mr. Jefferies the Musical 
Union is once more entering upon a palmy era. This is a matter 
for general congratulation, for the union has done splendid 
service in past years in educating the musical taste of the 
community, and the members of committee and others who have so 
earnestly worked to bring it through its many vicissitudes 
deserve the warmest thanks of all music lovers. The audience 
at last night's concert shows, too, that the taste for what may 
be fairly termed the classical in music is by no means limited 
to a few enthusiasts or a handful of devoted students. The 
large hall has seldom held a larger and more appreciative 
audience. . . . 
19 
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Significantly, it was noted that all performers were mennbers of the union. 
The orchestra numbered over fifty performers, and included harp. 
The impetus of the first concert for 1895 was maintained in the 
second, in which Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn) was performed. The Courier 
acknowledged imperfections, "due largely to the difficulty experienced in 
completing the orchestra, the wood and brass wind alike being something 
inadequate for the proper presentation of the symphony. . , ," The strings, 
however, were remarkably good, in intonation, attack, and phrasing. The 
work, it was reported, was worthy of commendation (BC, 9 August 1895). 
The concert was repeated a week later, and the orchestra judged to be 
"better in hand," with accompaniments more expressively played (BC, 15 
August 1895). 
Following the success of the earlier concerts of 1895, the Musical 
Union again grasped the opportunity to present a festival in conjunction 
with a visiting company of professional vocalists—the Newbury-Spada 
Company. The visiting singers were Philip Newbury (tenor), Madame Emily 
Spada (soprano). Miss Kitty Grindlay (contralto), and Frederick Hobbs 
(baritone). Madame Herbert, solo pianist, accompanied the party. The 
visiting soloists appeared in three concerts with the Musical Union, in a 
"Grand Musical Festival." The opening concert, given 23 September, presented 
Messiah. The second, 25 Septennber, included selections from various 
works, including Elijah, Judas Maccabeus, Eli, Creation, Athalie, and 
Mozart's Twelfth Mass. The third concert, 27 Septennber, included a 
performance of Lobgesang (Hymn of Praise), by Mendelssohn. Prices ranged 
from five shillings for dress circle and orchestra stalls, to one shilling 
in the pit. Performances were given in the Opera House. The Courier 
reports generally offered modified praise. The "good choir" and "service-
able orchestra" jointly nunnbered about 250 (BC, 24 September 1895), The 
report on the last concert of the series offered some interesting comment. 
The opening symphony for the orchestra was treated with care, 
and so far as the resources at the command of the conductor 
went, with good results. That there were crudities was not 
surprising, for it is not given to an orchestra, composed of so 
many young players, to rise to the full dignity of so difficult 
a work as this. The players were, however, very painstaking, 
and many beauties of the different movements were borne home to 
the audience. Certainly conductor and orchestra deserved every 
credit for what they did. 
70 
BC, 28 September 1895. 
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It would appear from this that Brisbane was beginning to produce its own 
orchestral musicians. 
The final concert for 1895 presented St. Cecilia's Day (van Bree), 
and—no doubt in deference to accustomed practice—selections from Messiah. 
The performance gave good satisfaction. 
The first two union concerts of 1895 were given in April and July 
respectively. In the April concert (Mackenzie's The Bride and Mendelssohn's 
Athalie) the Courier pointed out some shortcomings, but generally approved. 
The orchestral work, though uneven in parts, was on the whole very commend-
able. The brasses were in need of improvement (BC, 1 May 1895). The 
same kind of comment applied to the July concert. In this concert the 
major orchestral item, reported as Mackenzie's "Burns' Second Scotch 
Rhapsody," elicited praise. (BC, 7 July 1895). 
In August 1896 a scheme to amalgamate, for great choral works, the 
principal choral societies in the city—the Musical Union, the Choral 
Union, and the Camibrian Choir—was formed. The first such performance 
21 
was to be a "centenary" performance of Elijah (Mendelssohn). The 
Courier of 17 August noted that the orchestra would be strengthened by 
the inclusion of instruments which did not normally take part in orchestral 
work. The performance was advertised for 12 November 1896, in the Exhib-
ition Hall, with Jefferies conducting; and a Courier paragraph printed 
on the day of the concert gives the full orchestral numbers. "The band 
to-night is complete, and consists of twenty-four violins, three violas, 
five 'cellos, two double basses, two flutes, two oboes, two clarionets, 
four horns, euphonium, and two tympani." The numiber of players was thus 
forty-six, and the orchestra was of ample dimensions. 
The Elijah performance attracted an audience that filled the Exhibi-
tion Hall. The Courier (14 Novennber 1895) expressed approval, particularly 
of the chorus work. "The band, too, was brought to a state of efficiency 
which was highly creditable, while the superb organ was a tower of strength 
to both chorus and orchestra." The cello playing of Miss M. Jefferies 
was singled out for praise. 
21 
The first performance of Elijah was given at the Birmingham Festival 
on 26 August 1845, fifty years earlier, not a hundred. 
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A further combined performance followed on 8 December 1895, when 
Messiah was presented to a well-filled Exhibition Hall, Choir and orchestra 
nunnbered about two hundred. The orchestra for the performance was made 
up of eleven first violins, ten second violins,three violas, four cellos, 
two basses, one oboe, two flutes, two clarinets, two horns, and two per-
cussion—a total of thirty-nine, with reasonably appropriate instrumenta-
22 tion. It is likely, however, that insufficient rehearsal time was 
allowed, and the Courier (9 December 1896) objected strongly to cuts that 
had been made. The report—as with a nunnber of similar Courier reports 
at this time—shows some insight into musical matters. 
As a musical principle there was too much organ. In its 
relation to the orchestra it was overwhelming instead of sustain-
ing or subsidiary. In Handel's day the orchestra was not what 
it is now, or what it was when Mozart brought the instrumenta-
tion of the "Messiah" up to his date, but the suggestion may be 
ventured that even when the oratorio was scored—in that 
marvellous burst of energy which is the wonder and admiration 
alike of all musicians—the organ was not the predominating 
feature. That the organ with an amateur orchestra may be used 
to cloak a multitude of iniquities we can quite believe, but 
judging from some of the work which we were permitted to hear 
last night Mr. Jefferies has considerably improved his band, 
and its members might fairly have been trusted with the duty 
that was legitimately theirs. 
Nevertheless, the report admitted some good work, and some excellence. A 
repeat performance of Messiah, given 23 December, was not so strongly 
presented, nor so well attended, but included "much good work" (BC, 24 
Decennber 1895). 
At the Musical Union's annual meeting, held 28 January 1897, it was 
made clear that the union had not achieved economic stability in the two 
years under the new constitution. The recent combined concerts had been 
musically successful but financially unrewarding. The conductor, R.T. 
Jefferies, had worked for two years, but had been paid only for three 
months, and was unwilling to continue in such an indefinite position. 
The committee, however, could not see how any guarantee could be given. 
The trustees of the union's music library and other property had had 
nothing paid off on the bank overdraft, only interest and insurance 
22 
Concert programme of a Grand Connbined Performance of Messiah given 
by the Brisbane Musical Union, the Choral Union and the Camibrian Choir, 
in the Exhibition Hall, 8 December 1896, John Oxley Library, Brisbane. 
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payments having been met. A proposal was put forward for consideration, 
whereby a company would be formed with shares of £1 each, to take over 
the liability to the bank, but no decision was taken (BC, 29 January 
1897). 
During the next two weeks the Courier published seven letters, each 
purporting to show the reasons for the union's dilemma. There was within 
the community, it is obvious, a strong feeling that the society should 
not be allowed to die, but no clear solution was forthcoming. In retro-
spect it is easy to perceive that the community had not yet fully recovered 
from the effects of the depression. Even the Brisbane Liedertafel, which 
by its very nature could command a more assured following, had had grave 
difficulty, in spite of the competence of its business management. The 
union was not able to achieve stability until the connmunity itself had 
recovered, and by then the conductorship had passed to George Sampson. 
In the meantime, the expedient of forming a company to save the situation 
by acquiring the union property was adopted. The matter was put to an 
adjourned meeting of the union on 11 February 1897, considered, amended, 
and carried unanimously (BC, 12 February 1897). The work of the union 
was, however, suspended for much of 1897, the year of the International 
Exhibition. The efforts of Brisbane musicians, both choral and instru-
mental, were occupied in support of this venture, which is considered in 
a different section of this chapter. 
Following the closure of the International Exhibition, the union 
found itself in some difficulty in obtaining a practice venue. It was 
not until 23 Septennber 1897 that practices recommenced, in the Trades 
Hall in Turbot Street (BC, 24 September 1897). The report on a rehearsal 
held early in October, however, suggests that standards had deteriorated, 
and Jefferies was finding it necessary to return to basics to develop 
vocal technique (BC, 9 October 1897). Financially, too, the union's 
position was far from sure. Despite the adoption in February of the 
scheme to raise a company that would assume ownership of the library and 
property, only about eighty of the 250 shares of £1 had been taken up by 
November (BC, 16 November 1897). In the year of its silver jubilee, the 
union was in distress, and further existence was uncertain. It gave no 
public concert in 1897, the only performance being a small concert for 
the shareholders, held 2 Decennber, in the Trades Hall (BC, 4 Decennber 
1897). 
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There was a good attendance at the union's annual meeting on 3 
February 1898. It was reported that over two hundred shares in the company 
had been applied for (BC, 4 February 1898). At least the immediate future 
of the society had been provided for and a Courier report of 12 February 
1898 reveals a spirit of optimism. The offer of Signer Truda, professional 
violinist, to lead the orchestra, had been accepted, and increased choral 
and orchestral numbers were anticipated. The Courier (18 February 1898) 
reported a good attendance at the first practice of the year, which con-
cluded with a social reunion. A further report (BC, 27 April 1898) recorded 
continued improvement in chorus and orchestra, with The May Queen (Bennett) 
and God, Thou Art Great (Spohr) under rehearsal. 
The society's first concert for 1898 was presented on 10 June. The 
union employed the services of a professional vocalist, Florence Schmidt, 
this being a departure from the accepted practice. "It is matter for 
congratulation that the Brisbane Musical Union has so far surmounted its 
troubles as to be able to take its place again as an active and useful musical 
society," commented the Courier (BC, 11 June 1898). The concert was 
given in the Centennial Hall, and the audience was "large and fashionable." 
The Courier gave a balanced report. There was a good deal worthy of 
praise, but there were both imperfections and inequalities. The orchestra, 
otherwise very satisfactory, was handicapped by the presence of an American 
organ of indifferent quality, but Jefferies was to be congratulated on 
the general worth of the work. 
The June concert was in fact Jefferies's last appearance as conductor 
of the Musical Union. After the concert, rehearsals began again under 
his baton. A Courier report of 25 June 1898 mentions good rehearsal 
attendance. The chorus were busy preparing Engedi, and the orchestra 
were at work on an unidentified Beethoven concerto. Chorus expansion was 
confidently expected. It would appear, from the tone of the report, that 
the union had weathered its crisis; it was well on the road to recovery. 
On 13 July, however, it was reported that Jefferies was ill, and that 
George Sampson, organist at St. John's, had been requested to conduct the 
next practice. Sampson's ability as conductor was, it is clear, manifest 
at the first encounter, and he was requested to conduct the following 
concert. 
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The third Musical Union conductorship of the nineties, that of George 
Sampson, effectively began with the rehearsal of 14 July 1898. The time 
of his official appointment is not known, but certainly it was before the 
date of the second 1898 concert (20 October). The Courier report of that 
concert (BC, 21 October 1898) makes this clear. The recent difficulties 
in the Musical Union, it was stated, "culminated in the breakdown of the 
health of the conductor, Mr. R.T. Jefferies, whose unselfish devotion and 
splendid work on behalf of the union will always be gratefully remembered 
by music-lovers in Brisbane." The seriousness of Jefferies's illness 
necessitated his retirement, and the committee thereupon arranged with 
Sampson to take up the work. According to Sampson, this happened within 
a few weeks of his arrival in Brisbane, and his acceptance rested on the 
committee's acceptance of two conditions: first, that the concerts were 
to be held at the Exhibition Hall; and second, that the orchestra was to 
consist of the best professional players that Brisbane possessed. The 
committee protested, but Sampson was adamant, and waived his fee till 
better times (George Sampson, p. 2), 
George Sampson arrived in Brisbane to take his appointment at St. 
John's about March 1898. In England he had been a recognized organist 
and church composer (BC, 2 April 1898). His work in Brisbane during the 
early part of the twentieth century proved him to be a highly capable 
choral and orchestal conductor. He was also, as common report goes, a 
man of strong opinions and strong will. His conditional acceptance of 
the conductorship of the Brisbane Musical Union in 1898 was based on a 
position of strength, for Brisbane had at the time no other musician of 
his calibre. The tide of fortune, however, was in his favour. The 
affluence of the community, on which so much depended, was returning to a 
state of prosperity; and the choral and orchestral zest of the Musical 
Union, after a prolonged crisis and near-collapse, had been restored (at 
the cost of his own health) by R.T. Jefferies. Sampson's arrival was 
timely, and Brisbane music profited immensely. 
In fact Sampson introduced one important musical reform from the 
time of his first rehearsals with the union. This was the separation of 
orchestral practice from choral practice. Sampson had the good tactical 
sense, however, to wait until after his success in the concert of 20 
October 1898 to put to the union his proposals for reform. A crucial 
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special meeting of the union was held in the Trades Hall on Thursday, 17 
November 1898, at which Sampson's proposals were fully discussed and 
adopted, almost without a dissentient vote. 
Briefly, the intention is that the choral and orchestral portions 
of the union shall become distinct, each with its own librarian 
and other officers, and holding separate practices and rehearsals, 
but both under the general governing body of the union. All 
practising members are to submit themselves to a musical test 
by the conductor, as a condition of their continuing their 
mennbership. In order to put the society on a proper financial 
basis, at least 100 subscribers at one guinea per annum are to 
be obtained; but the subscription of practising members is to 
be reduced to 10s. 5d. per annum for gentlemen and 7s. 6d. for 
ladies, the old system of quarterly subscriptions being abolished. 
Bona-fide professionals are to be admitted to the orchestral 
branch of the union without fee, and if they satisfy the conductor 
and the committee by their attendance and efficiency, they are 
to be paid for each concert. If the required number of sub-
scribers can be obtained, Mr. Sampson proposes to make out a 
scheme of work for each year, and to order all the required 
music at the commencement. It is hoped that three concerts may 
be given annually, at each of which a symphony by one of the 
great masters—Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven—will be given as a 
first part, and a miscellaneous programme as a second part. A 
complete list will be published as soon as details are settled. 
During each year, also, the union will work at some great 
oratorio—"Elijah" or "The Messiah," for instance—which will 
be given as the fourth concert of the year. 
From this date, then, the Brisbane Musical Union entered a new era. The 
story of this belongs to the twentieth century; but the foundational 
work was accomplished in the seven concerts given under Sampson's baton 
in the final years of the old century. 
On 20 October 1898 the Musical Union gave its concert in the Exhibi-
tion Hall, and the Courier registered approval. 
23 
Last night's concert showed excellent results, and it would 
seem that a new lease of life, greater financial success, and 
an extended sphere of usefulness is open to the union. Mr. 
Sampson's chorus and orchestra are numerically weak; they do 
not represent anything like what one might reasonably expect in 
Brisbane, but from the work done lately it is very probable 
that the union will soon see a very considerable accession of 
members. The orchestra last night was materially helped by Mr. 
Hermann Knapp at the organ. 
24 
BC, 18 November 1898, 
2"^  BC 21 October 1898. 
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The support of the Exhibition organ was no doubt reassuring, and the 
soloists—possibly professionals—were well reported. Prominent among 
them was Mrs Gilbert Wilson, grand-daughter of Madame Carandini. Barnett's 
The Ancient Mariner was well received, and Sampson was, of course, able 
to rely on the success of his own organ solos. In spite of orchestral 
shortcomings, however, he also presented an orchestral item. The 
Courier noted that "the orchestra played rather indifferently the 'Ruy 
Bias' overture, which was rather a plucky venture on the part of the 
conductor. ..." In all, the concert gave Sampson the success he needed, 
and established his standing. 
The Musical Union presented three concerts in each of the years 1899 
and 1900. The concerts were well spaced, obviously well prepared, and 
without exception successful. The earliest concert each year was given 
in May, and the latest concert (in 1900) was given in November. Most 
significant, so far as this study is concerned, was the new emphasis 
placed on the role of the union's orchestra. 
The division of the society into two sections—choral and orchestral 
—was formally approved in the special meeting of 2 February 1899. In 
the annual meeting which followed, good progress was reported. The library 
had been transferred from the trustees to the union, and, though debt 
remained, the union was holding its own (BC, 3 February 1899). Practices 
began in February—the choir in the Church Institute (George and Elizabeth 
Streets), and the orchestra in St. John's school-room (George Street). 
The separate practices for orchestra were greatly beneficial, and in most 
of the six concerts of 1899 and 1900 it was able not only to undertake 
its traditional support of the choral performance, but also to give separ-
ate performance of purely orchestral works. A Courier paragraph (3 May 
1899) stated that it was Sampson's intention to produce at each concert a 
complete symphony, with the view of laying the foundation of a complete 
and efficient orchestra. 
Orchestral items performed in the union's concerts during 1899 and 
1900 included the following: Symphony No. 9 (Haydn), and the Overture to 
Euryanthe (Weber), on 9 May 1899; Symphony in Eb (Mozart) and "a prelude" 
to the opera Carmen, on 27 July 1899; the Larghetto movement from Symphony 
in D (Beethoven), a set of dances from the music to Henry VIII (German), 
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and a Strauss Waltz, "Kunstler Leben," on 24 October 1899; Symphony in G 
(Haydn), on 3 May 1900; and the Jupiter Symphony in C major (Mozart), 
with the Henry VIII dances (German), on 31 July 1900. For the performance 
of 3 May 1900, Sampson had under his baton an orchestra of forty players, 
plus organ. There were nineteen violins, two violas, three cellos, two 
basses, two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, horns, and trumpets, three 
25 
tronnbones (nominated alto, tenor, and bass), and one percussion. It 
appears that the legitimate trumpet was at last making appearance in 
Brisbane orchestras. 
The Brisbane Musical Union's final performance in Queensland's colonial 
years was, appropriately, a presentation of Messiah, on 22 Novemiber 1900. 
The programime, naturally, could not bear the interpolation of unrelated 
orchestral material; but the Courier (23 Novennber 1900) noted that "a 
fine orchestra had been got together under the leadership of Mr. R.T. 
Jefferies." They were heard to finest advantage in the "Pastoral Symphony." 
Again, Sampson had an orchestra of some strength for the occasion, with 
an increase in strings nunnbers, apt instrumentation, and (at least on 
paper) good balance. There were twenty violins, three violas, five cellos 
and three double basses; two each of flutes, oboes and clarinets, two 
each of horns and trumpets, and percussion. ° There was also the security 
and support of the Exhibition organ. "Of the performance itself," commented 
the Courier, "it is difficult to speak except in terms of the highest 
comimendation." 
The Brisbane Liedertafel 
The Brisbane Liedertafel for identification purposes consecutively 
numbered its concerts, although reports also refer to yearly seasonal 
numbers. In the years 1885 to 1889 the Liedertafel presented its concerts 
nunnbered from one to twenty-eight. In the eleven years remaining in the 
century it presented fifty-one numibered concerts, from twenty-nine to 
25 
Concert programme of a performance given by the Brisbane Musical 
Union in the Exhibition Hall, 3 May 1900, John Oxley Library, Brisbane. 
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seventy-nine. So far as the society's mam line of performance was 
concerned, it averaged approximately 4.5 concerts per year; but if other 
sizeable performances be included, the Liedertafel's average was close to 
five performances in the year. In fact, the Liedertafel was precluded 
from participation in performance other than its own by one of its rules— 
namely, that such participation be approved by a majority vote within the 
society. This probably was a defensive measure to ensure that the society 
did not suffer from undue demands on its efforts, and it facilitated 
polite refusal without giving offence. The Liedertafel's attitude in 
this was made plain after a Courier advertisement (25 February 1891) for 
a Monday Popular Concert included the Liedertafel orchestra. A letter of 
rebuttal followed; and an amended advertisement appeared two days later. 
In a very few instances in the nineteenth century (either on major musical 
occasions or in support of fund appeals) the Liedertafel did assist as a 
society; but it was more usual for mennbers to assist unofficially on a 
basis of mutual co-operation, and press advertisements and reports acknow-
ledged accordingly. Thus, for example, Liedertafel mennbers assisted with 
performance at a Queensland Art Society conversazione (17 January 1893), 
in a St. Stephen's Christmas Festival (25 December 1893), and in a Teachers' 
Volunteer Corps smoke concert (4 October 1895); but the Liedertafel 
itself took part in a Flood Relief Fund Concert in May 1893. 
In addition to subscription concerts and extraneous assistance, the 
Liedertafel engaged in certain other performances on its own account. On 
28 June 1900, for instance, it gave a serenade to Lady Lamington at Govern-
ment House; and on 18 April 1895 it staged a benefit concert for Mrs 
Gilbert Wilson. ^ ^ 
Examination of the tally and classification of concerts given by the 
Liedertafel during the eighties and nineties reveals a developmental 
change in the pattern of activity. The inaugural year (1885), when only 
two concerts were given, may be disregarded. During the years 1885 to 
1889 (the first four full years of operation), the society gave twenty-six 
nunnbered concerts, an average of 5.5 per year, as against 4.5 per year 
for the years from 1890 to 1900. One may point out, however, that thirteen 
of the twenty-eight concerts given during the five years 1885 to 1889 
(nearly half) were smoke concerts. Clearly, during these years the society 
27 
There are some errors in numbers used in press reports . 
78 
A list of Brisbane Liedertafel concerts is given in Appendix S. 
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retained links with the male-oriented conviviality of the liedertafel 
precedent. From the beginning of the 1890s, some alteration in the pattern 
was evident. The total of smoke concerts for the eleven years to 1900 
was only eight; and of these, six (two per year) were given in the years 
1890, 1891, and 1892. There followed a period of six years in which no 
smoke concerts were given. The practice was then revived, with one smoke 
concert being given in 1898, and another in 1899. The point is that the 
work presented at the smoke concerts was usually material used in an 
earlier concert, or to be presented later. By the middle years of the 
nineties, the Brisbane Liedertafel had become a concert-giving society, 
with considerable prestige and popularity. 
The programme composition of the Liedertafel's major presentations— 
its "grand" concerts—was fairly constant. At the core of things were 
the items given by the male choir, the Liedertafel itself. These were 
either unaccompanied, or accompanied by keyboard or orchestra. Other 
major items were those given by the Liedertafel orchestra. Supplementing 
these were vocal solos, given by visiting professional artists or the 
best local talent; or good quality instrumental solos. Programmes based 
on this formula, with minor variations, proved highly successful, and 
repeatedly attracted capacity audiences. The performance venue for the 
great majority of concerts was the Centennial Hall, in Adelaide Street. 
The Liedertafel's decision to use the Centennial Hall in preference 
to other venues dated from 1889, five concerts being staged there in that 
year. This hall, as has been noted, was the most convenient in the city 
for the Liedertafel's purposes, although in certain respects it did not 
satisfy requirements. Early in 1890, however, the proprietors of the 
hall made an offer to the Liedertafel connmittee, under which the hall 
would be enlarged to hold 1,500 persons, provided that the Liedertafel 
29 
agreed to hold six concerts per year at a yearly cost of £75. The 
offer was accepted, and the alterations made to the hall; but the terms 
of the agreement, in the matter of concert numibers, were not rigidly 
observed. The society presented not fewer than fifty concerts in the 
hall in the years from 1890 to 1900, but used other premises in exceptional 
circumstances. At the annual meeting on 27 January 1891, the committee 
were challenged on their adherence to the Centennial Hall, it being pointed 
29 
Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, MS, John Oxley Library 
Brisbane, p. 168. 
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out that the Liedertafel were paying more per concert than other societies. 
To this the secretary replied that the hall would not have been altered 
to suit the society's requirements if it had not agreed to pay more; and 
that the hall, for its size, was reported to be the best arranged hall in 
the colonies(BC, 28 January 1891). 
In July 1890 the Courier reported that, because it had not been 
possible to meet the demand for tickets for recent concerts, it had been 
decided to give a popular concert in "the large hall at the Breakfast 
Creek Sports Ground," on the opening night of the Exhibition (BC, 23 July 
1890). In using this commodious but out-of-town venue, the Liedertafel 
was setting an example, for during the early 1890s (before the 1893 flood) 
popular concerts at this hall were well attended. A further Courier 
paragraph (13 August 1890) noted that accommodation for an audience of 
three thousand would be provided. Only about half this nunnber attended 
the concert, but the acoustic properties of the hall were reported to be 
very good (EC, 21 August 1890). 
On 28 August of the following year (1891) the Liedertafel gave another 
popular concert in the Breakfast Creek venue. This concert, in honour of 
the visit of the Australian Auxiliary Squadron of the Royal Navy, was 
heard by an audience of about 1,500 (BC, 29 August 1891). The only other 
noteworthy occasion in which the Liedertafel staged a concert in a venue 
other than the Centennial Hall. was the concert of 9 December 1891. in 
the Opera House. It was reported to the Liedertafel committee simply 
that the Centennial Hall was not 
concert was not a great success. 
30 
available. Whatever the reason, this 
There is no doubt that at the close of 1889 the Brisbane Liedertafel 
was energetically active and musically effective, with strong support in 
the community. There were, however, financial problems. There were 332 
subscribers, and the number could well have been increased, had the concert 
space been available. The annual report recorded that in the circumstances 
annual income was just sufficient to balance expenditure, and it had not 
been possible to pay off certain debts. It was further commented by the 
chairman that there was not in Brisbane a suitable hall in which such 
concerts as those given by the Liedertafel could be held (BC, 29 January 
•^^ Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 232. 
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1890). Liedertafel supporters, however, included some influential citizens; 
and it is not surprising that improvements to the Centennial Hall were 
carried out in time for the first concert of 1890, on 13 May. 
One reason for the success of the Brisbane Liedertafel was the 
discipline imposed upon the choir. Mennbers who had not attended a suffic-
ient number of practices were not permitted to take part in performance. 
The application of this rule was apparent in the Opera House concert of 
Decennber 1891 (BC, 10 Decennber 1891). Without definite supportive evidence, 
it nevertheless is likely that the increasing stringency of financial 
conditions at this time was affecting the society. In fact, the Liedertafel 
was unable, during its early years, to meet all its financial obligations, 
and its solvency had been maintained at the beginning of 1889 by the 
generosity of its conductor, H.J. Pollard, who waived his claim for 
professional fees. The amount involved was the considerable sum of £105 
31 (100 guineas). The debt to Pollard, at fifty guineas per year, had again 
risen to £105 by the end of 1890, and the undischarged debt may have been 
the cause of some friction between Pollard and the committee. It was 
noted in the annual report that the society hoped to reduce the debt at 
32 
an early date. In May 1891, however, for unspecified reasons. Pollard 
resigned as conductor. His place was taken by W.A. Caflisch, whose 
34 
permanent appointment was confirmed by a special meeting on 7 July 1891. 
All evidence indicates that the first two conductors of the Brisbane 
Liedertafel, H.J. Pollard and W.A. Caflisch, were highly competent all-
round professional musicians. The change in conductors was probably 
accomplished without transitional trauma, for Caflisch and Pollard had 
collaborated closely for years. Caflisch was to prove his worth many 
times during the later nineties; but at the end of 1891 evidence of 
stress was mounting. In the seventh annual report (for 1891) it was 
noted that there were eighty vocal and twenty-eight instrumental mennbers 
on roll, but that attendance at concerts and rehearsals was nowhere like 
35 those figures. 
•'"Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 141. 
^^ Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 188. 
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The economic decline of 1892, the natural disasters of early 1893, 
and the financial crash that followed, greatly affected the Liedertafel— 
as, indeed, they affected all other community activities. The society's 
annual meeting was delayed until March in 1893. The depression had, it 
was reported, hindered the collection of subscriptions during 1892. 
Efforts had been made to restrict expenditure, but indebtedness was still 
large (BC, 29 March 1893). The generosity of H.J. Pollard, who (for the 
second time) gave the society a quittance of his claims, brought some 
relief in January. In April subscribers were informed that no subscrip-
tion would be requested for 1893. The season would start late, and one 
or two concerts would be given, at which subscribers would be admitted at 
37 
concessional rates. 
In May 1893, the Liedertafel gave a serenade to Lady Norman at Govern-
ment House, and joined the Brisbane Musical Union in a Flood Relief Fund 
Concert in the Exhibition Hall; but it gave only two concerts in 1893, 
albeit with reasonable success. Social activity, however, was maintained. 
Two "Bread and Cheese" nights were held during the year. Activity was 
thus much restricted, but the annual report noted that the society was 
not worse off financially than it had been at the beginning of the year. 
One notes, however, that Caflisch had consented to accept half the former 
fee for the year. 
The Brisbane Liedertafel, unlike the Brisbane Musical Union, recovered 
from the effects of the 1893 troubles with surprising resilience. The 
annual report for 1894 stated that, despite adverse circumstances, the 
society had actually advanced. The subscription list had increased, 
there were more performing members, and some old debts had been settled 
(BC, 5 January 1895). 
An interesting Liedertafel development in 1895 was the decision to 
use boys (alti) in the choir. Obviously the Liedertafel, currently expand-
ing its membership, was having balance problems. In May 1895 a request 
was made to Arthur Kaye (tonic sol-fa teacher) to select suitable boy-altos, 38 
"^^Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 250. 
^"^Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 259. 
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The selected boys were carefully trained, and (fourteen in number) they 
first appeared in concert with the Liedertafel on 6 Novennber 1895. The 
use of alto voices was discontinued late in the decade. 
The year 1895 was an important one for the Liedertafel. Both musically 
and financially it was a year of great success; but it was, as the annual 
report stated, something more than this. "With the close of the year is 
associated the fact that the Liedertafel has been relieved of all its 
outstanding liabilities, and has now, for the first time in eleven years, 
39 
a credit balance." During the preceding three years old accounts had 
been paid off; though one must bear in mind that sizeable debts had been 
forgiven. Nevertheless from 1896 until the turn of the century the Lieder-
tafel was prosperous and musically vigorous, in many ways the leading 
musical society in the city. 
There is some interest in comparing the progress of the Liedertafel 
with that of other musical societies of the time. It can be pointed out 
that in 1896, while the Liedertafel was achieving its full strength, the 
Brisbane Harmonic Society became defunct, and the Musical Union was in 
40 distress. In fact it is not difficult to find the reasons for the 
Liedertafel's success. The evidence is clear in many press reports and 
comments, and in the records of the society's activities. 
In the first place the Liedertafel was sponsored and founded by men 
who were influential, and served by men who were practical businessmen. 
Pollard came from a successful family of entrepreneurial musicians, and 
Liedertafel secretaries (among them Courtenay Luck and S.G. Cowell) were 
highly competent. There is ample evidence to show that the organization 
of Liedertafel affairs and the management of concerts were carried on 
with good effect. Concerts, for example, were always supported by antici-
patory press paragraphs, and programmes were always attractively prepared 
and printed. A Courier report of 5 May 1898, in reference to the concert 
of the preceding evening, offers comment. 
•^^ Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1895 to 1900, p. 77. 
^^ Some assertions have been made that the Brisbane Liedertafel and the 
Brisbane Musical Union were in rivalry, and that ill-will existed. No 
evidence has been found to support this assertion, and the Liedertafel 
itself repudiated the accusation when it was raised in 1890. There is 
ample evidence to show that good-will existed, there was no conflict in 
aims, and mutual help was given. 
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The Liedertafel had at its concert a brilliant audience. 
The management was excellent, as it always is, and programmes, 
as usual, were distributed free of charge. Liedertafel 
programmes are always in good taste, and that of the concert 
of last night was artistically conceived, the very chaste 
design on the front cover being from the clever pen of Mr. 
Sidney Cowell. .., 
Another significant point is that the Liedertafel had its own rooms 
in the New Zealand Insurance Building, and managed to hold them even at 
the worst of the depression. Thus they always had a home base from which 
to operate. In performance, they used the largest and most attractive 
venue the city centre could offer; and twice during the nineties the 
hall was modified to meet Liedertafel needs. Such was the Liedertafel's 
success, indeed, that in 1897 measures had to be taken to control concert 
attendance. The subscribers' list was closed till vacancies occurred; 
the price of extra tickets to subscribers was doubled (to five shillings); 
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and complimentary tickets were withdrawn. 
It is undoubtedly true that Liedertafel choristers were drawn from 
the social level that had the means, the leisure, and the interest to 
meet the not inconsiderable demands the society made on its memibers. It 
is also true that affluent support was deliberately cultivated. Concerts 
were social occasions, in which members and subscribers were expected to 
wear evening dress. Audiences were always "fashionable." Vice-regal 
patronage was sought and received. W.H. Wilson (chairman) frankly acknow-
ledged its value in addressing the annual meeting in January 1895. 
His Excellency the Governor and Lady Norman had continued to 
show an interest in the welfare of the society, and all the 
mennbers felt very grateful to them—(hear, hear)—for their 
constant appreciation of the concerts of the society and for 
their never-failing attendance. (Hear, hear.) They knew 
very well the value of help of that kind, and they appreciated 
it very highly. Their concerts were nothing if they were 
not fashionable; they had been fashionable since the society 
started, and the presence of the Governor and other distinguished 
visitors at their concerts had helped very much to give the 
society a tone which he hoped they would never lose. (Hear, 
hear .) 
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"^ -""BC, 5 May 1898. 
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Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1895 to 1900, p. 104. 
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BC, 5 January 1895. 
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Obviously the Liedertafel could not thrive on administrative efficiency 
and social appeal alone. The fact is that its concerts, notwithstanding 
high prices, gave good value for money. Its music was generally selected 
for performance effect; and while it must be admitted that much of it 
had only ephemeral appeal, a good deal clearly had artistic validity. 
The choir was skilfully developed by conductors who were sound musicians. 
Caflisch, for example, was pianist, arranger, and composer, as well as 
conductor. His successor, in 1901, was George Sampson, an excellent 
musician. 
The choir, however, was not the only concert attraction. Employment 
of competent professionals in support of amateurs generally ensured 
orchestral efficiency, and instrumental soloists were the best in the 
city. For vocal soloists, however, the society not only used the best 
local talent (such as Mrs Gilbert Wilson). It also made a practice of 
bringing in the best available singers from the southern colonies. These, 
naturally, carried with them something of the charm and attractive power 
of novelty. 
W.H. Wilson, addressing the annual meeting in January 1897, attributed 
to the Liedertafel orchestra much of the success that the society had 
achieved. It would, he thought, take a good place amongst orchestras in 
larger cities (BC, 30 January 1897). Perusal of reports supports the 
view that the orchestra, once it had stabilized after the depression, was 
one of the mainstays of the Liedertafel popularity. 
The Liedertafel's annual report for 1889 noted that "the Orchestra 
has been a prominent feature in all our Concerts, and deservedly so." 
There had been, continued the report, some difficulty with the orchestra, 
but this had been overcome. It had been arranged that the orchestra 
appoint a committee of three, to select music, act as a test committee 
(presumably for auditions), and take care of the orchestra's interests. 
The orchestra was to be represented on the general committee by the orches-
tra secretary, and mennbers were to work under the rules of the society 
44 
without payment of subscription. 
At the first concert of the 1890 season, it was reported that the 
44 
Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 160. 
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the orchestra had been strengthened, and, apart from minor criticisms, 
orchestral performance during the year was regarded with favour. Orchestral 
strength in concerts is not generally stated, but the annual report for 
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1890 gives orchestral numibers as thirty. It would appear that some 
skills were not always readily available, for the versatile H.J. Pollard 
(conductor) at least twice on occasion of need gave the baton into the 
competent hands of Frank Fowler, and himself took up the double bass. 
Other instrumentalists of acknowledged skill were J. Marlor (flute), G. 
Truda (violin), and J. Truda (harp). 
At an orchestra meeting early in 1891 means of improving the orchestra 
were discussed, and musicians—especially brass players—were invited to 
join. The time of practice was fixed, as formerly, for Friday evenings, 
at the New Zealand Insurance Building. It was, as has been noted, custom-
ary for the choir and orchestra to practise separately; and to a large 
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extent they led separate lives. 
It would appear that some weaknesses persisted in the orchestra, and 
a Courier concert report dated 17 June 1891 noted lack of strength in 
inner parts. Before any thoroughly satisfactory work could be done, 
commented the reporter, it would be necessary for the Liedertafel to 
induce gentlemen to study up several instruments which, if not absolutely 
essential, were strangely missed when strong full harmonies were expected 
(BC, 17 June 1891). The writer's lack of specific reference may have 
masked ignorance, but the report shows some understanding of musical 
matters. No fault, it was stressed, lay with either the conductor or the 
instrumentalists present. 
A Courier paragraph of 1 July 1891 stated that the Liedertafel's 
orchestra for that evening's concert would be "the largest and most select 
that has ever performed in Brisbane." The report, published the following 
day, gave good praise, noting "crispness and precision." This concert, 
it should be noted, was the first conducted by Caflisch, who confirmed 
his competence in following concerts. Only in the report on the perform-
ance in the Opera House, in Decennber 1891, is there adverse comment. 
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Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 188. 
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For most of the decade orchestra practices were held on Sunday 
morning. 
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At the beginning of 1892 all was not well in the Liedertafel orches-
tra. An orchestra meeting on 12 February resolved that mennbers be placed 
on the same footing as the choral branch, and pay the usual subscription 
of one guinea. The general committee on 22 March debated the position of 
the orchestra, though the reasons for dissatisfaction were not made plain. 
An estimate showed that a purely professional orchestra (presumably to be 
briefly engaged for concerts) would cost little, if any, more than existing 
arrangements. It was unanimously decided that, as the mennbers of the 
orchestra would not attend practices, or take any interest in the work of 
the society, the orchestra should be disbanded. Action on this decision 
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was accordingly taken. The report on the Liedertafel's first concert 
for 1892 is revealing. 
The chorus was not so large as it has generally been, and 
though fairly strong in the lower voices was weak in tenors. 
The orchestra, on the other hand, was stronger than usual, and 
was largely composed of professional musicians. The instru-
mental numbers were accordingly rendered with a greater measure 
of success, and formed the most attractive part of the concert. 
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Of considerable interest is the fact that a quartet for oboe, clarinet, 
cornet and bassoon (Rosenstengel, Case, Vallely, and Liedl) performed in 
this concert. The item was "a somewhat incongruous mixture of operatic 
and popular German airs," but it was "warmly redemanded." 
It would appear that in April and May 1892 some kind of reconcilia-
tion and compromise was achieved concerning the position of the Lieder-
tafel orchestra. In the April smoke concert, a largely professional 
orchestra had performed difficult works. In the grand concert of 31 May, 
less demanding orchestral work was performed. "As few professional instru-
mentalists took part, the burden necessarily fell upon the amateurs, who 
have lately been less prominent at the concerts of the society" (BC, 1 
June 1892). The annual report for 1892 confirmed that a reorganization 
of the orchestra had taken place, and the credit for this was due to 
Peter Vallely, the orchestral secretary. The new arrangements, it was 
recorded, had worked most smoothly, and the orchestra had progressed to a 
. . 49 good state of efficiency. 
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BC, 29 April 1892. 
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Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 252. 
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Although the relationship of the Liedertafel to its orchestra in 
1892 may have been settled, at least for the time being, the orchestra 
had its musical problems. The report of the concert of 26 July commented 
that the ensemble had little "body." Numerically it was large enough, 
but first and second violins predominated, and woodwind, brass, and lower 
strings were all needed (BC, 27 July 1892). It is, however, possible 
that in this concert the orchestra was deprived of the services of some 
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members who were also members of the Headquarters Band. Some three 
months later, in the concert of 2 Novennber, the position was reversed, 
for the wind instruments throughout overweighted the strings. The orches-
tra for this concert included five first and five second violins, one 
viola, two cellos and one double bass; two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, 
and one bassoon; two cornets, two horns, one trombone, one euphonium, 
and drums. Assuming one percussionist, the total would have been twenty-
eight, and the tone, with discreet playing, could have been reasonably 
balanced. Led by A.A. Hollander, the ensemble was made up mainly of 
amateurs. The performance evoked modified praise (BC, 3 Novemiber 1892). 
On 19 Novennber 1892 a Courier paragraph announced an orchestral 
concert to be given by the Liedertafel orchestra, on 2 December. It was, 
claimed the writer, the first concert of its kind to be given in Brisbane. 
This is debatable; but certainly it was the first orchestral concert 
given by the Liedertafel during the nineteenth century. The performance 
was significant, for it betokened both orchestral vigour and orchestral 
independence. Held in the Centennial Hall on 3 Decennber 1892, it drew a 
"goodly audience," and, but for the perfidy of the weather, would have 
drawn more. Orchestral items were supplemented with vocal items, a cornet 
solo, and—possibly for the first time in a Brisbane concert—a wind 
quintet. The work performed was Lefebure's Suite in G Minor, for flute, 
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and horn (BC, 3 December 1892). It may be that 
this group of Liedertafel players (Marlor, Rosenstengel, Case, Liedl and 
Hunter) practised regularly as an ensennble. There is a record of their 
performing several items at a Queensland Art Society conversazione during 
January 1893. 
The stresses of 1893 thinned the ranks of the choir, but the Courier 
report on the concert of 3 November noted that the orchestra had "borne 
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the pressure of times more prosperously," and even increased in number 
(BC, 4 Novennber 1893). Certainly, the orchestra received commendation 
for all appearances during the year. The annual report for 1893 gave 
orchestral nunnbers as thirty, and paid tribute to the zeal and energy of 
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the orchestral secretary, P. Vallely. 
Orchestral progress continued in following years. With reference to 
the concert of 3 October 1894, the Courier reported that "the orchestra, 
which shows a progressive spirit, and has achieved a degree of excellence 
most creditable under the discouraging influence of the times, did thor-
oughly good work" (BC, 4 October 1894). By the end of the year orchestral 
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numbers stood at thirty-five. The annual report for 1895 showed orches-
tral strength at thirty-six, and it was remarked that there had been very 
regular attendance (BC, 30 January 1896). 
The years from 1895 to the end of the century were good years for 
the Liedertafel, and its orchestra was stable and prosperous. The Lieder-
tafel Minute Books show some evidence that the position of the orchestra 
within the society again underwent some adjustment, but the details are 
of no great importance. The annual report for 1896 gave orchestral numbers 
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at forty-two, with average attendance of thirty-five. These figures 
were sufficient for satisfactory strength and balance, though instrumenta-
tion was not revealed. A few concert programimes from these years, however, 
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survive. The orchestral total shown in these programmes is generally 
about forty, with a variation of two or three either way. There are some 
differences in instrumentation; but balance is generally satisfactory. 
Orchestral instrumentation for a representative four concerts is given in 
the following table: 
Concert Date Instrumentation 
13 May 1896 9 first violins, 12 second violins, 
1 viola, 4 cellos, 2 double basses, 
1 harp; 2 flutes (including piccolo), 
1 oboe, 2 clarinets; 2 horns, 2 cornets, 
1 tromibone, 1 euphonium; 1 percussion. 
^-^ Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1885 to 1894, p. 258. 
^^ Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1895 to 1900, p. 5. 
Brisbane Liedertafel Minute Book 1895 to 1900, p. 77. 
54 These programmes are held in John Oxley Library, Brisbane. 
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Concert Date Instrumentation 
15 September 1897 
19 July 1899 
24 October 1900 
9 first violins, 11 second violins, 
1 viola, 2 cellos, 2 double basses, 
1 harp; 2 flutes (including piccolo), 
1 oboe, 1 clarinet; 3 horns, 2 cornets, 
2 tronnbones, 1 euphonium; 2 percussion. 
9 first violins, 8 second violins, 
3 violas, 2 cellos, 2 double basses, 
1 harp; 2 flutes,(including piccolo), 
1 oboe, 1 clarinet; 2 horns, 1 trumpet, 
2 cornets, 2 tronnbones, 1 euphonium; 
2 percussion. 
8 first violins, 9 second violins, 
3 violas, 3 cellos, 2 double basses; 
2 flutes (including piccolo), 1 oboe, 
2 clarinets; 2 horns, 2 cornets, 2 
trumpets, 2 tronnbones, 1 euphonium; 
1 percussion. 
It would appear that bassoon players were scarce, and that trumpets 
were not used until the late years of the century. 
Courier reports on concerts of the years 1895 to 1900 occasionally 
took the society to task on what was perceived to be unsatisfactory perform-
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ance; but on the whole orchestral work met with solid approval. Two 
performances of interest were those of a Mendelssohn symphony in 1899, 
and a Beethoven piano concerto, with W.S. Byrne as soloist, in 1897. It 
is worth noting, too, that the Liedertafel orchestra played local arrange-
ments, and also local compositions. 
At the close of the nineteenth century the Brisbane Liedertafel had 
an orchestra of forty-three players—only nine fewer than the choir itself. 
Brisbane Liedertafel programmes were not advertised in full in the 
Courier, but the purely orchestral items and the major choral works usually 
received specific mention in the press. From various sources it is possible 
to compile a considerable listing of music played by the Liedertafel 
orchestra. (A list appears in Appendix S.) These sources include Courier 
advertisements, pre-concert paragraphs, concert reports, Liedertafel 
annual reports, and a few surviving Liedertafel concert programmes (John 
55 A notable example is the report published 5 May 1898 
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Oxley Library). The range of orchestral music is wide. Some items are 
obviously mere crowd-pleasers, and the fame of a nunnber of the composers 
has faded with the years. Many items are operatic overtures, and these 
are certainly legitimate orchestral fare. Some items must have made 
serious demands on the artistic and technical capacities of the ensen±)le. 
The extent of the list offers proof, however, that the orchestra, though 
it gave choral support as required, performed mainly in its own right. 
German Choirs arxi Orchestras 
There is no coherent body of evidence to show the continuance of 
German choral activity during the nineties. The destruction of the old 
clubhouse in 1889 may have disrupted matters, but the opening of the new 
clubhouse in May 1890 would have provided a suitable venue. Mennbers of 
the Brisbane Deutsche Turnverein were interested, so the history of the 
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club records, in gymnastics, music, and singing. 
Certainly there was German instrumental activity during the 1890s, 
and men such as L. Rosenstengel, Rosendorff, and Kuhr were prominent in 
musical affairs in the city. So far as instrumental work is concerned 
within the German community, two names, Viertel and Stahl, stand out. 
Viertel's ensemble was probably classified as a string band, though the 
distinction between the string band and the small orchestra was probably 
slim. It was Viertel's band that provided the music for the Deutsche 
Turnverein Ball in June 1896, and this was probably a typical activity 
(BC, 16 June 1896). 
In 1897 the Caecilia Orchestra was founded, and the leadership was 
provided by Stahl. The report of a concert and ball held at the Fiveways 
Assennbly Hall on 15 March 1898, recorded that the orchestra consisted of 
amateurs, who at that time had had "scarcely more than half-a-year's 
musical training" (possibly this meant "orchestral development") under 
Stahl's conductorship. The orchestra combined with the orchestra (string 
band) of the Headquarters Band to perform the Finale from Dornroschen 
(Alberti), and the Overture "Ulanenbrant" (Carl)(BC, 18 March 1898). 
A list of works performed from 1890 to 1900 (not necessarily 
comprehensive) appears in Appendix S. 
^^Die Geschichte Des Vereins, p. 15. 
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There are several reports of performances by the Caecilia Orchestra 
during 1898 and 1899. A week after the concert earlier mentioned, it 
played at a social function, a silver wedding celebration, at the clubhouse. 
The Courier report (25 March) mentions "selections by the orchestra and 
songs by the chorus of the Verein. . . . " On 23 May 1898, the orchestra 
played to an audience of two hundred at the Verein's annual meeting, at 
which a Selection from Der Freischiitz (Weber) was performed (BC, 25 May 
1898). On 2 August 1898, the Caecilia Orchestra, again with some mennbers 
of the Headquarters Band, played in a memorial service for the late Prince 
Bismarck. The report mentions "a large orchestra." Among the items 
performed was Chopin's "Funeral March" (BC, 3 August 1898). In October 
1899 the orchestra took part in a concert in aid of the South Brisbane 
Nazareth Lutheran School, held in the South Brisbane Technical College 
(BC, 19 October 1899). 
The only available evidence of the size of the orchestra lies in a 
photograph published in 1983, in the Turnverein's Centenary Magazine. 
This shows the "Caecilien" Orchestra, in 1895; but the date is probably 
incorrect. In the photograph can be seen six violins, and one double 
bass; one flute and one clarinet; two cornets, one horn, and one trombone, 
with one instrument unidentified. This total of fourteen players was 
enough, certainly, to make a joyful sound. 
Church Music 
Before the beginning of the 1890s the major churches of Brisbane had 
established their forms of worship and decided upon kind and extent of 
music participation. As has been noted, the Salvation Army was the only 
denomination that consistently used instrumental ensemble as the musical 
basis of its form of worship, while other denominations placed reliance 
on organ support. There are, however, instances of instrumental ensennbles 
being used for special sacred performance, particularly in Christmas and 
Easter celebrations. At least one attempt was made, in 1899, to establish 
a small orchestra for church participation "as an auxiliary to the organ." 
This was at Christ Church, Milton, under the guidance of Mr Robert Burns. 
The orchestra, consisting of four violins, flute, two cornets, tenor horn 
and double bass, is reported to have taken part in Easter services in 
1899, being most effective in the "Te Deum" (Smart in F), and in the 
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music of the communion office (Woodward) (BC, 3 April 1899). 
Not all church mennbers, of course, welcomed instrumental ensennble. 
There was some difference of opinion on the matter within the Valley 
Presbyterian Church in 1890. As "Euterpe" relates the story, a band had 
been established, with the support of the pastor, but without the knowledge 
of the elders. On the Sunday following the wreck of the Quetta, it was 
thought to be appropriate for the band to play the "Dead March" from Saul 
(Handel) at the conclusion of the service. 
The elders were still in ignorance of what had been going on, 
and the first time they knew of even the existence of the band 
was at the conclusion of the sermon on the Quetta wreck, when 
the leader of the band and his fellow-bandsmen marched down the 
aisle with uncovered instruments under their arms. The hair on 
the elders' heads was visibly agitated. Surely these men would 
never be guilty of playing these instruments in the church, 
although they had been sacrilegious enough to bring them in. 
When the first notes of the solemn march for the dead were 
played the most severely dissentient dived under their seats, 
secured their hats, and darted from the building. Several 
meetings of the indignant elders have been held since in refer-
ence to the matter. . . . 
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One is pleased to read that in voting at a subsequent congregational 
meeting, the pro-band faction were victorious, sixty to twenty-six. 
There is no record of the extent of the band's further activity; but 
there are other examples of instrumental performance in Presbyterian 
churches. The organ recital, which expanded to become the organ-based 
concert, was pioneered in Brisbane by Madame Mallalieu (Mrs Willmore), in 
a Presbyterian Church. In 1895 a recital of sacred music, including 
Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise, was advertised to take place in Toowong 
Presbyterian Church, with a "band" and chorus of fifty (BC, 16 Septennber 
1895). In May 1898 a Cantata The Prince of Peace (composer not identified) 
was performed in Ann Street Presbyterian, with a chorus of about forty. 
The orchestra of sixteen were chiefly Brisbane Musical Union players (BC, 
20 May 1898). In August of the following year, a choir concert, which 
included Stainer's Cantata The Daughter of Jairus, was given in the Wickham 
Terrace Presbyterian Church, choir and orchestra numibering about sixty. 
Orchestral items included "Serenata" (Moszkowski), "Larghetto" (Dvorak), 
"Traumerei" (Schumann), and "Romance and Allegro" (Mozart) (BC, 17 August 
1899). 
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All the major denominations admitted instrumental ensemble on occasion, 
in divine worship or in sacred performance. In March 1891, for example, 
the City Tabernacle (Baptist) advertised Gaul's Cantata The Holy City 
with choir and "large" orchestra (BC_, 10 March 1891). In Albert Street 
Wesleyan Methodist Church, of course, the tradition of concert-giving was 
firmly established, but there was occasional orchestral participation in 
the service. A special Christmas service on 23 December 1894 presented 
"Hosanna" (Stainer), "Hallelujah to the Father" (Beethoven), and "Gloria" 
(Mozart), with choir and orchestra (B£, 24 December 1894). In April 1896 
Wharf Street Congregational Church advertised performance of a new Cantata, 
The Angel of the Harvest, with full band and chorus. The report, however, 
in the Courier of 15 April, disclosed a "full band" of only nine players. 
The Christmas Day service at St.Mary's (South Brisbane), in 1896 included 
"an efficient orchestra of some sixteen performers," and on the same day, 
in St. Patrick's Roman Catholic Church (Valley) Andrew Seal conducted the 
choir and "a special orchestra" in a performance of Mozart's Twelfth Mass 
(BC, 26 Decemiber 1896). It would seem that Seal was active in church music, 
for his name appeared again in the report of an Easter service at St, 
Patrick's in the following year. Weber's Second Mass was performed, but 
instrumentalists were few (BC_, 19 April 1897). In July 1899, St.Mary's 
Catholic Church (South Brisbane) used a small orchestra of seven players in 
its sixth anniversary service, with Farmer's Mass in Bb being performed 
(BC, 3 July 1899). 
The most impressive church performances involving orchestra during 
the nineties were given, as might have been expected, at the cathedral 
churches, St. John's and St. Stephen's. With respect to St. John's, it 
would appear that the Easter performances were the musical highlights. In 
April 1892, a performance of Dvorak's Stabat Mater was given under the 
baton of Seymour Dicker, involving both choir and orchestra of the Brisbane 
Musical Union (BC, 13 April 1892). In March 1894, "one of the special 
features of the Holy Week services" was a performance of Rossini's Stabat 
Mater, with Dicker conducting, and Rosendorff leading the orchestra. The 
church, it was reported,was filled to excess, many having to stand outside 
(BC, 21 March 1894). On the following Sunday (Easter Day) the orchestra 
again took part, apparently in both morning and evening services (BC, 26 
March 1894). In April 1895, Rossini's Stabat Mater was again performed 
at St. John's, the organ being supplemented by a "small professional 
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orchestra," which included Rosendorff and the Jefferies family (BC, 10 
April 1895). A similar performance of the Rossini Stabat Mater was given 
in March 1895, and there was again orchestral participation in the Easter 
Day seirvice on 5 April. In April 1897 St. John's choir, with some supple-
mentation and orchestral support, presented Farmer's Christ and His Soldiers, 
with Dicker conducting and Rosendorff leading the orchestra (BC_, 13 April 
1897). 
Courier reports indicate that the music at St. Stephen's continued 
to be vigorous and varied during the nineties, with emphasis placed on 
Christmas and Easter services. As in the 1880s, however, the musicians 
at St. Stephen's took advantage of the services of visiting professionals 
to present some noteworthy performances in the cathedral. From available 
reports seven have been selected for notice. Two of these were Christmas 
services, two were Easter services, and the remaining three involved partici-
pation by visiting artists. 
In the eleven a.m. service on Christmas Day 1890, with Marienthal 
still cathedral organist, St. Stephen's had a force of over forty musicians, 
including eighteen instrumentalists. The orchestra, led by G. Truda, was 
made up of three first violins, four second violins, two violas, and cello; 
flute and two oboes; two cornets and euphonium; and drums. Late-comers 
were obliged to stand. The music, reported the Courier, was made a special 
feature of the service. "Haydn's (No.3) Imperial Mass was selected, and 
it was given in a manner which has never hitherto been approached by any 
church—or musical society for that matter—in the colony." As "recessional 
march" the orchestra and organ gave Gounod's "Marche Romaine" (BC, 27 
Decemiber 1890) . 
On Christmas Day 1893 Gounod's Messe Solennelle was presented. The 
usual chorus was augmented for the occasion, assistance being given by 
singers and instrumentalists of the Brisbane Liedertafel, with W. Caflisch 
conducting. The Courier gave praise, but noted blemishes (BC^ , 27 December 
1893). 
Two noteworthy Easter services were those of 1898 and 1899. In 
1898 an orchestra of twenty performers and a chorus of fifty, under the 
baton of E.J. Hall, "rendered Gounod's beautiful and soulful 'St. Cecilia 
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Mass' with good effect" (BC, 11 April 1898), In the following year, under 
Hall's baton, an expanded choir and a sizeable orchestra, with organ, 
performed Haydn's Imperial Mass (BC, 3 April 1899), 
Of the services involving visiting artists, the first was held on 
25 Septennber 1892. On this occasion, the choir of St. Stephen's and St. 
Patrick's were connbined, making a total of around forty. The orchestra 
of about twenty-five, Liedertafel players, were led by the eminent visiting 
violinist, Ovide Musin, whose wife contributed a vocal solo. The conductor 
was W. Caflisch. The main work performed was Haydn's Imperial Mass, which 
"received an excellent interpretation" (BC, 26 September 1892). 
On 29 August 1897 a choir of forty-eight and an orchestra of twenty-
two performed Mozart's Twelfth Mass. The conductor of the service was 
Percy Kehoe, of the Bland Holt Company (currently performing at the Opera 
House). The cathedral, reported the Courier, was inconveniently crowded. 
"The music was produced under the most favourable circumstances, and was 
surrounded by the grace and grandeur of Catholic ceremonial" (BC, 30 August 
1897). 
What must have been one of the finest performances given in St. 
Stephen's during the nineties took place on 23 April 1899. The numiber of 
performers was not given, but the Courier report stated that the choir 
gallery was crowded with choristers and instrumentalists. The orchestra 
was that of the Williamson and Musgrove Company, and the choir was aug-
mented by several of the visiting vocalists. The performance, which 
included sections of Mozart's Twelfth Mass and Gounod's Messe Solennelle, 
was conducted by George Hall, also of the Williamson and Musgrove orchestra. 
The music, so the Courier recorded, "was rendered with an effect and 
force that has rarely, if ever, been equalled in Brisbane" (BC, 24 April 
1899). 
The Second South Brisbane Musical Society 
Founded in May 1889, the second South Brisbane Musical Society at 
the beginning of the 1890s was in its first season of activity, having 
presented two concerts, and taken part in a third. The last of these, 
the performance of Messiah with the Musical Union on 19 December 1889, 
was not a success. "Euterpe," on the first day of the new year, was moved 
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to suggest that amalgamation of the two societies would be advantageous, 
with divided rehearsals to serve both sides of the river. Such an arrange-
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ment had served well in the Musical Union's earliest years. The South 
Brisbane Musical Society, however, rehearsed and presented its next concert, 
the third of the first season, in the South Brisbane Hall, Boggo Road, on 
29 April 1890. This concert included no orchestral work or ensemble, 
though there were two instriomental solos. In need of funds, the society 
gave another concert, on 24 June 1890, also in the South Brisbane Hall. 
Unfortunately there was a strong, bleak wind, a small attendance, and 
small prospect of profit. The chorus, noted the Courier, nunnbered not 
more than forty, and there was no orchestra; but the concert was "a really 
good one" (BC, 26 June 1890). 
The society began practice for its second season on 22 July 1890. 
An advertisement in the Courier of 19 July gave performing members' sub-
scription rates at one pound for gentlemen and ten shillings for ladies, 
with subscription tickets at one guinea for three. A paragraph in the 
Courier of 22 July named Seymour Dicker as conductor, and noted that, the 
maintenance of an orchestra having proved both expensive and unsatisfactory, 
it had been decided to continue on purely choral lines. Part-songs had 
been selected. It would appear, however, that a single season was the 
sum total of the society's operations. 
The Toowong Philharmonic Society 
Although Toowong, during the 1880s and early 1890s, had the reputa-
tion of being a musical suburb, not a great deal of pertinent information 
found its way into the pages of the Courier. On 16 August 1890, however, 
a report noted that the secretary of the Toowong Philharmonic Society had 
received a number of cheques and promises. "Euterpe," in the Courier 
(1st September 1890), chronicled the birth of the new society, with S.G. 
Benson its conductor. Rehearsals were to be held at the Toowong School 
of Arts. 
The society's inaugural concert was given in the Toowong School of 
Arts on 16 December 1890, and reported in the Courier of the following 
day. The choir had about eighty members, but attempted no major work, and 
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there was no orchestral support. Early in the new year the society resumed 
practice, rehearsing Bennett's The May Queen. A concert was presented on 
18 June 1891, but the report shows no instrumental ensennble contribution. 
A further concert was given on 25 August. 
At the first annual meeting of the society, held in the Toowong 
School of Arts in July 1891 the formation of an orchestra was considered. 
The chairman, W.H. Wilson, commented that there was abundant talent avail-
able to form an efficient amateur orchestra, and urged members to find 
recruits (BC, 28 July 1891). The society, it was noted, was working on 
Barnett's The Ancient Mariner, but would shortly give a miscellaneous 
concert. This was duly given on 25 August; but it is clear that more 
attention was given to the preparation of the following concert, the first 
of the second season, given 11 November 1891. 
The report on the concert of 11 Novennber, which appears to have 
been the last one given by the Toowong Philharmonic, appeared in the 
Courier of 12 November. The work presented was The Ancient Mariner, with 
orchestral accompaniment. There were, commented the Courier, "a compact 
orchestra and chorus," neither sufficiently strong to give more than a 
fair representation of the cantata. 
The Brisbane Harmonic Society 
The Brisbane Harmonic Society apparently began its existence early 
in 1890, as the Brisbane Harmonic Choir. A Courier report of 21 January 
1890 mentions a practice under the baton of Mr Kaye. A concert was 
scheduled for 11 February. 
The Courier of 11 February 1890 reported the final rehearsal for 
this concert, and made reference to the "newly-formed society." Choruses 
from Messiah were in practice, with seventy-six members present. The 
report on the concert, however, revealed no orchestral support. 
In May 1890 the group's name was altered from "Choir" to "Society," 
and officers were elected. Under its new name the choir gave two further 
concerts in 1890, on 23 September and 20 October respectively. 
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In 1891 the society appeared at least three times in the Monday 
Popular Concerts which were being run under the direction of Frank Fowler, 
at the Breakfast Creek Pavilion, These performances were given in mixed 
programmes, on 2 February, 30 March, and 20 April. 
The society's first annual meeting was reported in the Courier of 7 
May 1891. A performing strength of eighty-one was noted, with attendances 
very satisfactory. The society had arranged to use the Liedertafel rooms 
for practice. Finances were sound. 
The society gave further concerts in 1891, but no evidence is held 
of activity in 1892. On 2 August 1893, however, the society gave a 
performance of a major work, Handel's Samson, in the Protestant Hall. 
The Courier (3 August 1893) generally commended the performance, which 
was supported by piano and organ. There is no record of the society's 
having orchestral affiliation at any time. 
Obviously, the Brisbane Harmonic Society enjoyed a period of fruitful 
endeavour during the early 1890s, as one of the city-based choirs that in 
general preferred lighter part-song performance to the didactic dedication 
of the Musical Union. Reports generally indicate that Kaye was a competent 
musician, and the likelihood is that the choir was trained on the tonic 
sol-fa method. Its demise was almost certainly due to the depression. 
The Cambrian Choir 
The Camibrian Society in Brisbane was formed in 1884. The Courier 
of 23 May 1884 records a meeting in which rules were adopted, and a meeting 
for the election of officers was proposed for 14 June. The aims of the 
newly-formed society included the following: "To cultivate and encourage 
a taste for Welsh literature and music by holding meetings for the discussion 
and furtherance of all matters connected therewith, and to uphold such 
customs and usages as may have a beneficial and moral tendency." 
The Welsh being what they are, there was without doubt much music 
associated with the society's activities. The Welsh were in fact never 
proportionately so strong in Brisbane as they were on the mining fields, 
such as Ipswich and Gympie. In the absence of definite evidence, one 
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assumes that the Cannbrian Choir operated under the auspices of the society, 
and it may be that the Brisbane Eisteddfod movement, which continued into 
the twentieth century, may also have had its source in these activities. 
There is, however, no evidence of orchestral affiliation, and the matter 
lies essentially beyond the scope of this study. 
The Cambrian Choir was certainly active in Brisbane through most of 
the 1890s. There are records of performances during each year from 1891 
to 1898, with the exception of 1893, the year of troubles; and there is 
ample evidence to show that the choir made significant contribution to 
Brisbane's music during this time. Like the German choir, the Cambrian 
Choir was based on ethnic bonding which provided some grounds for continuity 
in the face of economic adversity. 
The Brisbane Choral Union 
On 5 January 1893 the Courier carried a report that a new musical 
society, the Brisbane Choral Union, had commenced its career on the evening 
of Wednesday, 4 January, in the Lyceum Hall, in Adelaide Street. The works 
under rehearsal were "And the Glory of the Lord," and "All We Like Sheep," 
from Messiah. The conductor was George Down. The Down family were active 
in Brisbane music during the nineties, in church and secular choral music. 
Edwin Down was both vocalist and French horn player. 
The Choral Union's first annual report stated that the inaugural 
meeting to establish the choir was held in Decemiber 1892. At the end of 
three months membership was about eighty, and by the end of the first year 
it had risen to over one hundred, although the attendance rate was only 
"fairly satisfactory." This the report attributed to the cancelling of the 
1893 Eisteddfod (BC, 24 January 1894). 
It is apparent that the Brisbane Choral Union was formed mainly as 
an eisteddfod competition choir. This meant that its main activity was 
concentrated in a feverish burst of preparation early in the year, till 
Easter. In the years 1894 to 1896 it presented a choral concert in April 
or May, following the competition, but using the prepared set works. During 
the remainder of these years there were miscellaneous appearances. Some 
departure from this cycle was made during the early months of 1897. The 
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choir did make an effort to raise an orchestra for concerts in 1894 and 
1895. To this extent it is directly of interest in this study. 
The choir's first public performance—its only appearance for 1893 
—took place in an Exhibition organ recital in September, with S.G. Benson. 
In 1894, advertising itself as a prize-winning Eisteddfod choir, it gave a 
concert in the Protestant Hall on 4 April. During the same week it appeared 
in one of the Albert Street Wesleyan Church Saturday night concerts. On 
16 July the choir performed in a popular concert in the Exhibition Hall, 
again using one of the Eisteddfod choruses. 
Following the 1894 Eisteddfod, no doubt flushed with success, the 
choir embarked on more ambitious work. Ronnberg's The Lay of the Bell was 
rehearsed for a concert to be presented in the Protestant Hall on 3 August. 
A Courier paragraph of that day numbered the choir at 130, with full orches-
tral accompaniment. "In addition to the cantata, two instrumental numibers 
will be rendered by an orchestra of about forty-five performers, including 
many of the best instrumentalists in the city, and under the leadership of 
Mr. R.T. Jefferies." The two orchestral items were the Overture to Pique 
Dame (Suppe) and "Boulanger March" (Desormes). The report on the concert, 
published the following day, gave selective praise. "In a very short 
period Mr. Down has collected around him a large choir and an orchestra 
equal in all respects, and superior in some, to any musical society in 
Brisbane." The soloists, unfortunately, had small claim to fame. 
The orchestra for the concert of 3 August 1894 was mustered for that 
purpose only. There is no mention in the annual report for 1893 of intention 
to raise an orchestra within the union, nor does the annual report for 1894 
(BC, 13 February 1895) identify the orchestra with the choir. The latter 
report states that this concert "was generally acknowledged to be a great 
musical treat," but it was not a success financially. The choir's only 
other appearance in 1894 was in a concert given in aid of the Children's 
Hospital on 15 November. 
On 25 April 1895 the Choral Union staged its next concert, including 
eisteddfod chorus and other competition nunnbers, but the concert report 
reveals no instrumental ensemble. On Saturday, 24 June, the choir performed 
in the Albert Street Wesleyan Church concert, and the report makes it clear 
that it had attracted a considerable following. The church was crowded, a 
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considerable number being unable to gain admittance. "The exciting cause 
of the interest manifested was, doubtless, the announcement of the appear-
ance on the occasion of the Brisbane Choral Union, a body of vocalists who, 
under the capable leadership of Mr. George Down, have earned for themselves 
no mean share of local popularity" (BC, 24 June 1895). 
On 30 Novennber 1895, the Choral Union presented another concert (its 
fourth) in the Protestant Hall. As advertised in the Courier of 16 Novemiber, 
the work to be presented was Haite's popular Pastoral Cantata, The Song 
of the Year, with full chorus and orchestra. Conductor was to be George 
Down, and leader of the orchestra T.H. Dougherty. A Courier paragraph of 
12 November stated that the work had not been previously performed in 
Brisbane, and "an efficient orchestra of thirty performers" would give 
support. The concert was, in fact, billed for 20 Novennber, but rain kept 
away all but a few, and the occasion was treated as a full-dress rehearsal. 
The re-scheduled performance was given with success on 13 December. The 
Courier report (14 December 1895) commented on the purpose of the Choral 
Union. 
The Choral Union has justified its existence by several very 
enjoyable and highly creditable concerts. Its mission 
seems to be to present works of light and popular character, 
rather than works which require close and oftentimes 
protracted study. In this way it does not perhaps trench 
upon the sphere of the older union, which professedly is a 
studying society.^„ 
The annual report for 1895 also reflected on the union's raison 
d' etre. It mentioned the hearty response of mennbers, "particularly in 
connection with the event of the year—the Eisteddfod competition." Unfor-
tunately, the concert in which The Song of the Year was given proved finan-
cially unsuccessful (BC, 5 February 1895). Thus, the two occasions on 
which the union raised an orchestra for its own performance were financi-
ally unrewarding. 
The later part of 1895 was taken up for the Brisbane Choral Union 
by two performances of Elijah and two of Messiah, all given in conjunction 
with the Cambrian Choir and the Brisbane Musical Union. Comiment on these 
is given elsewhere in this chapter. 
Early in 1897 the Choral Union adopted the unusual expedient—presumably 
BC. 14 Decennber 1895. 
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to raise funds—of giving concerts combined with river steamer excursions. 
Six of these River Concerts were given between early February and the 
middle of March. A Courier paragraph (27 February 1897) stated that they 
had proved popular. One presumes that the union went on to compete in the 
Eisteddfod, and no doubt members were involved in the large-scale choral 
productions associated with the International Exhibition in 1897. Of later 
years no record is available. 
The Brisbane Festival Choir 
On Thursday, 14 Decemiber 1899, a choral and orchestral concert 
(advertised as a'Crand Christmas Festival") was given in the Exhibition 
Hall. The work presented, as might be expected, was Messiah. The Courier 
advertisement of the preceding Saturday stipulated three hundred performers, 
with CH. Allen conducting, and the orchestra led by Mrs. Muller (nee 
Jefferies). The Courier report (15 December 1899) commented that Brisbane 
had seldom heard a better rendering of the oratorio. 
The concert was not presented by any particular choir or society. 
Both choir and orchestra had been raised for the occasion; and the readi-
ness with which Brisbane singers and instrumentalists responded indicated 
to the organizers that such monster performances might profitably be given 
from time to time. The formation of the Brisbane Festival Choir followed. 
From March to Decennber of the last year of the century it gave six perform-
ances, generally with good success. 
In January 1900 a circular was issued, with a view to forming the 
large available body of voices and instrumentalists into a permanent assoc-
iation, so that a Brisbane Musical Festival might be given, to present such 
works as Elijah, and Messiah. It was hoped to use the best talent from 
Brisbane and southern cities (BC, 20 January 1900). On 25 January a meeting 
in the Divinity Hall discussed the matter. It was stated that 150 circulars 
had been sent out, and 110 acceptances already received. With further 
support from Brisbane and Ipswich to come, possible membership was reckoned 
at about two hundred. It was emphasized that there was no intention to run 
in opposition to any existing society, the central idea being to hold a 
week's festival in May or June, with full orchestra. Mennbers would provide 
their own music, and pay a suggested fee of half a crown (BC, 25 January 
1900). 
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The first rehearsal of the Brisbane Festival Choir was held in the 
Divinity Hall, Ann Street, on 19 February 1900. Mennbership reached 150, 
with prospect of increase. C H . Allen was elected conductor, and S.G. 
Benson organist. A significant development was that the new choir had 
received an invitation to take part in the Patriotic Fete (Patriotic Carnival) 
to be held in the Botanic Gardens on 12 March 1900 (BC, 20 February 1900). 
In performing at the Patriotic Carnival the Festival Choir achieved 
a considerable climax within a month of its first rehearsal; and the 
condition that made this possible invites closer historical scrutiny than 
is possible in this study. In the remoteness of historical retrospect it 
is not easy to appreciate the emotional climate that the peculiar circum-
stances of early 1900 had engendered in Brisbane. There was, it seems, an 
underlying excitement, a sense, perhaps, that significant matters were 
afoot and great changes imminent, coupled with a desire for unity that 
bonded the community as never before. With these went the characteristic 
late Victorian reaching out for high achievement. 
One can, obviously, point to certain contributory factors. The 
immediate interest of the time was the Boer War. The war was, of course, 
Britain's war, but it concerned the integrity of the Empire, and thus 
conveyed implicit threat. Queensland, dominated by expatriates from the 
United Kingdom, voluntarily offered military assistance, and the act no 
doubt nourished a rising sense of colonial importance and maturity. It 
also brought some immediate involvement in the hostilities, hostilities 
that were seen to be in the interest of British colonials, much like Queens-
landers themselves. One should note, too, that after so many years of 
peace, romantic notions of warfare were entertained. The debacles of the 
Crimea were forgotten, and the appalling carnage of the Western Front was 
beyond the most pessimistic imagining. Added to these concerns was the 
pervasive awareness of the innminence of Federation and nationhood. The 
Patriotic Carnival of 12 March 1900 was not merely an entertainment; it 
was a synnbol of the spirit of the times. 
The report on the carnival appeared in the Courier of 13 March. 
Attendance was estimated at well over thirty thousand, nearly one third of 
the population of Brisbane. There were processions, leading to the Gardens, 
and diverse attractions culminating in a military display in which a 
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simulated Boer force was soundly defeated. Seven bands took part, including 
bands from as far away as Southport and Roma. The Gardens were illuminated 
for the occasion by electric light. 
The concert included performances by a choir of six hundred children, 
conducted by A. Kaye. The Festival Choir was supplemented by Ipswich 
singers. Its numbers, according to an earlier report, were around three 
hundred. The orchestra, led by G. Truda, nunnbered sixty. The Festival 
Choir's performance was truncated by electrical failure—which, considering 
the lack of rehearsal time, was perhaps just as well. 
With some acumen, the choir presented its proposal festival during 
Exhibition week, in August 1900. In April it was reported that twenty per 
cent of profits would be devoted to hospitals and the annbulance. At the 
beginning of July, enrolment lists were closed. A Courier advertisement 
of 15 July announced the festival programme: Elijah (6 August), Stabat 
Mater and part-songs (8 August), and Messiah (10 August). The Stabat Mater 
proposed was Rossini's. Obviously, the choir intended to rely on the 
proven repertoire. Soloists included selected local singers and Sydney 
singers, and the choir was to include both the Blackstone and the Ipswich 
Cambrian Choirs. 
Reports on the concerts show a moderate rate of success, with the 
orchestra bearing most of the adverse comment in the first two concerts. 
Clearly, the annbitious project of preparing and performing three major works 
in five months or so, with mainly amateur forces, did not permit excellence. 
At this stage it might have been wise for the Festival Choir to go 
into recess for a time. Instead, it announced plans for an orchestral 
concert in September, and two more choral concerts. There is no evidence 
that the orchestral concert took place at all, but Judas Maccabeus was 
performed on 14 November 1900, in the Exhibition Hall, and a miscellaneous 
concert was given on 12 Decemiber in the Protestant Hall. The first of these 
achieved success, despite a decrease in choral and orchestral numbers. 
The concert report (BC, 15 Novennber 1900) mentions a fair attendance, but 
obviously the size of the production did not justify use of the Exhibition 
Hall. The use of the smaller Protestant Hall for the Decennber concert 
tacitly acknowledged reduced appeal, but the Courier report (13 Decennber 
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1900) was balanced. Orchestral work in this concert included Moszkowski's 
"Seranada" for strings, and a Selection from a "military opera" entitled 
The Dandy Fifth (Corri and Godfrey), Preparation, noted the Courier, was 
inadequate. 
Minor Choirs and Choral Groups 
From time to time in Courier reports during the nineties the names 
of suburban choral societies and smaller choral groups were mentioned. 
No comprehensive picture of activity for these can be built up, and probably 
any pertinent records have long since been lost. The existence of a few 
of these groups is here mentioned as an indication that not all the vocal 
ensemble work in Brisbane lay with the major city-based societies and the 
churches. 
The Coorparoo Musical Society was probably formed in 1893 or early 
in 1894. A Courier report of 26 October 1894 records its fourth concert, 
under the baton of G. Beattie, in the Coorparoo Shire Hall. The Corinda 
Musical Union was formed probably in the early part of 1895. The Courier 
on 10 May 1895 records its first concert, in the Corinda School of Arts, 
under the baton of Seymour Dicker. Assistance was given by musicians from 
the city. 
An attempt to found a musical society in conjunction with a city 
church was made in 1895. On 20 Septennber the Courier reported the first 
meeting of St. Paul's Philharmonic Society, in the school-room of St. Paul's 
in Leichhard Street. It was intended to give a concert every six weeks or 
so, the conductor being E. Lloyd. 
Among the smaller choral groups were the Australian Meister Singers, 
the Trower Concert Company, and a number of glee parties. The foundation 
of the Australian Meister Singers was recorded in the Courier of 31 March 
1893. The group performed unaccompanied part-songs, under the directorship 
of James Brierly. A performance in a concert given by CR. Jones, in the 
Protestant Hall on 5 April 1893 was probably their first appearance. The 
singers were reported to be "a well-balanced quartette," the mennbers being 
CR. Jones, Brierly, Budge, and Downs. The level of material performed 
was apparently not demanding. A further report on the group's appearance 
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in the Flood Relief Concert of 12 May 1893 gives praise. 
The Trower Concert Company, according to a Courier report of 19 
August 1893, was formed "some time ago." It made a country tour, and gave 
some city performances, but was apparently more interested in solo perform-
ance than in part-singing. 
In May 1891 an Orpheus Glee Club was advertised to appear in an 
Aquarium concert. A Courier concert report of 17 Septennber 1891 records 
another performance of an Orpheus Glee Club, presumably based in South 
Brisbane. The concert was given in the Alliance Hall, Woolloongabba, the 
Glee Club being conducted by R.H. Raine. The club was also advertised for 
a further performance on 30 Septemiber, in the Five Ways Assembly Hall, 
Woolloongabba. Other glee parties were occasionally mentioned. For example. 
The Courier report on an Albert Street Wesleyan Saturday evening concert, 
given 30 March 1895, mentions "the first time unitedly in public of the 
company of gentlemen who have taken the name of the Orpheus Glee Party" 
(BC, 1 April 1895). This group nunnbered about twenty-five, and were under 
the baton of W. Beynon. Such groups probably had brief existence. 
The Third Brisbane Orchestral Society 
The third Brisbane Orchestral Society was never more than a good 
intention. By advertisement a meeting was called for Wednesday, 24 June 
1891, at Pollard's Pianoforte Gallery, to consider the possibility of 
forming an orchestral society. Under the conductorship of G.B. Allen, a 
musician of undoubted ability, the orchestra would practise and perform 
instrumental music of high class. The meeting was held, and a committee 
appointed to draw up rules; but there is no further evidence of activity. 
The Red Hill Orchestra 
The first observed mention of the Red Hill Orchestra in the pages of 
the Courier lies in an advertisement for a concert in aid of the interest 
fund of Christ Church, Milton, to be held in the church school hall, on 
Monday, 25 January 1897 (BC, 23 January 1897). Clearly the orchestra had 
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Information on G.B. Allen is to be found in the Brisbane Courier 
of 1 April 1895. 
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been in existence for some time at this stage, for at this concert it was 
to contribute three items, the Overture "La Poupee de Nurennberg" (Adam), 
the Overture "Le Menestral" (Lamotte), and a march by Farbach. The conductor 
was James Cowan. There was no indication of instrumention or numibers. 
The orchestra apparently was content to pursue its course without 
press publicity. On 10 September 1897, however, the Courier carried a 
further report, announcing the inauguration of a new vocal and instrumental 
society, the Musgrave Musical Society, of Red Hill. The initial meeting, 
"in response to an urgent call for a proper musical organisation in the 
now important district of Ithaca," was held in the Norman Hall (Wishart's 
Building), Musgrave Road, on 31 August 1897; and practices had begun on 
Tuesday, 7 September. The report noted that "the well-known Red Hill 
Orchestra has amalgamated with the society, and the combination will be in 
a position to undertake concerted music superior to what has hitherto been 
heard in the locality." James Cowan was elected conductor. 
The new society gave its first invitation social gathering on Wednes-
day 20 April 1898, and an unidentified vocal and instrumental programme was 
presented (BC, 23 April 1898). The only other evidence of activity lies 
in a Courier report of a concert given 1 June 1898, in the Oddfellows' 
Hall, Caxton Street. "The local orchestra, under the baton of Mr. James 
Cowan, gave three selections, 'Bastien le Savoyard,' 'Gigerl March,' by 
Wagner, and Offenbach's 'La Belle Helene,' with much credit and spirit" 
(BC, 3 June 1898). Again, there was no mention of orchestral size, balance, 
and instrumentation. It seems likely that the society was content to serve 
its own area, and did not court attention elsewhere. 
The Railway Orchestral Society 
The Railway Orchestra was one of the four specifically employment-
related instrumental ensembles founded in Brisbane during the later part 
of the 1890s. At least three of these ensennbles—the Railway Orchestra, 
the Railway Band, and the Tramway Band—probably owed their existence to the 
greater leisure conferred by improved working conditions. They attracted 
working-class participation. The other ensennble, the Police Band, may also 
have been affected by these new conditions. 
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The Railway Orchestra was formed about November 1895, the credit for 
its organization going to J.G. Brown, of the Railway Department. A Courier 
report of 4 September 1897 noted that membership was restricted to Railway 
Department employees. Conductor of the new orchestra was the versatile 
H. Sleath. 
The first public performance by the Railway Orchestra was given in 
the Protestant Hall, on Friday, 21 May 1897, before a large audience. The 
orchestra numibered twenty-two, and its rendition of the four orchestral 
items (unidentified) "exceeded the expectations of the many friends present" 
(BC, 24 May 1897). 
On Friday, 3 Septennber 1897, possibly in deference to its industrial 
sponsorship, the Railway Orchestra Society gave a smoke concert in the 
Trades Hall. The Courier report, though complimentary, was realistic. 
After a reasonable time, commented the reporter, Mr Sleath should have an 
orchestra of which the railway folk might be justly proud. 
Many of the members are, we understand, only beginners in 
instrumental music, and began their study with the formation 
of the society. If that be the case the credit to Mr. Sleath 
is, of course, all the higher. It may be fairly said, without 
unduly praising an orchestra which is crude in many respects, 
that the music given by it last night was a very considerable 
surprise to those who only looked for a scratch performance. 
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The best items were "Ernst and Scherz" (Hunnmel) and a gavotte, "Alia Puce." 
The programme included solo items by local instrumentalists. 
Several times during 1897 and 1898 the Railway Orchestra performed in 
Sandgate. The attraction of Sandgate as a recreation centre was strong. 
During the late years of the century, the Railway Department ran many cheap 
excursion trains to Sandgate, mainly from the city, but some from Ipswich 
and elsewhere. A good nunnber of these excursions were timed to accommodate 
band performances in Moora Park. The Railway Orchestra also performed under 
such an arrangement. 
On Saturday, 13 Novennber 1897, the Railway Orchestra gave an afternoon 
performance in Moora Park bandstand. A Sandgate correspondent (BC, 15 
^^BC, 4 September 1897. 
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November 1897) recorded that three trains had carried nearly two thousand 
excursionists to the centre, and others had arrived earlier. The orchestra 
did not arrive till three, because many could not leave work till one o'clock. 
It was noted that only about half of the orchestra's full mennbership of 
forty-two could be present; but the music attracted a good audience. Items 
included the Overture "Ernst and Scherz" (Hunnmel), the Waltz "Valley of 
Ferns" (Round), a Schottische "Invitation" (Rose), a Polka "Side by Side" 
(Devigne), the graceful dance "Gretna Green" (Malenburg), the German Overture 
"Merriment" (Herold), and an unclassified piece, "La Diadem" (Hermann). No 
doubt such music, offering obvious parallels with the popular band repertoire 
of the day, was characteristic of the orchestra's performance material. 
The Sandgate correspondent was not critical. 
On Wednesday, 6 April 1898, the Railway Orchestra gave a moonlight 
performance in Moora Park, to a good audience of excursionists and locals. 
In the absence of the usual conductor, the baton was taken by Mr Hegarty, 
a well-known Ipswich cornetist; and it was noted that several of the 
musicians came from Ipswich. Several selections were played with "excellent 
precision and taste" (BC, 7 April 1898). 
A Courier paragraph (26 Novemiber 1895) announced that the Railway 
Orchestra would again perform in Sandgate, on Tuesday, 29 November 1898— 
another moonlight excursion evening. Thirty members of the orchestra, led 
by the violinist H. Burge, would give a concert in the Town Hall. The 
ensennble was advertised as the largest and best orchestra ever to visit 
Sandgate, and the claim may well have been true. Prices were one shilling 
and sixpence, and one shilling. The concert programme itself defined the 
concert as the third grand concert, second season, and set out the programme 
in full: Overture, "Deutsche Volkslied" (Herold); Tone Picture, "Souvenir 
de Chillon" (Kling); "II Pense a Toi" (Erichs); Overture, "Ernst and 
Scherz" (Hummel); and Orchestral Sketch, "Scenen aus dem Kinderleben" 
(Kling). The concert report (BC, 30 November 1898) recorded that attend-
ance was not great, Sandgate audiences apparently preferring to take their 
music free in the park. The programme was, however, "a most liberal and 
enjoyable one." 
(CO 
Concert programme of a performance given by the Queensland Railway 
Orchestral Society in Sandgate Town Hall, 29 Novennber 1898, John Oxley 
Library, Brisbane. 
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The Railway Orchestra certainly was active as late as 1899. A Courier 
advertisement of Saturday, 29 July stated that the orchestra would appear 
that evening in one of the Albert Street Wesleyan Church Concerts. Notwith-
standing lack of evidence, there is no reason to suppose that Railway 
Orchestra activity did not continue until the close of the century. 
Concerts, Concert Orchestras, and Chamber Music 
By the 1880s, Brisbane had soundly established its concert traditions. 
In general, the comments made in the preceding chapter in relation to the 
concert categories of the eighties have application to the concerts of the 
nineties; but the concert-giving tradition in Brisbane during the nineties 
enriched considerably. Comprehensive treatment is neither possible nor 
appropriate in this study, and many concert enterprises, notwithstanding 
intrinsic interest, must pass without mention. As in earlier chapters, many 
of the city's concerts are considered in sections of this chapter devoted to 
specific interest. A significant number of concerts were, however, not 
generated by specific music societies or ensennbles; and from this consider-
able body of concerts some topics are isolated for separate examination. 
These are the Breakfast Creek Concerts, the Monday Popular Concerts, organ 
recitals and organ-based concerts, the Albert Street Wesleyan Church Concerts 
(which were themselves organ-based), and the concerts of the International 
Exhibition of 1897. Of primary interest in this study, of course, is the 
matter of instrumental ensennble development, manifest in orchestral, band 
and chamber group performance. In some such performance a line of activity 
can be traced. With respect to other activity—notably concert orchestra 
performance—it is necessary to examine a nunnber of unrelated examples to 
find evidence of a pattern of development. Again as in earlier years, the 
great bulk of concert performance material consisted of vocal solos, instru-
mental solos, duets, and the like. Less pretentious concerts had nothing 
else. Some process of sifting is usually required in finding information 
concerning instrumental ensennble. 
Concerts presented by a well-known professional musician or by music-
ians, on behalf of a meritorious musician beneficiary, continued in the 
nineties to offer good concert fare. Such concerts were infrequent, and 
some were modest enough; but some of them offered small ensemible perform-
ance of good quality, and a few sizeable orchestras were raised. Concerts 
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presented by the violinist Giuseppe Truda featured orchestral work, and 
obviously Truda was a competent conductor. 
On 5 July 1891, in the Centennial Hall, Truda had an orchestra of 
twenty-five, many, if not all, professional musicians. Orchestra items 
included an Auber overture, and a gavotte. For another of his concerts some 
six years later (31 March 1897), Truda was able to raise an orchestra of 
over fifty, which played the Overture to Semiramide (Rossini), a Selection 
from Ernani (Verdi), the accompaniment to the soprano solo "Rejoice Greatly" 
(Handel), and a final march. The Courier was complimentary. "It is seldom 
that music-lovers have the opportunity of listening to as complete and well-
schooled an orchestra as that at last night's concert" (BC, 1 April 1897). 
A year later (30 March 1898) Truda's concert featured an orchestra of sixty 
players, which performed the Overture to William Tell (Rossini), a March 
"Lorraine" (Ganne), and "Ma Belle" (Trotere). The orchestral work, said 
the Courier, was, on the whole, excellent. "It is rarely that local orches-
tras acquit themselves so satisfactorily as this one did in Rossini's 
picturesque music" (BC, 31 March 1898). The conductor in this concert was 
Dr W.S. Byrne, with Truda leading the orchestra. Two years later, on 2 May 
1900, Truda included a piano concerto in his concert programme. The pianist 
was Dr W.S. Byrne, the work being the Mendelssohn Pianoforte Concerto in G 
minor. In addition the orchestra played the Overture to Pique Dame (Suppe) 
and the March "Lorraine." Again the Courier gave high praise. 
The Truda concerts, and a few others, such as the Musin concert (10 
April 1897) which had an orchestra of between fifty and sixty, were the 
orchestral peaks of such concert presentations in the nineties. Most were 
content with smaller numbers. Seymour Dicker's concert of 25 October 1891 
advertised a "grand orchestra." The Courier report (27 October) reduced 
this to "a compact orchestra," which probably meant "a small orchestra." 
It nevertheless did "particularly creditable work," undertaking Rossini's 
Overture to William Tell, Haydn's Farewell Symphony, and Gounod's "The 
Funeral March of a Marionette." R.T. Jefferies in his concert of 12 October 
1892, having the assistance of his own talented family, needed only four 
other players to make up "a very effective little orchestra," which played 
Mendelssohn's Fingal's Cave, and Gader's Ottello (BC, 13 October 1892). 
The benefit concert tendered to the vocalist Alice Russell (then ill) on 9 
June 1897, had the services of the Liedertafel and the Musical Union 
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orchestras, in "masterly" performance of the Overture to Poet and Peasant, 
a Selection from The Mikado, and Eilenberg's "Coronation March" (BC, 10 
June 1897). Nellie Sheehan's benefit concert in the Opera House on 22 June 
1898 had an orchestra of twenty-five. Seymour Dicker, in a farewell oratorio 
performance (Elijah) on 5 October 1897, used an orchestra of just under 
forty (BC, 7 October 1897). It is interesting that Dicker, in his concert 
of 31 August 1894, given in the Opera House, called on the services of the 
highly efficient Headquarters Band. The concert also used an orchestra 
in a presentation of Bennett's The May Queen. For his final concert in 
Brisbane, on 14 March 1898, in the Centennial Hall, Dicker used two bands— 
the Headquarters Band and the Naval Headquarters Band—but no orchestra at 
all. 
Concerts given to raise funds for causes were fairly common during 
the nineties, with recipients ranging from cricket clubs to cathedrals. 
The best of these presented programmes that were similar to those of the 
benefit concerts, with perhaps more variety. The great majority, if perusal 
of programmes be any guide, were musically inferior. This might have been 
expected, for the benefit concerts were in general promoted by musicians 
themselves. Some of the fund-raisers, no doubt, were good entertainment. 
A number called on the services of the bands for their ensemble items. The 
Headquarters Band, for example, undoubtedly the best band in the city, 
played in a number of concerts including Fire Brigade concerts (1893) and 
a German Flood Relief concert (1897). On 13 February 1890, the Headquarters 
Band itself sponsored a Flood Relief concert. The Naval Headquarters Band 
and the Band of the Queensland Volunteer Rifles played in other concerts. 
Some fund-raising concerts used small concert orchestras. For example, 
the orchestra in the Queensland Cricket Association doncert of 5 June 
1896, led by H. Rosendorff, contributed three items, including a Suppe 
overture. The Courier of 3 November 1892 reported that in a concert in aid 
of St. Peter's, West End, an orchestra of thirteen, conducted by R. Kaye, 
had played several items, including the Overture to Pirates of Penzance, 
and Ronnberg's Toy Symphony. Two concerts, however, used large orchestras. 
One was the Patriotic Carnival Concert of 12 March 1900, which had an 
orchestra of sixty. The other concert, as early as 2 November 1891, was a 
Hospital Benefit concert, given in the Exhibition Hall. In this concert 
S.G. Benson had under his baton a connbined choir of three hundred voices 
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and an orchestra of over fifty players. The best orchestral item, reported 
the Courier, was the first movement of Mozart's Jupiter Symphony (BC, 3 
November 1891). 
There is clear evidence that channber music, which seems to have been 
rather neglected during the eighties, strengthened during the nineties. The 
greatest impetus for this came from the Jefferies family, R.T. Jefferies and 
his talented daughters making up a string quartet. String quartet perform-
ance was not uncommon during the nineties, but—apart from the Monday Popular 
Concert series early in the decade, which featured the Jefferies family—there 
does not appear to be a cohesive line of performance, and examples must be 
sought out in concert programmes. String trios and trio sonatas were also 
performed, and reference has been made to a wind group within the Liedertafel 
orchestra. Channber music examples, by the Jefferies group and others, appear 
in programmes of all kinds. Some of the benefit concerts and the fund-raisers, 
for example, used channber groups for their ensemble items. Examples are the 
Y.M.C.A. Concert, given 18 December 1890, with two string guartet items, 
played by Messrs. Gottling, Willard, Griffiths, and Bean; the St Joseph's 
Church Concert, given 25 Novennber 1892, with string quartet made up of Messrs. 
Rosendorff, Sleath, Preston, and Winckleman; and the McRobbie Benefit Concert 
of 28 March 1893, which included the Jefferies family group. There are also 
examples of channber music performance, notably in the Monday Popular Concerts 
of the winter of 1891 (which are given attention in another section of this 
chapter), but also in such concerts as the Exhibition Popular Concerts and 
the Albert Street Wesleyan Church Concerts. Channber music, however, then as 
now, was the esoteric pursuit of a handful of devotees, not a wide-spread 
commionity practice. 
One of the most interesting features of Brisbane concerts of the nineties 
was the considerable increase in entrepreneurial promotion from within the 
community. Entrepreneurial concerts, profit-motivated, by far out-nunnbered 
the benefits, fund-raisers, and the musical society concerts. The great 
majority of them were designated "popular," more, it appears, for connotative 
appeal than for categorical exactitude, for the term seems to bear no more 
semantic security than in former years. The "popular" concerts ranged in 
artistic quality, both in content and in performance, from excellent to 
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mediocre or worse, and, also as in earlier years, there were differences in 
format of presentation. Concerts in the city's hall venues used formal 
seating arrangements. Others, where conditions permitted or dictated, were 
fully promenade concerts; but many of the most successful ventures used a 
connbination of formal seating and promenade. 
For the most part, the term "popular" in application to a concert meant 
that admission prices were not high; and a numiber of popular concerts were 
run in series. For example, a series of Saturday Shilling Concerts, obviously 
intended to winkle out the working man's hard-earned coin, gave thirty-four 
concerts in 1897, the series terminating on 1 January 1898. Shilling concerts 
were again running in 1898, although an attempt was made in that year to run 
a series of Sixpenny Popular Concerts. One shilling was still the accepted 
price for a popular concert, and no doubt the sixpenny concerts made commens-
urate compromise in quality. The better popular concerts, though charging 
up to two shillings and sixpence for better seats, in the main catered for 
the shilling entrants. The Albert Street Wesleyan Church Concerts were a 
striking exception. These were by city regulations debarred from charging 
an entrance fee, but were largely altruistically motivated, and persisted 
through the 1890s relying only on voluntary donations. 
The Breakfast Creek Popular Concerts 
It would appear that the precedent for the popular concerts in the 
Breakfast Creek Hall was provided by the Brisbane Liedertafel in its concert 
of 20 August 1890; yet even before this concert took place a major series 
of promenade concerts was being planned. A Courier paragraph of 15 December 
1890 announced the first of these for 29 December. The promoter of the 
concerts, which were a commercial venture, was Andrew Petrie, and musical 
direction was in the hands of Frank Fowler. The concerts, noted the Courier, 
would be "modelled as far as possible on those given with so much success in 
the Covent Garden Theatre in London." 
Some idea of the depth of planning that went into the venture can be 
gained from perusal of the advertisement (BC, 29 Decemiber 1890) for the 
first concert. The hall was stated to be the coolest and best ventilated 
hall in Brisbane. "Recherche and elegant" refreshments were available "at 
Popular Prices." The venue was electrically lit. Amenities included a 
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spacious lounge, cool alcoves, verdant lawns, free cloakrooms and free 
lavatories. Clearly, the hall was not merely a bare board suburban structure. 
To overcome the disadvantage of distance from the city centre, the management 
held out enticements. The one shilling admission charge included tram fare 
from the city, and tickets were available on the trams. Free buses were 
provided from Breakfast Creek Bridge to the doors of the pavilion. The 
venue was also accessible by steamer from the city. 
The first concert was advertised as a Ballad Night, but the progrannme 
also included two vocal duets and a trio, as well as a piano solo and a 
violin solo. The services of the Headquarters Band were also obtained. 
Despite rain, there was a good attendance. The Courier report, printed the 
following day (30 Decennber 1890),gave further information. The hall was 
acknowledged to be spacious and airy, and the acoustics excellent. The 
audience was receptive, but the promenade intention was not fully appreciated. 
The people of Brisbane have not yet fully comprehended the 
character of promenade concerts. Although there was ample room 
afforded last evening for the ladies and gentlemen to move around 
all over the building, and chat with their friends whenever they 
might chance to meet, nearly every one seemed to regard the enter-
tainment as a regular "sit-down" concert, and it was only during 
the intermission that the people manifested any inclination to 
leave their seats. 
The Headquarters Band played "in creditable style," and the Courier expressed 
the hope that these "Monday Pops" would become a regular institution. 
The records show that the Courier's hope was amply fulfilled during the 
years that followed. During the period from 29 Decennber 1890 to 30 January 
1893, fifty-nine popular promenade concerts, in four distinct series, were 
given. These, with three extra concerts, made a total of sixty-two concerts, 
only one of which was a repeat. The concerts were thoroughly character-
istic of the spirit of the 1890s, and on grounds of intrinsic historical 
interest merit closer attention than can be justified in this study. They 
did, however, make a significant contribution to both orchestral and band 
development in Brisbane, and appropriate recognition is due. 
The first series of Breakfast Creek Concerts, described as Monday Popular 
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An extra concert was given for St. Patrick's Day, 17 March 1892; and 
the same programme was given on the following Monday, 21 March 1892. 
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Concerts, Promenade, ran from 29 December 1890 to 20 April 1891. To this 
series of fifteen was added one extra concert, a Glee and Ballad Night; and 
on the following Monday a benefit concert for Frank Fowler (musical director) 
was held. Most concerts were given a specific designation, and appropriate 
music was presented. The first night was a Ballad Night; others were Scotch, 
Irish, Welsh, "Olde Englyshe," Classical, Operatic, English Opera, Humorous, 
Orchestral, Glee and Madrigal, Oratorio, and War Songs Nights. The concerts 
were obviously well planned and organized, the venue provided attractive 
facilities, and publicity was effective. One gains the impression that this 
first series carried with it some of the entrepreneurial impetuosity of the 
1880s, and that later series were perhaps more frugally managed. Certainly 
the Brisbane public found the concerts attractive, and patronized them 
generously. The first concert was well attended, and attendance figures 
climbed steeply. After the second concert the Courier commented that Petrie 
had hit the "popular taste," and that the concerts would probably be "the 
most fashionable events throughout the summer evenings" (BC, 6 January 1891). 
Estimated attendance for the third concert, given 12 January 1891, was in 
excess of three thousand (BC^ 13 January 1891). By 2 February 1891, attendance 
had risen to nearly six thousand, and the Courier noted that "the classes 
represented were of the best." Presumably this implied that the hooligan 
element was kept under control (BC, 3 February 1891). The attendance on 2 
March 1891 exceeded the previous record by nearly a thousand (BC, 3 March 
1891). Attendances continued to be large throughout the season. 
In meeting the "popular taste" Petrie certainly provided a wide range 
of entertainment. Some of this was fair-ground material. During the inter-
vals there were, at times, cycling demonstrations and races. A switch-back 
railway operated, and at some stage a shooting gallery was erected. The 
music, however, was the main attraction, and, with reference to the music of 
the day, the range of this could hardly have been wider. On the one programme 
an audience might find a Haydn string quartet, a drawing-room ballad, and a 
comic song. On one occasion, following the Oratorio Night, the Courier was 
moved to comment. When the antithesis of the sacred music of Handel, Haydn 
and Mendelssohn was heard in "the ephemeral tinklings of Cellier and Gros-
smith, the acme of incongruity was reached." Steps should be taken to avoid 
"the abrupt descent from the sublime to the ridiculous" (BC, 24 March 1891). 
As with the great majority of concerts in the nineties, popular or 
otherwise, vocal music stood at the heart of things. There were vocal solos 
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in plenty, but there were also duets, trios, mixed quartets and double 
quartets, and glee items. The Brisbane Harmonic Choir appeared in three 
programmes, and the Brisbane Cambrian Choir in four. For one programme (26 
January 1891) the management used the available services of singers from the 
Wangenheim Opera Company; but vocal soloists were usually recognized local 
singers, such as the bass McRobbie. 
Instrumental items were less common in the main progrannmes, but there 
were a few string solos and duets. The Welsh Night included a harp solo, 
played by an Italian, and a party of bell-ringers appeared on two programmes. 
The Jefferies family appeared in two programmes, presenting a trio sonata by 
Leclair, and a Haydn string quartet. The most impressive instrumental work, 
however, lay in the performances of the Headquarters Band and the orchestral 
ensembles raised for the concerts. The Headquarters Band provided promenade 
music and overtures for the great majority of the concerts. With regular 
performance experience over the years 1891 and 1892, the band developed 
immensely, and became one of the most popular features of the concerts. 
Under the leadership of Frank Fowler, the Breakfast Creek Orchestra, basically 
a professional ensennble, also developed its expertise, although there is no 
evidence that it operated at any time beyond the Breakfast Creek concerts. 
The orchestra usually performed in the main programme, but on occasion it 
replaced the Headquarters Band in providing promenade music. 
The orchestra made its appearance in the fifth concert of the first 
series, the Grand Operatic Night of 26 January 1891, in which the Wangenheim 
opera singers also appeared. The orchestra was small but strong, noted the 
Courier, and added considerably to the attractions of the programime (BC, 27 
January 1891). On 9 February, the orchestra played the Overture to Crown of 
Diamonds (Auber), a waltz, and a march. At this time the ensennble apparently 
consisted of nine string players, who performed, on 2 March, the Intermezzo 
"Forget Me Not," and (with assistance) Haydn's Toy Symphony. 
A week later, as advertised in the Courier of 7 March 1891, a full 
orchestra was featured, which included four first violins, four seconds, two 
violas, cello, and bass; two flutes, two clarinets, oboe, and bassoon; two 
cornets, tromibone, and drums—a total of twenty-two players. The concert 
was the Grand Orchestral Night, and the orchestra was advertised, in the 
Courier of 7 March, as the "most effective and largest Professional Orchestra 
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that has yet appeared in Brisbane. ..." Orchestral works included the 
Overture to Norma (Bellini), the Fantasia "Post Horn in the Forest" (Schaffer), 
Grand March "The Uhlan's Call" (Eilenberg), Gavotte "Golden Youth" (Latann), 
an oboe solo, "Don Pasquali," with orchestral accompaniment (Donizetti), 
and Grand Selection from Faust (Gounod). The last of these, the Courier 
advertisement stated, was as arranged for the Promenade Concerts at Covent 
Garden Theatre, London. The report in the Courier (10 March 1891), was 
complimentary, noting that "with the exception of the orchestra brought to 
this city with Mr. Simonsen's last Italian Opera Company which played 
under the baton of Signer Hazon, no string band has yet been heard to such 
good effect in Brisbane." It seems safe to remark that only the sheer 
size of the Breakfast Creek patronage made the orchestra an economic 
possibility. 
On 23 March 1891, in the Oratorio Night, the orchestra again appeared 
in the programme, accompanying the Brisbane Camibrian Choir in "Thanks Be 
to God," from Elijah (Mendelssohn), "The Heavens Are Telling," from The 
Creation (Haydn), and the "Hallelujah Chorus," from Messiah (Handel). It 
played the Overture to Elijah, and the Overture to Semiramide (Rossini), 
as well as providing promenade music. 
On 18 April 1891, the benefit concert for Frank Fowler was presented. 
The advertisement in the Courier of that day names the orchestra, which 
consisted of "all the leading Professional and Amateur Performers. ..." 
The orchestra included at least five first violins, six seconds, three 
violas, three cellos, and three basses; two flutes and piccolo, two 
clarinets and oboe, and two bassoons; two horns, two cornets, euphonium, 
two trombones, drums, and harp—a total of at least thirty-seven. The 
ensemble was almost certainly the best orchestra raised in Brisbane to 
that time. The Brisbane Cambrian Choir and the Brisbane Harmonic Choir 
also appeared on the programme. 
During the winter of 1891 two lines of popular concerts, in competi-
tion, were presented in the city. An advertisement in the Courier of 4 
May notified the public that the title "Monday Popular Concerts" was copy-
right. Signatories to the advertisement were R.T. Jefferies and A. Petrie, 
and it was the Jefferies-Willmore concerts in the Protestant Hall that 
used the title. Before this series had concluded, however, Petrie presented 
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another series of concerts in the Breakfast Creek venue, using the title 
The Commonwealth Carnival. 
The Commonwealth Carnival opened on 19 August 1891. It ran for five 
consecutive nights, to coincide with the Exhibition, and no doubt extracted 
profit from the prevailing festive spirit. Five Monday performances 
followed, concluding on 28 Septemiber. An orchestra, probably relatively 
small, appeared on the first five nights, possibly because the Headquarters 
Band was not available. The five weekly performances that followed all 
used a band for promenade music. For three nights the Headquarters Band 
played; and on the other two nights the band of the Queensland Irish 
Volunteer Rifles, under the baton of Andrew Seal, performed. One feature 
of interest is that in all the ten concerts a choral group. The Common-
wealth Choral Society, appeared. Without evidence, it is suggested that 
this may have been a group raised for the series, possibly a double quartet, 
professionally employed. There is no record of its performance elsewhere. 
The second series of Monday Popular Concerts in the Breakfast Creek 
Pavilion opened on 23 Novennber 1891, and closed on 18 April 1892, twenty-
two concerts (including one repeat) being given. Petrie published a 
preliminary notice and statement in the Courier of 18 November 1891; and 
one notes, even in this enterprise, overtones of the characteristic high 
seriousness of the late Victorian period. 
Recognising the large and important influence that the amuse-
ments of a people have on their mental and moral development, 
I shall endeavour to render these Concerts not only amusing and 
entertaining, but also, as much as possible, without encroaching 
on the province of the professor or schoolmaster, elevating 
and refining. 
As a rule, continued the statement, the precedent set at the Covent Garden 
Promenade Concerts would be followed. The musical director would be W.A. 
Caflisch. 
More than half of the second series of concerts carried thematic 
designation. Interesting examples of these are the two English Opera 
Nights (4 January 1892 and 18 April 1892), the Australian Night (25 January 
1892), and the Mozart Centenary (7 December 1891). Once again, the 
Mozart died 5 Decennber 1791. 
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series proved highly popular. Attendance figures were not fully reported, 
but must have been commercially satisfactory. Figures of over 1,000, and 
1,500 were reported for two nights, but these were not the high points. 
For the Mozart Centenary Concert, the third in the series, the Courier 
reported "few short of 3,000 persons present" (BC, 8 Decennber 1891). On 1 
February 1892, for a Grand Comic Opera Night, attendance was nearly four 
thousand (BC, 2 February 1892). 
In general the second series presented material similar to that used 
in the first series. The Headquarters Band was present in nearly all the 
concerts, and continued to grow in popularity. The Brisbane Harmonic 
Choir appeared in two programmes, and two others contained examples of 
chamber music (strings and piano only). Three consecutive programmes in 
1892 featured bassoon solos. Orchestral work, however, despite intentions 
expressed in Petrie's preliminary statement, was used in one programme 
only. This was the Mozart Centenary Night programme of 7 December 1891. 
In this an orchestra of unknown size performed the Overtures to Mozart's 
The Magic Flute and The Marriage of Figaro, and accompanied chorus items 
(Brisbane Harmonic Choir) and vocal solos, all by Mozart. It is here 
suggested that perhaps economic conditions were beginning to pinch, and 
the cost of a professional orchestra may have been found to be a burden. 
It is worth remarking that the Australian Night progrannme of 25 January 
1892 purported to present Australian compositions. The full progrannme was 
advertised in the Courier of 23 January. Items by Summers, Lloyd, Caron, 
Caflisch and Kaye were probably Australian. 
The third series of Breakfast Creek Concerts, under the management of 
A. Reid, and not advertised as Monday Popular Concerts, ran from 9 Novennber 
1892 to 30 January 1893. Musical director was G. Mitchell, who was later 
replaced by Seymour Dicker. Once again attendances were good, despite the 
worsening economic conditions. Nearly 2,500 attended the first concert of 
the season (BC, 10 Novennber 1892). On 14 January 1893, for a Grand Military 
Night (obviously a great attraction) between 2,500 and 3,000 attended (BC, 
17 January 1893). Probably attendances were lower on other nights. The 
Headquarters Band again was the mainstay of the promenades, although the 
pipe band of the Queensland Scottish Volunteer Rifles was called in for a 
Scottish programme; and for the Grand Military Night both these bands. 
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together with the Bands of the Queensland Volunteer Rifles and the Queens-
land Irish Volunteer Rifles were employed. An ensemble, described as a 
professional orchestra, took part in several concerts; but the group appears 
to have been the Jefferies family string quartet reinforced by another 
violin and a double bass. Choral work for four concerts was provided by 
the Brisbane Select Choir, conducted by W.A. Caflisch. 
The Breakfast Creek Concerts were prematurely terminated after the 
thirteenth concert of the series (30 January 1893) by the disastrous flood 
of February 1893. The depression followed. Possibly the hall itself 
suffered. At any rate, the concerts in the original form were not revived. 
A few promenade concerts were given in 1896, opening 28 September, using 
the Albion Park grandstand as a venue. A further series was mounted in 
1899, commencing 11 December. These had some success; but the spirit of 
the early enterprise was not regained. 
The Jefferies-Willmore Monday Popular Concerts 
On 2 May 1891 the Courier carried a paragraph of some interest to the 
city's music-lovers: 
It will be in the recollection of many of our readers that 
about twenty years ago Madame Mallalieu and Mr. R.T. Jefferies 
organised and carried to a most successful issue during two 
winter seasons a series of Monday popular concerts in the old 
School of Arts, the larger share of the programmes being devoted 
to classical music. A third series has been organised for the 
present season by Mrs. Willmore and the Jefferies Quartette 
Party, the first concert of which will come off on Monday first, 
4th May, in the Protestant Hall. The programime of this concert, 
which has been published, is an excellent one, and following the 
example of the London popular concerts, the principal items have 
been accompanied by well-written annotations by Mr. Willmore. 
Hitherto the Jefferies Quartette have been heard under disadvan-
tageous circumstances. The acoustics of the Protestant Hall 
are, however, all that can be desired for channber music. 
The concert series referred to took up the title Monday Popular Concerts, 
which had previously been used in the Jefferies-Mallalieu concerts of the 
1870s, but which had also been used by the series of promenade concerts at 
Breakfast Creek, December 1890 to April 1891. The title would have been 
familiar to many of Brisbane's population, from experience in England; 
for a long-running series of Monday Popular Concerts, or Monday Pops, had 
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been presented in St. James's Hall, London, from 1858. In spirit, the 
Jefferies-Mallalieu (Willmore) concerts, both of the 1870s and of the 
1890s no doubt had more in common with this London series than with the 
recently concluded Breakfast Creek series, which took as precedent the 
Covent Garden Promenade Concerts. "Euterpe" took up the point and the 
matter of "popular" concerts, in the Courier during May 1891. The object 
of the promoters was, "like that of Mr. Chappell, of the London Monday 
Popular Concerts, to change the public taste by popularising high-class 
music." "Euterpe" noted that the St.James's concerts did not pay until 
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they were devoted to the rendering of classical chamber music. And it 
was classical chamber music that formed the core of the Jefferies-Willmore 
Concerts of 1891. 
Evidence suggests that there had been friction between Andrew Petrie 
(promoter of the Breakfast Creek series) and Frank Fowler (musical director) 
At any rate, advertisements appeared in the Courier of 4 May 1891, advising 
that the Monday Popular Concerts, Promenade, were discontinued during the 
winter; that the title Monday Popular Concerts was copyright; and that a 
Monday Popular Concert (not promenade) would take place that evening in 
the Protestant Hall. On the same page appeared the advertisement for the 
first of Frank Fowler's Popular Concerts, also to be held that evening,in 
the Centennial Hall. In competition, the two parties set out to exploit 
the possibilities of Brisbane's winter popular concert market. 
Perusal of the programmes of the three popular concerts run by Fowler, 
on 4, 18, and 25 May, indicate that they offered good entertainment, and 
employed good performers. Fowler obviously followed the line of presenta-
tion used in the Breakfast Creek Concerts, even to the extent of making 
some provision for promenading. For the third concert the Headquarters 
Band was engaged. Nevertheless, the series terminated after three concerts. 
It seems likely that the Jefferies-Willmore connbination, with musical 
friends of long standing, and without the same weight of overhead expenses, 
offered formidable opposition. 
Nominally, the Jefferies-Willmore Monday Popular Concert series of 
1891 included eighteen concerts.. In fact there were only seventeen. Rain 
prevented performance on 8 June, and the programme prepared for this date 
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was given on 22 June. The concerts began on 4 May, and concluded on 31 
August 1891. All were presented in the Protestant Hall, the acoustics of 
which were deemed to be supportive. 
It should be noted that R.T. Jefferies and his family had recently 
returned from a three year stay in England; and the stated purpose of the 
visit to England had been to educate Jefferies's family in music. The 
Courier of 29 Novennber 1890 recorded his return to Brisbane. "It is said 
to be his intention to remain here permanently and already those who 
remember the Monday 'Pops' of fifteen years ago are speculating as to the 
treats which may haply be yet in store for them." Expectations were not 
disappointed. Soon after his arrival in Brisbane in 1871 Jefferies had 
used a series of concerts to establish himself in the musical life of 
Brisbane. The 1891 concert series, also given in association with Madame 
Mallalieu (now Mrs Willmore) served a similar purpose. 
Analysis of the seventeen programmes of the 1891 series reveals 
balance and structural consistency. Almost without exception, ten items 
were included in each programme, though some items were made up of a 
bracket of works. Vocal items were present in every programme. There 
were usually four of these, usually solo songs, with some duets. Clearly, 
however, vocal performance was not allocated four-tenths of the concert 
time, and the principal interest was always instrumental. The only 
instruments featured were violin, viola, cello and piano, and the only 
instrumentalist in any programme, apart from the Jefferies family quartet 
and Mrs Willmore, was a second pianist, needed as accompanist. Every 
programme included Mrs Willmore as solo pianist, and every programime had 
at least one work that could be classified as a channber work, featuring 
multiple strings and piano. Most programmes had a violin solo and a cello 
solo. The majority included string quartet performance, and there were 
some string trios. Ten of the seventeen programmes presented string quartet 
and piano in a reduction of an orchestral work, usually an overture. In 
all this, obviously, considerable demands were made on the performers. 
Much credit should go to Vada Jefferies, second violin in the quartet, 
then a child. The work of Vada Jefferies in Brisbane music, for more than 
half a century, is well recognized. 
A list of works selected from the programmes appears as Appendix Y. 
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There is good evidence that the Monday Popular Concerts achieved good 
work. The report on the first concert (BC_, 5 May 1891) praised the quality 
of the music and the performance, but found the programme "a shade too 
severely classical for a popular concert. ..." Indeed, so far as perform-
ance is concerned, it is not usual to find an adverse comment, and the 
Courier recognized that the concerts were striving to meet laudable artistic 
goals. 
The promoters of these concerts have evidently determined to 
make good music popular in Brisbane. They have aimed high. . . . 
They produce nothing but good music, and are confident that when 
the public fully understand that their programmes are educational 
in their intent and object the reward in the shape of large 
patronage will come. 
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The report tacitly acknowledged what earlier and later reports confirmed— 
that attendance, though consistent, was only moderate, and insufficient to 
make the series a financial success. At the close of the season the 
Courier reported talk of a movement by patrons to form "a string quartette 
club," which would promote concerts, and thus relieve the performers of 
financial stress (B£, 31 August 1891). This, apparently, came to nothing. 
Organ Concerts 
From the early years in Brisbane the reed-organ, notably the harmonium, 
had been in common use. It provided the music for church services, and 
also played a secular role in concerts. Here, as in the churches, it was 
largely used as an accompaniment instrument for voices, in place of the 
more desirable sound of the pipe organ. It was also used as an orchestral 
"filler," when the orchestral instrumentation was insufficient; and to 
some extent, it continued to be used in these ways throughout the colonial 
years. Rarely, the reed organ was used as a concert solo instrument. 
When, in the course of time, a number of Brisbane's churches installed 
pipe organs, the opportunities for music performance of good quality 
increased greatly; for the pipe organ possessed dynamic and tonal range 
far beyond the capacities of the reed organ. It was, furthermore, a recog-
nized solo instrument with a tradition of centuries and established 
repertoire. The reed organ, however, held the advantage of portability, 
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Where the pipe organ was concerned, as the organ could not come to the 
concert, the concert necessarily had to be taken to the organ. This meant, 
during the eighties, performances in sacred premises; and the same was 
true for most of Brisbane's pipe organs during the nineties. The pipe 
organ recital recognized as Brisbane's first such performance took place 
in Creek Street Presbyterian Church, at the end of July 1883 (BC, 1 August 
1883). The first organ recital series was held in the Wickham Terrace 
Presbyterian Church, in 1888. Although advertised as a recital series, 
performances also included other artists and were in fact, organ-based 
concerts. During the late 1880s, Brisbane music-lovers were becoming 
increasingly aware of the possibilities of organ concert participation. 
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At least one organ was actually built in Queensland, 
In keeping with prevailing notions of propriety, performances presented 
in sacred premises during the colonial years, if not overtly devotional, 
usually contained a good proportion of sacred music. This was perhaps 
less true in the Albert Street Wesleyan Church Concerts, but in any case, 
the concerts were serious (even if they were designated "popular"), and 
not mere entertainments. Perhaps these constraints were not so severe, 
but the physical restrictions were. Churches, obviously, were not con-
structed as concert venues. They lacked stage, off-stage and ancillary 
facilities. Even had church authorities been completely acquiescent, it 
would not have been easy for the secular choral societies to produce large-
scale choral concerts on church premises. Thus there arose in Brisbane 
the desire for a large and powerful secular pipe organ, housed in a concert 
hall of ample dimensions. 
The growth of this desire was manifest in the columns of the Courier 
from as early as the late 1870s, following the completion of the old 
Exhibition Building (1876), and its first use as a concert venue. The 
matter was taken up in 1879 by P.R.G. (P.R. Gordon, an indefatigable music 
enthusiast) in a letter to the Courier, published 19 November 1879. "One 
of the greatest wants in Brisbane is a public organ. This is so universally 
admitted that no arguments need be adduced in support of the statement." 
The Council of the Queensland National Association, in response to demand, 
set up an Organ Fund sub-committee. The recommendation of this sub-
committee, that a series of fund-raising concerts be given, was subsequently 
^^BC, 28 September 1888 and 3 August 1889. 
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approved (BC, 6 January 1880). "Euterpe," in the Courier, gave support. 
Unfortunately the fund-raising efforts of 1880 were not a success, 
and efforts lapsed. The idea, however, refused to die. In 1882, when the 
erection of a new town hall was under consideration, "Euterpe" suggested 
71 the inclusion of a pipe organ. On 7 September 1885, the Courier offered 
comment. "Unfortunately for us, and to the shame of Brisbane, be it said, 
that this town possesses no concert hall, and no concert organ." The Town 
Hall remained an unrealized dream for many years; and a proposal in 1887 
to build a concert hall in George Street, "with an organ equal to that in 
the Melbourne Town Hall," also was not implemented (BC, 12 January 1887). 
The old Exhibition Building was burned down in June 1888; and into 
the welter of planning its replacement P.R. Gordon again threw the idea of 
a "public organ." His letter to the Courier, printed 26 June 1888, cites 
English precedent, and suggests ways and means. A further letter, from 
Ed. Kelk (BC_, 28 June 1888) urged that "the desirableness of our having a 
first-class organ in a public building in the capital of the most progress-
ive colony of the Australian group can hardly be gainsaid." 
By the beginning of the 1890s organ-based concerts were well estab-
lished in Brisbane. In 1890 "Euterpe" gave pertinent comment. 
Organ recitals are becoming very numerous and presumably 
popular in Brisbane at the present time. Scarcely a week passes 
without an announcement that an organ recital, interspersed with 
vocal selections, is to take place at one of our city or suburban 
churches, and the large audiences which are attracted by these 
recitals shows that this is a class of music which the people 
love.^2 
The foundation stone of the new Exhibition Hall was laid on 25 April 
1891; the Hall was officially opened on 15 October 1891. In the circum-
stances it is no surprise that the building was planned to accommodate a 
new concert organ, Brisbane's first major secular organ. Specifications 
for the new organ were published in the Courier of 7 April 1891; on 15 
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Septennber 1892 the Courier reported that the work of erecting the organ in 
the Exhibition Concert Hall would begin at once; and on 20 December 1892 
the first performances were given. 
The story of the ownership of the Exhibition organ and the building 
that housed it is well known, and needs no more than brief recapitulation 
here. The National Association, in the years immediately following the 
erection of the Exhibition Hall, encountered the trauma of the depression, 
and for years more was unable to re-establish its financial standing. The 
building passed into the hands of the Government, later to become the 
Museum Building. The organ, carrying a crippling load of debt, was nearly 
lost to the city, but after prolonged struggle, it became the property of 
the municipal council. The fate of the organ was in jeopardy from 1894, 
and it was not till 9 January 1900 that the Courier was able to report 
that the purchase was complete. Despite the financial vicissitudes that 
threatened the organ, however, it was, in practical terms, continuously 
available to Brisbane musicians throughout the nineties, and the records 
reveal that it was frequently in use. 
The availability of an increasing number of church pipe organs and 
the Exhibition organ made possible a large nunnber of concerts, either organ-
based, or requiring substantial organ participation. The total number of 
such concerts would run to hundreds during the nineties. The fact that 
the concerts were so numerous is proof enough that they were a significant 
feature of Brisbane's musical life during the period. Specific consider-
ation of the organs, organ performance, and the organ music used is not 
directly pertinent to the thrust of this study, but evidence suggests that 
the matter is rich and diverse enough to warrant study in its own right. 
The concerts did, however, provide some performance opportunities for 
orchestras (mainly small concert orchestras), and for bands. The major 
features of the concerts are therefore of some interest. 
Brisbane in the nineties had a number of organists of recognised 
ability. The reputation of George Sampson, whose career extended far into 
the twentieth century, has best endured; but Sampson did not arrive in 
Brisbane until 1898. His predecessor at St .John's, Seymour Dicker, also 
had good standing, as organist and general musician. If numbers of public 
performances were tallied, it would be found that neither could compare 
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with S.G. Benson and Mrs. Willmore. The latter was formerly (from the 
late 1860s) acknowledged to be Brisbane's best pianist. Her career as 
organist apparently began in the early 1880s, and press reports are invar-
iably complimentary. Benson was also well regarded, both as church and 
concert musician, and as conductor. 
It is not easy to categorize the many performances involving the use 
of organ. They range from the artistic and seriously devotional cathedral 
performances and large-scale oratorio performances, through less annbitious 
sacred and secular concerts to several shades of "popular" concerts. Some 
few were legitimate organ recitals; but perusal of programmes shows that 
much organ performance did not come from the dedicated organ repertoire. 
It came, in fact, in arrangements from anywhere else, including songs and 
ballads, opera, and even orchestral symphonies and overtures. No doubt it 
was such performance, in popular concerts, that led in time to the cinema 
organ performance of the silent movie era and beyond, and to the popular 
electronic organ music of the later twentieth century. 
In the early years of the 1890s, organ-based concerts, being restricted 
to churches, were less frequent, but a number were given, mainly in St. 
Paul's (Leichhardt Street), Wickham Terrace Presbyterian, and Valley Wesleyan 
Church. Following the opening of the Exhibition organ in December 1892, 
attempts were made to establish regular concerts in the Exhibition Hall. 
In May 1893 (following the closure of the Breakfast Creek series) a series 
of Monday Popular Concerts was begun, with indifferent success. Another 
attempt, with Mrs Willmore, explored the possibilities of Saturday afternoon; 
but the time that came to be favoured was Sunday afternoon. Beginning 
late in 1893, many Sunday afternoon concerts were presented in a rambling 
succession that went on for years. In early 1896 the name "Pleasant Sunday 
Afternoons" was adopted, and this name was used until at least 1898. The 
Exhibition organ was, however, used in a great many other concerts. It 
was in demand during the Exhibitions themselves, and was much employed 
during the International Exhibition of 1897. 
It cannot be claimed with certainty that the organ-based concerts 
greatly assisted the development of instrumental ensemble in Brisbane. In 
earlier years—and during the nineties—many small orchestral groups relied 
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on keyboard (piano or harmonium) for harmonic support and possibly rhythmic 
support. Such groups were often led from the keyboard. The pipe organ, 
however, in power and tonal diversity could replace an orchestral group, 
and of course, it was harmonically self-sufficient. Although concert 
reports, numerous as they were, provide no definitive evidence, it seems 
likely that many orchestral groups in organ concerts—particularly in 
popular concerts—were used, not as concert orchestras with organ support, 
but as adjuncts to the organ itself, extending the range of available 
voices, and no doubt providing some visual appeal. In such situations, it 
is obvious, orchestral imbalance was unimportant, for deficiencies could 
be remedied from the console. In oratorio, of course, organ and orchestra 
were equal partners, and the increased availability of organs, notably the 
Exhibition organ, undoubtedly created greater orchestral opportunity in 
this field. It should also be acknowledged that the organ-based concert 
did create opportunities for instrumental ensennbles to perform independently. 
For example of this one may look to the Jefferies family string quartet 
performances in the Sunday afternoon concerts of 1894; or, in the Pleasant 
Sunday Afternoons concerts of 1896, the appearance of the Naval Headquarters 
Band and the Brisbane Professional Orchestra. Such ensennble performances 
were not uncommon. 
The Albert Street Wesleyan Churc±i Saturday Concerts 
The story of the Albert Street Wesleyan congregation goes back to 
pre-Separation years, perhaps as far as 1850. Certainly by 1852 it had 
marshalled its resources sufficiently to call for tenders for the erection 
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of a Wesleyan Chapel in Albert Street. Consolidation must have been 
rapid, for in 1855 a Courier advertisement called for tenders for the 
building of a large stone church (MBC, 28 July 1855). This was duly 
erected in the church property, on the corner of Albert and Adelaide Streets, 
backing to Burnett Lane. The church was set apart for divine worship in 
Decennber 1856, and a twelve-stop harmonium installed. This building served 
the congregation needs until 1889. 
There are records of sacred concerts being given in the church in the 
1880s. In 1880, for example, sacred concerts were given on 27 July and 15 
Septennber. In May 1889, however, there was held what appears to be a 
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a significant precedent for the many popular concerts presented during the 
1890s. The Courier of 22 May 1889 reported the event as a "most successful 
entertainment," not a sacred concert—although most items had religious 
overtones. The programme was mixed, vocal and instrumental items, readings 
and recitations. Besides organ and piano, a quartet of strings took part, 
though no specific string quartet item was recorded. Players were T.H. 
Dougherty and E.J. Atkinson (violins), S. Kaye (viola), and A.S. Bean 
(cello). 
During 1889 a new Albert Street church—the present Albert Street 
Uniting Church, on the corner of Albert and Ann Streets—was under construc-
tion, and steps were taken for the installation of a new pipe organ. On 
11 April 1889 the Courier gave a report on the new organ, and in the same 
month "Euterpe" voiced approval. The organ was reported to be first-class, 
and a matter for congratulations, both inside and outside the Wesleyan 
communion. It was, "Euterpe" continued, certainly the finest organ yet 
ordered for Brisbane. 
The opening of the new Albert Street Wesleyan Church took place in 
November 1889; and on Monday 27 November the first major musical event 
took place. This was a performance of Messiah, with organ and orchestra. 
Unfortunately the orchestra of the night gave " a very poor idea of the 
music," and effectively spoiled several numbers. The organ, however, was 
admirably played by S.G. Benson (BC, 28 November 1889). 
On 25 September 1890 another programme, similar to that given in the 
old church on 21 May of the preceding year, was presented in the new church. 
The Courier report (27 September 1890) described the progrannme as "an 
organ recital and sacred concert." Miscellaneous items included orchestral 
work, with Dougherty again leading the orchestra. Significantly, the 
report noted the intention to present "these recital-concerts" periodically. 
Some organ recitals, including performances by the travelling English 
organist, W.H. Jude, were given in the church in the late months of 1891, 
and early in 1892; but there does not appear to have been any further 
step taken towards presenting miscellaneous concerts until the later part 
of 1892. On 24 August a Courier advertisement announced a Grand Organ 
Recital, to include orchestra, soloists, and chorus, a total of sixty 
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performers. In fact the Courier report on the concert counted sixty-five. 
The combined choirs of the Valley and the Albert Street Churches gave 
several items, and soloists were competent. It would appear, however, 
that the orchestra did not perform independently (BC, 1 Septen±)er 1892). 
The Courier report made it clear that the concert was a success, the 
audience being "very large"; and it was this concert, given 31 August 
1892, that provided the immediate precedent for the Saturday concerts. 
The first Saturday concert was given on 29 October 1892, and reported 
in the Courier of 31 October. 
The first of what is intended to be, as far as possible, a 
series of popular organ recitals, took place in the Albert-street 
Wesleyan Church on Saturday evening last. Regarded in the light 
of an experiment the event was very encouraging to the promoters, 
there being about 150 persons present. The organist was Mr. 
S.G. Benson, R.A.M., who had compiled a very interesting progrannme 
of such a character as to give his auditors a generous idea of 
the capabilities of the organ at his command. The selections 
comprised Haydn's introduction to the Passion Music, a cantatini 
by Guilmant, a gavotte by Rameau, a minuet and trio by Sir 
William Sterndale Bennett, and a march by Guilmant. 
This concert was advertised as the first of a series, and regular perform-
ances were given until well into Decennber. From this time on series 
followed successful series throughout the 1890s. The series of 1892 
(October to Novennber) was brief. The 1893 series (the first full season) 
ran from April to Decennber, and presented at least twenty-five concerts. 
The 1894 series (February to Decennber) was a long one, and gave at least 
thirty-five concerts. The 1895 series was as long, though in subsequent 
years the concerts began later in the year. Although no exact figure is 
available, a reasonable estimate of the number of Saturday evening concerts 
given in the Albert Street Church from 1892 to 1899 would be about two 
hundred. 
Courier reports invariably indicated 'that the concerts were well 
attended, even on those nights when powerful counter-attractions were 
offering in the city, or in the face of adverse weather. In the sense 
that they were well attended, the concerts were truly "popular." On some 
nights late-comers could not find standing room. Estimates of numbers 
were rarely provided in the reports. The Courier report on the first 
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concert of the 1896 series, however, estimated an audience of more than a 
thousand, all seats being taken "long before the hour of commencement. . . " 
(BC, 9 March 1896). 
Unfortunately, although the concerts attracted a large following, 
they did not enjoy generous financial support. A Courier report on the 
concert of 15 July 1893 recorded that municipal authorities had given 
notice that no charge must be made for admission, or the church would be 
taxed as a place of public amusement (BC, 17 July 1893). From this time 
the concerts relied on the uncertain support of voluntary donation, and 
this was at best barely adequate. In a church meeting on 15 Novennber 1895 
the matter of the concerts was brought up. The treasurer reported that 
total receipts for the year had included approximately £131 from organ 
recitals (BC, 16 November 1895). 
He also referred to the excellence of the organ recitals, but 
notwithstanding the high standard maintained and the large attend-
ance, they had been but poorly appreciated—if the proceeds 
of the recitals were to be taken as a guide. The average had 
not risen higher than 3d. per head, or one-fourth of what was 
paid for a second-rate concert. 
The Brisbane public, it appears, preferred to take its entertainment cheaply 
where it could; but one might also observe that the concerts allowed 
people of limited means opportunity to listen to music. 
In a similar meeting in the following year, the matter of concert 
finances was again raised in the treasurer's statement. 
The organ recitals had realised less this year than last, the 
deficiency being £60, although the attendances had been larger. 
The conclusion was that many people who came did not contribute. 
The recitals entailed a great deal of expense, and he could not 
understand how so many people could patronise such a high class 
of entertainment without affording individually small financial 
assistance. 
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The Courier added its own comment at the opening of the 1897 series. 
During the former seasons, though the public have been generous 
in the matter of attendance, they have not always given the 
financial support which the merit and the expense of the recitals 
^^BC. 14 October 1896. 
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have called for. Seeing that all the professional vocalists 
and instrumentalists engaged have to be paid, it is hoped that 
the audience will remennber the fact when making their donations. 
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Lack of adequate financial support inevitably affected the content of 
the concert programmes. It is clear, from consideration of the amount 
of performance involved, and the economic basis on which the concerts 
rested, that many services were donated. This was confirmed in an address 
made to the audience by Rev. A.J. Webb, at the conclusion of the final 
concert for 1893. 
The rev. gentleman took the opportunity of stating that, notwith-
standing the fact that all the services rendered were gratuitous, 
the financial results of the recitals were comparatively very 
small. He stated that though one of the principal objects of 
the institution of the weekly recital was to furnish the public 
with the advantage of becoming familiar with the music of the 
great masters, and spending an hour at the close of each week in 
the enjoyment of entertainment of an elevating character, more 
revenue was desirable, and that it was hardly fair to expect 
gifted professional musicians to give their assistance for 
nothing.^^ 
The need for economy was most strongly evident in the later seasons, 
particularly after 1895; and, inevitably, orchestral work, which involved 
the employment of at least some professional players, suffered. The 
strongest orchestral years were 1894, 1895, and 1896. In the later years 
the instances of orchestral participation were few. 
The first full season (1893) was something of an exploratory series. 
Times were hard, and programmes were not ambitious. Most items were organ 
or vocal, and late in the year more instrumental solo items were presented. 
It would seem, however, that Benson was seeking to develop the progrannmes. 
In the final concert for the year a small orchestra—nine in number, but 
"sufficiently powerful for the size of the building"—performed Mendelssohn's 
"Wedding March" and a march by Meyerbeer (BC, 18 Decennber 1893). 
Orchestral participation was strongest in 1894. At least ten Saturday 
Popular Concerts and the Benson benefit concert in Decennber had orchestral 
support. In others, the Truda quartet, a professional string band, consist-
ing of violins and harp, provided the instrumental ensennble. Courier 
reports, appearing mainly on the Monday following the Saturday concert, 
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give some fairly precise orchestral information. Examples are as follows: 
Concert Date Orchestral Instrumentation 
21 April 1894 
19 May 1894 
2 June 1894 
21 July 1894 
11 August 1894 
1 Septennber 1894 
29 September 1894 
20 October 1894 
8 violins, 2 violas, 1 cello, 1 bass; 
1 clarinet, 1 oboe, 1 flute; 
1 cornet, 1 horn (17) 
5 violins, 1 cello, 1 bass; 
2 flutes (9) 
8 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos; 
2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 1 oboe; 
I cornet, 1 tronnbone (19) 
II violins, 2 violas, 1 cello, 1 bass; 
1 flute, 2 clarinets; 
1 cornet, 1 euphonium (20) 
7 violins, 1 cello; 
1 flute; 
1 cornet. 1 trombone (11) 
11 violins, 2 violas, 1 cello, 1 bass; 
1 flute, 1 oboe, 1 clarinet; 
2 cornets, 1 trombone, 1 euphonium (22) 
11 violins, 1 cello, 1 bass; 
1 flute, 1 oboe, 1 clarinet; 
2 cornets (18) 
9 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos, 1 bass; 
2 flutes, 1 oboe, 1 clarinet; 
1 trombone. (19) 
It may be observed in the foregoing that nunnbers and instrumentation 
were not consistent, and, in fact, few of the groups would have had more 
than merely acceptable orchestral balance. There is, however, sufficient 
evidence to show that the orchestra and the organ performed as a unit. It 
would have been no great difficulty for an accomplished organist like 
Benson, using a well-cued keyboard part or condensed orchestral score, to 
have convincingly filled out the orchestral sound. The matter of orchestral 
completeness was therefore not greatly significant; the matter of convinc-
ing performance was important. The object of the performance was to allow 
the audience to hear music of guality. As it was obviously impossible 
always to adhere to original scoring in the circumstances prevailing in 
Brisbane of the nineties, it was necessary to use the expedient of orchestral 
arrangement, and the performance medium available. In this the organ-
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orchestra of the Saturday Popular Concerts had much in common with the 
free-standing small concert orchestras, and the bands. The organ by itself 
was also used for such performance. 
Orchestral support was employed for ten or eleven concerts in the 1895 
season, including oratorio nights and the Benson benefit concert in December. 
In 1896 the nunnber of concerts using orchestra fell to six. In following 
years ensemble effect generally relied on small instrumental groups, typic-
ally violin, cello, and organ. There was at least one orchestral night in 
1898, on 23 July—the first for a considerable time; and on 29 July 1899 
the Railway Orchestral Society gave a performance, under the baton of H. 
Sleath. One might note, in passing, that the performance of 16 May 1896 
was given by a Ladies' Orchestra. The orchestra, commented the Courier, 
included strings only, and would have been the better for the assistance 
of a few wind instruments, such as flute, cornet, and clarinet; "but lady 
players upon these latter instruments are scarce, so that the absence of 
that valuable aid is accounted for." Mr. Benson's "masterly manipulation 
of the appropriate stops" went far to supply the deficiency. The orchestra 
played the March from Athalie (Mendelssohn), Berceuse "Eventide" (Moskowski), 
Gavotte "De Pasha" (Suppe'), and Rondo "Polish" (Zibulka) (BC, 18 May 1896). 
Such work was in general typical of the music presented by the orchestras, 
although some more ambitious work was occasionally attempted. (A selective 
list of items is given as Appendix Z.) 
In addition to the orchestral groups, choirs, and other instrumental 
groups appeared in the Albert Street concerts. The Brisbane Cambrian 
Choir appeared at least nine times in programmes, including benefit perform-
ances, and other performances were given by the Blackstone Male Quartet, 
the Orpheus Glee Party, the Brisbane Choral Union, the Ladies' Madrigal 
Choir, and the Glee Singers. The Jefferies family string quartet played 
in two programmes in 1894, and in two more in 1897. In September 1894, 
the North and South Brisbane Subscription Band, about twenty players under 
the baton of D.G. Bloomfield, gave a performance. Peter Larsen's private 
band participated in a programme in August 1895, and the full Headquarters 
Band played for the benefit concert in November 1895. 
In March 1897 the Courier referred to the forthcoming series of 
concerts. 
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The preceding seasons have been the means of providing a weekly 
entertainment which has been most warmly appreciated by hundreds 
if not thousands of musical people in and around Brisbane. In 
fact, these recitals have become a regular institution, and 
their value, from an educational as well from the point of view 
of pleasure, cannot be overestimated. 
lo 
In announcing the beginning of the 1899 series the Courier referred to 
"these popular, educational, and high-class organ recitals. . , " (BC, 8 
May 1899), In fact the music cannot be said to have been "high-class" in 
the sense that it was representative of the finest output of the greatest 
composers. The music was, however, consistently good, and reports show 
that performance was always competent. Additionally, there was underlying 
the presentation of the concerts a vein of altruism that was entirely 
laudable. 
The International Exhibition of 1897 
From May to August of 1897, an International Exhibition was presented 
in Brisbane, using the grounds and extending the facilities of the National 
Association at Bowen Park. One might assume that this Exhibition was 
deliberately time to coincide with the Royal Diamond Jubilee, the sixtieth 
anniversary of Victoria's accession to the throne of the United Kingdom and 
the Empire. Such timing would have been appropriate, for the bonds linking 
Queensland to the home islands were very strong; and Jibilee celebrations 
were held under the auspices of the Exhibition. In fact, however, the 
International Exhibition had been originally planned for 1896; only organ-
izational difficulties forced its postponement to 1897. 
The proposal to mount the International Exhibition, its planning and 
execution, and the impact on the fortunes of the Colony, are matters of 
some historical interest which lie beyond the scope of this study. The 
venture certainly involved considerable financial outlay and commercial 
risk; and it is significant that the decision to accept the proposal was 
taken in 1895, a mere two years after the traumatic experiences of 1893. 
One might conclude that the economic recovery was confidently expected, 
and that Brisbane's entrepreneurs were willing to hazard some reliance on 
the Colony's economic capacity. It seems likely that both intangible and 
economic rewards for the community at large were considerable. Unfortunately, 
no 
BC. 29 March 1897. 
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the investors who subscribed the necessary funds to implement the Exhibition 
did not fare well, and the National Association probably gained little, if 
anything, from the venture. 
On 6 August 1895 the Courier ran an editorial reporting and connmenting 
on the proposal made by Jules Joubert, professional entrepreneur of exhib-
itions, to hold an international exhibition in the winter of 1895. The 
matter was freely discussed in the press, and some lengthy letters were 
written to the editor. The council of the Queensland National Association 
and the committee of the Brisbane Chamber of Commerce in conference as 
early as 19 August 1895 approved the enterprise in principle, and despite 
some strong opposition, matters went ahead. The Colonial Government, on 
request, gave patronage, printing services, free postage, and official 
contact with other governments; but the required financial backing was 
privately raised. 
Joubert claimed to have been associated with forty-seven exhibitions, 
and his management expertise does not appear to have been called into 
question, although evidence was produced to show that earlier exhibitions 
did not make money. A letter from "A Director of the Late Tasmanian Exhib-
ition," published in the Courier of 20 Septennber 1895, produced facts and 
figures. Returns in the Hobart Exhibition were ten thousand pounds below 
the estimates, and the Launceston Exhibition had also lost money. The 
writer gave opinion, however, that Hobart had indirectly profited from its 
show. 
More to the point so far as this study is concerned, the letter gave 
information on the music arrangements for the Hobart Exhibition, and so 
revealed the importance given to music in such affairs. The total cost of 
the music was £1,650. Of this, £200 was paid for the use of a new pipe 
organ (later to be installed in the Catholic Cathedral). From the remainder, 
£1,450, the musical director was required to provide a first-class military 
band of twenty musicians, to play for two hours every afternoon and evening 
for six months; a complete orchestra of forty-two members to give concerts 
daily for six weeks; and an organist, a pianist, and a vocalist to assist 
daily for the full time of the exhibition. In addition the musical director 
had to train the choir of about three hundred "for the great choral works 
rendered." The musical director's returns for his services, claimed the 
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correspondent, were not more than a good navvy would have earned for the 
same time. One notes with interest that the director in question was Otto 
Linden, one of Brisbane's pioneers in music. 
The music of the Brisbane International Exhibition was perhaps not so 
annbitious as that of the Hobart Exhibition, but much was achieved. With a 
realistic eye to the demands of the situation, the management appointed 
three music directors. These were Seymour Dicker, S.G. Benson, and G. 
Down. The first two of these were professional musicians, both proficient 
in organ, piano, conducting, and in musical matters generally. Down, 
though an amateur, was acknowledged to be expert in the field of choral 
training and conducting. All three would have had continuing connmitments 
in the community, in addition to Exhibition duties, but the arrangement 
seems to have worked satisfactorily. The directors were not practically 
involved in all the music of the Exhibition, but, obviously, they enjoyed 
little free time during the months from March to August 1897. 
A brief summary of the main musical events of the Exhibition reveals 
the extent of the activity. The Exhibition choir and orchestra, made up 
of local amateurs and professionals, gave ten major concerts within the 
fifteen weeks of the Exhibition. Organ concerts were given daily, at 
least one, and usually two. General concerts, using vocalists, replaced a 
nunnber of the evening organ concerts, though the organ participated. A 
professional string band—really a concert orchestra—performed each day, 
often more than once. A series of eighteen concerts was given in a rotunda 
associated with the Brinsmead piano exhibit—with piano items prominent. 
The Headquarters Band was engaged for daily performance during the first 
six days of the Exhibition, and there were other band appearances. As the 
concerts generally were included in the general admission price of one 
shilling, the Exhibition gave Brisbane's public many opportunities to hear 
good music at little cost. 
While all programmes given during the Exhibition have interest for 
the music historian, the main interest here lies in the choral-orchestral 
performances of the major concerts, and in the work of the professional 
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orchestra, conducted by G. Truda. The first of these, the choral-
orchestral activity, was significant as a concerted expression of Brisbane's 
musical talent in what was felt to be a memorable and important event; 
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but in fact there had been ample precedent for such performances within 
the community. The work of the string band, or orchestra, was not less 
important. This was, in fact, the first professional orchestra engaged to 
perform over an extended period in Brisbane, as an orchestra. 
The task of forming the Exhibition choir and orchestra began in 
February 1897. A Courier advertisement invited applications for choir 
menbership. No subscription was payable; and by implication, choir mennbers 
were to be either amateurs or volunteer professionals. High-class and 
popular works were to be performed (BC, 22 February 1897). The Choir and 
Orchestra Roll Book has survived, though its pages are not particularly 
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informative. By inference one may gather that a group of four (possibly 
a selection committee) met on 22 April 1897. These were H. Rosendorff, 
R.T. Jefferies, C Russell, and J.S. Marlor, all professional players. 
The roll shows twenty-seven further attendance dates, running into July, 
but it is obvious that some of the players listed were never effective 
memibers. The full list shows over forty players, but rehearsal numbers 
came nowhere near this. Probably the professional players could not, or 
did not, attend rehearsals. At any rate, it seems clear that there was a 
reasonably strong core of professionals in the orchestra, including H. 
Rosendorff, W.T. Gray and H.W. Burge (violins); R,T. Jefferies (viola); 
H. Sleath (cello); C Russell (double bass); J.S. Marlor (flute); J.W. 
Case (clarinet); I. Benvenuti (oboe); and D.G. Bloomfield (cornet). 
Concerts presented by the Exhibition choir and orchestra were given 
as follows: 
Date Concert 
19 May 1897 The Creation (Haydn) 
24 May 1897 Grand Musical Festival, in Honour of Her 
Majesty's Birthday 
2 June 1897 Stabat Mater (Rossini) 
15 June 1897 Twelfth Mass (Mozart) 
21 June 1897 Grand Jubilee Concert in Commemoration of 
Her Majesty's Sixtieth Coronation Anniversary 
30 June 1897 Mixed programme 
continued 
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Date Concert 
4 August 1897 
5 August 1897 
10 August 1897 
13 August 1897 
Grand Musical Festival 
Grand Musical Festival 
(Haydn) 
Grand Musical Festival 
(Stanford) 





The Golden Legend 
The choir and the orchestra actually made their first appearance in 
the opening ceremony, held in the Exhibition Hall on 5 May, the Headquarters 
Band being also present. The choir for the occasion nunnbered 225 voices, 
and the opening ceremony concluded, as one might have expected, with the 
"Hallelujah Chorus" (Handel). 
The first major choral concert was given on 19 May, with the perform-
ance of a large part of Haydn's The Creation, The Courier report of the 
following day complimented the conductor (Dicker), the organist (Benson), 
the choir, and the orchestra. Generally speaking, the band did excellent 
work, though it was unduly strong in places. A Courier comment of 10 May 
gives the impression that Truda's orchestra was to form part of the oratorio 
orchestra. If this were so, it would account for the strength and capability 
of the ensennble. 
The second major concert, celebrating the birthday of Queen Victoria, 
presented a miscellaneous programme. Choral items, with orchestra and 
organ, included "The Heavens Are Telling" (Haydn), "Hallelujah Chorus" 
(Handel), and two part-songs, "Song of the Vikings" (Fanning) and "The 
Empire Flag" (Mackenzie). Orchestral items (with organ) included the 
Overture to Pique Dame (Suppe'), Occasional Overture (Handel), and "Coronation 
March" from Le Prophete (Meyerbeer). The Courier report (25 May) noted 
that the trouble lay not in attracting a crowded audience, but in providing 
for it. Both choir and orchestra "did excellent work." Such was the size 
of the crowd, in fact, that the mangement, by way of compensation for 
those disappointed, staged a ballad and orchestral concert on the following 
Thursday evening—also attended by about a thousand persons. The orchestra 
for this concert was Truda's professional group. 
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The third concert (Rossini's Stabat Mater) was well received, and the 
Courier (17 June 1897) deemed the performance of Mozart's Twelfth Mass on 
16 June to be "equal to anything that the choir and orchestra have so far 
performed, if not in a great measure superior," with organ and orchestra 
showing restraint. The fifth concert, however, was something special, and 
to a large measure it epitomized the later Victorian spirit in its striving 
for the spectacular and impressive. This was the Jubilee Concert. A 
mixed programme was presented, but the main work was Sullivan's Festival 
Te Deum, with chorus, orchestra, organ, military band, and cannons. The 
programme included two orchestral items. 
The sixth concert presented another mixed programime to a numerous 
audience, with "eminently satisfactory" results. The concerts had been, 
said the Courier, "a very important factor in popularising the Exhibition" 
(BC, 1 July 1897). The orchestra was somewhat depleted, but played a 
barcarolle by Auber, and choral accompaniments. 
The last four major concerts of the Exhibition, held during the first 
fortnight in August 1897, made up a "Grand Musical Festival." Featured in 
all four were the visiting vocalists Madame Spada (soprano), Philip Newbury 
(tenor), and F.J. Halliwell (bass). 
The Courier congratulated the musical director on the performance of 
The Creation on 4 August, and praised the visiting artists (BC, 7 August 
1897). The next two concerts maintained the standard. Sullivan's work. 
The Golden Legend, presented on 13 August 1897, brought the Festival to a 
conclusion. The Courier (14 August 1897) gave reserved praise, noting 
that the work had not been previously presented in Brisbane. It is a 
reasonable guess that the work had had insufficient preparation. 
Reports indicate that the Exhibition choral-orchestral concerts were 
well attended, and the work was generally reported to be meritorious. It 
is worth noting, however, that little new work was presented, and the 
Exhibition efforts caused something of a hiatus in the choral work in the 
city. The Brisbane Musical Union, in particular, came to a halt, and took 
some time to regain momentum. It seems likely that the gain came mainly 
from the sense of community achievement that the Exhibition fostered. 
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The first news relating to the formation of the Exhibition "string 
band" was recorded in the Courier of 6 May 1897. The band, it appeared, 
could not be formed locally, "owing to a difference of ideas as to the 
rates of payment performers should receive," and Signer Truda had gone to 
Sydney to get men from that city for a season. This may have been the 
reason for the engagement of the Headquarters Band for the first week. At 
any rate, the string band was quickly formed, and was ready as early as 7 
May. The Courier report (8 May 1897) named the players of first violin, 
viola, cello, clarinet, cornet, flute, bassoon, and trombone. Of these 
only one (S. Truda, flute) was certainly a local man. Other local players 
may have been recruited to make up the orchestral complement. On 11 May 
the Courier reported a performance by Truda's string band of sixteen 
performers, who played popular and operatic airs. This probably was the 
strength of the group throughout the Exhibition. 
Courier reporting on the Exhibition was generally ample, and throughout 
the months from May to August many laudatory comments were made on the 
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promenade concerts given by Truda's ensemble. The Courier of 11 June, 
for example, noted that Truda had his orchestra "in splendid trim," the 
selections being always good music, and much appreciated by visitors. On 
21 June, the Courier referred to the orchestra as "admittedly the best 
ever heard in Brisbane." On 5 July, the Courier offered further praise. 
"As to these musicians, there can be no attempt at comparative appreciation, 
they are practically perfect always; particularly the flautist." Truda 
himself, of course, was an accomplished violinist, and his group contained 
several players featured as soloists. These included the flautist S. 
Truda, the trombonist F.W. Jackson, the bassoonist F. Woolfe, and the 
clarinetist H.W. Foreman. The Courier of 7 June singled out Woolfe (bassoon) 
as the finest performer. "It is rare, indeed, in Brisbane to hear that 
instrument played so thoroughly well as it is by Mr. Woolfe." The orchestra's 
performance, however, was not limited to promenade concerts. It seems most 
likely that it played with the Exhibition orchestra in the choral-orchestral 
concerts; and it certainly played in the ballad and popular concerts, as 
well as in the Brinsmead concerts. One might suggest that not since the 
appearance of the Austrian Band in the early 1880s had an orchestral ensemble 
made such an impact on the Brisbane public; and the exemplary effect was 
probably felt in the rising orchestral movement that continued into the 
new century. 
81 
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Bands 
There was evidence of quickening band activity in Brisbane during the 
last decade of the nineteenth century, though the pattern of band musical 
activity does not appear to have changed greatly. The general distinction 
earlier noted between small professional bands and the larger bands (gener-
ally designated "brass" bands) remained. Lines of division, however, were 
not absolute, and as always, there were exceptions. The smaller professional 
groups, as in earlier years performing as remuneration offered, included 
"string" and "brass" bands. The larger bands, though referred to as "brass," 
in fact included two increasingly distinct types: the brass band proper, 
containing only brass and percussion; and the "military" band, including 
brass, woodwind, and percussion. 
The names of various small professional string bands crop up in reports 
of community functions. Probably the best of these was Truda's String 
Band, which accepted engagements including, according to an advertisement 
in the Courier of 7 June 1890, concerts, balls, and evening parties. The 
group was active through the 1890s, and included mennbers of the Truda 
family. Usually four in nunnber, the ensennble was often reported or adver-
tised as a quartet, but in fact it included harp (which would have supplied 
bass, rhythmic impetus and harmonic sufficiency) and violins. Salvator 
Truda, however, was an accomplished flautist, and perhaps doubled as required. 
The Tiruda Band numbers, however, could be expanded to meet the needs of 
the occasion. A Truda advertisement in the Courier of 3 February 1900, 
for example, offers from three to twenty performers, at moderate charge. 
In April 1899, the usual Truda quartet, augmented by cornet, clarinet, and 
cello, provided the music for Mr T. Finney, M.L.A., of Toowong, on an 
excursion to Woody Point (BC, 4 April 1899), Such a group was obviously 
the equivalent of a concert orchestra; and it has been noted that Truda's 
professional ensen±)le engaged for the International Exhibition of 1897, 
though described as a string band, performed orchestrally. Other well-
known string bands were the Atthow String Band and the Viertel String 
Band. The latter had strong German affiliations. The instrumentation of 
these, and other string bands, was not usually reported, but there is no 
doubt that the piano was central to their function. Truda's group, based 
on harp, was completely portable and independent of the hazards of pitch 
level and defective tuning. 
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Under the guidance and tutelage of N.P. Larsen, the Headquarters Band 
included string performance in its activities, and offered the services of 
its string band for professional engagement. This ensennble played for 
many formal occasions and private engagements. One notes with interest 
that the Courier report on one such engagement (the official opening of 
the Brisbane Cricket Ground, in 1897) referred to the "Headquarters Orchestral 
Band" (BC, 28 June 1897). The band was available for banquets, concerts, 
87 balls and parties, with minimum engagement of five players. The Naval 
Headguarters Band, though numerically smaller than its army counterpart, 
also advertised string band services (BC, 27 July 1896), 
Though Seal's, Smith's, and possibly other small professional bands 
(brass groups) maintained some continuity during the 1890s, it was the 
custom for the promoters of marches (for example, the St.Patrick's Day 
procession and the Eight-Hours Demonstration) to invite tenders for band 
participation. One finds bands identified in reports by the name of the 
leader. The St.Patrick's Day procession of 1895, for example, included 
"Beard's Band," "Smith's Band," and "Tarret's Band." Some were, almost 
certainly, ad hoc groups raised from the ranks of the large bands. Beard, 
Smith, and Tarratt were well-known band performers. Probably such ad hoc 
bands were as large as the market would bear. 
Unlike the free-lance small professional bands, the larger brass 
bands of the Brisbane area—and of Queensland generally—could be classified 
in one of four ways. The strongest and most prominent metropolitan bands 
were, as in earlier years, those of the Queensland armed services. These 
included the Headguarters Band and the Naval Headquarters Band, the Bands 
of the Volunteer Rifles, and (later in the decade) the Bands of the Mounted 
Infantry and the Artillery. There were several bands serving organiza-
tional interests. These were usually denominational, and included the 
bands of the Salvation Army and several minor church bands. The two remain-
ing classifications strengthened during the nineties, and continued to 
strengthen in the new century. The first of them was the locality-based 
bands, serving area interests. The strongest such bands in Brisbane were 
the Sandgate Town Band and the Toowong Band. Finally, there were the 
employment-related bands, which came into existence in the later years of 
the decade. These were the Police Band, the Tramway Band, and the Railway 
Band. 
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There is ample random evidence in press reports to show that the band 
movement was vigorous in Queensland during the 1890s. The strength of the 
movement was evident in the press accounts of the Royal Jubilee celebrations 
in Queensland country areas. Some of the country bands were armed services 
bands. The main country Defence Force bands were those of the Kennedy 
Regiment (Charters Towers), Wide Bay and Burnett Regiment (Maryborough), 
and Darling Downs Regiment (Toowoomba). Others were not included in the 
official establishment. Queensland's first Mounted Infantry Band, formed 
8 3 in Toowoonnba, was such a band. There was, as might be expected in 
Queensland's citizen army, close contact between the service bands and the 
community itself, particularly in the country areas. This link was offic-
ially encouraged, particularly under the command of Colonel Gunter, in the 
late 1890s. There were, Gunter reported in 1897, organized bands in most 
Queensland towns, which might be drawn into the Defence Force at small 
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cost. It seems clear, however, that many country bands, particularly 
those in the smaller centres, were town bands, serving local needs. One 
band, extraordinary for the times, was a family band, in Longreach, "famous 
throughout western Queensland." The band was made up of eight brass players, 
and one boy who played drums. The eight brass players were eight sisters 
of the Affoo family. The Affoo family, noted the Courier reporter, was "a 
unique one, and a large one" (BC, 20 March 1893). 
With respect to the metropolitan bands, press reporting was adequate 
to show where and when performances took place, and there was sufficient 
programme material reported to show what kind of music the bands generally 
played. The establishment and strength of the armed services bands can 
usually be determined from official reports; but only from occasional 
comments can one determine the strength of the civilian bands. The major 
point of interest, however, is the instrumentation of the bands; and on 
this reporters are usually entirely silent. Nevertheless, some general 
conclusions can be drawn. 
Some idea of the strength of the band movement during the 1890s may 
be gained from the strength of the retail houses that supplied its demands. 
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continuity for a time. 
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Advertisements appeared in the Courier throughout the decade, offering a 
diversity of makes. In 1891 H.J. Pollard and Co. offered brass and wind 
(woodwind) instruments from the factories of Gautrot, Boosey, Besson, 
Higham, and Reynolds (BC, 11 March 1891). In 1900 Whitehouse and Marlor, 
in George Street, were selling Rudall Carte brass and woodwind (BC, 8 
January 1900). The largest retailer in the city was W.H. Paling, long 
established in Brisbane. At the end of 1895 the Courier reported that 
Palings had decided to carry a larger and more complete assortment of band 
instruments. Palings were then agents for instruments by the British 
Boosey and Co., and for the French Couesnon and Co. (BC, 10 Decennber 1895). 
In 1895 Palings also secured the agency for Besson's Prototype brass instru-
ments, which had proved their worth in British band contests (BC, 6 June 
1895). The Prototype system did much to eliminate the pitch deficiencies 
85 inherent in clear-bore instalments, and the range was widely used. So 
popular were the Besson instruments, in fact, that certain unscrupulous 
parties found it profitable in 1899 to peddle spurious Prototype instruments, 
and legal pressures were brought to bear (BC, 22 May 1899). Boosey's 
Compensating Piston system for brass, also available in Brisbane by the 
late 1890s, was probably the equal of the Prototype system. Palings dis-
played both Boosey and Besson ranges at the International Exhibition of 
1897, winning a special first prize for a collection of military band 
instruments by Boosey, and another for a collection of brass instiruments 
by Besson (BC, 25 July 1897). The Palings exhibit, it was claimed, included 
a "double B flat monster bombardon, being the first of its size imported 
into the colony" (BC, 5 May 1897). 
Visiting Bands 
Brisbane during the nineties was a much more sophisticated city than 
in former years, and the impact of a visiting band was therefore less. 
Several country bands visited the city for the band contest of 1894—the 
Toowoomba Reed Band, the Laidley Band, the Gympie Town Band, and the Gympie 
Oddfellows' Band. In 1900 the Roma Band gave some performances in Brisbane. 
One professional band to visit the centre was the Band of H.M.S. Orlando, 
a Royal Navy vessel which made a nunnber of official visits to the port. 
The Orlando Band and the Headquarters Band gave a joint performance at the 
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Exhibition Grounds in 1891 (BC, 31 August 1891), No doubt the Orlando Band 
performed on each of its visits to the city. 
Probably the most dedicated bands to visit Brisbane during the nineties 
were the Guards Bands of the Salvation Army. Professional in the sense of 
being full-time musicians, the Guards bandsmen made an impression whenever 
and wherever they performed in the Colony during several visits. Other 
Salvation Army bands from Queensland country towns also visited Brisbane 
during the International Exhibition in 1897. 
It is perhaps worth noting that the circus band tradition continued 
strongly throughout the last decade of the century, and it seems that some 
bands had merit. Sell's Circus, in 1892, a very large show requiring 
three trains for its transport, was reported to have an excellent band, 
"specially brought over from the States" (BC_, 12 April 1892). The band of 
Fillis's Circus in 1892 had a "superior band, reminding one more of a 
theatre orchestra than the collection of instrumentalists that generally 
accompany a circus" (BC, 9 November 1892). Woodloch's Circus, in 1895, 
was also reported to have a string band, but most had a brass band. Band 
nunnbers were rarely reported, but no doubt most were small. Perry's Jubilee 
Circus in 1895, under Professor Turner, had six performers. The Courier 
ambiguously remarked that it added not a little to the evening's pleasure 
(BC, 17 October 1895). It seems likely, however, that the band of Fitz-
gerald Brothers Circus and Menagerie, which visited Brisbane regularly 
during the later years of the decade, had one of the best of the circus 
bands. It was conducted by the veteran cornetist Herr von der Mehden, 
whose enjoyable playing, the Courier remarked, was in itself a feature of 
the entertainment (BC, 15 August 1898). The circus billed von der Mehden 
as "Champion Soloist of the World," and press comments confirm that he 
must indeed have been a brilliant performer. 
The City Band 
On 11 April 1931, the Courier printed an article, "Brass Bands—Then 
and Now," by E.G., which briefly mentioned the City Band. "Old residents 
will no doubt remember a civilian band known as Smith's City Premier Band, 
which was much in evidence for many years." "Much in evidence" it may 
have been, but little evidence remains. 
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It would appear that the City Band played in processions in the city 
during the years 1885 to 1889. In 1890 it played at the Brisbane Hunt 
Club Races in Novennber, and at Tattersall's Races in the same month. In 
October 1894, under Bandmaster Price, it played in the Friendly Societies' 
Demonstration. This was, noted the Courier, its first procession appear-
ance for two years (BC, 29 October 1894). 
There is no further record of City Band activity until 1897. In that 
year, under Conductor George Dearlove, it took part in the Jubilee celebra-
tion procession. From then till 1900, there were some reports of partici-
pation in marches. These may well have been all paid engagements; for 
one Courier report (13 March 1899) noted that the City Band tender was one 
of two accepted to play in the St .Patrick's Day procession of 1899. In 
August 1899, fourteen mennbers of the City Band marched in a procession 
with the Ipswich Town Band (BC, 22 August 1899). In August 1900 the City 
Band played (and doubtless was paid) at the annual picnic of the Queensland 
Meat Export Agency Company. 
On occasion, however, the City Band showed that it could play music 
other than marches. In October 1898 it played in a combined band concert 
in the Gardens to raise funds in aid of a proposal to send an Australasian 
Band to the Paris Exhibition of 1900 (BC, 10 October 1898). In the follow-
ing year, again under the baton of W.G. Dearlove, it presented a concert 
programme in the Botanic Gardens (BC, 18 Novennber 1899). A letter from 
"Stranger" (BC, 22 Novennber 1899) complimented the band. "The splendid 
programme rendered by Mr. Dearlove's band in the Botanical Gardens on 
Sunday afternoon last was a real treat, and was thoroughly appreciated by 
the crowds of people who frequent this favourite resort." 
Despite lack of pertinent information, it would appear that the City 
Band played a useful role in Brisbane of the 1890s. 
The Salvation Army Barxis 
By the beginning of the nineties, the Salvation Army in Queensland 
had fought and won its major battles for acceptance. It had also achieved 
secure establishment, and was continuing from the late eighties a phase of 
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rapid expansion, in Brisbane and throughout the Colony. In the capital, 
the most impressive material achievement was the erection of the City 
Temple, Ann Street, in 1891, to serve both as headquarters within the 
Colony and as principal place of worship for the movement in Brisbane. 
There is no doubt that the Salvation Army, both in England and overseas, 
made enormous advances during the nineteenth century. In 1899, in an 
address given at the Exhibition Grounds in Brisbane, General Booth pointed 
out that the movement—then in existence for only thirty-three years—had 
14,500 men and women maintained as full-time leaders and directors, and 
452 institutions. There were, moreover, thirteen thousand musicians (BC, 
18 April 1899). In Australia, by the time of the 1901 census, the Salvation 
Army had 31,100 members, this being 0.82 per cent of the population. This 
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was a notable achievement in just over twenty years. 
In Brisbane, as in former years, the work of the Army was characterized 
by fervent evangelizing, and social remediation directed mainly to the 
city's human derelicts, wantons, misfits, and unfortunate victims of circum-
stance. Much of the social work proceeded quietly enough, but the evangelism 
certainly did not. Street marches, meetings, and rallies were deliberately 
calculated to engage the maximum of public attention, and in these the 
brass bands played an important part. 
There is, it appears, no comprehensive record of the activities of 
the Salvation Army bands in Brisbane during the nineties. It is likely 
that the various Corps, as they were established, formed, or attempted to 
form, their own bands; but one might expect that the fortunes of these 
ensembles would rise and fall. It is accepted that the Brisbane City 
Temple Band of to-day has a continuous history that goes back to 1885, and 
it may have been formed as early as 1885. There was possibly some lapse 
during the later 1880s, for the report on a sacred concert given 20 June 
1889, in aid of funds for the erection of the City Temple, states that "a 
series of musical pieces by the members of the newly-formed band was given 
with great success" (BC, 21 June 1889). The present name of the band, of 
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course, would not go back beyond 1891. Some indications of the existence 
and role of the bands lies in the occasional press reports of Salvation 
Army functions; and it is clear that although many of the Army bands may 
have been numerically small and technically undeveloped, the movement 
helped spread brass band practices throughout the Colony. 
In January 1890, in a welcome to Commissioner Coombs (Australian 
Commandant) there was mention of the Valley Branch band (BC, 7 January 
1890). By April 1890, there were at least seven Corps in Brisbane—City, 
Fortitude Valley, Sandgate, Albion, Toowong, West End, and Woolloongabba 
(BC, 8 April 1890). On 15 April 1890 the Courier reported a Salvation 
Army meeting, held in the densely packed Protestant Hall. "The proceedings 
were considerably enlivened by a full brass band, which supplied various 
introductory melodies and accompanied the hymns." The annual meeting in 
July, also in the Protestant Hall, was preceded by a march with bands and 
banners (BC, 9 July 1890). 
At the beginning of 1891 a Salvation Army "field day" was held in 
Victoria Park. Corps represented included the seven mentioned, together 
with Coorparoo, Nundah, North Pine, Beenleigh, Bundamba, Ipswich, and 
Laidley. There were forty-six officers present. The procession from the 
Turbot Street Barracks included two bands (BC, 2 January 1891). 
Also in January 1891 the "raising of the flag" ceremony was held on 
the site of the planned Temple. A march of some four hundred Salvationists 
was preceded by "an uncommonly strong band" (BC, 19 January 1891). There 
was band participation in the further ceremony, the laying of the memorial 
stones, on the same site on 7 April 1891, and in a widely attended meeting 
in the Centennial Hall on the same night; but the band on these occasions 
was the No.l Guards Band, from Melbourne (BC, 8 April 1891). This was the 
first visit to Brisbane made by a Guards Band, and the impact was consider-
able. 
The Guards Bands had originated in Victoria. In the late 1880s, men 
cadets had marched from town to town in "a campaign of brass-band-playing, 
straight-shooting evangelism." These marches were called "the marches of 
the Royal Guards" (Bolton, p. 50). Experience so gained in coping with 
life in the bush aroused interest which gave rise to another musical enter-
prise which came to flower in the nineties (Bolton, p. 164). In 1891, a 
Guards Band was formed from young officers and volunteers. 
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This was to travel the country in a similar fashion to the cadets' 
party of 1889. Young men taking part in the experiment lived 
spartan lives. At first they received no remuneration at all 
but later they were paid the princely sum of two shillings a 
week. The Army saw that they were fed, lodged—roughly enough 
sometimes—and had their travelling expenses. These were kept 
as low as possible by the simple expedient of encouraging the 
guards to travel by foot whenever possible. The Army often 
thought it possible. 
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On 14 April 1891, the Courier commented on the visit of the Guards 
Band. 
This band is a somewhat new feature of Salvation Army work. It 
consists of twenty-three army officers who play instruments 
comprising a full brass band, whilst many of its members are 
also vocalists. These men have entered into their present work 
in a self-denying spirit that wins admiration even amongst their 
self-denying comrades. They have travelled through Victoria, 
chiefly on foot, strengthening weak causes and forming branches 
of the Army where none previously existed, and generally doing 
the work of revivalists. Having completed this task they have 
come to Queensland to conquer fresh fields, and will travel to 
Gympie to-morrow on their way northward. 
In what was presumably a typical visit, the Guards Band performed in 
Sandgate on 9 April, under their Bandmaster, Captain Norman. On arrival 
they played through the town to the Salvation Army barracks, and in the 
evening held a meeting in the Sandgate Town Hall. 
This being the best band that had ever visited Sandgate it soon 
became the talk of the town, and as soon as the doors of the 
hall were opened it became crowded in every available part, the 
admission being by silver coin. The crowd was so great that 
scores could not gain admission, and contented themselves by 
listening from the outside. 
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The Guards Band visited many towns in Queensland on its northern 
tour, and was everywhere well received (BC, 2 June 1891). It returned to 
Brisbane to take part in the City Temple opening ceremonies on 4 June 
1891. Commissioner Coon±)s, who visited Brisbane to perform the opening 
ceremony, gave the Courier his own comments on the role of the Guards Band. 
The Australian Guards Band has been very successful everywhere. 
First by rousing interest, by gathering enormous congregations, 
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getting a great many converts, and also in raising funds for 
training our institutions. So far as the Queensland trip is 
concerned, the expenses for twenty-four men have been so very 
great in travelling to North Queensland that the net proceeds 
will be but small. The gross receipts of the Queensland trip, I 
think, totalled about £500. I have had no opportunity of knowing 
what the net results will be, but we expect from £150 to £170 to 
be devoted towards the training institutions. The great object 
for which the business was arranged has, however, been accomplished 
—namely, the thorough rousing up of everything in connection 
with the Army wherever they go. We have now two bands which are 
continually travelling, and are fast raising another. 
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Having concluded its Queensland visit, the Guards Band left for Sydney 
—by rail—on 1 July 1891. Meanwhile, local bands had not been idle. A 
Courier report of 7 May 1891 recorded that Colonel McKie (International 
Travelling Commissioner) on his visit was met at Central Station by three 
hundred soldiers and "the United Brass Band, numbering twenty-five." The 
Courier of 5 June 1891 also noted that two local "powerful" brass bands 
took part in the march at the Temple opening ceremonies, but the bands 
were not identified. 
On 2 October 1891 General Booth arrived in Brisbane on his first 
Queensland visit. The welcoming crowd at Roma Street Railway Station must 
have been unprecedented in Brisbane's history, railway yards and adjoining 
streets being "literally packed with a surging crowd of human beings." 
There were a thousand Salvationists in scarlet uniforms, and three good 
bands, including the Guards Band on its second visit (B£, 3 October 1891). 
Once again the bands played their part in the meetings that followed. 
The Salvation Army continued throughout the nineties to receive at 
least its share of publicity in the Courier, and bands (seldom identified) 
were sometimes mentioned, occasionally complimented. One such comment 
(BC, 20 September 1892) noted improvement in the band at Sandgate—presum-
ably the Sandgate Corps Band. The visiting Guards Band however, attracted 
more precise reporting. It was in Brisbane again late in 1892, for a 
series of holiness meetings, conducted by Commissioner Coombs. 
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One of the features of these services will be the Australian 
Guards Band, No.l, spoken of as the best Salvation Army Band in 
the Australasian colonies. The musicians are fourteen in number, 
and after finishing here will leave for a tour through the Northern 
towns, going as far as Charters Towers. The band is in charge 
of Captain Jackson.^Q 
At the first of these meetings, in the Foresters' Hall, Valley, the 
band displayed a versatility not formerly reported. "About 500 persons 
were present, and the playing of the string band and the singing of this 
party of fourteen performers was much appreciated" (BC, 17 Novennber 1892). 
The band appeared in several centres in and around Brisbane, and again 
toured country areas. Their work was, of course, devoted to the purposes 
of the Army; but a paragraph in the Courier of 17 January 1893 noted 
intention to perform in the Botanic Gardens, in aid of the funds of the 
Brisbane Hospital. 
The Guards Band visited Queensland again in 1894, its activities 
following a similar pattern. The Courier of 13 June in that year lauded 
the prowess of the musicians, whose ability, it was stated, "would compare 
favourably with the best bands in the colonies. . . . " In November 1895 
the band—referred to by the Courier as "the famous Australasian Guards' 
Band"—accompanied General Booth on his next visit to Brisbane, and provided 
the music at a nunnber of meetings (BC, 2 Novennber 1895). 
Bolton notes that other travelling bands followed in the tradition of 
the Guards Bands (Bolton, p. 166). The next Salvation Army band to visit 
Brisbane, an ensemble of twenty-six performers, in July 1898, was the 
Federal Band. 
There arrived m Brisbane yesterday afternoon a number of 
talented musicians, members of the Salvation Army, who are 
together under the name of the Federal Band. The name is applic-
able in view of the fact that the seven colonies of Australasia 
are represented in the team, which has its headquarters in 
Melbourne. In charge of Adjutant Dutton, and under the leader-
ship of Ensign Cater, bandmaster, they are touring the colonies, 
treating the inhabitants of the various towns to music of an 
excellent and in many cases previously unheard of quality. They 
have come overland from Sydney, performing at the principal 
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towns en route, and they have already been heard by Queenslanders 
in Warwick, Yangan, Allora, Toowoomba, and Ipswich, where the 
largest buildings have proved too small to hold the crowds 
desirous of hearing them, and the Press has passed most commend-
atory opinions on the performances. 
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The Courier report, for once, named several of the pieces played by the 
band in Brisbane. They included a March, "Newcastle"; Selections from 
La Favorita (Donizetti); "The Young Recruit" (Bulch); "Austral" (Bulch); 
and "The Holy City" (Adams). As usual, the band undertook a tour of north-
ern towns. 
In April 1899, General Booth again visited Brisbane, but on this 
occasion the local bands met the needs of the various functions. There 
were three bands in the procession. The Brisbane band, it was reported, 
had been strengthened for the occasion. The other bands, which may have 
been from other centres, were not identified. 
Although a number of Courier reports of Salvation Army functions 
mention band participation, there were few Brisbane area band identifica-
tions reported during the 1890s, apart from the City Temple Band—and in 
fact, there is no observed instance of this name in reports. The Valley 
Corps had a band at one stage, and there were certainly bands at Sandgate 
and West End. The largest nunnber of Salvation Army brass bands partici-
pating in any single function was five. The occasion was the Salvation 
Army Day at the International Exhibition, on 7 July 1897. This certainly 
included bands from Bundamba and Toowoomba (BC, 8 July 1897). One notes 
with interest, however, that the advertisement (BC, 5 July 1897) referred 
to an orchestral band in addition to the five brass bands. 
It is unfortunate that there are so few records of what music the 
Salvation Army bands actually played. Marches, of course, were important, 
and so were hymns and song accompaniments; but there must have been other 
work done as well. The music, mainly, was devoted to the needs and purposes 
of the organization; and the organization had specific needs, which 
obviously could not be met by recourse to the standard band repertoire of 
the day. Recognition of this led Territorial Headquarters to begin publish-
"^""BC, 22 July 1898, 
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ing The Australian Band Journal in 1883. This was continued until 1913. 
It is generally acknowledged that evangelistic music does not usually have 
great artistic merit; and Army bands certainly played a good deal of 
this. Nevertheless, there has been a line of Salvation Army band composition 
running from the early years, relatively unknown outside the movement. 
Much of this has technical challenge and good claim to artistic integrity. 
One may note, too, in concluding, that the Salvation Army has developed a 
tradition of brass performance and an understanding of brass techniques 
that have in many ways been beneficial to the wider world of music. 
The Sandgate Town Band 
Regular Courier reports from Sandgate correspondents during the 1890s 
allow the reader to build up a fairly comprehensive picture of the develop-
ment of the Sandgate Town Band. There is interest in this, for the band 
essentially played a dual role. From its beginning, presumably in 1887, 
until about 1895, it was a local band, meeting local needs and demands. 
From 1895 it continued to play a local role; but it also undertook other 
engagements flowing from the adjacent metropolitan area, emanating from 
the recreational demands of an expanding city. In the late 1890s, as a 
result, the band was highly active and reported to be technically competent. 
Late in the century the proximity of the city, which made available strong 
professional leadership, contributed to the band's development. There is 
further interest in the fact that the Sandgate Town Band was, so far as is 
known, the first in the Brisbane area to win the active support of local 
government. 
There were few reports of band activities during the years before 
1891. In April of that year, the band played in a concert in Sandgate 
Town Hall, to raise funds for the School of Arts. On 14 March 1892, however, 
the band gave a two hours' programme of dance music on the Sandgate pier, 
"playing in splendid time and tune." It was to be hoped, commented the 
Courier correspondent, that such entertainments would be frequently repeated 
(BC. 16 March 1892). 
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It would appear that the band had been diligently practising. In 
February 1892 the Courier correspondent had put forward some suggestions. 
The band, it was stated, was improving, and becoming a local attraction. 
It would not be amiss to follow the example of some seaside resorts "in 
the old country," and give esplanade performances once a week. To this 
end the municipal council should give financial support (BC, 3 February 
1892). 
One might expect that a good proportion of the Sandgate Band's activ-
ities in the years to 1896 would not have been reported in the press, but 
those that were mentioned in the Courier were characteristically those of 
a local band. They included a concert (1892); a dance social, an esplanade 
concert, and a regatta fund entertainment (1893); and a concert and two 
entertainments (1894). The pace quickened in 1895, with appearances at 
two cricket matches, two skating carnivals, a sports meeting, and two 
entertainments. Possibly the highlight of the year was a lawn performance 
for the Governor's "at home," in September. 
During these years the band was dependent on its own efforts for 
funds. One report (BC, 31 December 1894) revealed that the services of 
the bandmaster in teaching the band had been given gratuitously for three 
years. It was noted, however, that the band had progressed; and the fact 
that its reputation was growing was evident in the fact that in 1896 it 
undertook several professional engagements. 
On 26 August 1895 the Promenade Concert and Garden Fete Company under-
took to present a series of concerts during the summer months. The concerts 
were to be conducted "on the Continental plan," using the best talent from 
southern colonies and local artists (BC, 25 August 1896). The concerts 
were presented at Albion Park, Breakfast Creek, perhaps in an attempt to 
emulate the successful entertainments given there early in the decade. 
The first concert of the series was held on Monday, 28 September 
1896, and reported in the Courier of the following day. The presentation 
achieved good success, using the Headquarters Band, and a professional 
orchestra under the conductorship of Herr Rosendorff. An industrial dispute 
with the professional musicians, however, led to the second concert's 
being abandoned. It appears that the dispute was not resolved, and for 
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the remaining three entertainments the Sandgate Town Band, under the baton 
of Thomas Jack, played before the concerts and for the promenades during 
intervals. Reports indicated that the band was favourably received, but 
the concerts were probably not a financial success, and were discontinued. 
According to advertisement, the band played selections, operatic arrange-
ments , and dance music. 
There is evidence that during the middle nineties Sandgate was becoming 
increasingly attractive as a seaside resort serving the metropolis and its 
hinterland. For example, the St. Patrick's Day holiday of 1895 brought 
over nine hundred visitors by rail (BC, 20 March 1895). The Prince of 
Wales's Birthday in November saw the seaside crowded, with over 1,500 
coming down by train (BC, 12 November 1895). Such crowds, usually taking 
advantage of cheap rail excursion rates, continued to visit the centre 
throughout the nineties. 
The occasional presence of visitors in considerable numbers obviously 
had some commercial potential, and created demands on local facilities. 
One Saturday in October 1896 saw the arrival of three trains in Sandgate, 
carrying something over 2,500 passengers from centres as far west as 
Toowoonnba. The Courier correspondent's report made mention of the need 
for improved facilities, and went on to suggest band entertainment, with 
council support (BC, 27 October 1895). 
In fact the band had begun to give Sunday performances on the pier. 
A correspondent's report (BC, 10 October 1895) implied that the first of 
these was given on 27 September 1896, and others followed. A performance 
on 11 October was given "to the evident enjoyment of between 200 and 300 
residents and visitors" (BC, 12 October 1896). A further performance on 
Sunday, 25 October also attracted "a large number of our townspeople and 
visitors." The Courier correspondent noted the band's progress, and stated 
that it had been given engagements to play in several places (BC, 27 October 
1895). These included the Albion Park concerts and race meetings. In 
Novennber 1896, by request, the band performed at Flinders Parade, Sandgate, 
and also played twice for evening concerts. It is clear that at this time 
the band was achieving good proficiency and beginning to enjoy popularity. 
It was also, obviously, very busy. 
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In March 1897, the Sandgate Municipal Council agreed to a Town Band 
request to erect two bandstands. The band, on its part, promised to give 
"musical recitations" twice a week for five months in the first year (BC, 
2 March 1897). A report in the Courier of 23 Septennber revealed that the 
band was working to meet its commitment, and that the bandstand had been 
erected in Moora Park. The bandstand was complete in November. It was 
fitted up with seats, gas for lighting, and other conveniences; and the 
band was prepared to give public performances throughout the summer, without 
payment (BC, 5 November 1897). 
On the evening of Friday, 12 November 1897, the Sandgate Town Band 
gave a public performance in the new Moora Park Bandstand, "to inaugurate 
the commencement of the summer season," there being about four hundred 
persons present (BC, 13 Novennber 1897). The performance was the first in 
a succession of band concerts that would grow in popularity to become a 
significant feature of Sandgate entertainment during the closing years of 
the century; and good credit is due to the municipal council for its 
ready response and support. 
It is a little ironic that the precedent for performance in the new 
bandstand for the benefit of the excursionist visitors should have been 
given, not by the Sandgate Band, but by the visiting Railway Orchestra, 
from Brisbane, under the conductorship of A.H. Sleath. The performance 
was given in the afternoon of Saturday, 13 November 1897, the day following 
the band's inaugural performance. On that day three excursion trains 
brought nearly two thousand passengers to Sandgate, mainly from stations 
between Ipswich and Dugandan; and a good nunnber attended the orchestral 
concert (BC, 15 November 1897). On the following Friday evening, however, 
the band gave the second of its Friday evening performances, again to a 
local audience; but the seeds of the idea of attracting patronage from 
the metropolitan area had been sown. 
On 29 Novennber 1897, the Courier recorded that the Railway Department 
had arranged to run a trial cheap excursion train from Brisbane to Sandgate 
on the following Friday night, which would accommodate the band's Moora 
Park performance. On Saturday, 4 Decennber, a further report noted that 
the train had been filled and the band performance was heartily appreciated 
by an audience of fully 750 persons. 
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The band's first Moora Park concert season terminated on 22 April 
1898. During the season fifteen Friday night performances were given. 
The season was not a complete success. There were initial difficulties 
in coping with performance conditions; and both suitable gas lighting 
and protection against the winds from the Bay had to be provided. More 
important, it had been necessary to prove to the Railway authorities that 
the cheap excursion trains were worthwhile. In addition, the band had 
found some difficulty in establishing its own administrative and financial 
support organization. 
The comments of the Courier correspondent concerning the band's 
prowess were not critical, and usually offered well-meaning praise. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that the band had strong local following, and 
presumably the performances had some merit. The cheap excursions, however, 
gave opportunity to draw sizeable audiences from the greater population 
of Brisbane, and this obviously was in the interest of both band and 
community. In January 1898, however, after four trains had been poorly 
patronized, the Railway withdrew the service. This evoked protest from 
Sandgate, it being pointed out that two performance dates had been changed 
because of Christmas and New Year, and that rain had spoiled the others 
(BC, 17 January 1898). The season, it appears, was uncommonly wet, yet 
the train of 7 January 1898 carried two hundred; and an audience of six 
hundred was reported (BC, 10 January 1898). 
In the circumstances the Railway authorities reconsidered their 
decision. On Friday, 4 February 1898, an excursion train of seven double 
carriages conveyed three hundred passengers to Sandgate, despite showers; 
and the band gave "the best programme yet rendered by them" (BC, 7 February 
1898). The following week saw an audience of nearly a thousand, the train 
being well filled. 
Rain caused a cancellation early in March. The audience of 1,200 on 
11 March, however, was the largest yet seen at the concerts (BC,12 March 
1898). By this time the concerts had proved their attractive power, 
though excursion trains were not made available for every performance. 
In 1898, under the pressure of increased commitment, with voluntary 
donation in collections its only means of support, the Sandgate Band was 
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obliged to take stock of its own administrative and financial situation. 
In March an approach was made to the Sandgate Council requesting subsidy, 
and a proposal was made to form a band connmittee to superintend finances 
(BC, 11 March 1898). In particular, the band needed money for new instru-
ments. The council in due course considered the matter. It was stated 
that the band was in fact a town band, all instruments and property being 
vested in trustees. All collections were accounted for, the money being 
used only for purchase of instruments and music. A sum of five pounds 
five shillings was voted to the band, but there was no promise of contin-
uing support (BC, 5 April 1898). In fact, as a band balance sheet revealed, 
concert collections averaged less than one pound per performance, and 
expenses had swallowed up receipts (BC, 27 May 1898). The support of a 
competent band finance committee was obviously needed; and on 30 May 
1898 a meeting at Sandgate School of Arts formed such a committee, to 
raise funds to purchase new instruments and music, and to receive subscrip-
tions for the band (BC, 31 May 1898). 
During the winter of 1898 the band gave sacred concerts on the first 
Sunday of each month, in Moora Park. In addition, it participated in a 
nunnber of community functions, and prepared for the coming summer concerts. 
In November 1898, the officer commanding the Headquarters Band offered 
the services of the band for Friday evening performances at Moora Park 
during the summer. The Sandgate Mayor accepted the offer, and approaches 
were made to the Town Band for performing on remaining Friday evenings. 
The Headquarters Band gave its first performance in the series on 9 
December; and on Friday, 15 December 1898, the Sandgate Band opened its 
second Moora Park concert season, performing to an audience of about 
seven hundred. Although the season opened late, it was extended until 5 
May 1899. The Sandgate Town Band gave at least thirteen performances in 
Moora Park, and a Monday performance at a newly erected stand in Flinders 
Parade. The Headquarters Band from Brisbane performed on six evenings; 
and on Wednesday 26 April 1899 the Naval Headquarters Band also played. 
The Railway Department ran cheap excursion trains for at least nine concerts, 
and reports indicate these were generally well filled. Most carried 
several hundred passengers; one was estimated to have over six hundred; 
and another, in February 1899, brought nearly 750. There were excursion 
trains for all Headquarters Band visits, and obviously this band had many 
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loyal supporters. Estimates of audience size at the four Headquarters 
Band performances ranged from 1,700 to 2,500, but possibly averaged about 
two thousand. The Sandgate Band, of course, lacked the expertise and 
support enjoyed by the Headquarters Band, but its audiences were neverthe-
less ample, the largest being about one thousand. Rain, and the onset of 
cooler weather were deterrent factors for a few nights; but it is clear 
that the season, overall, was a good success. Various comments in Courier 
correspondents' reports indicate that the band had made improvement. 
In February 1899, Bandmaster Jack, to whom must go considerable 
credit for his work in developing the Sandgate Band, tendered his resig-
nation. A finance committee meeting, held 21 February, considered the 
matter of replacement, and rates of remuneration. As it is likely that 
Jack had given his services without payment, it seems clear that the band 
had advanced to the stage at which professional leadership was required 
(BC, 23 February 1899). 
The new bandmaster was D.G. Bloomfield, also bandmaster of the Naval 
Headquarters Band. Bloomfield, formerly of the Band of the Royal Engineers, 
Chatham, England, had been in Brisbane, active as professional cornetist 
and conductor, at least since 1890. His reputation as a performer was 
high; and current reports indicated that the Naval Headquarters Band was 
developing a good proficiency under his leadership. 
Bloomfield took his first rehearsal with the Sandgate Band on 28 
February 1899, and expressed agreeable surprise at finding the members so 
far advanced (BC, 1 March 1899). His report to the finance committee 
meeting of 22 March indicated rapid progress, but it was stated that the 
band was handicapped by a wretchedly poor set of instruments "by mixed 
makers and of unequal quality." The cheapest course, Bloomfield contended, 
was to buy the best instruments; but the cost would be in excess of a 
hundred pounds (BC, 24 March 1899). 
The drive to purchase new instruments was initiated by a concert in 
Sandgate Town Hall on Friday, 12 May 1899. It featured an orchestra of 
twenty players conducted by the able W.A. Caflisch, and including some of 
Brisbane's best players. Obviously Bloomfield's influence was bearing 
fruit; and the concert was reported to be a great success (BC, 15 May 
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1899). The required sum, however, was considerable, and other functions 
followed. The Council gave ten pounds, and citizens also donated. 
The Sandgate Band was much occupied during the later part of 1899. 
There were races engagements, a social, two balls, Friday evening promen-
ades, and Sunday sacred recitals. In October the band played at a send-
off to Boer War volunteers. At this function, the band wore new khaki 
uniforms, with Terai hats, decorated with emu plumes (BC, 30 October 
1899). In the same month word was received that the new instruments had 
arrived in Sydney. 
The new instruments were by Rudall, Carte and Company, of London, a 
firm which had recently supplied instruments to Kneller Hall, the Guards, 
the Royal Marines, the Royal Engineers, and a nunnber of line regiments 
(BC, 6 October 1899). Purchased through the Brisbane agents, Marlor and 
Whitehouse, the instruments on arrival gave good satisfaction. The Courier 
correspondent noted that at the opening of the summer season promenade 
concerts, on 20 October 1899, "the excellent tone of the instruments was 
freely commented on" (BC, 24 October 1899). 
From the time of the acquisition of the new complement of instruments 
the story of the Sandgate Town Band to the end of the century was one of 
progress. In general the pattern of activity earlier established prevailed, 
but with evident sound development. In October 1899 it was decided that 
the band would give a concert on each Friday night throughout the sunnmer 
season, as well as a recital of sacred music in the afternoon of the 
first Sunday in each month (BC, 27 October 1899). As in earlier seasons, 
these met with good support. A Courier report of 10 February 1900, for 
example, noted a Friday evening audience of a thousand, despite threaten-
ing weather. The final concert of the season, given Thurday, 12 April 
1900, was a highlight of the series, in which the Sandgate Band connbined 
with the Naval Headquarters Band, under Bloomfield's baton (BC, 13 April 
1900). The summer concerts concluded, the band gave its promised Sunday 
recitals of sacred music during the winter of 1900, and these also were 
well attended. 
In December 1899 it was reported that new members were joining the 
band—a sure sign of success. On 16 February 1900, a presentation was 
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made to Bandmaster Bloomfield. The committee, the band, and most of the 
people of Sandgate were "more than pleased" with the band's progress (BC, 
17 February 1900). 
The summer concerts at the end of 1900, the last season of the century, 
opened on 6 October, with a good audience of between six and seven hundred. 
In November it was reported to the annual meeting that the band and its 
funds were in a satisfactory state, the debt on the new instruments being 
paid off (BC, 9 November 1900). In Decennber a concert report implied 
that the band, perhaps responding to the challenge of its increased tech-
nical proficiency, was attempting more difficult work. The report on the 
promenade concert of 30 Novennber 1900 recorded hearty applause, "the only 
complaint being that some of the pieces were too high-class music; but 
musical ladies and gentlemen spoke very eulogistically of these" (B£, 1 
December 1900). At any rate, audiences were not discouraged. The band's 
last promenade concert for the century was given in Moora Park on Friday, 
28 December 1900. The performance, wrote the Courier correspondent, "was 
by far the best given during this season from all points." Attendance 
was estimated at over a thousand (BC, 31 December 1900). 
There are several pieces of evidence to show that the Sandgate Town 
Band's membership up to the time of the resignation of Bandmaster Jack 
stood at about thirteen. Some expansion was later recorded after the 
complement of new instruments was acquired in 1899, but exact figures are 
not known. There are, however, in various reports, records of what music 
the band played. In these reports one finds the names of British band 
arrangers and composers—for example, Ord Hume, Wright, and Round. It is 
clear that much of what the band played was drawn from the standard British 
93 band repertoire of the day. Instrumentation is never mentioned m 
reports; but it seems fairly safe to assume that the band followed the 
British all-brass model. 
The Aquarium Band 
The Queensport Aquarium, at Hemmant, opened in 1889. During the 
1890s it offered Brisbane residents entertainments of many kinds. A 
typical advertisement, in the Courier of 21 August 1890, offered minstrel 
93 
Typical programmes given by the Sandgate Band appear in Appendix BB, 
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entertainment, with sideshows including see-saws, flying machines, camera 
obscura, donkey rides, swings, and pleasure boats. Seals and other animals 
were on view. Another advertisement, relating to Separation Day holiday 
in 1892, listed a cricket match, dancing, variety entertainments, foot 
races, sword and club performances, and sideshows. 
Like the theatres, the Aquarium employed many small professional 
bands to entertain its paying public. For example. Professor Benvenuti's 
Brass and String Band was performing there during late 1892. In the 
middle of 1891, Herr Rosendorff's String Band was featured; and advertise-
ments show that some entertaining concert programmes were given. 
Of major interest here is the fact that in 1890 a band, under the 
conductorship of Bandmaster George Bloomfield, late of the Royal Engineers 
Band, emerged from its place of employment to compete and win in a band 
contest. In fact the Aquarium had advertised a full brass band for some 
time, but gave no details. On 21 August 1890, for example, a Courier 
report on Aquarium activities mentioned dancing "to the strains of a good 
military band." Bloomfield's band, it appears, was something special. 
On 27 September 1890, the Courier advertised the Second Grand Military 
Tournament, under the auspices of the Tenterfield Mounted Infantry and 
Warwick Companies, to be held at Tenterfield on 6 and 7 November. There 
was to be, as well, a Grand Band Competition, open to all bands in the 
colonies, for a prize of fifty pounds. 
It may well be that Bloomfield's Aquarium Band of fourteen players 
was formed for the purpose of competing for the contest prize, and used 
the Aquarium to develop its performance skills. At any rate, a concert 
progrannme was advertised for Sunday, 12 October 1890, at the Aquarium, as 
follows: Grand March, "Sultan" (Lumby); Selection from Bohemian Girl 
(Balfe); Waltz, "Love's Dreamland" (Roeder); Selection from II Trovatore 
(Verdi); and Solo Polka "La Fete" (Harris)(BC, 11 October 1890). A 
similar programme was advertised in the Courier of Saturday, 1 November; 
and one notes in this a "Contest March." Band numbers had swelled to 
eighteen. 
On 10 Novennber 1890, the Aquarium advertisement in the Courier 
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featured the Aquarium Brass Band, "which has just returned from the 
Military Tournament in New South Wales, bringing with them the coveted 
£50 prize. ..." On Saturday, 15 Novennber the same band gave a programme 
in the Botanic Gardens. Beyond this, there is no information. Presumably 
the group disbanded. 
The Toowong Band 
The first observed mention of the Toowong Brass Band lies in the 
Courier report on the opening of a new Oddfellows' Hall in Toowong, on 2 
March 1894 (BC, 3 March 1894). The band "played selections during the 
interval," and presumably had been in existence for some time. From 1894 
to the end of the century there were very occasional reports of activity 
on the part of the Toowong Band in what are typical band engagements. 
Some of these related to Toowong affairs—for example, the St. Thomas' 
annual Sunday School picnic, on the Queen's Birthday holiday in 1899. 
Others concerned city activities, such as a St.Patrick's Day march and a 
Friendly Societies' Demonstration. Reports mentioned music for dancing, 
marches, and some concert performance; but beyond the fact that the 
bandmaster was A.G. Beard, little information is available. 
The Police Band 
The idea of forming a Police Band sprang from discussion among three 
members of the force (Constables Lynch and Orton, and Sergeant Bodman) in 
February 1895. A meeting of police at Roma Street Police Station gave 
support, and fourteen prospective players (twelve without performance 
experience) among them raised the deposit on a complement of instruments. 
A successful approach was made to the Commissioner of Police (D.T. Seymour), 
and under the tutelage of Andrew Seal, practices began. It says much for 
the enthusiasm of the bandsmen that they personally paid for their tuition. 
In fact. Seal had on previous occasions consulted with Seymour with 
a view to establishing a Police Band, but the Commissioner's opinion was 
94 that too few musicians were available. It appears that reference to 
Police Band activity in southern colonies gave some reassurance, and the 
94 
Seal had known Seymour for over thirty years. Seymour, then 
holding the rank of Lieutenant, had come to Brisbane in charge of a detach-
ment of the Imperial Army in January 1861. 
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enterprise was given official encouragement. The first performance took 
place, according to one report, three months after the band began its 
practices. 
Subscriptions from within the Police Force did much at first to 
lighten the economic burden. At a later date the sum of £150 per year 
was made available by the Government, from which Seal's salary was paid. 
The band's property—instruments, music, etc—was vested in the Government. 
In the early twentieth century the band had eighteen mennbers, including 
the bandmaster. The players were then as follows: one clarinet; one Eb 
soprano cornet; two solo cornets, one repiano cornet, and two second 
cornets (all Bb cornets); solo horn, first horn and second horn (all Eb 
saxhorns); one slide tronnbone; one baritone; one euphonium; two Eb 
basses; bass drum; and side drum. One notes with interest that the 
allocation of parts was very close to that of the customary band model of 
95 to-day. 
An early Courier mention of the Police Band appeared at the time of 
its first public appearance, in a concert given in the Botanic Gardens on 
11 January 1895. The Courier report on the concert (13 January 1895) 
noted that the band had been in existence for six months (not three, as 
stated elsewhere); and one may assume that the band began in the period 
July-September, 1895. In this first concert. Seal presented nine items 
in two hours—in the circumstances, a laudable achievement. The bandsmen, 
commented the Courier, had formed the band purely from love of music. 
"Their public spirit in giving up a portion of their time for the pleasure 
of the community without hope of pecuniary reward is the more to be 
applauded" (BC, 13 January 1896). 
During the two years 1896 and 1897, the Police Band gave a number of 
performances in the Botanic Gardens. The programmes of ten are recorded 
in the pages of the Courier, and examination of these no doubt gives a 
96 fair sampling of the work the band undertook. 
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The information in the preceding paragraphs has been taken from 
an undated and unidentified newspaper clipping held by the Royal Historical 
Society of Queensland. The article was written not earlier than May 1901 nor 
later than September 1904, but the probable date is 1901. 
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Appendix CC contains a representative selection of Police Band 
programmes, 
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As might be expected, the Police Band did not include a high propor-
tion of more sophisticated works in its programmes. Its comparative 
immaturity at this stage is reflected in the fact that in eighty-seven 
items in the ten Botanic Gardens programmes, dance and march items in 
total outnumbered the remainder by about two to one. The traditional 
forms were there, with most progrannmes having a march, a polka, and a 
galop. The old square dance form, the quadrille, appeared only twice in 
the ten progrannmes; but the round dance, the waltz, then enjoying great 
popularity, appeared at least twice in every programme, and two progrannmes 
had three. 
Examination of the ten programmes shows that (give or take one or 
two to allow for doubtful classification and titling) the Police Band 
library included about fifty-five works. March and dance holdings included 
seven marches or quicksteps, six galops and four polkas, but at least 
thirteen waltzes. In more serious works, there were three fantasias, six 
selections, and one or two each of overtures, cavatinas, and romances. 
Two or three classified "concerto," written by Seal, were probably extended 
solos with band accompaniment. There were, in fact, about a dozen works 
by Seal performed by the Police Band, and one programme, given 24 April 
1897, was made up entirely of his compositions. In 1896 Andrew Seal was 
in his early sixties, and no doubt conservative in his approach. One 
finds in the programmes familiar names and titles—for example, the galops 
by P'armer and Gungl—from programmes of twenty years earlier. Selections, 
fantasias and cavatinas include, also as in earlier years, arrangements 
of operatic works by Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi; but there 
are also three selections by the contemporary band writer H. Round. 
There were, in fact, at least eight works of various kinds by Round in 
the band library, and it would seem that Seal was also reaching out to 
the band repertoire of the nineties. It may well have been that, to 
start the band. Seal was using music in his personal possession, and a 
good deal of this, no doubt, was handwritten. One notes, in passing, 
that two compositions, by Turnbull, iDoth dedicated to wives of Queensland 
governors, may well have been locally written. 
There are few records of music played by the Police Band during the 
years 1898 to 1900, when one might assume that its technical capacity had 
advanced. There was, in fact, only incidental press mention of the band 
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during these years, mainly in connection with marches and significant 
occasions. The band did, however, play concert programmes. On 23 October 
1900, for example, it gave a programme at the General Hospital. 
It is evident that the Police Band during the period to the end of 
1900 enjoyed good support and had sufficient strength. A Courier report 
of 3 August 1896 noted that band numbers had by that time reached eighteen. 
The circumstances of its formation would classify it as employment-related; 
but one should note that insofar as it served the direct interests of the 
Police Department and the Government, in such matters as police parades 
and official occasions, it had much in common with the bands of the armed 
services. It was supported by Government funds. Its members were police-
men first, and bandsmen second; so perhaps the band should stand in a 
category of its own. There is no doubt, however, that in its time it 
served a useful purpose. 
The Wynnum Band 
On 5 October 1898, the Courier reported the formation of the Wynnum 
Brass Band. "This musical body has been organised with the view of finding 
recreation for some of the young men of the district, and, thanks to the 
liberality of a nunnber of residents, instruments have been procured, and 
there being no lack of musicians, the band is now on a fair way to success." 
It would appear that some experienced players were available to the 
band; for on 27 April 1899, about six months after its formation, the 
band gave what was probably its first performance, a promenade concert on 
the Wynnum jetty. The audience, a large nunnber of local residents, were 
reported to have expressed themselves well pleased, and an appeal was 
made for funds to purchase stands and lights. At this stage the band 
already had sixteen players (BC, 1 May 1899). 
Through 1899 the band made progress. In Septen±>er it played for the 
Premier's visit to Wynnum. In October it gave another programme concert. 
This should have been on Manly jetty; but the weather being chilly, the 
performance took place in the shelter of a bushhouse. The audience 
(reported appreciative, but obviously few) were informed that the band 
had improved well under the conductorship of Mr Burns. The instruments. 
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costing over fifty pounds, were paid for, and were the property of the 
people of the division (BC, 20 October 1899). Like the Sandgate Band, 
the Wynnum Band was a town band. 
The band's next concert, on South Wynnum jetty, was an advertised 
public performance to be given Wednesday, 15 Novennber 1899. On request, 
the Railway Department gave cheap excursion fares, but did not run a 
special train. It would seem that the Wynnum Band were following the 
example of the Sandgate Band in this respect. The audience of three or 
four hundred gave the performance "a hearty reception." The expertise of 
the band, however, can be judged from the fact that of eight items in the 
concert, at least six were marches or waltzes (BC, 17 November 1899). A 
similar concert was given at Manly in Decemiber 1899, also with reported 
success. For this Burns had secured the assistance of a few Headquarters 
Band players. One assumes that the local band had some weak spots (BC, 
23 December 1899). 
The Wynnum Brass Band's second annual report, submitted in October 
1900, showed the band making fair progress, but still struggling for 
funds (BC, 20 October 1900). A Courier correspondent's report (BC, 19 
Decennber 1900) revealed that at last the Railways had agreed to run an 
excursion train for a band concert, to be held 19 Decennber 1900. Unfortun-
ately the experiment failed through poor advertising. 
During 1899 and 1900 the Wynnum Band undertook the usual engagements 
that come the way of a town band, but the promenade concerts were its 
chief preoccupation. Its final concert for the year 1900 was given on 
Boxing Day to an audience from all parts of the district. The concert, 
it was reported, was "well rendered," and the attendance—about three 
hundred—a record (BC, 28 December 1900). 
The Tramway Band 
The Courier of 13 October 1900 reported the second concert given by 
the Tramway Band. This took place at the Woolloongabba Cricket Ground, 
on Thursday, 11 October. There was, it appears, a movement to run a 
weekly series of entertainments, under the sponsorship of the Tramway 
Company, which provided transport to the venue. 
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The Tramway Band (reported as "the Tram Company's brass band") gave 
its next concert "at the Hamilton" on 18 October; and the Courier report 
mentioned that the first concert had also been given there. Under Band-
master R. Burns, the nineteen bandsmen were reported "to show great enthus-
iasm in their work, and practice assiduously." Attendance at the third 
concert (the second at the Hamilton) was nearly one thousand (BC, 19 
October 1900). 
From this time to the end of 1900, the Tramway Band gave regular 
weekly concerts on the river bank at Hamilton. Thus from its first concert 
(presumably early in October) to the end of December, twelve concerts 
were given, all except one at Hamilton. Audiences were reported to be 
good, and by 25 October attendance had risen to about two thousand. 
There is no evidence to show what prompted the initiation of the 
band; but the fact that it was in one report described as the Company's 
Band, together with the fact that access to the performance venues was 
provided by the company, makes it appear likely that the Trannway Company 
itself inaugurated the venture. One notes that no concert was given on 
22 November, because of the Brisbane Musical Union's concert at the Exhib-
ition Hall on that evening. The Company's trams would have been required 
to service this event. 
There is some connment on the rising availability of band instrument-
alists in Brisbane in the fact that such a band, capable of giving weekly 
performances, could be called into existence, apparently without a period 
of slow development. In its performances the band advertised the guest 
appearances of noted local band performers, such as Bloomfield and Larsen; 
but the material performed was probably not more ambitious than the regular 
band entertainment repertoire. Items performed on 20 Decennber 1900 were 
no doubt typical. Among them were the March "Flora Bell" (Bulch); the 
Polka "Romalie" (Wright); and the March "Sons of the Sea" (Carolan)(BC, 
21 December 1900). 
The Railway Band 
At the 1900 Annual General Meeting of the Queensland Railway Institute 
it was reported that a brass band, composed of employees of the Railway 
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Department, had been formed. The band was allowed to practise in the 
Institute Hall every Thursday (BC, 1 August 1900). 
The Railway Band apparently had available an ample supply of exper-
ienced players. By December, under the conductorship of C.J. Hegarty 
(foreman blacksmith, of Ipswich) it had thirty players, all of whom had 
been connected with other bands. Good progress was reported, and the 
first concert (apparently the only concert for 1900) was prepared for 
presentation at Sandgate on Saturday, 8 Decennber 1900. The programme for 
the concert, again typical of the day, included marches, waltzes, and 
selections. The names of the British band writers, Wright and Round, 
were prominent (BC, 4 Decennber 1900). 
Minor Bands 
Occasionally in press reports of the nineties one catches glimpses 
of minor bands of whose existence little is known but the name. Such 
bands, perhaps, bloomed for a season, and then withered. They include 
the Fortitude Valley Presbyterian Band (1890); the North and South Brisbane 
Band (1894 and 1895); the Columbia Brass Band (1894); the Park Church 
Brass Band (1894); the Woolloongabba Excelsior Band (1894); and the 
Church Mission Brass Band (1898). 
Military and Naval Developments 
In the main the pattern of establishment that was set in the 1880s 
for the Queensland armed forces endured till the end of the colonial 
years. The pattern included a small regular naval and military force; a 
larger militia force (part-time and paid, military and naval); and a 
residual volunteer military force, which, with a measure of public support, 
declined to accept its own dismissal. Two developments of the nineties 
merit comment. The first was the effect of the 1893 depression, which 
imposed the severest economy on the Defence Force in general, and in 
particular forced an amalgamation of three metropolitan Volunteer units, 
with impact on their bands. The second was a movement towards increasing 
the Queensland Defence Force establishment near the end of the century. 
This included the formation of two new army bands, within the metropolitan 
area—an artillery band, and a mounted infantry band. 
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The Headquarters Baind 
By the beginning of the 1890s the terms of governance and support 
pertaining to the Headquarters Band were securely established; and the 
band was well on its way to developing the technical excellence that made 
it the most successful large instrumental ensemble in the history of 
colonial Brisbane. The official Headquarters Band establishment for the 
nineties was (as in the eighties), twenty-seven performers, made up of 
one sergeant, one corporal, and twenty-five bandsmen, all part-time (militia] 
Defence Force personnel. The Bandmaster, N.P. Larsen, continued to be 
regarded as a member of the permanent establishment. 
Band strength reports for the years 1890 to 1900 (quarterly till 
1897, thence half-yearly) show that the band remained close to its estab-
lishment figure. The average of thirty-seven reports (taken from the 
Gazettes) is 25.6. The highest yearly average (1893) is 29.5, and the 
lowest (1898) 24.5. The highest strength reports (June 1890 and October 
1893) show 30; the lowest (third quarter of 1895) is 23. The band was 
thus at all times numerically adequate for ensennble security, and figures 
from the yearly Government Estimates show a good level of financial support, 
even in the lean years. For the year 1889-90 the sum of £390 was set 
aside (V&£, 1889, II, 125). This was raised to £402 for 1892-93, to 
allow for the services of an orderly-room sergeant (V&P, 1892, II, 165). 
There was a slight reduction in the following year; but for 1894-95, 
following the depression, a further cut lowered the amount to £300 (V&P, 
1894, II, 37). For 1896-97, however, the amount had risen to £350 (V&P, 
1896, II, 309). In the following year the amount stipulated was £458 
(V&P, 1897, II, 476). Support in years to the end of the century continued 
on this level. 
The amounts shown in the estimates included the salary paid to the 
Bandmaster. This, as shown, was £150 per annum for most of the period. 
The amount was, however, made up of an annual salary of £50, supplemented 
by £90 from band funds (V&P, 1896, III, 344). The salary was raised to 
£180 per annum as from 1 July 1900 (V&P_, 1901, II, 595). Larsen' s rank 
from the time of his appointment appears to have been Staff-Sergeant, but 
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97 he was promoted to the rank of Warrant-Officer in July 1892. One 
should note that both Larsen and his bandsmen could supplement their 
incomes by accepting paid engagements both within and outside the band; 
and the band itself also received regimental and officer contributions. 
Throughout the nineties the tendency for the Queensland Defence 
Force was to adopt khaki for uniforms. The Headquarters Band, however, 
and the 1st Battalion of the Moreton Regiment, retained a more colourful 
dress uniform, which must have been a familiar sight at many Brisbane 
occasions of note. The uniform included a tunic of scarlet cloth, with 
blue cloth collar and cuffs, and white piping; blue serge trousers, with 
a quarter-inch welt of scarlet cloth down each outer seam; and a white 
helmet, with chain and plate, and plume of scarlet horsehair (QGG, 1893, 
XL, 220). The band was, in fact, required to wear uniform, whether in 
private engagement or official attendance. 
Perusal of Defence Force orders in the Gazettes, and of reports in 
the press, reveals that the Headguarters Band met a great nunnber of demands 
by way of official duty, in both military and civil affairs. As in earlier 
years, a number of these were memorable and historically significant; 
others were not, and many must have been mindless drudgery. The Moreton 
Regiment, based in Brisbane, had no band, other than a bugle band of 
doubtful quality. The Headquarters Band, therefore, met official calls, 
not only from the Headquarters itself, and from the Government in miscell-
aneous matters of pomp and circumstance, but also from the Moreton Regiment 
and (until late in the decade) the Artillery. 
Notwithstanding the value of the band's official engagements in 
terms of service to the Colony and the community, it is clear that the 
music involved—mainly marches and ceremonial music—had limited musical 
importance. Of far greater interest and pertinence is the consideration 
of the band's many appearances in which music was performed for its own 
sake. Comprehensive coverage of such performances is not possible, for 
the list is very long; but selective examination has considerable profit. 
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QGG, 1892, LVI, 725. At the time of his retirement, after Federa-
tion, Larsen was promoted to the rank of honorary Lieutenant on the 
unattached list (BC, 18 May 1926). 
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There is evidence that at the loeginning of the nineties the Head-
quarters Band was making laudable progress. A Courier concert report (14 
February 1890), for example, observes that the band was steadily improving 
in quality. Although the public had few opportunities to hear the band, 
it was clear that their practice was "assiduous and well directed," and 
that they did not neglect the study of concert music. On 4 September 
1890, with reference to a band performance in the Acclimatisation Society's 
Gardens, the Courier gave direct praise. "It is generally admitted by 
those qualified to judge that the Headquarters Band has now reached a 
stage of proficiency which makes it a pleasure for any lover of music to 
listen to its performance. ..." 
It was no doubt the rising reputation of the Headquarters Band that 
induced the management of the Breakfast Creek Monday Popular Concerts to 
engage its services for the season that ran from late December 1890 to 
April 1891. The band appeared in twelve of the fifteen concerts of the 
season, and in two additional concerts at the close of the season—a 
total of fourteen concert appearances in a little less than four months. 
In so performing the band was playing to concert audiences larger than 
any it had previously encountered. The concert of 12 January 1891 attracted 
over three thousand; on 2 February there were nearly six thousand, and 
this total was not the highest for the series. Since the late eighties 
the band had advertised its availability for engagements; and no doubt 
the regular performances at the "Monday Pops" put the band on its mettle. 
When one considers that during this time regular military duties were 
met, other engagements were undertaken, and regular practics had to be 
carried on, it is obvious that Larsen was working his men hard. Courier 
reports show that the band responded well to the challenge, and continued 
their earlier rate of improvement. On 5 January 1891, it was recorded 
that the band was making "astonishing progress." Another report, in the 
Courier of 3 March, mentioned "the excellent music which Mr. Larsen's 
band discoursed. . . . " Clearly, the concerts challenged the band to 
produce high quality performance; but in return, the band contribution 
was vital in confirming the popularity of the concert series. 
Typically, the Headquarters Band played on the lawn before the opening 
of the advertised programme, and probably threw in a filler or two during 
intervals. Most advertised programmes, however, specified several band 
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performance items, usually three, sometimes four. The concluding item 
for the evening was usually a "Grand March," but other items were legitimate 
concert fare. Perusal of programmes and reports reveals the titles of 
some thirty-three items. There are very few repeats; and the implication 
is that the band had the necessary skill to bring a concert item to perform-
ance standard without loss of time. Specified items were classified in 
the advertised programmes, though not, admittedly, with great precision. 
The terms "overture" and "selection" seem to have been to some extent 
interchangeable. "Overture," of course, could apply to the preliminary 
music to a longer work, or a free-standing concert work. "Selection" 
obviously did not always imply that the music was "selected" from a longer 
work, such as an opera. One finds, for example, that "Pride of Ireland" 
(Buot) was an overture; but "Pride of Wales" (Scholes) was a selection. 
"Fantasia" was another nebulous term. Overtures, selections, and fantasias, 
however, were all obviously concert performance works; and these made 
up, in total, one half of the specified items. The inclusion of waltzes 
brings the total to about three-quarters. Some items were drawn from 
operatic sources, with Bellini, Wallace, Sullivan, Meyerbeer, and Gounod 
represented; but there were not so many of these as one might have expected. 
Strauss waltzes, of course, were popular. Some items, such as "Elfenreigen" 
(Gungl) and "Der Kaiser" (Regner) may have been continental publications; 
but many titles indicate that the band was leaning towards the British 
band repertoire. 
The band's proven success in the Breakfast Creek series of 1890-91 
led to its further employment in subsequent ventures. In August and 
September of 1891 the band performed for four evenings in the Connmonwealth 
Carnival series of promenade concerts at Breakfast Creek. From November 
1891 to March 1892 the band appeared in nineteen of the second series of 
Monday Popular Concerts at Breakfast Creek; and from Noven±ier 1892 to 
the end of January 1893, it appeared ten times in the third series. This 
series, in the disaster year of 1893, was terminated (appropriately enough) 
after the thirteenth concert by the great flood. Other attempts late in 
the decade to promote similar promenade concerts in series were not greatly 
successful; but the Headquarters Band in Novennber and December 1899 
appeared five times in the Albion Park promenade concert series. There 
were at other times some isolated engagements in popular promenade concerts. 
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The second Breakfast Creek series (1891-92) largely adhered to the 
successful formula of the first series. Attendances continued to be 
good, the highest figure reported being just under four thousand on 1st 
February 1892. The Courier reports reflect the increasing status of the 
Headquarters Band, and its contribution to the concert successes. On 2 
February 1892 it was noted that "the instrumental music is rapidly becoming 
not the least attractive feature of the Monday gatherings, and last evening 
the different selections from 'Dorothy,' 'Pepita,' 'Maritana,' and 'Falka,' 
were splendidly given by the Headquarters Band, under the baton of Mr. P. 
Larsen." The Courier report on the concert of 15 February noted that 
"probably the most enjoyable part of the programme was that provided by 
the Headquarters Band during the interval" (EC, 16 February 1892). Further 
laudatory comment followed a week later. 
The Headquarters Band was in attendance, and as usual played 
selections on the lawn. It may be mentioned that the Head-
quarters Band is one of the chief elements of an enjoyable 
evening at the Creek. Herr Larsen, the bandmaster, has been 
working his men very hard of late, and as a result they have 
attained to a high degree of excellence. The public are quick 
to recognise and appreciate the fact that Brisbane now 
possesses a really good brass band.^^ 
Clearly, the Headquarters Band, as a performance ensemble, had achieved 
maturity. 
Similar press reports continued to appear during the 1892-93 Breakfast 
Creek season. In Novennber 1892 the Courier remarked that within the 
preceding few months the band had "vastly improved" (B£, 29 November 1892). 
It is interesting that in the concert of 26 December 1892, the whole of 
the second part of the programme was given over to "Herr N.P. Larsen's 
splendid band" (BC, 28 December 1892). 
Examination of advertised programmes for the Breakfast Creek concerts 
of 1892-93 shows that the pattern of performance and the kind of music 
performed during the first series was continued in later concerts. Indeed, 
the same statement is true of the Albion Park Concerts of 1899. If anything, 
the proportion of band participation increased after the first series. 
The names of the recognized British band arrangers and composers—among 
them Hartmann, Round, Smith and Godfrey—continued to appear. Other 
names included Brepsant, Bleger, Newton, and Riviere. In one concert (29 
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January 1892) the band presented two local compositions; and another 
concert (14 January 1893) featured the Headquarters Band and three others 
(two brass and one pipe) playing the "British Army Quadrilles," arranged 
by Seymour Dicker. 
Late in 1893 the Headquarters Band was given the opportunity to try 
its prowess in contest with the armed services bands of the southern 
colonies. A Gazettes notice of 20 Septennber 1893 called attention to a 
Military Tournament, to be held in Sydney on 12, 13 and 14 October, with 
the Tournament Committee offering fifty pounds assistance in railway 
expenses from Wallangarra (QGG, 1893, LX, 252). The Tournament included 
a band competition, with bands limited to twenty-five members. The judge 
was to be Mr J.E. Sykes, and five bands entered the contest. It stands 
greatly to the credit of the Headquarters Band that it carried off the 
first prize of twenty-five pounds, with the Band of the New South Wales 
99 2nd Infantry Regiment taking second place. The Headquarters Band's 
contest selection was entitled "I Lombardi"—no doubt the Hartmann arrange-
ment of Verdi. 
In fact the Headquarters Band on two other occasions engaged in band 
contests during the nineties. As early as 1891 a contest between the 
Headquarters Band and the Band of the Royal Naval vessel Orlando was 
suggested at the time of the Australian Squadron's visit (BC, 29 August 
1891). This seems to have transformed itself into an amicable joint 
performance. In August 1894, however, in competition with five other 
bands at the National Association Exhibition, the Headquarters Band again 
took first place, with Gympie Oddfellows' Band and the Queensland Volunteer 
Brigade Band sharing second place (BC_, 10 August 1894). The Headquarters 
Band again played "I Lonnbardi." In Decennber 1894, however, the Gympie 
Oddfellows' Band took its revenge when it beat both the Gympie Town Band 
and the Headquarters Band in a contest in Gympie (BC, 28 December 1894). 
The Gympie Bands had, perhaps, the advantage of home audience support; 
but all evidence shows that bands in Gympie (notably the Oddfellows' Band) 
had maintained a high standard since the early days of the goldfield. 
There is no record of the exact instrumentation used by the Head-
quarters Band, though there is no doubt that it used both woodwinds and 
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brass. It has been noted that Larsen deliberately developed strings 
expertise within the band, and from the late 1880s was able to provide 
both string band and minor orchestral services. A Gazettes notice of 
1898 set out engagement terms for both the string band and the brass and 
reed band. For the latter a minimum of sixteen performers was stipulated 
(QGG, 1898, LXIX, 110). In the nineties the military band model was not 
yet clearly defined. Numbers were elastic and approaches pragmatic. It 
seems not unreasonable to suggest that the band's literature in general 
might have been performed convincingly by a minimum group of sixteen, 
with scope for expansion as players were available. 
Apart from performances mentioned, it would be possible to refer to 
a great many successful performances given by the Headquarters Band in 
the years from 1890 to 1900. These would include performances at many 
individual concerts, balls, sports and races meetings, and entertainments; 
appearances at the International Exhibition of 1897, and performances at 
other Exhibitions; the Sandgate performances of late 1898 and early 
1899; and promenade performances in the Botanic Gardens. All in all, 
the Headquarters Band was a community asset of considerable worth. It is 
appropriate that its last Brisbane performance during the colonial years 
should have been a community service, a programme played at Brisbane 
Hospital on Thursday, 27 December 1900. It is also appropriate that the 
band was selected to represent the new State of Queensland in the Common-
wealth celebrations in Sydney, on the first day of the new century. 
The Naval Brigade Band 
The official reports of the Naval Brigade of the Queensland Defence 
Force from the time of its commencement in the middle 1880s to the end of 
the century were not greatly informative. Its personnel statements were, 
in general, recapitulations of establishment figures, rather than the 
realistic statements of actual enrolments, such as were provided by the 
army. The Naval Brigade Band, though it was provided for in the Government 
Estimates each year throughout the nineties, apparently had no formal 
recognition as a discrete unit of the service; and there is no way of 
knowing what size the band at full strength should have been. There is 
also no official statement of instrumentation. 
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The Naval Brigade Band began its career in December 1884 as a fife 
and drum band, bandmaster unknown. This, perhaps, is just as well; for 
a band meeting held 26 October 1887 discussed the "alleged indifference 
of the bandmaster," unanimously expressed dissatisfaction, and decided to 
negotiate for a replacement (BC, 27 October 1887). During the next few 
years the only mention of the band is found in reports of official naval 
activities. Early in 1888 it was still a fife and drum band (BC, 2 March 
1888); but at some time during the following four years, the band became 
a brass band. On 16 April 1892, a Courier report on Naval Brigade contin-
uous training refers to the "excellent brass band" of the brigade. The 
bandmaster at this stage was Bandmaster Williams, and the band had sixteen 
performers. One would assume that to have achieved the excellence ascribed 
by the Courier, the brass band must have been in existence for some time— 
possibly one or two years. 
In 1892, a Naval Brigade advertisement in the Courier (7 July) invited 
applications for the position of Bandmaster of the Brigade Band. The 
successful applicant was Bandmaster W.G. Dearlove, who was reported in 
charge of the band for the annual brigade church parade at St. John's and 
St Stephen's, on 24 July (BC, 25 July 1892). 
Evidence suggests that Dearlove retained the position of Bandmaster 
of the Naval Brigade Band until the middle of 1894. A Courier paragraph 
(5 May 1894) names him as Bandmaster in a Gardens performance of 5 May. 
It appears, however, that the band at that stage was under re-organization. 
This was reported in the Courier of 1 October 1894, with reference to the 
brigade's annual inspection. 
The band of the Naval Brigade, under Bandmaster Bloomfield, 
has been reorganised and brought under the Defence Act. The 
bandsmen are sworn in, as are the other men of the brigade, and 
are absolutely under the control of the Marine Defence Force 
authorities. With regard to outside engagements, the men can 
still avail themselves of opportunity to do this work, subject, 
of course, to sanction. 
In the same issue of the Courier it was reported that D.G. Bloomfield had 
been appointed Bandmaster of the "Headquarters Naval Band," with rank as 
chief petty officer, in the Queensland Marine Defence Force, the appointment 
to date from 30 June 1894. In fact the Courier was merely quoting from 
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the official notice in the Gazettes (QGG, 1894, LXII, 705), which, following 
customary bureaucratic practice, lagged some months after the event. 
The report of the band's re-organization carries some odd implica-
tions. Members of the Defence Force (military and naval) were paid militia, 
the only exceptions being the army's Volunteer units; but all servicemen 
were sworn in. It would appear, then, that in spite of the fact that 
from 1888 the Queensland Government had made available £100 per year for 
the band, it was not formally part of the Naval Brigade until the beginning 
of the 1894-95 financial year. The formality of reorganization included 
the appointment of Band Sergeant Pohlman and Band Corporal Collins (QGG, 
1894, LXII, 818), also from 30 June; and the reality of the reorganiza-
tion was recognized in a Courier reference (30 July 1894) to "the newly-
formed Naval Brigade Band." One notes that Bloomfield's appointment 
referred to the "Headquarters Naval Band." In fact this term was not 
generally used. From as early as 1892 there are references to the "Naval 
Headquarters Band;" and this was the name by which the band was usually 
known in the later years of the century, although the term "Naval Brigade 
Band" persisted. 
There is no direct evidence of the extent of the changes Bloomfield 
wrought in the band in 1894. Bloomfield, however, formerly of the Royal 
Engineers Band (England), had demonstrated in the community both his 
skill as a professional cornetist and (with the Aquarium Band and the 
Brisbane Volunteer Rifles Band) his ability as band conductor. No doubt 
his proven competence, together with the prospect of payment for services, 
attracted skilled performers; and certainly performance reports for the 
later nineties show the Naval Headquarters Band to be an ensennble of some 
quality. Government support for the band increased. The annual £100 was 
supplemented in the year 1897-98 by a further £100 for the purchase of 
new instruments (V&P, 1897, II, 481). In the following year the annual 
amount was raised to £150 (V&P_, 1898, II, 174); and in the year 1899-1900, 
the amount was again raised, to £200 (V&P, 1899, II, 172). Bloomfield's 
salary, initially £50 per annum, was raised to £60 from 1 July 1897, and 
in 1900 it was £100 per annum. It is apparent that in assessing the 
performance record of the Naval Brigade Band three different periods 
should be considered. The first is the fife and drum period, from 1884 
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to the early nineties; the second is the initial brass band period, from 
about 1891 or 1892 to June 1894; and the third is the official Defence 
Force period, from July 1894 to the end of the century. Of the first of 
these, little is known, except that the fife and drum band took part in 
naval activities, with the usual bland Courier approval. 
The first observed appearance of the brass band was reported in a 
parade on 14 April 1892, which was followed by a performance of "selections" 
(BC, 15 April 1892). On 18 April, however, the Naval Band was advertised 
to perform at a Breakfast Creek Popular Concert. The specified items 
were the Overture "Village Bells" (Bouillon), a Valse "Inspiration" 
(Howard), Quadrilles "La Mascotte" (Metza), a Selection "Martha" (Flotow), 
and a Galop "True Blue" (Hartmann) (BC, 18 April 1892). In this the 
Naval Band took the place usually filled by the Headquarters Band, which 
was then in camp. (The Courier report on this performance is probably 
erroneous.) However, the fact that the Naval Band was accepted for a 
commercial engagement of this kind implies acceptable competence. 
W.G. Dearlove took charge of the band in July 1892; and the record 
of the band's activities during the period of this conductorship shows 
that technical competence was sound. As a matter of course the band 
discharged its naval obligation, with good credit. A report on a quarterly 
parade (BC, 3 October 1892) gave praise. "It is very apparent from the 
excellent manner in which the various selections were rendered that no 
pains have been spared to bring the band to a very high state of profic-
iency." In addition to these duties, the band took some paid engagements 
(for example, performances at race meetings), participated in community 
street processions, and appeared in several concerts, including four 
promenade performances given in the Botanic Gardens. Perhaps the best 
indication of the band's confidence in its own prowess was the fact that 
it competed in a band contest held in Gympie on 25 and 27 Decennber, 1892. 
In a field of six competitors the Naval Headquarters Band, with 163 points, 
took second place to Gympie Oddfellows' with 165 points. The latter 
band, under J. Snell, was acknowledged to be among the best in the Colony. 
In addition the Naval Band took third place in the waltz competition, and 
tied for first place in the march (BC, 30 December 1892). 
It is probable that D.G. Bloomfield had been associated with the 
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Naval Headquarters Band before taking up the conductorship in 1894, possibly 
as cornetist. At least one public performance was given under his baton 
in 1893 (BC, 28 July 1893). At any rate, he inherited a capable and 
established ensemble; and records indicate that under his guidance the 
band did good work. Notwithstanding that the band from July 1894 was 
subject to the disciplinary provisions of the Defence Act, the pattern of 
band activities did not change. The pages of the Courier reveal that, 
apart from the naval duties, the band responded to a wide diversity of 
community demands, ranging from church fetes, excursions, and promenade 
concerts to civic celebrations and such solemnities as church services 
and state funerals. 
No doubt the band's services were, on occasion, gratuitously avail-
able—for example, in fund-raising concerts, such as the Northern Flood 
Relief Fund concert of 18 Februry 1895; but the band nevertheless adver-
tised its services for professional employment. A pertinent advertisement 
appeared in the Courier of 27 July 1895, offering the band's services for 
public occasions and social functions, either in whole or in part, at a 
scale of fees available on application. It is interesting that, like the 
army's Headquarters Band, the Naval Headquarters Band offered brass band 
or string band. A good nunnber of the band's performances took place in 
what were obviously paid jobs, the most obvious—probably also the most 
lucrative—being the race meeting engagements. 
In 1900 the matter of employment brought some criticism on the band. 
It was alleged that their services were not always available, although 
"the country pays a bandmaster £100 a year, and provides instrioments, 
music, and uniform, besides full pay for the bandsmen." This obviously 
was inaccurate, for the players were not fully professional. Captain 
Drake (Naval Commandant) in rejecting the allegation, noted that the hundred 
pounds per annum was an insufficient salary, and leave to take engagements 
was necessary. Bloomfield, it was stated,was "a good bandmaster and an 
excellent disciplinarian." Drake also pointed out that the naval officers— 
unlike their army counterparts—were not called on for subscriptions (BC, 
28 February 1900 ) . 
There are some points of interest concerning the Naval Headquarters 
Band's activities during the years from 1894 to 1900. In July 1985 a 
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"phonographic concert" in Rowe's dining-rooms. Queen Street, included a 
recording of the "Brisbane Naval Brigade Band," and a cornet solo by 
Bloomfield (BC, 4 July 1895). Concerts at which the band performed in 
1896 included the Flood Relief Fund Concert (18 February) and the Pearl 
Disaster Concert (23 February). For Sunday, 5 April, 1896, the band was 
advertised to appear with Seymour Dicker on the Exhibition organ, in a 
sacred programme (BC, 4 April 1895). In this concert Bloomfield was to 
play a trumpet (not cornet) obligate, the work being "The Trumpet Shall 
Sound" (Handel). Later in the same month and again in June, the band 
again appeared with Dicker, in Pleasant Sunday Afternoon organ concerts. 
In March 1898 the Naval Band, with the Headquarters Band, performed 
in Seymour Dicker's farewell concert; and in September the two bands, in 
a gesture of friendship, held a combined smoke concert at the Carlton 
Club Hotel. 
Late in the decade the band gave some programmes at Moora Park, in 
Sandgate. Bloomfield was also bandmaster of the Sandgate Band, and a 
special relationship seems to have existed. Evidence suggests that some 
players were members of both bands; and in the final concert of the 
Sandgate season in 1900, the two bands combined in performance (BC, 13 
April 1900). 
The closest revelation of the quality of the work presented by the 
Naval Headquarters Band lies in a number of full concert programmes 
published in the Courier. There are at least eleven such programmes. 
Four are Gardens programmes from the Dearlove period. From the Bloomfield 
period there are six Gardens programmes, and one Moora Park programme. 
(Selected examples appear in Appendix DD). All programmes contain a 
strong proportion of concert items, and clearly the band from 1892 to the 
end of the century was capable of handling standard band arrangements. 
Programmes contain some operatic works, valses are popular, and there are 
some other dance items; but many of the works are clearly drawn from the 
current British band repertoire. One finds the names of the writers 
Wright, Round, Smith, Ord Hume, Riviere, and Bulch recurring. 
Despite the lack of official confirmation, evidence suggests that 
the strength of the Naval Headquarters Band was seventeen, including the 
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bandmaster. There is also no official statement of instrumentation; but 
strong evidence suggests that it was a true brass band. This evidence 
lies in examination of the adjudicator's comments on the band's performance 
102 in the contest of Decennber 1892. No woodwinds are mentioned; but 
there is mention of all characteristic member instruments of the brass 
band: "sop." (soprano cornet), cornets, horn, baritone, euphonium, trom-
bones, bass, drums, and cynnbals. These instruments, in judicious connbina-
tion, would constitute a very effective brass band. 
The Brisbane Volunteer Rifles Band 
The Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps was formed in 1885. Its first 
band, fife and drum, dating from 1886, was converted to brass by 1887. 
Statistics show the band strength as twenty-seven as at 31 Decennber 1889 
(V&P, 1890, II, 639). During the months January to May 1890, the Courier 
gave three separate band counts in reported unit activities. These average 
seventeen, and this was no doubt the effective strength of the band at 
this time. 
On 25 June 1890, the Brisbane Volunteer Rifle Corps, together with 
its band, became the Queensland Volunteer Rifle Corps (QGG, 1890, L, 
570). As to the band during the months from January to June 1890, apart 
from military duties, there is nothing to report. 
The Queensland Volunteer Rifles Band 
On 25 June 1890, nominally without loss of continuity, the Brisbane 
Rifles Corps Band became the Queensland Rifles Corps Band. Under the 
terms of establishment of the Volunteer Force dated 25 November 1893, the 
band (together with the Bands of the Queensland Scottish Volunteer Rifles 
and the Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles) ceased to exist. The Band of 
the Queensland Volunteer Rifles thus lasted for a little over three years. 
Its termination was a direct result of the depression of 1893. 
Clearly the unit's change of name in 1890 was accompanied by some 
loss in morale—at least, so far as the band was concerned. In June, at 
the time of the change, the Brisbane Volunteer Rifles Band had seventeen 
men in camp; but for the remainder of the year, quarterly return figures 
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give an average of only six, of an average enrolment of about eighteen. 
In December, attendance was four, of an enrolment of fourteen. There is, 
moreover, no evidence of any band activity during the months from July to 
Decen±)er 1890. 
Early in 1891 a new start was made. A parade late in February was 
attended by a band of twenty under Bandmaster Williams (BC, 25 February 
1891). A Courier report of 16 March noted that "the newly-organised band 
under Bandmaster H. Williams gave general satisfaction," with nineteen on 
parade. By June band enrolment was twenty-six, but a decline in attendance 
followed. This may have been caused by unit involvement in active service 
during the shearers' strike of 1891; but it is here suggested that a 
more likely cause was another change in band leadership. It is not known 
when Williams left the band; but a Gazettes notice in June 1892 (QGG, 
1892, LVI, 349) shows that Acting Bandmaster A.G. Beard was appointed 
Bandmaster from 1 January 1892. From July 1892 until the time of the 
band's termination in Novennber 1893, attendance was steady at a little 
over fourteen, with enrolment about twenty. One would infer that Beard 
provided sound leadership. 
Beyond military obligations, there are records of perhaps half a 
dozen performances of various kinds undertaken by the band; and it is 
doubtful that its skills were well developed. The published programme of 
a Gardens performance (BC, 18 February 1892) gives indication of this. 
Of eight items only two (a selection and a fantasia) were concert items; 
the remainder were a march and five dances. 
Volunteers were unpaid, but until 1893 the Government made available 
around £50 per year each to Volunteer Bands. This was probably sufficient; 
but the times were not easy. Apart from the unsettling effect of the 
strikes, the Volunteers faced lack of encouragement. Colonel French, 
first Commandant of the Queensland Defence Force, left to his successor a 
recommendation that Brisbane Volunteer Corps be amalgamated, with "one 
good band" being formed of the existing three (V&P, 1891, II, 346). 
Floods caused hardship in 1893; but it was the economic stress of the 
depression that brought matters to a head, and left the Volunteer bands 
for a full year in uncertainty. 
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The Band of the Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles 
Formed in 1887, the Band of the Queensland Irish Volunteer Rifles 
was officially terminated by the establishment order of 11 November 1893. 
Like its contemporaries, the Bands of the Queensland Rifles and the Queens-
land Scottish Rifles, it was subject to the diverse pressures of the 
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early 1890s. During the early nineties it received the Government 
assistance of £50 per year, and managed to maintain continuity. It would 
appear that at its best, under the conductorship of Andrew Seal, the band 
was an effective ensemble. The unit itself, however, was affected by 
the adversities of the time. 
From the Gazettes fourteen quarterly strength reports are available, 
from March 1890 to October 1893. These given an average enrolment of 
just over twenty-one, with average attendance of less than twelve. Trends, 
however, are evident. The average enrolment fell from an average of 
twenty-five in 1890 to an average of about seventeen in 1893. Attendance 
fell from an average of over eighteen in 1890 to just over sixteen in 
1891; but in 1892 it was about four, and in 1893, eight. Clearly, there 
was a decline, but there are some nil returns; and probably the effective 
strength for 1892 and 1893 was around twelve. 
Although reports of the band's doings are not frequent in the press, 
these reports are spread throughout the years 1890 to 1893, and obviously 
the band was able to muster its playing strength as needed. Apart from 
military activities, the band played for St.Patrick's Day marches, and 
probably met other calls from the Irish community. It played in a concert 
at Breakfast Creek in 1891, twice at the Commonwealth Carnival in 1892, 
and in a Breakfast Creek "Monday Pop" in 1893. The only reported progrannme 
played by the band is that given in the Gardens for Hospital Saturday, in 
October 1891 (BC, 10 October 1891). The programme mixed concert items 
with march and dance items in equal numbers, three items being taken from 
operatic sources. One gains the impression that the band was not brilliant, 
but at least it had reasonable performance capacity. 
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The Volunteer Brigade Band 
The disasters of 1893 compelled the Queensland Government to enforce 
a policy of severe economy and retrenchment. The bands of the three 
metropolitan Volunteer Rifles units (Irish Rifles, Scottish Rifles, and 
Queensland Rifles) were immediately affected. The sum of £186 had been 
appropriated for the bands in the year 1892-93, but the estimates compiled 
in 1893 for the following year reduced the amount to zero (V&P, 1893, I, 
739). The Officer Commanding Volunteer Corps, Southern Division, was 
informed that one band would henceforth replace the existing three, and 
was requested to be good enough to report what action he proposed to 
recommend under the circumstances (QGG, 1893, LIX, 1056). The detailed 
establishment of the Volunteer Force, as published in the Gazettes in 
Novennber 1893, showed one Volunteer band, nameless, but apparently attached 
to Volunteer Headquarters (QGG, 1893, LX, 878). The establishment of the 
new band, as shown, was one bandmaster, one sergeant, one corporal, and 
fourteen bandsmen, a total of seventeen. 
The band establishment so shown was the standard unit band establish-
ment, and was probably included as a nominal band presence to accomimodate 
the enforced amalgamation. The estimates for 1894-95 (V&P, 1894, II, 42), 
however, showed that the new band had not been penniless, the sum of £75 
having been made available for the year. Even in the circumstances, it 
was probably easier to provide money than solutions, for two of the units 
involved had been founded as expressions of nationalism, and pride was 
involved. In any case, it was impossible, musically, to amalgamate two 
brass bands and a pipe band. Nevertheless, the brass bands, under the 
leadership of A.G. Beard (formerly Bandmaster of the Queensland Volunteer 
Rifles Band) apparently came to a working arrangement, and there were 
reports of activity all through 1894. The term "Volunteer Brigade Band" 
was used in a Courier report as early as 13 February 1894. 
Formal approval of the formation of a band to be known as The Volun-
teer Brigade Band was given in a Gazettes notice dated 11 December 1894 
(QGG, 1894, LXII, 1371). The establishment of the new band—probably 
based on the realities of the moment—included one bandmaster, two sergeants 
(one being a sergeant piper), one corporal, and thirty-three bandsmen 
(including six pipers), a total of thirty-seven. This solution, no doubt 
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devised to placate all parties, actually included two bands, a brass band 
and a pipe band. It is here suggested that the pipe band would have 
included six pipers and two drummers, which, with the sergeant piper, 
would total nine. The remainder, twenty-eight, would have made up the 
brass band; and it may be pointed out that twenty-eight was the establish-
ment figure of the Headquarters Band, including bandmaster. 
Even during 1894, before the formal date of formation, band numbers 
were uniformly adequate. Five strength returns are available from December 
1893 to early Decennber 1894. Average enrolment was twenty-three, and 
average attendance eighteen—in the circumstances a satisfactory result. 
From the time of official formation, however, both enrolment and attendances 
showed marked increase. For the period from 1895 to 1900 fifteen complete 
strength returns have been taken from the reports in the Gazettes. These 
show, as might be expected, some variation, both in enrolments and in 
attendances. The highest enrolment was fifty-five (June 1898), and the 
lowest thirty-four (April 1895). The highest attendance was forty-six 
(first quarter of 1897), and the lowest twenty-five (June 1898). The 
average enrolment for the full period was a little over forty-one, and 
the average attendance about thirty-two. Clearly the double band had 
good attractive power. The attendance seems to have been numerically 
ample; and the attendance rate was probably as good as might have been 
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expected in the rather permissive world of the Volunteers. Financial 
support for the band continued, as in 1894, at £75 per year. 
The Volunteer brass band during the transition year of 1894 showed 
surprising vigour. As early as February 1894, with "about twenty mennbers," 
it gave a performance at Musgrave Park, South Brisbane. The Courier (13 
February) noted that the band showed great improvement. Other extra-
military activities during the year included street marches, and perform-
ances in at least four concerts or theatre entertainments. The best 
indication of the band's current level of skill, however, lies in the fact 
that in August 1894 it competed in a band contest held in conjunction 
with the Exhibition. In this contest each of the six bands played both a 
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set selection (a setting of music from Lucrezia Borgia), and an "own choice" 
selection. The competition was won by the Headquarters Band; but the 
fact that the "Queensland Volunteer Brigade Band" shared second place 
with the highly skilled Gympie Oddfellows' Band shows that it had good 
technical competence (BC, 9 and 10 August 1894). 
The band's conductor in 1894 was A.G. Beard, and his conductorship 
extended to May 1896. On 18 April 1896 the position of bandmaster was 
advertised in the Courier. The successful applicant was A.J. Yorston, 
who held the position through the remaining years of the century. Reports 
generally show both men to have been able conductors; and the band 
throughout the years from 1894 to 1900 was active and popular. 
The Volunteer Brigade Band had, of course, its round of official 
obligations. Many were routine tasks, but some involved participation in 
events of some moment, such as the opening of the Victoria Bridge in 
1897, and the farewells given to Queensland contingents leaving for active 
service in South Africa at the close of the century. The band took part 
in many community activities, and was prominent in processions. Many 
performances, however, were given as concert presentations, incidental to 
a particular function. Examples of such functions are the Organ Purchase 
Fund fete (30 Septennber 1898) ; the opening of East Brisbane State School 
(8 July 1899); and the Patriotic Carnival (12 March 1900). In Novennber 
1900, the band competed against six others in a contest at Mount Morgan. 
The programmes played by the band were not generally reported, but at 
times the band presented a promenade concert on its own behalf. (The 
programmes of two such concerts, one given in the Botanic Gardens, and 
the other in Musgrave Park, together with a programme played in a Cricket 
Grounds Promenade Concert, are given as Appendix EE). 
The Queensland Mounted Infantry Band 
It is not easy to determine the exact date of formation of the 
Queensland Mounted Infantry Band. The detailed establishment for 1897 
made no provision. In 1898 there was provision for twelve bandsmen, a 
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The date 6 October 1897 shown in QGG, 1899,LXII, 1204 may or may 
not apply to the band. 
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corporal, and a sergeant, but no mention of a band (QGG, 1898, LXX, 1144). 
Nevertheless, a band there was. The estimates for 1898-99 provided a sum 
of £193 for its support (V&P, 1898, II, 169), and a similar sum was forth-
coming for the following year. Reports of Commandant's inspections in 
1899 and 1900 show both establishment and strength to be fourteen men and 
fourteen horses. 
Certainly the "new band" was capable of performance on 19 March 1898, 
when it played the march "Washington Post" on Commandant's parade (BC, 21 
March 1898). Presumably it had been brought into existence in early 1898 
or late 1897. From this point to the end of the century there are records 
of its taking part in military matters, but nothing more. 
The Artillery Band 
Queensland's Permanent Battery of Artillery came into being in 1885. 
In 1899, pre-dating Federation by more than a year, the Permanent Artillery 
of New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland became the Royal Australian 
Artillery. The Queensland Battery became the Queensland Regiment of Royal 
Australian Artillery (QGG, 1899, LXXII, 555). 
The new Queensland Regiment of Artillery lost no time in finding 
itself a band. Its first reported appearance was on the occasion of 
Major-General Gunter's departure from the Colony, in December 1899 (BC, 
12 December 1899). There is, strangely, no evidence of official establish-
ment for the new band in 1899 or 1900, and no mention of a bandmaster in 
any report. A Courier report of 18 May 1926, however, shows that Peter 
Larsen, Bandmaster of the Headquarters Band, was the man who developed 
the expertise of the Artillery Band; and he may also have conducted it 
in public. One assumes that the Queensland Government intended to leave 
the matter of establishment and finance to the future Commonwealth Govern-
ment . 
The Artillery Band had only one year of activity in the nineteenth 
century, but during that year it took part in a surprising variety of 
community enterprises. There are records of at least fourteen public 
appearances, as well as military duties, during a period of a little over 
twelve months. About half of these were concert appearances. Obviously 
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the Artillery Band included skilled players from the time of its formation. 
There is, unfortunately, little indication of what music the band performed, 
and no indication of its strength and instrumentation. 
Band Contests 
Band contests in Queensland during the nineties were both infrequent 
and irregular. The only attempt during the eighties in Brisbane was 
Seal's unanswered challenge of 1884; and there are records of other 
abortive attempts early in the new decade. The second Brisbane Eisteddfod 
(1890) for example, proposed a brass band competition, with the Overture 
"Guy Mannering" as set work (BC, 20 March 1890); but it would appear 
that there were no contestants. 
In October 1890, a band competition "for a handsome prize" was proposed 
for the Grand Military Tournament held in Brisbane, but the competition 
107 did not take place, presumably for lack of contestants. 
In November 1890, there was a measure of success. The second Grand 
Military Tournament, held at Tenterfield under the auspices of the Tenter-
field Mounted Infantry and Warwick Companies on 6 and 7 November, included 
a band competition, advertised as open to all bands in the colonies (BC, 
27 Septennber 1890). This event was won by the Aquarium Band from Brisbane, 
under D.G. Bloomfield. A similar event, however, some two months later, 
in the Military Tournament in Toowoomba, "fell through, the second band 
entered not appearing" (BC, 2 January 1891). Later in 1891, a competition 
was proposed between the Headquarters Band and the Band of the visiting 
Royal Navy vessel Orlando (BC, 28 August 1891); but no contest was reported. 
It seems clear that at this stage the idea of band contests was becoming 
attractive, but it was slow to gain support. 
From 1892 onwards there were some reports of band contests in Queens-
land centres. Metropolitan bands participated in some of these, and it 
is not surprising to find that Gympie bands were prominent in the movement. 
On 25 and 27 December 1892, a highly successful band contest was 
held in Gympie, under the auspices of the Committee of the Gympie School 
-•-^ B^C, 18, 24, 25 and 27 October 1890, 
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of Arts and Mines. On both days the event attracted an audience of 1,500 
people. The six bands competing were the Naval Headquarters Band (Brisbane); 
Gympie Oddfellows' Band; Gympie Military Band; Ipswich Band; Limestone 
Band (Ipswich); and Mount Morgan Band. One notes that, with the exception 
of the Naval Headquarters Band, all were from mining towns. The adjudica-
tor was W. Barkell, Bandmaster of the 4th Regiment of Infantry, New South 
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Wales. 
The Gympie contest of 1892 appears to have been the first Queensland 
band contest organized on a comprehensive plan. In the major competition 
each band performed two selections; and the minor events were a waltz 
competition, and a march contest. Adjudication was full and apparently 
perceptive, and the enterprise provided a good model. The most successful 
bands were Gympie Oddfellows', Naval Headquarters, and Gympie Military. 
In 1894, the National Association organized a band contest in con-
junction with the Exhibition. Each band competing was to perform a set 
piece, and one free choice piece. Prizes were £50, £30, and £20, with 
medals (BC, 5 July 1894), The contest took place over two evenings (8 
and 9 August, 1894), with six competitors: Toowoonnba Reed Band; Headquarters 
Band; Laidley Band; Volunteer Brigade Band; Gympie Town Band; and 
Gympie Oddfellows' Band. The judge, Seymour Dicker, awarded first place 
to the Headquarters Band, with Gympie Oddfellows' and the Volunteer Brigade 
Band equal in second place (BC, 9 and 10 August 1894). Two weeks after 
the event the Courier pi±)lished a letter from "Interested" (B£, 25 August 
1894), expressing dissatisfaction that no judge's report had been issued. 
The writer noted that "these competitions are looked upon as a means of 
education and improvement" and bands would expect to be told of their 
weak points. 
In Decennber 1894, Gympie again staged a contest, in aid of the local 
hospital. This appears to have followed the model of the earlier Gympie 
contest, and it attracted four competitors. The principal event was won 
by Gympie Oddfellows', with Gympie Town Band second, and the Headquarters 
Band third (BC, 28 December 1894). 
1 08 
BC, 30 December 1892; and Supplement to the Gympie Times, 17 
January 1893. 
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The only other contest during the nineties to attract a competitor 
from the metropolis was the Mount Morgan contest of Novennber 1900. In 
this the Volunteer Brigade Band unsuccessfully competed against six other 
bands: Charters Towers Band; Gympie Model Band; Rockhampton Foresters' 
Band; Townsville Garrison Artillery Band; Barcaldine Friendly Society's 
Band; and the Mount Morgan Band. Predictably, the Gympie Band won the 
major event, with Mount Morgan second (BC, 10 November 1900). The diversity 
of the field of competitors, however, points to increased interest. 
Regular band competitions in Queensland were made possible by the 
activities of the Austral Society (Toowoomba), early in the following 
decade. On the decline of the society, the Queensland Band Association 
undertook the responsibility of arranging annual contests (Foster, p. 
51). The story of these contests, however, with all their successes and 
their shortcomings, belongs to the twentieth century. 
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Conclusion 
The aim of this study, as proposed in the thesis Introduction, 
has been to examine the extent, scope, and development of band and 
orchestral activities in Brisbane from 1850 to the close of the year 
1900. All aspects are inter-related, and all are significant. With 
respect to extent, however, there is little more that needs to be 
said. Quantitative evidence in plenty is set out in preceding 
chapters, The first useful instrumental ensennbles were active in 
Brisbane in the 1850s; and the evidence shows that there was, as 
might have been expected, growth in ensemble activity throughout the 
years under consideration, roughly in keeping with population growth 
and urban expansion. It is the amount of ensemble activity, in both 
bands and orchestras, that is unexpectedly large; yet the evidence 
also suggests that, within the context of Brisbane's general musical 
development, it was not disproportionately large. There is no doubt 
that choral work involved a greater niomber of participants, particularly 
in the early years. The extent of instrumental activity, however, 
increased markedly from the early 1870s. The activity did not remain 
concentrated in the city centre. It followed the urban expansion 
into the suburbs, where (particularly in bands) it enjoyed some good 
success during the 1890s. There was clear increase in the extent of 
ensennble activity during the late colonial years. This was probably 
the beginning of the shift in proportional relationship between the 
choral stream and the instrumental stream that has been apparent in 
the twentieth century. In general, however, one may state, in reply 
to the basic guery that underlies this study, that the extent of 
Brisbane's instrumental activity during the colonial years was 
substantial, and that the band and orchestral activities of the 
twentieth century had ample precedent in the nineteenth. 
One cannot well consider the scope of Brisbane's instrumental 
ensemble activity in the nineteenth century without relating it to 
the matter of development. The two are inseparable, and are so 
treated here. Additionally, it is not possible to consider band and 
orchestral scope and development in isolation, without reference to 
the general musical development of the city. There are two aspects 
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that claim attention. The first of these, relating to the social 
placement of the ensembles, concerns their functional purpose, and 
looks also to the historical forces that engendered and fostered 
them. The second, which is focally significant in this study, is the 
matter of the music itself. This aspect concerns the ensennble 
development as musical organizations, the kind and level of the music 
performed, and the quality of she performance. 
It may be argued that an instrumental ensemble is itself a 
social unit, created by social demand, and serving social ends. It 
would be unusual to find an instrumental ensennble that served only 
its own needs, though a legitimate example might be found in the work 
of a chamber group whose mennbers played only for their own enjoyment. 
There were, admittedly, a few groups in colonial Brisbane (such as 
the Jefferies family string quartet) whose primary purpose was 
artistic self-fulfilment, but these also performed in public. 
Certainly the notivational forces seeking expression and satisfaction 
in music are diverse, ranging from religious fervour and artistic 
aspiration to simple desire for entertainment. This study, however, 
is not dedicated to examination of social causes and motivations. 
The focal interest here lies with certain practical realizations of 
these forces, the nnusical organizations themselves, and their perform-
ances. It must also be emphasized that close examdnation of other 
forces inherent in historical conditions and pre-conditions has no 
place in this study. Connment can be justified only insofar as these 
forces are seen to have affected the establishment and development of 
the instrumental ensembles. From many factors, therefore, seven only 
are here singled out for comment. These are as follows: (i) population 
level; (ii) rapidity of population increase; (iii) urban expansion; 
(iv) capital city status; (v) the economy; (vi) governmental 
attitudes; and (vii) population origins. 
(i) Population level. The evidence shows that the establishment 
of effective instrumental ensennbles was dependent on the existence of 
a sufficient population level. This was not merely a simple matter 
of more people creating more wealth and nnore demand for nnusical 
services. Principally it was a matter of finding enough people with 
connmon interests and appropriate skill to make an ensennble workable. 
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Eleven young fellows from the same street might make up a cricket 
team of sorts for Saturday afternoons. It would be astonishing if 
the same eleven could be brought together as a band. As well as 
comnnon interest, large ensennbles require considerably diverse skills, 
sufficiently developed, and in appropriate proportions. The evidence 
indicates that as the population level rose, this diversity of skills 
was the more readily available. The ensembles nnost at a disadvantage, 
clearly, were the more sophisticated units, the large orchestras. 
These required more uniform highly developed skills among their 
players than did the bands, and they also needed a wider range of 
skills. Some of these skills were rare in the connmunity. It was not 
until 1883, for example, when Brisbane's population was perhaps fifty 
thousand, that there was a skilled oboe player resident in the city. 
Finding a range of players, however, was only part of the 
problem. A greater problem was finding effective leaders. To be 
effective in the earlier colonial years, a conductor needed not only 
superior nnusical attainments, but also strong will, tenacity, consider-
able powers of endurance, and the willingness to spend much time in 
arranging parts in order to overcome instrumental deficiencies. Such 
persons were rare to the extent that replacennent was difficult or 
impossible, and this fact placed disproportionate stress on a conscien-
tious conductor. The matter is exemplified in the story of Otto 
Linden and the first Brisbane Philharmonic Society (1861-62), The 
extent to which the early Volunteer Band was dependent on its irreplace-
able conductor, Andrew Seal, is made plain in the events of 1869 and 
subsequent years. The most ambitious orchestra of the period, 
however, was that of the Brisbane Musical Union, which aspired to 
artistic excellence and integrity. So far as this orchestra is 
concerned, the evidence shows that the pioneering years extended to 
the close of the century, and possibly beyond; and the history of 
the organization shows close dependence on the leadership of one man, 
R.T. Jefferies, during most of those years. 
There is an obvious correlation between rise in level of 
population and general growth in instrumental ensennble activity. 
From the evidence presented it would, no doubt, be possible to prepare 
a table relating the two; and such a table may have some validity in 
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a comparative study of musical developments, perhaps of capital cities 
of the Australasian colonies, or even of the larger urban areas of 
Queensland. Sufficient evidence for such a study does not appear to be 
currently available, and the matter is certainly not within the scope of 
present consideration. In isolation, however, the table would have no 
great significance, for there are too many other variables at work. 
These would include the nunnber of years of effective social development 
in the city, the economic situation, governmental support, and ethnic 
influences. The list is not exhaustive; and one may add to it the 
sheer good luck that made competent leaders available when other conditions 
were propitious. 
It is here suggested that there were three significant nodal 
points in the musical development of colonial Brisbane, including 
instrumental ensennble development. These are here matched with population 
figures, but no specific causal connection is suggested. The first 
nodal point lies in the year 1872, when Brisbane's population was around 
sixteen thousand. In this year the Brisbane Musical Union (the first 
choral-orchestral society to achieve continuity) was established. In 
the same year there was a significant thrust of civilian band activity, 
both professional (the Von Kosa Band and the Metropolitan Band) and 
amateur (the Hibernian Band). About the same time there was some 
revival in Volunteer activity, which led in 1873 to the establishment of 
a line of band activity (No. 3 Company) that also achieved continuity 
and success. It may be noted that an abortive attennpt in 1871 to 
establish an Artillery Band was probably an indication of guickening 
interest. 
The second nodal point is to be found around the years 1883 to 
1886, when the population of the Brisbane area was around sixty thousand. 
This period saw the establishment of the first Brisbane Orchestral 
Society (1883-86), and of the highly successful Brisbane Liedertafel. 
The two, conjoined, continued beyond the close of the century. There 
was a new attennpt made in the work of Seal's Young Australian Band and 
Botanic Gardens Band to offer professional band concert programimes of 
good quality (1884-1886). There was a beginning to Salvation Army band 
work in the city, which also achieved, in the City Temple Band, a line 
of continuity. Most significantly, the period saw the establishment of 
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the Headquarters Band, which achieved both continuity and excellence. 
There was also the beginning of a new line of Volunteer Band activity, 
and the first stirrings of a line of naval band activity which also, in 
the course of time, achieved good results. 
A third nodal point may be found during the final years of the 
century, around the years 1897 to 1900, when Brisbane's population was 
considerably more than one hundred thousand. It should, however, be 
observed that this nodal point, for validity, ought to be related to 
developments of the early twentieth century, and no close study of these 
years has yet been undertaken. It is also to be observed that certain 
developments of the 1897 to 1900 period were probably more closely 
related to innprovements in industrial conditions than to mere rise in 
population. Among these developments were the establishment in 1897 of 
three free-standing (that is, not choir-dependent) orchestras (Red Hill, 
Railway, and Caecelia); the establishment in 1900 of two employment-
related bands (Tramway and Railway); and the efforts made by the 
Sandgate Band and the new Wynnum Band (established 1898) to offer 
seaside-resort band performances. Two new Defence Force bands (Queens-
land Mounted Infantry and Artillery) were initiated. Most important 
nnusically, however, were the changes within the Brisbane Musical Union, 
The orchestra of this society, having passed through a period of conval-
escence under the guidance of R.T, Jefferies, in 1898 entered on a new 
era of development in its own orchestral right under the guidance of the 
newly-arrived George Sampson. 
(ii) Rapidity of population increase. The population of Brisbane 
expanded from less than two hundred in 1842 to nearly 120,000 at the end 
of the century. Any history of ensemble growth in the city in that time 
will therefore record a series of precedents. Each new enterprise made 
calls on skills available in the city. With migrants outnunnbering 
native-born till the end of the century, it is obvious that many or most 
of the skills available were acquired in the country of migrant origin; 
and the fact was that influx of migrants, with their skills, was largely 
a random process. Effectively, Brisbane's nnusical history did not begin 
until 1850; and the space of fifty years is too short to permit the 
establishment of a strong tradition of instrumental performance, even 
with a relatively constant population. In fact, the population more 
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than tripled within the last twenty years of the century. Against this 
background, it is perhaps surprising that so much was achieved; but it 
is clear that, in instrumental nnusic as in other matters, the practices 
of the countries of migrant origin would have been strongly reflected. 
The evidence confirms this. 
Rapidity of population growth had further implications. It would 
seem obvious that first calls on economic resources would be made by 
such matters as housing and essential services, probably at the expense 
of that which was seen to be merely culturally desirable. The evidence 
confirmis that nnusical activity was inhibited (especially in the earlier 
years) by a shortage of suitable venues for performance and practice; 
and even by the end of the century the demand was only partially satisfied. 
There is a third implication of rapid population growth. The 
evidence shows that in cultural matters public need outstripped the 
provision of appropriate institutions. At the turn of the century 
Brisbane had neither a university nor a conservatorium to satisfy the 
demands of higher education in music. 
(iii) Urban expansion. In urban expansion Brisbane followed a 
characteristic pattern. Increasingly the city centre became a comnnercial 
and industrial area, and the residents tended to move out, following 
lines of comnnuter transportation, to suburbs. City-based nnusical organ-
izations experienced attendance difficulties. This is exemplified in 
the record of the Brisbane Musical Union during the 1880s and early 
1890s, There is also evidence—for example, in the experience of the 
Toowong Philharnnonic Society in the early 1890s—that the skill shortages 
earlier evident in the city-based organizations also troubled the newly-
formed suburban societies, 
(iv) Capital city status. There is, of course, the obvious 
observation that, as capital city, Brisbane attracted a large proportion 
of the migrant inflow, and a good share of the Colony's wealth. No 
doubt music in general derived benefits from these matters. As head-
quarters city Brisbane also attracted a good number of staff personnel, 
menrtoers of the professions, and civil servants; and it was from such 
citizens that the Brisbane Musical Union, the Brisbane Liedertafel, and 
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kindred societies drew support. Specifically, Brisbane benefited from 
the presence in the city of the Headquarters Band and the Naval Head-
quarters Band, which provided valuable services of many kinds. 
(v) The economy. There is evidence to show that Brisbane's musical 
organizations of the early colonial years suffered from lack of finance. 
During later years sufficient support generally was forthcoming, though 
the societies and ensembles were far from wealthy. There is also 
evidence that all existing musical organizations suffered during the 
depression of 1893, and that some did not survive. 
All available evidence indicates that Brisbane citizens during the 
nineteenth century were generally affluent enough to support any nnusical 
activity that interested them. Support for serious artistic music was 
not great; and it follows that the reasons for this must be sought 
elsewhere. It was serious orchestral music—which was not, in any case, 
widespread—that received least support. This is well exennplified in 
the reaction to the Dr, Walters professional orchestral concerts of 1889, 
(vi) Governmental attitudes. There is little evidence of strong 
Colonial Government support for nnusical activities during the nineteenth 
century. In the main this support was limited to bands, and the nnonies 
were made available through the armed services. The flurry of Volunteer 
Band activity during the 1860s, which achieved some good success, was 
based on governmental help; and it is here suggested that the patronage 
of R.R. Mackenzie was vital. Lack of support during the late 1860s and 
the early 1870s was disgraceful; but the steady flow of funds to bands 
of the armed services during the final decades of the century made many 
nnusical services available to the city. There is evidence, for example, 
that Headqu.arters Band players were also members of orchestras of the 
choral societies. The Police Band of the 1890s received governnnent 
funding, and it appears that the Railway Band at least had the blessing 
of the department, with use of facilities. The only evidence of support 
for orchestral activities also lies in departmental sponsorship of the 
Railway Orchestra of the 1890s. 
It would appear that Brisbane's municipal government of the 
nineteenth century did not view sponsorship of nnusical performance as 
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part of its function, and in the 1880s it several times declined to make 
available the financial assistance that might have converted the Head-
quarters Band from a semi-professional to a fully professional ensennble. 
Towards the end of the century, to its credit, the council gave good 
assistance in the redennption of the Exhibition organ, with consequent 
immense benefit to Brisbane music in general, and nnuch indirect benefit 
to instrunnental ensemble activity. It is also noteworthy that both the 
Sandgate Band and the Wynnum Band received local government financial 
support and encouragement. 
(vii) Population origins. Evidence has been given earlier to 
show that the majority of migrants in Brisbane came from the United 
Kingdom (including Ireland), and that most of these were English. There 
was also a sizeable German community, which was proportionately strongest 
in the 1860s (below eight per cent), and proportionately weakest at the 
end of the century. There was a smaller nunnber of Danes, Swedes, and 
Italians. 
As Europeans, the musicians of colonial Brisbane were, of course, 
part of the greater stream of Western nnusic; but overwhelming evidence 
confirms what statistical records of migrant origins would suggest—that 
the immediate precedent for Brisbane's musical institutions and practices 
lay in the United Kingdom, German nnusicians were disproportionately 
strong and influential, and two Italian families (the Benvenuti and 
Truda families) were also active. Generally, however, instrumental 
nnusicians worked together without national distinction, using as repertoire 
a common EXiropean heritage. The matter of precedent, however, has 
interest sufficient to merit consideration separately. 
It is precedent, of course, that nnust be first examined in following 
the development and examining the scope of Brisbane's instrumental 
ensemble activity; and for confirmation of the strength of the British 
(mainly English) precedent one must look to such studies as those by 
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Nettel, Farmer, Mackerness, Rees, and Pearsall, which deal with 
English music in the nineteenth century. The strength of the English 
precedent in Brisbane's music was, in fact, so pervasive, that specific 
connment is almost redundant. It was strongly present in such matters as 
the English predilection for choral singing and citizen bands, and in 
the organization of the bands of the armed services. It was evident, 
not only in the kinds of nnusical institutions established in Brisbane, 
but also in their names—for example, "Musical Union" and "Monday Pops," 
The observance of English precedent is explicit in a nunnber of instances. 
One may find, for example, evidence of precedent for the Sandgate Band's 
attempts to inaugurate resort performances in Kenneth Young's study of 
nnusic in British recreational resorts; but there is also explicit 
evidence in the Courier's reference at the time to the exanple of some 
7 
seaside resorts "in the old country." In 1891 Andrew Petrie announced 
his intention of nnodelling his Breakfast Creek Monday Popular Concerts 
on the precedent of the Covent Garden Promenade Concerts (BC, 18 November 
1891) . In 1880 the Courier remarked that the class of nnusic offered in 
proposed concerts to raise money for the Exhibition Organ would be 
"something after that of the celebrated Godfrey Band Concerts" in 
England (BC, 22 April 1880). 
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It is paradoxically true that acceptance of German participation 
and leadership in nnusical matters in Brisbane had strong precedent in 
English music. German orchestral and band instrumentalists were employed 
in England, and a number of orchestral and regimental band conductors 
were German. One might point out that Andrew Seal, conductor of Brisbane's 
first Volunteer bands, was German; and that he came to Australia, not 
directly from Germany, but from enployment in London. It is also 
interesting that the Brisbane Liedertafel, despite the name, sang in 
English, and had precedent in the English liedertafel movement. There 
was a separate German liedertafel activity in Brisbane from the 1860s; 
and this continued its separate existence, under various names, throughout 
the colonial years. It is probably true that this activity was the only 
secular musical activity in colonial Brisane that was wholly German in 
origin, participation, and scope. 
While emphasizing the strength of old-world precedent in Brisbane's 
music, one should also point out that there was considerable contemporary 
example in the musical developments of the southern colonies. This, 
despite the oft-quoted "tyranny of distance," was probably much stronger 
than press reporting of the time would indicate. Perusal of relevant 
studies certainly reveals some notable differences between Brisbane's 
musical development and the musical development of Adelaide, Melbourne, 
and Sydney. Richardson's study of military music, for example, notes 
that New South Wales was fortunate enough to have some of the best 
regiments of the British Army, with their bands, stationed in the 
g 
colony. Historical developments denied to Brisbane both the services 
and the seminal influence of such ensembles. It is, however, not the 
differences, but the similarities between the courses of musical develop-
ments that are significant; and the most striking similarity lies in 
the dominating strength of the choral organizations, with orchestras in 
attendance. It would seem likely that serious orchestral development at 
the synphonic level was generally slow. Radio notes that the Melbourne 
Philharnnonic Society was founded in 1853, but that orchestras "were 
patched together for many years from theatre and regimental bands and 
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amateur players." Carne's history of the society shows that in general, 
the Melbourne Philharmonic undertook work that was qualitatively similar 
to that undertaken by the Brisbane Musical Union, but it is clear that, 
numerically at least, the Melbourne orchestra was considerably superior. 
Historically, both Sydney and Melbourne were in advance of Brisbane, 
and therefore in a position to provide example. There is occasional 
evidence that there were influences at work. Professional performers 
from the south visited Brisbane. These included opera companies, v/liich 
made strong impact. It was a loan of music from Sydney Liedertafel 
that was the basis of Spicer's attempt to form the Metropolitan Liedertafel 
in 1884; and the Minute Books of the Brisbane Liedertafel show that it 
maintained contacts with its counterparts in the southern capitals. 
David Lee's organ recitals and the performances of Herr Plock's band in 
Melbourne were known in Brisbane (BC, 20 June 1885). Interest was high 
enough for W.H, Wilson ("Euterpe" of the Queenslander) to visit Melbourne 
in the early 1880s for the Melbourne Music Festival, The Courier 
published a lengthy report of the festival (BC, 25 January 1883), 
It might be pointed out that, though Sydney is an older city, 
Melbourne and Adelaide in the ternns of their effective social development 
are not nnore than a few years older than Brisbane, Conditions favoured 
Melbourne's growth, and Melbourne's musical development left Brisbane's 
far behind. Melbourne University had a Chair of Music before 1890, and 
a Conservatorium of Music was established before the end of the century. 
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Studies by Davies and Brewster^ones show that Adelaide's nnusical 
development also outpaced that of Brisbane by a good margin. Adelaide, 
for example, had its Civic Organ in 1877 (Brewster-Jones, p. 28). This 
was fifteen years before the opening of Brisbane's Exhibition organ. In 
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Philharmonic Society, 1954). Carne gives no details of instrumentation. 
Much pertinent information is given in Harold Love, The Golden 
Age of Australian Opera: W.S. Lyster and His Companies 1861-1880 (Sydney: 
Currency Press, 1981). 
12 
E. Harold Davies, "Music in the Early Days of South Australia," 
Musical Tinnes, No, 1126 (Decennber 1936), 1078-1080, 
13 
H, Brewster-Jones, "South Australia's Musical History," Australian 
Musical News, 27, No,3 (1 October 1936), 1-3 and 28-33, 
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1898 Adelaide had its Conservatorium of Music (Brewster-Jones, p, 29), 
Nearly sixty years were to pass before Brisbane also had a conservatorium. 
It should be pointed out, however, that during the nineteenth century, 
Adelaide's population was always considerably greater than that of 
Brisbane. It is probable, too, that the strength of German influence in 
South Australia may have been a contributory factor, not only in choral 
work, but also in orchestras and bands. 
In tracing the growth of Brisbane's orchestras, one is obliged to 
search in many places. The most simple form of the orchestra was the 
string band (usually professional), which found enployment in "quadrille 
assennblies," excursions, and similar social functions throughout the 
colonial years. No doubt many were of poor quality; but it is also 
true that some of Brisbane's best instrumentalists—for example, F.N. 
Rosenstengel and the Truda family—accepted such work as legitimate 
engagements. At the other end of the scale stood the large orchestra, 
which endeavoured to present serious orchestral nnusic (including some 
examples of symphonic and concerto work), but which was, for the most 
part, engaged in choral-orchestral concert presentation. The strength 
of the choir-orchestra liaison was, as the evidence shows, so strong 
that it was rare that a secular choir did not either develop an orchestral 
partner, or at least seek orchestral support. Not till nearly the end 
of the nineteenth century was there a determined attempt made to present 
regular synnphonic performance; and the evidence shows that the history 
of the orchestra involved (the Musical Union orchestra) was arduous and 
at times painful. Below the level of synphonic aspiration, however, 
there was a great deal of useful orchestral performance. The Brisbane 
Liedertafel Orchestra, as the evidence shows (see Appendix S), presented 
much that was serious and good, but contrived to retain popular appeal. 
The best of the occasional concert orchestras, such as those of the 
Truda benefit concerts of the 1890s, also appear to have presented good 
work; and no doubt many of the church performances were laudable. 
One should note that there was a considerable amount of work done 
by the concert orchestras. Like the professional theatre orchestras, 
they played an important role in Brisbane's orchestral development. 
Because they were occasional, and not generally related to a specific 
organization, it is not easy to follow their developmental progress; 
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yet they, and the functions in which they participated, are innportant in 
this study. 
In general, the evidence shows increasing acceptance of orchestral 
music during the late years of the century, with increasing professional-
ism. The Austrian Band and the Walters professional orchestral concerts 
of the 1880s were not well patronised; but it would appear that the 
professional orchestras of the Breakfast Creek Concerts, and Truda's 
International Exhibition Orchestra (both professional) had good success 
during the 1890s. The Brisbane Liedertafel Orchestra and the Musical 
Union Orchestra were mixed professional and amateur, and there is rising 
interest evident in the establishment of the amateur orchestras of the 
late nineties. It is significant, however, that these orchestras appeared 
in programmes with other kinds of performance. Orchestral concerts per 
se were few during the colonial years. 
It has been remarked that Brisbane was slow to accept symphonic 
orchestral performance; and this was also, no doubt, a reflection of 
British attitudes. Nettel notes that it was not until the twentieth 
century that it was economically possible for good European orchestras 
to tour the British Isles. The result was that "the great mass of lower 
and lower-middle classes were unfamiliar with the orchestra and its 
music. . ." (Nettel, p. 17). While this comment undoubtedly extends 
also to Brisbane in the nineteenth century, there were other inhibiting 
factors, and some additional comnnent is desirable. 
By 1800, after two centuries of evolutionary development in 
Europe, the classical synphony orchestra (as exemplified in Beethoven's 
Synphony No.l), consisted of first and second violins, violas, cellos, 
and double basses, with winds in pairs (two parts each of flutes, oboes, 
clarinets, bassoons, horns and trumpets), and tinpani. Romantic composers 
demanded amplification of this proven basic instrumentation, with addition 
of further instrumental voices. Piccolo, cor anglais, bass clarinet, 
contra bassoon, tenor and bass tronnbones, tuba, harp, and a variety of 
percussion instruments enriched the orchestral palette, and there was 
occasional demand for other instrunnents. The expanded romantic symphony 
orchestra ennbraced three families of melodic instruments, each independ-
ently endowed with bass support and capable of full harnranies. 
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There was obviously little awareness in colonial Brisbane of the 
larger contemporary orchestral works; and there was, in any case, 
little possibility of their being performed in the city. In answer to a 
guery in 1887, "Euterpe" of the Queenslander listed "a complete orchestra 
for all practical purposes" as six to twelve first violins, a similar 
number of second violins, four to eight violas, cellos and basses; two 
each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons; two trunpets, two or 
four horns, three trombones and two drunns. This, asserted "Euterpe," 
14 
would suffice in any part of the world for oratorio, opera, or symphony. 
"Euterpe's" tc^ tal of perhaps forty to sixty players seems reasonable by 
twentieth-century standards; but Brisbane in 1887 would have been fully 
extended to find all the stipulated players. The orchestra of the 
Brisbane Musical Union did not have forty regular players until the late 
1890s; and George Sampson, then laying the foundations of a line of 
symphonic performance, had some difficulty in finding all the required 
performance skills at the level of competence his standards demanded. 
It is clear, in retrospect, that random population growth by 
migration did not bring to Brisbane all the special orchestral skills 
that an established tradition would have supplied as a matter of course. 
Bassoon players and oboists, in particular, were scarce. French horn 
players were not readily available; and it is perhaps significant that 
saxhorns were replacing French horns in bands. Not until near the end 
of the century did the trumpet begin to displace the ubiquitous cornet 
in legitimate trumpet parts; but the euphonium, readily available from 
band resources, was frequently used in orchestras at the time. There is 
no available evidence of the use of cor anglais, bass clarinet, contra 
bassoon, or bass tuba in the comnnunity-based orchestras of the colonial 
years. 
There is no doubt that in bands, as in other matters, colonial 
Queensland followed the British pattern; and in Britain in the later 
nineteenth century a process of dichotomy in the band movement led to 
recognition of two band nnodels—the brass band, and the military band. 
In England the evolution of the brass band as it came to be accepted in 
14 
"Eu te rpe , " "Musical Echoes ," Queens lander , 3 Septennber 1887, p . 385, 
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the twentieth century was greatly influenced by effectiveness in band 
contesting. The prototype for this type of band, twenty-four brass and 
drums, was created under the guidance of John Gladney in the early 1870s. 
This model was increasingly adopted by the better contesting bands, but 
a great many lesser bands continued with what instruments they could 
15 
get, "often a haphazard collection of instruments of varying vintages." 
The miilitary band, on the other hand, developed (as the name suggests) 
under military influence. Following many years of confusing diversity 
in regimental bands, the first real step towards rationalization came in 
1857, when the Royal Military School of Music (Kneller Hall) began 
teaching. This institution gradually gained influence and recognition, 
and contributed towards the stabilizing of the military band model. It 
was probably not until the twentieth century that effective consensus 
was achieved; but the military model always tended towards the use of 
both woodwinds and brass, with percussion. 
It cannot be claimed that Queensland brass band instrumentation 
during the colonial years was to any great extent influenced by local 
band contests. Brisbane's first contests were held during the 1870s, 
and there are records of a number of contests during the nineties in 
which Queensland bands took part; but regular contesting did not begin 
17 
until the early years of the twentieth century. The tendency among 
bands to exclude woodwinds and use only brass and percussion, though it 
followed British precedent, was in fact a logical step. Clearly, it was 
based on the fact that the three-valve technique was comnnon to all the 
valved instruments that made up the brass band—cornets, saxhorns, 
tubas, and the valve trombone. Assuming a transposition system which 
gave common fingerings in relation to the staff notation (such as is in 
use in brass bands to-day), it became a relatively easy matter to switch 
a player from one instrunnent to another, as circumstances required. 
With no change in fingering and notation involved, the only considerations 
were embouchure and aural adjustment, personal compatibility, and 
preference. The Bb valve trombone fitted nicely into the scheme of things. 
15 
Arthur R. Taylor, Brass Bands (London: Granada, 1979), pp. 72-3. 
Farmer, Military Music, p. 53. 
17 
J.R. Foster, "Bands in Queensland," in "The Bandsman's Year 
Book," in Official Programme of the Australian Championship Band Contest 
(The Band Council of Control in conjunction with The Band Association of 
N.S.W., [1938]), pp. 61-2. 
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and this may well have been the reason for its persistence, despite its 
tonal inferiority in conparison with the slide trombone. It is signif-
icant that the brass band nnovement during the 1890s and later years was 
essentially amateur, and a working man's movement. A local brass band 
might lose players through transfer, industrial change, or any of a 
score of other reasons; but common technique and notation greatly 
facilitated replacement. One might point out that this is not true of 
orchestra and military band. String players, for example, commonly use 
three different clefs and three distinct systems of fingering; and the 
position is little better with orchestral woodwinds and brasses. The 
occasional participation of clarinets in brass bands is easily explained. 
Clarinet players were not rare; and a Bb clarinet player could, even if 
no clarinet part were available, readily use a Bb cornet part. The 
clarinet could also, without difficulty, double a melody part at the 
octave for tonal enrichment, as is commonly done by the Eb soprano 
cornet in to-day's brass bands. There was little reason in the 1890s 
for a band to reject a useful woodwind player merely for the sake of 
categorical purity. 
Ensembles using only brass and drioms existed in the Australian 
colonies from the middle of the nineteenth century. Hore's Saxhorn 
Band, claimed to be the first all-brass band in Victoria, dated from 
1 8 
this period. The Band of the Toowoomba Light Infantry, whose playing 
greatly impressed the citizens of Brisbane in 1879, was an all-brass 
band. Brisbane's first bands, however, during the 1850s and 1860s, 
certainly used a connbination of brass and woodwind. There is evidence 
to show that up to the 1870s and into the 1880s some Brisbane bands, if 
not all, continued to use woodwinds. There is also evidence to show 
that by the 1890s Queensland bands (the Headquarters Band being a 
notable exception) were rejecting woodwinds, or, at nnost, retaining one 
1 g 
C C Mullen, "Brass Bands Have Played a Prominent Part in the 




or two clarinets. Certainly there is evidence that the Naval Head-
quarters Band was an all-brass unit; and there is evidence that the 
Police Band about the turn of the century (under the baton of the veteran 
20 
Andrew Seal) had only one clarinet. 
The best and most influential Brisbane band of the 1890s, the 
Headquarters Band, remained a "military" band, using woodwind, brass, 
and percussion. Existing under far more favourable conditions than any 
other band in the city, it could attract and hold specialized winds 
players, and (as has been pointed out) it also developed good string 
expertise among its mennbers. Defence Force Commandants—French, Ovven , 
Gunter, and Finn—were all products of the British army system, and were 
no doubt well familiar with British regimental band patterns and practices; 
and the band model that was officially encouraged, at least during the 
earlier years of the 1890s, was based on these. An appendix to the 
published Defence Force General Standing Orders in 1893 clearly sets out 
the matter. 
The instrumentation of a regimental band was not rigidly prescribed 
in the 1893 orders, but the suggested wind complement was made up of one 
piccolo, one oboe, one Eb clarinet, four Bb clarinets, one bassoon, two 
horns, one cornet, one trumpet, one Bb al thorn, one tenor tronnbone, one 
bass trombone, one euphonium, and two bass horns. These, with three 
drummers, made up a total of twenty-one players. 
19 
This conclusion is based on examination of Queensland band 
photographs from the years 1890-1900 held in John Oxley Library, Brisbane, 
In thirteen photographs in which all instruments are visible, only three 
bands are seen to be using woodwinds. Of these, one band has three 
clarinets, another two, and the third, one. 
Additional evidence is to be found in the detailed adjudicator's 
comments on the Gympie Band Contest of December 1892 (Supplement to the 
Gympie Times, 17 January 1893) , in which all six competing bands used 
only brass instruments. 
20 
A set of eight band parts belonging to Andrew Seal is held by 
the Royal Historical Society of Queensland. Evidence suggests that they 
may be the set used by the eight migrating nnusicians in 1854. They were 
probably used by Seal in his early Brisbane bands, but give no clue to 
the instrumentation of his later bands. 
21 
The relevant section is reproduced in Appendix FF. 
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There are some interesting points here. The band nnodel, the 
"suitable selection," was made up of eight woodwind, ten brass, and 
three drunns, with considerable diversity of skills required among the 
winds. Only two soprano brass are named (the Bb althorn being the 
equivalent of to-day's baritone), and of these, one (the trumpet) 
carries no valve stipulation. In view of the prevailing popularity of 
the cornet ("Pistons") it is doubtful that any band would have carried 
only one; and both oboe and bassoon players were rare enough even in 
the metropolitan area. One notes that saxophones had not gained accept-
ance, and were probably unknown in the city. Alto and bass clarinets 
were also not mentioned. There is in the notice, as well, a reminder 
that in the years before the acceptance of a connmon pitch standard, the 
22 pitch in which wind instruments were built was by no means uniform. 
It has been pointed out that during the colonial years the term 
"brass band" was applied to military and brass bands alike. The term 
"military band" is to be found at times in press advertisements and 
reports, but it appears to have been used simply to mean "army band." 
One notes with interest that in a Gazettes notice in 1898, the Headquarters 
Band distinguished between the string band and the brass and reed band; 
but elsewhere in the same notice the latter is referred to simply as 
"brass band" (QGG, 1898, LXIX, 110). Advertisements in the Courier, 
however, show that nnusic of both kinds of band (brass and military) was 
available. A Paling's advertisement, for example, in the Courier of 5 
April 1898, offered the Enterprise Band Books, sixth set: full brass 
(twenty parts), twelve shillings and sixpence; military (twenty-five 
parts), fifteen shillings. 
With respect to the nnusic played by the various ensennbles, both 
band and orchestral, nnuch has been said within earlier chapters, and 
care has been taken in the selection of the programmes presented in the 
Appendices. There is, obviously, a good deal of variety in the music 
22 
A conference in London in May 1939 under the auspices of the 
International Standards Association recommended the acceptance of A440 
cycles per second as standard. In Britain some measure of agreement had 
been reached in 1895 in the adoption of New Philharmonic Pitch, A439 
cycles per second. 
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performed; but general categorization is a relatively simple matter. 
Symphonic orchestral material was not commonly used, and the great 
European symphonic repertoire was largely untouched. The work of the 
large orchestras associated with the mixed-voice choral societies 
(mainly the Musical Union) was dominated by choral interests, with the 
result that choice of composers was mainly limited to those whose choral-
orchestral works were published with English words, either in original 
or in translation. Handel and Mendelssohn were favoured composers, but 
the English festival choir repertoire was also used. 
Most orchestral performance of the colonial years, serious or 
light, was intended for entertainment, and it was to opera, with its 
melodic appeal, that both orchestras and bands turned for their serious 
repertoire. Apart from this, both orchestras and bands used much dance 
music, both classical and contemporary. The bands, in response to 
obligation or pioblic demand, also played many marches. Instrumental 
limitations forced most orchestras to use arrangements; and the band 
movement, being in a state of evolutionary flux, was similarly constrained. 
No strong body of original band composition of good quality was available 
during the nineteenth century. 
There is no way of judging, after the lapse of so many years, the 
true quality of the many performances given. Newspaper reporters, 
particularly in the early years, tended to be tolerant for the sake of 
encouragement, and much writing was clearly not based on good musical 
understanding. In later years, many reports of important miusical events 
were written by commentators who were themselves involved in the perform-
ances. Browne points out that looth P.R. Gordon and T.H. Dougherty wrote 
23 
for the Courier. Browne (hinnself a Courier journalist) was also an 
involved vocalist. W.H. Wilson ("Euterpe" of the Queenslander) was 
another such performer. One can only accept what was written with 
discretionary reserve. 
23 
Spencer Browne, A Journalist's Memories (Brisbane: Read Press, 
1927), pp. 156, 173-4, and 179. 
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Coda 
The story of the growth of nnusic in colonial Brisbane is the story 
of the transplantation of an old and highly developed culture to a 
remote, newly-established, but fast-growing comnnunity. In the establish-
ment of its orchestras and bands there was frustration, compromise, and 
some failure; but there was also optinnism, dedication, initiative, and 
much satisfaction of success. In the telling of the story there is 




Programme of the Third Concert of the Brisbane Choral Society, 
given at the School of Arts, 1 December 1859. 
Part I 
Chorus,—Here in cool Grot 
" I see them on their winding way 
" Lightly tread 
" See our oars 
Violin and Piano Forte,—Airs from William 
Tell 
Indian Drum 





No light bound 
Five times by the taper's light 
Melodia & Violin—Scotch Melodies 
Ye Gentlemen of England 


















Programmes of performances given by the Brisbane Band (the 
North Australian Band) in their first Brisbane season, Septennber 
1857 to March 1858. 
(i) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 21 Septennber 1857. 
Grand March—Annie Laurie 
Aria from Romeo and Juliet 
Carlslust Polka 
Cavitina from Anna Pollena 
Faust Waltz 
Cavitina from Attilla 
Como Quadrille 
Cavitina from Robert Diavolo 
Victory Galop 
French and English Alliance National Air 











(Moreton Bay Courier, 19 
September 1857) 
ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 25 Septennber 1857, 
Glasgow March 
Duett Lucrezia Borgia 
Essex Waltz 
Grand Selection of Scotch Airs 
Frances Polka 
Duett from Norma 
Edinburgh Quadrille 
Grand Selection from Willam Tell 
Overland Mail Gallop 









(Moreton Bay Courier, 26 
September 1857) 
(iii) Programime given in the Botanic Gardens, 3 October 1857, 
French and English Alliance National Airs 
Aria from Tancredi 
Carazener Waltz 
Grand Selection from Der Freyschutz 
Emerald Polka 
Grand Selection of Scotch Airs 
England Quadrille 
Grand Selection from Fra-Diavolo 
Pleasure of Matrimony Gallop 









(Moreton Bay Courier, 3 
October 1857) 
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Programme of the First Subscription Concert of the Brisbane 
Philharmonic Society, given in the Volunteer Armoury, 
19 December 1861. 
Part I 
Overture—La Clemenza di Tito 
Trio and Chorus—"Bright Orb" 
Solo Basso—From I Lombardi 
Quartett and Chorus—"From Oberon in 
Fairy Land" 
Solo Soprano—"The Village Maiden" 
Trio—"Blow gentle gales" 
Solo and Chorus of Macbeth, (complete) 
Part II 
Overture—Tancredi 
Chorus—"Come gentle Spring" 
Solo Soprano—"Pui bianca del bianco velo" 
Four Part Song—"May Day" 
Solo Tenore—Descriptive Song 
Duett Soprani—"The Fairies of the Sea" 
Solo Basso—"Heart of Oak" 

















(Courier, 14 December 1861) 
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Progrannme of a Vocal and Instrumental Concert given by the 
Choral Union in the School of Arts, 20 September 1855. 
Part I 
Overture, "Dido Abandonee" 
Chorus, "Gloria," from the 12th Mass 
Tenor Solo, "Comfort ye," and "Every 
Valley" (Messiah) 
Trio, "Lift thine Eyes" (Elijah) 
Quartett, "Cast thy burden" (Elijah) 








Band, "Caliph of Bagdad" Boildieu 
Glee, "Awake Aeolean Lyre" Danby 
Song, "An English Girl for me" Glover 
Duett, "Morning" Keller 
Glee, "Where art thou, Beam of Light?" Bishop 
Recit. and Aria, "Hark! the Clarion 
sounding" Balfe 
Band, "Grand Polonaise" on subjects from 
the opera of "Lucretia Borgia" Donizetti 
Song, "The Sunshine of the Heart" S. Glover 
Tenor Solo, "My Sister dear" (Massaniello) Auber 
Trio, "Behold how brightly breaks the 
morn" (Massaniello) Auber 
Glee, "No Song no Supper" Sturuse 
National Anthem 




Programmes of two Subscription Concerts of the Second Brisbane 
Philharmonic Society. 
(i) Programme of the first concert of the first season, given 
in the School of Arts, 22 Novennber 1866. 
Part I 
Overture—"Massaniello" 
Solo and Chorus—"Chough and Crow" 
Song—"I rise from Dreams of Thee" 
(Miss Carandini) 
Solo and Chorus—"Why, Good People"— 
(Der Freschiutz) 
Solo Pianoforte—"Home Sweet Home" 
(Miss Ross) 
Swiss Song—"Land of my Birth." 
(Mr. Sherwin) 
Song—"Fly hence each idle Fear" 
(Madame Carandini) 









Overture—"Dido Abandonee" Paer 
Ballad—"I cannot mind my Wheel" 
(Miss Carandini) 
Trio and Chorus—"Bright Orb" 
Buffo Duett—"Well, if I must Speak my Mind" 
(Madame Carandini and Mr. Sherwin) Balfe 
Solo and Pianoforte—"Alice, where art 
Thou?" (Miss Ross) Archer 
Gipsy Chorus—"Preciosa" Weber 
Duet—"The Cousins" 
(Madame and Miss Carandini) Glover 
Grand Scena—"Pretty Gitana"—(Maritana) 
(Miss Carandini, Gentlemen Amateur, 
and Chorus) Wallace 
National Anthem 
(Brisbane Courier, 19 November 1866) 
(ii) Programme of the third concert of the third season, given 
in the Town Hall, 3 Decennber 1869. 
Part I 
Overture. — "Masaniello" Auber 
Chorus.—"Away, Away"(Masaniello) Auber 
Trio.—"Fisherman"(Masaniello) Auber 
Flute Solo.—"Vol Mirate" (composed by Rice, 
arranged by W. Forbes). 
Tenor Solo. —"My Sister Dear" (Masaniello) Auber 
Chorus.—"Blessed Saint in Heaven" 
(Masaniello) Auber 




Tenor Solo. — "Dream Land" 
Chorus.—"The Sun's Sheltering Canopy o'er 
Us" (Sonnambula) 
Soprano Solo. — "My Home, my Happy Home" 
Baritone Solo.—"Home they brought her 
Warrior Dead" 
Chorus of Villagers (Sonnambula) 






(Brisbane Courier, 3 Decennber 1869) 
Appendix F 
Programmes of three concerts given by the Brisbane Band in 
the 1860 subscription season. 
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(i) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 6 July 1850, 
Glasgow March 
Overtore Masaniello 
The Peri Waltz 
Aria from Romeo and Juliet 
The Palmermo Quadrille 
Cavatina from Sonnambula 
The Wedding Polka 
Cavatina from Robert Diavolo 
The Spirit of the Ball 










(Moreton Bay Courier, 5 July 
1850, 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 20 July 1860 
March Forget me not 
Grand Potpourrie from Chira el Rosenberg 
The Dream on the Ocean Waltz 
Cavatina from Lucrezia Borgia 
The Franzes Polka 
Aria from Opera Maria 
Emigrants' Progress Quadrille 
Grand Selection from Potesto D'Burges 
Evergreen Galop 










(Moreton Bay Courier, 19 July 1860! 
i^ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 17 August 1860. 
The Standard Bearer, March 
Grand Potpourrie, from Elisire D'Amore 
The Elfen Waltzes 
Grand Selection of Scotch Airs 
The Palermo Quadrille 
Grand Potpourrie, from Norma 
Venus Polka 
Cavatina, from Attilla 
The Annen Galop 














Programmes of eight performances given by the second Volunteer Band. 
(i) Progrannme given in the Botanic Gardens, 15 March 1862. 
Parade March Haffer 
Overture, "Nabuco" Verdi 
Waltz, "Prophete" Lanner 
Galop, Volunteer Goodfellow 
Selection, "Guillaume Tell" Rossini 
Polka, "The Bride's" Labitzky 
God Save the Queen 
(Courier, 15 March 1862) 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 12 April 1852. 
March, "Die Deutschen Sanger" Becker 
Overture, "Norma," Bellini 
Waltz, Masonic Peck 
Selection, "La Figlia del Reggimento" Donizetti 
Quadrille, "Bonny Dundee," D'Albert 
Galop, Matrimony, Gungl 
(Courier, 12 April 1862) 




Polka Mazurka—"Traviata" Carver 
Quadrille—"Geneve" D'Albert 
Galop—"Volunteer" Goodfellow 
God Save the Queen 
(Courier, 19 July 1852) 
(iv) Programme of the first moonlight promenade concert, 








(Courier, 4 November 1862) 
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Appendix G (continued) 
(v) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given in 







God Save the Queen 
(Courier, 2 January 1863) 
(vi) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 28 March 1853. 
March Mario 
Operatic selection, "William Tell" Rossini 
Waltz, "La Peri" D'Albert 
Quadrille "Lurline" D'Albert 
Galop, "Pleasure of Matrimony" Gung'l 
Polka, "The Bride's" D'Albert 
Finale, "National Anthem" Bull 
(Courier, 28 March 1863) 
(vii) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given in 
the Botanic Gardens, 1 May 1863. 
March—"Cheer up Companions" Becker 
Pot Pouri—"La Fille du Regiment" Donnizetti 
Waltz—"Masonic" Peck 
Quadrille—"Traviata" D'Albert 
Slow March—"Militaire" Eison 
Galope—"Night Bell" (first time) Vincent 
Schottische—"Trompete" Haffer 
National Anthem I 
(Courier, 1 May 1863) 
(viii) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given 
in the Botanic Gardens, 29 June 1863. 
Quick Step Seal 
Selection from "Martha" Flotow 
Galop—Post Horn Koenig 
Valse—Masonic Peck, R. A. 
Slow March—"Norma" Bellini 
Quadrille—"Wedding" D'Alloert 
Galop—"Night Bell" Vincent 
(Courier, 29 June 1853) 
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(i) Extracts from Rules of the Queensland Volunteer Band, published 
in the Courier, 9 February 1863. 
2. That the members of the band be required to attend two meetings 
in each week for practice; the days and time of such meetings to be 
arranged by the members of the band, subject to the approval of the 
committee. That they will also have to attend one public day performance 
every alternate week, and two monthly performances in the evening, 
to be from time to time arranged by the committee. 
3. That the members of the band must take the oath as Volunteers, 
and attend one parade monthly, if required, and on any special occasions 
when they may be called upon for guards of honor. The band for this 
purpose to be under the orders of the officer commanding the Volun-
teers for the time being. The monthly parades shall be considered 
as public performances under Rule 2. 
5. That the duties of the bandmaster shall be to conduct all 
practices and performances, to give such gratuitous instruction to 
the members of the band as the committee shall direct; to appoint 
to each beginner the instrument he is to learn; to arrange all music 
and play an instrument if required. 
(ii) Extracts from Rules and Regulations for the Guidance of Members 
of the Volunteer Band, promulgated in Queensland Government Gazettes, 
1853. IV. 439. 
3. The band will be borne on the strength of the Brisbane Company 
(No. 1) of Volunteer Rifles. 
4. The officers of the band shall consist of a Director (paid), 
one Sergeant, and one Corporal, the two latter to be elected by the 
members of the band. 
5. The band will be required to attend one parade per month, 
or twelve parades in the year, and on (two) special occasions, such 
as birthdays of members of the Royal Family, and upon the occasion 
of the Governor opening or proroguing Parliament. The band will also 
be required to perfoim a selection of music in the Botanic Gardens 
on the afternoon of the second Saturday of each month. Fines for 
non-attendance at any of the above:-Director, 10s.; Non-Commissioned 
Officer, 5s.; Member, 2s. 5d. 
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7. Should the band be required on other than the occasions ment-
ioned in rule 5, the members (Director excepted) will be remunerated 
at the rate of 5s. each. 
8. Members will be required to attend at least one practice per 
week. Fines for non-attendance the same as in rule 5. 
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Programmes of eleven performances given by the third Volunteer 
Band. 
(i) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given in the 
Botanic Gardens, 19 July 1854. 
Slow March Arditi 
Selection, La Trovatore, Solo by E. Cramer Verdi 
Polka Mazurka, Time Hoffer 
Cavatina, Sonnambula Bellini 
Quadrille, Artillery Schubert 
Galop, Rifle Farmer 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 19 July 1864) 





Potpourie—Rossenberg, Solo—E . Cramer Rici 
Galop—Great Excitement Laroche 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 24 Septennber 
lM4l 
(iii) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given in the 
Botanic Gardens, 12 January 1855. 
Quick Step, The Swallow A. Seal 
Overture to Norma Bellini 
Valse, La Prophete Strek 
Polka Mazurka, Time Haffer 
Selection, La Gazza Ladra Rossini 
Quadrille, Cavalcade Schubert 
Galop, Rifle Farmer 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 12 January 
l8^5l 
(iv) Programme of a moonlight promenade concert, given in the 
Botanic Gardens, 10 March 1865. 
Slow March Hahner 
Potpourie, from Ronneo and Julliet Bellini 
Valse, Queen of the Harvest Cooke 
Quadrille, Cavalcade Schubert 
Polka Mazurka, Tim Haffer 
Selection from William Tell Rossini 
Galop, May Weigand 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 10 March 1865) 
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(v) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 25 March 1865. 
March—Huguenots Hahner 
Potpourie—Romeo and Juliet Verdi 
Valse—II Baccio Arditi 
Quadrille—Traviata D'Albert 
Selection—William Tell Rossini 
Galop—May Waigaud 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 25 March 1865) 
(vi) Programme of a moonlight concert (complimentary benefit 
to Sergeant Thomas Hawkes, Drum-Major of the Volunteer Band) 
given in the Botanic Gardens, 8 September 1855. 
Slow March, "Norma" Belini 
Selection, "Freischutz" Weber 
Valse, "Prophet" Streck 
Polka Mazurka, "Dora" Schott 
Potpourie, "Romio and Juliet" Belini 
Quadrille, "Artillery" Schubert 
Galop, "Post Horn" Koenig 
(Brisbane Courier, 8 Septennber 1865) 
(vii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 18 November 1865. 
March—"Les Huguenots" Hahner 
Cavatina—"Attila" Verdi 
Valse—"Fairy Visions" Coote, jun. 
Quadrille—"Lurline" D'Albert 
Selection—"La Fille du Regimento" Donizetti 
Galop—"Cuckoo" Gungl 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 18 Novemiber 1865) 
(viii)Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 27 April 1867. 
Overture—"Norma" Bellini 
Waltz—"II Bacio" Arditi 
Selection—"Traviata" Verdi 
Quadrille—"Lucia di Lammermoor" 
Aria—"Rosenberg" Ricci 
Galop—"Rifle" 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 27 April 1857) 
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(ix) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 25 May 1867. 
Overture, "Nina" 
Waltz, "Fairy Vision" 
Selection, "Ballo in Maschiera" 








(Brisbane Courier, 25 May 1867) 
(x) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 13 July 1867. 
Selection, from the "Huguenots" 
Valse, "II Bacio" 
Pot pouri, from "Faviretti" 
Quadrille, "Lurline" 








(Brisbane Courier, 13 July 1867) 
(xi)Programme of a Grand Vocal and Instrumental Concert (in aid 
of the uniform fund) given in the School of Arts, 21 August 1868. 
Part I 
Pot Pouri, "Preciosa" (Band) Weber 
Cornet Solo (original) (A.Seal) 
Clarionet Solo, Scotch Airs (Fred. Cramer) 
Slide Trombone Solo, "Lucrezia Borgia" 
(W. Seal) 
Song, "Maritana" (Bandsman) 
Cornet Solo, "Anna Boleyna" (Jas. Dignan) 
Clarionet Solo, Tyrolean Airs (Fred. Cramer) 
Instrumental Duett, "Di Piscatori Ignobile" 
(A. and W. Seal) 
Quartette, "Norma" Bellini 
Part II 
Selection, Scottish Melodies (Band) 
Baritone Solo, "I'Lombardi" (A. Seal) 
Pianoforte Solo (Madame Mallalieu) 
Flute Solo, "Barcarolla di Fiorella" 
(E. Cramer) 
Song (Amateur) 
Trombone Solo, "Lucia di Lammermoor" 
(W. Seal) 
Pianoforte Solo (Madame Mallalieu) 
Vocal Duett, "Army and Navy" (Amateurs) 
Romance, "locondo" (Band) Weber 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 21 August 1868) 
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List of concerts and programmes presented by the Brisbane Musical 





































Lay of the Bell (Ronnberg) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 16 
December 1872) 
Miscellaneous; and 
Lay of the Bell (Romberg). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
30 Decennber 1872) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
9 April 1873) 
Participation by members in performance 
of Messiah (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 August 1873) 
The May Queen (Bennett); and 
M is ce11aneous; and 
Locke's music for Macbeth. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
30 August 1873) 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 October 1873) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
First part of Elijah (Mendelssohn); 
Miscellaneous instrumental; and 
Second part of Elijah. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 November 1873) 
Messiah (Handel). 
Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
School of 
Arts 
24 December 1873) 
Miscellaneous, including Symphony 
No. 1 (Beethoven). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
15 April 18741 
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4 May 1875 





































The Creation (Haydn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
1 August 1874) 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
12 October 18741 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Twelfth Mass (Mozart); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 November 1874) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
6 January 18751 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 May 1875) 
Repeat performance. 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 May 1875) 
Eli (Costa) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 June 1875) 
Repeat performance. 
Eli (Costa). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 June 1875) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 August 18751 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Elijah (Mendelssohn) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 August 18751 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest (Birch) 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
15 October 18751 
Repeat performance. 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest (Birch) 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
15 October 1875) . 















































(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 December 1875) 
Repeat performance. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 DecemlDer ISTsl 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
20 March 18751 
Repeat performance. 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
20 March 18761 
The Seasons (Haydn) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 June 1876) 
Repeat performance. 
The Seasons (Haydn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 June 1875) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest (Birch) 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
22 August 1875) 
Israel in Egypt (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 October 18761 
Repeat performance. 
Israel in Egypt (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 October 18761 
The Erl King's Daughter (Gade); and 
Selections from The Creation (Haydn) 
(Adver tised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 December 1876) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 December 1875) 














































Stabat Mater (Rossini); and 
Lay of the Etell (Romberg). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 March 18771 
Repeat performance. 
Stabat Mater (Rossini); and 
Lay of the Bell (Ronnberg) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 March 18771 
R.T. Jefferies's Grand Sacred Concert, 
by members of the Brisbane Musical Union 
and the Ipswich Musical Society. 
Miscellaneous; and 
Selections from Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
30 March 18771 
Concert of Welcome to Sir A. E. Kennedy. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
26 May 1877) 
The Bohemian Girl (Balfe). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 July 1877) 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
24 August 1877) 
Eli (Costa). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 October 1877) 
Participation in the Indian Famine Relief 
Fund Concert. 
Israel in Egypt (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
29 October 1877) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
The Bohemian Girl (Balfe). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
12 December 1877) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
27 December 1877) 
Farewell Benefit Concert to R. T. 
Jefferies. 
Acis and Galatea (Handel); and 
Athalie (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 February 1878) 
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Selections from St. Paul (Mendelssohn), 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel), and Elijah 
(Mendelssohn); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
27 November 1878) 
Benefit Concert to Alfred Quin. 
Miscellaneous, including instrumental 
ensemble, but no choral items. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
5 December 18791 
Messiah (Handel) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
18 December 1879) 
Summer Show Concert (Queensland National 
Association), by Musical Union and other 
performers. 
Selections from The Seasons (Haydn); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Because of rain the performance was held 
as a "public rehearsal.") 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
9 January 18801 
Summer Show Concert, postponed from 
9 January 1880. 
Selections from The Seasons (Haydn); and 
Miscellaneous . 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
12 January 1880) 
Last Judgment (Spohr); and 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 May 1880) 
Benefit Concert to Rev. William Draper. 
Last Judgment (Spohr); and 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 June 18801 
Samson (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 July 1880) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Miscellaneous; and 
Athalie (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
18 September 1880) 















































Participation by members in "The 
Blessing of the Children" Concert. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
3 November 1880) 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 Novennber ISWT) 
Israel in Egypt (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
16 December 1880) 
Engedi (Beethoven); and 
St. Cecilia's Day(Van Bree). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
5 March 1881) 
Grand Musical Festival, with Austrian 
Band. 
Elijah (Mendelssohn) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
31 May 1881) 
Grand Musical Festival, with Austrian 
Band. 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
2 June 1881) 
Grand Musical Festival, with Austrian 
Band. 
Athalie (Mendelssohn) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 June 1881) 
Bride of Dunkerron (Smart); and 
May Day (Macfarren). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 September 1881) 
Outward Bound (Macfarren); 
Instrumental quintet (Beethoven); and 
Walpurgis Night (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
8 December 1881) 
The Creation (Haydn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 May 1882) 
Dettingen Te Deum (Handel); 
God, Thou Art Gri"at (Spohr); and 
Psalm XCV (Mendelssohn) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
29 June 1882) 
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(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 October 1882) 
Psalm CXXXVII (Goetz); 
Praise of Jehovah (Weber); 
Scotch Rhapsodie (Mackenzie) 
Loreley (Mendelssohn); and 
Haste Thee, Nymph (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
14 December 1882) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
18 December 1882) 
The Seasons (Haydn); and 
Capriccio Brilliant for piano and 
orchestra (Mendelssohn) . 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
8 June 1883) 
Rebekah (Barnby); and 
The May Queen (Bennett); 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 August 1883) 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
10 October 1883) 
Twelfth Mass (Mozart); and 
Stabat Mater (Rossini). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
8 December 1883) 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
25 April 1884) 
The Redemption (Gounod). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
2 August 1884) 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies 
The Redemption (Gounod). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
12 September 1884) 
Last Judgment (Spohr); and 
St. Cecilia's Day (Van Bree). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 October 1884) 
















































Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn); and 
The Bride (Mackenzie) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
6 Decennber 18841 
Miscellaneous; and 
Athalie (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
9 July 1885) 
The Bride (Mackenzie); 
Violin concerto (Mendelssohn); and 
Acis and Galatea (Handel); 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
9 September 1885) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
1 December 18851 
Benefit Concert to R. T. Jefferies. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
7 Decennber IS'SSl 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
20 May 1886) 
Repeat performance, because of rain 
10 June 1886. 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
17 June 1885) 
Participation in Queensland National 
Association Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
21 August 1885! 
and Lay of the Bell (Romberg! 
The May Queen Tsennett). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
23 Septennber 1886) 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
26 November 1885) 
Participation in Flood Relief Fund 
Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 January 13871 
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Alexander's Feast (Handel); and 
Walpurgis Night (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
11 April 18871 
Jubilee Festival Concert. 
Miscellaneous, including the Jubilee 
Odes. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
18 June 1887) 
Participation in concert given by 
Dr. Alan Walters. 
Miscellaneous, including the Jubilee 
Odes. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
24 June 1887) 
The Creation (Haydn) 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
20 July 1887) 
Engedi (Beethoven); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
18 October 18F71 
The Holy City (Gaul); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 Decennber 1887) 
Messiah (Handel); 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 December 18871 
Eli (Costa) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
23 June 1888) 
Participation by some members in 
aid of the Wharf Street Baptist 
Church piano fund. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
31 July 1888) 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Miscellaneous . 
(Advertised, Bri,sbane Courier, 
17 October ISMl 
The Holy City (Gaul); and 
Miscellaneous . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
15 December iMsl 
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Judas Maccabeus (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
7 May 1889) 
Participation by members in a concert 
with the Santley Concert Company and 
others. 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 July 1889) 
The Seasons (Haydn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 October 18891 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
2 November 18891 
Benefit Concert to Seymour Dicker; given 
with South Brisbane Musical Society. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
7 Decemiber 188¥) 
Ode to the Passions (Smith); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
23 April 18901 
Popular Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 May 1890) 
Rebekah (Barnby); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
1 July 1890) 
Popular Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 August 18901 
Athalie (Mendelssohn); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
30 August 1890 
Israel in Egypt (Handel) 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 December 1890l 
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The Daughter of Jairus (Stainer); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 April 1891) 
Popular Concert, the anniversary of 
Shakespeare's birth. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Adver tised, Brisbane Courier, 
23 April 1891 
Stabat Mater (Dvorak); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
4 July 1891) 
Popular Choral and Orchestral Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
20 August 189T1 
Concert given to ship's personnel. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
1 September 1891) 
Opening of the Exhibition Concert Hall. 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
13 October 18911 
Participation in Seymour Dicker's Annual 
Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
24 October 18911 
Concert assistance given by members of 
other choirs. 
Messiah (Handel) . 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
25 November 1891) 
Stabat Mater (Dvorak); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 March 18921 
Concert given with Signer Foli and 
visiting singers. 
The Creation (Haydn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 July 18921 
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Concert given with Signer Foli and 
visiting singers. 
Stabat Mater (Rossini); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
18 July 18921 
Concert given with Signer Foli and 
visiting singers. 
Excerpts from Acis and Galatea (Handel); 
and Miscellaneous. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
21 July 18921 
Miscellaneous. 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
13 August 1892) 
The Rose of Sharon (Mackenzie). 
(Advertised, sFisbane Courier, 
18 October 18921 
Repeat performance. 
The Rose of Sharon (Mackenzie) 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
29 October 18921 
Concert for Opening of Exhibition Organ. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
17 Decennber 1892) 
Participation in Flood Relief Concert. 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
10 May 1893) 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
5 June 1893) 
Repeat performance. 
St. Paul (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
19 June 1893) 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
2 September 1893) 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
14 Novennber 1893) 










































Concert given with assistance of 
members of other choirs. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Adver tised, Brisbane Courier, 
16 December 18931 
Judas Maccabeus (Handel) 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
27 April 18941 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
13 December 1894) 
Eli (Costa ). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
28 May 1895) 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn); and 
Selections from Acis and Galatea 
(Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
3 August 18951 
Repeat performance. 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn); and 
Selections from Acis and Galatea 
(Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
16 August 18951 
Concert given with Newbury-Spada 
Company. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 September 1895) 
Concert given with Newbury-Spada 
Company. 
Selections from oratorios and 
choral works. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 September 1895) 
Concert given with Newbury-Spada 
Company. 
Hymn of Praise (Mendelssohn); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
21 September 1895) 
St. Cecilia's Day (Van Bree); and 
Selections from Messiah (Handel). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
30 November 1895) 
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The Bride (Mackenzie); and 
Athalie (Mendelssohn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
1 May 1895) 
Psalm CXXXVII (Goetz); 
Scottish Rhapsody No.2 (Mackenzie); and 
Selections from The Seasons (Haydn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
7 July 18961 
Combined choirs concert. 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
12 November ISg'el 
Repeat performance, given as a benefit 
to Miss Alice Russell. 
Elijah (Mendelssohn). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
18 November 1896) 
Combined choirs concert. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
9 December 1895) 
Benefit Concert to R, 
S.G. Benson. 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Adver tised, Brisbane Courier, 
15 Decennber 1896) 
Private concert to shareholders only 
Selections from Messiah (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 December 1897) 
T. Jefferies and 
God, Thou Art Great (Spohr); and 
The May Queen (Bennett). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
11 June 189^1 
Ancient Mariner (Barnett); and 
Miscellaneous. 
(Advertised, Brisbane Courier, 
12 October 189^1 
Participation in promenade concert and 
fete in aid of the Organ E\irchase Fund, 
Miscellaneous. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
25 November 1898) 
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The Erl King's Daughter (Gade); and 
Miscellaneous, including orchestral 
works. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 May 1899) 
Psalm XLII (Mendelssohn); and 
Miscellaneous, including orchestral 
works. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
28 July 1899) 
The Last Judgment (Spohr); and 
Miscellaneous, including orchestral 
works. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
25 October 1899) 
The Revenge (Stanford); and 
Miscellaneous, including orchestral 
works. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 May 1900) 
Messe Solennelle (Gounod); and 
Miscellaneous, including orchestral 
works. 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
1 August 1900) 
Messiah (Handel). 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 November 1900) 
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Selective list of channber music items and small concert orchestra 
items of the 1870s. 
(i) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
22 April 1872. 
Quartet—"No. 1 Op. 65" 





(Brisbane Courier, 20 April 1872) 
(ii) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
13 May 1872. 
Quartett~"No. 63" 
Quartette—"Part of No. 1" 




(Brisbane Courier, 11 May 1872) 
(iii) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
27 May 1872. 






(Brisbane Courier, 25 May 1872! 
(iv) First Concert of the South Brisbane Harmonic Society, given 
in the School of Arts, 23 August 1872. 
Overture—"Fra Diavolo" 
Locke's Music to Macbeth 
Auber 
(Brisbane Courier, 17 August 1872) 
(v) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
7 October 1872. 
Overture—"Massaniello' 
Quartette—(Op. 54) 




(Brisbane Courier, 5 October 1872) 
(vi) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
21 October 1872. 






(Brisbane Courier, 21 October 1872! 
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(vii) Entertainment given on behalf of funds of St. Thomas' 
Church, Toowong, in the Synod Hall, 5 Septennber 1873. 
Trio—First movement in B flat—piano, violins, 
violincello Mozart 
Trio—No. 4 in C—Piano, Violin and Violincello Haydn 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 Septennber 1873) 
(viii) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
10 October 1873. 
Overture—"Prometheus" Beethoven 
Trio (Violin ,Violencello, and Piano) — 
No.l (allegro, andante, allegro ma dolce) Haydn 
Overture—"Don Juan" Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 20 October 1873) 
(ix) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
1 December 1873. 
Overture—"William Tell" Rossini 
Quartette Mozart 
Overture—"Titus" Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 29 November 1873) 
(x) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
5 January 1874. 
Overture—"Maritana" V. Wallace 
Trio—"D Minor" Mendelssohn 
Overture—"Figaro" Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 3 January 1874) 
(xi) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
12 January 1874. 
Overture—"Prometheus" Beethoven 
Quartett—No.4, C minor Beethoven 
Quartett—No. 17, in G Haydn 
Overture—"Stradella" Flotow 
(Brisbane Courier, 10 January 1874) 
(xii) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
19 January 1874. 
Overture—"Der Freischutz" Weber 
Trio—"Op. 99" F. Schubert 
Overture—"La Sirene" Auber 
(Brisbane Courier, 17 January 1874) 
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(xiii) Monday Popular Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
26 January 1874. 
Overture—"La Muette de Portici" Auber 
Quartett—"No. 53" Haydn 
Overture—"Don Giovanni Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 24 January 1874) 
(xiv) Mrs. Wilkie's Benefit Concert, given in the School of Arts, 
9 November 1874. 
Quartette.—Piano, Violin, Viola and Violoncello 
(Op. 15), (Madame Mallalieu, R.T. Jefferies, 
F. Quinn, and A. Quinn) Beethoven 
Trio.—Piano, Violin, and Violoncello (Andante, 
Allegro Appasionato, Op. 49)(Madame 
Mallalieu, R. T. Jefferies, and F. Quinn) Mendelssohn 
(Brisbane Courier, 7 November 1874) 
(xv) Madame Mallalieu's Annual Benefit Concert, held in the 
School of Arts, 8 March 1875. 
Selection—"La Favorite" (Orchestra) Donizetti 
Trio—(Piano, Violin, and 'Cello) "Op. 34" 
(Madame Mallalieu, R. T. Jefferies, and 
F. Quin) Mayseder 
Wedding March (Orchestra) Mendelssohn 
Trio—(Piano, Violin, and 'Cello) All. agitato. 
"Op. 49" (Madame Mallalieu, R. T. Jefferies, 
and F. Quin) Mendelssohn 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 March 1875) 
(xvi) Miss Eppie Thompson's Farewell Concert, given in the 
School of Arts, 5 December 1875. 
Trio—No. 3 (R. T. Jefferies, A. Quin, and 
F. Quin) Beethoven 
Trio—No. 1 (R. T. Jefferies, A. Quin, F. 
Quin) Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 December 1875) 
(xvii) Grand Soiree Musicale (Madame Emanuel Mendelssohn and Mr. 
R. T. Jefferies), given in the School of Arts, 23 February 1876. 
Quartett (Selection)—No. 17 (R. T. Jefferies, 
Messrs. Quin, and Gentleman Amateur) Haydn 
Quartette (Selection—No. 5 (R. T. Jefferies, 
Messrs. Quin, and Gentlemen Amateur) Mendelssohn 
(Brisbane Courier, 19 February 1876) 
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(xviii) Complimentary Benefit Concert to Mr. Sylvester Diggles, 
given in the School of Arts, 12 September 1877, 
Overture—"Euryanthe" (Orchestra) Weber 
Overture—"Le Domino Noir" (Orchestra) Auber 
Quartett—Op. 191 in G (Madame Mallalieu, 
Messrs. Jefferies, Benvenuti, Quin, and Kaye) Reisseger 
Grand March—"Le Prophete" (Orchestra) Meyerbeer 
(Brisbane Courier, 11 September, 1877) 
(xix) Grand Concert in aid of the fund for the enlargement of 
Toowong Parish Church, given in the School of Arts, 15 July 1878. 
Overture—"Massaniello" (Full Orchestra) Auber 
Selection from String Quartet (Emperor) (First 
Violin, Mr. A. Quin) Haydn 
Marche Romaine—Composed for the Anniversary 
of the Coronation of the late Pope Pius IX. 
(arranged for orchestra, first time in 
Queensland) (Full Orchestra) Gounod 
Instrumental Trio—Serenade (arranged for 
violin, piano, and organ) (Madame Mallalieu, 
Mr. Alfred Quin, and Gentleman Amateur) Gounod 
March—Silver Trumpets, March and Melody, as 
played under the Dome of St. Peter's, at 
Rome (arranged for orchestra, first time 
in Queensland) Viviani 
(Brisbane Courier, 13 July 1878) 
(xx) Benefit Concert to Mr. Alfred Quin, given in the School of Arts, 
8 December 1879. 
Overture—"Fest" (Orchestra) Leutner 
Quartett (Selection) "Hymn to the Emperor" 
(A. Quin, Herr Rosendorff, W. Atkinson, 
and Gentleman Amateur) Haydn 
Overture—"Titus" (Orchestra) Mozart 
Waltz (Orchestra) Labitzky 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 Decennber 1879) 
Appendix L 
Programmes of three Moonlight Promenade Concerts given in the 
Botanic Gardens by the Metropolitan Band. 
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(i) Programme given 14 October 1872, 
March—"Glasgow" 
Overture—"Norma" 















(Brisbane Courier, 12 October 1872) 
(ii) Programme given 13 December 1872. 
Overture—"Norma" Bellini 
Valse—"Kathleen Mavourneen" D'Albert 
Selection—"Nebuchadnezzar" Verdi 
Quadrille—"Bride of Lammermoor" Tinney 
"Gloria in Excelsis," (By particular desire) 
Mozart's 12th Mass 
Galop—"Valentine" (Vocal) Richie 
Pot-pourri—"Romeo and Juliet" Bellini 
Cavatina—"Ernani" Verdi 
(Brisbane Courier, 13 December 1872] 
(iii) Progrannme given 12 March 1873. 
Grand March—"L'Africaine" 
Waltz—"Belle of Queensland" 
Duet—"Norma" 
Quadrille—"Star of the North" 
Selection—"Grand Duchess" 











(Brisbane Courier, 12 March 1873) 
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Programmes of three performances given at the Queensland National 
Association First Summer Show, in the Exhibitional Grounds, by the 
Hibernian Band. 
(i) Programme given during the afternoon of 14 January 1879. 
Grand March Gung'1 
Romance from Jocondo Weber 
Galop—"May" Stanley 
March—"Killarney" Seal 
Quadrille—"Bride of Lammermoor" Finney 
Grand Selection of American Melodies Seal 
Quickstep—"Hark, I hear an Angel Sing" Seal 
Waltz—"Jubilee" Sanner 
Programme given during the evening of 14 January 1879. 
Grand March—"Norma" Bellini 
Gloria—"Twelfth Mass" Mozart 
Galop—"Louisa" Haffer 
March—"Tara's Hall" Seal 
Duet from Norma Bellini 
Schottische—"Silver Lake" D'Albert 
Waltz—"Pauline" Bernhart 
Cujus Animam—"Stabat Mater" Rossini 
Marcl-i—"Come back to Erin" Seal 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 14 January 1879) 
(ii) Programme given during the evening of 15 January 1879. 
Grand March Beyer 
Selection—"Norma" Bellini 
Schottische—"Staff" King 
Quickstep—"Mother Kiss me in my Dreams" Seal 
Romance from Jocondo Weber 
Waltz—"Daisy" Weber 
Gloria—"Twelfth Mass" Mozart 
Galop—"Evergreen" Gung'l 
March—"Minstrel Boy" Moore 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 15 January 1879) 
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Programme of a performance given by the Metropolitan Battalion 
Band of Queensland Volunteer Rifles in the Botanic Gardens, 
8 June 1878. 
Grand March, the Schipka Pass Smallwood 
Selection, William Tell Rossini 
Valse, "Come Bank to Erin" D'Albert 
Cavatina, Tancredi Rossini 
Quadrille, Palermo D'Albert 
Polacco, Spring's Delights, Muller 
Galop, the Queen's D'Albert 
Quickstep Wallace 
(Brisbane Courier, 6 June 1878) 
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Programmes of three Moonlight Promenade Concerts, given in the 
Botanic Gardens by the Band of No. 1 Battery, Queensland Volunteer 
Artillery. 

















(Brisbane Courier. 1 December 1876) 






"Gloria," "Qui Tollis," "Quoniam," 
"Cum Sancto Spiritu"—from Mozart's 
Twelfth Mass 










(Brisbane Courier, 1 January 1877) 
(iii) Programme given 25 February 1877. 
Grand March—"Hallelujah" 
Waltz—"Dreams of Childhood" 
Selection—"Deh Con Te" and Duet from "Norma' 
Galop—"Harmony" 
"Gloria," "Qui Tollis," Quoniam," "Cum 
Sancto Spiritu" 
Quadrille—"London by Night" 










(Brisbane Courier, 25 February 1877) 
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Appendix P 
Programme of the second orchestral concert given by the Austrian 
Band in the Town Hall, 25 May 1881. 
Fatinitza March 




"Weine Blut Waltz" 
"English Reveille" 
Overture, "Le Cheval de Bronze" 
Australian Flowers Waltz (Played with great 
success in Sydney.) 
Quintett (Cosi fan tutti) 
(Violin 1 Violin 2 Cello Harmonium 
Harp) 
Morning Dream in the Forest (French Horn Solo-
Her Kuhr) 













(Brisbane Courier, 25 May 1881) 
Appendix Q 
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Programmes of two concerts given by the Mendelssohn Quintette 
Club (of Boston) in the Albert Hall. 
(i) Programme given 24 October 1881. 
Part I 
Overture to "Le Domino Noir" 
Ave Maria, with Clarinette Obligate 
(Miss Cora R. Miller) 
Quartette in G, op. 18 
(a) Allegro Moderate 
(b) Andante Expressive 






Second Fantaisie for Clarinette (Thomas 
Ryan) 
Tema Con Variazioni, from the Quartette 
in D Minor 
Fantaisie for Violoncello, "O, Cara 
Memoria" (Frederick Giese) 
Angel's Serenade, with Violin Obligate 
(Miss Cora R. Miller) 







Brisbane Courier, 24 October 1881) 
(ii) Programme given 25 October 1881. 
Part I 
Overture to the "Poet and Peasant" Suppe 
Grand Scene and Air from "Der Freischutz" 
(Miss Cora R. Miller) Weber 
Quintette in A, Op. 108, with Clarinette 
Principale 
(a) Allegro Moderate. 
(b) Larghetto. Mozart 
Gavotte, arranged for Quintette. Silas 
Part II 
Fantaisie for Violin on Hungarian Airs 
(Isidor Schnitzler) Ernst 
Pleyel's Hymn, with the Original Variations, 
from Quartette Pleyel 
Fantaisie Burlesque on "Le Carnavale" 
(Frederick Giese) Servais 
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Song—"It Was a Dream" (Miss Cora R. 
Miller) Cower 
Drinking Chorus, Ballade, and La Siciliene, 
from the Opera of "Robert le Diable", 
arranged for Quintette. Meyerbeer 
(Brisbane Courier, 26 October 1881) 
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Programme of a Sacred Concert given by the Austrian Band and the 
Choir of St. Stephen's Cathedral, in St. Stephen's Cathedral, 
14 June 1881. 
Figaro's Hochziet (Orchestra) 
Kyrie—Imperial Mass (Orhcestra and Choir) 
Bone Pastor—Duet (Choir) 
Meditation (Orchestra) 
Gloria—Imperial Mass (Orchestra and Choir) 
Benedictus—Quartett (Orchestra and Choir) 
Credo—Imperial Mass (Orchestra and Choir) 
Cecilian Hymn (Orchestra) 
Lauda Sion (Orchestra and Choir) 











(Brisbane Courier, 14 June 1881) 
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List of concerts presented by the Brisbane Liedertafel, or 














































(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
17 July 1885) 
First invitation (Grand) Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 November 1885) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 January 1885) 
(Grand) Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
12 March 1886) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
6 May 1986) 
(Grand) Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 July 1886) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
30 August 1885) 
Grand Concert, in aid of Hospital 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
11 Septennber 1885) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 October 1886) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
20 November 1886) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 December 1886) 
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8 February 
1887 














































Hall (Valley 1 
Opera House 
Residence 
Participation in Flood Relief Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
9 February 1887) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
12 May 18871 
Snnoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
17 June 18871 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
28 July 18871 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
6 October 1887) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
17 November 1887) 
Grand Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
22 December 1887) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 March 18881 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 May 18881 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 July 18881 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
7 September 1888) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
22 November 1888) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
18 December 1888) 
Serenade to W. H. Wilson 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 April 188'9l 
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2 May 1889 

















































(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
3 May 1889) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
30 May 18891 
Participation with the Santley Concert 
Company and others in a performance 
of Elijah (Mendelssohn) 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
25 July 188'9l 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
16 August 1889) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 September 1889) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
8 November 1889) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
21 November 1889) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 May 1890) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
26 June 1890) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
31 July 1890) 
Popular Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
21 August 18901 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
2 October 1890) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
13 November 1890) 






















































(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 December 1890) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
2 April 189n 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
17 June 189T1 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
2 July 18911 
Concert given on occasion of visit of 
the Australian Auxiliary Squadron 
(Repor ted, Bri sbane Cour i e r, 
29 August 18911 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
7 October 1891) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 December 1891) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Cour i e r , 
29 Apr i l 18^21 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
1 June 1892) 
Grand Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
27 July 18921 
Smoke Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
14 September 1892) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
3 November 1892) 
Orchestral Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
3 December 1892) 
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8 May 1893 



















































Serenade to Governor and Lady Norman 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
9 May 1893) 
Participation in Flood Relief Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
13 May 18931 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
10 August 18931 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 November 1893) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 May 18941 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 July 18941 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 October 1894) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
22 November 1894) 
Concert given in honour of the 
Australasian Science Congress 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
18 January 1895) 
Benefit Concert to Mrs Gilbert Wilson 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
19 April 18951 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 May 1895) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
23 August 18951 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
7 Novennber 1895) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
14 May 18961 
























































(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
15 July 18961 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
24 September 1895) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 Novennber 1896) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 May 1897) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
22 July 18971 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
16 September 1897) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
18 November 1897) 
Grand Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
5 May 1898) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
13 July 1898) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
15 September 1898) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
6 October 1898) 
Grand Concert 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
3 November 1898) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
4 May 1899) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
20 July 189^1 
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(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
13 Septennber 1899) 
Grand (Plebiscite) Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
19 October 1899) 
Smoke Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
8 Novennber 1899) 
Grand Concert, in aid of the Patriotic 
Fund 
(Repor ted, Brisbane Courier, 
29 December 1899) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
12 April 19M1 
Serenade to Lady Lamington 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
29 June 1900l 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
5 July 19001 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
6 September 1900) 
Grand Concert 
(Reported, Brisbane Courier, 
25 October 1900) 
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List of works performed by the Brisbane Liedertafel Orchestra 








































The Desert (with choir) 
Oedipus at Colonos (with choir) 
"Sons of Art" (with choir) 
Overture to Oliver Cromwell 
Overture, "Artistic Glories" 
"Secret Love Gavotte" 
Overture to The Barber of Seville 
Overture to Semiramide 
"Devil's March" 
Overture to Euryanthe 
The Song of the Little Baltung (with 
choir) 
Overture to Prometheus 
Overture to Norma 
Overture to Stradella 
"Cora Pearl Gavotte" 
Selection from La Favorita 
Capriccio Brilliante (op.22); piano 
soloist Agnes Fitzgerald 
Overture to The Magic Flute 
"Teufel's March" 
Selections from Boccaccio 
Selections from 11 Trovatore 
"Wedding March" from Tannhauser 
Overture to Oberon 
The Desert (with choir) 
Selections from La Mascotte 
Overture to Prometheus 
"Serenade" (oboe solo) 
"Gavotte in F" 
Overture to Dick 
"Star of England" (cornet solo) 
"Mandoline" 
The Hebrides (Fingal's Cave) 
Songs without Words 


























































Selections from Robert le Diable 
"Turkish Patrol" 
Overture to The Magic Flute 
Overture to Cenerentola 
Overture to La Donna del Lago 
Overture to Semiramide 
Waltz, "Carnival Bilder" 
Waltz, "The Blue Danube" 
"Cossack Dance" 
Symphony in C (first, op. 21), first 
movement 
March, "En Revenant de la Revue" 
"Le Secret" 
"Star of England" (cornet solo) 
Songs without Words 
Selections from Les Huguenots 
"Pas de Fascination" 
Selections from I Promessi Sposi 
"Adoration Valse" 
"Martyrs of the Arena" (with choir) 
"Vintage Song" from Lorelei (with choir) 
Waltz, "The Blue Danube" (with choir) 
Selections from The Bohemian Girl 
Intermezzo, "Moonlight" 
"The Jubilee March" 
"Marlboro' March" 
"Intro, and Romance" (clarinet solo) 
Galop de bravoure, "Nitouche" 
Overture, "Carlo Floras" 
"Romanza" (cello solo) 
Selections from Faust 
Selections from I Promessi Sposi 
Waltz, "Ivy" 
Selections from The Mikado 
Selections from The Yeoman of the Guard 
"Bridal March" from Lohengrin 
"A Message to Phyllis" (with choir) 
"Martyrs of the Arena" (with choir) 
"Nazareth" (with choir) 
"Soldiers' Chorus" from Faust (with choir) 
"Tyrolese Hunters' March" (with choir) 
"King Canute" (with choir) 
"Congress March" ("Marlboro' March") 
Gavotte, "Irene" 
March, "Kaiserjager" 
Mazurka, "La Czarine" 
Overture to Faust 
"My Pretty Jane" (cornet solo) 
"With Verdure Clad" from The Creation 
(vocal solo) 
Overture to Zampa 
Overture to Dick 
Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana 
Violin Concerto 
Overture to The Magic Flute 
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Selections from The Pirates of Penzance 
Overture to Poet and PeasaTrt" 
Selections from Maritana 
The Desert (with choir) 
"Not a Drum Was Heard" (with choir) 
"Schoner Rhein! Vater Rhein!" (with choir) 
"The Tyrolese Hunters' March" (with choir) 
"The Triumph of Joy" (with choir) 
"Pizzicato in D" 












Les Cloches de Corneville 
lolanthe 
Princess Ida 
Overture to Morning, Noon and Night in 
Vienna 
March, "Les Muscadins" 
"Like a Rose from Afar" (with choir) 
"The March of the Regiment" (with choir) 
"Salamis" (with choir) 
Cantata, Roland's Horn (with choir) 
Overture to The Siege of Rochelle 
Concerto No. 3 in C minor (piano) 
"Grand Jubilee March" 
Overture, "Des Marionetten" (op. 105) 
"Oreste et Pylade" (cornet duet) 
Selections from Paul Jones 
March, "Washington Post" 
Selections from Patience 
Overture to Maritana 
Cantata, The Nun of Nidaros (with choir) 
"The March of the Regiment" (with choir) 
"Lager Beer" (with choir) 
Waltz-idyll, "Sunday on the Alp" (with 
choir) 
Overture to Prometheus 
Entr'acte, "La Mariposa" 
Idyll, "The Mill in the Black Forest" 
"Oreste et Pylade" (cornet duet) 
Suite, Rural Scenes 
Nautical fantasia, "Voyage in a Troopship" 
Overture to The Magic Flute 
Sketch, "Plantation Holiday" 
Selections from The Gondoliers 
Selections from The Mikado 
Selections from The Yeoman of the Guard 
Selections from Boccaccio 
Overture to Morning, Noon and Night in 
Vienna 
"Teufel's March" 
Overture to Euryanthe 






































"Salamis" (with choir) 
"The Tyrolese Hunters' March" (with choir) 
Entr'acte, "La Mariposa" 
Idyll, "The Mill in the Black Forest" 
Selections from Faust 
Selections from An Artist's Model 
Selections from The Geisha 
Symphony No. 1 in C minor (op. 11) 
"The Turkish Patrol" 
"Czardas No. 5" 
Nautical Fantasia, "The Voyage of the 
Troopship Cornwall" (title changed) 
"Star of the Mariner," from Gioconda 
(vocal solo) 
"Le Canari" (piccolo solo) 
March, "The Liberty Bell" 
Selections from The Mikado 
"Reminiscences of the Savoy" 
Waltz, "The May Queen" 
The Desert (with choir) 
"Love Reigneth over All" (with choir) 
Cantata, Roland's Horn (with choir) 
"Toreador Song" from Carmen (vocal solo) 
Selections from The Runaway Girl 
Overture to Der Wassertrag^ 
"Coronation March" 
Overture to Martha 
Selections from Faust 
Selections from The Geisha 
March, "A Frangesa" (adapted from a 
song by Costa) 
Selections from The Belle of New York 
Suite, Rural Scenes 
Entr'acte, Rosamunde 
"A Dervish Chorus" 
Selections from lolanthe 
Overture to Poet and Peasant 
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Selective list of chamber music items and small concert orchestra items 
of the 1880s. 
(i) Signer Benvenuti's First Grand Benefit Concert, given in the 
Foresters' Hall, Valley, 9 March 1881 
Overture—"Otello" (Orchestra) Rossini 
Trio Premier Prelude, Violin, 'Cello and Piano 
(Herr Rosendorff; Luigi Benvenuti, Contra 
Basso; and Victor Benvenuti) E. Stolz 
Overture—"La Couronne d'Or" (Orchestra) Hermann 
Valse—(composed and arranged by V. Benvenuti, 
Orchestra) 
(Brisbane Courier, 9 March 1881) 
(ii) Grand Complimentary Benefit Concert to Mr John Deigan, 
given in the Foresters' Hall, Valley, 5 December 1881. 
Overture—"Guy Mannering" (Orchestra) Bishop 
Overture—"Grand Polonaise" (Orchestra) Kopp 
(Brisbane Courier, 3 Decennber 1881) 
(iii) Benefit Concert of Herr R. Patek, given in the Protestant 
Hall, 27 June 1882. 
String Quartett, No. 71 (1st Violino, Mr. R.T. 
Jefferies; 2nd Violino, Herr Zimbalnick; 
Viola, Mr. Quin; Cello, Herr Patek) J. Haydn 
Trio, "Venetian Serenade" (Volino, Herr 
Rosendorff; Cello, Herr Patek; Piano, 
Mrs. Blundell) A. Stolz 
Overture, "The Old Volunteer" (Orchestra, 
arranged by R. Patek) A. Muller 
March, "Merry Brothers" (Orchestra) R. Patek 
(Brisbane Courier, 27 June 1882) 
(iv) Grand Ballad and Instrumental Concert, given in the Theatre 
Royal, 26 January 1883. 
Overture—"Oberon" (Orchestra) Weber 
Quartett—Larghetto and Allegretto No.4 
(Piano, Violin, Viola, and Violincello) 
(Mrs. Blundell, Messrs. Quinn, Green 
and Atkinson) Mozart 
(Brisbane Courier, 25 January 1883) 
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(v) Grand Concert by the Messrs. Rosenstengel, given in the Albert 
Hall, 28 June 1883. 
Overture—"Belmonte et Constance" Mozart 
Grand March (Orchestra) E. Ascher 
Overture—"Emma of Leicester" (Orchestra) Meyerbeer 
Solo on bars of steel, accompanied by the 
Orchestra 
Fencing School March (Orchestra) Hintze 
(Brisbane Courier, 23 June 1883) 
(vi) First Inaugural Concert, given in Beale & Company's Piano 
Warehouse, Queen Street, 14 July 1883. 
Trio—Piano, Violin, Violoncello (Mrs. Blundell, 
Messrs. Jefferies and Quin) Hummel 
Trio—Piano, Violin, Violoncello (Mrs. Blundell, 
Messrs. Jefferies and Quin) Reissiger 
(Brisbane Courier, 12 July 1883) 
(vii) Grand Benefit Concert to Miss Fanny Atkinson, given in the 
Albert Hall, 7 September 1883. 
Overture, "Le Domino Noir" (Orchestra) Auber 
Waltz (Orchestra) 
Overture, "Maritana" Wallace 
Grand March, "Le Prophete" (Orchestra) Meyerbeer 
(Brisbane Courier, 1 Septennber 
l"883l 
(viii) Grand Benefit Concert to Miss Kelly, given in the Albert 
Hall, 21 November 1884. 
Overture—"Semiramide" (Orchestra) Rossini 
Overture—"Norma" (Orchestra) Bellini 




Programmes played by the Young Australian Band. 
(i) Programme given in the Exhibition Building, Boxing Day 1884. 


















(Brisbane Courier, 17 December 1884) 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 5 December 1885. 





Grand Selection, "Preciosa" 
Galop "Foxhunter" 
Pot-pourri, "William Tell" 









(Brisbane Courier, 5 December 1885) 
(iii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 1 May 1885, 
Overture, "Zampa" 
Cavatina, "Robert le Diable" 
J. Freeman) 
Valse, "Dreams le Prophete" 
Selection "Preciosa" 
Polka, "Echo du Mont Blanc" 















(Brisbane Courier, 1 May 1886) 
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Programmes played by the Botanic Gardens Band. 
(i) Progrannme given in the Botanic Gardens, 24 July 1885. 
Grand March, "Schipka Pass" ' Smallwood 
Aria, "Romeo and Juliet" Bellini 
Valse, "My Queen" Coote 
Overture, "Zampa" Herold 
Cavatina, "Sonnambula" Bellini 
Galop, "Rifle" Farmer 
Selection, "Preciosa" Weber 
Romance, "Jocondo" Regi 
Polka, "Echo du Mont Blanc" Jullien 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 24 July 1886) 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 30 October 1886. 
Grand Pot-pourri, "Normandie" Hill 
Fantasia, "Emira" Escudie 
Valse, "Mine Again" Meissler 
Selection, "Elisire de Amore" Donizetti 
Galop, "Champagne" Lumpye 
Duet, "Lucrezia Borgia" Donizetti 
Valse, "Jennesse Doree" Waldteufel 
Cavatina, "Ernani" Verdi 
Quadrille, "Frederick William" Schubert 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 30 October 1885) 
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Programmes played by the Headquarters Band during the 1880s and 1890s. 
(i) Programme given in Queen's Park, 3 September 1887. 
March—"Only to see her face again" Harris 
Selection—"Martha" Flotow 
Valse—"Songs of Ireland" Tomkins 
Grand fantasia—"Beauties of Wales" De Lacy 
Vocal valse—"Gems of the season" (by request) Harris 
Selection—"Recollections of Donizetti" Round 
Fantasia—"Pride of Ireland" Round 
Polka—"Cinderella" Harris 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 3 September 1887) 
(ii) Items given in a St. Patrick's Night Grand Promenade Concert 
given in the Courier Building, 17 March 1888. 
Overture—"Peteraw" Kreutzer 
Selection—"La Sonnambula" Bellini 
Selection—"Pride of Ireland" Round 
Waltz—"Beauties of Ireland" Harris 
Fantasia—"Melodies of Ireland" Metcalfe 
Selection—"Bohemian Girl" Balfe 
Galop—"Always Welcome" T. Fingan 
Anthem—"National" Dr. Bull 
(Brisbane Courier, 16 March 1888) 
(iii) Programme given at the Exhibition Grounds, 25 August 1888. 
Slow March—"Puritani" Bellini 
Overture—"Martha" Flotow 
Valse—"Fair and Faithful" H. Round 
Quadrille—"Black Diamond Minstrels" W. Harris 
Selection—"Recollections of Donizetti" H. Round 
Valse—"Rosedale" J. Robison 
Cornet Solo—"Alas! Those Chimes" ("Maritana") Wallace 
Galop—"Good-bye" J. Shaw 
(Brisbane Courier, 25 August 1888) 
(iv) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 29 Novennber 1890. 
Grand March—"Palmer House" Pettee 
Overture—"La Ruche d'Or" Bressant 
Valse—"Amelia" Lumbye 
Selection—"Roberto II Diavolo" Meyerbeer 
Polka—"Alliance" Cogswold 
Selection—"Falka" Chassaigne 
Valse—"Spirit of Love" Hartmann 
Galop—"Mail Cart" Clement 
(Brisbane Courier, 29 November 1890) 
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(v) Items given in a Monday Popular Concert (Promenade), given 
at Breakfast Creek Pavilion, 18 January 1892. 
Grand March—"Belphegor" E. Brepsant 
Overture—"La Couronne d'Or" A. Hermann 
Selection—"Maritana" Wallace 
Valse—"Spirit of Love" (Vocal) Hartmann 
Selection—"William Tell" Hartmann 
(Brisbane Courier, 16 January 1892) 
(vi) Items given in a Monday Popular Concert (Promenade), given at 
Breakfast Creek Pavilion, 1 February 1892. 
Grand March—"Let me like a solider fall" 
(Maritana). Arranged by Newton 
Overture—"Italiana in Algieri" Rossini, Riviere 
Grand Selection—"Dorothy" Cellier, Winterbottom 
Valse—"Pepeta" Lecoq, Bucalossi 
Selection—"Falka" Chassaigne 
(Brisbane Courier, 30 January 1892) 
(vii) Items given in a Popular Promenade Concert at the Exhibition Hall 
5 June 1893. 
The Headquarters String Band 
Overture Brepsant 
Cornet Duet Coxwell 
The Headquarters Military Band 
Dance Roumaine Ruesch 
"Dorothy" Cellier 
Valse, Soldaten Lieder Gunge 
(Brisbane Courier, 3 June 1893) 
(viii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 8 July 1893. 
Grand March—"The Eclipse" W. Jones 
Overture—"Morimo" Williams 
Valse—"Madame Favart" C Zotti 
Selection—"I Lonnbardi" Verdi 
Dance—"Roumanian" (Op. 35) G. Rensch 
Grand Fantasia—"A Night in Berlin" Hartmann 
Galop—"Cliquot" with effects Reviere 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 8 July 1893) 
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(ix) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 4 August 1894. 
Grand March—"Rebecca Commandery" Pettee 
Overture—"Poet and Peasant" Suppe 
Valse—"Princess May" Waldteufel 
Selection—"Ernani" Verdi 
Gavotte—"Empress" Fliege 
Fantasia—"A Night in Berlin" Hartmann 
Valse (vocal)—"Swinging" E. Silva 
Galop—"Cliquot" Riviere 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 3 August 1894) 
(x) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 6 April 1895. 
Overture—"Fest" A. Lorzing 
Valse—"Albertha" Emile Rosati 
Euphonium solo, song "Sunshine and Rain" 
(Mr. F.W. Taaratt) Blumenthal 
Selection, "Boccaccio" F. von Suppe 
Clarionet solo, aria "Oberto conte di S. 
Bonifacio" (Mr. H. Chaytos) Verdi 
Selection—"The Bohemian Girl" Balfe 
Piccolo solo, "Polka-izetta" 
(Mr. S. Jessop) G. Jones 
Valse—"Princess May" Emile Woldteufel 
Galop—"The Cyclists" Krepler 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 April 1895) 
(xi) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 13 June 1895. 
Grand March—"Empress" Ord Hume 
Overture—"Tancredi" Rossini 
Waltz—"The Kiss of Love" Carl Kaps 
Baritone solo, cavatina "E Core II Templario" Nicolai 
Selection—"Boccacio" F. von Suppe 
Bolero—"Tricotrin" Ord Hume 
Selection—"Le Barbiere de Seville" Rossini 
Galop—"Cliquot" Riviere 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 12 June 1895) 
(xii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 19 December 1897 
Grand March—"Midsummer Night's Dream" Mendelssohn 
Overture—"Tancredi" Rossini 
Selection—"Agnus Dei" and "Dona Nobis" Mozart 
Intermezzo—"The Days of Long Ago" Ch.Bensley 
Grand Selection—"Lucrezia Borgia" G. Donizetti 
Cornet solo—"Largo" Handel 
Fantasia—"In the Chapel" R. Eilenberg 
Gloria, Mozart's "Twelfth Mass" 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 18 Decennber 1897! 
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(xiii) Programme given at Moora Park Sandgate, 13 January 1899. 
March—"Ivymead" G.I.E. Beever 
Overture—"Tancredi" Rossini 
Valse—"Princess May" E. Waldteufel 
Selection—"Bohemian Girl" Balfe 
Polka—"Izetta" with piccolo solo 
(Mr. S. Jessop) G. Jones 
Selection—"Strolling Round the Town" H. Carter 
Valse—"Suspinal" Ivanovicci 
Galop—"Cliquot" J. Reviere 
(Brisbane Courier, 11 January 1899) 
(xiv) Items given in a Monday Promenade Concert at Albion Park 
(Breakfast Creek), 1 January 1900. 
Overture—"Primrose" Brepsant 
Selection—"Bohemian Girl" Balfe 
Selection—"Convivialia" (Popular Airs) W. Williams 
Valse—"Mimosa" Jones 
Cornet Duet—"I would that my love" Mendelssohn 
Valse—"Le Song Roumain" Ivanovice 
March—"Soldiers of the Queen" Ord Hume 
(Brisbane Courier, 1 January 1900) 
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Letter from P.R. Gordon to the Editor of the Brisbane Courier, published 
29 August 1894. 
BRISBANE MUSICAL UNION 
Sir, Twenty-two years ago the Hon. W.H. Wilson, Mr. R.T. Jefferies, 
and myself met and resolved to form a society for the practice of classical 
music, a small choral society then practising in South Brisbane under the 
conductorship of Mr. Jefferies providing a very good nucleus. The valuable 
co-operation of Sir Charles Lilley was secured, and the society was 
launched under the above name. For some years its performing members 
numbered over 200, at one time 280 members were on the roll, and the 
number of subscribers was so large that no hall in Brisbane was large 
enough to accommodate them, and each of its concerts had to be repeated 
in the old School of Arts' Hall, the mennbers having to attend in relays. 
But for this society many in Brisbane would not have had an opportunity 
of hearing and becoming acquainted with the oratorios and other great 
choral works of Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Spohr, Gounod, and 
others of the great composers. Many of our popular amateurs have been 
indebted to the Musical Union for their musical training. For fourteen 
years the society, under the very efficient baton of Mr. Jefferies, was 
one of the most successful musical societies in Australia, and in addition 
to a grand piano, imported from London at a cost of over £200, it accumu-
lated a musical library at a cost of nearly £500. In course of time a 
desire sprang up for a lighter class of music, and the popular Liedertafel 
Society was established. Later on other choral societies were formed, 
such as the Cambrian Choir, the Choral Union, and several suburban 
societies. These all did excellent work in disseminating a taste for 
music, but, as a matter of course, at the expense of the parent society. 
That the Musical Union has been a great musical educator in the past no 
one can dispute, and its effect, in its early days, in improving the 
singing in the Brisbane church choirs was most marked. 
It may not be generally known that the Musical Union has of late drifted 
into serious financial difficulties, and that unless its friends and 
sympathisers come to its assistance, and that quickly, it is in danger of 
losing its musical library, one of the best in the colonies; but which 
if brought to an enforced sale would probably not realise £20, as no 
other society here practises the same class of music. 
I have said that the church choirs profited largely by the teaching 
and practices of the union, and rather than see the parent society go 
down, I feel sure that all the choirs would unite in giving a monster 
concert of popular music in the Exhibition concert hall for the benefit 
of the society. 
Although I am a vice-president of the union, I alone am responsible 
for this suggestion. Should any of the old friends and sympathisers of 
the society approve of this suggestion and connmunicate with me, I will 
gladly arrange for a public meeting for the formation of a committee for 
carrying it into effect.—I am, sir, &c., P.R. GORDON 
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Selective list of instrumental ensennble items given in the Jefferies-
Willmore series of Monday Popular Concerts, in the Protestant Hall, 1891, 
(i) Fifth Concert, given 1 June 1891. 
Quartette—Allegro con brio. Largo assai, 
Allegro non trio Haydn 
Quintette—Scherzo, E flat major; Allegro ma non 
troppo, E flat major (For Pianofortes, 
two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello) Schumann 
Trio—In G major, No.l (For Pianoforte, 
Violin, and Violoncello.) Haydn 
(Brisbane Courier, 30 May 1891) 
(ii) Eighth Concert, given 22 June 1891. 
Quartette (string)—C minor Beethoven 
Pianoforte Concerto—Andante and Allegro Hummel 
Quartette—Piano and String Mackenzie 
(Brisbane Courier, 22 June 1891) 
(iii) Thirteenth Concert, given 27 July 1891. 
Overture—"Euryanthe" Weber 
String Quartette (No.2) Spohr 
Trio—(Piano and Strings) Rubinstein 
(Brisbane Courier, 27 July 1891) 
(iv) Fifteenth Concert, given 10 August 1891. 
Overture—"II Barbiere" Rossini 
String Quartette, E flat Dvorak 
Piano and String Quartette Rhemberger 
(Brisbane Courier, 10 August 1891) 
(v) Sixteenth Concert, given 17 August 1891. 
Overture—"William Tell" Rossini 
Quartette (a) "111 Nillo del Diavolo" Sartini 
(b) Minuet and Trio Boccherini 
Quartette—Piano and Strings Schumann 
(Brisbane Courier, 17 August 1891) 
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Selective list of organ-orchestral items given in the Saturday Organ 
Recitals in the Albert Street Wesleyan Church during the years 
1894 to 1896. 











March—"Midsummer Night's Dream" 






















(Brisbane Courier, 23 March 1895! 
(iv) Items given 7 Septennber 1895, 








(v) Items given 18 April 1896. 
Overture—"Algerienne" 
Overture—"Le Chevalier de Breton" 
Gavotte—"Hambourge" 
Grand March—"Prince of Peace" 





(Brisbane Courier, 18 April 1896) 
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Selected programmes of concerts given under the auspices of the 
International Exhibition, Brisbane, May-August 1897. 
(i) Concert given in honour of the birthday of Queen Victoria, 
in the Exhibition Hall, 24 May 1897. 
National Anthem (Solo Verse by Mrs. Gilbert Wilson, 
Exhibition Choir and Orchestra) 
Overture—"Pique Dame" (Exhibition Orchestra 
and Organ) Suppe 
Song—"My Queen" (Mr. Austin T. Craven) Blumenthal 
Chorus—"The Heavens are Telling" (Choir, 
Orchestra, and Organ) Haydn 
Song—"The Carnival" (Mrs. Gilbert Wilson) Molloy 
Organ Solo—"Sunset" (Mr. S.G. Benson) Deshayes 
Chorus—"Song of the Vikings" (Choir, 
Orchestra and Organ) Fanning 
"Occasional Overture"—Introduction, Fuga, 
Adagio (Oboe Solo, Mr. I Benvenuti), 
Allegro (March) (Exhibition Orchestra 
and Organ) 
Song—"Bid Me to Love" (Mr. Austin T. Craven) 
Patriotic Part Song—"The Empire Flag" (Choir, 
Orchestra, and Organ) 
Song—"Good-bye" (Mrs. Gilbert Wilson) 
"Coronation March," from "Le Prophete" 
(Orchestra) 







(Brisbane Courier, 24 May 1897! 




Selection—"Pantomania" (popular airs) 
Valse—"Gondolier" 
Fantasia—"English Airs" 








(Brisbane Courier, 12 May 1897) 
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(iii) Organ recitals given 29 May 1897 in the Exhibition Hall, the first 
at 4 p.m. by Seymour Dicker, the second at 8 p.m. by Robert Kaye. 
March—"Lohengrin" 
Andante in E Minor 
Operatic Selection—"Faust" 
Fugue in C Minor—"The Giant" 
Festal March in D 
Overture—"The Fall of Babylon" 
Sonato No. 1, in F Minor 
Selection—"Dorothy" 
Transcription—"The Lost Chord" 











(Brisbane Courier, 29 May 1897) 
(iv) Brinsmead Popular Concert given 17 July 1897. 
Part I 
Overture—"Light Cavalry" (Signer Truda's 
Orchestra) 
Song—"The Seventh Royal Fusiliers" 
(Mr. Sydney Deane) 
Pianoforte Duet—"Les Muscadins" (Mrs. Mason, 
A.R.A.M., and Miss Gilder, A.R.A.M.) 
Song—"Waiting" (Miss Alice Simmons) 
Pianoforte Solo—"Toccata" (Miss Gilder, 
A.R.A.M.) 
Selection—"Life on the Ocean" (Signor 
Truda's Orchestra) 
Part II 
Pianoforte Duet—Two Movements from the 
"Septett" (Mrs. Mason, A.R.A.M., and 
Miss Gilder, A.R.A.M.) 
Song—"A Spanish Gipsy" (Miss Alice Simmons) 
Piccolo Solo—"Piccolo Diavolo" (Signor 
Salvator Truda) 
Pianoforte Solo—"Mose in Egitto" (Miss Gilder, 
A.R.A.M.) 
Song—"Dreams" (Mr. Sydney Deane) 














(Brisbane Courier, 17 July 1897) 
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(v) Promenade Concert given by Signor Truda's Band, 29 May 1897. 
Overture—"Light Cavalry" Suppe 
Gavotte—"Coquette" Rowe 
Waltz—"La Bella Adoree" Roy 
Trombone Solo—Cavatina (Mr. F.W. Jackson) Richards 
Selection—"Life on the Ocean" Binding 
Mazurka—"L'Auvergnat" Le Thiere 
"Marche Cossaque" Ganne 
(Brisbane Courier, 29 May 1897) 
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Programmes played by the Sandgate Town Band. 
(i) Programme given at Flinders Parade, Sandgate, 8 November 1895. 
Grand March, "Kissenger" E. Favre 
Selection, "Day of Rest" E. Newton 
March, "Euphony" T.H. Wright 
Fantasia, "Tancredi" Rossini 
March, "Convent Bells" Seal 
Selection, "Stars so brightly shining" Newton 
(Brisbane Courier, 7 November 1895) 
(ii) Programme given at Flinders Parade, Sandgate, 24 April 1899. 
March, "Great Inter Ocean" G. Southwell 
Overture, "Crown of Honour" Richards 
Valse, "Sweet Lilies" I. Mason 
War piece, "The Relief" Laski 
"Kiss in the Ring" Round 
"Lancers" 
"The Inspiration Polka" I. Mason 
Valse, "Fairest of the Fair" H. Round 
Fantasia, "Terpsichore" Bonheur 
(Brisbane Courier, 24 April 1899) 
(iii) Programme given at Moora Park, Sandgate, 6 May 1900. 
Sacred March, "Austria" Mendelssohn 
Overture, "Cross and Crown" E. Newton 
Cornet Solo, "A Dream of Heaven" J.S. Crook 
Fantasia, "The Sabbath Garland" E. Newton 
Tune with variations, "Hanover" Handel, arranged 
by H. Round 
Sacred March, "Church Parade" E. Newton 
National Anthem 
(Brisbane Courier, 7 May 1900) 
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Programmes given by the Police Band during 1896 and 1897. 
(i) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 11 January 1896 (first 
appearance). 
Grand March, "Brigade" Smith 
Valse, "Love's Golden Dream" Bonheur 
Polka, "Staff" Konig 
Cavatina, "Beatrice de Tenda" Bollini 
Gallop, "Rifle" Farmer 
Valse, "Love's Dreamland" Roeder 
Quadrille, "Naval" Marriott 
Polka, "Venus" Seal 
Overture, "Pride of Nations" Seal 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 11 January 1896! 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 1 August 1896, 
Grand March, "Brigade" Smith 
"Grace Waltz" (dedicated to Lady Norman) Turnbull 
Romance, "Cloth of Gold" Rose 
Mazurka, "Australasian" Whealey 
Waltz, "Dreamland" Roeder 
Selection, "Di Tenda" Bellini 
Waltz, "My Queen" Coote 
Polka, "Venus" Seal 
Gallop, "Festival" Gung'l 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 31 July 1896) 
(iii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 26 September 1896. 
Grand March, "Sultan's" Blake 
Valse, "Love's Golden Dream" Bonheur 
Selection, "Nabucodonosor" Verdi 
Polka, "May" (dedicated to Lady Lamington) Turnbull 
Valse "Idyllen" Gautier 
Duet, "Lucrezia Borgia" Donizetti 
Mazurka, "Australasian" Whealey 
Fantasia, "Tancredi" Rossini 
Galop, "Aurora" Gungl' 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 26 September 1896) 
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(iv) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 27 February 1897. 
Quick March, "Dashing Dragoon" Cavill 
Valse, "My Queen" Coote 
Romance, "Cloth of Gold" Rose 
Gavotte, "Ever Green" Seal 
Grand Fantasia, "Eureka" Round 
Euphonium solo (Constable Orton) 
Valse, "In a Mist" Round 
Cavatina, "Beatrice di Tenda" Bellini 
Polka, "Happy Faces" Linter 
Galop, "Military" Farmer 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 27 February 1897) 
(v) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 9 October 1897. 
March, "Sultan's Grand" Blake 
Valse, "Smiles and Tears" H. Round 
Selection, "Gems of Victorian Melody" 
(in commemoration of her Maj esty's 
Diamond Jubilee) H. Round 
Lancers, "Huntsman" (on hunting songs) H. Round 
Selection, "Hibernian" H. Round 
Valse, "Rosen" R. Eilenberg 
"The Village Blacksmith" W.H. Weiss 
Galop, "Aurora" Gung'l 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 9 October 1897! 
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Programmes played by the Naval Headquarters Band. 
(i) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 10 December 1892. 
"Queen's Grand Solemn March" Riviere 
Overture, "Knight Templar" Round 
Waltz, "Land and Water" Roller 
Grand Fantasia, "Round the World" (descriptive) Round 
Glee, "Blow, thou Winter Wind" Stevens 
Selection, "Tannhauser" Wagner 
Chorus, "H al1eluj ah" H andel 
Fantasia, "Honoria" Smith 
Anthem, "To Thee, O Lord" 
Selection, "La Vestale Mercadanto" -
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 9 December 1892) 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 5 May 1894. 
Contest march, "Royal Monarch" Swift 
Overture, "Excelsior" H. Round 
Schottische, "Happy Thoughts" T.E. Bulch 
Descriptive fantasia, "The Storming of Coomassie" H. Round 
Valse, "Sunshine and Shadow" V. Keller 
Selection, "La Vestale" Mercadante 
Galop, "Final Flutter" T.E. Bulch 
(Brisbane Courier, 5 May 1894) 
(iii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 11 May 1895. 
March, "Precision" Hume 
Overture, "Austral" T.E. Bulch 
Valse, "Edelwiess" Th. Blumer 
Cornet solo, "Fadore" arranged for band by 
D.G. Bloomfield 
Descriptive fantasia, "Gipsy Camp" J. Ord Hume 
Intermezzo, "Aerial" J. Ord Hume 
Selection, "Torquato Tasso" Donizetti 
Galop, "Tip-top" S. Cope 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 10 May 1895) 
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(iv) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 13 March 1897. 
March,"Quarter Column" j. Ord Hume 
Overture, "Caliph of Bagdad" Boeldieu 
Valse, "Star of Love" J. Rimmer 
Polka (cornet solo), "L'Ideal" arranged by 
Bloomfield 
Intermezzo, "Crynthia" J.O. Hume 
Selection, "Reminiscences" Donizetti 
Quadrille, "Merry May" W. Rimimer 
Galop, "The Firemen" Newton 
God Save the Queen 
(Brisbane Courier, 13 March 1897) 
(v) Programme given in Moora Park, Sandgate, 26 April 1899. 
March, "The Famous Cadet" Schleiffarth 
Overture, "Light Cavalry" Suppe 
Valse, "Neapolitana" Karl Kaps 
Cornet solo, "The Favourite" Dalby Fanks 
Selection, "Pirates of Penzance" Sullivan 
Intermezzo, "Aerial" J. Ord Hume 
Valse, "Rose Queen" H. Round 
Glee, "Fill the Shining Goblet" J. Parry 
(Brisbane Courier, 26 April 1899) 
531. 
Appendix EE 
Programmes played by the Volunteer Brigade Band. 
(i) Programme given in Musgrave Park, South Brisbane, 13 March 1897, 
March, "Ingomar" 
Valse, "Geffeleue Blatter" 
Selection, "Pride of Ireland' 
Song and dance, "Ida May" 
Intermezzo, "Zenetta" 
Selection, "Bohemian Girl" 
Valse, "My Polly" 
Gallop, "Whip and Spur" 









(Brisbane Courier, 12 March 1897) 
(ii) Programme given in the Botanic Gardens, 23 January 1898. 
Round Grand march, "Majestic" 
Anthem (a) "Holiest, breathe" (Italian Chorale 
(b) "The Lord is my strength" 
Intermezzo, "Zaretta" 
Selection, "Glory to God" 
Grand march, "Round" 
Anthem, (a) "Grant, 0 Lord" 
(b) "Response" 







(Brisbane Courier, 22 January 1898! 
(iii) Programme given in the Second Grand Promenade Concert and Open Air 
Fete, at the Brisbane Cricket Ground, 14 May 1900. 
Overture—"Gems of Columbia" 
Selection—"Jolly Folly" 
Cornet and Euphonium Duet—"The Song that 
Reached My Heart" 







(Brisbane Courier, 12 May 1900) 
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Appendix FF 
Establishment of a Regimental Band, promulgated in Appendix XVI to Queens-
land Defence Force General Standing Orders, 19 September 1393 (Queensland 
Government Gazettes, 1893, LX, 248). 
It is suggested that "Bass horn Fb" should read "Bass horn Bb." 






making a total strength, together with 20 per cent, authorised, 
of twenty-one (21). 
If application is made to the Comptroller of Stores for 
instruments when they are required, they will be obtained of 
uniform pitch for the whole Force. 
The exact pattern, character, or proportion of musical instru-
ments is not fixed by regulation, but the following may be 
considered a suitable selection:-
Description 






Horns (with valves) 
Pistons (with valves) 
Althorn Bb (with valves 
Trumpet 
Tronnbones, tenor (with valves) 
Trombones, bass (with valves) 
Euphonium (valves) 
Bass horn Eb (with valves) 
Bass horn Fb (with valves) 
Drum (bass) 
Drum (side) 
Sticks for bass drums 
Sticks for side drums 
Oilskin cover for bass drum 
Apron, brown leather, for bass drum 
Apron, brown leather, for side drum 
Carriage for bass drums 
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